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Q uattro,'" our professional 
spreadsheet proves there 
are better and faster ways 

to do everything. To do graphics. 
To recalculate. To do macros. To 
save and retrieve. To search. 
sort, load. To do anything and 
everything that state-of-the-art 
spreadsheets should do. 

Technical superiority 
means product superiority 

Lotus Development, makers of 
1-2-3.® is biggec by factors than 
Borland. Bigger. not better. 
Technical superiority is a 
Borland trademark. and Quattro 
is fresh proof that it produces a 
better product. 

' ' Quattro has features that 
1-2-3 users will want-better 
graphics. easier macros. no copy 
protection-plus compatibility 
with the files and keystrokes 
they already use. 

Michael J. Miller. lnfoworld '' 

·customer satistaction is 01.1 rnainconcern:it wjJhin 6Gdaysot p~tcnasetnisproduct does not per -
101m in accordance with our claims. cal l au customer serYice depanmenl. and we will aua119e a 
retl.l'ld. 
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ottlleiJrespeC!ivellOiamCopyrigntC>t9BBBorlandlnlernalionaJ 811234 

With Quattro, s~ 
Quattro gives you 
presentation-quality 
graphics 

Quattro brings new highs in 
quality graphics to your spread
sheet. lt also brings new variety 
and diversity to the kinds of 
graphs and graphics you can 
produce from your spreadsheet. 
and you can produce hard copy 
of your graphics-with either 
printer or plotter-without 
leaving the spreadsheet. All you 
do is hit "Print." Quattro makes 
it easy to get hard copy-and 
you don't have to buy a separate 
graphics program. 

Naturally, Quattro 
has PostScript support 

Quattro is state of the art. so 
of course it supports PostScript'" 
-now the industry standard. 
Quattro merges desktop publish
ing into spreadsheets. lets you 
use tomorrow's technology today, 
and gives you access to all the 
latest laser printers and the pro
fessional results they provide. 

For the IBM PS/2" and the IBM• and Compaq• !amit ies 
ol personal computers and all 100% compatibles 

"What we show you " 

Quattro recalculates 
a lot faster than 
you-know-who 

The smartest and fastest way 
to recalculate a spreadsheet is to 
do what Quattro does. something 
called "intelligent recalc." 
which in English means you only 
re-count the numbers that count. 

In a spreadsheet. not all 
numbers are born equal, and 
changing one number doesn't 
always change everything. 
Quattro recalculates just the 
formulas that matter. not all the 
formulas it knows. (You wouldn't 
reshoot a whole movie just 
because you changed one scene. 

but unfortunately, that's the 
way 1-2-3 does it-and 

that's why it takes 
so long.) 
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~eing is Believing 

"What they show you" 

Quattro demystifies 
macros and makes your 
work go faster 

Using macros-electronic 
shortcuts-is easy with Quattro. 
Quattro offers a complete macro 
debugging environment and puts 
you in control as you "single
step" or fast-forward through 
your macros. Quattro's "Macro 
Learn Mode" lets you record 
macros as you work-which is 
something 1-2-3 users have been 
waiting for-and the wait is 
over. 
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You can't lose with Quattro 
If you forget to close and save 

your spreadsheet-or a power 
outage shuts down your compu
ter-all is not lost. Quattro auto
matically keeps track of every 
change you've made to the 
spreadsheet during the session, 
so if disaster strikes, it misses. 

Quattro Jets you build 
your own menus 

Quattro includes a Menu 
Builder that lets you customize 
menus. Coupled with macros. 
this application development 
feature allows you to create 
dedicated applications quickly 
and easily. 

Quattro includes SQZ!® 
Plus data compression 

A special implementation of 
SQZ! Plus, the spreadsheet file 
compression utility, is built into 

Quattro and comes to you ab
solutely free. SQZ! Plus for 
Quattro automatically compacts 
and expands Quattro spread
sheets by up to 95% during 
file saving and retrieving. 

You know how 
to use Quattro 

You can tell Quattro to 
respond to 1-2-3 commands. You 
don't have to learn a whole new 
program. Quattro works directly 
with all 1-2-3 file formats. No 
importing/exporting or macro 
translation is required. 

Quattro can also directly load 
and save ASCII, Paradox.~ and 
dBASE.® files. 
Compatible with 1-2-3? Yes. 
Faster than 1-2-3? Yes. 
Technically superior to 1-2-3? Yes. 
Half the price of 1-2-3? Yes! 

Circle 42 on Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 43) 



1910 
HAND-HEW CALCULATOR 

1919 
VIS/CALC" 

Get Quattro, the profes
sional spreadsheet for 
only $247.50 

Quattro is so advanced it's 
easy to use and it's half the price 

1982 
LOTUS 1-2-3" 

1981 
QUATTRO" 

of 1-2-3. It's compatible with all 
your existing 1-2-3 files-but it 
makes everything in them look 
better. print better. and makes 
your work go faster . 

Quattro: The Professional Spreadsheet 
FEATURE 

ReGale Cash Flow Model (5K cells) 

l2 Delete Row 15K cells (Recalc Time) 

~ Load File (15K cells) 

Page Down (A 1 to A 1000) 

Presentation-quality Graphics 

c., 
Graph Types 

~ Integrated Graph Printing :t: 
II. 

~ 
t:l 

Full Graph Customization 

On-Screen Font Styles 

PostScript Support 

User-modifiable Menus 

t Menu Shortcuts -~ Pull-down menus ;,_; 
~ :s; 

Point and Press Editing 

Automatic Installation 

Q:: 
Macro Learn Mode 

~ Maximum Number of Macros 
C) 
II. Single Step Macro Debugging Environment 

Price 

Benchmark details available upon request. 

BORLAND 
IN r ERNA TIO N A l 

QUATTRO LOTUS 
2.01 

.27 2.90sec. 

. 76 sec. 2.38sec . 

15.9 sec. 19 .8 sec . 

12.2 sec. 17.4 sec . 

YES NO 

10 6 

YES NO 

YES NO 

11 1 

YES NO 

YES NO 

YES NO 

YES NO 

YES NO 
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YES NO 

Unlimited 27 

YES NO 

$247.50 $495 

60-Day Money-Back Guarantee• 

For the dealer nearest you 
or a brochure. 

Call (800) 543-7543 
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Graphics, DTP, and Price Wars 
As I write this, I'm on my way to the 
National Computer Graphics Association 
show in Anaheim, California. It promises 
to be a good show since the field of com
puter graphics is undergoing rapid 
growth and maturation on both the hard
ware and software fronts. 

For example, in anticipation of the 
show, we've been working behind the 
scenes with a major hardware manufac
turer to obtain early coverage of a new, 
highly sophisticated graphics copro
cessor that will let your IBM PC compat
ible handle graphics primitives and oper
ations (e.g. , area fills, arc and line draws, 
and rotations) with a speed you might 
normally associate with workstations . 
We'll get the specifics and present them 
to you in an upcoming issue. 

Other major players exhibiting at 
NCGA include AST Research (showing 
new VGA cards) , Jasmine Technologies 
(with its latest Rembrandt board/monitor 
combos for the Macintosh), Texas Instru
ments, Mitsubishi, Seiko Instruments , 
Chips and Technologies, Adra Systems, 
Autodesk, and many more . 

Less familiar companies will be there 
in abundance , too . One I am looking for
ward to seeing is Nth Graphics, which 
will be showing its parallel-processing 
transputer-based IBM PC-compatible 
graphics cards that can write 40,000 
three-dimensional vectors per second or 
draw 10,000 constant-shaded polygons 
(with 500 pixels each) per second. This is 
the first transputer-based graphics card 
I've heard of. 

Control Systems will be showing its 
new VGA-compatible graphics controller 
for the PS/2; it offers 1024- by 768-pixel 
noninterlaced output, plus a zoom feature 
that gives you a virtual resolution of 
16,000 by 12,000. 

On the software side, Circuit Studio 
has introduced Velocity. This is a three
dimensional motion control and video 
animatio1. package that lets you specify 
complex on-screen motions for manipu
lating solid, shaded objects in real time. 
Circuit Studio 's background is in TV 
graphics, and it shows: Velocity supports 
ultrahigh resolution of up to 8000 lines 
for truly professional-looking, broadcast
quality results . 

There's lots more, and it's all inspir
ing, even for noncomputer graphics ap-
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plications: a timely inspiration, because 
we' re engaged in a graphics redesign of 
BYTE-a freshening up and sprucing up 
of BYTE's classic appearance. 

Not that there's anything shabby about 
the way we are now: BYTE recently won 
11 awards in the regional Society for 
Technical Communication's graphics 
competition, and we're now entered in 
the international competition. 

Also, our June 1987 cover recently 
was judged the "Best Newsstand Cover 
for 1987" among all computer magazines 
in Magazine & Bookseller's national 
competition. 

BYTE's classic visual style arose from 
two beliefs: first, the conviction that an 
authoritative publication need not be 
drab; and second, the equally certain 
knowledge that screaming colors, half
empty pages, and jumbled headline types 
were no substitute for solid content. 

But even a winning design can be im
proved. Just as we're working to make 
BYTE's text more readable and inviting 
without compromising our traditional 
editorial excellence, we also are looking 
to make every page as visually appealing 
as possible without losing the classic 
aesthetic we 've defined over the years. 
You'll see the results in a few months; we 
think you 'lllike our new look. 

Who Needs DTP? 
There's publishing and then there's pub
lishing: At the desktop end, the pace is 
fast and furious-some estimates show 
desktop publishing (DTP) growing at the 
almost unbelievable annual compound 
growth rate of 47 percent. 

A full 36 percent of BYTE subscribers 
plan to fuel that fire by picking up DTP 
software sometime this year, edging out 
the 35 percent who plan to buy conven
tional word-processing software. But a 
new class of word-processing software 
may change that balance, and it's the sub
ject of this month's Product Focus: high
end word-processing packages that have 
some of the features found in DTP 
packages. 

For people who need a modest amount 
of page-layout ability coupled with 
world-class word-processing features, 
these hybrid packages could save money 
and time. They're worth a look. As is 
true with most BYTE articles , this one 
goes beyond the mere recitation of facts . 

In this case, Lamont Wood provides use
ful definitions of just what does-and 
does not -constitute true DTP. 

Moving away from the nitty-gritty of 
workhorse software, this month's In 
Depth section (superbly illustrated by 
cover artist Robert Tinney) offers some 
welcome perspective on CPU architec
ture. These articles detail how funda
mental design decisions made years ago 
in 4- and 8-bit chips still affect the perfor
mance and capabilities of today's 32-bit 
architectures and will affect tomorrow's 
designs , like 80486, 68030, and reduced
instruction-set-computer chips . 

Speaking of tomorrow 's designs , you 
no longer have to wait for Apple's long
rumored portable Mac: The third-party 
Dynamac portable already exists. It is 
pricey (like all Mac things, unfortu
nately), but it's loaded and comes with a 
screen that offers even higher resolution 
than that of standard Macs. Nice stuff. 
It's reviewed in this issue. 

On the Intel side, with more competi
tion, the 80386 price wars are creating a 
consumer's paradise. Recently, I decided 
to take the upgrade plunge when even re
ligious use of data-compression utilities 
wouldn't let me shoehorn another byte 
into my home computer's hard disk 
drive. (It wasn't an easy decision to 
make: Although working at BYTE lets 
me try all manner of very nice, no-holds
barred hardware, I still shop carefully for 
my home-use equipment, which I pay for 
myself.) 

After checking out our reviews and 
spelunking in BYTE's ad pages , I dis
covered a fantastic buy on a mail-order 
80386-based machine, checked on the 
company with the Better Business 
Bureau, and phoned in my order. 

I now have a very fast, very inexpen
sive 80386-based machine with a large 
monitor, ample memory, and a fat, fast 
hard disk drive . It's wonderful. I can't 
believe I waited this long to get an 80386 
for home use. The difference in real pro
ductivity is amazing-I honestly get more 
done in less time, which makes after
hours work a lot easier to take. If you 
haven't looked at prices recently , you 
owe it to yourself to do so: 80386 up
grades are probably a lot less expensive 
than you think. 

-FredLanga 
Editor in Chief 





"Have you read 
the latest from 
PC Magazine 
about ALR's 
FlexCache?" 
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FlexCache 386 series: 
The performance of 
80386 technology 
with the power of 

advanced FlexCache 

Compatible 
Novell, DOS 3.X, 

SCO Xenix 386, OS/ 2 

Software 

"Even Compaq's 
DeskPro 386/220 
eats the dust made 
by the ALR 
FlexCache 20386 ... " 

The philosophy of getting more for 
your money has become an 

unbroken tradition with ALR. A 
tradition that has been recognized by 
all the major trade journals with 
excellent reviews. 

ALR 386/220, PC magazine's 
choice as "The Best of 1987.~'~' ~-.. 

Based on the ALR 386/220, PC 
magazine's choice as "The Best of 
1987", ALR extends its product line 
and introduces the FlexCache 386 
series. Now the fastest PCs available, 
the FlexCache 386 series approach 
minicomputer proportions and offer 
two new ways to get the most for your 
money: 

FlexCache 16386 -
a 16MHz, 0-wait-state, 
80386/82385 based system. 

FlexCache 20386 -
a 20MHz, 0-wait-state, 
80386/82385 based system. 

Both systems have ALR's advanced 
FlexCache architecture. The flexible 
dual bus design provides a wide open, 
high-speed data channel for up to 60% 
faster CPU/memory through-put 
than the IBM PS/2 model 80-071 with 
the much touted microchannel 
architecture. 

ALR 
FJexCache 
20386 - 150 
$ 7490."" 

Compaq 
DESKPRO 

386/20 

ALR 
FlexCache 
16386 - 60 
$ 4690."" 

379 
PMU 

Compaq 
DESKPRO 

386 
$ 6490."" 

n 
lJ;J 

Power Meter Performance Index 
FlexCache 386 series edge out Compaq's 
DESKPRO 386/20 & DESKPRO 386 in 
CPU/memory aggregate performance test. 

The cache memory controller can 
eliminate wait-states 95% of the time 



by keeping frequently used data close 
at hand, eliminating the need for the 
CPU to address main memory. This 
powerful blend of enhancements 
allows a FlexCache 16MHz CPU to 
move data along as fast as many 
20MHz CPUs and a FlexCache 20MHz 
CPU to move data even faster than a 
Compaq DESKPRO 386/20"'. 

The FlexCache 386 series comes 
equipped with the most fixed disk 
capacity for your money. The 
FlexCache 16386 has a 66 or 100 
megabyte fixed disk. 

The FlexCache 20386 will give 
you an extra 45,000 pages of 
document disk storage for free. 

The FlexCache 20386 comes with 
either a 100, 150, or 300 megabyte fixed 
disk. The FlexCache 20386 will give 
you an extra 45,000 pages of document 
disk storage for free when you 
compare it to the performance and 
price of Compaq's DESKPRO 386/20 
model60. 

ALR 
Flex Cache 
20386 ·150 
$ 7490."' 

779 
KB/sec ALR 

Compaq 
AexCache 

DESKPRO 
16386.60 

Compaq 

386/20 DESKPRO 

$ 7490."" 
$ 4690.'" 386 

650 $ 6490."' 
345 

KB/ sec KB/sec 236 
KB/ sec 

60 66 40 
MB MB MB 

Disk Capacities & Transfer Rates 
F/exCache 386 fixed disks store more pages of 
documents and achieve transfer rates of up 
to twice that of the competition. 

FlexCache hard disk controllers 
transfer a full track of data in one disk 
revolution (1 :1 interleave) instead of 
several disk revolutions· as with (2:1 
interleave) most current systems. Full 
track data transfering plus ESDI 
(Enhanced Small Device Interface) 
look-ahead buffering, turns what 
used to be a data traffic bottleneck into 
a super high-speed corridor. 

Circle 11 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 12) 

So, FlexCache 386 systems achieve 
transfer rates twice that of Compaq's 
DESKPRO 386 and 386/20 model60. 

Advanced Logic Research offers the 
FlexCache 386 series as a powerful 
solution for today's business growth 
and performance needs. The 
FlexCache series offers power and 
expansion possibilities not easily 
exhausted. The minicomputer-style 
chassis of FlexCache 20386 offers space 
for five internal peripheral devices, 
allowing more data storage devices 
than any other PC available. With the 
money you save on a FlexCache 
system you can afford additional data 
storage options. 

ALR 
Flex Cache 
20386-150 
$ 7490."' 

3.5" support 

Full height 

With the future in mind, the FlexCache 
20386 is built to accomodate growth. 

To make some serious feature and 
cost comparisons give ALR a call at 
(800) 366-2574 for the name of the 
dealer nearest you. 

FlexCache 386 
Series Specifications 

• ALR designed and proven multi-layer 
system board 

• Socketed for 80387 support 
• 1MB 32 bit RAM. expandable to 2MB on 

system board 
• 0-wait-state cache memory controller 

with its own 32KB of high-speed (35 ns) 
static RAM 

• Enhanced 101 keyboard 

1 • Phoenix BIOS 
• Dual drive support 
• OS/2 compatible 

FlexCache 16386 Model60 ... $4690,. 

• FlexCache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 16M Hz system clock 
• 80387 support with 16MHz clock 
• 66Mbyte <30ms hard disk 

FlexCache 16386 Model 100 .. . $5690"' 

• Flex Cache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 16MHz system c lock 
• 80387 support wi th 16MHz c lock 
• 1 OOMbyte <30ms hard disk 

FlexCache 20386 Model60 .. . $5990"' 

• FlexCache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 20MHz system clock 
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock 
• 66Mbyte <30ms hard disk 

FlexCache 20386 Model 100 ... $6490"" 

• FlexCache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 20M Hz system clock 
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock 
• 1 OOMbyte <30ms hard disk 

FlexCache 20386 Model 150 ... $7490"' 

• FlexCache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 20M Hz system clock 
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock 
• 150M byte <23ms. track buffered. ESDI 

hard disk 

FlexCache 20386 Model300 ... $9990"" 

• FlexCache 386 series specifications 
• 80386 CPU with 20M Hz system clock 
• 80387 support with 20MHz clock 
• 300Mbyte <20ms. track buffered. ESDI 

hard disk 

Advanced Logic Research, Inc. 

10 Chrysler, Irvine, CA 92718 
714-581-6770 
FAX: 714-581-9240 
Telex: 5106014525, 
Answer back Advanced Logic 

See us at Comdex Atlanta 
Booth #3934 

FlexCache is a trademark of Advanced 
Logic Research. Inc. Compaq. DESKPRO 
386 & 386/20 are trademarks of Compaq 
Computer Corp. 
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Staff-written highlights of developments 
in technology and the microcomputer industry 

Getting Small: Engineers Put Print Head 
on a Chip 
If a prototype "thermal print head on a 
chip" is any indication of things to 
come, thermal printers will continue to 
get smaller and less expensive. The 
CMOS chip, developed by Sony engi
neers in Japan, provides a density of 180 
dots per inch with a dot pitch of 140 
micrometers for character printing, and 
8 dots per millimeter and a dot pitch of 
125 p.m for graphics printing. Current 
versions of the chip measure less than 
Yz by Xo inch. Finer lithography will lead 
to resolutions as high as 32 dots per 
mm, according to Yuji Hayashi, one of 
the engineers on the project. 

The silicon chip holds heating ele-
. ments, power transistors, enable gates, 

latches, and shift registers. For graph
ics printing, it uses 11,448 thin-film 
transistors; for character printing, it 
uses only 1272 transistors . 

Although engineers have for some 
time tried to develop thermal print heads 
on a chip, they have been stymied by 
their inability to integrate heating ele
ments and drivers on a single chip be-

cause silicon has a high thermal conduc
tivity, making it impossible for the 
silicon substrate to hold the necessary 
heat. 

With the Sony chip, which has a 
quartz substrate, the highest temperature 
point on the chip-about 50° C-is at 
the center of the heating element. This 
ensures that the heating elements do 
not adversely affect the driving circuits, 
Sony engineers said. The variation be
tween conventional heating elements and 
power transistors is about 15 percent; 
with the Sony chip, the variation is only 
1 percent to 2 percent. 

Designers have also been unable to 
reduce the size of power transistors, so 
they had to resort to using inefficient 
wire bonds between heating elements 
and drivers. Sony got around this 
obstacle by using superthin-film transis
tors that resulted in relatively small 
drivers. 

Sony officials would not comment 
on when the chip might be used in an 
actual thermal printer. 

Apple's Sculley to Lone Users: "Hang in There" 
As the Apple/DEC Computing Center 
drew crowds at the Dexpo show in New 
York recently, some longtime users of 
Apple computers tried to gauge the ef
fects of the "repositioning" of the per
sonal computer company. Connectivity 
between groups of users is certainly 
more readily available, but what about 
the single user, who has traditionally 
been Apple's installed base? What are 
Apple's plans for the people who don't 
need to tie into a VAX or who don't want 
to work with a "workgroup"? 

"Single users should hang in there," 
Apple CEO John Sculley told Micro-

bytes Daily. "We introduced two new 
processors last year to meet the needs of 
our users . This year we are focusing on 
the extension of those machines into the 
multi vendor workplace, which is 
important. 

"As has already been said, we are 
not going to introduce any new CPU s 
this year," Sculley said, "but that 
doesn't mean Apple has forgotten about 
the single user. Far from it. I think that 
'89 will bring new products that address 
the single user's needs with the kind of 
technology that people have come to ex
pect from Apple." 

Intel Designs C Compiler for Embedded 
Applications 
In the midst of the excitement about the 
80386 and protected-mode applications, 
it's easy to forget the huge market for 
embedded applications, in which micro-

processors are used with code in ROM 
to control data or processes. Unlike re
programmable software applications 

continued 
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Nanobytes 
• That Dylan guy was right 
when he said the times are 
a-changin'. And if you need sup
porting evidence, look at what 
ffiM executives have been 
doing: They've been commenting 
on unannounced products. Wil
liam Lowe, president of the Entry 
Systems Division, has been tell
ing just about everyone that the 
company will gradually move its 
entire PS/2 line up to the 80386, 
will come out with an 80286-
based system in the vague range of 
$1300 to $2300, will release PC
DOS 3.4 sometime this year, and 
will deliver a 32-bit version of 
OS/2 next year. A Big Blue vice 
president said the company will 
roll out as many new systems this 
year as it did last year. Bigger 
hard disks in smaller packages 
were also promised. 
• So what's the deal with this 
new verbosity at IBM? Several in
dustry watchers say that IBM 
wants to keep its current custom
ers, and potential customers, 
from looking at equipment from 
other vendors who might deliv
er similar goods first. "We're go
ing to come out with some new 
products sometime, so don't go 
buying them elsewhere," is how 
one observer interpreted IBM's 
pre-announcement announce
ments. 
• Personal computers at DEC 
sites aren't news anymore, but the 
rate of infiltration could be sur
prising . According to a survey 
taken at a recent DEC exhibi
tion, 84 percent of the attendees 
said they use an IBM PC or 
compatible at work; 54 percent 
said they use a Macintosh. With 
all the recent announcements of 
Macs-to-VAX connections, peo
ple at DEC sites will be able to 
use their Macintoshes for more 
than graphics and presentations. 
• Ashton-Tate chairman Ed 
Esber said a future version of 

continued 
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dBASE for the Mac will be able 
to read dBASE programs from 

· IBM-compatible systems. Esber 
conceded that it was maybe a mis
take not to have implemented 
that power in the initial version. 
• Tandy and Apple computers 
each represent 23 percent of the 
models sold through computer 
stores (including Tandy computer 
stores) last year, according to 
figures from the research firm 
InfoCorp (Cupertino, CA) . The 
numbers are based on monthly 
sales. The statistics as quoted 
say that IBM computers made up 
17 percent of sales, and Com
paqs made up 6 percent, followed 
by Epson and Leading Edge with 
4 percent each, AT&T with 2 per
cent, and the popular "Other" at 
20 percent. 
• Addison-Wesley (Reading, 
MA) will publish a new volume in 
its series on Adobe PostScript. 
The new tome, PostScript Lan
guage Program Design, is aimed 
at software developers who need 
more information on the me
chanics of the page-description 
language. It will sell for $22.95. 
• Sharp Electronics (Mahwah, 
NJ) knocked $300 off the price of 
its PC-4501laptop computer. 
The little unit now sells for $995 ; 
it comes with a supertwist LCD 
screen, a 31h-inch floppy disk 
drive, a parallel port, and 256K 
bytes of memory. 
• Votan (Fremont, CA) has 
given voice-recognition capability 
to its IBM PC-based TeleCenter 
voice-mail system. A new soft
ware module lets an authorized 
caller step through the mail menu 
by talking, rather than pushing 
phone buttons. Unlike other voice
mail systems, TeleCenter with 
the Voice Entry module lets you 
check in from a rotary phone 
rather than requiring a push
button model. 
• Applied Reasoning (Cam
bridge, MA) lowered the price of 
its PC-Elevator 386 accelerator 
for the IBM PC, XT, and AT to 
$1795 and added a few things, 
most notably the ability to use 
more forms of memory , includ-
ing as much as 13 megabytes on r. 
the board (it comes with 1 mega
byte) , motherboard RAM of the 
host machine, extended mem-
ory, and expanded memory. 

continued 
.. .. 
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that you run on a microcomputer, em
bedded applications must reside in ab
solute addresses in ROM. Microcon
trollers are being used in everything 
from laser printers to lawn sprinklers 
to refrigerators. 

To facilitate writing the program 
code that controls these embedded 
microprocessors , Intel's Development 
Tools Operation (Hillsboro, OR) is 
bringing out a new C compiler, the 
iC-86 R4.0, which generates pre
defined machine functions and "ROM
able" code, which would normally re
quire assembly language routines using a 
standard compiler. The iC-86 compiler 
functions include the ability to set regis
ter flags and enable or disable inter
rupts directly, thus avoiding the debug
ging and maintenance complications 
inherent in assembly language. 

The use of predefined machine func-

.... ... 

tions reduces the overhead associated 
with assembly language and improves 
performance, according to Intel spokes
persons. The iC-86 compiler has a 
"locator" that lets you specify absolute 
memory addresses for storing the code 
in ROM . 

The iC-86 is designed to work with 
Intel's line of in-circuit emulators (ICEs) 
to allow full symbolic debugging of the 
program to be downloaded into the 
microprocessor. An ICE from Intel 
costs about $7000 for the 8086/80286 
and about $15,000 for the 80386. Al
though you can use iC-86 with 80286 or 
80386, it is designed for use only in · 
the processor' s real mode. 

The new compiler is priced at $750 
and is currently available with prepro
duction libraries. Updated libraries 
will be shipped at no additional cost in 
July, Intel said. 

Scoff If You Must, But Ada Is "Doomed to 
Success" 
Calling Ada "everybody 's six favorite 
programming languages, " Hewlett
Packard's Larry Rosier told a group of 
developers in San Francisco recently that 
the language is "doomed to success ." 
Rosier, manager of HP' s Computer Lan
guages Laboratory, said that Ada "is 
exactly in the same situation as COBOL 
was 25 years ago . Everybody scoffed 
at it, but today 85 percent of all code is 
COBOL." Rosier doesn't necessarily 
claim that Ada is the best programming 
language available to developers, but 
he did say it will be a "commercial 
success." 

The rise of Ada will be largely due 
to Department of Defense and other gov
ernment agency requirements . As 
Rosier pointed out, the DoD requires 
that Ada be used in all embedded sys
tems and, more recently , has extended 
the Ada mandate to all programming
related projects , embedded or not. Other 
parts of the government are following 
suit. Rosier added that, even though 
Unix is being pushed as an operating 
system standard in government environ
ments, "if you want Unix to be a suc
cess, it is inevitable that it will be Unix 

with Ada." Recent reports indicate that 
the government currently spends more 
than $20 billion a year on program
ming projects, a figure that does not in
clude hardware or software purchases. 

One thing that will help make Ada a 
commercial success, said Rosier, is the 
vast number of Ada-trained program
mers who will filter down from govern
ment projects to develop commercial 
applications . "They [Ada programmers] 
will do indirectly what students did to 
C," said Rosier. " For Ada, this will 
mean a thrust from above [the govern
ment] and from underneath 
[programmers] . '' 

Even though Ada critics say the lan
guage is bulky , it has standard tools and 
was created with portability in mind, 
Rosier said. Ada also offers some of the 
object -oriented features that C + + 
provides . "With Ada , everything is in 
there," he said , " that is, if you know 
how to look." 

C + + developer Bjarne Stroustrup 
agreed with Rosier, saying that "Ada 
will succeed because it is the only lan
guage people are willing to throw tens of 
billions of dollars at. " 

ISDN Demo Works, But Is Demand for It 
Here Yet? 
Predicting an "ISDN explosion" with
in the next couple of years, AT&T, Pa
cific Bell , and Lockheed demonstrated 
in California recently some of the 
powerful capabilities of Integrated Ser
vices Digital Network (ISDN) techno!-

.... .· 

ogy . (ISDN divides a standard two
wire telephone line into three digital 
channels [B ,D, and H] capable of si
multaneously transmitting voice, data, 
and video over a single wire .) "ISDN 
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Discover a new world 
of C performance. 
At a special low 
introductory price! 

WATCOM announces a new team of high
performance C language development 
systems that deliver proven superior results. 
Both are available now, at low introductory 
prices, for IBM PCs, PS/2s, and 
compatibles. 

Best of Both Worlds. 
Both systems are optimizers. Express C 

optimizes your time, WATCOM C6.0 optimizes 
your code. You win both waysl 

WATCOM C6.0 
Optimizing Compiler 
and Tools For the 
Fastest Tghtest Qx:Je. 

This unique development system 
produces the fastest execution speeds and 
smallest code available, as shown in 
benchmark tests against Microsoft C5.0 and 
Turbo C. It includes the new WATCOM 
VIDEO Debugger which quickly diagnoses 
elusive bugs without the need for extended 
memory even in very large programs. 
WATCOM C6.0 comes with a copy of 
Express C and offers a broad spectrum of 
advantages including: Extensive fine-tuning 
capabilities. A sophisticated register 
allocation scheme that eliminates many 
costly memory references. True register 
variables. Flow analysis. Altogether it allows 
your code to run its quickest. 

Without a doubt, WATCOM C6.0 is the 
ideal choice for all memory models, small 
to huge, and on systems with or without 
BOx87. Its flexible run-time conventions also 
allow efficient interfacing with a wide range 
of libraries and language processors. 

Superlative Performance 
121 Full ANSI C Optimizing 121 On·llne Help Text 

Complier 121 Disassembler 
121 VIsual Interactive Debugger 121 Overlay Linker 
121 Full ANSI C Run·time 121 Object Librarian 

Library 121 MAKE 
121 Source Editor 121 Expreaa C 
121 WATCOM C and Express \,[st Price: 

C User's Guides :ti495 
121 WATCOM c Language Introductory 

and Library Reference• Price: 
121 WATCOM Editor User's $

295
• 

Guide 

System Requirements 
• System: IBM PC, PC XT, 

PC AT, PS/2, or true 
compatible 

• Recommended memory: 
512K 

• Operating system: 
PC-DOS or MS-DOS, 
version 2.0 or later. 

With the WATCOM VIDEO debugger you can debug large applications without 
extended memory. 

Software Credentials 
WATCOM C6.0 is the product of 20 years 

of computer language experience dating back 
to the creation of WATFOR in 1965. Our 
commitment to technical support matches our 
commitment to deliver the world's fastest and 

The fastest , tightest code 

(small memory model ") 

WATCOM C6.0 Microso!tCS 0 
' IBM PS 2 Mode\60 

Turnaround T ime (compile -t Unk/lotd) 

14.12 

l•me•nsecondstocomplle573source 
ltnes phis lflclut1es. arn!lmk 7 addtt1ona1 
OBJ hies cre;~ted hom 1391 source l1nes. 
IBM PS 2 Model 50. small memo!)' model 
Program used · GREP 

8 WATCOM ExpressC 
C M!Crosoh Quick C 
[j Turt>oC 

fl o1 t lng point compui1Uon 

IBM PC XT IBM PS'2 Model 
WllhBOB7 60wrtnemutatoon 

Trmemsecond$ to run25•teratron$OI 
Whelslone. 
Small memory model (64K code. 64K data) 

• WATCOM C6.0 
:J Mrcrosoi1C5.0 
:J TurboC 

most productive programming tools. With more 
than 400,000 software products in worldwide 
use and site licensing available for multiple 
machines and networks, you simply cannot 
find a better source of software development 
tools. 

WATCOM Express C 
For the Fastest 
Development 
Environment. 

This seamless development environment 
offers high speed compilation and the 
ultimate in programming ease. II is an 
integrated editor, compiler, debugger, linker 
and run-time system. With unexcelled 
diagnostic capabilities, it quickly checks 
apparently correct code and uncovers 
common or difficult bugs that other compilers 
miss. Express C provides you with reliable 
code and exceptional productivity. 

Unparalleled Productivity 
121 Full ANSI C Complier 
121 Integrated Source Editor 
121 Integrated Debugger 
121 Full ANSI C Run·time 

Library 
121 Integrated linker/loader 
121 On·llne Help Text 
121 WATCOM C Library 

Reference 
121 WATCOM Express C User's 

Guide 
121 WATCOM C Language 

Reference 

121 Overlay Linker 
121 Object Librarian 
121 MAKE 

$s1~SS' 
Introductory 
Price: 

$75* 

r---------------------------------1 I SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! Name I 
_ C6.0 at introductory price $295 Title Tel. ~~----

1 _ Express C, at introductory price $75 company 1 
_ Please send product information. Dept. BY-05, Suite 306-21 street _____________ _ 

I _ Please contact re: site licensing and 1430 MassachusettsAve., Cambridge, MA 02138 City state_ Zip __ I 
I corporate price quotes. Available now. For immediate delivery in the USA and Canada call: Visa_ MasterCard_ Card 11 I 

'Limited time Introductory prices apply only to prepaid D Slg 

I ~~;~~V~~~~~~\~n~~r~~a . 1 -800-265-4555 !:r~o~t=ndExpreaa~a;:::.demarkaotWATCOMSyatomol~ I 
& 

© Copyrlghi1988WATCOMProdUdal~. .. 
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• Extended Systems (Boise, 
ID) has a new device that lets four 
computers share an HP LaserJet 
II printer. The ShareS pool board 
slips into the printer's extra I/0 
slot and talks directly to the 
printer backplane. The company 
says the $495 device provides 
"true simultaneous inputs," has 
a 256K-byte memory buffer, and 
is totally transparent to the 
users . 
• Sony Microsystems (Palo 
Alto, CA), the new arm of the 
electronics giant, is seeking de
velopers to work with its NEWS 
workstations, a line of Unix
based 32-bit computers. Sony is 
aiming the systems, which range 
in price from $3995 to $19,900, at 
CAD and publishing markets . 
• Tiara Computer Systems 
(Mountain View, CA) has a new 
adapter card that links 386-based 
personal computers to Ethernet 
networks . The $395 LanCard E-
386 fits in a short slot and oper
ates at 16 MHz with no wait 
states. 
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capability is here today," said AT&T 
spokesperson Jerry Herman, while Pa
cific Bell's Pat Bergmann added that 
"ISDN is where we are migrating our 
customers." 

The beauty ofiSDN, its proponents 
say' is that it will enable personal com
puter users who now have two or more 
phone lines running into their offices
one for voice phone and one for a 
modem-to have a single phone line that 
can be used simultaneously for both 
voice and data transmission. Instead of a 
standard phone and modem, you would 
need a phone with a built-in terminal 
adapter. Your computer would be con
nected to the phone, which would, in 
turn, be connected to the wall jack. No 
other modifications would be needed. 
However, your central telephone office 
would have to have an ISDN telephone 
service switch installed. 

Herman emphasized that ISDN will 
not be adapted by users or local phone 
companies until it is at least as cheap 
as today's methods. "For ISDN to make 
any sense, it will have to be less expen
sive than existing telephone lines," he 
said. Estimates are that ISDN costs are 
from 1. 5 to I . 6 times that of current 
technology. When ISDN benefits reach 
a low enough cost, Herman said, we will 
see companies aggressively attacking 

the potentially multibillion-dollar ISDN 
market. 

Herman told us that "there are a ton 
of companies , including Apple, working 
on ISDN products" and that we should 
begin to see those products within the 
next year. 

As part of its demonstration, the 
companies connected three MS-DOS
based AT&T PC 6300s and accompa
nying voice/data phones via standard 
phone lines. After establishing voice 
communication with users at the other 
PCs, Herman sent and received files 
(created with Microsoft Word) while 
talking on the same phone line. In this 
instance, packet-switched data was trav
eling over one channel while voice 
communication went over another. 

The PCs were using unmodified 
EZLAN communications software. Her
man added that they had previously 
used unmodified versions of Crosstalk to 
accomplish the same operations. In a 
separate demo, files were transferred 
from a Macintosh SE to a Mac II, both 
running unmodified MacTerminal soft
ware . In another demonstration, video 
was transmitted at 64K bits per second 
over standard phone lines using CLI' s 
Rembrandt hardware; remote video cam
eras were connected to telephone lines 
and simply dialed up . 

GaAs Chip Beats the Clock; Designers Claim at Least 100 GHz 
A gallium-arsenide-based IC, built by 
researchers at Stanford University's Ul
trafast Electronics Laboratory, is per
forming at such high levels that its de
signers say they're having trouble 
measuring its speed. So far, they say, 
they've determined that the chip is run
ning at least at 100 gigahertz (GHz), or 
100 billion cycles per second, which is 
about 10,000 times faster than standard 
16-MHz microprocessors. 

What's particularly unique about the 
chip, said Mark Rodwell, one of its de
velopers, is that it's based on "very 
simple ideas that were conceived in the 
early 1960s but that no one ever built." 
Rodwell said that "the real conceptual 
breakthrough for the chip is that we 

took old ideas and made the sort of de
vice that can be developed only with 
today's technologies ." 

The new circuit is basically a non
linear transmission line that may eventu
ally replace the step-recovery diodes 
used in today's high-performance elec
tronic measuring devices. Rodwell said 
the circuit itself consists of a transmis
sion line that has Shockley diodes at
tached at regular intervals. Since the di
odes provide reverse bias, the different 
parts of the line have different voltages, 
and, as a signal travels down the line, 
its "parts" travel at different speeds, 
each successively faster . 

The chip will be used initially to 
generate pulses for driving high-speed 

measuring devices that will have a time 
resolution comparable to that of a laser
based system. Such a device would 
also be much smaller, less complex, and 
less expensive than current measure
ment systems. Among those devices 
might be a diode-sampling oscillo
scope. (Some oftoday's measurement 
devices can also get up to 100 GHz; 
however, they do so by generating 
10-GHz signals that are then mixed to 
generate detect signals of much higher 
frequency. The new chip will generate 
the higher-frequency signals directly .) 
These higher-performance measure
ment devices, said Rodwell, will make 
possible the development of ultrahigh
speed computers . 

Scoreboarding Boosts Speed of Forthcoming Intel Processors 
Intel (Hillsboro, OR) has resurrected a 
relatively old approach to circuit design 
in order to boost performance on its 
emerging generation of microprocessors. 
The on-chip circuitry, called "register 
scoreboarding," essentially separates 
memory reads from the operation that 
uses the memory. (Or, in more technical 
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terms, scoreboarding decouples the ex
ternal memory access latency from the 
microprocessor's instruction execu
tion.) The net result is that the average 
access time of the memory subsystem 
is lowered, since the microprocessor 
does not have to spend so much time 
waiting for memory access to be com-

pleted. Because high-performance 
microprocessors are executing more in
structions in fewer cycles , the memory 
system gets slowed even more. 

According to Intel engineer Glen 
Hinton, scoreboarding has provided 
average performance increases of from 

continued 
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You only want the best. You want it first. And, you work 
hard to get it. When you choose Wells American's A*Star® 
microcomputers, that's exactly what you get. Not only the 
best, but also the first. 

Wells American was the first to release a 12MHz AT class 
computer. The first with 14MHz. The first with a no-hassle 31 
day money-back guarantee. And yes-we were even the first in 
business. We've been making microcomputers longer than 
IBM , Compaq®and Apple~In fact, we've probably 
been making them longer than anybody. 

Our A *Star computers are the only PC/AT 
compatibles that can run at 6, 8, 10, 12 and 
14116MHz. The press has rated them a~ "the best 
on the market:' That's because they not only out
perform the competition, they're also less expen
sive. A 14M Hz model with 20MB of storage sells 
for under $1800. Basic unit prices start as low as 
$995! But being best is more than just impressive 
statistics and low prices. It's also a lot of little 
"extras '~ Extras like a one year factory warranty, 
nationwide on-site service from GE and, here's 
another first, free schematics! 

10M PC/AT Al ano OS/2 are traoem3rio.s ot tnremat <onal Busoness Macr..nes Corpor,1h0n 

Circle 305 on Reader Service Card 
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*Star ! ==..;== 

What does all this mean to you? Simply put, it means we 
have the resources and the technology to provide you with the 
best. And to provide it first. And in a company with so many 
"firsts;' it's not surprising that's how we rate our customers. As 
one noted computer publication said: "The effort that Wells 
American takes on behalf of its customers is remarkable, 
showing a degree of concern that a number of computer com
panies should copY:' Of course, many have tried to do just 
that. But, according to our customers, no one comes close to 

matching our 15-year reputation for exceptional 
customer support. No one. 

Don't you think you deserve the best? Call us 
at 803/796-7800 for details on our special one 

month A *Star trial offer. Do it today and you 
could have the "best" on your desk tomorrow 

morning. Isn't that what you really wanted 
in the first place? 
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10 percent to 50 percent. In large C pro
grams, for instance, Hinton said per
formance gains have been about 10 per
cent; in assembly language programs, 
gains have been about 40 percent. Hin
ton wouldn't say on which chips Intel 
has implemented scoreboarding, but he 
did say it wasn' t the 80386. "It can 
help performance only with processors 
that have wait states," he explained. "It 
[score boarding] lets the internal operation 
proceed where wait states occur. " 

Scoreboarding is simply one tech
nique that designers can use to offset the 

MI~ROBYTES 

bogging down of the system due to 
microprocessors operating at a higher 
frequency than the external bus pins . A 
more common, but more costly , alterna
tive is the use of an external memory 
cache. The basic approach was devel
oped in the late 1960s as a method of 
enabling concurrency on mainframe 
computers. 

With scoreboarding, the read access 
is sent to the external bus controller and 
the destination register is marked as 
busy whenever a memory read is exe
cuted. Execution then immediately 

continues with the next instruction. The 
source and destination registers of the 
new instruction are checked; if they are 
busy , the instruction is canceled and is 
then tried again later. If the registers are 
not busy, however, the instruction is 
completed. 

Hinton said scoreboarding is helpful 
only when the system uses independent 
instructions that execute concurrently 
with the external bus access of the previ
ous read access . With dependent in
structions, execution is delayed until 
memory reads are complete. 

Lotus's Manzi Warns CD-ROM Developers: Don't Promise Too Much 
Sometimes stating the obvious is a 
good place to start. Jim Manzi, president 
of Lotus Development (Cambridge, 
MA), did just that when he told an audi
ence at Microsoft ' s CD-ROM confer
ence in Seattle that "customers won't 
buy what they can't use." 

Manzi said the personal computer 
industry has a history of "overpromising 
and underdelivering ," and he urged 
developers not to make this mistake with 
CD-ROM . Manzi warned against what 
he termed the technological arrogance 

that afflicted the mainframe and mini
computer industry 5 to 10 years ago . He 
suggested that sometimes the best re
search and technological advancements 
come from an unexpected source: lis
tening to customers. 

Packing large amounts of raw data 
on a disk is not the ultimate objective of 
CD-ROM, he said. "There's more to it 
than loading data and producing a ge
neric lookup engine." People are look
ing for ways to transform raw data into 
useful information; according to 

Manzi, this is the promise of CD-ROM. 
"Customers don't care about the un

derlying technology. They just want use
ful information" and want to spend less 
time in front of their computers, he said. 
"Our industry will be truly successful 
when it frees customers from their com
puters to spend more time thinking 
creatively." 

One of the potential benefits of CD
ROM, according to Manzi, is " freeing 
customers from information middle

continued 

With Nlaplnfo, More Ways 
Than Ever To Map Your Data 

Pin Map. Automatically use your existing 
database (from dBASE Ill or others) 
with street maps that we can supply. 
Maps from over 300 U.S. cities and 
towns contain all addresses, accurate to 
the correct block and side of the 
street. Type any address and Maplnfo 
will find it for you. Call to the screen 
your complete record. 

Mapu[!DJJ© 
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Thematic. Use our boundaries (state 
or county) or draw your own (sales 
regions, election districts, etc.). Create 
a database for the region (population, 
average income, etc.) Color code 
boundaries or entire regions based on 
parameters you define. 

Presentation. Use powerful graphics 
commands to add your own titles, 
legends and text. Create arrows, 
windows or callouts. Tum on or off labels 
of points, streets, bridges, regions, 
etc. 

Visual Database. Draw anything from 
a floor plan to aircraft design. Store data 
on any point or region. Create multiple 
layers to add flexibility to your display. 

And that's just a sample. If you need to map your data, Maplnfo can do it for as little as $750. IBM PC or 
100% compatibles, with 640K memory, a hard disk drive, and graphics capability. 
To order, caii1-800-FASTMAP. In New York State, call1 -518-274-8673 (Telex 371-5584). 
Maplnfo Corp., 200 Broadway, Troy, NY 12180 

dBASE Ill is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp. 
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Right. 

Ifyou'vegot better things to do than debug pages and 
pages of code, you need ASYST~" It 's the programming 
environment developed specifically for scientific and 
engineering applications. 

ASYST simplifies data analysis and graphic display, 
and integrates them with data acquisition. Using 
ASYST, you can replace pages oflow-level code with a 
few specialized commands. And it's easy to tailor to 
your changing applications. ASYST 's simple 
configuration menus and our technical support will 
get you up and running quickly-and keep you there. 

Call and discuss your application with one of our 
technical specialists . Or request more information. 

Just make the next line of code you enter 
1-800-348-0033 . It'll put you on-line with ASYST, 
the scientific way to program. 
Features: 
• Analog-to-Digital, Digital-to-Analog, and Digital 1/0 Support 
• GPIB/JEEE-488 Interface 
• RS-232 Interface 
• Sophisticated Analysis and Graphics 

System requires IBM PC, XT, AT, or 100% compatible. 

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

100 Corporate Woods 
Rochester, NY 14623 
1-800-348-0033 (or 716-272-0070) 

System Developers: Ask about our new ASYST Run-time License. 

ASYST is a trademark of Asyst Software Technologies , Inc. 
IBM, IBM PC, IBM PC/XTand IBM PC/ AT are registered trademarks 
oflnternational Business Machines Corporation. 

Come see us at the Electro Show, 
Booth -2965, May 10-12, Boston, MA. 
Circle 29 on Reader Service Card 
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NET: YOUR 
STOCK-TO·CASH INTERFACE 
Mass storage is a useful computer facility; but when applied to computers and· electronicequipment in a sales context, it means 
capital tied up, instead of working for you. 

Dunnet has the answer. As one of Europe's largest importers and distributors of electronic goods, we have both the financial strength 
and the market outlets to reduce manufacturer's stock problems. 

Our purchasing power enables us to buy up job-lots at highly competitive prices. Large quantities, not just of computers and 
computer products, but also consumer electronics such as telephones and facsimile machines. 

If your working capital is locked-up in the warehouse, let us act as your stock-to-cash interface. Whatever the volume, and regardless 
of brand name, we are in the market to buy. And, furthermore, we wiU agree the distribution areas of your products in advance. 
This wiU ensure that your pre-existing marketing strategies are not undermined. 

Dunnet's leadership in electronics mass purchasing and distribution in Europe, 
built up over the past 20 years, is a clear indication 
of our professional ability. Put it to work for you. 

Dunnet International Trading Company b.v. 
Kipstraat 16, 3011 RT Rotterdam. The Netherlands. 
Tel 31.104008100. Telex: 23496 krali. Fax: 31.10·4128073. 

men and the charges of on-line ser
vices." CD-ROM products will some
day be updated frequently enough that 
users will be able to spend less time 
using on-line services, he said. 
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Manzi predicted big times ahead for 
the CD-ROM industry, saying that in 5 
years the medium will be indispensable 
in government, business, and education; 
After the medium becomes essential to 

those markets, CD-ROM-related sales 
will account for 10 percent of revenues 
at software companies (up from 1 per
cent now), he predicted. We trust he 
wasn't overpredicting. 

Toshiba Designs Graphics Processor for Fast 3-D Drawing 
Companies that have been considered 
the leaders in the graphics processing 
market-like Intel and Texas Instru
ments, with their respective powerful 
graphics engines on chips-could be 
seriously challenged by Toshiba with its 
new high-performance graphics 
processor. 

Toshiba claims that its chip can draw 
and render three-dimensional images at 
up to 10 million pixels per second. The 
processor could find its way into CAD 
workstations and graphics boards for 
personal computers, if Toshiba can con
vince designers to use it. 

The CMOS device contains more 
than 130,000 transistors and provides 
graphics functions such as Gouraud 
and constant shading, line drawing, 
depth cuing, image data transfer, and 
hidden-surface removal . 

Although as many as four processors 
can be linked in parallel in a multichip 
architecture (with resulting perfor
mance of up to 40 million pixels shaded 
per second, Toshiba says), the chip it
self consists of four parts: a 32-bit com
mand processor, a 32-bit pixel proces
sor, a memory interface, and a window 
block for multiwindow support. The 

command processor, which includes 
firmware, executes preprocessing op
erations and sends instructions to the 
pixel processor. The pixel processor is 
the main engine for shading, drawing, 
and bit-map operations. The memory 
interface generates the memory timing 
signals. A special multiprocessor 
mode makes parallel processing possi
ble. Special algorithms for smooth 
shading are in the firmware. 

For constant shading, Toshiba 
claims the chip can execute at the rate of 
160 million pixels per second and draw 
1 million lines per second. 

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is always interested in hearing about new technological and 
scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep track 
of innovative uses of that technology. If you know of advances or projects that involve research relevant to microcomputing and 
want to share that information, please contact us. Call the Microbytes staff at (603) 924-9281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes, 
or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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We've 

UP10 
25 USERS. 

MADE FOR 
THE 80386. 

RUNS DOS 
PROGRAMS. 

MULTI..:r.ASKING 

TRADEMARK ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: MultiLink"is a registered trademark of The Software Link. PC-MOS/386:' MultiLink0 Advanced, and LA NLink'" are trademarks of The Software Link. Lotus 1-2·3, WordStar. dBASE III. & WordPerfect are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp., MicroPro, Ashton=rate, & WordPerfect Corp., respectively. Prices and technical specifications subject to change. 



When you want to talk computers .. 
ATARI COMPUTERS AMIGA SOFTWARE MS/DOS SYSTEMS 

65XE 64K Computer ......... 99.99 
130XE 132K Computer . . . . .. 139.00 
520ST-FM Monochrome Syst. .. Call 
1 040ST Color System . . .. .. . 939.00 
SF124 Monochrome Monitor . 149.00 
SF1224 Color Monitor .. .. . . . 329.00 

Includes: 520ST·FM, 512K RAM with 
3V2'' Drive Built·ln, Basic, RF·MOD, 
Atari Mouse, and SF·1224 Color 
Monitor 

AT ARI ST SOFTWARE 
Access 
Leaderboard Golf .. . .... .. .. 24.99 
Antic 
Stereo CAD 30 Flash ..... .. . . 24.99 
Avant Garde 
PC Ditto (IBM Emulation) . .... 69.99 
Batteries Included 
Degas Elite . . . . . .. . .. .... . . 44.99 
DAC 
Easy Accounting . .. . . ....... 64.99 
Soft Logik Corp. 
Publishing Partner .. .. .. . . .. 64.99 
Timeworks 
Swiftcalc/Wordwriter . . . . . .. . 49.99 
VIP 
Professional Gem .. . .. .. . .. 144.00 

AMIGA SOFTWARE 

Absoft 
AC Basic .. . .. .. ..... . . . .. 139.00 
Aegis Development 
Animator/Images . . . . .. . . ... B9.99 
Draw Plus . . . .. . .. . ..... .. . 149.00 
So nix .. ...... .. .. .. . . . .. .. 49.99 
Discovery Software 
Marander II .. .... . . .. .. . . . . . 31 .99 
Electronic Arts 
Deluxe Video 1.2 . . . ... . . .. . . B9.99 
Gold Disk Software 
Pagesetter w/Text ed .. .. ... . B9.99 
Micro Illusions 
Dynamic Cad .. .. . .. . ..... . 349.00 

Micro Systems Software 
Scribble .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 69.99 
New Tek Inc. 
Digi -View 2.0 ... . . . ... . . .. . 149.00 
Digi-Paint . .. . .. .... .. .. . . . . 44.99 
Sub-Logic Corp. 
Flight Simulator II . . .. . .. .... 39.99 
Word Perfect Corp. 
Word Perfect .. . .. . . . . . . . . . 199.00 

MACINTOSH PRODUCTS 

Eve rex 
EMAC 60T Tape $

1 099 Back-Up 
Hard Drives 
CMS 
MacStack 43 .. . . . .. . . ... . . B49.00 
Eve rex 
91 M B SCSI . . . . . .. ... . . . . 1499.00 
PCDC 
Mac Bottom 4032 . .. . .... . . . 999.00 
Floppy Disks 
Cutting Edge by Ehman 
BOOK External .... . ... . . .. . 1B9.00 
Mirror Technologies 
Magnum BOOK .. . .. . . . . . . . . 199.00 
Monitors 
Network Specialities 
Big Top 20" . ..... . . . . . . . . 1499.00 
Sigma Designs 
Laser View Display Syst. . .. 1, 7 49.00 
Memory Upgrades 
Dove Computer 
Mac Snap 524S . . . . . .. ... .. 199.00 
Mac Memory 
Max Plus Mega . . . . . ... ... . 329.00 
Turbo SE 16 MHz . . .. ....... 369.00 
Scanners 
AST 
Turboscan .. . . .. .. . . ..... 1 ,299.00 
Data copy 
720 Flatbed Scanner ...... 1,199.00 

v 

Compaq deskpro and portables . Call 
IBM PS/2 model30 and 50 ... . . Call 
IBM PS/2 model60 and BO ..... Call 
Leading Edge .. . .. ......... 899.00 
N EC A PC-IV Powermate . .. 2,399.00 
NEC Multispeed Laptop .... 1229.00 
PC-TOO 80286 1.2MB, 512K . . 999.00 

Toshiba 
T-1000 Laptop 

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS 
AST 
6-Pak Plus 576 Board . .. ... . 139.00 
Hot Shot 286 Accelerator . . .. 349.00 
Hercules 
Color Card .... .. . . .. . . .. .. 129.00 
Graph ics Card Plus . . . . . . . . . 159.00 
5th Generation 
Logical Connection 256K .. . . 349.00 
Quad ram 
Quad386XT 80386 PC·Upgr . .. 799.00 
Video 7 
Vega V.G.A. Adapter .. . .. . .. 319.00 
Zuckerboard 
Color Card w/Parallel Port . . . . 89.99 

MS/DOS SOFTWARE 
Ashton-Tate 
d-Base Ill + .. . ... .. .. .... . 389.00 
Borland 
Quattro . .. . . .... .. . . .. .. .. 129.00 
5th Generation 
Fastback Plus ......... . . . .. 89.99 
IMSI 
Optimouse w/dr. Halo ... .. . . . 89.99 
Logitech 
Hi-Res Buss Mouse . . :" . ... . 119.00 
Lotus 
Lotus 1.2.3 . .... .. . . .. . . ... 309.00 
Software Publishing 
First Choice .... ... .. . ...... 99.00 
Micropro 
Professiona14.0 w/GL . . ... . . 239.00 
Word Perfect Corp. 
Word Perfect 4.2 .... .. . . . .. 209.00 

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 
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........ When you want to talk price. 
MONITORS MODEMS PRINTERS 

Amdek 
Video 310A 12" Amber . ..... . 99.00 
Video 410 12" A/G/W .. . . (ea.) 149.00 
Magnavox 
7BM623 12" TTL Amber . ..... 99.00 
CM8502 13" Composite Color 159.00 
CM851514" RGB/Composite . 269.00 
CM8762 14" RGB/Composite . . New 
NEC 
GS-1400 14" Monochr. TTL ... 219.00 
JC-1402 Multisync-11 . . ...... 599.00 
Packard Bell 
PB-1418F 14" Flat TTL A/G/W 
.......... .. ...... .. . (ea.) 119.00 

PB-1420CG 14" Mid-Res CGA 269.00 
PB-1422EG 14" Hi-Res EGA . . 369.00 
PB-8526-MJ Uniscan Monitor . 399.00 
Princeton Graphics 
Max-12 12" TTL Amber . .. ... 149.00 
Thomson 
450 15" 132 col. TTL Amber . . 119.00 

Thomson 
Model 4120 RGB/ 
Composite 

DRIVES 
Atari 
AA314 DSIDD ST Disk ... .... 199.00 
SH 0204 20MB ST Hard Drive . 569.00 
C.LTD (For Amiga) 
C. L TO 20MB .... .. .. .. ..... 899.00 
C.L TD 33MB .. ... . . .. .... .. 999.00 
C. LTD A500 SCSI Controller . 179.00 
Indus 
GT Disk Drive Atari XLIXE . .. 179.00 
GTS-1 00 ST Drive .... ...... 199.00 
Racore 
Jr. Expansion Chassis ...... 299.00 
Seagate Technologies 
ST -225 20MB Drive ......... 249.00 
Supra 
Atari ST 20MB Hard Drive .... 559.00 
Amiga 2000 20MB Hard Drive . 649.00 
Xebec 
Amiga 20MB Hard Drive . .... 799.00 

Anchor 
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud . . . .. . 99.99 
Vu-520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud 129.00 
1200E 1200 Baud External .. . 129.00 
Atari 
XM M301 XLIXE 300 Baud .. . .. 44.99 
SX-212 ST Modem .. .... ... .. 94.99 
Avatex 
1200 HC External .. . . .. ..... 99.99 
2400 External .. .... .... . . .. 199.00 
Best Products 
2400 Baud V2 Card w/software 159.00 
Eve rex 
Evercom 2400 Baud External . 239.00 

Hayes 
Smartmodem 1200 s

279 External 

Smartmodem 300 .. . . ...... 149.00 
Packard Bell 
1200 External ... . .. ... .. .. .. 89.99 
2400 External . . ... ....... . . 169.00 
Practical Peripherials 
Complete Telecom Package .. 99.99 
2400 Baud Stand-Alone ... . . 199.00 
Supra 
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari .. . .. 169.00 
U.S. Robotics 
Direct 1200 Baud External . ... 89.99 
Direct 2400 Baud External ... 199.00 

DISKETTES 

Maxell 
M 01-M SS/DD 5114" . . ....... .. 8.49 
MD2-DM DSIDD51/4'' . .. . . . ... 9.49 
MF1-DDM SSIDD 3112'' . ... . .. 12.49 
MF2-DDM DS/00 3112' ' .... . . . 18.49 
MC-6000 DC-600 Tape . . ... ... 23.99 
Sony 
MD1 D SSIDD 5112'' .... .. . . .. . . 6.99 
MD2D DS/00 5112'' .... ....... 7.99 
M FD-1 DO SS/DD 3 112'' .... . .. . 11.99 
MFD-200 DSIDD 3112'' ....... 16.99 

In the U.S.A. and in Canada 

Atari 
1020 XLIXE Plotter .. .. . ..... 31.99 
XDM-121 Letter Quality XL-XE 199.00 
XM-M801 XL-XE Dot Matrix . . 199.00 
XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix ... .. 189.00 
Brother 
M-11 09 100 cps Dot Matrix . .. 199.00 
M-1409 180 cps Dot Matrix . . . 309.00 
Citizen 
1200 120 cps Dot Matrix .. . .. 149.00 
Premier-35 35 cps Diasywhl. . 479.00 
C.ltoh 
315-XP Epson/1 BM 132 col. ... 549.00 
Epson 
LX-800 150 cps, 80 col. .... .. 179.00 
FX-86E 240 cps, 80 col. . ..... 289.00 
FX-286E240cps, 132col. . .... . Call 
LQ-500 180 cps, 24-wire . ...... Call 
LQ-850 330 cps , 80 col. .. ... .. . Call 
LQ-1050 330 cps, 24-wire ...... Call 
EX-800 300 cps, 80 col. . . . ... . . Call 
Hewlett-Packard 
H P-2225 Thinkjet . .......... 369.00 
NEC 
P2200 Pi nwriter 24-wi re .. ... 379.00 
P660 Pinwriter 24-wire . ..... 459.00 
P760 Pinwriter 132 col. .... .. 679.00 
Okidata 
Okimate 20 color printer . .... 129.00 
ML-182120 cps 80 col. . .. ... 229.00 
ML-192 + 200 cps, 80 col. . ... 359.00 
ML-193 + 200 cps, 132 col. ... 469.00 

Panasonic 
KX·P1 080i 144CPS, s

175 80 Column 

KX-P1091 i 194 cps , 80 col. . .. 199.00 
KX-P10921240 cps, 80 col. . .. 339.00 
Star Micronics 
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 col. . . ... 169.00 
NX-1000C C64/1281nterface .189.00 
NX-15120 cps, 132 col. ... . .. 319.00 
Toshiba 
P321-SL 216 cps, 24-wire . . .. 539.00 
P351-SX 300 cps, 24-wire .... 999.00 

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950 
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217 

Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283 
CMO. 477 East Third Street, Dept. A1, Williamsport, PA 17701 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
POLICY: Add 3% {minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks 
to clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier 's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents 
add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the 
same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee com-
patibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee. A105 
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Top-Down Gets Thumbs Up 
Although I enjoyed your In Depth section 
on Lisp (February), I found it unfortu
nate that "Lisp: A Language for Strati
fied Design" by Harold Abelson and 
Gerald Jay Sussman included an attack on 
top-down structured design. The authors 
claim that top-down methodology is 
"flawed" and that it cannot be used to 
create systems that are "robust" because 
it does not let designers "stratify com
plex designs. " 

This assertion is simply not correct. 
Top-down design and the stepwise refine
ment that is inherent in the approach pro
vide a methodology in which stratifica
tion is the norm. You can't use any of the 
CASE tools based on structured design 
techniques without becoming immedi
ately aware of the conscious development 
of different levels of abstraction, with 
hidden details at each level. 

Beyond this narrow issue, it is regret
table that someone as experienced as 
Harold Abelson would think it necessary 
to mount an attack on a methodology that 
has produced many useful , flexible, and 
reliable systems. After years of bickering 
about the merits of different languages 
and programming environments, it has 
become obvious to most of us that there is 
no universal "best method" to be applied 
to any or all of the work we ask computers 
to do for us. The Lisp environment may 
offer advantages in some situations, but a 
Modula-2 or SQL environment might be 
preferable in others. 

A good case can be made for under
standing Lisp and the manner in which it 
can aid analysis, but we should be con
scious of the warning given by Edsger 
Dijkstra in his book Selected Writings on 
Computing : A Personal Perspective 
(Springer-Verlag, 1982): "The tools we 
use have a profound (and devious!) influ
ence on our thinking habits, and, there
fore , on our thinking abilities. " The task 
facing system designers is not to master 
one language or methodology, but to de
velop the knowledge and flexibility that 
allow selection of the most appropriate 
tools for the job to be done. 

Conveying Information 

John Boddie 
Newark, DE 

Mathematical theory is so many years 
ahead of its practical use that mathemati-
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cians are eager to find a field in which to 
apply their knowledge, lest some would 
say they are useless . 

Dr. Claude E. Shannon seems to be 
trying to apply the mathematics of proba
bility to something somewhere. His aim, 
and perhaps his victim, seems to be 
information. 

Let's look at the example selected by 
Ramachandran Bharath in "Information 
Theory" (December 1987): "If you have 
a 10-year-old son, and someone tells you 
that you have a son, no information has 
been conveyed." The man who believes 
that no information has been conveyed 
will become poor indeed. If messages in 
daily life were scanned only for the sim
plest content, there would be no commu
nication at all-and maybe no human 
culture. 

In the example used, the parent of the 
10-year-old son now knows that the per
son speaking to him also knows that the 
son exists and that this person thought he 
was the first to tell the parent. That is part 
of a certain content. And in combination 
with the context, the content-probable, 
hypothetical, and so on-would be much 
larger. 

You could write a book about all these 
contents of the sentence. But I am not a 
mathematician, and maybe for a math
ematician there is only noise in my 
message. 

M.-C. Stricker 
Strasbourg , France 

Speech Software from Dataflo 
I bought my Heath HV-2000 speech card 
after reading about it in What's New 
(January, page 86) . I wanted to write a 
spelling tutorial for my second-grader, 
and I thought the task would be relatively 
easy. 

Programming the card was a snap, but 
developing a fully integrated program 
that was tailored to the needs of a 7-year
old was something else. 

When I called Heath to find out what 
programs were available for the card, I 
was disappointed to learn that there was 
nothing on the market. Ever optimistic , I 
called my local bookstore and discovered 
that a nearby software company publishes 
an entire line of educational programs for 
the card. 

The company is Dataflo Computer 
Services (HC 32, P.O. Box 1, Enfield, 

NH 03748 , (603) 448-2223). I purchased 
Dataflo's Spell And Tell program, and it 
has proved to be the perfect program for 
my child. The company has several pro
grams, and some of them even come in 
foreign languages. 

I'm sure other users of this card will be 
happy to know that there is software for 
it. 

Dennis Draper 
West Lebanon, NH 

While attending the Northeast Com
puter Faire in Boston last year, I was in
trigued by the educational speech soft
ware offerings of a small New Hampshire 
firm, Dataflo Computer Services, which 
were exhibited on both IBM and Apple II 
machines. To date, this is the only ready
to-run speech software I've been able to 
find. 

My only hesitation arose over the 
prices of the two supported speech syn
thesis boards for the IBM, one from 
Votrax and the other from Artie Technol
ogies. Both cost over $200. For some 
users who would like to give their chil
dren talking educational software, this 
might seem a steep investment. 

But, lo! Good ol' Heath now advertises 
a speech board in kit form for only 
$89.95. A call to Dataflo confirmed that 
its entire educational speech software line 
(including several spelling and math pro
grams) is now available in a version for 
the Heath board. I also learned that, for 
those who already own the Votrax or 
Artie synthesizers and are inclined to
ward writing their own speech programs, 
Dataflo offers SONCOM, the only utility 
the company knows of that allows access 
to those boards from compiled BASIC. 

As always, Apple users are in a differ
ent boat. Apple lis must use Applied En
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Who Says FoxBASE+ 
is Better than dBASE.? 

The Experts! 
Nicholas Petreley, Info World Review Board: 
"FoxBASE+ has outdone itself. Once again, FoxBASE+ earns 
an "excellent" in performance, with kudos for responding to 
user suggestions. For sheer productivity, there is no other 
choice." 
P.L. Olympia, Founder & P1·esident, International Dbase 
Users Group I Government Computer News: 
"FoxBASE+ is a supercharged dBASE, with all the features 
Ashton-Tate forgot. If you're into serious dBASE development 
and have not tried FoxBASE+, you are living in the dark ages 
and wasting your company's money." 
George F. Goley Iv, Contributing Editor, Data Based 
Advisor: 
"The product is fast, very compatible, fast, easy to use, fast, 
relatively inexpensive, and very fast. In every test, FoxBASE + 
outperformed the other products. And people who answer the 
phone at Fox know what they are talking about." 
David Irwin, Former President/CEO, Data Based Advisor: 
"From the dBASE compatibility standpoint, FoxBASE+ is flaw
Jess. From the speed standpoint, FoxBASE+ is unbelievable. 
From the "lazy factor" standpoint, FoxBASE+ is perfect." 
Glenn Hart, Contributing Editor, PC Magazine: 
"Initial tests of FoxBASE+ were simply stunning. In many 
ways, FoxBASE+ gives you the best of both worlds: all the ben
efits of interactive development and debugging, plus the speed 
and code protection of a compiler." 

Pat Adams, Founde1; International Dbase Users 
Group!NYPC Consultants SIG: 
"Imagine a dBASE without bugs! Imagine a dBASE that is at 
least six times faster and comes with its own runtime 'com
piler.' Imagine a company whose tech support department is 
reachable on the first telephone call, and whose staff knows 
what it is talking about. Imagine all that-and more-and you 
have FoxBASE + . " 

Adam Green, Contributing Editm; Data Based Advisor, 
dBASE Author: 
"For the PC, FoxBASE + has consistently set the performance 
standard for dBASE compatible languages. For the Macintosh, 
FoxBASE +/Mac will set standards for innovation and leader
ship in a new dBASE implementation." 

Don Crabb, Contributing Editm; Info World: 
"You can expect blazing speed on the Mac. FoxBASE+/Mac 
breezes past tests that have proven stumbling blocks for 
Macintosh databases in the past. FoxBASE+/Mac combines 
complete dBASE compatibility with a genuine Macintosh 
user interface." 

Why not join the experts- get your copy of FoxBASE + now! 
Visit your nearest quality software dealer, or order directly 
from us by calling (419) 874-0162. 

Because when it comes to speed, compatibility and value, 
nothing runs like a FOX! 

~~~~~~~~~Fox Software~~~ 
Nothing Runs Like a Fox. 
Fox Software, Inc. (419) 874-0162 
118 W South Boundary FAX: (419) 874-8678 

FoxBASE, Fox BASE + and FoxBASE +Mac are trademarks 
of Fox Software, dBASE and dBASE lli PLUS are trademarks 
of Ashton-Tate. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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What is a Best Western? 

The right place at the right price. 

Make reservations at any Best Western, 
see your travel agent, or call toll-free 

1-800-528-1234 
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gineering ' s more sophisticated Phasor 
board, which costs about $179 . 

All the same, it appears that after 
being little more than an experimenter's 
curiosity for some time, speech synthesis 
is beginning to carve a practical place for 
itself in the personal computer market. 
Shades of HAL! 

Michael Dawidziak 
Central Islip, NY 

MathCAD and Bessel Functions 
George A. Stewart's review ofMathCAD 
2.0 (February) was thorough and infor
mative. The comparison with TK Solver 
Plus and Eureka was especially helpful. 
However, Mr. Stewart is incorrect when 
he states that TK Solver Plus lacks built
in Bessel functions. TK Solver Plus does 
have Bessel functions , but they're not 
mentioned in the reference manual . The 
manual , Application Notes, covers the 
Bessel function feature on page 4-2. TK 
Solver Plus also includes the gamma 
function as well as the Gaussian error 
function. 

Programs like TK Solver Plus, Math
CAD 2.0, and Eureka add a new dimen
sion to computing. Engineering and sci
entific problems of significant difficulty 
that could previously be solved only 
through custom programming can now be 
solved much more easily . Setting up 
problems with these programs is much 
easier to learn than programming, and 
you can set up most problems much more 
quickly than you can write a conventional 
program. I have found TK Solver Plus 
very valuable in teaching various engi
neering courses. 

Answers on AI 

Edwin G. Wiggins 
East Northport, NY 

I am writing in response to Marin David 
Condie's letter (January , page 30). This 
letter raises two questions , the simpler of 
which I shall answer first. 

Should artificial intelligence (AI) re
search be supported if it is unable to 
achieve its stated goals? Yes. Research 
has given us many practical applications, 
such as expert systems, and promises 
more, such as natural language process
ing. Research of any type always pays off 
if you are persistent. As long as it pro
duces results, whether they are practical 
or theoretical, it should be supported. 
This can be answered only by comparing 
its merits with the relative merits of other 
endeavors. 

Can AI achieve its goals, or are there 
inherent limits to it? We do not, as yet, 
know the extent of AI and what is possi
ble. It is difficult to say if there is an in
surmountable barrier somewhere in this 

continued 



Did You Know? 
Everex supplies a complete line 

of modem products 
Whether you own IBM® PCs, XTs"" , 
ATs® or compatibles, PS/2TM systems 
or Apple® Macintosh'" computers, 
our complete line of EvercomTM 
modems will work for you. 

From the early days of the IBM PC, 
Everex has delivered quality add-on 
products at affordable prices. Our 
most recent introductions are the 
pocket size, full-featured Mini 
Modem and one of the first internal 
modems for PS/2 systems. 

Everex, Evercom. Mini Modem and EverFax are trademarks, and EVER 
for EXcellence Is a registered trademark of Everex Systems, Inc. lBM and 
AT are registered trademarks and PC, XT and PS/2 are trademarks of In
ternational Business Machines Corp. Apple Is a registered trademark and 
Macintosh Is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MNP is a 
trademark o f MICROCOM, lnc. © Copyright 1988 Evere;o; Systems, Inc. All 
rights reserved. 

Quality and Features 
at Affordable Prices 
If you need an internal modem for 
your home system, a Mini Modem"" 
for the road, or a rugged external 
modem for work, an Everex modem 
can satisfy all your data commu
nications needs. 

Everex modems are a cost effective 
way to add data commuitications 
capability to your personal compu
ter. Being a large volume supplier 

of modems, Everex has extensive 
experience in developing and 
supplying modems . 

Industry Compatible 
Each Everex modem assures 

you of compatibility with existing 
standards no matter where you 
are in the world. Our Everex 
engineers are active on national 
and international committees 
developing communications 
protocols and the latest standards. 
This involvement strengthens our 
commitment to the industry and 
assures our customers 100% com
patibility with other modems . 

Circle 1 OS on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 1 06) 

The Latest Technology 
The Everex family of data modems 
now includes FAX capabilities with 
our EverFaxTM product. The EverFax 
12/48 offers the simplicity of Fax 
communication through your PC 
with over two million facsimile 
machines . When you can't afford 
any transmission errors, Everex has 
MNP "' error correction modems (in
ternal or external) at 2400 bps for 
PC/XT/AT and PS/2 computers. 

Our Commitment to 
Data Communications 
The name Everex has come to mean 
quality, reliability and outstanding 
customer support in modems. So 
whatever your data communications 
needs, Everex has the right 
product for you. 

For more information or the name 
of your nearest Everex dealer please call: 

in USA 1-800-821-0806 
in Calif. 1-800-821-0807 

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 
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0 BUSINESS 1-EZ-FORMS business form 
generation , completion and printing program. 1 

0 CAD 3-The PC-Fiow 1.0 computer aided flow-
chart generation program. Color graphics required . 

~ COMM 4a,b,c,d,e-(5 disks) Join the world of 
sysopswith RBBS Bulletin Board System 14.10. 

0 DATABASE 1 a,b-(2 disks) File Express 3.8 
menu driven general purpose database manager. 

0 EDUCATION 1-lnteractive DOS tutorial for new 
PC users. Makes learning DOS painless. 

0 FINANCE 1 a,b-(2 disks) PC Accountant 2.0 
personal bookkeeping and finance management. 

0 GAMES 1-3-D Pacman, Kong, Spacewar, Janit
Joe, futuristic Flightmare and more. Color required. 

0 GAMES 2-0ubert, Pango, Centipede, dun
geons and dragons style Zoarre , etc. Color req. 

0 GAMES 3-Biackjack with customizable rules , 
Armchair Quarterback (you call plays), and more. 

0 GAMES 4-Star Trek, the Castle adventure 
game, and the original Colossal Caves Adventure. :g 

0 GAMES 5--The Hack adventure game from the iii 
universities. Like Rogue, only much richer. 1i:; 

0 GAMES &-Pinball, Othello, Dragons, Sopwith 
(fly a Sopwith Camel) and more. Color required . 

0 INFO 1a,b-(2 disks) Cooking recipes database 
with keyword/ingredient retrieval. Add your own. 

0 MUSIC 2a,b-(2 disks) PianoMan 3.0 pclyphonic 
music recording and playback program. 

0 ORGANIZER 1-DeskTeam, a Sidekick clone, 
and the Judy personal calendar program. 

0 PRINTER 1-Resident print control and font 
utility, intelligent spooler, banner maker, and more. 

0 SIMULATION 1-Maze making program, MIT's 
Life simulation , starfields, etc. Color graphics req. 

0 UTILITIES 1-A collection of invaluable general 
purpcse DOS utilities. An absolute must for all. 

0 UTILITIES 2-More invaluable DOS utilities in
cluding screen burnout, ram disk, and more. 

0 UTILITIES 3-A comprehensive set of debugging 
and diagnostic utilities for monitoring· your computer. 

NEW RELEASES/UPDATES 
0 BUSINESS 2-Expressgraph business graphics. 

Chart your data and find trends. Color graphics req. 
0 CAD 1 a,b-(2 disks) Fingerpaint 1.2 advanced 

painting and Altamira object oriented design. Color. 
0 CAD 2a,b-(2 disks) DanCad3d, an advanced 

20/30 drafting program w/animation. 640K, color. 
0 COMM 2a,b-(2 disks) Procomm 2.42, an excel

lent modem program with terminal emulation. 
0 EDUCATION 3-PC-Fastype 1.20 typing tutor, 

ideal for beginners and advanced students alike. 
0 FINANCES 3a,b-(2 disks) Express Calc 3.12, 

a powerful and user friendly spreadsheet program. 
0 GAMES 8-Striker helicopter attack and Risk, the 

game of world domination. Color required. 
0 GAMES 12-Backgammon (play the computer) 

and Wheel of Fortune based on the gameshow. 
0 GRAPHICS 1-Record and play back screen im

ages! Excellent for demo, etc. Color required. 
@] GRAPHICS 2a,b,c-(3 disks) An excellent 3-0 

surface modelling and shading program. Color. 
0 INFO 2a,b-(2 disks) Zip-Phone, national 

areacode/prefix to zip-code cross reference. 
0 LANGUAGE 3a,b-(2 disks) The A86 3.09 

macro assembler and debugger for 8088/86/286s. 
0 SHELL 4a,b-(2 disks) Automenu and HOM II 

4.04 hard disk prog. for custom full-screen menus. 
0 UTILITIES 5--Hard disk utilities for verifying, for

matting , parking and optimizing your disk drives. 
0 UTILITIES &-Advanced utilities including 

Mark/Release (remove resident progs w/o reboot!) 
0 UTILITIES 7-More advanced utilities including 

Masterkey (undeletes files from hard disks) . 
0 WORD 1a,b-(2 disks) PC Write 2.71 , a powerful 

word processing system w/spell checker, laser supt. 
Most software listed is shareware or user-supported. 

3.5" format add $1 disk. 125 age directory, add $2. 

I MicroCom Systems Cost of items __ I 
3673 Enochs Street Shipping $3.oo 

I Santa Clara, CA CA res tax I 
I 95051 Total encl. I 
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field. Until it's reached, this question 
will remain unanswered. 

What Mr. Condie seems to be saying
he does not explicitly state it-is that 
humans have a special piece of magic that 
no other animal has and that cannot be 
duplicated in machines. The question be
comes, "How does the next generation 
acquire this special piece of magic?" 

Children grow up to be as smart as, 
and, in some cases (e.g . , Einstein), much 
smarter than their parents. Their devel~ 
opment is based on two factors: the genes 
they inherit and the environment in which 
they grow up. Is this special magic trans
ferred by the environment? Do we teach 
children how to be intelligent? And if we 
teach children, why can't we use the 
same methods to teach machines? The 
answer often given is that children have 
intelligence built in; we are only expand
ing on what is already there. If so, this 
leaves genetics as the means of transfer
ring this magic. All we need to do is to 
map out the human chromosomes and de
cipher the coding. Since function is inde
pendent of the hardware, it is possible to 
have intelligent machines . 

No? Well, what's left? Nothing. Or, 
rather, no known mechanism. Let's as
sume there is an unknown mechanism in
volved. One of its properties is that this 
unknown, unpredictable, and uncontrol
lable but reliable mechanism is supposed 
to transfer this special magic from adults 
to their children. Yet, if we make a con
scious effort to use it, it will always faiL 

To answer Mr. Condie's last ques
tion-why do AI researchers seem un
aware of other work on intelligence?
they are not. Many of these authors make 
the assumption that humans have a spe
cial something that they cannot possibly 
duplicate. (The above discussion shows it 
must be duplicated for our children to be 
intelligent.) Since the researchers dis
agree with this, they ignore these studies 
because they do not pertain to their work. 

Shawn Corey 
Winchester, Ontario, Canada 

A Can of Worms 
We were gratified to see Wayne Rash Jr. 's 
review of the Optotech 5984 drive in "A 
Quintet of WORMs" (February). Clear
ly, Mr. Rash has identified many of the 
important factors that must be considered 
when selecting a WORM drive. 

In the interest of accuracy, we at Opto
tech feel compelled to correct one re
mark. Mr. Rash stated that it ~es "a 
minute or two" for our drive to spin 
down. While it may seem like that to Mr. 
Rash, our watches here tell us that it's 
more like 6 or 7 seconds. 

In February we released a single-board 
controller that improves our product's 

performance by a factor of 2 and elimi
nates the bulky double-board controller 
that Mr. Rash was working with. In addi
tion, the software that accompanies our 
new release has been downsized consid
erably by exploiting any EMS memory 
the user may have. This allows large pro
grams like Ventura and AutoCAD to be 
executed while our driver is loaded. 

Edward Beshore 
Manager, Applications Engineering 

Optotech 
Colorado Springs, CO 

I would like to thank Wayne Rash Jr. 
for his review of WORM optical disk 
drives. However, I would like to point out 
one serious error and several significant 
omissions. 

Mr. Rash incorrectly states that the 
Maximum Storage drive is made by lSI. 
The APX-3200 Optical Storage Subsys
tem is designed and manufactured by 
Maximum Storage. 

The omissions were due largely to the 
lack of explanation about the very differ
ent software implementations. Only 
Maximum Storage and IBM add an opti
cal file system shell to DOS. All the other 
WORM optical disk drives are imple
mented as magnetic disk emulators . 

This difference in implementation ap
proach shows up in disk overhead, file 
system functionality, and data portabil
ity . The magnetic disk emulators typi
cally consume large amounts of overhead 
because they are emulating a system that 
was not designed to conserve disk space. 
Other features unique to WORM storage 
applications that are not supported by 
emulator software include multiple-vol
ume partitions and full file audit (who, 
what, when , and so on, for each file 
entry). 

The most important aspect of WORM 
data storage suggests that the data may 
outlive the machine that was used to gen
erate the data. It is , therefore, imperative 
that the file system used to access data on 
a WORM disk be portable to and support 
the capabilities of other operating 
systems. The MAXSYS-DOS system is 
the only WORM file system available that 
has this capability. 

Maximum Storage recently announced 
version 2.0 ofMAXSYS-DOS; it is faster 
and more efficient and has more func
tionality (e.g. , executes programs on the 
optical drive, supports multiple drives, 
accesses previous file versions) than 1.1, 
which was used to derive the benchmark 
data for this article. 

David R. Wooten 
Vice President, Product Development 

Maximum Storage Inc. 
Colorado Springs, CO 

continued 



• • .and a complete line 
of graphics adapters 

Everex is the only graphics board 
vendor you need. Whether you are 
selecting your first personal com
puter or buying hundreds for your 
office, choosing the right graphics 
card is easy with Everex. With 
PGA, VGA, EGA, CGA, MDA, or 
ultra-high monochrome resolution, 
Everex has just what you need. 

Everex has been there 
From the Beginning 
Everex introduced the Graphics 
Edge"' graphics card for the IBM® 
PC in 1983, providing the then 
unique capability to run CGA and 
Hercules® programs on the same 
monochrome monitor. Since those 
early days of the PC, Everex has 
continued to innovate graphics 
technology, bringing new products 
to the marketplace. 

Compatibility with 
Existing Standards 
All Everex graphics adapters are 
fully compatible with all the existing 
graphic modes established by IBM. 
And while we include unique 
features on many of our graphics 
products, we make sure that none 
of the established standards 
are compromised. 

Advanced Engineering 
The Everex dedication to excellence 
has led us to develop our own pro
prietary chip sets. This allows us 
greater control in the design of our 
graphics cards. Our use of ASIC 
(Application-Specific Integrated 
Circuit) technology reduces chip 
count for cooler operation and 
improved reliability. 

Most important, our own chip 
sets enable our design teams to 
incorporate the many special 
features you have requested, while 
maintaining the standard features 
you have come to expect from 
Everex products . 

Evere" and Graphics Edge ar(' trademarks, and EVER for EXcellence is a registered 
trademark of Everex Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark and PC is a trademark 
of International Business Machines Corp. Hercules is a registered trademark of Hen:ules 
Computer Technology, Inc.@ Cop)Tight 1988 Evere;~~; Systems, Inc. AU rights reserved . 
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Fully Tested with 
a Human Touch 
We hand test every Everex graphics 
card for true color and tone on a 
video monitor in our factory before 
it's shipped. So before you ever 
install your Everex graphics card, 
we've made sure that it's just right 
for you. 

For more information or the name 
of your nearest Everex dealer please call: 

in USA 

in Calif . 

1-800-821-0806 
1-800-821-0807 

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 
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68000 Relative Addressing 
I was int~ested in Mike Wilson's com
ments about position-independent code 
(PIC) and the 68000 relative to the size of 
a code segment in his review "MPW C 
for the Mac" (February). Here are a few 
comments: 

anywhere in the address space, without 
using registers : 

RPSH PEA RDISP-2(PC) return 
address 

PEA 2(PC) current 

For anyone who is curious, 32-bit per
sonal computer relative addressing can 
be accomplished at the assembly level on 
the 68000, though not as readily as on the 
68020. 

address 
JPAD ADD.L #JDISP,(A7) make 
* target on stack 

RTS jump 
RDISP SET *-RPSH displace-
* ment to return to code 

The following code sequence will 
cause a position-independent call or jump 

* continues here and, after the 
* procedure is declared, 

If you think f.OU can buy a 
better C compiler, don't. 
We'll buy it for you. 

Buy Let's C® with csd'" 
for just $75. If you're 
not satisfied, get 
Turbo Cor QuickC. Free.* 

Why are we making this incredible offer? Because we're absolutely cer
tain Lets C and csd C Source Debugger are the best C programming tools 
you can own. 

Rest assured that, like its competition, Lets C features incredibly fast 
in-memory compilation and produces extremely tight, high quality code. 
The differences lie in how much faster you can perform other programming 
chores. 

Our debugger. for example. can cut development time in half. But thats 
not all: 

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment . .. a definite aid to 
learning C and an indispensable tooljor program development." 

-William G. Wong. BYTE 
And comparatively speaking: "No debugger is included in the Thrbo C 

package .. . a serious shortcoming." 
-Michael Abrash , Programmer's Journal 

Unlike our competition. Lets C includes its own full-featured assembler. 
features documentation with complete examples and technical support with 
complete answers-the first time you call. 

LET'S C: 

: ~~~~a~~~~f~-~~i~eP~; ~~~~e : editor 
automatically points to errors 

• Includes both small and large memory 
model 

• Integrated envi ronment or command 
line interface 

• 8087 sensing and support 

LET'S C AND csd FEATURES 

• Fuil UNIX compatibility and complete 
libraries 

• Many powerful utilities including make, 
assembler.archiver 

• MicroEMACS full screen editor wi th 
source code included 

• Supported by dozens of third party 
libraries 

csd: 
• Debug inC source code. not assembler 
• Provides separate source. evaluation. 

prq9ramandh istorywindows 
• Ablhty to set trace points and monitor 

variables 
• CaninteractivelyevatuateanyCexpression 
• CanexecuteanyCiunctioninyourprogram 
·Trace back function 

So if you're thinking about buying any other C compiler. think again. 
But this offer is only available for a limited time. So think fast. And see your 
software dealer or call1-800-MWC-1700 soon. ( 1-312-4 72-6659 in Illinois.) 
1b exchange LetS C and csd forThrbo Cor QutckC. return registration card within 15 days of purchase 
date. notify Mark W!Uiams Company that you arc returning products and rece ive a return authorization 
number. Products must be returned within 30 days of purchase date or within 30 days of shipping date 
on telephone orders. 

fiJ Mark 
Williams 
Company 

1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614,312-472-6659 
© 1988 Mark Williams Company 
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JDISP SET PROC-JPAD displace-
* ment to procedure 

The symbol * in an expression is the 
current location counter. At run time, the 
processor pushes the return address, 
pushes the address of the ADD instruction, 
adds the constant difference between the 
last address pushed and the procedure en
try address, then pops the procedure ad
dress into the computer. For a simple 
jump, the programmer will not push the 
return address. 

You can generate a faster, and more 
understandable, call or jump using a 
register: 

MOVE.L #JDISP, AO procedure 
offset 

JPAD JSR -2(PC,AO.L) PC= PC+ 
offset 

* and after the procedure 
declaration 

JDISP SET PROC-JPAD 

At run time, the offset to the procedure 
is loaded in a register; then the return ad
dress is pushed and the offset is added 
into the computer, adjusted by the space 
consumed by the instruction extension 
word. On a personal computer, relative 
data addressing for jump tables and such 
beyond the 32K-byte limit can be gener
ated with the latter method. 

Most assemblers should be able to han
dle the order of declaration given above. 
It is faster and cleaner, of course, to use 
the 32-bit branches allowed by the 68020. 

Now, as to whether it should be done 
or not, part of the PIC methodology is the 
idea that large programs should be di
vided into smaller, independent, commu
nicating pieces. When the 68000 was 
designed, it was hoped that the PIC meth
odology would eliminate the need to 
jump directly to code more than 32K 
bytes away. System calls and interprocess 
communication were thought to provide 
the necessary flow of control. Whether 
these are really sufficient is still not 
known. In the meantime, the 68020 is 
proof that PIC-oriented architecture can 
function well with the traditional 
methodologies. 

Sequel to SQL 

Joel Matthew Rees 
Salt Lake City, UT 

SQLIQIT is another database package 
that would hold its own with those dis
cussed in the January BYTE. In fact, 
from some of the local benchmarks 
against Oracle and Ingres, it could be 
considered superior. However, later revi
sions of Oracle, at least, have since been 
released. SQL/QIT is a homegrown Aus-

conrinued 



.and a complete line 
of tape backup products 
• • 

Since 1984, Everex has been an 
industry leader in the PC tape 
backup market. Every day, Everex 
tape products are used to protect 
data on IBM® PCs, XTsTM, ATs® or 
compatibles, PS/2TM systems and 
Apple® MacintoshTM computers. 

A Wide Selection 
Because we know that everybody's 
backup requirements-and 
budgets-are different, Everex 
provides a wide selection of tape 
drive models. You can choose from 
cassette, mini-cartridge, or cartridge 
tape drive models that have 
capacities ranging from 40MB to 
125MB. 

Everex is a trademark and EVER for EXcellence is a registered tTademark of 
Everex Systems, Inc. IBM and AT are registered trademarks and PS/2, PC, XT 
and Micro Channel ue trademark.s of International Business Machines Corp. 
Apple is a registered trademark and Macintosh is a trademark license-d to 
Apple Computer, Inc. NeveU is a registered trademark of Novell Inc. 
© Copyright 1988 Everex Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 

And, to reduce your overall backup 
equipment costs, you can share one 
external tape drive among several 
PC systems by installing controllers 
in each system and rotating the 
tape unit from PC to PC. 

PC to PS/2 and 
Back-Effortlessly 
With our Micro Channel"' tape 
controller, Everex provides backup 
capability for the PS/2 family of 
personal computers. And, because 
we maintain the same data 
recording format between PCs and 
PS/2 systems, you are assured of 
error-free data migration between 
PCs and PS/2s. 

Backup Software that 
Thinks for You 
Everex supplies easy to follow, 
menu-based software with all of 
its tape systems. You can save or 
restore an entire mirror image of 
your disk, including non-DOS 
information. Or you can restore 

individual files from a tape that 
contains a complete image 

backup. Backup and 
restoration of data over 
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Novell® networks, including the 
Bindery and Trustee files that 
contain Novell network security 
information, is another standard 
feature. 

And, our software-guided 
installation and configuration of 
both hardware and software makes 
installing our tape system a breeze. 
The tape diagnostic utilities are the 
most extensive available, and if you 
get lost, we offer context sensitive 
on-line help information. 

Friendly, Knowledgeable 
Support 
In case you might need help, our 
knowledgeable Technical Support 
Staff is ready to answer your 
questions. They know our products 
inside and out and are ready to 
provide expert assistance whenever 
you need it . 

For more information or the name 
of your nearest Everex dealer please call: 

in USA 1-800-821-0806 
in Calif. 1-800-821-0807 

~~EEVEREX 
EVER for EXcellence "' 

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 



tralian product that was developed by 
Queensland Information Technology. 

SQLIQIT has an additional forms 
package that provides the user with a 
powerful tool to design screen forms or 
hard-copy reports without having to use 
ancillary programming languages and 
compilers. Its features, on paper, appear 
similar to Oracle constructs, in that each 
field can have "triggers" attached to it, 
such as ON_ENTRY, ON_EXIT, and 
ON_ CHAR. Other features of the forms 
package include subforms that allow 
multiple rows of the same type to be dis-
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played and scrolled both forward and 
backward. 

Another powerful feature that is not 
mentioned in the article is the product's 
ability to nest a SELECT statement within 
the SELECT command to generate a col
umn. For example, 

SELECT NAME, (SELECT GROSS FROM 
PALDETAILS 

WHERE PALDETAILS.SALARLCODE = 
EMPLOYEE.SALARY_CODE) 

FROM EMPLOYEE 
WHERE EMPLOYEE.DEPT = I SALES I 

ONLY FORTRON 
COMES WITH 

ONE FULL YEAR 
OF SERVICE. · 

FREE. ON-SITE. 
When you buy any Fortran 286 and 386-based IBM-compatible, 
one full year of service at your site is part of the package. Just call 
the service hotline, and we'll take care of you from a network of 
300 service locations throughout the country. 

Because we design and build our systems right here, ourselves, 
you always know exactly who to call for any kind of support you 
need. And you'll get it. Fast. 

Call toll-free for more information, and for the name of your 
nearest Fortran dealer: 800-821-9771. In California, (408) 432-1191 . 

Small Footprint 80286 
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80386, 16 MHz or 20 MHz 

1=01~ii~N 
2380 Qume Drive, Ste. F 

San Jose, CA 95131 

Desktop 80286 or 80386 
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This facility can provide a more efficient 
query compared to a table copy, because 
of the additional overhead involved in 
table joins and because the number of 
rows considered is reduced by the WHERE 
clause. This means that there will be 
fewer rows to determine the value of gross 
pay. 

Being able to use nulls is an important 
feature for any user confronted with 
missing data values. The use of an arbi
tary value like -1 or -999 to show a 
missing value means that these rows need 
to be filtered out before any mathematical 
functions can be employed on that col
umn. This becomes even more of a nui
sance if the missing values occur in dif
ferent rows of different columns, because 
it means that no mathematical function 
can be used simultaneously for different 
columns in the same query. 

Routines can be used within SQL/QIT 
by embedding SQL commands within a 
routine table, thus saving retyping similar 
queries because placeholders allow for 
variables to be substituted within a 
command. 

As a user of the Open Access database 
module, I found that some queries were 
faster than SQLIQIT. It remains to be 
seen whether this would still hold true for 
large-scale databases . However, Open 
Access employs only a subset of SQL 
commands, so many direct SQL queries 
~ould require a print mask to implement 
them in Open Access, if indeed they 
could be done at all (e.g ., correlated 
subqueries). 

One area where relational databases 
really fall down is in generating a two
way table, because a table copy has to be 
made for each column that is generated. 
Such joins are very expensive in terms of 
processing time. By contrast, Open Ac
cess has a table feature that greatly sim
plifies this procedure. 

I would like to commend BYTE for 
taking a serious look at benchmarks, and 
I hope to see more as competition be
tween SQL packages increases and fur
ther revisions are made to existing 
products. 

Such benchmarks should be expanded 
to include tests on large-scale (i .e. , at 
least 50,000 rows) databases and com
parisons of computer resources in terms 
of memory and disk space requirements. 
Appraisals of the interface with third
generation languages like C are also nec
essary, because there are times when you 
need to choose whether to use forms or a 
third-generation language. In applica
tions involving mathematical functions, a 
third-generation language is indeed the 
only alternative. 

Cec Chardon 
Taringa, Queensland, Australia • 



Everex has the Answer 
Whatever you need for your PCs, 
XTs"' , ATs® or compatibles, 
PS/2"' systems and Apple® 
Macintosh"' computers, Everex has 
the answer. Everex designs and 
manufactures products to enhance 
the power and capability of your 
system. 

From modems to graphics adapters 
and tape backup, Everex makes 
more than 100 products-including 
our popular hard disks, tape 
backup and memory/multifunction 
boards. Everex can provide the 
right solution-at the right price. 
And Everex products support the 
newest technologies, from OS/2'" 
to EMS 4.0 . We also have advanced 
20 MHz/80386 and 16 MHz/80286 
personal computers. 

Everex is a trademark and EVER for EXcellence is a registered trademark of Everex 
Systems, Inc. PC, XT, PS/2 and 0512 are trademarks and AT is a registered 
trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Apple is a registered 
trademark and Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc. © 
Copyright 1988 Everex Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 

From our beginning in 1983, the 
people at Everex have provided 
quality products at affordable prices, 
with a commitment to personal ser
vice. Our honest, straight-forward 
approach has transformed Everex 
into a multi-hundred 
million dollar company 
employing over 1300 
people worldwide. 

With more than 175 engineers 
involved in research and 
development, we consistently 
develop the innovative PC products 
that you need. And because 100% 
of all Everex products undergo final 
assembly and test in our 250,000 
square foot headquarters in 
Fremont, California, we offer 
unparalleled quality, response and 
service to our rapidly growing 
family of dealers. 

A staff of over 200 service
oriented people is available to 
answer your questions and 
insure that orders are processed 
and ready to ship within 48 
hours . Everex also has 
knowledgeable people to help 
with technical support, too. 

From initial design through 
manufacturing, testing, and 
after-sale support, Everex' s 
complete dedication to 
quality, affordability, 
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innovation, and service assures 
you of the best value in personal 
computers and enhancement 
products. 

So, whatever your personal 
computing needs, Everex has 
the answer. 

For more information or the name 
of your nearest Everex dealer please call: 

in USA 1-800-821-0806 
. in Calif. 1-800-821-0807 

REX 
EVER lor EXcellence ® 

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538 
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Create Powerful 
Programs with 
Blaise TOOLS 

------------· ------------
Whether you're an expert or a novice , you can 
benefit from using special tools to enhance your 
programs, make them reliable , and give them a 
professional look. With windows , menus , pop-up 
memory resident programs, and communications 
support , Bla ise Computing offe rs yo u a wide 
range of programming tools to let yo u take full 
advantage of the Microso ft and Bo rla nd pro
gramming e nvironments . All language support 
packages include fully commented source code, 
comple te comprehensive manuals and sample 
programs. 

C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 $129.00 
Full spectrum of general service utility functions 
including: windows ; menus; me mo ry resident 
applications; interrupt service routines; interven
tion code; and direct video access for fast screen 
handling. Specifically designed for Microsoft C 
5.0 and Quick C. 

Turbo C TOOLS $129.00 
Windows and menus; ISRs; interventio n code ; 
screen handling including EGA 43-line text mode 
support ; di rect screen access; and memory resi
dent applications. Care fully crafted specifically 
to complement Turbo C. 

TurboPOWER SCREEN $129.00 
NEW! General screen management; paint screens; 
block mode data entry or field-by-field co ntrol 
with instant screen access. Now for Turbo Pascal 
4.0, soon for C and BASIC. 

Turbo POWER TOOlS PLUS $129.00 
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal4.0. 
Screen, window, and menu management includ
ing EGA support ; DOS memory control ; ISRs ; 
scheduled intervention code ; and much more . 

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS $129.00 
NEW VERSION! Now supports Turbo Pascal4.0. 
Interrupt driven support for the COM ports. 1/0 
buffers up to 64K; XON/ XOFF; up to 9600 baud ; 
modem and XMODEM control. 

ASYNCH MANAGER $175.00 
Full fea tured interrupt drive n support for the 
COM ports. I/ 0 buffers up to 64K ; XON/ XOFF; 
up to 9600 baud ; modem control and XMODEM. 
For Microsoft C , Turbo Cor MS Pascal. 

KeyPilot $49.95 
"Super-batch" program. Create batch files which 
can invoke programs and provide input to them; 
run any program unattended ; create demonstra
tion programs; analyze keyboard usage. 

PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2 $175.00 
Expanded string and sc reen handling; graphics 
routines; memory management ; general program 
control ; DOS fil e suppo rt and mo re. Fo rMS
Pascal. 

EXEC $95.00 
NEW VERSION! Progra m chaining executive . 
Chain one program fro m ano ther in diffe rent 
languages; specify common data areas ; less than 
2K of overhead. 

RUNOFF $49.95 
Text fo rmatter for all programmers. Written in 
Turbo Pascal: flexible printer control; user-defined 
variables ; index generation; and a general macro 
facility. 

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 
800-333-8087! 

~~~~.. 
-----------~~==~~----
BLAISE COMPUTING INC. 
2560 Ninth Street, Suite 316 Berkeley, CA 94710 (415) 540-5441 
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL 

Jerry Poumelle answers questions about his column 
and related computer topics 

Multitasking Defense 
Dear Jerry, 

In recent months, you have spoken out 
strongly against the use of multitasking 
operating systems such as OS/2 for per
sonal computers. While I agree com
pletely with your philosophy of one per
son, one CPU, I disagree that the CPU 
should be limited to a single task. I be
lieve that the IBM PC and its 5-MHz 
clones are incapable of supporting a 
multitasking environment due to their 
less than overwhelming performance. I 
also believe, however, that the 8-MHz 
80286-based machines and 16- or 20-
MHz 80386- and 68020-based machines 
are very capable of providing a useful 
multitasking environment. 

One of your major concerns seems to 
be, "What can a multitasking system 
bring to a personal computer?" I believe 
that the biggest advantage of multitasking 
is that it will clean up the interface that all 
software has with the underlying hard
ware . You often mention problems you 
experience in trying to load terminate
and-stay-resident programs under DOS 
in the correct order to make them all 
function properly . Under a multitasking 
operating system, this is no longer a prob
lem because those programs become one 
of the many processes managed by the 
operating system. They are activated by 
the operating system instead of each pro
gram using its own method of "waking 
up." In addition, the process no longer 
has to be aware of the state of other pro
cesses to function properly . This envi
ronment would greatly simplify the soft
ware developer ' s job as well as the 
configuration issues for the eventual 
users . Given your partiality toward these 
utilities, I suspect that you would find an 
environment like OS/2 much more desir
able than MS-DOS. 

Your concern that performing more 
than one task simultaneously on a single 
CPU would create performance degrada
tion is only partly true. In any computing 
system, the CPU can easily be faster than 
many of the other devices with which it 
must interface. Machines based on the 
faster 80286 CPU and all the 80386 and 
68020 CPUs will have more time avail
able because of slow disk drives, printers, 
ta,pe drives, and people. This time can be 
used to service additional processes run
ning on the machine. It is true, however, 

that when the mix of processes shifts to
ward exclusive compute-intensive tasks, 
performance degradation occurs . 

I currently use a Sun-3/75 every day 
running Sun's version of Unix. If I want 
to do serious text processing, I don't try 
to do compiles or other compute- . 
intensive tasks simultaneously . I do , 
however, edit text files, read my mail, 
look at spreadsheet files, and check my 
appointment calendar while I am compil
ing . I typically have a Mandelbrot set 
generating in a background window 
while I do a lot of those tasks. When the 
machine becomes too slow, I stop some 
processes and run them later. I particu
larly enjoy being given the choice of run
ning more than one program, as opposed 
to the designers of the operating system 
telling me that I am capable of doing only 
one thing at a time. 

Finally, many types of things that you 
like to do are implemented through some 
hack or patch to MS-DOS; these really 
require a multitasking operating system 
to be done correctly . I'm referring to 
items like electronic mail, networking, 
print spooling, and all those wonderful 
pop-up tools that you truly enjoy. 

I believe much of your opposition to 
OS/2 comes from a lack of understanding 
of the potential that it holds . I assure you 
that the engineers who have to use a PC
based product on a daily basis are truly 
excited and welcome a multitasking oper
ating system-especially one with virtual 
memory . 

Dan Mutchler 
Sanlose, CA 

Well, I've recently been to a Microsoft 
conference on OS/2 and talked with its 
systems architect, and I agree, if the com
pany can pull it off, it will be wonderful. 

I don't even question that Microsoft 
can make it work for the 386. I do have 
some worries about whether the company 
has made everything reliable for all the 
various steps and revisions of the 286, 
and on that we'll just have to see. 

continued 

Jerry Poumelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future . 
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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VOLUME 1: THE OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION (OSI) MODEL AND 
OSI-RELATED STANDARDS. William Stollings. 

The first book on OSI related standards for pro
fessionals in data processing and data commu
nications, computer systems managers and cus
tomers, system designers and implementers. 
Bestselling computer book author William Stall
ings offers in-depth tutorials, comparative analy
sis and technological commentary not found in 
the standard literature for each of OSI's 7-layer 
architecture. 

VOLUME 2 LOCAL NETWORK STANDARDS. William Stollings. 

Special topics include-

Highlights include-
• PHYSICAL LAYER (RS-232-C), (RS-
449/422-A/423-A X.2l) • DATA LINK 
LAYER (HDLC) • NETWORK LAYER 
(X.25, X.75, IP.ISO) • TRANSPORT 
LAYER • SESSION LAYER 
• PRESENTATION LAYER (ASN.l) 
and • APPLICATION LAYER. 

A clear analysis of the two most important OSI
related standards for local networks in wide
spread use by local network vendors and cus
tomers: the IEEE 802 and the new FDDI. Here, in 
a single volume, are complete details on LAN 
topologies (star, ring, and bus/ tree), transmission 
media (twisted pair, coaxial cable and optical 
fiber), mechanisms, protocols and more! 

• LOGICAL LINK CONTROL (LLC, 
IEEE 802.2), CSMA/CD (IEEE 802.3) 
• TOKEN BUS (IEEE 802.4) • TOKEN 
RING (IEEE 802.5) • and FIBER 
DISTRIBUTED DATA INTERFACE 
(FDDI, ANS X3T9.5). 

VOLUME 3 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) 
PROTOCOL STANDARDS. William Stollings, foul Mockopetris, 
Sue Mdeod-Reis(g and Anthony Michel. 

An outstanding tutorial and reference for a com
munications model which will be important well 
into the next decade. Includes detailed informa
tion on the technology; implementation, design 
and application of the 5 major protocols man
dated for all DOD procurement programs, and 
many commercial local network installations. A 
"must" for anyone needing a clear understand
ing of the mechanisms and services of military 
standards. 

DOD standards featured-
• INTERNET (IP) • TRANSMISSION 
CONTROL (TPC) • FILE TRANSFER 
(FTP) for transfer of ASCII, EBCDIC, 
plus binary files • SIMPLE MAIL . 
TRANSFER (SMTP) for electronic 
mail and • TELNET (TP). 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • In addition to getting the 3-volume Handbook 
of Computer-Communications Standards for only $4.95 when you join , 
you keep saving substantially on the books you buy • Also. you will 
immediately become e ligible to participate in our Bonus Book Plan. with 
savings of 65% off the publishers' prices. • At 3-4 weeks intervals (16 
times per year). you will receive the Library of Computer and Informa
tion Sciences Book Club News. describing the coming Main Selection 
and Alternate Selections, together with a dated reply card. • If you want 
the Main Selection, do nothing, and it will be sent to you automatically • If 
you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your 
choice on the card and return it by the date specified. • You will have at 
least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail delivery of the News, you 
should receive a book you do not want. we guarantee return postage. 

THE LIBRARY OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION 
SCIENCES is the oldest, larges t book c lub especially 
designed for computer professionals. In the incredibly fast
moving world of data processing, where up-to-the-moment 
knowledge is essentia l, we make it easy to keep totally 
informed on all areas of the information sciences. What's 
more, our selections offer you discounts of up to 30% or more 
off publishers' prices. 

If reply card is missing. please write to '!'he Library of Computer and Informa
tion Sciences. Dept. 7-ER7-52121. Riverside. Nj 08075. for membership informa
tion and an application. BYTE 5/88 



I have no objection to multitasking if it 
works as you describe your life. I've just 
yet to see that happen on a micro. -Jerry 

Why Not Unix? 
Dear Jerry, 

Have you seen the button that reads, 
"OS/2 =half an operating system"? 

The person wearing it is probably a 
Unix person, which leads me to the topic 
I wish to comment on. In the "Hackers 
3.0" section of your January column, you 
said, "I think of little that OS/2 promises 
that you can't do with Unix ." Me, too . I 
can also think of a lot of things it doesn't 
promise that you can do with Unix, such 
as allowing multiple users . 

You mentioned that Unix isn't going 
anywhere without a major backer, and 
that the obvious major backer is AT&T. 
Oh, no! Please, not AT&T. If it weren't 
for the University of California at Berke
ley , AT&T would have destroyed Unix. 
How about a major backer being a cus
tomer? Like the Department of Defense, 
which just put out a bid for 4 or 5 billion 
dollars' worth of Unix machines. I don't 
think we will ever see even a $100 million 
bid for OS/2 machines. 

As to whether there will be as many 
OS/2 users as Unix users a year after 

Report 
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OS/2 comes out: I don 't think so. OS/2 is 
out as of this writing. There is no soft
ware for it, and you need an 80286/80386 
chip to fun it. Granted, the software will 
come, but those 8088 boxes will not all be 
upgraded to 286/386 boxes. 

Finally, you said that the main objec
tion to Unix was that it's too big and too 
slow. I thought the main objection to 
Unix was that it is cryptic and difficult to 
learn. If it is too slow, then buy faster 
hardware. That is the solution Microsoft 
is offering for Windows. 

Note also that I am (and I assume you 
were) talking only about microprocessor
based computers. If you were to include 
all computers, many of my above answers 
would be subject to change. 

Michael Tighe 
Freehold, NJ 

I suspect that Microsoft/IBM will be 
more than happy to leave the 808618088 
market to Unix. Unix on a vanilla PC is 
like a dog playing chess: You don't expect 
it to be done well; the miracle is that it 
can be done at all. 

Without a major backer, Unix is not 
going to go far in the micro community. 
The obvious candidate for major backer 
is AT&T; as my friend Paul Chisholm 

says, the people at AT&T know how to 
write good compilers-they invented 
Unix. 

I'm doing a major essay on Unix and 
OS/2 for the column; watch for it. -Jerry 

Thunder and Writing 
Dear Jerry , 

Your comments about what you want 
in a spelling checker (Computing at 
Chaos Manor, January) seemed to me to 
describe perfectly Thunder for the Atari 
ST. Normally, such a coincidence would 
not move me to write to you; however, 
coupled with your closing comment 
about Atari being the " machine for the 
rest of us," I could not resist. 

Thunder was written by Mark Ska
pinker at Batteries Included, but I am not 
sure what its status is since BI was gob
bled up by Electronic Arts . The program 
has all the features you described and can 
be used in either batch or interactive 
mode. In interactive mode it uses a bell to 
inform you of an unrecognized word (I 
read somewhere that there is also a ver
sion available for the hearing impaired 
that uses a visual indicator) , and you can 
either correct it yourself or use the mouse 
to call up a list of possible corrections and 

continued on page 324 
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10 Important Reasons 
C Programmers Use 

Our File Manager 
1. It's written in C. 
Clearly the growing language of 
choice for applications that are fast , 
portable and efficient. All of 
db_ VISTA's source code is written in C. 

2. It'sfast-almost3timesfaster 
than a leading competitor. 
Fast access that comes from the 
unique combination of the B-tree 
indexing method and the "network" or 
direct "set" relationships between 
records. A winning combination for 
fast performance. 

3. It's flexible. 
Because of db_ VISTA's combination 
of access methods, you can program 
to your application needs with ultimate 
design flexibility. Use db_ VISTA as an 
!SAM file manager or to design 
database applications . You decide 
how to optimize run-time 
performance. No other tool gives you 
this flexibility without sacrificing 
performance. 
db_ VISTA is also well behaved to 
work with most any other C libraries! 

4. It's portable. 
db_ VISTA operates on most popular 
computers and operating systems like 
UNIX, MS-DOS and VMS. You can 
write applications for micros, minis, or 
even mainframes. 

5. Complete Source Code 
available. 
We make our entire C Source Code 
available so you can optimize 
performance or port to new 
environments yourself. 

6. It uses space efficiently. 
db_ VISTA lets you precisely define 
relationships to minimize redundant 
data. It is non-RAM resident; only 
those functions necessary for opera
tion become part of the run -time 
program . 

7. Royalty free run-time. 
Whether you're developing applications 
for yourself or for thousands, you pay 
for db_ VISTA or db_ QUERY only 
once. If you currently pay royalties to 
someone else for your hard work, isn't 
it time you switched to royalty-free 
db_ VISTA? 

db_ VISTA'" 
Features 

• Multi-user support allows flexibility to run on \ 
local area networks 

• File structure is based on the B-tree indexing 
method 

• Transaction processing assures multi-user 
consistency 

• File locking support provides read and write 
locks 

• SQL-based db_ QUERY is linkable 
• File transfer utilities included for ASCII , 

dBASE optional 
• Royalty-free run-time distribution 
• Source Code available 
• Data Definition Language for specifying the 

content and organization of yourfiles 
•Interactive database access utility 
• Database consistency check utility 

File Management Record 
and File Sizes 

• Maximu m record length limited only by acces
sible RAM 

• Maximum recordsperfile is 16,777,215 
• Maximum file size limited only by available disk 

storage 
• Maxim um of 256 index and data files 
• Key length maximum 246 bytes 
• No limit on number of key fields per record 
• No limit on maximum number of fields per 

record 

Operating System 
& Compiler Support 

•Operating systems: MS-DOS, UNIX , 
XENIX, ULTRIX, Microport, VMS, 
Macintosh 

• C compilers: Lattice , Microsoft , IBM , 
Aztec, Turbo C , XENIX, UNIX 
and LightspeedC 

8. db_ QUERY & db_REVISE. 
Add the SQL-based, ad hoc query and 
report writer for a relational view of 
db_ VISTA databases. 
Use db_REVISE to re-design your 
database easily and quickly! 
Both royalty free! 

9. Free tech support. 
60 days of free technical and application 
development support for every Raima 
product. Of course, extended support 
and training classes are also available 
at your place or ours . 

10. Upward database 
compatibility 
Start out with file management in a 
single-user PC environment-then 
move up to a multi-user LAN or a VAX 
database application with millions of 
records. You'll still be using db_ VISTA. 
That's why so many C programmers 
are choosing db_ VISTA. 

30-day Money Back Guarantee! 
Try db_ VISTA in your environment 
for 30 days and prove it to yourself. If 
not completely satisfied, return it for a 
full refund. 

Price Schedule db_ viSTA 
D Single user $ 195 
D Single user w/ Source $ 495 
D Multi-user $ 495 
D Multi-user w/ Source $ 990 

NEW: 

db_QUERY 
$ 195 
$ 495 
$ 495 
$ 990 

D VAX Multi-user $ 990 $ 990 
D VAX Multi-user w/Source $1980 $1980 

Order Now. 
Put db_ VISTA to work in your 
application program . Ord e ring is 
easy-simply call toll-free. We'll answer 
your technical questions and get you 
started . Call today. 

Call Toll-Free Today! 
1 (800) db-RAIMA 

(800/ 327-2462) or 
206/ 828-4636 

• \VISA \ 

lll~~o~~~™ 
3055 - 112th NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 USA 

(206) 828-4636 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW 
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ASK BYTE 

Circuit Cellar's Steve Ciarcia answers your questions on microcomputing 

A Bigger Buffer 
Dear Steve, 

I own an IBM Proprinter XL, and I'd 
like to expand its buffer. There is an 
empty 28-pin IC socket on the Pro
printer' s board, but I can' t figure out 
which IC to use. I've called IBM and its 
service centers numerous times , but to no 
avail . I was told that I would have to bring 
the printer to a dealer to have the needed 
IC installed. This is more of a problem 
(and expense) than it's worth. Can you 
help? 

Anthony Camp 
Peekskill, NY 

Aha! An easy one! Despite all the 
mumbo jumbo you've heard, all you need 
to do is buy a simple static RAM (SRAM) 
chip, drop it in the socket, and you're on 
the air. There are no switches to set and 
no software to install .... How's that for 
simple? The RAM is an 8K-byte SRAM. 
The part number depends on the manu
facturer , but the generic number for it is 
6264 (Hitachi calls it an HM6264, To
shiba calls it a T5565, and so on). The 
]50-nanosecond version (usually indi
cated by a "-15" suffix) will work just 
fine . 

You can get these things from nearly 
any mail-order outlet. Microprocessors 
Unlimited (24000 South Peoria Ave. , 
Beggs, OK 74421, (918) 267-4961) is 
selling 6264L P-15 ICs for $3.30 each 
with no minimum order. 

Line the IC up with the notched end to
ward the rear of the Proprinter, just like 
the EPROM in the adjacent socket. Make 
sure that the power is off, touch a metal
lic part of the printer before you tuck the 
IC in the socket, and take care not to bend 
any pins underneath. Happy buffering! 
-Steve 

Call Forwarding 
Dear Steve, 

I'm writing to you in hopes that you 
know where I can get information con
cerning a specific type of telephone (or 
computer board) that will automatically 
perform the call forwarding function . We 
have more than two telephone lines in this 
office, so it would be no problem to route 
an incoming call back out over the second 
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line. Our lines are all high-speed. The 
push-button telephone lines here in Eu
rope-when you can get them-are faster 
than their counterparts in the U.S. The 
European PTT made the decision about 
10 years ago to upgrade all its lines to 
handle both voice and high-speed data. 

I have .heard that a couple of companies 
in the U.S. sell telephones that will auto
matically perform call forwarding for you 
if you have two lines available. Do you 
know the names of any companies with 
such equipment? Alternatively , ifthere is 
some computer peripheral board that 
could handle call forwarding , I would be 
interested in contacting the board ' s 
manufacturer. 

Please note that compatibility is not a 
problem. American equipment that has 
passed the FCC requirements or that can 
handle the V22.bis protocols works fine ; 
you just plug it in. The European PTT 
tries desperately to deny this fact. For in
stance, in this office we use an off-the
shelf Hayes internal 2400-bit-per-second 
(bps) modem. It works great and costs 
about one-fourth the price of the junk the 
PTT tries to peddle. 

Dr. J. F . Kenney 
Rotterdam, Holland 

I found a device that does just what 
you're looking for. It's called the Remote 
Access Call Diverter, and it's available 
from Fordham Radio (260 Motor Pkwy. , 
Hauppauge , NY 11788, (800) 645-9518 
or (516) 435-8080). Its catalog number is 
DAC-200, and it is available for just over 
$100. 

You should be able to perform a simi
lar function on data with different hard
ware. There are at least two multiplexed 
serial interface boards for IBM-type 
computers. These boards can, with ap
propriate software, operate several 
modems simultaneously. Intended pri
marily for use with multiline/multiuser 
bulletin board systems (BBSes) , these de
vices are advertised as being capable of 
"conference call " operation. That is, 
they can link several remote computers 
together for data exchange and provide 
automatic, unattended transfer/forward
ing of data and messages. You may have 
to do some software work to get what you 

require. Two sources for these boards are 
as follows: 

ONLINE Store 
1996 Eastman Ave. 
Ventura, CA 93003 
(805) 656-3741 

G-TEK 
Drawer 1346 
399 Highway 90 
Bay St. Louis , MS 39520 
(601) 461-8048 

-Steve 

Turbo Turbo Pascal 
Dear Steve, 

When I first tried to write a large pro
gram in Turbo Pascal on the IBM PC XT, 
I came to the conclusion that Turbo Pas
cal ' s compilation process could be slight
ly changed to achieve a significant de
crease in the effective compilation time. 

As an example, consider a 5000-line 
program, 80 percent of which consists of 
tested graphics procedures and in which 
only a few lines at the very end contain 
errors . In this case, even if the compiler 
detects an error some 10 lines from the 
last end statement, you're forced to wait 
another few minutes until Turbo Pascal 
completes the compilation process . If 
you're debugging, these minutes can be-

continued 

IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia, a computer con
sultant and electronics engineer, answers 
questions on any area ofmicrocomputing and 
his Circuit Cellar projects. The most repre
sentative questions will be answered and pub
lished. Send your inquiry to 

Ask BYTE 
c/o Steve Ciarcia 
P.O. Box582 
Glastonbury, CT06033 

Due to the high volume of inquiries, we 
cannot guarantee a personal reply. All/etters 
and photographs become the property of 
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned. 

The Ask BYTE staff includes manager 
Harv Weiner and researchers Eric Albert, 
Tom Cantrell, Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson, 
Jeannette Dojan , Jon Elson, Frank Kuech
mann, Tim McDonough, Edward Nisley, Dick 
Sawyer, Robert Stek , and Mark Voorhees. 



Upgrade Your Technology 
We're Programmer's Connection, the leading 
independent dealer of quality programmer's 
development tools for IBM personal com
puters and compatibles. We can help you 
upgrade your programming technology with 
some of the best software tools available. 

I 
Comprehensive Buyer's Guide. The CONNECTION, 
our new Buyers Guide, contains prices and up-to-date 
descriptions of over 600 programmer's development 
tools by over 200 manufacturers. Each description 
covers major product features as well as special re
quirements, version numbers, diskette sizes, and 
guarantees. 
How to Get Your FREE Copy: 1) Use the reader ser
vice card provided by this journal; 2) Mail us a card 
or letter with your name and address; or 3) Call one 
of our convenient toll free telephone numbers. 

If you haven't yet received your copy of the 
Programmer's Connection Buyer's Guide, act 
now. Upgrading your programming technol
ogy could be one of the wisest and most 
profitable decisions you'll ever make. 
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386 ASM/386 LINK by Pilar Lap SofMare .. 
386 DEBUGGER by Pilar Lap Sofnvare ... 

List Ours 

NDP C·386 by Micro Way ... 
NDP FORTRAN ·386 by Micro Way .. 
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C TOOLS PLUS/5.0 ... 
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2 .. 
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Turbo Basic Compiler..... tOO 
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Turbo Pascal Developer's Toolkit .. 395 
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Turbo Prolog Compiler .. .. 100 
Turbo Pro log Toolbox ....... 100 
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C talk byCNS .. . ..... ....... .New 150 119 
Eco·C88 Modeling Compiler by Ecosoft. 1 oo 69 
Lattice C Compiler from Lanice .............. New Version 450 239 
Mark Williams Let's C wilh FREE csd.. .. . 75 54 
Uniware 68000 C Cross Compiler by SOS.. 995 829 
Uniware Z·80 C Cross Compiler by SOS .. 995 829 

database management 
Clipper by NanlUcket ... .. 695 379 
dBASE Ill Plus by Ashton·Tate ... 695 389 
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FoxBASE+ byFDx Sol/ll'are .. 395 249 
FoxBASE +/386 byRJxSofMare ... ................ .Ne<v 595 399 
Genifer by byte/... . . 395 249 
R:Base 5000 byMicrorim .. 495 359 
R:Base System V byMicrorim... 700 439 
Tom Rettig 's Library byTomRettlg&Assoc ...... 100 79 

digitalk products 
Smalltalk/V .. 100 84 

EGA!VGA Color Option .... 50 45 
Goodies Disketle #1 . 50 45 
Goodies Diskette #2 .. .......... ................... .New 50 45 
Goodies Disketle #3 .. . . ........... ....... Ne<v 50 45 
Smalltalk/Comm .. . 50 45 

Smalltalk/V 286...... .. ............................ New 200 159 

golden bow products 
Vcache... 60 55 
Vfeature Hard Disk U/111/y ...... 80 7 4 
Vfeature Deluxe .. 120 111 
Vopt Hard Disk Optimilation U/JIIty... 60 55 

komputerwerk products 
Finally BASIC routines ... 99 85 
Finally Modules ... 99 85 
Finally XGraf ... ... 99 85 

logitech products 
LDGIMOUSE All Varie/Jes .. CALL CALL 
LOGITECH Modula·2 Development System .. 249 199 

Modula·2 Compiler Pack ... .... 99 75 
Modula-2 Toolkit... . 169 139 

microcompatibles products 
GRAFMATIC .. 135 117 
GRAFMATIC With PLOTMATIC ..... 240 215 
PLOTMATIC ... 135 117 

microport products 
DOSMerge286 Specify 2·Users or Unlirmted .. 
DOSMerge386 2-Users . 
DOSMerge386 Unlrmitea Users ... 
System V/386 Complete Package .. 
System V/AT Complete Package .. 

microsoft products 
MicrosoH C Compiler 5 w/CodeView ...... .New Version 
Micro soH COBOL Compiler with COBOL Tools .. 
MicrosoH Excel .... 
Micro soH FORTRAN Opumrzing Comp ... .Ne<'l Version 
MicrosoH Macro Assembler . ................ New Version 
MicrosoH Mouse All Van'eties .. . 
Microsott OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit ...... .. .... . Ne<v 
MicrosoH Pascal Compiler ...... .. ........ New Version 
MicrosoH QuickBASIC 4 ..... 
MicrosoH QuickC .. ... 
MicrosoH Windows .. 
MicrosoH Windows 386 ... 

149 129 
395 345 
495 429 
799 669 
549 465 

450 285 
700 439 
495 319 
450 285 
150 99 

CALL CALL 
350 CALL 
300 189 

99 69 
99 69 
99 69 

195 129 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
FREE SHIPPING. Orders within the USA (including 
Alaska & Hawaii) are shipped FREE via UPS. Call for 
express shipping rates. 
NO CREOIT CARD CHARGE. VISA, MasterCard and 
Discover Card are accepted at no extra cost. Your card 
is charged when your order is shipped. Mail orders 
please include expiration date and authorized signa· 
rure. · 
NO COD OR PO FEE. COOs and Purchase Orders are 
accepted at no extra cost. No personal checks are ac· 
cepted on COD orders. POs with net 30-day terms 
(with initial minimum order of $1 00) are available to 
qualified US accounts only. 
NO SALES TAX. Ord ers outside of Ohio are not 
charged sales tax. Ohio customers please add 5% Ohio 
tax or provide proof of tax·exemption. 
30-DAY GUARANTEE. Most of our products come 
with a 30·day documentation evaluation period or a 30· 
day return guarantee. Please note that some manufac· 
turers restrict us from offering guarantees on their 
products. Call for more information. 
SOUND ADVICE. Our knowledgeable technical staff 
can answer technical questions, assist in comparing 
products and send you detailed product information 
tai lored to your needs. 
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS. Shipping charges for In· 
ternational and Canadian orders are based on the ship· 
ping carrier's standard rate. Since rates vary between 
carriers. please call or write for the exact cost. Inter· 
national orders (except Canada) , please include an ad· 
ditional $10 for export preparation. All payments must 
be made with US funds drawn on a US bank. Pl ease 
include your telephone number when ordering by mail. 
Due to government regulations, we cannot ship to all 
countries. 
MAIL ORDERS. Please include your telephone num
ber on all mail orders . Be sure to specify computer, 
operating system. diskette size, and any applicable .. __ _ 
compil er or hardware interface(s) . Send mail orders 
to : 

Programmer 's Connection 
Order Processing Department 

7249 Whipple Ave NW 
North Canton, OH 44720 

MicrosoH Windows Development Kit .. 
MicrosoH Word .. 
MicrosoH Works ... 

other products 
Actor by Tlw Whitewater Group .. 
Brief by Solution Systems .. ... 
Carbon Copy Plus by Mendian Tectmotogy .. 
Dan Bricklin's Demo II by SofMare Garden ... 
Desqview from Quarterdeck .. . 
Disk Technician by Prime Solutions .. 
Disk Technician+ by Prime Solulions ... 
Flow Charting II + by Patton & Pallor: .. . . ....... New 
Instant Replay Ill by Nostradamus ................ ... .. Ne\V 
MiniProbe by Atron .... 
Mace Utilities by Paul Mace Software .. 
Math CAD by MathSoft .. 
Opt·Tech Sort by Opt-Tech Data Proc .. 
Peabody by Copia Inti. Specify Language ... 
PMI Products All Vanelies .. 
Quinn·Curtis Products All Varieties ..... 
STATGRAPHICS by STSC .. 
TUB by Bunon Systems Sofnvare .... 
Turbo Professional 4.0 by TIHboA:Iwer .... 
Turbo Programmer by ASCII .. . .... .. New 
Ventura Desktop Publisher by X£RDX . .............. Ne1•t 
XenoCopy·PC by X£NOSDFT ... 

peter norton products 
Advanced Norton Utilities .. 
Norton Commander .. 
Norton Editor ... . ....... New VersiOn 
Norton Guides Specify Language .. 

FtJrOS/2 .. . .. .New 
Norton Utilities .. 

sco products 

500 319 
450 285 
195 129 

495 419 
195 CALL 
195 135 
195 179 
130 105 
100 89 
130 119 
229 189 
150 129 
395 369 

99 85 
349 269 
149 99 
100 89 

CALL CALL 
CALL CALL 

895 649 
100 89 

99 79 
289 229 
895 499 

80 69 

150 89 
75 55 
75 59 

100 65 
150 109 
100 59 

Fox BASE + All Vaneues.. . CALL CALL 
X EN IX System V for PS/2 by SCO .. CALL CALL 
XENIX System v 286 by sea... 1295 979 
X EN IX System v 386 by sea .. 1595 11 79 

soft warehouse products 
mul\SP·87 Interpreter ....... . 
muLISP·87 Interpreter & Compiler ..... 
muMATH·83. .. 

300 199 
400 259 
300 199 

CALL for Products Not Listed Here 
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come hours. Also, consider the fact 
that-after the compiler finds the above 
error-Thrbo Pascal's text editor lets you 
make the necessary change to correct the 
problem. The compilation that follows 
should begin only in the vicinity of the 
change, since the preceding code com
piled properly the first time. This change 
in the compiler should result in a radi
cally reduced compilation time. What do 
you think of this idea? 

Wojciech Skaba 
Torun, Poland 

The newer versions of Turbo Pascal 
support compilation of the Pascal pro
gram in sections. If you have a graphics 
library, you can compile it separately 
and link the library to the main program, 
thus avoiding recompiling code that 
you've already tested. This is one of the 
features of Turbopower Software 's Opti
mizer. It requires Turbo Pascal 3. 0 or 
higher. Contact Turbopower Software at 
3109 Scotts Valley Dr., Suite 122, Scotts 
Valley, CA 95066.-Steve 

Breaking the 64K Boundary 
Dear Steve, 

I need to transfer some in-house finite
element programs (for engineering anal
ysis) coded in FORTRAN from an "an
cient" DEC minicomputer to a family of 
nine IBM PCs, XTs, and ATs . Individual 
floating-point arrays in the programs 
contain 20,000 to 25,000 elements each. 
If I reduce the array size or use commer
cially available finite-element software 
packages that are still confined to the 
64K-byte barrier, I'll be limiting the size 
of the problems the program can analyze 
or jeopardizing the accuracy of the out
put. I'd like to continue using MS-DOS 
software (we currently have Microsoft's 
FORTRAN compiler version 3.30 for 
MS-DOS), since. we have a great deal of 
data saved on MS-DOS disks . 

I've been looking into the TeleVideo 
and ALR 386 machines, Intel's Inboard 
386 AT, and The Software Link's PC
MOS. I have not been able to inquire 
about Compaq's Deskpro 386 or IBM's 
PS/2 Model80. However, I would like to 
find out about Microsoft FORTRAN ver
sion 4.0 , Xenix , and a rumored 386 DOS 
from Microsoft . I hope you can shed 
some light on the matter and perhaps give 
hardware and software suggestions. 

Muhd. A. AbdulRahman 
Coral Gables, FL 

There are several FORTRAN com
pilers that are no longer bound to the 
64K-byte limit. Certainly, the 80386 is 
a match for the PDP-11 (or were you 
talking about the DEC-10120 or VAX 
machines?) . 

Since you already have an installed 
base of MS-DOS software, you may not 
need to change your operating system to 
Xenix or some other operating system. 
You probably don 't need multitasking to 
run analyses , and you will do better to get 
more computers than more users on one 
computer. Xenix is not likely to make 
your programs complete any faster . 

Microsoft FORTRAN 4. 0 is advertised 
on pages 216 and 217 of the May 1987 
BYTE, and Microsoft indicates that it 
supports the large memory model and 
math coprocessors. Microsoft specifically 
states that common blocks and arrays can 
be larger than 64K bytes. Actually, three 
memory models are supported. There is 
also a source-level debugger, which 
should be a big help. -Steve 

CCAT in the Mac 
Dear Steve, 

Would it be possible to make the CCAT 
fit the Macintosh II? It looks like the 
CCAT would be a cheaper and more ef
ficient design than AST Research's 
Mac286 . 

Ellis Lai 
Higginsville, MO 

Unfortunately, though the CCAT in
cludes the entire CPU and memory sec
tion of an IBM PC, it is not at all suitable 
for use in the Macintosh II. The most ob
vious problem is that the ZYMOS chips 
are designed to work with the AT bus. 
Retrofitting this design onto the Mac II 
NuBus would definitely be a nontrivial 
task. However, the real problem would 
be getting the Mac screen to emulate an 
IBM display standard such as MDA, 
CGA, or EGA. This is the real break
through of the AST design, and it prob
ably requires a lot of tricky hardware and 
software . Without this, the system 
couldn't run existing PC software. 

Actually, I find the general idea of an 
IBM PC "coprocessor " for the Mac hu
morous. In my experience, Mac users 
have little interest in (and, in fact, are 
quite opposed to) the PC. For those who 
need to run PC applications, it is almost 
as inexpensive to buy a low-cost PC clone 
as it is to install a PC coprocessor. I 
don't think many of the coprocessors will 
be sold. -Steve 

Correlating Channels 
Dear Steve, 

I'm looking for a new large-format 
(30-inch) TV that can reallocate the se
lected channels to the way that I want 
them rather than the standard factory set
tings (i.e., instead of having selection 8 
tune in channelS, I want to alter it to tune 
in channel 11, because in my area the sta-

continued 



PRINTERS 
All Models . 
Turbolaze r . 

Citizen 120D . 
180D . 
15E . 
MSP-40 
MSP-45 . 
MSP-50 . 
MSP-55 
Premier35 . 
Tribute 124 
Tribute 224 
120D . 
Citizen 1800 . 
Ci tizen 15E ... 
Dyconics 150 . 
300 

.Call 
. ... $2829 

.. $145 
. . . 5160 

. .... $315 
.$289 

. ... . 5415 
.5385 

.. $479 
. ... $455 

.. 5445 
.$609 
.$145 

. .... $160 
... $315 
. . $309 

....... . . . $480 

I EPSON 
All Prmter Models . . . .. . .Call I 

Hewlett-Packard LazerJe1 11 . ... 51779 
DeskJet . . . . $779 
NEC P2200 . . $335 
P6 .. .. .. . .. .. . . .5425 
P7 . . .... . $610 
P9 . . $1035 

Panasonic 1080 Model 2 . 
1091 Model2. 
10921 . 
1524 
15g2 
15g5 . 
3131 . 
3151 

. Call 

DISKETTES ~;.-----~~i=~~~~~~~ 
Max ell MD2 (Oty 100) 5X . 
M2SSX . 
MD-2 High Density .. .. . . 
Sony DS/DD (Oty 100) .. 
HD (1oo·s) 5X 
5X DS/DD 
DS(1oo·s)3Y,. 

r~.mtPM~~ors. . . . . . .. Call 
Mllsubishi Diamond Scan . 5499 
Other Models . . . . . ....... Call 
NEC Multisync II . .5599 
Multisync Plus . . .. $875 
Mullisync XL . . . . . . . . .......... $2009 
Princeton Graphics All Models . . . Call 
Ultrasync . . . . $495 
Samsung . . . . . . . . . . . ... Call 
Sony Multiscan w/cable . . . $665 
Thompson Ultrascan . . . . $539 
Zenith 1490 FTM . . ... S$~9 
Other Models . . ... Call 

KEYBOARDS 
KB5151 . 
KB5153 .. 
KB101 . 

DISK DRIVES 

.$119 

.S14S 
.$79 

Iomega Bernoulli 10 meg . . .... $865 
Bernoulli 20 meg . . .... $1260 
Bernoulli 40 meg . . S 1605 
Bernoulli Beta Internal (5X) . . ... $909 
Bernoulli Beta External (5.1{) .... $1645 
Mlniscribe Drives . . .... Call 
Teac AT 1.2 Meg Drive ...... S 100 
XT Y2 HT Drive . . . . . . . $85 
Toshiba 3.5 720K . . ..... . S95 
3.51 .4 MB ... . . ..... . . ...... $115 
Magnum Tape Backup ........... Call 
Everex Tape Backup . . ......... Call 

SEAGATE 
20 meg w/Western 1/0 . . . . $290 
251-1 ..... . . . .. .. . . . .. . $469 
Other Models . .. .. . . .. .. . . Call 

~ -~1 
~~:J m~~i;::-r===Turbo PC/XT 

640 Memory,One360K Brarld Name ·~ • ~ 
Floppy Drive • 135 Watt Power SuppiY,---.

1 
AT Style Keyboard • 4-10 MHz Clock Speed, 
(Keyboard Selectable}, 8 Expansion Slots 

w/640K & 2 Drives . 
w/640K, 1 Drive. 20 MG .. . $749 

MHz w/1024K, 1.2 Floppy Drive 5989 
PC/AT 12 MHz / 1024K.1.2 Floppy Drive 51049 
PC/AT12 MHz/1024K.1 Drive, 40MG $1549 
PC 386 16Mz1 DR . ............ . .. $1979 
PC 386 16 Mz 1 DR/ 40 Meg . . ....... $2479 
MonGraphics Card with Parallel Printer Port 555 
Color Card w/Parallel Printer Port . . . $55 

Monitor (TTL) . . ...... S89 
Monitor w/Swivel Tilt . . $95 

Monitor (RGB) ..... 5255 
EGA Monitor . . ... 5359 
EGA+ Card ...... . 5145 
1/0 Card (Serial/ Parallel) _ ......... S38 
1/0 Card (Serial/Clock Calendar) ........ . S39 
Enhanced Keyboard . . .. 589 

Multi 1/ 0 Card . 
· I/O Card .. 

MODEMS 

I All Modems H~~~~- . .. ... Call 

Prometheus 24008 w/Soft . 
Other Models . . . . . . . . . 
US Robotics Couri er 2400 
Password 1200 

.5129 
....... Call 

. 5299 
.. $149 

BOARDS 
AST Six-Pack Plus . .$109 
Hot Shot 286 . . . $330 
Other Models . . . Call 
ATI EGA Enhanced . . .... 5175 
VIPVGA . . ......... . $265 
Hercules Color Card . . .. S 145 
GraphicCard &GraphicCard+ ..... $175 
Intel Above Board PS/PC(1110) .... 5230 
Above Board PC 1010 . . .... S2 00 
Above Board AT (4020) .. $305 
Above Board PS/AT (4 120) . . . $329 
Inboard 386 w/Cable PC . . ....... 5719 
Inboard w/ Cable AT . . . . . . . . . . $855 
N EC Multisync Graphic Board . $275 
Orchid Tiny Turbo 286 . . .. 5265 
Turbo EGA . . 5449 
Designer VGA . . . . ... .... 5239 
Paradise Autoswitch 350 . . . .. 5135 
Autoswitch 480 . . $150 
VGA+. .5239 
VGA Professional .. $355 
Plus Development 
Plus Hard Card 20 & 40 Megabyte ... . . Call 
Ouadram Quad EGA+ . . ... 5275 
VGA . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .$235 
Video-7 Vega Deluxe . . S 195 
VGA .5279 

COMPUTERS 
AST Model80 . 
AST Model120 ... 
AST Modei1 40X 
AT&T 
NEC Multispeed 
Multispeed EL 
PowerMate I 
Sharp 4501 
4502 . 
7202 .. 
722 1 . 
Toshiba T1000 .. 
T3120 
T-1100 Supertwist . 
5100 . 
Zenith 

. ..... 51509 
.$2130 

.... 52335 

. . .. . . . Call 
..... 51375 

. ... 51609 
.. Call 

.$698 
.51250 

. .... 52025 
.. 52700 
. . . $785 

..... 53068 
.. $1370 

... 54899 
. .. . Call 

VIDEO TERMINALS 
Qume 101 Plus Green ..... $315 

. .. Call Wyse 

MONEY MANAGEMENT 
Dollars & Sense w/Forcast . 
Tobias Managing Your Money 4.0 

SOFTWARE IBM PC and 100% Compatibles 
------------------- WORD PROCESSORS 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CompuServe Subscription Kit . 
Crosstalk XVI 
Carbon Copy Plus . 
Mirror II . 
Remote . 
Smartcom Ill . 

GRAPHICS 

.. $19 
.... $88 
. .$105 

. .. . ... 533 
. .... . $88 

. .. 5136 

Logi Tech Mice . . . . . .... . . Call 
Newsmaster . . . . . .. . . 548 
Microsoft Buss Mouse 1.0 . . ...... $92 
Microsoft Chart 3.0 ............ . . . $225 
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1.0. . .. $92 
Newsroom . . ..... $30 
PC Buss Plus Mouse w/ Paint ........ $83 
PFS: First Publisher . . $52 
/MSI Mouse w/ Dr. Halo Ill . . . $83 
PC Mouse w/ Paint . . $83 
Print master Plus. . . $28 
Master Presentation Pack . . . . 5315 
Turbo Gr phix Tool Box 4.0. . . . . $58 

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE 
Enable 2.0 . . .... $352 
Framework II .. . ... $309 
Smart Software System 3.1 ........ $399 
Symphony . . ... $439 
Ability Plus . . ................... 5105 

TRAINING 
MS Flight Simulator 
PC Logo . . 
Typing Instructor 
Typing Tutor IV . 
MS Learning DOS .... . ..... , . 

LANGUAGES 
C Compiler (Microsoft) . 
Fortran Compi ler (Microsoft) . 
Macro Assembler (Microsoft) . 
Pascal Compiler (Microsoft) . 
Quick Basic 4.0 . 
Turbo Jumbo Pack 3.0 . 

.$29 
. . .. 579 

.527 

.$27 

.529 

.5256 

.$256 
.586 

... 5171 
.. 557 
.$159 
.. 558 
. SSB 

Turbo Pascal4.0 
Turbo C 1.5 . 
Turbo Basic . 
Turbo Prolog . 

......... 558 
.. SSB 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Harvard Tota l Project Manager II . 5295 
Microsoft Project . . . 5282 
Super Project Expert ............. 5385 
Timeline 2.0 . . ... $259 

SPREADSHEETS 
Lotus 1-2-3 . 
Multiplan 3.0 . 
Twin 
VP Planner Plus . 

...... 5299 
. . 5111 
. .. $32 
. . 582 

I Supercalc 4 .. .. .. . $269 I 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 
Clipper . . . 5368 
Drase Ill Plus . . . .. $374 

. ....... 5129 
.$129 
.. $78 

. ........... .. 579 
....... . 5119 

To Place an Order: 1-800-528-1054 
To Follow-up on an Order: 602-944-1037 

Word Perfect Executive. . ... Call 
Leading EdgeW/Pw/Spell & Mail ..... SSS 
Turbo Lightening ......... $52 
MicrosottWord4.0 . . ..... $185 
Multi mate Advantage II . $249 
Wordstarw/Tutor. . .. $162 
Word star Pro Pack 4.0 . . .. $205 
PFS: Professional Write . . .... . .... $102 

Word Perfect (Ver.4.2)Call 
Wordstar 2000 + 3.0$189 

UTILITIES 
MS Windows 2.0 . 
Copy II PC . 
1 DIR Plus. 
Fastback Plus . 
Norton Utilities 4.0 
Printworks For Laser . 
Sidekick {Unprotected) 
Sideways 3.2 
Superkey . 
Xtree . 
SQZ Plus . 
Brooklyn Bridge . 

.... . Call 
.... $18 

. . $46 

. . $89 
.$46 

. . $67 
... $44 
.. $37 

... 553 

... $35 
. .. ... . 553 

.569 
Many other titles available . 

CWF-288 

Order Line Hours: 
Mon-Fri 7:00 a.m.-6:00p.m. 

Saturday 9:00-1:00 
Order Processing: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10:00a.m~3:00~m.Mon-Fri 

8804 N. 23rd Ave. 
Phoenix, Arizona 85021 

• No Charge for VISA and MasterCard • You Pay the Ground Shipping-We Pay the Ai r • Ground Shipping & Handling $6.00 • Free Air applies ONLY to orders 
up to 10 lbs. & Over $50. • All products carry a manufacturers warranty. All Guarantees. rebates, trial period privileges & promotional programs are handled by 

~~;;~~~;~u.r~~~~ Te~~sAJ~~~Fa~ilf~ ig~ebj~~t~ ~~~~~~~~J;'.~~su~ N~~i~~~1Adeds~tf~~~8b'6~d~~sb·e~; ~r~~~~~~~a~?e~P~~~~~~~~;;6~t?b~~~~ Ship-
• We do not charge credit cards until order is shipped. 

Circle 71 011 Reader Service Card for MS DOS Products. (All others: 72) 
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Programmer's Paradise Gives You Superb Selection, 

Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices! 
Welcome to Paradise. The microcomputer software source that caters to your programming needs . 

Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise ... 

• Huge inventory, immediate shipment • Special orders 
• Knowledgeable sales staff • 30-day money-back guarantee* 

• Lowest price guaranteed 
• Latest versions 
I- - - - - ---· . 

D 
alersandCorP1°1r~t=pecial , We'll Match Any cal11~\0r tll< 

e --Cal 
0 

efits . N • II Ad • d p • "'" talo\1. _BllYe~~sco\llltsan_d_"en _ _ atJOn_a _y _ "_erbse riCe_. ___ _lat~stca _ 

LIST OURS LIST OURS LIST OURS 
386 SOFTWARE QUICK C 99 69 DATABASE COMPILERS 
386-TO-THE-MAX 75 66 TURBO C 100 69 CLIPPER 695 399 
ADVANTAGE 386 C OR PASCAL 895 839 WATCOM C NEW 295 269 DB FAST 69 60 
DESQVIEW 130 115 FORCE Ill 129 117 
FOXBASE + 1386 595 459 CINTERPRETERS FOXBASE + 395 269 
HIGH C-386 895 839 C-TERP 298 232 QUICKSILVER 599 369 
MlCROPORT DOS/MERGE 395 349 C-TERP FOR TURBO C 139 122 R:TURBO 695 CALL 
MlCROPORT INSTANT C 495 384 

SYSTEM V/386 (COMPLETE) 799 679 RUNIC 120 85 DBASE-TOOLS 
RUNTIME SYSTEM 199 169 RUNIC PROFESSIONAL 250 !59 APPLICATIONS PLUS 499 279 

MS WlNDOWS/386 195 130 DBASE Ill PLUS 695 399 
NDP C OR FORTRAN-386 595 553 CLIBRARIESIUTILITIES DBASE TOOLS FOR COR PASCAL 90 69 
PC-MOS 386 CALL CALL BLACKSTAR FUNCTIONS 125 101 DBFAST 69 60 
PHARLAP 3861ASMILI)'lK 495 422 C ASYNCH MANAGER 175 137 DEBUG Ill 195 181 
PHARLAP 3861ASMILINKLOC 695 595 C-FOOD SMORGASBORD !50 97 FOX TOOL BOX 295 267 
PHARLAP 386 DEBUG 195 !57 C TOOLS PLUS/5. 0 129 101 FRIENDLY FINDER 99 90 
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL 895 839 C UTILITY LIBRARY 185 125 GENIFER 395 282 
SCOXENIX ESSENTIAL COMM LIBRARY 185 125 GENIFER SOLUTIONS 95 80 

SYSTEM V 386 (COMPLETE) 1495 1199 COMMUNICATIONS PLUS 250 199 HI-SCREEN XL 149 129 
OPERATING SYSTEM 695 589 GREENLEAF C SAMPLER 95 69 QUICK ENTRY 99 90 
VPI!X GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY 185 125 R&R !50 139 

2 USER 495 399 GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS 185 125 REPORT PLUS !50 131 
UNLIMITED 995 799 MULTl-C 149 137 SlLVERCOMM LIBRARY 150 139 

VM/386 245 182 PFORCE 395 215 SQUISH 79 69 
X-AM 595 549 POLYTRON C BEAUTIFIER 49 45 THE DOCUMENTOR 295 249 

PRO C 495 399 TOM RETTIG'S LIBRARY 100 80 
ADA RESIDENT C W/SOURCE 198 169 Ul PROGRAMMER 295 249 
ALSYS ADA (W/MAINTENANCE) 3655 3399 TlMESLICER 295 279 

DEBUGGERS ALSYS ADA TOOLSETS 995 929 WISOURCE 1000 899 
ALSYS 386 ADA 3655 3399 TURBO C TOOLS 129 101 ADVANCED TRACE-86 175 121 
JANUS ADA 'JET SET' 99 90 WKS LIBRARY 89 80 BREAKOUT 125 89 

'ED' PAC!< 395 382 C-SPRITE 175 121 
'D' PACK 799 754 COBOL DEBUG lll 195 181 

COBOL SP!l 395 332 PERISCOPE 1 345 282 
APL E-Z PAGE 295 269 PERISCOPE ll 175 141 
APL"PLUS PC 695 499 MICRO FOCUS PERISCOPE ll-X 145 106 
APL"PLUS PC TOOLS 295 205 COBOL/2 900 733 PERISCOPE lll 8 MHZ 1095 899 
POCKET APL 95 80 COBOL/2 TOOLSET 900 733 PERISCOPE llllO MHZ 1195 979 

PC-C!CS 1500 1189 PF!X 86 PLUS 395 215 
AI/LISP LEVEL ll COBOL 349 282 T-DEBUG PLUS V. 4. 0 45 39 
MULISP-87 INTERPRETER 300 199 PERSONAL COBOL 149 119 W/SOURCE 90 80 
MU LISP-87 lNTERP/COMPlLER 400 262 OTHERS CALL CALL DISK/DOS/KEYBOARD UTI L ITIES PC SCHEME 95 86 MICROSOFT COBOL 700 452 

MICROSOFT SORT 195 130 ADVANCED NORTON UTILITIES !50 101 
AI/PROLOG OPT-TECH SORT 149 105 BACK-IT 130 120 
ARITY PROLOG INTERPRETER 295 232 REALC!CS 995 799 COMMAND PLUS V. 2. 0 80 70 

COMPILER AND INTERPRETER 650 574 REALIA COBOL 995 794 DISK OPTIMIZER 70 56 
STANDARD PROLOG 95 80 W/REALMENU 1145 899 FANS! CONSOLE 75 66 

COGENT PROLOG COMPILER 200 181 RMICOBOL 950 763 FASTBACK 175 Ill 
TURBO PROLOG 100 69 RM/COBOL-85 1250 999 FAST FORWARD 70 60 

TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOXES 100 69 FETCH 55 49 
MACE UTILITIES 99 90 

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS OBJECT-ORIENTED NORTON COMMANDER 75 56 
ADVANTAGE DISASSEMBLER 295 279 NORTON UTILITIES 100 61 
ASMLIB 149 127 PROGRAMMING 

PC TOOLS DELUXE 80 70 
MS MACRO ASM (DOS OR OS/2) !50 99 PDISK 145 107 
OPTASM 195 172 Q-DOS ll 70 60 
PASM86 195 115 VFEATURE 80 75 
PLINK86PLUS 495 279 ACTOR 495 423 VFEATURE DELUXE 120 Il l 
VISIBLE COMPUTER 80286 100 90 ADVANTAGE C++ 495 479 X TREE PRO 129 Ill 

C-TALK 150 137 

BASIC PFORCE++ 395 215 EDITORS 
SMALLTALKN 100 85 BRIEF 195 CALL DB/LIB 139 121 COMMUNICATION APPLIC. ·PACK 50 45 W/DBRIEF 275 CA L L FINALLY! 99 90 EGANGA COLOR EXT. PACK 50 45 CVUE WISOURCE 250 199 FLASH-UP 89 80 GOODIES #1,2,or 3 APPL!C. PACKS 50 45 ED IX 195 169 MACH 2 75 66 

MS BASIC COMP. 6. 0 (DOS OR OS/2) 295 189 SMALLTALKN286 200 169 EMACS 295 268 
EPSILON 195 !51 MS QUICKBASIC 99 69 FIRSTIME (C) 295 232 QBASE 99 90 KED IT 125 101 QUICKPAK 69 60 RMISCREENS 395 339 LSE 125 101 QUICK-TOOLS 130 Ill SCREENIO 400 382 MKS Vi 75 66 QUICKWINDOWS WISOURCE 99 90 SCREENPLAY 175 131 MULTI-EDIT 99 90 SCREEN SCULPTOR 125 96 SORTEX NEW 99 89 NORTON EDITOR 75 70 STAY-RES 69 56 PC/EDT+ 295 269 TRUE BASIC 100 80 COMMUNICATIONS PI EDITOR 195 165 TURBO BASIC 100 69 ASCOM IV 195 177 PM ATE 195 115 TURBO BASIC TOOLBOXES 100 69 CARBON COPY PLUS 195 142 SPFIPC 245 185 

CLOSE-UP VEDIT PLUS 185 131 
CCOMPILERS SUPPORT 245 222 XTC 99 80 
AZTEC C COMMERCIAL SYSTEM 499 CALL CUSTOMER 195 167 
C86PLUS 497 369 CO-SESSION (2 USER) 249 227 EQUATION SOLVERS 
HIGH C 595 549 SUPPORT 175 157 EUREKA: T HE SOLVER 167 119 
LATTICE C 500 272 APPLICATION 125 116 MATH CAD 395 282 

W/SOURCE 900 499 PTEL 50 45 SOLVE IT 79 75" 
MICROSOFT C (DOS OR OS/2) 450 285 SlDETALK 120 90 T K SOLVER PLUS 395 382 
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F ILE MANAGEMENT 
BTRIEVE 

XTRIEVE 
REPORT OPTION 

BTRIEVE/N 
XTRIEVE/N 
REPORT OPTIONIN 

CBTREE 
C-TREE 

R-TREE 
C-TREEIR-TREE BUNDLE 
D-TREE 

DBC lll 
DBC llfllf WISOURCE 
DBC lll PLUS 
DB. VISTA OR DB_QUERY 

SINGLE USER WISOURCE 
MULTIUSER 
MULTIUSER WISOURCE 

INFORMIX ESQL!C 
lNFORMIX 4GL 
lNFORMIX SQL 
PHACT MANAGER 
XQL 

FORTRAN COMPILERS 
LAHEY FORTRAN 
LAHEY FORTRAN F77L-EM/16 
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77 
MS FORTRAN (DOS OR OS/2) 
RMIFORTRAN 

L IST OURS 

245 185 
245 189 
145 109 
595 455 
595 459 
345 279 
159 141 
395 318 
295 241 
550 523 
395 CALL 
250 172 
500 363 
750 599 
195 CALL 
495 CALL 
495 CALL 
990 CALL 
595 539 
995 899 
795 719 
249 222 
795 599 

477 439 
695 629 

95 86 
450 285 
595 479 

FORTRAN LIBRARIES/UTILI T IES 
DlAGRAM'ER OR DOCUMENT'ER 129 115 
EXTEND ISO 131 
FORTRAN ADDENDA 155 139 
FORTRAN ADDENDUM 95 85 
GRAFMATIC OR PLOTMATIC 135 119 
MAGUS NUMERICAL ANALYST 295 252 
MATHPAC 495 445 
PANEL 295 199 
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY 149 135 
SSP/PC 350 272 
TEKMAR GRAPHICS LIB. 195 169 

GRAPHICS 
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS (C) 
DRAWBRIDGE 
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS 

W/SOURCE 
GRAPHIC 
GSS GRAPHIC DEY. TOOLKIT 
HALO '88 
HALO '88 (5 MICROSOFT LANG.) 
METAW!NDOW 
METAW!NDOW PLUS 
TURBO W!NDOW/C 
TURBO HALO (FOR TURBO C) 

LINT 
PC-LINT 
PRE-C 

MODULA-2 
LOG!TECH MODULA-2 

COMPILER KIT 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
TOOLKIT 

SOLID B +TOOLBOX 
STONYBROOK MODULA-2 

W/UT!L!T!ES 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 
M!CROPORT: 

250 229 
129 I ll 
299 229 
598 509 
395 322 
495 399 
325 229 
595 399 
195 162 
275 232 

95 80 
99 80 

139 101 
295 ! 59 

99 81 
249 199 
!59 141 
99 89 

195 179 
345 299 

286 DOS_MERGE 149 129 
SYSTEM V/AT 549 469 

RUNTIME PACKAGE 199 169 
SOFTWARE DEY. PACKAGE 249 209 
TEXT PREPARATION PACKAGE 199 169 
UNLIMITED LICENSE KIT 249 209 

FEATURED PRODUCTS 
ESSENTIAL COMM LIBRARY 2.0-New 
version includes driven support for 8 ports, baud 
rates up to 38,400 bps., transmit and receive 
~~~~r~,~~ac~~~i~e~: ~~r~~ Hayes compatible 
List:$185 Oun:$125 
wl Breakout , the async comm debugger 
List:$125 Oura:$89 

GREENLEAF C SAMPLER- For the Quick C 
or Turbo C programmer. A selection of over 100 of 
the best functions from Greenleafs othercf.opular 

~~o~~c~ib~.~~e;~::!~~~~~~~=·~do~:.enleaf 
Includes logical windows, pull-down menus, 
intelligent keyboard and time and date functions, 
interrupt communications and much more. 
List:$95 Ou ro:S69 

SMAL LTAL K V/286-Latest version of Smalltalk/ 
V takes advantage of the power of 286 and 386 
systems, running in protected mode and addressing 
up to 16 meg directly. Smalltalk Vf286 operates at 
least twice as fast as Smalltalk/V, and includes 
support for multitasking. 
List:$200 Oura:$169 

SORTEX-Flexible, ~eneral purpose sort/merge 
facility. No practical limitations on the fiJe size, 
record site, field si%e, number of records or number 
of keys. Comprehensive error reporting. 
List:$99 Ou rs:$89 

SCO: 
XEN!X SYSTEM V (COMPLETE) 1295 999 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 595 479 
OPERATING SYSTEM 595 479 
TEXT PROCESSING PACKAGE 195 149 

XEN!X FOR PS/2 50,60,80 CALL CALL 
WEND IN, 

OPERATING SYSTEM TOOLBOX 99 80 
PCVMS 99 80 
PCNX 99 80 
WENDIN-DOS 99 80 
WENDIN-DOS APPLICATION KIT 99 80 

PASCAL COMPILERS 
MARSH AL PASCAL 189 159 
MICROSOFT PASCAL (DOS OR OS/2) 300 189 
PASCAL-2 229 CALL 
PROFESSIONAL PASCAL 595 549 
TURBO PASCAL 100 69 
TURBO PASCAL DEY. LIB. 395 289 

TURBO PASCAL AD D-ONS 
ASCI! TURBO GHOST WRITER 

STARTER 
COMPLETE 

99 80 
289 262 



LIST OURS LIST OURS 
AZATAR DOS TOOLKIT 99 86 ADVANTAGE VCMS 379 339 
DOS/BIOS & MOUSE TOOLS 75 70 LMK 195 141 
FLASH-UP 89 80 LUGARU MAKE 69 CALL 

FLASH-UP TOOLBOX 49 46 MKS RCS 189 162 MACH 2 75 66 PVCS-CORPORATE 395 333 
METRABYTE DATA ACQ. TOOLS 100 90 PVCS-NETWORK CALL CALL 
SCIENCE AND ENGIN. TOOLS 75 69 PVCS-PERSONAL 149 131 
SCREEN SCULPTOR 125 96 
SYSTEM BUILDER !50 131 XENIX!UNIX SOFTWARE IMPEX 100 90 

REPORT BUILDER 130 ll6 MICROPORT & SCO PRODUCTS CALL CALL T-DEBUG PLUS V. 4.0 45 39 ADVANTAGE C++ 695 625 W/SOURCE 90 80 BTRIEVE/N 595 455 TURBO ADVANTAGE 50 45 DIRECTORY SHELL (286 OR 386) CALL CALL TURBO ADVANTAGE COMPLEX 90 80 EPSILON 195 152 TURBO ADVANTAGE DISPLAY 70 66 FOXBASE + /286 795 599 TURBO.ASM 99 70 FOXBASE + /386 895 679 TURBO ASYNCH PLUS 129 101 INFORMIX PRODUCTS CALL CALL TURBO GEOMETRY LIBRARY 100 90 JYACC FORMAKER 895 809 TURBO HALO 99 80 ]YACCJAM 1350 1224 TURBO MAGIC 99 90 KORN SHELL 145 liS TURBO PASCAL TOOLBOXES MICROSOFT I;ANGUAGES CALL CALL DATABASE 100 69 PANEL PLUS 795 675 EDITOR 100 69 RMICOBOL 1250 954 GAMEWORKS 100 69 RMIFORTRAN 750 553 GRAPH IX 100 69 WINDOWS FOR DATA 795 CALL NUMERICAL METHODS 100 69 
TUTOR 70 45 

TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS 129 101 POLY LIBRARIAN 99 90 
TURBO POWER UTILITIES 95 79 POLYMAKE 149 131 
TURBO PROFESSIONAL 4.0 99 80 SEIDL VERSION MANAGER 300 269 
TURBO WINDOW/PASCAL 95 80 NETWORK VERSION 1000 849 
UNIV ERSAL GRAPHICS LIBRARY 150 121 SEIDL MAKE UTILITY 100 90 

SMK GEN 50 45 
SCREENS/WINDOWS SOURCE TOOLS 595 499 
C-SCAPE 299 282 TLIB 100 89 
CURSES W/SOURCE 250 172 
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS 295 209 TRANSLATORS 
JYACC FORMAKER 495 453 BA5_C OR BA5_PAS CALL 179 
JYACC ]AM 750 684 BASTOC 495 399 
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 99 69 DB2C 299 272 
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT 500 319 DBX TRANSLATOR 350 299 
PANEL 295 215 RTC PLUS 325 299 
PANEL PLUS 495 395 
PANEUQC OR rrc 129 99 ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES QUICKSCREEN 195 175 BABY/36 (RPG II) NEW 3000 2699 SCREENSTAR W/SOURCE 198 169 HS/FORTH 395 359 SOFTCODE 195 ll9 LATTICE RPG II DEY. SYS. 1400 lll9 VIEW MANAGER 275 199 RPG II COMPILER 750 629 VITAMIN C 225 162 RPG II SEU 250 199 VC SCREEN 99 80 RPG II SORT MERGE 250 199 WINDOWS FOR C 195 169 RPG II SCREEN DESIGN AID 350 309 WINDOWS FOR DATA 295 239 MASTER FORTH 125 liS 

W/SOURCE 590 479 PC FORTH 150 109 
PERSONAL REXX 125 101 

SOURCE CODE MAINTENANCE PLL86 750 675 
ADVANTAGE MAKE 125 99 VP EXPERT 100 90 

LIST OURS 
ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS 
CROSS REFERENCE GENERATOR 50 39 
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM 75 59 
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROG. II 195 179 
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO TUTORIAL 50 45 
FLOW CHARTING II 229 205 
MKS AWK 75 66 
MKS-SQPS 495 473 
POLYBOOST 80 70 
POLYDESK Ill 99 79 
SAPIENS VB 300 269 
SOFTSCREEN HELP 195, 149 
SOURCE PRINT 95 81 
TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITIES 120 89 
TREE DIAGRAMMER 77 70 

BLAISE 
ASYNC H MANAGER (C/PASCAL) 175 137 
C TOOLS PLUS/5. 0 129 "101 
EXEC 95 76 
PASCAL TOOLSrfOOLS 2 175 137 
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS 129 101 
TURBO C TOOLS 129 101 
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS 129 101 
VIEW MANAGER (C/PASCAL) 275 199 

BORLAND 
EUREKA 167 ll9 
PARADOX 1.1 495 369 
PARADOX 2.0 725 529 
QUATTRO 247 169 
SIDEKICK 85 59 
TURBO BASIC COMPILER 100 69 

DATABASE TOOLBOX 100 69 
EDITOR TOOLBOX 100 69 
TELECOM TOOLBOX 100 69 

TURBO C COMPILER 100 69 
TURBO PASCAL 100 69 
TURBO PASCAL DEY. LIB. 395 289 

TURBO TUTOR 70 45 
NUMERICAL METHODS T B 100 69 
DATABASE TOOLBOX 100 69 
EDITOR TOOLBOX 100 69 
GAMEWORKS TOOLBOX 100 69 
GRAPHIX TOOLBOX 100 69 

TURBO PROLOG COMPILER 100 69 
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX 100 69 

ESSENTIAL 
BREAKOUT DEBUGGER 125 89 
C UTILITY LIBRARY 185 125 
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS 250 199 
ESSENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS 185 125 
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS 299 229 
/"RESIDENLC"/ 99 85 

W/SOURCE 198 169 

SCREEN STAR 
W/SOURCE 

GREENLEAF 
GREENLEAF C SAMPLER 
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY 
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS 

W/SOURCE 
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS 

MICROSOFT 

LIST OURS 
99 85 

198 169 

95 69 
185 125 
295 209 
395 279 
185 125 

MS BASIC COMP 6.0 (DOS OR OS/2) 295 189 
MS BASIC COMPILER (XENIX) 695 449 
MS BASIC INTERPRETER (XENIX) 350 229 
MS C COMPILER (DOS OR OS/2) 450 285 
MS COBOL COMPILER 700 452 

FOR XENIX 995 649 
MS EXCEL 495 329 
MS FORTRAN (DOS OR OS/2) 450 285 

FOR XENIX 695 449 
MS LEARNING DOS 50 39 
MS MACRO ASM (DOS OR OS/2) 150 99 
MS MOUSE SERIAL OR BUS 150 99 

W/EASY CAD 175 ll9 
W/MS WINDOWS 200 139 

MS MUMATH 300 189 
MS OS/2 PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT 350 229 
MS PASCAL COMP (DOS OR OS/2) 300 189 

MOUSE PRODUCTS 
LOGITECH SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE 

WIPLUS, SOFTWARE ll9 99 
WiPLUS, LOGICPAINT 149 ll9 
W/PLUS, LOGICADD 189 149 
WiPLUS, PUBLISHER MOUSE 179 145 
WIPLUS, PAINT, CADD 199 159 
WIPLUS, CADD, PUBL. MOUSE 239 189 
W/PLUS, PAINT, PUBL. MOUSE 199 159 
W/PLUS, PAINT, CADD, PUBL. 253 205 

LOGITECH SERIES 2 W/PLUS 99 79 
MICROSOFT SER OR BUS MOUSE 150 99 

W/EASYCAD 175 ll9 
W/MS WINDOWS 200 139 

PC MOUSE BUS W/PNT & POPUPS 179 129 
PC MOUSE SER WIPNT & POPUPS )59 ll5 
SUMMAMOUSE ll9 99 

FOR XENIX 695 449 
MS QUICK BASIC 99 69 
MS QUICK C 99 69 
MS SORT 195 130 
MS WINDOWS 99 69 
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT 500 319 
MS WINDOWS/386 195 130 
MS WORD 450 285 
MS WORKS 195 129 

Discover the power of Microsoft's new OS-2 languages 
Introducing five new language versions, a new "smart" programmer's text editor, and an 
enhanced version of CodeView debugger plus a Programmer's Toolkit. Each designed for OS/2 
development with support for DOS. All languages include the new reconfigurable editor, 
Code View which now debugs programs up to 128MB, the ability to ~~soft® 
break the 640K barrier, support for protected and real mode programs, W.j _ _ __ 
plus more ... 

OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit 
Provides documentation and special utilities for development of OS/2 
applications. Contains three reference manuals for a complete description 
of system functions, structures, and file formats. Includes two free hours of 
support via Microsoft's electronic-mail product support system. 
List: $350 Ours $229 

Basic Compiler/6.0 
New compiler offers: extensive math and customizable runtime libraries, 
selective library linking, user defined event trapping, and inter-module error 
handling. Advanced language features such as user defined types, recur
sion, and huge arrays. QuickBASIC and enhan~ed Code View integrated. 
List: $295 Ours $189 

Pascal Compiler/4.0 
Now bolstered by CodeView for quick and efficient debugging. Ability to 
compile any standard ISO or ANSI program. Meet target requirements 
with your choice of math options. Link and edit with greater efficiency with 
new incremental linker. 
List: $300 Ours $189 

Terms and Policies 
• We honor MC, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS 
No surcharse on credit card or C.Q D. Prepayment by 
cbtdc. New York Su~ resident11dd 01ppliable sales 

~~;r.ru.t :S~~~~:Sp:~~·r~:~. uPS 
• ·se will match any current ~tion· 

fortheproductalisledinthisacl. 
subject lo chante without notice. 
-7PM EST 
tionallyAdvertaedPrice 

• era 111dtule 1••r ,.,.Ollie 111• •kr 
•ksk for details. Some manufa<:turtrs will not ~now 
return• onct disk sealt are broken. 

Dealers and Corporate Buyers-Call for 
special diacounta and benefits! 

1-800-445-7899 
In NY: 914-332-4548 

Customer Service: 
914-332-0869 

International Orders: 
914-332-4548 

Telex: 510-601-7602 

Circle 237 on Reader Service Card 

C Optimizing Compiler/5.1 
Produces the fastest code available on a PC. In-line code generation, 
removal of invariant code from loops, automatic register allocation and 
constant folding. Integrated QuickC for quick compilation and prototyping. 
List: $450 Ours $285 

Macro Assembler/5.1 
Simplified segment directives allow easy program and subroutine setup. 
Assembly rate of 25,000 lines per minute. Special constructs make the 
writing of a mixed language routine as simple as identifying the calling 
language and the parameters to be passed. 
List: $150 Ours $99 

FORTRAN Optimizing Compiler/4.1 
Extensive math options, memory model support, and outstanding code 
optimizations. New incremental linker. Full and complete implementation of 
the ANSI 77 FORTRAN standard. CodeView debugging. GSA-certified, 
error free. 
List: $450 

n IWgamllr rtL 'tfL_:A£ TM 

A Division or Hudson Technologies, Inc. 
42 Rive r Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591 

Ours $285 
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LABELING 
SOFTWARE 

For DOT MATRIX and 
Laser Printers 

(Epson/IBM/Okidata/LaserJet) 
• Labels for shelves, bins, inventory 
•13 text sizes readable up to 50 ft. 
• Bar Codes: 2 of 5, UPC/ EAN, 128, 

MIL-STD. AIAG, MSI, Code 39 
• Any size label• Flexible format 
• Color options • Reversals • Fast 
• File input • Menu driven • $279 
• Other bar code programs from $49. 
• Font Cartridges NOT required 
• Fast • Easy • Not Copy Protected! 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee! 

Bar Code Readers 
for PC, XT, AT, PS/2 

• Reads 2 of 5, UPC/ EAN, Code 39 

• Attaches as 2nd Keyboard 

• No software changes to add bar 
codes to any program 

• Rugged stainless steel wand 

• Optional Magnetic Stripe Reader 
only $100 additional 

• External attach to all PS/2 models 

• External OR Internal to PC, XT, AT 

• Upgrade from PC to PS/2-only $30 

PC, XT, AT model-complete · ....... $385 
ALL PS/2 models-complete .. . .... $399 
R5-232 & Klmtron-complete ...... . $399 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee! 

WORTHINGTON 
DATA SOLUTIONS · 

417-A Ingalls Street, 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

408/458-9938 
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ASK BYTE 

tion broadcasting on channel 8 is carried 
on cable channel 11). This would reset 
the TV selector to the way that the TV 
stations are listed in the TV Guide , rather 
than the way the signals are received from 
cable. · 

I have been hunting for this feature for 
several months now, and it appears that 
all the TVs that are now made use fre
quency-synthesized tuning that automati
cally locks into all the available channels. 
This is great for the Neanderthals who 
want to plug the cable into the TV and be 
up and running a minute after the TV is 
unpacked. 

Unfortunately for people like myself, 
who are capable and willing to play 
around with toys, there is no way to adjust 
these settings (short of fine-tuning). The 
manufacturers expect me to keep remem
bering that 8 means 11, 6 means 9, 12 
means 26, and so on. I always thought 
that increasing the logic of the TVs would 
make this feature easier to implement, es
pecially since I remember being able to 
do this with an old mechanical tuner sev
eral years ago. What I really can't under
stand is why this feature is available on 
VCRs but is too old-fashioned for TVs. 

In my conversations with salespeople, 
when they find out that I have a VCR 
(which I have readjusted already), they 
are quick to suggest that I use the VCR's 
tuner for the channel selections and leave 
the TV on channel 3. Great idea-until I 
want to record one station and watch an
other. Now I have to remember that sta
tion CFAN is 8 on the VCR, but 11 on the 
TV; CAPC is 6 on the VCR, but 9 on the 
TV. This is progress? 

One salesperson suggested that I 
should have the TV and VCR set to the 
actual cable signals. I assume that this 
person hasn't ever been in the situation 
where, rushing around in the morning 
getting ready for work, he remembers 
there is something he wanted to record 
while he ' s at the office and quickly pro
grams the VCR. Unfortunately, he for
gets that 8 means 11 (6 means 9, 12 
means 26, and so on) in the TV Guide and 
winds up getting several hours of the 
wrong programs from the wrong 
channels . 

It is absolutely impossible to find a TV 
that does this. My last resort is to go 
cheapie-tech and tape cheat sheets to the 
VCR, TV, and remote control to remind 
me that 8 is 11 , 6 is 9, 12 is 26 .. . 

There has to be a better way. 
James S. Bertram 

Vancouver, BC, Canada 

I have shared in your frustrations of 
trying to correlate the cable channel as
signments with the actual broadcast 
channel assignments. Some cable sys-

terns go to the effort of using the proper 
channel number to transmit the signals 
on the cable; alas, I've never been so for
tunate as to have a system like that con
nected to my home. 

Some manufacturers address this 
problem. Some Fisher and Toshiba VCRs 
and TVs/monitors (and some high-end 
Magnavox units) sold in the U.S. let you 
program the frequency and the displayed 
number separately (some manufacturers 
change models slightly for Canadian 
sale, so I don 't know if these are avail
able there) . 

Technological progress is actually 
adding to the problem. Newer tuner de
signs, and the ICs that control them, sim
plify the tuner design dramatically and 
lower the cost. Unfortunately , the idea of 
a "tuner control on a chip " virtually 
eliminates the ability to modify the circuit 
in the way you describe, since the same 
IC that generates the control signals in 
the tuner also generates the numbers. 
Rarely are there any programmable de
vices in this area, since the channel as
signments are fixed by international 
treaty, so we are in somewhat of a 
comer. 

Another thought: Converters available 
through some of the high-end video stores 
let you set your TV or VCR to a single 
channel and do all your tuning from the 
converters. There are also similar tuner
only devices made for inclusion in stereo 
systems that do the same job. Perhaps 
one of these could fit your needs. 
-Steve 

Hercules vs. ffiM Graphics 
Dear Steve, 

I have a Hercules-compatible mono
chrome graphics card that didn't come 
with any information . When I try to 
change the mode from text to graphics, 
nothing happens . But when I run certain 
programs, such as Microsoft Windows, I 
get graphics . Please tell me where Her
cules graphics memory starts and how I 
can access it. 

Eugene Verba 
Monmouth Beach, NJ 

That 's the trouble with the clones
they assume that you know everything 
there is to know and skimp on the docu
mentation. Here's a fast education in 
display adapters. 

It turns out that DOS supports only the 
"IBM standard" display hardware: the 
Monochrome display, the Color Graph
ics display, the Enhanced Graphics 
display, and lately the .Video Graphics 
display, each more commonly known by 
its acronym-MDA, CGA, EGA , and 
VGA. That's reasonable, given the close 

continued 



IJWILEY 
Business/Law/General 
Books Division 
605 Third Avenue, 
New York, NY l0l58-00l2 

In Canada: 
22 Worcester Road 
Rexdale, Ontario, M9W ILl 

Members of the OS/2 design team bring you the 
authoritative guide to OS/2's powerful features and 
functions: 
e OS/2 memory and multitasking facilities 
e OS/2 dynamic linking and 1/0 capabilities 
e Interrupt-driven device management 
8 Interprocess communications 
e C programming examples that describe OS/2 

application programming interfaces down to a 
functional level 

OS/2TM $24.95 
Features, Functions, and Applications 

You need a business perspective to help you compare 
the advantages of OS/2 over DOS. Now Dick Conklin 
an IBM insider who develops and presents OS/2 
seminars to dealers nationwide, explains all the fea
tures and functions ofOS/2, including: 
e How OS/2 outperforms DOS in every way-from 

memory, graphics, and multitasking, to business 
applications 

e How to install, customize, and manage OS/2 to 
meet your business needs 

• How to convert from DOS to OS/2 and migrate 
your existing programs to run on it 

OS/2"" $21.95 
A Business Perspective 

At bookstores or use this coupon to order 

--------------------- ORDER NOW------------------

Please send me __ copy(ies) 
of Krantz/OS/2: Features, 
Functions, and Applications 
(0 471-60709-6) $24.95 per 
copy plus applicable sales tax. 

0 Payment enclosed, Wiley pays postage/handling. 

Bill my 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Acct. Exp. 

Signature 

Name 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Please send me __ copy(ies) I 
of Conklin/OS/2: A Business Address I 
Perspective (0 471-63503-0) ! 
$21.95 per copy plus applicable City/State/Zip l 
sales tax. Price subject to change and higher in Canada. l ._ ___________ ___. _______________________________________________________________________ .; 
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Circle 1 OJ on Reader Service Card 

For IBM"' PC's, XT's, AT's and other DOS machines. 
This is the one you've heard so much about- with fast 
compile times, small object code modules, no royalties, 
and clear error messages. Version 4.0 is based upon 
ANSI-74 standards with new features including: 

NEW 
VERSION 4.0 (3) 

• Indexed files (ISAM) with up to 24 keys. This advanced feature requires the software 
package Btrieve"' which is optionally available @ $190.00. 
• Windowing, pop-ups, color and overlays. This advanced feature requires the software 
package Saywhat?!TM which is optionally available @$45.00. 
• ACCEPT (1 ,5) numerics with decimal point alignment, numeric checking , AUTO-SKIP, 
SECURITY, LENGTH-CHECK, EMPTY-CHECK. 
• Fast memory mapped DISPLA's (1 ,5) ERASE, BEEP, ATIRIBUTE. 
• An easy-to-use, COBOL source code EDITOR with auto line numbering, A-margin, B
margin tabbing with full screen cursor control. 

Also available: Utah SuperSort"' @$39.95, a fast sort program callable from Utah COBOL; 
Utah FORTRAN @$39.95; Utah BASIC @$39.95; Utah PASCAL @$39.95; Utah PILOT 
@$39.95. Used by 50,000 professionals, students and teachers in 40 countries. 

I VISA I 

To order call: 

(702) 827-3030 C t Since 1977 

Ellis Computing,lnc. 
5655 Riggins Court, Suite 1 0 
Reno, Nevada 89502 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, Inc. Btrieve is a registered trademark of Novell , Inc. 
Saywhat?! is a trademark of The Research Group. SuperSort is a registered trademark of Micropro International Corporation. 
Utah COBOL is a trademark of Ellis Computing, Inc. © 1987 Ellis Computing, Inc. 

Power Station™ 
A Complete VT220 I VT241 Work Station 
Upgrade for the IBM PCIXT/AT and PS/2 

"Now true BOO 
pixel wide VT241 
display and 
support for 
VMS Services 
for MS-DOS." 

PowerSta11on~ 240 $435 EGAmate•• $39 
VT240 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT240 Emulation Software. Daughterboard option for 132 columns and true 800 
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30. pixel wide ReGIS display on standard EGA adapters. 
ZSTEM pc~- VT240 Emulator Emulation Software only. $295 · PS220/2 $19 
VT240/241 Emulation Software with all the features of ZSTEM VT220 plus Keyboard adapter cable for PS200 on PS/2 systems. 
ZSTEM 4014, sixel and ReGIS graphics. ZSTEMpc"-4014 Emulator $99 
PowerS1atlon~ 220 $289 Use with ZSTEM VT100, VT220, or stand-alone. 
VT220 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT220 Emulation Software. Interactive zoom and pan. Save/recall images from 
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30. disk. Keypad. mouse, digitizer. printer. plotter, and 
ZSTEMpc~-VT220 Emulator Emulation Software only. $150 TIFF support. 4100 color and line style color mapping. 
All the features of ZSTEM VT100 plus 8-bit mode. downloadable fonts , 540 x 400 and 540 x 480 on some adapter/monitors. 
user defined keys, full nationaUmulti-national modes. Extended macros- ZSTEMpc"-VT100 Emulator $99 
/scnpt language. True 132 columns on Hercules, VGAs. Super EGAs, and High pertormance COLOR VT100. True double 
standard EGAs using the EGAmate option. 128 columns on CGAs. 43 line high/wide. smooth scrolling. ISO and attribute 
support on EGAs. Enhanced keyboard support. Ungermann Bass NeVOne mapped color. XMODEM and KERMIT, softkey/MAC-
and VMS Services for MS-DOS support. ROS. DOS access. 

KEA Systems Ltd. 
#412- 2150 West Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 4L9 

Telephone (604) 732-7411 Telex 04-352848 VCR Fax (604) 732-0715 
Order Toll Free 663-8702 
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relationship between IBM and Microsoft, 
but it's a nuisance for the rest of us. 

Conspicuously absent from that list is 
Hercules graphics. Although Hercules 
cards are a standard, they're not an IBM 
standard, so DOS simply ignores them. 
PC-DOS BASIC graphics commands 
don 't work on Hercules displays , and the 
MODE command won't switch them into 
graphics. 

But programs that generate graphics 
handle Hercules cards by writing directly 
to the hardware, completely bypassing 
DOS and the BIOS in the process. That's 
why Windows (from Microsoft, no less) 
runs just fine. 

As far as writing your own graphics 
code for the Hercules card, I'm not sure 
that it's worthwhile. A more practical 
course would be to get a language like 
Turbo C, which supports the Hercules 
card through the normal graphics li
brary; you simply write C code calling 
the library functions, and your program 
can draw on any graphics display. 
-Steve 

S-100 Sources 
Dear Steve, 

Some years back, I bought an S-100 
system from Morrow, which subse
quently went out of business. I'd like to 
know sources of parts and kits, as well as 
books, because I would like to be able to 
at least get some kind of S-1 00 system 
running . Could you give me a starting 
point for my research? 

My only other choice. is to spend the 
money on jazzing up my Apple lie and 
learning to be content. 

Luther Atkinson 
Richmond, 1/,4 

The S-100 standard machines, while 
not as widely available as they were a few 
years ago, are still alive and well. As you 
note in your letter, Morrow is no longer 
in business. There are, however, several 
companies that can help with your S-I 00 
needs, among them the following: 

Vision Computers 
2235 Melvin Rd. 
Oakland, CA 94602 

S. C. Digital 
P.O. Box906 
Aurora, IL 60507 

Keptronix 
P. 0. Box 2022 
Columbia, MD 21045 

Lomas Data Products 
I 82 Cedar Hill St. 
Marlborough, MA 01752 

continued 



STAT 

Select the points you want to remove from your 
regression model . . . 

... Then press F6 to refit the model and 
recalculate the statistics. 

Because "Statistical Graphics" 
Is Better Than Just Statistics and Graphics 

Most of today's PC statistical 
packages give you all the statistics 
you'll ever need. Some even give 
you a few graphics. But only 
STATGRAPHICS from STSC gives 
you integrated statistical graphics 
in an environment you control. 

Unique "What If" lnteractivity 

STATGRAPHICS lets you explore 
data relationships fully, producing 
higher quality, more timely 
solutions. Define your data and 
assumptions, run the procedure 
and review the results, modify 
data and assumptions repeatedly 
and take another look-and 
another. All without leaving the 
procedure or making permanent 
changes to your data. 

..... 
Integrated Statistical Graphics 

Coupled with STATGRAPHICS' 
interactive environment are over 50 
types of graphs-traditional pie 
and bar charts, histograms, 3-D line 
and surface plots, quality control 
charts, and more. All are integrated 
with the procedures so that they 
can be displayed instantly and 
modified repeatedly. 

Query data points, do on-screen 
forecasting and model fitting , 
overlay graphs, or zoom-in on any 
area for a closer look. With 
flexibility like that, you can spot 
and investigate visual trends in 
your data-trends you may have 
missed if you looked only at the 
numbers. 

A wide variety of graphs supported on over 100 displays, printers and 
plotters, including the new IBM PS/2™ Series. 

Over 250 Statistical Procedures 

• Direct Lotus® and dBASE® 
interfaces 

• ANOVA and regression analysis 
• Experimental design 
• Quality control procedures 
• Multivariate techniques 
• Nonparametric methods 
• Exploratory data analysis 
• Forecasting, time series analysis, 

and more. 

STATGRAPHICS-
The Best Way to Do Statistics! 

Put the power of STATGRAPHICS 
to work for you today-all for only 
$895*. For our free convincer kit or 
the name of a dealer near you, call 

(800) 592-0050 ext. 400 
In Maryland, (301) 984-5123; 
Internationally, (301) 984-5412. 
Telex 898085 STSC ROVE 

STSC STSC, Inc. 
2115 East Jefferson Street 
Rockv ille, Maryland 20852 

' Suggested retail pr ice in U.S. and Canada. International 
prices vary. Available through dealers and distributors 
worldw ide. STATGRAPHICS, PLUS*WARE, Lotus, and 
dBASE are registered trademarks of Stati stica l Graphics 
Corporation, STSC, Inc. , Lotus Development Corporat ion, 
and Ashton-Tate, respectively. 

A PLUS*WARE® PRODUCT 
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Jonathan's Wave, the brainchild of Michael Archer, is considered by some to be an 
artificial intelligence "thinking" computer system. It is comprised of over one hundred dif
ferent expert trading programs. Its knowledge data base acts as a high tech filter drawing 
from the best parts of each program while ignoring the worst. Jonathan's Wave constantly 
updates itself, altering and eliminating certain trading guidelines in response to both failure 
and success as if it had its own evolutionary process built in to make it better and better. Ac
cording to Jonathan's Wave January 28, 1988 Risk Disclosure Document each $10,000 
invested in Jonathan's Wave managed account program in May 1986 with all returns 
reinvested would have grown to $24,800 on October 31, 1987 for a compounded rate 
of return of 148%.* We believe the most impressive part about achieving this performance 
record is the fact that the worst monthly percentage drop in equity experienced was only 
5.3%. Jonathan's Wave only compensation from its clients is a percentage of profits! 

Call now for a free copy of Jonathan's Wave Risk disclosure document and performance 
record. Those who act now under no obligation, may ask about our highly informative free 
video tape on managed speculative investing, introducing some of our advisors, which in 
our opinion could make you a better investor in stocks, bonds, mutual funds, futures, op
tions or any managed speculative investment by educating you on some key elements in 
their evaluation and selection. Call Super Fund Financial Group, Inc. 90 West Street, New 
York, New York 10006, 1-800-225-5561 or 1-800-221-2917. In New York 212-227-5208. 

Print Name: ---------------------------
Address: 
City: ________ State: __________ Zip: ____ _ 
Phone#. Res.: ___________ Bus.: __________ _ 
Best Time to Call. Res.: Bus.: _________ _ 

Inquiries. without phone number will not be processed. 

"Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The risk of loss was invovled in achieving these returns as 
in any managed speculative investment. BY 
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You might also want to get an issue of 
SUPERMICRO magazine (also known 
as S-1 00 Journal) for further information 
on boards and peripherals available for 
your machine.-Steve 

Using the Fax Machine as a Digitizer 
Dear Steve, 

I have an idea that seems reasonable, 
but it may not be quite as simple as it 
sounds to me. 

Because I'm involved in desktop pub
lishing, I have used many types of scan
ners and digitizers to send images to the 
screen, including a Ricoh FAX20. Is it 
possible to use this facsimile machine as a 
digitizer for my computer? I am working 
with a monochrome 520ST (640 by 400 
pixels) and would like to send a picture to 
DEGAS Elite. 

Pete Reitano 
Santa Cruz, CA 

There's no limit to the number of ideas 
that "sound reasonable" but tum out to 
be such a pain that you 'd rather take up 
knitting for a living . .. 

You're exactly right about fax ma
chines. They scan an image (at 200 dots 
per inch, no less) , convert it into a run
length encoded bit stream, and mail it off 
over a 9600-bps modem. The wonder of 
it is that any two fax machines anywhere 
can talk to each other, because they ex
change credentials to decide how fast to 
send data and what encoding to use. 
Pretty slick. 

Obviously, if you had a suitable 
modem, you could tap into the fax ma
chine's output and bash the beeps and 
boops back into bits (sorry). That's ex
actly what the fax boards for your PC do. 
The big expense is the 9600-bps modem, 
which must be designed to work with fax 
machines, because there are several dif
ferent 9600-bps transmission "stan
dards " around. 

PC Magazine had a write-up on fax 
boards in the January 26 issue. Basi
cally, if you've already got a fax ma
chine, you '[[ just need the board to act as 
a receiver; prices seem to range from 
$400 to $1000 for the boards (remember, 
the boards contain a very tricky modem) 
and some software. 

The only trick might be that the boards 
expect to answer a ringing phone line; 
you'd have to make sure that the software 
could handle a direct connection. But, 
after that, the code will grab the data and 
create a file in any one of several differ
ent graphic "standard" formats-which 
you can then convert into a paint pro
gram file, import into a desktop pub
lisher, or whatever you want. And you 
don't have to build a thing or write a line 
ofcode!-Steve • 



It took 8 million 
F PS before we 

produced a winner. 
Now appearing: the 

DT7020 Array Processor for 
theffiMPCAT. 

In this business, connections 
mean everything. Since our 
DT7020 array processor connects 
directly to our frame grabber and 
data acquisition boards for true 
8 MFLOPS execution, it'll be an 
overnight success. 

And the supporting roles played 
by our MACH'" Vector and MACH 
DSP Subroutine libraries and our 
MACH Microcode 
Assembler and Simulator 
are truly award winning. 
Nothing beats this 
package when it comes 
to real-world image 
processmg. 

Give us a call today. We'll tell you 
how to connect your IBM PC AT to a 
rising star: the DT7020 array processor. 

(617) 481-3700. 
~ DT-Connect~ is an open interface 
specification which permits the direct 
connection of stand-alone data acquisi
tion and frame grabber boards to pro
cessor boards for greatly accelerated 
signal (DSP) and image processing. 

DA7:4 TRANSLATION. 
World Headquarters: Data Translation , Inc., 100 Locke Drive. Marlboro, MA 01752-1192, (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951646 
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd ., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QJ, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914 
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translat ion GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025 
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90) 
372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-lll1; 
Korea (82) 756-9954; Netherlands (70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759; Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112; 
Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025. 

IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Ccrporation. Data Translation is a registered trademark, and MACH is a trademark, of Data Translation, Inc. 
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The New Dell Personal Computers Are Here. 
Dell Computer Corporation has just introduced a 
new line of high performance compatible personal 
computer systems. To learn more about them, 
just send for our new 24 page catalog. It includes 
detailed specifications and prices on everything 
from our high performance 386, 286, and 8088-based 
models to our complete line of printers, software 
and peripheral devices. It will also tell you all about 
our excellent service and support programs. Call 
toll-free 800-426-5150 or return this card today. 

51E04 © DELLCOMPUTERCORPORATION 1988 
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Yu never know when some body's going 
to come around the corner and surprise 
you with something that needs doing 
right away. 

So you might want to look into our new 
System 310, an 80386-based PC running at 

memory controller and 32KB of high-speed 
static RAM, it performs faster than 386 
computers priced thousands of dollars 
higher. The new System 220 is our 80286 PC. 
It too runs at 20 MHz, or twice as fast as the 
IBM PS/ 2 models 50 and 60. 

What's more, while others claim OS/2 
compatibility, we guarantee it. Because we 
sell and support MS® OS/ 2 written just for 
Dell Computer systems. 

And it all comes to you directly from 
us. To order, or to get a copy of our 1988 
catalog, call us at 800-426-5150. 

The computers will be shipped in as 
little as three business days. With a no risk 
guarantee. And our complete systems 
prices include a one year, on-site service 
contract from Honeywell Bull, plus easy 
access to our technical support people 
over toll free phone lines. 

That's why it's taken us just four years 
to become one of the top seven personal 
computer companies in the country. Or 
what you might call the fastest computer 
company in the country. 

Some of the fastest per
sonal computers around 

also feature some of the 
lowest prices. Our new 
System 310 starts at just 
$3599. And you can get the 
System 220 for as little as 
$1799. That's more power for 
the money than any 7•·:=:::=-----.:;Ji~ 
other line of personal ,-~~~~ 
compute.-'"'rs=. :-:-c------' !_~ - - -

0·426· 
Call in I he US and Canada. llED9 
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NEW AVOCET C'M FOR MICROCONTROLLERS
A BREAKTHROUGH IN SPEED AND QUALITY 

Introducing Avocet eM Fast, opti
mizing cross-compilers that can cut 
microcontroller development time in 
half-without sacrificing code quality. 

. From CO!J.Cept to code 
m a fraction of the time. 

Programming in C lets you concen
trate on end results, not annoying 
details-so you get more done, faster. 
And rapid compilation takes the frustra
tion out. But for microcontrollers, you 
need more than speed. You need tight, 
high-quality code. 

That's why we spent two years 
field-testing and perfecting Avocet C for 
both speed and quality. We built in 
three separate phases of optimization
for object code tight enough for real 
applications. And we integrated Avocet 
C with an assembler package that's 
mature in its own right-not an after
thought. So you can still work magic at 
the bits-and-bytes level. 

Avocet C saves you time in all 
phases of development. Our run-time 
library is extensive-no need to write 
the routines yourself. You'll arrive at 
bug-free code faster, thanks to LINT-like 
type checking. And your program's use
ful life is extended, because you can 
recompile for other target chips. 

Testing is easier, too. Avocet C is 
ANSI-standard-so you can test generic 
parts of your program with host
resident systems like Microsoft Quick
eM and CodevieW.M And when you're 
ready for hardware-specific testing, 
Avocet's AVSIM Simulator/Debugger 
tests microcontroller code right on 
your PC. 

An excellent value. 
Just $895 buys Avocet C for your 

favorite chip : Intel 8051 or 8096, 
Hitachi 64180, or Zilog Z80-with more 
to follow. And Avocet C includes the lat
est version of AVMAC-Avocet's super
fast, professional assembly-language 
development package. (Ij you're already a 
registered AVMAC owner, you can upgrade 
to Avocet C for only $595.) 

AVtJCET 
SYSTEMS, fNC ~ 

Free Catalog 

Call Toll-Free 
800-448-8500* 

For your free Avocet catalog-to order- or 
for more information about Avocet C and 
other Avocet products. 

The ~est technology
responsive, personal service. 
Avocet offers a powerful, compre

hensive approach to microcontroller 
development. 

Avocet development tools put the 
most advanced technology at your 
fingertips. The Avocet staff stands ready 
to give you complete support
including technical assistance-on a 
moment's notice. And we'll ship your 
order in 48 hours or less. 

Call 800-448-8500. Discover how 
Avocet can speed up your next project. 

Avocet Systems, Inc. , 120 U nion Street 
P.O. Box 490AQ, Rockport , Maine 04856 

*In Maine, or outs ide U.S., call (207) 236-9055 
TLX: 467210 AVOC ET C I, FAX: (207) 236-6713 
© 1988 Avocet Systems. Inc. All rights reserved. Quick-C ;md Codeview arc 
trademarks of Microsoft Corp. Logo and name Avocet are registered trademarks 
of Avocet Systems. Inc. 

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY PERSONAL !LP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Computing a Butterfly's Effect on the Weather 
Hugh Kenner 

CHAOS: MAKING A 
NEW SCIENCE 
James Gleick 

Viking, New York, NY: 
1987, 352 pages, $19. 95 

T he physical sciences for 
perhaps four centuries 

have cherished the dream of 
seeing their work finished
all but the grunt work, for 
which we have machines . 
With the last exponent in 
place in the last equation, the 
ultimate program purged of its 
final bug, the dishes feasting 
on data from myriad satellites, 
might we not be close to call
ing every shot? For if every 
state of a system causes the 
next-well, given ample data 
(and processing power), 
shouldn't we expect to know 
in mid-December if Topeka 
next August 9 at 3 p.m. will be 
having picnic weather on its 
southwest side? 

But at present we're lucky 
if a local five-day forecast is 
not utterly misleading. Fluid 
systems (air and water) are 
rife with instabilities . The 
equations that describe them, though as definite as the ones that 
define planetary motions, have unstable points likewise, where 
the fourth decimal place of an input-0.5061 instead of 
0.5060-can spell the difference between calm and hurricane. 
Small changes make catastrophes. This is stuffily called "sensi
tive dependence on initial conditions"; more picturesquely, the 
Butterfly Effect. "A butterfly stirring the air today in Peking 
can transform storm systems next month in New York" : James 
Gleick's tour through chaos theory begins with that butterfly. 

Gleick is a science writer for The New York Times, and his 
journalistic skills are evident in the narrative's lively pace and 
thorough documentation. Rather than fill space with opinions 
about Chaos-a tour de force of popular exposition, and almost 
rigorous enough to please a specialist-I'll offer a walk through 
some of the material . While drawing on details from other 
books, I'll stay within Gleick's outline. 

Once discovered (in 1961, by a meteorologist named Edward 
Lorenz), the Butterfly Effect seemed to end all hope of long
range projections, not just of weather but of most unruly phe-

Ulustration by James Endicott © 1988 
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nomena. Still , a Newtonian 
might argue, the Great Picture 
is unaltered. Let our input 
data include all butterflies; if 
that ' s unlikely in practice, 
doesn't it preserve the prin
ciple? Isn't what we lack just 
better information? More
over, despite butterflies , 
doesn't the weather system 
display a large-scale stability? 
Summers always follow win
ters . Miami stays balmier than 
Nome. Likewise, a marble in 
the bottom of a bowl, however 
often perturbed, seeks equi
librium. So "practically all 
dynamic systems" ought to 
settle, most of the time, "into 
behavior that was not too 
strange." Right? 

Wrong. Most of them 
don ' t. (Partly , we've been 
misled by preoccupation with 
the few nonlinear equations 
we know how to solve. The 
rest were "monsters.") 

1 For the weather is an atypi-
cal example, "locally unpre
dictable, globally stable." It's 

1 more typical, "in a back
ground sea of chaos," for 
some self-organizing system 
to assert itself. Thus the Great 

Red Spot on Jupiter is local but stable, "a hurricane-like system 
of swirling flow," host to endless variation that doesn't destroy 

continued 
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Our range of computer add-ons offer facilities you've always wanted - at prices 
that will surprise you. Here's just some of the ideas on offer this month. 
FastTrapN The perfect alternative to a mouse. Takes up far less room- and 
has features never seen on a mouse- like 3D pointer control. Can be used as 
a direct replacement for M icrosoft<~~ serial mouse. 
PSION Organiser II A phenomena l hand-held programmable computer. 
Comes with software for Diary, Filing System and Address Book. Other 
appl ications are avai lable. Can be linked to your computer to exchange data in 
either direction. 
Handy Scanner Capable of scanning in various standard graphics file formats at 
200 DPI in both directions, this is the perfect add-on for DTP - line or 
halftones easily input and edited. A must for today's serious computer user. 
NumeriKeysN A perfect extra for portables. Easy to insta ll as it plugs in 
between the parallel port and the printer and can be configured for special 
applications through the easy-to-use software provided. 

Extended Function Guides Designed to fit either 
~..-. Standard or Enhanced boards, these guides show you all 

.'~ ~ the functions for the most popular software available -
· · together wi th a mini manual for extra information. 

Electrone DashboardN A full function 
"enhanced' boa rd to fit the AMSTRAD PC port that 
comes with some smart software that allows you 
to configure any key for virtually any 
application, 

FaslTrap is a trademark of Microspeed Inc. Microsoft 
is a registered Trademark of Microsoft Inc. 
NumeriKeys is a Trademark of Genest 
Technologies Inc. Dashboard is a 
trademark of Electrone ltd. Products 
may vary slighUy from those illustrated 

Catalogic 
PO Box 300249 
1700 Lincoln 
Denver 
co 80203 
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its form. Though our weather hurricanes die out in days, the Red 
Spot has been a fluid presence for 400 years that we know of. 
On Jupiter, chaos has modes of stubborn order. 

On Earth, too , as we've just begun to notice. After T . R. 
Malthus stated, in 1798, that population (say, in a fish pond) 
will always increase until food shortage stifles it, population bi
ologists needed an equation that models the drop in population 
when competition for a fixed food supply increases . A good one 
(Verhulst' s Law of 1845) is essentially 

wherex is the population (0 =extinction, 1 =maximum) and r 
is the rate of growth. That's an easy loop to program. Start it 
with r = 2. 7, and from the range 0 < x < 1 pick any initial x 
you like. Iterate through successive generations, and watch how 
x (the population) shoots up until things get too crowded, then 
declines and levels off. It soon settles down to 0.6296; at a 2.7 
growth rate, our fish pond stabilizes at just under 2h capacity. 
That's what we used to think dynamic systems generally did: 
They stabilized. 

Run it again with r = 2.9 (slightly more rapid growth) ; again 
x stabilizes , at 0.6552 . For r = 2.96, x stabilizes at 0.6622. But 
try r = 3.4, and x is no longer stable but is leaping to and fro 
between two populations , 0.4520 and 0.8422. (That' s still pre
dictable; for 0.4520 one year, expect 0 .8422 the next .) By r = 
3.5, it's cycling through four different values; by r = 3.55, 
through eight. Disconcerting, yes, but those regular cycles do 
keep us in touch with order. Now, push r up to 3.57, and be
hold , patternless chaos!-seemingly random results generation 
after generation, and no way at all to guess what the next popu
lation will be. And these changes of behavior-from stability, to 
ever-larger cycles , to chaos-happen at quite sudden thresholds. 

Nor is chaos absolute. Inch up further tor = 3.58212, and, 
whoops , we're back with cycling values, 12 of them. But by r = 
3.58283 , chaos shows signs of returning, and by r = 3.584 it 
definitely has. On and on, order and chaos alternating, until just 
past r = 4.0, the equation blows up . 

Pondering those zones where numbers seem drawn to one or 
another value, you get a first feeling for what Lorenz dubbed 
"attractors." That's been familiar (though unconnected with 
chaos) ever since Newton published his iterative method for 
finding an equation's roots . You start with a guess, and when 
several roots are possible, the one you find is the one your guess 
" attracted." Strange attractors have since received the accolade 
of deep theory . They underlie both bathtub turbulence and the 
dynamics of galactic clusters. 

There are three more things to notice about the Verhulst equa
tion. First, there seems no way to predict how long the discon
tinuities will last; you just run the iterations and watch. In 1976, 
though, their duration turned out to be governed by Feigen
baum's Constant, 4.6692016 . . . , a number so ubiquitous in 
chaos theory that it seems structured into the universe like 1r. 

That asserts a commonality for all manner of local disorders : 
rolling streams, perturbed pendulums, or columns of smoke. 

Second, it seems that what we 've often shrugged off as in
scrutable "randomness" (in genetics, economics, and fluid dy
namics) is really a periodic chaos that ' s built into simple deter
ministic models. Thus, epidemics come in cycles , but a sudden 
kick to the system-say, a program of inoculation-can send the 
incidence of a disease into near-chaotic oscillations. That hap
pened in Britain when they started wiping out rubella . 

Third, a definite pattern recurs throughout chaos theory: Any 
detail is apt to resemble ·the big picture. That's easiest to see 
when the Verhulst equation is put on-screen as a graph; A. K. 
Dewdney outlined a program to do that in the July 1987 Scien-

continued 



OVERSTOCKED WITH COMPUTER HARDWARE? 
PST CAN ANSWER YOUR PROBLEMS 

-~ 

EUROPESLARGESTSURPLUSSTOCKBUYERS 
NEED MORE COMPUTER HARDWARE 

$50 MILLION MUST BE SPENT BY JUNE 1988. 
Constant product innovation to keep pace with the ever changing market 
place has made manufacturers and multiple retailers seek efficient ways of 
dealing with obsolescence and overstock problems. 
Many companies will offer their services to purchase your stocks, but when it 
comes to paying for them, you'll hear more excuses in five minutes than a 
traffic cop hears in a week! 
If your company has a stock problem, we can solve it and that's a promise, not 
next week or the week after- today! 
With unrivalled experience in international trading, PST works closely with 
household name client companies to ensure that stock is dissipated to our 
customer network in over 80 countries. 
We will make an immediate decision, arrange instant payment by "Swift" 
telegraphic transfer or international bankers draft and can collect your goods 
~ywhere in the USA- within 48 hours! 
To find out how PST can help you, contact Tom McLoughlin, Henry Padolsey 
or Peter King. It could be the fastest and easiest sale you have ever made! 

Our resource is bigger than your problem! 

~~~~~~~~~~!$~ 
PST (TRADING) LTD· STOCKLEY PARK· UXBRIDGE· UB111AS ·ENGLAND 

TEL: (0)1-7561616 TLX: 925474 PST-G FAX: (0)1-756 0119 

Part of the Cannon Street Investments PLC. Group 
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dB Fast™ 
-vs-
Clipper'" 

New dBase III Plus™ Compiler 
• Smaller EXE's • Faster compilation 

• Faster execution • Lower price! 

OPERATION dB Fast Clipper 

Minimum .EXE file size lkb 140kb 

Compiling/Linking 2 Seconds 4 Minutes 

Execution time 6 Seconds 17 Seconds 

PRICE ..swr.~. S695 
07 

d-Smallest' With Clipper:" the smallest program 
• you can create IS 140k. And 1t goes up 

from there! dB Fast"' creates programs as small as lk with typical program 
sizes from 5 to !Ok. Just think , now it 's possible to fit all your programs on 
one floppy disk. And if you send files via modem - look what happens to 
your modem phone bill ... it almost disappears! 

d-Fastest ' dB Fast compiles and links in a blistering 
• 3 seconds. Clipper slugs along at 4 minutes. 

dB Fast compiled programs also run faster. A program that took over I full 
minute to run using dBase III Plus and an additional 17 seconds using 
Clipper, ran in just 6 seconds with dB Fast! 

d-Cheapest' Seefor yourself why dB Fast is 
• d-B1ggest Bang for . . . 

d-Buck! Nowhere can you get all these features for such ·. ~fl,/!l· · 
a low price: . ~ · . 
• dBase III Plus compatible • LAN compatible W ~ ·. · 
• Unlimited runtime • Protected source -.., · .. 
code • No need to modify your .PRG files 
• Speed, efficiency, price 

---------1 60 d~ Guarantee • · 
I 

Try dB Fast for 60 days. If you're not totally satisfied any reason, 
just send it back for a full refund (less SIO handling fee) . 

I Call today! 1-800-3 56-63 56 
I sales Information call 1-206-392-0368 

I Dealer inquiries welcome 
Qty Subtotal 

I I V/SA I dB Fast _· __ @ S69 ____ _ 

I 
I 
I 

Shipping: S 4 U.S., S25 outside U.S. 
1add S4 ror each additional package) 

WA residents add 8.1% sales tax. 

Total -:--,--:--:----:--,
(U.S. funds only) 

I Name:-------------

1 Company:------------

1 Address:-------------

1 City:------ St: __ Zip: __ _ 

I Phone#:------------

1 
Payment (circle one) : VISA MC AMX Check 

Card#:-------------

1 Expires: -==···= I Name on Card: -:-::-::---c---------
dB F:ut Is a trademark of dB F:ut Inc. Suite 2857 

1420 Gilman Blvd. 

L dBase 111 Plus and Clipper u_e r~lstered trademarks of Ashton T2te Corp. Issaquah WA 98027~539:.1 
and Nantucket Corp. respeclt\'ely. ' ---------------54 BYTE • MAY 1988 Circle 86 on Reader Service Card 
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tific American. As you increase the resolution of an interesting 
area, you see utterly familiar shapes: amid zones of chaos, still 
those "doubling" cycles, powerless as always to fend off chaos 
again. 

And here we're circling close to Benoit Mandelbrot, with his 
fractals and his talk of "self similarity." Every BYTE reader 
has surely seen fractal images by now and has heard how under 
increasing magnification they yield variations on · an overall 
theme. A tree resembles a branch; a branch, a twig. From big 
aorta to tiny capillaries, the circulatory system is self-similar. A 
moon rock has the jagged texture of the moon. Yet "chaos" in
heres in the sense that, however deterministic the equation, you 
can never exactly predict the next level of detail. To see it, you 
must run through the iterations. 

Like the Verhulst equation, the equations fractal buffs use are 
iterative; each output becomes a new input. Again, nonlinearity 
confers a superficial look of chaos. Again, at Feigenbaum
govemed levels of scaling, chaos yields recurrent self-similar 
orders that turn out to map all manner of phenomena we experi
ence daily, such as cloud forms and fluctuations in cotton 
prices. Mandelbro·t even speaks of "the fractal geometry of na
ture," and George Lucas's special-effects team has used fractal 
generators to invent convincing landscapes. 

For Gleick's exposition, Mandelbrot can be a problem: a 
strange attractor toward whom more things are drawn than you'd 
think to allow him. Gleick rightly calls Mandelbrot's book 
"maddening," and to argue with Mr. Fractal you'd need to rival 
his grasp of math and arcane mathematical history. Mandelbrot 
does ask for argument, seeming to claim that everything chaotic 
is (a) an aspect of fractals and (b) essentially his discovery _ He's 
right about one thing, clearly: After about 1875, divers math
ematicians kept finding functions that seemed to have no use: 
ones that embarrassed the system, or generated "monsters." 
They were onto something they lacked terms to cope with. 
Again and again, Mandelbrot has retrieved some dusty paper 
and fitted it to fractality, a unifying concept that is surely his . 

One clear thing, finally : Chaos theory and computerdom go 
together. Iterative equations seemed stagnant until we had ma
chines to iterate them. Lorenz in 1961 found the Verhulst irregu
larities while running some simulations on a primitive Royal 
McBee. Feigenbaum's Constant emerged from a glorious old 
handheld workhorse, the HP-65. And it was IBM, in appointing 
Benoit Mandelbrot a Fellow at the Thomas J _ Watson Research 
Center (programming collaborators, visual-display hardware) 
that chanced to midwife the fractal geometry of nature. The 
field stays open, and some BYTE reader may well donate the 
next input. • 

BRIEFLY NOI'ED 

PROGRAMMING SECRETS FOR THE MACINTOSH by 
Scott Knaster, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA: 1988, 368 pages, 
$24.95. If you're a serious Mac programmer, this book, written 
by a writer/engineer at Apple, will answer a lot of your ques
tions and head off a lot of problems. Knaster's explanation of 
certain Mac II information, such as Color QuickDraw, is better 
than what you'll find in Apple's documentation. The book gives 
tips on using QuickDraw, such as drawing into an off-screen 
buffer and using CopyBi ts to put it on the Mac screen. Knaster 
also provides hints on managing multiple windows with some 
example code. 

But the real gold mine of this book is its information on the 
Print Manager: how to find the current printer, how to display a 
document's name in the LaserWriter status alert box, and how 
to embed PostScript commands within QuickDraw comments 

continued 



The $99 Practical 
1200bps modem. 
$99. HONEST. 
Thanks to the way we utilize 
advanced surface mount 
technology, $99 buys you 
a lot of modem ... lots of 
features and 100% Hayes™ 
compatibility. Don't let the 
price fool you. Our new 
Practical1200 baud internal 
half-card modem is a great 
piece of engineering. 
Here's what just $99 buys: 
• 100% compatibility with Hayes • Bell 212A, 103, and FCC Parts 
12008 SmartModemTM 15 and 68 compliance. 
• Convenient half-card format • The Practical Peripherals per-
tor easy installation. FREE formance guarantee: 
• 0-30011200 bps operation. C a 5 full years long. 
• Auto-Dial/Auto-Answer. Pro omm Here's the kicker! 
• Automatic speed recognition.~~~ Included FREE 
• Pulse orTouch-Tone operation. ~ ~ with every modem 
• Full or Half Duplex operation. ~ is ProComm ... 
• Modular jacks for voice and ••• a world class, 
data calls. standard setting 
• Volume controlled speaker for F.I.F.C1"RCitiiC communications 

F.DI1"1Citl . line monitoring. L.....,. ____ _. package. 

----

Performance, reliability, 
and value. They're built in! 
That's what state-of-the-art 
engineering is all about. 
That what every Practical 
Peripheral modem, buffer, and 
interface gives you. And don't 
forget the unique Practical 
Peripheral product guarantee ... 
every modem, buffer, and 
interface is performance 
guaranteed for 5 fu II years! 
Enough said. 

Eia=PRACTICAL Call Toll-Free: 1-800-641-0814 

~PERIPHERALS® -
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31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362 
(818) 991·8200 FAX: 818·706·2474 
All products trademarked are properties of their respective manufacturers. 
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PC MAGAZINE REPORTS ... "PC Labs tested drive 

AND NORTHGATE'S 80286 

Now, with Northgate Super 286 

oughpuf 
800,000 Bytes Per Second Data 

• Turbo Speed Hard Drive Controllers 

TRULY A COMPLETE, READY TO USE SYSTEM 
YOU GET ALL THESE QUALITY FEATURES: 

65MB Miniscribe Hard Drive, Formatted and 
Partitioned 32.5MB in C and D Partitions • Thrbo 

Throughput 16-Bit Hard Drive RLL and 1:1 
Interleave Controller • 12MHz Intel Processor 

• 2 16-Bit, 6 8-Bit Expansion Slots • 1.2MB 
(Reads & Writes 360K Disks AND 1.44MB 

Drive (Reads & Writes 720K) • 200 Watt 
Power Supply • 2 Parallel, 1 Serial Port • 

Full Size (Not Baby Size) Case with Keylock, 
Thrbo On/Off, Indicator Lights • 14 Inch 
Tilt/Swivel Flat Screen Amber Graphics 

Monitor with 1000 Line Resolution Capa
bility for CAD • Hercules Compatible 

Graphics Card • Latest Version MS-DOS 
3.3 with GWBasic including hardbound 

manuals for both (Northgate is a 
Microsoft OEM Licensee). 

AND NOW, TO GIVE YOU EVEN 
GREATER PERFORMANCE- .. 

DRIVE CACIDNG AND VOPTTM 
OPTIMIZER ARE INCLUDED! 

Installed on your hard drive is Northgate's 
exclusive Insta-CacheT" Hard Disk Caching 
program. Once a file is read it's in cache. Retriev
ing it again is 0-wait. No hard drive access is 
needed. This is an $80.00 value, yours at no 
extra cost. AND .. .WE ALSO GIVE YOU THE 
BEST DISK OPTIMIZER PROGRAM EVER
VOPT1" BY GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS. 
CLEANSUPFRAGMENTEDSECTORSAUTO
MATICALLY EVERY TIME YOU START YOUR 
SYSTEM. A $50.00 VALUE. AGAIN YOURS 
FREE WITH THE NORTHGATE 286. 



throughput on all the (21) ·machines in this review, (Feb. 16, 1988) 

WAS THE FASTEST ... 

65MB Hard Drive System you get: 

Power 
Transfer Rate • RLL Encoded Hard Drives • 1:1 Interleaving 
• World's Highest Performance AT Class Computer System! 

HERE'S THE 
SECRET OF 
TURBO 
THROUGHPUT 
THE ADVANCED 
DESIGN THAT 
MAKES THIS SYS
TEM PERFORM 
400% FASTER 
THAN OTHER AT 
TYPE COMPUTERS 
AS THEY ARE 
COMMONLY CON
FIGUREDAND 
SOLD BY MOST 
VENDORS IN THE 
PC INDUSTRY! 

Most computers look similar. Most vendors advertise 
processor speed and 28MS hard drive access. There is 
little to distinguish one from another. Thus everyone 
tends to assume all computers are alike. 

NOT SO . Northgate is truly a different System. And 
beca use it is, the computer buyer gets far grea ter com
puter value for his money. That 's why Northgate has 
soared in popularity. Those who know choose Northgate 

Northgatc's unique Hard Drive is RLL En 
coded (50% more formatted capa r: ity) 
AND with 1:1 Interleave reads/writes data 
faster than 28m s drives. 

They know they get value through performance tha t 's 
demonstrated every time they tum on the system. They 
know all parts are World Class, not the ordinary "off the 
shelf" items others use to keep costs down. 

Northga te pioneered RLL Hard Drive and 1:1 Inter
leaving in its 286 systems. 1b our knowledge. no com
petitor even offers these vital performance features. 
Call them . We did. Only Northgate gives you this 

ORDINARY 
PARTS 

= 
ORDINARY 

PERFORMANCE 

Data ltansfer. the true measure of com· 
p ule r pe rform a n ce. canno t exceed 
200.000 by tes per second in gelling data 
to the computer's processor. 

NORTHGATE 
SYSTEM IS 

400% 
FASTER 

North gate Delivers System Performance 
Unma tched by Other Vendors. Ask them 
and prove it tO yourself! 

unique throughput-enhancement. 

If Northgate pricing seems higher, don't be 
deceived by Bare Bones Prices you see in 
others' ads. Northgate's System is complete 
-IT'S THE 286 SYSTEM YOU WON'T OUT
GROWl We encourage you-Shop Around, 
Call all the Others and Compare. 

ALL THIS PLUS ... The Computer Industry's Most Meaningful Service and Warranty Policy ... 
30 -Day Compatibility Warranty: 

Northg:ate guarantees its sys tems will operate any s ta nda rd. 
commcrcialy available DOS programs wr itten for use on IBM 
Compa tible Computers. If. on consultation with Northgate. 
a program cannot be made to operate satisfactori ly. owner may 
return the system. complete a nd una ltered for a prompt and 
full refund Including all freigh t costs. 

One-Year Overnight AT NORTHGATE 
EXPENSE Parts Replacement Warranty : 

Northgate Computer Systems warranlS that all systems sold 
by Northga tc will be free of defec ts in workmanship a nd 
mater ia ls for one year from da te of shipment. 

• In the event offa ilure of a part that disables the system North
gate wlll shi p. the same day If notified by 12 Noon Centra l 
Time. a new replacement part. Customer must phone North· 
ga te Cus tomer Service for diagnosis of the fa ilure. 

• S hipment of the replacement part will be by overnight 
express service-AT NORTHGATE'S EXPENSE-for nex t 
day de live ry depending on the carrier's ability to provide 
such service In owner's geographic a rea. 

• Owner must return a ny replaced pa r t. complete a nd 
una ltered . a nd pay retu rn shlping cos ts. to be received a t 
North gate within two weeks after receiving the replacement 
pa rt. 

• Northgate's Customer Service department will provide full 
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instructions on making the repair or replacement and will 
consult with cus tomer on the phone to assure repair is 
properly completed and the sys te m is again opera ting. 

• In the case of a complete system returned for repa ir under 
warran ty. cus tomer pays fre ight to Norlhgate and Northgatc 
pays return freight by wha tever service the system is sen t 
to Northga te. 
In the event of a part replaced under warranty. th e new part 

carries a NEW ON E.YEARGUARANTEE FROM SHIP DATE! 
NOTE: Ma ny compu te r ve ndors ex tend only th e pa r ts 
manufacture r 's warranty which may be as little as 30-days. 
All products sold by NORTHGATE a re fully guara nteed by 
Northga te for one year form da te of shipment. 

USE OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 
~NORTHGATE 

~~;L., 800-548-1993 
13895 INDUSTRIAL PARK BOULEVARD SUITE 110 

PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55441 
VISA MC COD TERMS: Credit Card, Pre-Payment (allow 2 
weeks for personal checks to clear) Wire Transfer and Purchase 
Orders for Rated Accounts. We also ship to APO and FPO. All 
shipments are FOB Minneapolis, MN 

ALL CORPORATION AND BRAND NAMES IN THIS AD ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS. NORTHGATE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS IN THIS 
ADVERTISEMENT. • PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. • TURBO THROUGHPUT, INSTA·CACHE AND NORTHGATE ARE TRADENAMES OF NORTH GATE COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS. COPYRIGHT 1988, NORTHGATE 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Tech Talk 
By Steve Gibson 
RIRUlRY 8, 1988 

Finding the Ideal Keyboard: One That Won't Throw Spitwads With Its Recoil 
You might think that the best keyboard 
would be the last thing I'd worry about as 
I was assembling my "dream machine," 
but it was almost my first concern. 

Have you ever stopped to really think 
about the "feel" of your keyboard? I've 
long believed that the feel of a computer's 
keyboard might almost be the single 
most important aspect of the machine. 
After all , except for occasional mouse 
and modem usage, the keyboard is the 
sole entry point for all of a machine's 
data. I care tremendously about the feel 

loved, and then it stopped carrying 
anything. 

Well about two months ago I received 
a call out of the blue from a crazy
sounding guy identifying himself as the 
president of Northgate Computer Sys
tems. Art asked if I was aware of his ads 
in the back of Info World, and he was a bit 
peeved when I said, "No, not really." So 
he made me turn to the back of 
Info World to take a look. 

"Oh yeah, that's the ad with the tactile 
snap action diagram," I said. Art said this 

was the most incredible keyboard on 
earth and that he was going to send me 
one because he could tell from reading 
my column that I was a " touchy feely" 
kind of guy. 

I warned him about me and key
boards. I told him about my inventory of 
spare keyboards in the garage, and I said 
that nothing would move me away from 
these beauties since there was no way to 
improve upon what I already had. Art 
was not swayed. He told me about 
celebrities who were using his keyboard 

and said he had lots of congratulatory 
letters, and it was simply the best 
keyboard anywhere. "Boy, this guy is a 
pain," I thought. I shrugged and told him 
to send it out but that I couldn't promise 
anything. 

When it arrived, my curiosity took 
over. Imagine my surprise and delight 
when I found myself facing my dream 
keyboard, exactly like the four I still had 
in my garage! If you want the best key
board I've ever had my hands on, check 
out Northgate's snap action keyboard. 

of the keyboard I'm typing with. I want it ,---------------------------------------------
to feel just right under my fingers. I want 
to know from mechanical feedback, 
without looking, when I've pressed a key 
successfully. Yet I don't want my biceps 
enlarged as a consequence. 

It's been my experience that most 
keyboards are utterly horrible, seeming 
to come only at the far extremes of the 
scale. Either they just lie there like dead 
sponges, unresponsive and unreacting, or 
they fight back tooth and nail, daring you 
to press the next key. To either extreme I 
say, "No thanks." 

The original IBM keyboard must have 
been tough to engineer. I can't imagine 
the mechanical contrivance that was 
used to induce such a ridiculous snap 
action underneath such small keys. A 
keyboard should not be able to launch 
spitwads across the room with its recoil. 
Bruised fingertips are not my idea of a 
typing reward, and it's no fun having to 
close the windows on a hot summer night 
for fear of keeping the neighbors awake 
with the clack-clacking din. 

At the other end of the scale we have 
the ubiquitous sponge-press keyboard. 
This keyboard dares you to determine 
whether the computer has sensed your 
data entry - which is not easy when you 
sure couldn't sense it yourself. I'm always 
worried that the keys are just lying there 
still depressed after I've removed my 
fingers. 

So imagine my joy about a year ago 
when I stumbled upon a keyboard that 
knocked me flat (and not from its key 
recoil). Feeling a bit like Goldilocks, I ran 
iny fingers over its keys. Here was a 
masterpiece that was neither too stiff nor 
too mushy - it was just right. It had a 
marvelous snap action. 

Since the company selling this goody 
was one of those "here today, gone 
tomorrow" generic Taiwan clone outfits, 
I purchased seven keyboards on the spot' 
I was determined never to be caught 
without one of these beauties underneath 
me again. 

As I proudly carried my collection 
home, I reasoned that I'd be adding 
machines over the years, and I needed 
them all to be outfitted not only with the 
best feeling keyboard I'd ever had the joy 
of touching but also with identical 
keyboards. There's nothing worse than 
moving to another machine after really 
getting used to one keyboard only to find 
that the Esc key has jumped to the other 
side of the room. Better to have plenty of 
spares in the garage. 

Shortly afterward , the Taiwan-based 
company from which I'd purchased my 
keyboards stopped carrying the one I 

Steve Gibson is the developer and 
publisher of Flicker Free and president of 
Gibson Research Corp. of Irvine, Califor
nia. The views expressed ore his own. 
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*10-Day 
Money Back 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed! 

*3-Year 
Unlimited 
Warranty! 

The Touch and Feel of An Electric 'l)rpewriter 
The sensation of the computer world, North
gate's Click/Tactile keyboards are setting the 
new standard for the touch of typing. 
Not only Steve Gibson, but computer experts 
everywhere agree, Northgate has come up with 
what's been missing in keyboards-positive 
entry. 
Some day all keyboards will use the same 
keyswitches and quality components Northgate 
incorporates in its 84-key and 101-key boards. 

But for now, Northgate leads the way. Order 
yours today. If you are not 100% satisfied in 
every way, return it within 10 days for full 
refund. 

"CIT" 101 KEYBOARD $99.00 
"CIT" 84 KEYBOARD $79.00 

FOR IBM PS MODELS ADD $15.00 

FOR QUANTITY ORDERS CALL 612-553-0111 

TOLL FREE 800 453-1400 ANSWERED 24 HOURS 
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST CURRENT MODEL XT AND AT TYPE 
SYSTEMS WITH STANDARD 5-PIN DIN CONNECTOR. SOME COM
PUTERS ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH STANDARD IBM 
CONNECTORS-THESE MAY INCLUDE SOME MODELS OF 
ZENITH, TANDY. AT&T, EPSON EQUITY, PC LIMITED 286. 

Phone Your Order Toll Free 

~~ 

1389S INDUSTRIAL PARK BLVD .. SUITE 110 
PLYMOUTH. MINNESOTA SSUI 

IBM, PS and AT are registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

r.------------. 
.:w1 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYSTEMS I tA:,j, 1389S INDUSTRIAL PARK BLVD .. PLYMOUTH. MN ssw I 

I SHIP __ (QUANTITY) ."C/T" 101@ $99.00 I 
I 

-- (QUANTITY) "CIT" 84 @ $79.00 I 
FOR IBM PS MODELS ADD $15.00 

I NAME I 
I COMPANY I 

ADDRESS I 
CITY STATE ZIP 

VISA/MC NO. EXP. DATE I 
SIGNATURE I 
NOTE: ORDER PROCESSING TAKES 3-4 DAYS. WE SHIP UPS. I I FOR GROUND SHIPPING ADD $7.00 EA. FOR SECOND DAY 

~
AFTER PROCESSING TIME ADD $12.00 EA. FOR OVERNIGHT~ 
AFTER PROCESSING TIME ADD $22.00 EA. ------------
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for special effects or drawing high-resolution objects, such as 
hairlines for page layout. Despite the slight saccharine aftertaste 
left by Knaster ' s overdone humor, I recommend the book. 

-Tom Thompson 

PROGRAMMING THE INTEL 80386 by Bud E. Smith and 
Mark T. Johnson , Scott , Foresman & Co., Glenview, /L: 1987, 
346 pages, $22.95. The authors present the 80386 as the next 
logical plateau in microcomputer development after the 8088/ 
8086 machines, with the 80286 as a relatively minor intermedi
ate step. The bulk of this work is made up of descriptions of the 
microprocessor instructions ordered and laid out for easy refer
ence. In addition to the information you would expect, the 
authors include pseudocode descriptions of what the instruction 
does, and fragments of assembly language, showing usage. 

The real strength of the book is in its description of the chip 's 
features and its differences from predecessors in the 80x86 fam
ily. Smith and Johnson clearly explain why the 80386 is so 
much faster than earlier chips and describe how you can write 
programs that take advantage of this capability. They also give 
good descriptions of 80386 features, such as multitasking, pag
ing, virtual memory, and operation in virtual 8086 mode. 

On the other hand, the book does not contain sufficient 
source code to fully justify its title as a programming guide; 
missing are complete, working programs that demonstrate tech
niques and features unique to the 80386. But it's a useful, if not 
complete, reference for your 80386library . -John Unger 

COMPUTERS IN BATTLE: WILL THEY WORK? edited 
by David Bellin and Gary Chapman, Harcourt Brace Jovano
vich, New York, NY: 1987, 362 pages, $14. 95. Almost half the 
contributors to this collection of essays belong to an organiza
tion called Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility. 
Do the authors think computers will work in battle? Of course 
not. Most of the book is essentially an anti-SDI screed. 

One-sided advocacy books like this have a generic problem: 
They offer little more than preaching to the already converted. 
The military use of computers is an extremely complicated sub
ject, and to load the dice for either side doesn ' t do much for the 
cause of truth . Anybody working with computers knows that 
they are (a) fallible and (b) no substitute for human judgment, 
but many of the book's authors keep reinventing these creaky 
wheels in their analyses. 

The most thoughtful essay in the book is Clark Thombor
son's "The Role of Military Funding in Academic Computer 
Science," which makes the case that " If the DoD is allowed to 
maintain control of our R&D establishment, it will continue to 
sap our nation's commercial and political vitality ." For exam
ple, the Defense Department's mania for stamping everything 
Top Secret (especially everything involving SDI) hasn't done 
private space commercialization much good. 

The book scores some points, but it's too bad the editors 
weren't secure enough to include some contributors from the 
other side. By providing balance, they would have .made what's 
there more convincing. -Jack D. Kirwan 

PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO PC & PS/2 VIDEO SYS
TEMS by Richard Wilton , Microsoft Press, Redmond, WA: 
1987, 532 pages, $24. 95. Richard Wilton does a marvelous job 
of exposing the strata of PC and PS/2 graphics systems. You'll 
find all you need here: from assembly language code for com
municating with the video BIOS , to C source code of efficient 
line- and ellipse-drawing algorithms. The author even presents 
Pascal, BASIC, and FORTRAN programs and shows how to in
terface them to his assembly language graphics primitives 
routines. 
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RS-232 TO 
RS-485 CONVERTER 

MODEL 66 
• Implements Low Cost LAN 
• Supports 32 Users 
• Single Twisted Pair Required 
• Programmable Contention 
• Selectable Termination 

--•-,:,u--&c .. ca- &c 
A PUBLIC COMPANY 

Remark Division • Telebyte Technology, Inc. • 270 E. Pulaski Rd. 

Greenlawn, NY 11740 • (516) 423-3232 800-835-3298 

THESE VIDEOS CONTAIN 
HIGHLY GRAPHIC MATERIAL 

0 0 

0 

A paced, half-hour pro-
gram that takes you to the 
l 988 NCGA Show. See 
highlights of trends and 
technologies through the eyes 
of industry experts. 

0 

A collection of product videos 
from key computer graphics 
manufacturers. Quickly 
preview new products -
through the medium that 
shows them best. 

Nome ___________________ _ 

Company-------------------

City State Zip ____ _ 

Payment method (No purchase orders accepted): 
0 Check or money order enclosed (make payable to EDR ENTERPRISES) 
Charge to my credit cord : 
0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Cord number ----------Expiration Dote ___ _ 

Signoturtt..._ _____________ Dote ___ _ 

Oty. 1h " VHS Oty. 'I•" U-Motic Amount 

NCGA'88 VIDEO REPORT $69.95. $89.95. 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS '88 $19.95 $29.95 
PRODUCT REVIEW 

• 1 0% discount for NCGA members. Subtotal 

Provide member number: 7% Soles Tax 
Moil to: EDR ENTERPRISES (Ohio Residents) 

3592 Lee Rood 
r£?~~r 7~e{g9~68hio 44120 Total 

Allow 6 to 8 weeks for processing . BYTE 
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L F E & T M E S 

Create personalized 
gifts for family 

and friends. 
1 of 2 Report Formats from Footprints. 

TU1E-LINE f'or CARL StUTH 

~ .. 1\ '\'.i'l1' 

::::_ ---~-~~--=~~~-----------
!5 Th• Br i 'ttsh 5ank Ge r m.an b ;. ttllrahlp 

8 

1 of 3 Report Formats from Special Days. 

Special Days'" Timescripts 
Timescripts are one-page documents that highlight the people 
and headlines from a day gone by. They make excellent gifts 
for birthdays, graduations, anniversaries, retireme'nts and 
other special days. 

You can create thousands of different Timescripts with 
Special Days historical databases that span all the way back 
to 1850. Three different report formats are available: Birthday, 
Anniversary or Flashback. 

Footprints'" Timelines 
Timelines are multi-page documents that show key events 
from one's life embedded in the fabric of history. You can 
create Timelines that chart a relative's, your family 's, or a 
company's history from before the Civil War to modern times. 

You pick the types of historical events to display alongside 
the personal events. You can pick any combination of 
Footprints' databases: Sports, Business, U.S. History, Inter
national, Science & Technology, Arts & Entertainment or 
Strange & Weird. 

Only $39.95 each! Order Today -
Introductory Prices Good For A Limited Time! 

Special Days & Footprints Will 
Run On IBM PC's or Compatibles. 

DOS 2.1+, 256k. With DOS 3.0+ Footprints requires 320k. 

To Order: Call 800-722-0054 
(Check, Visa/MC/AmEx) $39.95 + $2 s/h for each copy ordered . 

$74.95 for both products (save $5.00) . In Texas add 8% Sales Tax. 

THE SALINON Corporation 
P.O. Box 31047, Dallas, Texas 75231 

For more information call (214) 692·9091. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Few books can claim the distinction of being complete; this 
one comes as close as any I've seen. The author provides code 
for CGA, EGA, VGA, MCGA, and Hercules monochrome 
adapters . In addition to interfacing details, Wilton provides top
notch C code for drawing lines, ellipses, fills, bit-block opera
tions, and even animation. For the fill operation alone, he pre
sents three different algorithms. 

My only complaint with this work is not its content, but its 
delivery: All the listings are printed in light green. If my vision 
fails, it's because of all the time I've spent squinting at the list
ings in this invaluable reference. -Richard Grehan 

A COURSE IN NUMBER THEORY AND CRYPTOGRA
PHY by Neal Koblitz, Springer-Verlag, New York, NY: 1987, 
204 pages, $34. G. H. Hardy boasts in his autobiography that 
number theory is one of the few fields where the pure mathema
tician's work is safe from exploitation by practical applications. 
Neal Koblitz opens his excellent survey with that quote, but he 
means it ironically. For, today, number theory is at the heart of 
a very practical and worldly field: cryptography. The traditional 
lock and sealed envelope mean nothing in the realm of networks 
and electronic mail; instead, formerly arcane theorems about 
factoring numbers and finding primes are the essential tools in 
the quest to keep-or steal-secret information. 

The first chapters review selected topics in number theory in 
an attempt to make the book accessible to lay readers as well·as 
students and specialists. The presentations are clear, concise, 
and lightly spiced with humor. Later chapters attack more ad
vanced concepts, like quadratic residuosity and public key sys
tems. The final chapter discusses recent work on using elliptic 
curves to encrypt messages and factor large numbers. The im
portance of the computer in cryptography is reflected through
out the book by numerous exercises and examples involving 
computer algorithms for encoding data. -Peter Wayner 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING TYPE & GRAPHICS by Deke 
McClelland and Craig Danuloff, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 
New York, NY: 1987, 312 pages, $29.95. This illustrated "shop 
reference" to PostScript typefaces is highly instructive and ac
cessible. Apple screen faces, PostScript and Apple laser type
faces, and typefaces available from other sources are all thor
oughly detailed: One page in each section is devoted to stylistic 
variations available within a given typeface-type weights, re
verse type, condensed and expanded type, and so on. 

A graphics chapter offers illustrations and usage advice for 
lines and shapes, screens and patterns, and clip art. The appen
dixes give background information on every typeface used in the 
book, listing available screen and printer fonts, font ID num
bers, size in bytes of the available Macintosh screen fonts, total 
memory required for all sizes of a font, exact PostScript names, 
amount of memory the font requires, and the vendor. 

If you're interested in using page layout software and find 
yourself frustrated by questions like, "How will 24-point Pala
tino headlines look next to 10-point Optima text in a 20-pica 
column?" get this book. It will seldom be left unopened while 
you design with the Mac or IBM PC. -George R. Beinhom 

CONTRIBUTORS 

LEAD REVIEW: Critic and author Hugh Kenner lives in Bal
timore, Maryland. BRIEFLY NOTED: Tom Thompson is a 
senior technical editor at BYTE. John Unger is a U.S. geophys
icist in Washington, DC. Jack D. Kirwan teaches economics at 
the University of Arizona. Richard Grehan is a senior technical 
editor at BYTE. Peter Wayner studies computer science at Cor
nell University. George R. Beinhom (North SanJuan, Nevada) 
is a nonfiction writer who uses desktop-publishing tools. 



MERGER! 
UDS Puts Sync & Async 
Protocols on a Single Board 
One expansion slot on your IBM PC or com
patible can now do double duty. UDS has 
packaged both synchronous and asynchro
nous protocols, plus a V.22 bis compliant 
modem, on a single Sync-Up'" card. The unit 
also provides true synchronous autodialing 
via bus-directed commands and responses. 
In the asynchronous mode, the unit is com
patible with the AT command set. 

For the user, this means unparalleled flexi
bility in micro-to-mainframe, micro-to-mini and 
micro-to-micro communications. Data rate 
(2400, 1200 or 600 bps synchronous; 2400, 

1200, 600 or 
0-300 bps asynchro

nous}, private line or dial-up 
operation and RTS/CTS delay are 

software selectable options. 
The device provides full-duplex operation 

over ei ther two-wi re private or dial-up circuits; 
2780/3780/3270 BSC and 3270/3770/5251 SNA 
software is available. The unit is compatible 
with most asynchronous communication 
packages, including Mirror II. 

For additional specifications, quantity 
prices, and information on other Sync-Up 
products, contact Universal Data Systems, 
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805. 

filDI Uni versal Data Systems 
lYaJ ® MOTOROLA I N C-

Intorma tion Sys tems Group 

PHONE 800 /451-2369 
COMDEX: Booth #3852 
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ABOUEBOARD2UlVESTHECOM 

Above® Board 2 is the first memory board 
for the PS/2'" that comes with the new expanded 
memory specification-LIM 4.0. 

Because only Above Board 2 comes from 
Intel. The company that developed LIM 4.0. 

So now your users can access more 
memory. And run the very latest DOS appli
cation software well beyond 640K. Which will 
give everyone powerful, new capabilities they 
never thought possible. 

Above Board 2 also promises 100% com
patibility with OS/2'" application software. 

Along with guaranteeing compatibility 
with the PS/2 's microchannel technology 

Add to that Intel's technical support, 
award-winning documentation and five-year 
warranty, and Above Board 2 is clearly your 
one and only choice. 

Of course you could always wait for the 
competition to catch up. But, 
where would that leave you? 
For more infonnarion,call 800-538·337 J. Tra<.lemark..,/owner: 
Above,Jmel/lntel Corporation: PS/2, OS/2 /International 
Businessi\ lachines CorporJtion. © 1988 I mel Corporation. 
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with new UniLab 8620 analyzer-emulator. 
• 64Kbytes from hard disk in 5 seconds. 
That's moving. But today you've got to be fast 
just to stay in the race for better micro
processor designs. 
• The secret is a new, high-speed parallel 
interface: the Orion bus. Which zips data 
between your PC/AT and the 8620 analyzer
emulator, breaking the RS-232 bottleneck. 
• The 8620 with 0-bus gives you complete 
program diagnosis- and solutions- in real 
time. For more than !50 different micro
processors. Us ing the same command set 
environment. 
• A generous 2730 trace-cycle buffer with 
selective fil tering lets you cut through the 
clutter and display just the traces you \\~sh . 
And you get lf.Lsec resolution in program 
time measurement. Plus continuous InSight 
monitoring of your 
program's key 
functions as they 
are prrfo rmed. 
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InSight Display. InSight blends analyzer
emulator techniques to give you continuous, 
real time monitoring of key processor functions. 
And still services user interrupts. It displays 
changing register contents, l/0 lines, ports, 
user-defined memory windows. With your 
own labels. 

• On top of that, you get UniLab's trade-
mark abili ty to debug by symptom, not just by 
breakpoint and single step. And, to help 
you complete the job on time, on the spot, a 
stimulus generator and EPROM programmer 
are included. 
• Ease of use, another Orion trademark, 
is also built in. So you have all the familiar 
features and formats you're used to working 
\\~ th . It doesn't matter if your project is a 
single chip controller or complex 16-bit 

Analyzer Triggers. Commonly used triggers 
can be selected quickly from a list of standard 
and user-defined triggers. 

microprocessor, the 8620 is the top price/ 
perfo rmance analyzer-emulator that does it 
all. At just $4380. With processor Personali ty 
Paks typically $550 each. 
• UniLab 8620. Fast-lane debugging that 
gets you to market quicker. 

Call toll-free: 800 I 245-8500. 
In CA: 415 I 361-8883 

==:~;J ==~~ 
INSTR U MENTS 

See us at Electro 
Booth 2741-45 

702 Marshall St. , Redwood City, CA 94063 
TLX 530942 FAX 415/361-8970 
Computer Integrated Instrumentation 
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67 What's New 

89 Short Takes 
TurbosPort 386 Model40 
Bridge-File 
ELM2 version 2.07 
HP-19B and HP-28S 
WordPerfect for the Macintosh 
Optasm 
Think'n Time 

Reviews 
102 Word Processors 

for Desktop Publishing 
121 The Amdek System/386 
127 Dynamac's Portable Mac 
134 Apple' s new series 

of Laser Writer IT printers 
143 QuickShare, DaynaFile, 

and MatchMaker 
153 Microsoft Windows 2.03 

and Windows/386 
157 Command Plus 
160 Wendin-DOS 
171 Silverado and @BASE 
176 Byline 
180 NexView 

191 Computing at Chaos Manor 
by Jerry Poumelle 

207 Applications Only 
by Ezra Shapiro 
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME 
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING! 

PROBE~s me11u 
bar a11d pull
dowll me11us set a 
11ew sta11dard for 
debugger 
i11terjaces. 

PROBE has -----li 
source-level 
debuggi11g to let 
you "C" your 
program. 

W
elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet 
the farm on your product. Your demonstration 
wowed the operating committee, and beta ship

ments were out on time. Then wham! 
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day. 

"Your software is doing some really bizarre things',' they say. 
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your 
sanity is at stake. 

THIS BUG'S FOR YOU 
You rack your brain, trying to figure something out. Is it a 

random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to a stack
based local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse, 
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocu
mented "features" in the software you're linking to? And to 
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger, 
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at 
the same time. Opening a bicycle shop suddenly isn't such a 
bad idea. 

THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU 
Announcing the 386 PROBE"' Bugbuster, *from Atron. Nine 
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at njght 
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they 
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory 
reads and writes. 

Now, with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a 
qualified breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the 
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't 
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You 
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by 
stopping a breakpoint only after a specific chain of events has 
occurred in a specific order. 

This is a11 
out-o[ra11ge 
memory-overwrite 
bug. Si11ce it is 
i11terrupt related, 
it 011ly appears i11 
real time. 

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386 
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program 
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same 
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the 
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it. 

Finally, 386 PROBE's megabyte of hidden, write-protected 
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug 
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to 
debug a really big program. 

COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP 
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN? 

Look at it this way. Nine of the top-ten software products in 
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe 
their edge is - a good night's sleep. · 

Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today. 
And if you're in the middle of a nightmare right now, 

"u give us a purchase order 
t• " 
t ~ number. We'll FEDEX 

you a sweet dream . 

BUGBUSTERS -.- . ., . 
A division of Nmthwest Instrument Systems, Inc. 

Saratoga Office Center • 12950 Saratoga Avenue 
Saratoga, CA 95070 • Call 408/253-5933 today. 

*Versions for COMPAQ. PS/2-XI)s ~ nd compat ibles. Copyright (i) 1987 by Atmn. 386 PROBE is a tradcnwrk nf Atron. Call44-2-855-888 in the UK and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany. TRBA 
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PC Power in Your Palm 

D atacomputer 3.0 is a 35-
ounce, hand-held, 16-bit 

computer designed for "those 
who work while in motion," 
according to National Data
computer. Measuring 10 by 5 
by ll/2 inches, it's based on a 
low-power 80C88 micropro
cessor and includes an 8-line 
by 26-character backlit super
twist LCD display. Since 
users of this type of system pri
marily work with numbers, it 
has a full-size numeric keypad . 
But there ' s also a downsized 
QWERTY keyboard for enter
ing alphabetic data. 

The Datacomputer 3. 0 
comes with an 8-pin DIN serial 
printer connector, an RJ -11 
phone jack for an optional 
modem, a bar code wand 
port, an external power supply 
port, and RS-232C serial 
ports. It can also get its power 
from standard AA alkaline 
batteries, and it has power con
nectors for peripherals such 
as the bar code wand or laser 
scanner. 

Interactive Data Manager, 
a memory-resident program, is 
shipped with the system. It 
lets you program the computer 
for data collection and trans
mit data in Lotus 1-2-3- and 
dBASE-compatible files. And 
since most MS-DOS applica
tions won't run directly on 
the Datacomputer, it comes 
with software tools for cus
tomizing and developing appli
cations . 

Datacomputer 3.0 comes 
with either 128K or 384K 
bytes of memory on the main 
board. 
Price: 128K-byte version, 
$1995; 384K-byte version, 
$2245; Hayes-compatible 
modem, $199. 
Contact: National Datacom-

WHAT'S NEW 

SYSTEMS 

puter, The Middlesex Technol
ogy Center, 900 Middlesex 
Turnpike, Building 5, Billeri
ca, MA 01821 , (617) 663-
7677 . 
Inquiry 751. 

ALR Speeds Up Its 
386-Based Systems 

U sing Compaq's Flex Bus 
Architecture, the Intel 

82385 cache memory con
troller with 32K bytes of RAM , 
and high-speed hard disk 
drives, Advanced Logic Re
search claims its two new 
80386-based systems zip along 
up to 50 percent faster than 
comparable IBM PS/2 Micro 
Channel systems. 

ALR is now using Compaq 's Flex Bus Architecture. 

The FlexCache 16386 runs 
at 16 MHz, and the FlexCache 
20386 runs at 20 MHz, both 
with zero wait states. Each 
comes with 1 megabyte of 
32-bit RAM (expandable to 2 
megabytes on the mother
board). Also included are two 
32-bit, four 16-bit, and two 
8-bit expansion slots and a 
1.2-megabyte 5 1A-inch floppy 
disk drive. 

The FlexCache 16386 
comes with either a 66- or a 
100-megabyte hard disk drive 
with an average access time of 
30 milliseconds. To further 
speed things up, the RLL (run
length-limited) controller 
uses a 1-to-1 interleave for a 
data transfer rate of 650K 
bytes per second, according to 
the company. 

The 20386 comes in three 
configurations, with a 100-, 
150-, or 300-megabyte hard 
disk drive. Its controller also 
uses a 1-to-1 interleave for a 
data transfer rate of 779K bytes 
per second. 

The FlexCache 16386 
measures 51/2 by 15 1/2 by 21 
inches and weighs about 75 
pounds . The 20386 measures 
71/2 by 17 by 26 inches and 
tips the scales at about 
100 pounds. 
Price: 16386 with 66-mega
byte drive, $4690; 16386 with 
100-megabyte drive, $5690; 
20386 with 100-megabyte 
drive, $6490; 20386 with 
!50-megabyte drive, $7490; 
20386 with 300-megabyte 
drive, $9990. 
Contact: Advanced Logic 
Research Inc ., 10 Chrysler, 
Irvine, CA 92718, (714) 
581-6770. 
Inquiry 752. 

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE 
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full in
formation, including its price, ship date, and an address and tele
phone number where readers can get further information. Send to 
New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based 
on manufacturers ' written statements and/or telephone interviews 
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each prod
uct mentioned. 

A 286from 
the Golden Arche 

A rche Technologies' cor
porate logo is a large sin

gle yellow arch, and it's 
prominently displayed on the 
front panel of its Rival 286, 
an AT -compatible system that 
runs at both 8 MHz and 12 
MHz with one wait state. Stan
dard configurations include 
either 640K bytes or 1 mega
byte of 100-nanosecond (ns) 
RAM on the motherboard (ex
pandable to 16 megabytes), 
six 16-bit and two 8-bit expan
sion slots, and the expected 
parallel and serial ports. 

The Rival 286 also comes 
with single or dual 1.2-mega
byte 5 1A-inch floppy disk 
drives, a 101-key keyboard, 
and an out-front control panel 
with both reset and turbo 
switches. You can further 
customize your Arche with a 
variety of hard disk drives 
ranging from 20 to 80 
megabytes. 
Price: $1795 to $4195. 
Contact: Arche Technologies 
Inc. , 745 High St., Westwood, 
MA 02090, (800) 422-4674; 
in Massachusetts, (617) 
461-1111. 
Inquiry 753. 

continued 
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Eight-Pen Plotter 
Plots from A to D 

S ignaling what could be a 
trend in high-performance 

pen plotters, CalComp's new 
model1023, priced at $4895, 
has eight pens and two 68000 
microprocessors . It can 
produce A- to D-size draw
ings and works with the 
ffiM PC and compatibles to 
PS/2s to Macs to DEC 
MicroVAXes . 

According to a company 
spokesperson, the 1023 incor
porates new approaches to 
plotter engineering that have 
produced performance speci
fications of 30 inches per sec
ond on an axis and 42 ips on 
the diagonal. Along with sepa
rate 68000s to control paper 
and pen motors and data com
munications, a proprietary 
plotting algorithm searches the 
plot data to find the vector 
endpoint nearest to the present 
pen position. 

Some additional features of 
the 1023 include addressable 
resolution of0.0005 inch; re
peatability of0.005 inch; accu
racy of 0.1 percent of the 
move or 0.01 inch, whichever 
is greater; and a mean time 
before failure of 3000 hours. 
Price: $4895; buffer memory 
boards , $985 (1 megabyte) and 
$1450 (2 megabytes) . 
Contact: CalComp, 2411 
West La Palma Ave., Anaheim, 
CA 92801, (714) 821-2142. 
Inquiry 754. 

WHAT'S NEW 

PERIPHERALS 

The CalComp 1023 plots it all. 

Add a 1 .44-megabyte 
Floppy Disk Drive 
to Your System 

T oshiba's newest Univer
sal Installation Kit now in

cludes the ND356T, its 2-
megabyte (1.44-megabyte 
formatted) 3lh-inch floppy 
disk drive. The kit adapts the 
3 1h-inch drive to fit into the 
mounting space of any 5 'A -inch 
floppy disk drive. 

The ND356T lets you 

transfer software and data be
tween 3 1h-inch and 5 'A-inch 
floppy disks and gives you 
compatibility between ffiM 
XT and AT desktops, porta
bles , and PS/2 computers . 

The drive operates with 
most standard floppy disk con
trollers; however, to use the 
1.44-megabyte mode on an 
ffiM PC-type computer, you 
need a controller that supports 
a 500K-byte data transfer 
rate. 

NEW MOUSE USES LESS SPACE 

If you don't have DOS 3.2 
or 3.3, which directly support 
3 1/2-inch floppy disk drives , 
you can get an optional soft
ware device driver that lets L ogitech says its new 

HiRez Mouse is just the 
thing for you if your desk 
space is cramped: The com
pany claims the mouse 
needs 62 percent less desk
top real estate than your gar
den-variety type of electron
ic rodent. 

The HiRez Mouse has 
three buttons and a resolu
tion of 320 dots per inch, as 
opposed to the 200-dpi reso
lution of most of its competi
tors. As a result, you don't 
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need to move it as far to 
move the cursor on the 
screen. The company says 
the mouse is especially ef
fective with large screens or 
highcresolution displays 
such as an EGA or VGA. 

HiRez Mouse comes with 
driver and custom applica
tion software, but no cheese. 
Price: $149. 
Contact: Logitech, 6505 
Kaiser Dr. , Fremont, CA 
94555,(415)795-8500. 
Inquiry 757. 

you use the ND356T with MS
DOS or PC-DOS 2.0 to 3 .1. 

The kit contains the 3 1/2-

inch floppy disk drive, space 
plates , and jumper cables. 
Price: $219; $14.95 for the 
software driver. 
Contact: Toshiba America 
Inc., Information Systems 
Division, 9740 Irvine Blvd., 
Irvine, CA 92718 , (714) 
380-3000. 
Inquiry 755. 

The Little Drive That 
Can-Move Around 

F or you PC users who like 
your data to go, Western 

Dynex has a hard disk drive 
that holds 32 megabytes, 
weighs about 2 pounds, and 
is said to be as easy to snap in 
or out of a PC as an expan
sion card. You can pop the 
Dynamodule out of one ma
chine and put it into another 
without losing any data, the 
company says, or you can take 
it out of the machine and 
store it elsewhere for security 
reasons. 

The Dynamodule has a 
track -to-track seek time of 3 
milliseconds . Head settling 
time is 15 ms, and data rate is 5 
megabits per second. When 
used in a computer with an
other hard disk drive, either 
the Datamodule or the other 
hard disk can be used as the 
primary storage unit . You can 
snap in more Datamodules to 
provide more storage space. 
Price: $1095. 
Contact: Western Dynex, 
3536 West Osborn Rd . , 
Phoenix, AZ 85019, (602) 
269-6401. 
Inquiry 756. 

DEC Modems Offer 
Security and Error 
Correction 

I f you have a computer sys
tem that lets folks dial in for 

data and you're concerned 
with security, Digital Equip
ment Corp.'s DF212 and 
DF242 stand-alone modems 
may be just the ticket to peace 
of mind . And they provide 
error correction to boot. The 
DF212 works at 300/1200 bps, 
the DF242 at 300/2400 bps . 

Both modems give you 
four levels of security against 
unauthorized access. You can 
set the level of security from 
simple passwords to complete 
password and telephone num
ber verification and callback. 

The modems can store up 
to 30 telephone numbers, each 
up to 36 characters long, and 
can call predefined numbers 

continued 



For problems involving engineering calculations or scientific analysis, 
the answer is MathCAD.0 

Transporting an iceberg to Southern 
California is a formidable task. Calculat
ing the variables is just as demanding. 
How many tugboats would be needed 
to tow the ice mass? At what cost? How 
much fresh water would be lost? 

Innovative solutions require extra
ordinary tools. For problems involving 
calculations or what-i f analysis, the 
answer is MathCAD. 

MathCAD is the only PC-based soft
ware package specifically designed to 
give technical professionals the freedom 
to follow their own scientific intuition. 
RPOlllrPS lAM·· PC or comp;~t1hle 

You decide how to solve the problem -
MathCAD does the "grunt work." 
o Ends programming and debugging. 
o Recalculates as variables change. 
o Generates quick plots. 

Easy to learn and use, MathCAD 
operates interactively in standard math 
notation. And its built-in functions pro
vide all the power you need to solve 
real-world problems. MathCAD handles 
matrix operations, solves simultaneous 
equations, works with real and complex 
numbers, does automatic unit conver
sion, displays Greek characters and 

other math symbols, performs FFTs 
and much more. 

There's never been a better way to 
get fast, accurate solutions to analytical 
problems. That's why 20,000 engineers 
and researchers are using MathCAD 
daily in applications as diverse as fluid 
mechanics, signal processing and 
molecular modeling. 

To find out what MathCAD can do for 
you , call us today for a free demo disk: 
1-800-MathCAD (in MA, 617-577-101 7). 
Or write to Math Soft, Inc., One Kendall 
Square, Cambridge, MA 02139. 

Math Soft 

HOW 
MANY GLASSES 

OF WATER 

I + V-=x J o- & 
Software Tools for Calculating Minds 

IBM'' International BIISinrss Mach1nPs Cornor;'ltlon Mo1thCAO(•' Mrl ttlSolt . Inc: r.-, Copvnqht MathSoft. Inc 1988 

CAN THIS 
ICEBERG SUPPLY 

TO L.A.? 
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and make connections over 
WATS lines. 

Both modems feature 
Microcom Networking Proto
col (MNP) and X. PC proto
col, and they can operate with 
the Digital Modem Com
mand Language (DMCL) and 
the Hayes AT command 
language. 
Price: $645 for the DF212; 
$795 for the DF242. 
Contact: Digital Equipment 
Corp., Computer Special Sys
tems Group, Nashua, NH 
03062, (603) 884-5111. 
Inquiry 758. 

Put It on Tape 

I rwin Magnetics has two 
new external tape systems 

for backing up data from a 
Macintosh; one holds 40 mega
bytes, and the other holds 64 
megabytes. 

The backup drives use DC 
2000 minicartridge tapes and 
connect to a Mac's SCSI 
port. They do file-by-file 
image backups and streaming 
file-by-file backups. The com
pany says the drives generally 
take about a minute to back up 
or restore 2 megabytes. 

The control software, 
called EzTape/Mac, uses icons 
to take you through the pro
cess of putting your data on 
tape; the icons indicate which 
folders you've chosen to back 
up. EzTape/Mac also lets the 
drives read tapes from the IBM 
PC and compatibles and 
PS/2s . It supports MacFinder 

EzTape/Mac. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

PERIPHERALS 

ColorVueSE adds color capabilities to your Mac. 

and Apple's A/UX. 
The drives use embedded 

servo technology for accurate 
head tracking , Irwin says , 
and they employ FM (modified 
frequency modulation) en
coding. In streaming mode, the 
data transfer rate is 500,000 
bps. Tape speed is 50 inches 
per second for the 40-mega
byte unit, and 38 ips for the 
64-megabyte model. 
Price: 40-megabyte model, 
$1395; 64-megabyte model, 
$1595 . 
Contact: Irwin Magnetics, 
2101 Commonwealth Blvd ., 
Ann Arbor, MI 48105 , (313) 
996-3300. 
Inquiry 759. 

Interface Brings Color 
to Your Mac SE 

0 rchid Technology 's 
ColorVuesE is a color 

video interface card for the 
Mac SE that lets you see color 
displays of your applications 
programs. To use the interface, 
you need an additional color 
monitor, such as an Apple 
Color RGB monitor or an 
IBM or compatible VGA 
monitor. 

You can display images on 
both the color monitor and the 
SE' s standard screen at the 
same time, with an optional 
FatBits version on the SE' s 
normal screen, and you can use 
up to 16 colors from a palette 

MAC SOUND RECORDER 

I f you'd like to hear more 
out of your Macintosh 

than an occasional beep 
beep, you have to put more 
into it. Farallon Computing, 
maker of the PhoneNet net
working system for the Mac, 
has a hardware/software 
combination that lets you 
use a microphone to record 
sounds directly into the 
computer. 

The MacRecorder Sound 
System consists of a sound 
digitizer and editing soft
ware. A bundled application 
called HyperSound lets you 
record material and paste it 
into a HyperCard stack. 

The digitizer comes in a 
box (about twice the size of a 
mouse) that hooks to the 
Mac's serial port. It has a 
built-in microphone, a line 
for another microphone, and 

an input line for taking 
sound from an external 
source, such as a stereo. If 
you have a Mac II, you can 
get true stereo by plugging in 
two Mac Recorders . 

The editing software, 
called SoundEdit, lets you 
record, edit, and play back 
sounds in several formats, 
including StudioSession, 
VideoWorks, Beep !NITs, 
and HyperCard . The soft
ware can control sampling 
rates, compress sounds, 
create loops, set pitch and 
echo, and mix sounds. Sam
pling rates are 22, 11 , 7.5, 
and5 kHz. 
Price: $199. 
Contact: Farallon Comput
ing, 2150 Kittredge St., 
Berkeley, CA 94704, (415) 
849-2331. 
Inquiry 762. 

of 4096 at a resolution of 640 
by 480 pixels. You can adjust 
the hue, brightness, and satura
tion of the colors; highlight 
areas ; and color your pictures . 
Horizontal panning and an 
automatic screensaver are also 
featured. 

You can print images in 
color on the Imagewriter II, the 
Imagewriter LQ, or the Hew
lett-Packard PaintJet. The 
PaintJet can produce color 
overhead transparencies . 

ColorVuesE is compatible 
with most Mac software, in
cluding SuperPaint, Mac
Draw, Cricket Draw , Video
Works, QuarkXpress, and 
Cricket Presents . 
Price: $695. 
Contact: Orchid Technology , 
45365 Northport Loop W, 
Fremont, CA 94538, (415) 
683-0300. 
Inquiry 760. 

A Pair of Analog 
Monitors for Your PS/2 

P rinceton Graphics Sys
tems' PSC-28 is a 12-inch 

high-resolution analog color 
monitor with a maximum reso
lution of 770 by 570 pixels 
and an infinite color palette. 
Other features include a color 
button for green, amber, or 
cyan text; 0.28-millimeter dot 
pitch for text and graphics; and 
a black matrix tube with a 
nonglare etched screen and 
dark tinted glass. 

Then there's the PSM-03, 
a 12-inch high-resolution ana
log monochrome monitor 
with a resolution of 800 by 630 
pixels and infinite shades of 
gray in analog mode. It has dy
namic focusing circuitry and 
a white phosphor display . 

Both monitors are compat
ible with IBM PS/2s and VGA 
and MDGA. 
Price: $695 for the PSC-28; 
$250 for the PSM -03 . 
Contact: Princeton Graphics 
Systems, 601 Ewing St., Build
ing A, Princeton, NJ, 80540, 
(609) 683-1660 . 
Inquiry 761. 
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"Within a few days, 
SideKick Plus became even more 

indispensable thallfb§~~~~~w~ " 
Here's what Personal Computer World 
had to say about SideKick® Plus: 

" When the news of SideKick Plus arrived. 
I made up a shopping list of the improvements 
I would like to see . .. Borland has provided 
all these things and much. much more." 

Intelligence and elegance of design 
" I discovered that the same intelligence and 

·elegance of design that initially attracted me are 
still there. and certain new features li ke the custom
izable menu system represent a real breakthrough 
in user interface design." 

Sophisticated memory management 
" Memory management in SideKick Plus is so 

sophisti cated that it almost amounts to an alternative 
operating system .. . The amount of memory tied 
up is tiny (less in fact than old SideKick!) . . . " 

The Phone book: Fully-featured 
communications 

"The Phonebook has come a long 
way . .. For one thing, it has acquired 
a full y featured communications package 
which can work in the background; you can 
upload and download files while continuing 
to work on your PC . . . The Scri pt language 
is one of the best I have seen." 

The Notepad: Power for serious writing 
"The Notepad is as powerful as many word 
processors . .. I would happily use it for serious 
wri ting. " "Up to nine notepads can be opened 
simultaneously with SideKick Plus." 

Outlook: The best outline processor 
"Outlook is ... the best out! ine pro

cessor I've tried . comfortably beating 
ThinkTank. PC-Outline. and Ready! in 
elegance and ease of use." 

3!12" and Sif4 disks included. 
Hard disk required. 

For ttw li\M l'S/2'' ami t il\' 11\Mtll l:mul ~ ul Jlo:~nal cumputcrs and ~ ~~ 100% etmtp,1Uhh·s. 

• cu~~Jnwr sauslactlun Is <IUr m~m nmcrnt: If ~r.·llh1n 00 days or purchase this pru(II!Cl dlk:S nutJJCrform ln aClW
tlanr!' llo iLh uur claims. CIIIIuur cu~nm~·r SC f\'iCc dep.1runcnt. a111l we wi ll arranl,'l! a rdund. 

!Ill l lorl ~llll l lfOdu t:L~ ar.• tradcmnr~s or rt'gJ:.Il;' r.'tl trademarKs ur l!.urlari!ll utanatlnrlnl. 1m;. A I ._$,~ llomd I ~ a 
t r adema r ~ or lntd t;.,.qJ, Ot11cr hrand and product names are Lradcmarks u/ their rcS jlt:Cti l·c 11ohlcr.> 
CtiPJifl!(IUCWAA II()rlantl tn k! rnnllorml. ln r. Ill 1227 
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The File Manager: Competing 
with the standalones 
"The File Manager .. . performs a similar 

function to standalone utilities like Xtree . 
Quick DOS. or the Norton Commander. 
and shares features with all of them." 

The Time Planner: Hugely enhanced 
"The Time Planner has advanced even further 
than the Phonebook .. . it has been designed 

with networking in mind ." 

Plus a lot more 
"The enhanced cut-and-paste functions are perhaps 

the most attractive feature of SideKick Plus . . . [it[ has 
a powerful. consistent ability to cut-and-paste from any 
application to any other." 
"The calculator is no longer one. but four calculators; 

you can switch the type to Business. Scientific. 
Programmer. or Formula." 

Positively addicting! 
" In my view. the individual applications in 

SideKick Plus are of such a standard that I 
would be hard put to better them with a 

collection of standalone applications 
... I remain an addict." 

Excerpts from Dick fountain's review of 
SideKick Plus in Personal Computer World. 
March 1988. 

If you have the Intel® Above'"Board you 
can load the SideKick Plus desk accessories 
into expanded or extended memory and leave 
most of your conventional memory to run 
your other appli cations. 

Ask your dealer about 
Borland 's special offer 
for SideKick owners. 

60-Day Money-
Back Guarantee* 

BORLAND 

For the dealer nearest you or 
a brochure. call (800) 543-7543 
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Ex Post Facto 
PostScript 

I f you have an HP LaserJet 
Series II printer but want or 

need PostScript compatibil-
ity, QMS offers a solution. The 
company's JetScript control
ler board lets the HP laser 
printer function as a full
fledged PostScript printer. 

The product consists of 
three parts : a printer controller 
card that fits into an expan
sion slot of an IBM XT, AT, or 
compatible; an adapter card 
that fits into the LaserJet 
printer; and the PostScript 
software, which you install on 
your hard disk. The printer 
controller card features a 
16-MHz 68000 microproces
sor and 3 megabytes of mem
ory, with 2 megabytes for 
data and I megabyte for the 
PostScript code. Since the 
PostScript code resides on your 
hard disk rather than in 
ROM , you can easily upgrade 
it as the software matures. 

QMS claims that combin
ing JetScript with the HP 
LaserJet Series II results in 
the fastest PostScript printer 
available. 
Price: $2495. 
Contact: QMS Inc. , One 
Magnum Pass , Mobile, AL 
36618, (205) 633-4300. 
Inquiry 763. 

PS/2 Boards Pack 
PS/2 Memory 

T he memory needs of new 
applications and the OS/2 

operating system are creating 
a hunger for more and more 
memory-a hunger that add
on board makers are more than 
happy to feed. 

First, Orchid Technology 
has expanded its line of mem
ory boards with two new 
boards for the IBM PS/2 
Models 50, 60 , and 80. 
There's a basic model , and 
there's one for those with 
truly large working-memory 
needs. 

The RamQuest II board is 
your basic add-some-memory 
board. It has 1 megabyte of 

WHAT'S NEW 

ADD-INS 

RamQuest packs up to 8 megabytes into your PS/2. 

on-board memory , but you can 
double its capacity by simply 
adding 256K-byte RAM chips. 

But for truly "mondo" 
memory needs, the RamQuest 
Extra board has space for up 
to 8 megabytes of RAM, using 
either 256K-byte RAM chips 
or !-megabyte SIMMs (single 
in-line memory modules) in 
any combination. The board 
also has two RS-232C serial 
ports . 

Both boards come with 
autoconfiguration software to 
make installation a breeze . 
Orchid says the boards support 
DOS , EMS 4.0, and OS/2 . 
The RamQuest Extra board has 
its own Micro Channel ID 
number, so you don ' t need to 
modify your IBM reference 
disk if you pack the board with 
more than 2 megabytes . 
Price: RamQuest II, $649; 
RamQuest Extra, $599 (with 
OK bytes) and $749 (512K 
bytes) . 
Contact: Orchid Technology , 
45365 Northport Loop W, 
Fremont, CA 94538, (415) 
683-0300. 
Inquiry 764. 

M eanwhile , Tecmar, one 
of the first companies to 

provide boards for the old 
IBM PC, has two new memory 
boards for the PS/2 Models 
50, 60, and 80. Like the 
Orchid boards , the two new 
Tecmar boards feature max i
mum capacities of 2 mega-

bytes and 8 megabytes. 
The MicroRAM 50/60 

memory board is designed spe
cifically for the PS/2 Models 
50 and 60. It gives you up to 
2 megabytes of RAM com
patible with EMS 4.0 and 
OS/2. You can use the board 
with either its own ID number 
or-for software compatibil
ity purposes-the ID number 
ofiBM's memory board . 

Tecmar's second board , 
the MicroRAM AD (Advanced 
Design), can hold up to 8 
megabytes of RAM. According 
to the company, all 8 mega
bytes are OS/2-addressable, as 
well as compatible with EMS 
4.0. Two optional l/0 modules 
for the board ($200 each) 
provide PS/2 users with two 
extra serial ports or an extra 
serial port and a single parallel 
port . 
Price: MicroRAM 50/60, 
$350 (OK bytes) and $995 
(2 megabytes) ; MicroRAM 
AD, $445 (OK bytes) , $1145 
(2 megabytes), and $4945 
(8 megabytes). 
Contact: Tecmar Inc., 6225 
Cochran Rd. , Solon , OH 
44 I 39 , (216) 349-0600. 
Inquiry 765. 

Networking Card 

I f you want a quick way to 
add a four-user network to 

your IBM PC AT or compat
ible , QuickLink-IV may be 
your answer. The latest 
QuickLink product from Inter
Continental Microsystems. 
QuickLink-JV is a full-lengt h 

add-in card with four NEC 
V40 processors, each with 
768K bytes of zero-wait-state 
RAM. All you need to do is 
connect four terminals to the 
board and install the network 
software, and you're set to 
network. 

According to the company, 
QuickLink-IV is unique be
cause you can hook up any 
PC-based terminal, as well as 
most ASCII and ANSI termi
nals, including the new Her
cules graphics terminals : You 
can simplify your installation 
by using your building's 
existing telephone wiring. Ter
minals can be up to 4000 feet 
from the file server. 

Want to add more users to 
the network? Just plug in addi
tional QuickLink-IV cards or 
the company ' s QuickLink sin
gle-user cards. The system is 
compatible with Net Ware 286 
software. 
Price: $2295 . 
Contact: InterContinental 
Microsystems, 4020 Leaverton 
Court, Anaheim, CA 92807, 
(714) 630-3714. 
Inquiry 766. 

Ethernet Connects 
the Mac II 

3 Com Corp. has expanded 
its line of Ethernet local 

area network adapters by 
introducing one for the Mac 
II. Like other Ethernet adapt
ers, the new EtherLink/NB 
(which stands for NuBus) 
supports a network data trans
mission rate of 10 megabits 
per second . 

For higher throughput, the 
EtherLink/NB has a 16K-byte 
packet buffer and can do 32-
bit tr:msfers using the NuRus. 
The company says the new 
board is compatible with 
Apple's AppleShare network 
operating system , as well as 
with its own 3 + network op
erating system . 
Price: $595 . 
Contact: 3Com Corp . . 3165 
Kifer Rd ., Santa Clara, CA 
95052 , (408) 562-6400 . 
Inquiry 767. 
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The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse
the only mouse expressly designed for 
high-resolution screens. 

With a resolution of320 dots-per
inch (as compared with 200 dpi or less for 
ordinary mice), it covers the same area 
on your high-res screen , but needs less of 
your desk to do it. More than 50% less. 
Saving you valuable desk space, and 
effort: mouse maneuvers that used to 
require a sweep of the hand are now 
reduced to a flick of the wrist. 

HiREZ mousr 1ll'f'(ls 

50% /ell desk space 
to cover the same 
amount ofscrern 
arm m a 200 dpi 

Which makes this new mouse a 
hand's best friend. And a more reliable, 
long-lasting companion-fully compatible 
with all popular software, and equipped 
with a Lifetime Guarantee. 

Equipped, too, with other advantages 
exclusive to all Logitech mice: A unique 
lightweight ergonomic design. Low
angled buttons for maximum comfort 
and minimum fatigue. An exclusive tech
nology that guarantees a much greater life 
span . An exceptionally smooth-moving, 
dirt-resistant roller ball. And natural 
compatibility with all PCs, look-a - likes, 
and virtually any software . 

So if you 've got your eyes on a 
high-res screen, get your hands on the 
one mouse that's agi le enough to keep 
up with it. 

The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse. 
For the dealer nearest you, call 800-

231-7717 (800-552-8885 in California), 
or write Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive, 
Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or 
write: Logitech Switzerland, European 
Headquarters, CH -1111 Romanei/Morges, 
Switzerland (++41-21-869-9656). 

~LOGITECH 
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Though most mice out there look pretty 
much alike, they're not all equal in performance. 
It pays to be just a little choosy to make sure you 
end up with the right mouse for your needs. 

Starting with software. If you want full com
patibility with all of your software, all you have to 
do is look for a mouse with the Logitech name. 
There are four in all, each one designed for dif
ferent hardware needs. 

THE HiREZ MOUSE 
If you've got your eyes on a high-resolution 

screen, the mouse to get your hand on is the new 
LOGITECH HiREZ 
Mouse. 

With a resolution of 
320 dots-per-inch (as 
compared with 200 dpi 
or less for ordinary mice), 
it covers the same area 
on your high-res screen 
but needs less of your 
desk to do it. More than 
50% less. Saving you 
valuable desk space, and 
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HiREZ Mouse needs 
50% less desk space 
lo cover the same 
amount of screen 
area as a 200 dpi 
mouse. 

Co()(/ instinrt.1· mn in thisfamilv (left to right): the new UJC/TU.'/-1 Hi/Uol 
Monl!' ($179), 1111· onlv lllonsr• dt•signed e.\jm•.'liv,jilr high-r"1· scrn·ns; lht• LOC/TFC'/-1 
Snit•s 2 t\lol!st•jilr till' /JIM PS/2 ($99, jJlug\ right into muust• jmrt); and the 
f.()( ;rru J-1 Mon.I!'.Jilr standard sown\ ($ // 9, in /111.1 ond st•ria / vn sio11.1 ). 

All rmnt with l .og iln h .\· own Pln'i Srltware, which a.~.sures N JSf' of u:w w ith 
v irtually any .w~ftwart' , moust -hasnl or not. 

effort: mouse maneuvers that used to require 
sweeps of the hand are now reduced to a flick of 
the wrist. 

Which makes this new mouse a hand's best 
friend. And a more reliable, long-lasting com
panion. And, like all Logitech mice, it's fully 
compatible with all popular software, and 
equipped with a Lifetime Guarantee. 

THE SERIES 2 
MOUSE 

For tl1ose who've chosen 
the Personal System/2,"' the 
most logical choice is the 
LOGITECH Series 2 
Mouse. It's 100% compati
ble with PS/2, and plugs 
right into the mouse port, 
leaving the serial port free 
to accommodate other 
peripherals. 



• 
tmouse. 

THE ALL-PURPOSE MOUSE: 
SERIAL OR BUS 

Most people find our standard mouse is still 
the best choice for their systems. It's available in 
both bus and serial versions, one of which is sure 
to fit perfectly with your hardware. And with all 
your favori te software - whether mouse-based 
or not. 

It's hard ly an accident that only Logitech 
offers you such a complete selection- we're the 
only mouse company to design and manufacture 
ou r own products. We make more mice, in fact, 
than anyone else . Including custom-designed 
models for OEMs like AT&T, DEC, and 
Hewlett-Packard. 

The three mice pictured to the left come with all 
this expertise built right in. Which explains 
an interesting paradox: while 
you may pay less for a 
Logitech mouse, you 
surely get more in 
performance. 

And in comfort. With a unique lightweight 
ergonomic design. Low-angled buttons for maxi
mum comfort and minimum fatigue . An exclusive 
technology that guarantees a much greater life 
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving, dirt
resistant roller ball. And natural compatibility with 
all PCs, look-a-likes, and virtually any software. 

All of which leads to an inescapable conclu
sion: if you want to end up with the right mouse, 
start with the right mouse company. 

Logitech. We've got a mouse for whatever the 
task at hand. 

For the dealer nearest you, call800-231-7717 

Circle 169 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 170) 

A Logitech mouse j;lus Logitech application sojiware eq'll(l./s a complete solution (all 
prices include mouse, Plus Software, and aj;plica.tion): 
LOG ICADD ... $189. PUBLISHER PACKAGE 
·n,msyourPCinto ... $179. PUBLISHER 
ajull:fiwtured CADD software lets beginnen and 
worl1slation. Ev1!1y- exj;erts alike produce pro-
thing you need for fessional, high-imj;act 
rlimemioned line documents. Design l1!1nplates 
drawing and CADD. malw page layout easy. 

LOG/PAINT SET. .. 
$149. Ei£'Ven type 
fonts and a 16-color 
jHtlelle. Creates files that 
move easily into both 
LOGICADD and 
PUBLISHER documents. 

(800-552-8885 in California). Or fi ll out and mail 
the coupon below to: Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser 
Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or write: 
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters, 
CH-1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland 

( + + 41-21-869-9656 ). 

IILogi tech~;,-6505 Kaiser Drive , Fremon~CA 9455~ -~ 
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters, I 

1 CH- 111 1 Romanei/Morges, Switzerland. 1 

1 Yes! Please send me the name of the nearest Logitech dealer. 1 

I Name I 
I Company/TitLe I 
: Address : 

1 Phone 1 

: ~ LOG I TECH : 
L----------------~ Personal System/2 is a n·ademark of lnternaLiona l Business Machines, Corporation. 
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Get the Picture? 

W ith the Image Phone 
system, StarSignal says 

you can store, retrieve, and 
send full-bandwidth color 
video pictures over conven
tional phone lines in 5 to 
15 seconds . 

The system includes an 
IBM PC AT -compatible com
puter with a keyboard , a 
dual-purpose RGB/NTSC 
(data/video) monitor, a video 
compression and frame capture 
board , a 40-megabyte hard 
disk drive, a color camera, 
software, a 9600-bps modem, 
and a mouse. You can store up 
to 2000 TV-resolution color 
stills on the 40-megabyte hard 
disk drive. You can also up
grade the system to NTSC (Na
tional Television System 
Committee) standards, making 
it usable for broadcast, cable, 
and other standard video 
applications. 
Price: $12,995 for the com
plete system; $1995 for Starlite 
video compression board. 
Contact: StarSignal Inc . , 
1210 South Bascom Ave ., 
Suite 221, San Jose, CA 
95128, (408) 294-9604. 
Inquiry 768. 

Quick Copy 

D o you need to make lots 
of copies of floppy disks? 

The process is simple and 
quick with the aptly named 
Quick Copy, a 12-pound disk 
duplicator that copies unpro
tected 5 1A-inch or 3 1/2-inch 
disks 3 to 5 times faster than a 
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WHAT'S NEW 

HARDWARE • OTHER 

Image Phone sends full-bandwidth color over phone lines. 

PC, according to ALF 
Products. 

To make copies, you insert 
the original into the top floppy 
disk drive and a blank disk 
into the bottom drive. Quick 
Copy reads the original and 
formats and copies the blank 
disk at the same time . With 
the original in memory, you 
can then use both drives to 
make two more copies simulta
neously . Quick Copy for
mats, copies, and checks each 
disk; you can also choose to 

have it format only . 
Quick Copy comes in five 

models: Model 701, for 5 14-
inch IBM-format disks; 
Model801, for 5 14-inch multi
ple-format disks; Model 811 , 
for 5 1A -inch high-density 
disks; Model821, for3 1/z-
inch multiple-format disks ; and 
Model822, for 3Vz-inch 
multiple-format, high-density 
disks. 
Price: 701, $1495; 801, 
$1995; 811, $2495; 821, 
$2495; 822 , $3495. 

PLAY THE NUMBERS GAME 

T he Touchstone 3 nu
meric keypad was de

signed for laptops, but it 
works with larger portables 

and standard PCs as well. · 
The 22-key layout in
cludes math, cursor

control, Backspace, 
Escape, Enter, and 

function keys, as 
well as 10 nu

meric keys . 

The keyboard uses stan
dard ASCII character codes 
and attaches to any RS-232C 
serial port. It comes with a 
4-foot cable and requires no 
batteries or external power. 
Touchstone says the key
board draws only 6 milli
amperes of current from the 
serial port. 

The RAM-resident soft
ware that is included lets you 

Contact: ALF Products Inc., 
1315F Nelson St. , Denver, CO 
80215, (800) 321-4668 ; in 
Colorado , (303) 234-0871. 
Inquiry 769. 

Tracking the Elusive 
SCSI 

T o know what's happen
ing in your small-com

puter-system-interface (SCSI) 
channels , use the RTIOl SCSI 
Byte Grabber. It connects be
tween your SCSI port and any 
SCSI controller or embedded 
SCSI drive. The face of the in
strument has I 0 hexadecimal 
LEDs that display all control
bus signals , including data 
parity status. A latched display 
indicates the data bus status 
and has a switch that lets you 
choose free-running or sin
gle-step modes . 

The Byte Grabber operates 
from a single 5-volt DC power 
source, and a UL-approved 
power pack lets you operate 
from a standard AC line . 
Using the Byte Grabber's own 
reset switch , you can reset the 
target device without resetting 
or rebooting the system. 

The Byte Grabber mea
sures 5 1A by 4 by 11/z inches 
and comes with connectors. 
Price: $380; optional3-foot 
ribbon cables, $15 each. 
Contact: Rancho Technology 
Inc ., Rancho Technology Cen
ter , 8632 Archibald Ave., 
Suite 109, Rancho Cuca
monga , CA 91730, (714) 
987-3966. 
Inquiry 770. 

continued 

use the numeric and main 
keyboards at the same time . 
Touchstone 3 measures a 
svelte 5 by 7 1/2 inches and 
weighs just under a pound . 
Price: $129.95. 
Contact: Touchstone Tech
nology Inc ., 955 Buffalo 
Rd. , P.O. Box24954, Roch
ester, NY 14624, (716) 235-
8358. 
Inquiry 771. 



Spreadsheet growing too big and complex? 
You need a database. No time to learn 
a database? You need the ORACLE 
database add-in for Lotus 1-2-3. 

If you have Lotus 1-2·3 and $199, you 
can now solve the six biggest 
spreadsheet problems: 

1 Has your spreadsheet grown so 
complex you can't keep track of 

the formulas any more? 

2 Have you had to break down your 
large spreadsheet into many 

smaller ones? 

3 Do you have to manually re-enter 
data that's duplicated in several 

spreadsheets? 

4 Do you have to manually manipu
late rows into meaningful groups? 

5 Is recalculation time for seldom
used reference variables eating 

you alive? 

6 Do you wish you could simul
taneously share spreadsheet 

data with other PCs, as well as with 
minis and mainframes? 

Now, ORACLE for 1-2-3 turns your 
spreadsheet into the world-class 
database you already know how to 
use. And without learning a new 
database language, you can use the 
very same ORACLE that 's the most 
requested DBMS by minicomputer and 
mainframe users. All for only $199. 

ORACLE for 1-2-3 lets data rela
tionships replace ever more complex 
spreadsheet formulas. No more time 
is wasted recalculating seldom-used 
reference cells. In short, ORACLE 
puts data back where it belongs. In 
a database. 

With simple extensions to existing 
Lotus menus, ORACLE for 1-2-3 lets 
you create new database tables ri ght 
from rows and columns in your 
spreadsheet. When you query the 
database from a cell, you immediately 
see current database information. 
Update a spreadsheet cell , and the 

ORACLE® 
COMPATIBILITY · PORTABILITY· CONNECTABILITY 

database is simultaneously updated. 
A range of cells in your 1-2-3 spread
sheet could really be a window into 
an online micro, mini or mainframe 
database anywhere in the world . It's 
network ready, from LAN to WAN. 
All as easy as ... 1-2-3. 

ORACLE FOR 1·2·3: 
THE NEW STANDARD 

ORACLE is the number one data
base for mainframes, minicomputers 
and workstations. Software Digest 
recently rated ORACLE the most 
powerful and versati le relational 
DBMS for the PC. And ORACLE is 
based on SQL, the data management 
standard endorsed by IBM, ANSI , 
ISO and the federal government. Now, 
there is a new standard : ORACLE 
for 1-2-3. It has the simplicit y you've 
always had, with the power you've 
always wanted. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF 
DATABASE TECHNOLOGY 

If your data is in a database, yo)ir 
spreadsheet only has to deal with• 
the data you're interested in. Which 
means spreadsheet performance is 

CALL 1·800-0RACLEI 
EXT. 149 TODAY. 

dramatica ll y improved. But this is 
just the beginning. 

Multiple users can share the same 
data. Different users can have differ
ent levels of security. Mainframe-class 
data integrity and error recovery 
mean never having to say "Ooops!" 

• CREATE YOUR DATABASE FROM 
SPREADSHEET COLUMNS AND ROWS. 
Familiar menus and context-sensitive 
help guide you through the process. 

• QUERY YOUR DATABASE AS 
EASY AS 1-2-3. Have the query built 
for you, or write SQL queries your
se lf. Learn why SQL is the industry 

data management standard. 

• UPDATE YOUR DATABASE AS 
YOU UPDATE SPREADSHEET 
CELLS. In update mode, changes in 
your spreadsheet become changes 
in your database. And if you make a 
mistake, you can . 

• COMMIT OR UNDO CHANGES. 
Finall y, an "UNDO" command for 
1-2-3! When your database changes 
are complete, you can COMMIT 
them, or ROLLBACK your database 
and your spreadsheet. 

• AROUND YOUR OFFICE OR 
AROUND THE WORLD, ORACLE 
for 1-2-3 is network ready for data 
distribution on LANs and WANs. So 
data on PCs, workstations, minis 
and even on mainframes appears as 
if it's on your local hard disk. 

HEARD ENOUGH? 
WE'LL PAY SALES TAX AND 
SHIPPING IF YOU FILL OUT AND 
MAIL THE ATTACHED COUPON, 
OR CALL TODAY. YOU CAN ALSO 
SEE A DEMONSTRATION AT YOUR 
FAVORITE COMPUTER STORE. 

r----------, 
Dear Oracle ORACLE lor 1-2-3 · Orac le Corporat ion 

I I 20 Davis Drive· Be lmont. CA 94002 I 
Xe~ have an ffio286/ 80386 !'_S;,r unning ~OS 3.0+ and ~otus release 2.01. I also have 

I 
~ 640KB of RAM. plus either [!:J 1MB of extended memory or I'll reassign 1MB of my expanded I 
(above-bo..rd) memory as extended memory Please send me the database I already knO\\ how 
to use 1 he ORACLE Database Add-m for Lot us 1-2-3 Enclosed ts my 0 check or 0 VISA / I :, ,.~:~"~Am Ex cred 1t card authonzatLon lor $199 Hurry Date I 

I Company 

I 
I 
I 
L_'-

Title 

Oracle is a registered trademark or Oracle Corporalion. The rollowing arc also trademarks: Lotus and 1·2·3 or Lotus Development Corporationi IBM or International Business Machines. TRBA 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SOFT WA RE • PROGR AMMING 

BRICKLIN DOES IT AGAIN 

Demo II helps you to 
produce full-fledged 

mock applications, demos, 
and tutorials. The new ver
sion has 75 added features. 
It lets you create 80- by 25-
character text slides, capture 
text or bit-mapped graphics 
images from other pro
grams, and construct text 
screen images from other 
slides. It also now comes 
shrink-wrapped with stan
dard documentation. 

The bit-mapped graphics 
screen images can include 
normal text or bit-mapped 
images in CGA, EGA, or 
Hercules modes. In the new 
version, you can set and test 
string and numeric variables 
to turn overlays on and off or 

Talking to DOS 

D OSTALK is a DOS shell 
that lets you submit your 

DOS requests in plain En
glish. It then translates the re
quest into its MS-DOS equiv
alent, and, using artificial 
intelligence and parsing tech
niques, enhances the transla
tion with other information 
needed, according to SAK 
Technologies. The company 
reports that most sentences are 
parsed, understood, and 
transformed into a DOS com
mand in less than 2 seconds 
on a conventional IBM PC. 

The package includes DOS 
utilities such as search and 
locate, undo, find, erase, 
and copy, as well as an input 
history buffer. All DOS ex
ternal commands are listed in a 
menu with their respective 
options . 

The program is written in 
MuLisp, with a small portion 
in Turbo Pascal . The major 
DOSTALK module does not 
remain resident, although you 
can invoke it by pressing the F2 
key at the DOS prompt. It 
comes. in two parts: an 18K
byte section and a l90K-byte 
section. When you invoke an 
external program, the 190K
byte part is removed from 
RAM, and just the 18K-byte 
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change their positions. 
Other new actions that 

you can perform while it's 
running include arithmetic 
operations, If, While, Se
lect/Case, file, and printer 
110. Slide Switch settings in 
Demo II let you create spe
cial effects, controlling how 
the screen changes from one 
slide to another. 

Other rrtinor changes in 
the new version include 
copy/paste, text-block word 
wrapping, type-ahead buffer 
flushing, and an upgraded 
Capture program. 

The manual has grown 
from 29 to 200 pages, and 
the program comes with an 
on-line tutorial and func
tion-key templates. Demo II 

part stays resident. Once the 
external program is termi
nated, the 18K-byte part re
invokes the main body. 

To run DOSTALK, you 
need an IBM PC or compatible 
with at least 256K bytes of 
RAM and DOS 2.1 or higher. 
It is not copy-protected. 
Price: $89.95. 
Contact: SAK Technologies 
Inc. , 1600 North Oak St., 
Suite 931 W, Arlington, VA 
22209, (703)522-6425. 
Inquiry 772. 

Program in Prolog, 
with C and Pascal 
on the Side 

A rity/Prolog version 5.0 
includes an embedded C 

compiler that lets you use C 
and Pascal with Prolog. The 
Arity/Prolog compiler and 
interpreter are written in 
Arity/Prolog and assembly 
language and are a superset of 
Edinburgh Prolog. The pro
gram includes a development 
and run-time environment for 
writing, debugging, and run
ning Prolog and assembly 
language programs. You can 
purchase the compiler and in-

lets you produce an un
limited number of copies of 
the run-time module-a 
change from the old ver
sion's run-time license for 
just 50 copies. 

Demo II runs on the IBM 
PC, AT, PS/2s, and compat
ibles with DOS 2.0 or high
er and 512K bytes of RAM. 
It supports monochrome, 
CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules 
adapters, or their equiva
lents. (The run-time version 
requires 256K bytes of 
RAM.) 
Price: $195. 
Contact: Software Garden 
Inc., P. 0. Box 373, Newton 
Highlands, MA 02161, 
(617) 332-2240. 
Inquiry 775. 

terpreter separately. 
Arity/Prolog contains a C 

compiler that handles C decla
rations, preprocessor direc
tives, and C expressions em
bedded within Prolog source 
code. Arity reports that it is 
2 to I 0 times faster than other 
microcomputer implementa
tions of Pro log and that it out
performs many minicomputer 
implementations. It supports 
expanded LIM (Lotus/Intel/ 
Microsoft) memory and gen
erates standard MS-DOS .OBJ 
files that you can link to 
create stand-alone programs. It 
also includes object-oriented 
routines that let you create win
dows, pull-down menus, and 
edit and dialog boxes. Arity's 
programming shell lets you 
use its built-in editor or a text 
editor of your choice. 

Arity/Prolog also includes 
a virtual database. Arity re
ports that you can manage 
databases of up to 2 gigabytes . 
Sequential, hashed, and 
binary-tree access methods 
are included, and you can also 
define custom-access 
methods. 

Arity/Prolog supports 
IEEE floating-point arith
metic, including transcen
dentals . It also supports the 
8087, 80287, and 80387 
coprocessors. 

Other Arity programs, 
such as Arity/Expert, 
Arity/SQL, or Arity/Ad
vanced Toolkit, can be added 
onto the basic Arity/Prolog 
programming environment. 

Arity/Prolog runs on the 
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compat
ibles with at least 640K bytes 
of RAM and a hard disk drive. 
Price: Arity/Prolog compiler 
and interpreter, $650; 
interpreter alone, $295; Arity 
Combination Pak (includes all 
add-ons), $1095 . 
Contact: Arity Corp., 30 
Domino Dr., Concord, MA 
01742, (617) 371 -1243. 
Inquiry 773. 

Disassemble and 
Patch Your Code 

S oft-X-Plore is a disas
sembler and patcher that 

uses four algorithms to sepa
rate code from your data. RJ 
Swantek reports that the 
package does this at a rate of 
10,000 lines per minute on a 
hard disk drive. 

The disassembler is com
patible with the 80386 and 
80387 instruction sets. It dis
assembles what's in the files or 
in RAM memory and patches 
files using the same addresses 
given in the disassembled 
listing. It creates a MASM
ready output and generates 
labels for Jump, Branch, Call, 
Data, and Stack. 

The program can generate 
comments for MS-DOS and 
BIOS services. And it will 
keep patches in separate files 
for documentation. To speed 
up creation of future listings, it 
saves the results of its first 
program pass. 

Soft-X-Plore runs on the 
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compat
ibles with at least 256K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. 
Price: $99.95. 
Contact: RJ Swantek, P.O. 
Box 1032, Hartford, CT 
06111, (203) 560-0236. 
Inquiry 774. 

continued 



Will The 
VGA 
Please 
Stand Up 

It's easy to identify the leader in VGA resolution-just look 
to the company that brought you the first 800 x 600 EGA card. 

800 x 600 VGA with 256 Colors 
1024 x 768, too. Either way, Genoa's SuperVGA HiResr" is 

the best way to see VGA. And your spreadsheets will look great, 
with 132 columns and 60 rows for your viewing pleasure. 

Crash-free Windows 
Yes, we do Windows-no problem. And SuperVGA HiRes 

is compatible with both the VGA PS/2 monitors and the 
EGA Multisync monitors, in VGA and EGA modes. 

So don't settle for inadequate imitations. Get the highest 
VGA performance at the best price, in true Genoa tradition. 

For the dealer nearest you, contact: Genoa Systems 
Corporation, 73 E. Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131 
FAX: 408-434-0997 Telex: 172319 
Telephone: 408-432-9090 

Genoa Systems Limited (U.K.) Tel: 01 -720-5064 
© 1987 Genua Systems Corporation. SupcrVGA HiRes is a trademark of Genoa Sys tems Corporat ion. 
Windows is a trademark uf Mit.:roSuft, lm:. Mu ltisync is a trademark of NEC \-lome Electronics. 

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card 



Introducing the new 
JPI Modula-2 
Faster than C 

Smoother than Pascal 
Sieve benchmark: 3. 2 seconds 

$59.95 * 
Yes, you can really get it today!** 

What these distinguished users have to say: 

"JPI Modula-2 is the Modula-2 compiler we've 
all been waiting for. Its speed and ease of use 
are an unbeatable combination. It is a delight 
to use." 

-K. N. King, Dep't of Mathematics 
& Computet· Science, Geat-gia State U. 

"The JPI compiler is the best on the market; 
fantastic code; lovely environment." 

-Paul Curtis 

'JPI Modula ·2 is a landmark product. I foundJPI 
Modula·2 to be not just a good product, but an 
exceptional product. The compiler is superb, 
the programming environment is better than 
anything on offer from Borland or Microsoft ... " 

-Hill/' Collingbourne. Comj>uler .\ho!jJJ>er. 

"I've now got my copy of ]PI Modula-2, and can 
see what people are raving about. Super com
piler, very good d evelopment environment 
(powerful and unfussy)-" 

- Martin Rand" PCIL 

"IIikeJPI Modula-2 a lot better than any other 
M2 I've tried." 
-Owen Linderholm, Personal Computer \Vorld. 

• Introductory price unti l july 4, 1988. Then S99.95. IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.; Logitech Modula-2 is a trade
mark of Logitech, Inc.; Microsoft & Microsoft Care trademarks of Microsoft Corp.; Turbo C and Turbo Pascal 
are trademarks of Borland International. Inc.; and Repertoire is a trademark of PMI of Portland, Oregon. • • Has been shipping in Europe since December. 
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JPI Modula-2 brings you 
the full power of Modula-2, 
the language of the future. 

Modula-2 was designed by Niklaus Wirth as the successor to 
Pascal. But Modula-2 is not merely an updated Pascal. It is also 
ideally suited for serious systems programming, just like C. 

In fact, anything you can do in C you can do in Modula-2. This 
includes all kinds of bit-twiddling and type-casting, arid the use 
of procedure variables. In addition you get multi-tasking in the 
form of co-routines and all the other advantages a modern 
programming language offers. 

Moreover, the JPI programming environment takes the state of 
the art a step further. You get a completely window-based en
vironment which lets you edit several files simultaneously in 
separate windows. It compiles, links and runs your programs at 
a single keystroke. 

But the bottom line is code quality. The code should be com
pact and fast. Independent benchmarks carried out by the Brit
ish Standards Institute confirm that JPI Modula-2 excels (see 
table on Sieve benchmark). 

Beyond all this, if you already know Pascal, you already know 
enough Modula-2 to get you started. All it takes is half an hour 
getting familiar with the new powerful features in Modula-2. 

The powerful JPI environment in action. 

COMPILER HIGHLIGHTS: 
o Full edi tion 3 implementation as defined 
by Niklaus Wirth o Long data types (LONG
INT. LONGCARD, LONGREAL) o Structured 
constants o Compiles 4-6000 lines/minute 
(PC AT 8 Mhz) o Up to 1M bytes code and 
data o Long and short pointers, short pointers 
in any segment o Total segment control 
(memory models) o Supports multi-tasking 
o Uses standard .OBJ file format o Separate 
compilation of modules • Automatic " librar
ian", smart linki ng o Automatic " make" 
faci lity o Supports hardware 80x87 and soft
ware emulation o Direct DOS/BIOS calls o 

Supports TSR programming (no assembler 
needed) o High-performance window 
management o Multiple overlapping win
dows o Write to partially obscured windows 
• Full cursor and attribute control • Move, 
re-s ize, re-color, re-stack wi ndows freely . 

ENVIRONMENT HIGHLIGHTS: 
o Multi-window/multi-file editing o Compile, 
link and run with a single keystroke o Pin
points multiple compile-time errors in source 
o Pin-points run-time errors in source without 

delay • Interactive or batch operation o High
speed linker o All envi ronment and editor 
commands and menus are re-configurable 
• Windows may be re-sized, re--colored , and 
moved around any time o Hot restart . 

LIBRARY HIGHLIGHTS: 
o Direct keyboard and screen input/output 
o File input/output and directory manage
ment o String handling o Storage manage
ment o Logarithmic and trigonometric 
functions o Time-sliced process scheduling 
o High-speed graphics for CGA, EGA, VGA 
o Procedure tracing and variable trapping o 
Sorting , random number generat ion, 
DOS/BIOS calls, long jumps, sound gener
ation, error-handling o Full Modula-2 source 
supplied! 

TECHNICAL KIT: 
• High-performance JPI assembler o Assem
bler source for run-time library and start-up 
code o Binary locator for PROM use • 
Interrupt-driven communications driver • 
General JPI Modula-2 Terminate-and-Stay
Resident module . 

JPI Jensen & Partners International, Inc. 
1101 San Antonio Road, Suite 301 

Mountain View, CA 94043 
(415) 967-3200 

Circle 151 on Reader Service Card 
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Sieve benchmark execution time; 25 iterations 
measured by British Standards Institute. 
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JPI-LOGITECH COMPARISON 

LINK 
TIME 

Here's a comparison of JPI-Modula- 2 with Logitech 
Modula-2 using the real - life program "Repertoire" pro
duced by PMI of Portland . As shown, JPI - Modula-2 
compiled the huge 39-module program 2.6X faster than 
Logitech, linked the program 4X faster, reduced the 
resulting code size for "screen compile" by 26%, and 
achieved a speed increase of 75%. 
(Benchmarks run on Compaq 286 8MHz) 

$59.95* $49.95 
JPI-MODULA-2 JPI-MODULA-2 
COMPILER KIT TECHNICAL KIT 

(IBM PC) (IBM PC) 
Includes free language Includes communications, TSR mod
tutorial, compi ler, en- ules; start-up assembler source code, 
vironment, ed 'r, linker. PROM locator and much more. 

OTHER DATA 
Runs on all IBM PCs and compatibles. Requires 384K 
available RAM, two floppy drives (hard disk preferred) . 

ORDER NOW 
30-day no-questions-asked money -back guarantee. 
Only $59.95 until July 4, 1988. Regularly $99.95 CALL 
1-800-443-0100 Ext. 255 free of charge, 24 hours. Or use coupon. 
COD, credit cards, checks accepted. Shipping charges in U.S. in
cluded in sales price. Calif. residents add6% sales tax plus county tax. 

JPI • 1101 San Antonio Road, Mountain View, CA 94043 
Please ship: 0 One JPI-Modula-2 Compiler @ $59.95*. 

0 514" 0 3Y2" ' 99.95afterJuly 4. 
0 One Technical Kit @ $49.95. 

0 514 " 0 3Y2" 
TO: 

~N7AM~E--------------------------------------

COMPANY 

STREET 

CITY 

STATE, Z IP 

In Europe, send coupon to : Jensen & Partners, U.K, Ltd. , 
63 Clerkenwell Rd ., London EC1M 5NP, Phone: (01) 253-4333, Free 
phone: 0800-444-143, 24 hours. COD, credit cards and checks 
accepted. London Prices: Compiler £59.95; Technical Kit £29.95. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING 

Digital Signal 
Processing and Display 

P C Data Master is a com
mand shell that runs on 

top of DOS 2.0 or higher. 
The program comes with appli
cations routines including 
graphics , data sampling, test 
data generation, real and 
complex data file math, and 
digital signal processing rou
tines . You can integrate your 
own applications programs in 
most languages. 

The program uses windows 
to break the screen into the 
standard user interface and a 
graphics screen. You can ac
cess the console window by 
any of the standard DOS and 
BIOS screen interrupt calls . 
Or you can access the graphics 
window with simple shell in
terrupt calls that provide color 
graphics primitives. DSP 
utility modules provided in-
6lude forward and inverse 
fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) 
routines, convolution, corre
lation, window generation, and 
test data generation. Many 
data-file math operations are 
also included . 

The basic program con
tains the shell, the signal pro
cessing utilities, and all the 
information you need to inte
grate your own data analysis 
routines with the supplied 
modules . An optional Appli
cation Development Toolkit of
fers information on the shell ' s 
enhanced BIOS calls for con-

Digital signal processing with graphics functions. 

trolling the console and 
graphics screen windows and 
hardware-independent graph
ics primitives . The Toolkit also 
contains sample source code 
inC and FORTRAN. 

The program provides 
separate shells for systems 
with CGA, Hercules, EGA, 
or VGA graphics . 

Written in assembly lan
guage and C, PC Data Master 
runs on the IBM PC, XT, 
AT, and compatibles with 
256K bytes of RAM and DOS 
2.0 or higher. A math copro
cessor is recommended, as is 
additional RAM for data pipes . 
The program also runs on the 
PS/2s . It is not copy-protected . 
Price: $115 for the basic 
package; $45 for the Applica
tion Development Toolkit; 

$95 for an academic site 
license. 
Contact: Durham Technical 
Images, P.O. Box 72, 
Durham, NH 03824, (603) 
868-7203 . 
Inquiry 776. 

Graphics for the 
Scientist 

C obraSystems' precom
piled set of C routines lets 

you incorporate on-screen 
windowed data plotting , graph
ics, and text into your acqui
sition, analysis, and signal-pro
cessing programs . It includes 
24 window formats, or you can 
specify your own screen for
mat in a particular program, 
with up to 10 simultaneous 

CAD DREAMS TO DEBUT IN SUMMER 

D reams is a modular 
CAD program from In

novative Data Design (IDD), 
the makers of MacDraft. The 
program will be available in a 
base version, or with separate 
symbol libraries, plotter 
drivers, an integrated data
base, and palettes, depend
ing on your needs. The pro
gram is not going to replace 
MacDraft ; it will support 
drawings created with Mac
Draft by means of a resident 
conversion utility. 

The Dreams pase product 
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includes a Drafting Palette 
consisting of a set of tools 
for creating text, lines, or 
shapes. An Accessory Pal
ette offers tools for zooming, 
rotating objects around vari
ous axes, extending lines to 
their intersections, and 
creating fillets. A Dimen
sion Palette supports point
to-point and object-depen
dent dimensioning in a va
riety of ways . 

With a Mac IT, you can 
have up to 255 colors per 
drawing, and pattern librar-

ies of up to 255 patterns . 
Bezier and spline curves are 
included, along with a li
brary of drawing tools. The 
program imports encapsu
lated PostScript files and 
bit-mapped images . Layers 
are limited only by memory, 
and keyboard entry is .sup
ported. You can zoom up to 
32 times . Other features in
clude floating palettes, hier
archical menus, and pop-out 
menus. 

IDD plans to offer symbol 
libraries for both residential 

windows . Scientific Graphics 
Library maintains up to five 
nested pop-up windows of any 
size, located anywhere on the 
screen. 

The program supports 
linear, log , and similar Carte
sian plotting, with up to three 
independent y axes , polar plot
ting, and three-dimensional 
perspective plotting. Data plot 
formats include multiple 
point and line style, envelopes, 
filled and unfilled bar charts, 
and vertical lines. 

The library also includes 
graphics primitives such as 
point, line, and polyline 
drawing ; filled and unfilled 
rectangles , circles, and arcs ; 
and polygon drawing. 

Text input and output is 
done with all positions defined 
in x ,y window character coor
dinates . The package includes 
a set of character, string, and 
line input and output routines, 
with automatic cursor genera
tion on the input routines . Ad
ditional utilities are provided 
for selective erasure, underlin
ing, and highlighting . 

Scientific Graphics Library 
runs on the IBM PC, XT, AT, 
and compatibles with a Her
cules monochrome adapter 
or EGA. 
Price: $180. 
Contact: CobraSystems , 
14700 Main St., Suite 3, 
Bellevue, WA 98007, (206) 
641-2759. 
Inquiry 777. 

continued 

and commercial construc
tion, electrical and mechani
cal engineering, and interior 
design. The program will 
also support user-defined 
symbol libraries. 

Dreams is scheduled to 
ship in July. 
Price: $500 for base pack
age; add-on prices not yet 
announced . 
Contact: Innovative Data 
Design, 2280 Bates Ave ., 
Suite A, Concord , CA 
94520, (415) 680-6818. 
Inquiry 778. 



Introducing 

FRONTRUNNER 
New .. .for dBASE III PLUS Users! 

Fast . . . Resident . .. Powerful. 
FrontRunner offers all this and more! 

• CREATE MEMORY~RESIDENT dBASE III PLUS'M 
PROGRAMS - FrontRunner"' is the first memory~resident 
applications development tool to contain a large subset of 
dBASE III PLUS commands and allows you to distribute 
RunT ime"' applications. 

• dBASE III PLUS DATABASE AND INDEX FILE 
COMPATIBILITY- Allows you to use FrontRunner 
immediately. 

• UNIQUE KEYBOARD FEATURE- Bind commands or entire 
programs to a single Hotkey for rapid execution from within other 
applications. 

• PAST E COMMAND- This powerful command allows you to 
extract data from your dBASE III PLUS files and paste it into 
your spreadsheet or word processing application . 

Buy FrontRunner by June 30, 1988 and get a FrontRunner version of Run Time and an unlimited Run Time license for 
royalty+ee applications . FrontRunner is not copy~protected and comes with a 30~day money~back guarantee. 

The suggested retail price is $19 5. 

See your local Ashton~ Tate dealer now. For more information, or the name of the dealer nearest you, 

call (800) 437~4329, Ext. 555.* 

*In Colorado , call (303) 799~4900, Ext. 555 . 

. ~ 
AsHTON ·TATE 

Trademarb I owner : dBASE Ill PLUS, R111rTimc , Ashwn-Tmc I Ashwn-Tate Cor[lOration ; FrontRunner I A[Jex Software Cor[lOratirm. 
© /988 Aslwm-T atc Cor[1orarion . All rif.!ht.l re~crved . 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE 

An Oracle terns and requires Lotus 1-2-3 
with a Sequel version 2.01, DOS 3.0 or 

higher, 640K bytes of RAM, o racle's database add-in 896K bytes of extended mem-
for Lotus 1-2-31ets you ory, 5 megabytes of hard disk 

store SQL (Structured Query space, and a floppy disk drive. 
Language) commands as 1-2-3 Price: $199. 
functions. You retrieve Ora- Contact: Oracle Corp., 20 
cle data from menus that are Davis Dr., Belmont, CA 
transparently converted to 94002, (415) 598-8000. 
SQL statements, or you can Inquiry 779. 
choose to type the SQL state-
ments yourself. 

Oracle for 1-2-3 also has a Button Pops Out 
feature that updates the data- New Programs 
base when you change work-
sheet cells. You can interface B uttonWare is adding fea-
with other versions of Oracle tures and new command 
on microcomputers, minicom- options to PC-Calc. The new 
puters, or mainframes. In ad- version, PC-Calc +, includes 
dition, the database offers data graphing, split screens, ac-
security, protected mode and cess to DOS, 8087 and 80287 
support for 80286 and 80386 support, formatting features, 
technology, distributed data- and sideways printing capabili-
base functionality, and trans- ties. It also includes business 
action management and and financial, date and time, 
recovery . and additional trigonometric 

The program runs on capabilities. 
80286- and 80386-based sys- PC-Calc + runs on IBM 

A NEW LEGEND IN DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

N BI has a desktop-pub
lishing program for the 

IBM PC AT. The company 
says that the new product, 
Legend, combines the fea
tures of a standard desktop
publishing package with 
those of a full word proces
sor and graphics package. 

Legend runs under Win
dows 2.0 and uses that envi
ronment's user interface . 

The desktop-publishing fea
tures of the program include 
automatic kerning and 
hyphenation, and automatic 
text flow into linked frames. 
The program handles up to 
750 pages, page sizes up to 
22 inches long or wide, and 
up to 32 columns per page. 

The program's word-pro
cessing capabilities include 
an 80,000-word spelling 

A desktop publisher with word processing and graphics. 
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PCs with at least 280K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. It supports EGA and 
VGA graphics, along with 
monochrome and color. 

Button Ware has also up-
graded its database program, 
PC-File+ . Version 2.0 sup-
ports summary graphics with 
horizontal and vertical bar 
charts, and line, scatter, and 
pie graphs. A hot key has 
been added to the calculator to 
let you perform calculations 
at any time. 

The program uses the 
Microsoft 5.0 compiler, which 
speeds up operation, accord-
ing to Button Ware. It supports 
the 8087 and 80287 floating-
point coprocessors . And addi-
tional passwords, stored in an 
encrypted file, enhance secor-
ity features. 

Field size has been in-
creased from 65 to 200 charac-
ters; record size has increased 
from 1665 to 3000 characters; 
and macros have increased 

checker and mail-merge 
capabilities. 

The graphics features are 
similar to those of Windows 
Draw, from Micrographx. 
This object-oriented graph
ics package is compatible 
with files created by a num
ber of other different graph
ics packages. 

Legend runs on 80286-
and 80386-based IBM PC 
ATs or compatibles with at 
least 640K bytes of RAM 
and a 20-megabyte hard disk 
drive, an EGA, a Hercules 
graphics card, or other 
Windows 2.0-compatible 
display devices . You also 
need a two- or three-button 
Windows 2 .0-compatible 
serial or bus mouse, DOS 
3.2, and Microsoft Win
dows 2.0. The program does 
not support CGA. 
Price: $695. 
Contact: NBI Inc., 3450 
Mitchell Lane, P .O . Box 
9001, Boulder, CO 8030 1, 
(303) 938-2584. 
Inquiry 782. 

from 12 to 22. 
An enhanced report writer 

lets you keep field data in head
ers, footers, and subtotals . 
The program now supports 
date arithmetic as well. 

PC-File+ 2.0 runs on IBM 
PCs with at least 384K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. 
Price: PC-Calc+, $69.95; 
PC-File+ 2.0, $69.95 . 
Contact: Button Ware Inc ., 
P .O. Box 5786, Bellevue, WA 
98006, (206) 454-0479. 
Inquiry 780. 

Check Those Changes 

I f you've ever had to com
pare document revisions 

against each other, you know 
it can be a time-consuming and 
error-prone task. The pro
gram DocuComp will compare 
two versions of a document, 
even if they were created on 
different word processors, ac
cording to Advanced Software. 
The program highlights revi
sions in the following ways: on 
a split-screen display, show
ing the original and revised 
documents simultaneously; in 
printed form, showing in
serted, deleted, replaced, and 
moved text; in a comparison 
file on disk; and in summary 
report form. 

The summary report gives 
a condensed view of every revi
sion, showing the text that 
was changed, along with the 
page and line number of the 
change. 

Version 1.0 of DocuComp 
is currently available, with ver
sion 1. 1 following closely be
hind . The update will add a 
virtual memory scheme and 
will support a few more word
processing programs. Docu
Comp runs on the IBM PC and 
compatibles with 512K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. 
Price: $149.95. 
Contact: Advanced Soft-
ware, 1095 East Duane Ave., 
Suite 212, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086, (800) 346-5392; in Cal
ifornia, (408) 733-0745. 
Inquiry 781. 
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Honeywell 

The easiest way 
to upgrade your system. 
is right at your FINGERTIPS. 

Add a Honeywell Silent-Tactile™ keyboard 
to your system ... and touch the quality. 
From the ergonomic design to the light, crisp feel, we make 
Honeywell Silent-Tactile TM keyboards with one thing in mind -
making you more productive. 

You 'll appreciate the silent keystrokes, and you'll notice less finger 
and hand fatigue - even after hours of continuous use. 

When you need a PC-compatible keyboard for replacement or 
upgrade, make the quality choice- ask for Honeywell Silent-Tactile TM 

keyboards. 

For the dealer nearest you, ca.ll toll-free: 

1-800-445-6939 
In Texas call collect: 915/543-5566 

Keyboard Division, 4171 North Mesa, Building D, El Paso, Texas 79902 915/544-5511 
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Who/What/When 

T he time and information 
management program 

Who/What/When from 
Chronos Software presents a 
view of people, projects, and 
time. You can look at lists of 
people, resources, and dead
lines from a project-oriented 
view; view lists by projects, 
tasks, and schedules from a 
people-oriented view; or 
scroll through its daily calendar 
for a time-oriented view. 

The program handles an 
unlimited number of people, 
resource projects, sub
projects, and tasks . You can 
attach memos, notes, and ex
pense and budget reports to 
people, resources, and proj
ects. You can also create a to
do list ranked by priority . 

Gantt charts are included 
in the project time lines, along 
with week-in-review and 
project-in-review overviews. 
Other features include a mail
ing list manager, address and 
phone book, card file, calcu
lator, auto-dialer, and a note
book with preprinted forms 
that you can use in meetings . 

Who/What/When runs on 
the lliM PC, AT, XT, and 
compatibles with at least 
512K bytes of RAM and DOS 
2.1 or higher. It also runs on 
PS/2s, and it is not copy
protected. 
Price: $189 . 
Contact: Chronos Software, 
1500 16th St., San Francisco, 
CA 94103, (415) 626-4244. 
Inquiry 783. 

WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • BUSINESS 

Managing people, projects, and time with Who/What/When . 

Two for 1-2-3 

Flash-In lets you view any 
Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet 

without leaving your work. It 
adds search, replace, and 
locate features to Lotus 
1-2-3. A zoom-out function is 
compatible with any graphics 
adapter that works with 
1-2-3. A label search andre
place function accesses labels, 
numbers, or formulas . 

A second add-in is 
Graph-Mania, which adds 
rows, columns, and a graph 
in a window. You can com
press or expand the worksheet 
for access to a larger or 
smaller block of data, and a 
variable-size window displays 
a graph that is updated in real 
time as you work on your 
spreadsheet. 

Both add-ins run on lliM 
PCs with at least 320K bytes 
of RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher, 

and Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0 or 
2.01. 
Price: Flash-In, $99.95 ; 
Graph-Mania, $79.95. 
Contact: PC Publishing Inc ., 
1801 Avenue of the Stars, 
Suite 800, Los Angeles , CA 
90067, (213) 556-3630. 
Inquiry 784. 

Paradox Picks Up 
Speed 

P aradox 386 sorts, 
queries, and produces re

ports 5 times faster than pre
vious versions. The 386 version 
has a Phar Lap 386IDOS
Extender embedded within the 
program, letting you access 
Paradox in the same manner as 
with earlier releases . 

The program is available 
on 31h -inch and 5 1A -inch flop
py disks . Borland reports that 
it supports the Intel Inboard 

ASHTON-TATE GETS MACSERIOUS 

A shton-Tate has three 
new Macintosh appli

cations: a new dBASE Mac, 
a new word processor, and a 
spreadsheet. 

The new version of 
dBASE Mac is an execute
only program that cuts the 
cost of distributing applica
tions you've developed with 
dBASE Mac. RunTime in
cludes a full version of 
dBASE Mac, the relational 
database system that ac-
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cesses IBM-compatible 
dBASE data files. 

Ashton-Tate's new word 
processor, Full Write Profes
sional, was previously an
nounced as an upcoming 
product by Ann Arbor Soft
works. With this WYSIWYG 
(what you see is what you 
get) word processor, you 
can create and manipulate 
text and graphics. It has an 
outlining capability that up
dates an outline as you 

create the document. The 
program also features page 
layout capabilities with a 
built-in draw environment 
that lets you create graphics 
as you write. 

The last of the trio is Full 
Impact, a spreadsheet that 
includes a mini word proces
sor, import and export capa
bilities , global and C-like 
macros, and formatting con
trol. The program lets you 
have up to eight spread-

and runs under DESQview 
386 from Quarterdeck. 
Price: $895. 
Contact: Borland Interna
tional, 4585 Scotts Valley Dr., 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066, 
(408) 438-8400. 
Inquiry 785. 

A dBASE Ill 
Workalike for $39 

0 ne on One Computer 
Solutions' dBASE ill 

workalike, 1 on 1 = 3, is 
compatible with dBASE ill 
commands and functions in 
the dot prompt and program
ming mode. Its databases, 
memo, memory, report con
trol , and label control files 
are compatible with dBASE ll 
files. Index files are not. It 
can also read dBASE ll files 
and report the information, 
but it cannot write them. 

The company reports that 
1 on 1 = 3 places no limit on 
the total number of lines of 
code. You can customize the 
menu structure and add func
tions to the assist mode. The 
program lets you enter a read
only mode. 

I on 1 = 3 is written with 
the FoxBASE Plus compiler. It 
runs on lliM PCs with at 
least 512K bytes of RAM. 
Price: $39. 
Contact: One on One Com
puter Solutions Inc . , 26 Finch
wood Dr. , Trumbull, CT 
06611' (203) 375-0914. 
Inquiry 786. 

continued 

sheets open at one time, 
with up to eight views in 
each. Ashton-Tate reports 
that the new spreadsheet will 
ship on July 31. 
Price: dBASE Mac Run
Time, $795; Ful!Write Pro
fessional, $395; Full Im
pact, $395. 
Contact: Ashton-Tate Inc ., 
20101 Hamilton Ave., Tor
rance, CA 90502, (213) 
329-8000. 
Inquiry 787. 



Perfect matches to DEC user needs. Hip. Hip. And Hooray. 

One-size-fits-all is an attribute best reserved for inexpensive socks. In the 
realm of PC-based emulation and communications software for DEC mainframe 
users. it's important to match specific user needs with specific product attributes. 
We have. 

Smatrerm® 240 features exact four-color emulation of a DEC®VT241 terminal. 
Along with delivering full-screen ReGIS® and Tektronix® 4010/4014 graphics. 
Smatrerm 240 offers precise VT220.VT102 .VT100. and VT52 text emulation. 

For non-graphics applications. SmarTerm® 220 duplicates virtually every 
SmarTerm 240 text communication . and ease-of-use feature. Three error-free file 
transfer protocols. including Kermit and Xmodem. are provided. Downloading 
minimizes on-line time requirements to boost overall system efficiency. And an 
optional network package allows direct LAN access to shared modems. printers. 
as well as host mainframes. · 

As SmarTerm 240 and 2 20 focus on graphics and text new SmartMOVE® makes 
PC-to-the-rest-of-the-World communications sharper than ever. Speed connect 
auto redial. and background file transfer features make this VT100 emulator a loud 
and clear choice for advanced communications requirements. 

Graphics. text and communications. If you're looking for a perfect fit seek the 
software sized and priced to match your needs. Persoft has it. Period. 

See us at COMDEX/Atlanta~East Hall352, 
visit your dealer, or phone us at 608 273~6000. 
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Extend Your 
Imagination on a Mac 

T he simulation program 
Extend uses block dia

grams and an internal lan
guage that lets you predict the 
outcome of large and com
plex natural or man-made 
events . 

To begin, you build a block 
diagram, enter data into the 
blocks, and connect the 
blocks to form a model. You 
can double-click on a block to 
view its dialog box and enter 
any necessary data. You then 
have an opportunity to change 
the data or the model, and to 
click on the run menu to exe
cute the simulation. 

The ModL scripting lan
guage has built-in plotting rou
tines that create independent, 
multipanel plotting and tabular 
data windows . It includes 
over 60 built-in functions for 
plotting, math, file 1/0, data 
formatting, and diagnostics . 
The language generates 
68000 machine code and sup
ports real , integer, and string 
data types . 

Extend blocks are actually 
programs written with the 
ModL hmguage. You can ac
cess needed blocks by opening 
up to 20 libraries, each con
taining up to 64 different types 
of blocks. You can also create 
new libraries. 

The program will run on 
Apple Talk networks and is 
compatible with the Mac 

WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • OTHER 

Forming a model from Extend's block diagram. 

Plus, SE, and II. 
Price: $495 . 
Contact: Imagine That! , 
7109 Via Carmela, San Jose, 
CA 95139, (408) 365-0305. 
Inquiry 788. 

Draw Applause 

A shton-Tate's presenta
tion graphics program, 

Draw Applause, has charting 
abilities, a drawing board, and 
word charting, and it accepts 
a variety of input and display 
methods . 

The program is compatible 
with dBASE III Plus, Master 
Graphics Series, and Presen
tation Pack. You can also im
port WKl and DIF files, and 
you can import and export 

Computer Graphic Metafiles 
(CGM). Input device options 
include a variety of mice and 
the Sumrnagraphics Summa
Sketch tablet. 

The program's charting 
features let you create line, bar' 
pie, area , mixed, and nu-
meric table charts. You can 
customize data with multiple 
axes, three-dimensional ef
fects , stacking, horizontal or 
vertical bars, exploded pie 
slices , and legend and chart 
frame options. 

Drawing features let you 
customize solid or hollow 
fills, outline color and width, 
line type and thickness, and 
pointed or rounded corners. 
You can also zoom in on 
images; align shapes with 
custom and snap grids ; and 
select colors , shapes and 
backgrounds for gradated ef
fects. You can choose up 
to 256 colors to be displayed 
at one time from a choice of 
16.7 million. 

Draw Applause comes in 
5 'A -inch and 3 1/2 -inch floppy 
disk versions . It runs on the 
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compat
ibles, with DOS 2.0 or higher 
for the 5 1A -inch disk version or 
DOS 3.3 for the 3V2-inch 
disk version . It also runs on the 
PS/2s . 
Price: $495. 

Designing applications in Draw Applause's picture window. 

Contact: Ashton-Tate Inc . , 
20101 Hamilton Ave. , Tor
rance, CA 90502, (213) 
329-8000. 
Inquiry 789. 
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Got Disk Problems? 

D isk Technician is a util
ity designed to prevent 

hard disk failure. You can set 
up the program to run automat
ically on a daily, weekly, or 
monthly basis. 

According to Prime Solu
tions, the program reads and 
writes to every bit on the hard 
disk, whether it is occupied or 
not. It uses testing and repair 
algorithms that predict and cor
rect failures before they 
occur . 

The program also includes 
SafePark. This memory-resi
dent program creates a safe 
area on the hard disk where it 
can place the disk heads in 
the event of a brown-out or 
power failure , thus preventing 
data loss. 

Disk Technician runs on 
the IBM PC, XT, AT, and 
compatibles with 256K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2.1 or 
higher. It works on hard disk 
drives with up to 32 mega
bytes . With more than 32 
megabytes, it works on the first 
DOS partition only . 
Price: $99.95 . 
Contact: Prime Solutions 
Inc. , 1940 Garnet Ave. , San 
Diego, CA 92109, (619) 
274-5000. 
Inquiry 790. 

Upgraded Thesaurus 
for the Mac 

W ordFinder now runs 
with Apple's Hyper

Card and MultiFinder. It lets 
you look up synonyms while 
operating within any of the 
information stacks you create 
with HyperCard or while 
running any MultiFinder 
application. 

The 220,000-synonym the
saurus uses less than 50K 
bytes of RAM. 
Price: $59.95 . 
Contact: Microlytics Inc . , 
Techniplex, 300 Main St., East 
Rochester , NY 14445 , (716) 
248-9150. 
Inquiry 791. 
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Austin Computer Systems, along with Western Digital Corporation, 
are pleased to announce the new Austin 286 Computer. 

COMPUTER: 

EGA MONITOR INCLUDED: Our 
system price includes an EGA 
Monitor. If you prefer mono
chrome, or other brands, we're 
happy to accommodate. 

40 MEG HIGH SPEED HARDDISK 
INCLUDED: Everybody needs 
one, so we include it in our price. 
We use Seagate fast access 
drives as standard equipment. 
Others are available upon request. 

ONE 1.2 or 360K FLOPPY IN
CLUDED: We give you the choice. 
Of course if you prefer more 
drives, or other sizes, we have 
them available. 

NAMEBRAND101 KEYBOARD 
INCLUDED: Our contract doesn't 
allow us to use their name, but if 
you know the biggest name in Key
boards, you know who we're using. 

200 WATT POWER SUPPLY IN
CLUDED: Quiet operation, and 
clean power. 

A GREAT CHASSIS AND CASE 
INCLUDED: It has FIVE 1

/2 height 
drives bays available, THREE 
bays are open from the front panel. 
You get this all in a SMALL 
FOOTPRINT AT CHASSIS. 

WARRANTY: 

You get one full year parts and la
bor, and you get a 30 day satisfac
tion guarantee. Call or write for full 
details. 

WESTERN DIGITAL 
MOTHERBOARD: 

Our 6 LAYER MOTHERBOARD, 
using SURFACE MOUNT TECH
NOLOGY, allows us to produce a 
higher quality American made 
computer, for less money than the 
Far East imports. 

SIMM RAM gives you ONE MEG 
of system ram on the motherboard, 
expandable to FOUR MEG on 
board . 

EXTENDED EGA Graphics 
(640*480) , autoswitching to 
Plantronics MGA ( 16 shades of 
gray) , also CGA and Hercules 
Monochrome, all built-in. 

INPUT/OUTPUT has TWO 
SERIAL ports , ONE PARALLEL 
port, ONE PS/2 Compatible 
MOUSE PORT, and a 20 YEAR 
RATED BATTERY/BACKED 
CLOCK. 

Our built-in WESTERN DIGITAL 
HARDDISK CONTROLLER sup
ports 1 to 1 INTERLEAVING, 
allowing for tremendously fast 
harddisk drives. 

Up to FOUR 1.4, 1.2, 720k, and 
360k Floppy drives are supported 
by our built-in FLOPPY 
CONTROLLER. 

INCREDIBLE PERFORMANCE is 
achieved using our 12.5 MHZ 
80286 PROCESSOR combined 
with 100 NANO SIMM RAMS. 

COMPARE 
Compu-Add 286 2378.00 

Dell PC-200 2698.00 

Club 286-12 2349 .00 

Austin 286-12 1995.00 
' Prices attained 3 - 20 - 1988 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 
$1995 

Free Shipping and Handling! 

WE ACCEPT C.O.D'S, CORPO
RATE P.O's, AND VISA OR 
MASTERCARD. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
1-800-752-1577 

Man-Sat 10 to 6 Central Time 

A~.JJ~~N ''I~ 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 

7801 N. Lamar, Suite C-65 
Austin, Texas 78752 

Other brands and product names are trademarks or register trademarks of their respective holders. . 
5 

k d r 
pg 12 is a trademark oi iBM Corporation. Western Digital logo is a trademark of the Weste_rn Digital Corporat~on . Shippi~g is U.P.S. ground l msu~ed . Please allow 1- wee s e •very. 

Personal Checks, and Company checks please allow 1 - 18 days cle~rance. Prices subJeCt to change Without not1ce, ca ll for current pnces. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

REGIONAL SECTION 

METRO NEW YORK • NEW ENGLAND 
NEC's New 286 

ased on an 80286 micro
processor running at 8 or 

10 MHz, the APC IV Power
Mate 1 from NEC provides 
640K bytes of RAM , a 1.2-
megabyte or 360K-byte 5 1A
inch floppy disk drive, and a 
hard disk drive controller. 

The APC IV Power Mate 1 
comes with five full-size 16-bit 
expansion slots, one half-size 
16-bit slot, and one 8-bit slot. 
An RS-232C serial port, par
allel port, and clock/calendar 
are also included. MS-DOS 
3.2 and GWBASIC 3.2 are 
standard. Options include ad
ditional disk drives . 
Price: $1845 . 
Contact: NEC Information 
Systems Inc., 1414 Massachu
setts Ave., Boxborough, MA 
01719, (617) 264-8000. NEC's PowerMate 1 includes seven expansion slots. 
Inquiry 820. 

SSNE-2 BYTE • MAY 1988 

E-Mail, 
Communications 
Program for LANs 

nBox/PC is a communica
tions and electronic mail 

program for IBM PCs con
nected to a local-area network 
(LAN). The memory-resi
dent program enables you to 
create, send, and receive 
memos and phone messages. 
You can choose to be alerted 
audibly or visually when new 
messages arrive. The pro
gram runs in the background. 

InBox/PC supports multi
ple message centers and pro
vides file-transfer and pass
word-protection capabilities . It 
also includes an address 
book, routing lists, public 
mailboxes, forward and reply 
capabilities, and RSVP notices . 

The program runs on the 
continued 
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If We Don't Have It, It's Probably Not Worth Having. 

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A .M.-5:30 P.M . E.S.T. MON.-FRI. 

SATURDAYS: 10:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 

Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store. 

CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOMED. 

PC LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH STREET. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-0343 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 

All prices listed in this ad are effective May. 1-31, CALL I 212 730 8036 
1988. All Brands are Registered Trademarks. IN NEW YORK - - -
IBM Is a Registered Trademark of IBM Corp. FOR ORDERS & INQUIRIES 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS-MAY 1ST through 31ST. 
HEWELET PACKARD. . AMDEK. TOSHIBA LAP TOP COMPUTER. HAYES SMARTMODEM. 
DESKJET PRINTER ...... ....... SPECIAL 1280X800 Hi Res. MONITOR •• 699.00 T5100 2MB RAM 40MB H/D . SPECIAL 2400 & 2400B .... ... ....... .. ... .. . ea.429.00 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE GRAPHIC & DESK TOP PUBLISHING I OMEGA TRI/PAK CARTRIDGES lOMB .. . 179.00 
ANSA PARADOX V 2.0.. ...... ......... ..... 459.00 ALDUS PAGE MAKER .... .. ...... ...... .. ............ CALL MINISCRIBE 70MB HARD DISK FOR AT .. 859.00 
ASHTON-TATE ASHTON TATE MINISCRIBE 40MB HARD DISK FOR AT.. 629.00 
dBASE Ill PLUS 1.1 ... ............ ..... CALL CHART / DIAGRAM/SIGN MASTER ...... .. .. CALL PLUS DEV. 20MB HARD CARD 49MS ...... 579.00 
BMOURL~~~TI~T~DVANTAGE II .. CALL LOTUS DEV. FRE~ LANCE+(SOLD IN STORE) CALL PLUS DEV. 40MB HARD CARD 49MS .. .... 879.00 

MICROGRAFX WINDOWS DRAW...... .. ..... 229.00 SEAGATE ST-225 20MB WITH W/D ......... 289.00 
EUREKA .... ...... ........ .. .. ...... ......... .... .. .. ..... 99.00 SOFTWARE PUBLISHING SEAGATE ST-251-1 40MB FOR AT... ......... 595.00 
PROLOG 1.1 .... ...... ........ ............. ...... .... ....... 69.00 PRESENTATION GRAPHICS.... .. .. .. .... ........ 295.00 SYSGEN QIC FILE 60 EXT. BACKUP.......... 859.00 
SIDEKICK PLUS .. .. ........ ............ ......... .. .. .. 149.00 XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER CALL SYSGEN SMARTIMAGE 60 EXT. BACKUP. 695.00 
TURBO BASIC ............ ........ ...... .. .... ........ 69.00 Z SOFT. PC PAINTBRUSH+ ... . 99.00 TOSHIBA 31/2" 1/2 HT. 720KB ... ............. 149.00 
TURBO C .............................. .... ..... .... .. .... .. 69.00 Z SOFT. PUBLISHEH PAINTBRUSH 179.00 TOSHIBA 31 / 2"1 / 2 HT. 1.44MB..... .......... 199.00 
TURBO PASCAL 4.0 .. ..... ..... .......... ............ 79.00 TOSHIBA ND-040 1/ 2 HT. 360KB ... .......... 14g.oo 
QUATTRO ...... ...... .......... ................. .......... 159.00 UTILITIES TOSHIBA ND-04D~-G 360KB FOR AT.... .. 159.00 

CHIPS OFT TURBO TAX PERSONAL...... 49.00 CORE INT. CORE FAST.. ........... .... 119.00 TOSHIBA ND-08DE-G 1.2MB FOR AT.... ... 199.00 
CLEAR SOFT. CLEAR (CHARTdBASECODE) CALL EXECUSYSTEMS XTREE PRO .. .. .. .... 79.00 
CONSENTRIC DATA FIFTH GENERATION FAST BACK+ .... ..... 129.00 
R & R REPORT WRITERFOR DBASE Ill+ 129.00 FUNK SOFT. SIDEWAYS 3.2 .. ........ .. ........ 59.00 

CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS ..... ......... .. 39.00 
CROSSTALK MK4 ...................... .. ........... 129.00 NORTON UTILITIES V 4.0 ................ .... .... 59.00 
CROSSTALK XVI 3.6 ...... .. ........ .......... ..... . 95.00 NORTON UTILITIES ADVANCED 4.0 .. ... .. 99.00 
REMOTE 1.3 .... .... ... .. .. .. .............. .......... .. ... 95.00 REVOLUTION CRUISE CONTROL .. .... .. ... 29.00 
FOX SOFTWARE SIM/SCH TYPING TUTOR IV.... ... .... .. ... 39.00 
FOX BASE PLUS V 2.0.... .. ........ .... .. 229.00 SOFT CRAFT FANCY FONT ...... ........... 149.00 
FOX BASE+ MULTIUSER .......... ...... .. ...... 379.00 SOFT CRAFT LASER FONT........ .. ...... . 149.00 

GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING PACKAGES CALL TRAVELING SOFT. LAP-LINK ............. 89.00 
JAVELIN SOFT. JAVELIN.. .................. 75.00 WHITE CRANE BROOKLYN BRIDGE .. 89.00 
KORTEK FREEWAY ADVANCED...... 109.00 
LIFETREE SOFT. VOLKSWRITER 3 .... 129.00 
LOTUS DEV. CORP 
LOTUS I-2-3(SOLD IN OUR STORE) .. ...... . 
MANUSCRIPT(SOLD IN OUR STORE) ..... . 
SYMPHONY (SOLD IN OUR STORE) .. .... .. 

MECA MANAGING YOUR MONEY 4.0 .. .... . 
MICRO PRO 
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3 ... .... .......... ..... .. . 
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3 LEGAL VERSION 
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL REL.4 ...... ... 

MICROSOFT 
CHARTV3.0 .. ........ .... ........ .... .. .... .. .. .. ......... . 
C COMPILER .. ... .. .. ...... .. .... .... .. ...... .. ...... ... .. 
FORTRAN COMPILER ............. .. .............. .. 
MACRO ASSEMBLER ........ .. .......... .. .... .... .. . 
EXCEL .. .. ... .... ...... ........ ....... ....... .. ...... .. ..... .. . 
PROJECT ..... .... .... .... ....... ............... .......... .. . 
QUICK BASIC .. ................ .. ...... .... .............. .. 
QUICKC .... .. ......... ................ .. ....... .. ..... .. .... . 
WINDOWS ... ........... ....... .......... .... .. .... ....... .. . 
WINDOWS 386 .. ... .... ....... .... ......... .. .... ..... .. .. 
WORD VERSION 4.0 ... ................. .. ...... .. .... . 
WORKS .. .. ................ . 

MJGENT 
ABILITY ... ............. .... ... .. ....... ...... ... . 
ENRICH ... ..... .. ... ........ .. .. ...... .. ....... . 

MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE .. .. .. .. .. 
NANTUCKET CLIPPER .... .... ... ......... . .. 
OWL INT. GUIDE .. .. ........... .... ............ .. .. .. .. . 
QUARTERDECK DESQ VIEW .... ...... ..... .. .. 
QUARTERDECK MEMORY MANAGER .. . 
SBT ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE (SOLD IN STORE) 
SSC SOFTWARE BRIDGE ... ...................... . 
STSC 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

139.00 

229.00 
CALL 

249.00 

295.00 
309.00 
309.00 
119.00 
339.00 
349.00 

69.00 
69.00 
69.00 

145.00 
239.00 
139.00 

55.00 
109.00 

99.00 
399.00 

89.00 
89.00 
49.00 
CALL 

129.00 

APL •PLUS V 7.0.................... ..... .. .... .. ......... 599.00 
STATGRAPHICS ................................. 649.00 
SOPHCO 
PROTEC (HARD DISK PROTECTION) .. .. . 185.00 

SOFTWARE GROUP ENABLE V 2.0 .......... 399;00 
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGERII 

~i~·~-r %~cft~~~~~ --------------- ~------~ ·-· ·.·::.-.-. ~--~ - ---- ~----~~--
PROFESSIONAL FILE/PLAN ... ............ ea. 
PROFESSIONAL WRitE ................... . 

WALLS OFT 
THE Ul PROGRAMMER .... .. 
THE DOCUMENTOR ........ .. 

WORDPERFECT CORP 
WORDPERFECT V 5.0 ...... .. 
WORDPERFECT V 4.2 .... .. 
WORDTECH SYSTEMS 
DBXL .............. ... .... ....... ... ... ..... ........... . 
QUICK SILVER DIAMOND .. ............ .. ...... . 

XYQUEST XV WRITE Ill + ........ .... .......... .. 

369.00 
89.00 
99.00 

159.00 
139.00 

199.00 
199.00 

CALL 
209.00 

99.00 
369.00 
399.00 

GRAPHIC TABLETS,KEYBOARDS,MICE 
DATA DESK TURBO KEYBOARD ....... ...... 139.00 
LOGITECH HIREZ MOUSE (BUS VERSION) 129.00 
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+PC PAINTBRUSH+169.00 
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+PC PAINTBRUSH 99.00 
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+PAINT +CAD .... .. 149.00 
LOGITECH C7 PUBLISHERS MOUSE. ..... 119.00 
MICROSOFT SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE .... 105.00 
MICROSOFT MOUSE WITH WINDOWS 145.00 

PRINTERS 
BROTHER TWIN RITER 5 .. ....... .. ..... .......... CALL 
BROTHER M-1709 240 CPS PAR/ SEA .. .. . CALL 
BROTHER HR-20 20CPS DAISY .... ........... 359.00 
BROTHER HR40 DAISY .... .. ...... ... ............. 589.00 
EPSON FX-86 / FX-286E .......... .... .. .. .. ......... CALL 
HEWLET·PACKARD LASERJET II .... .. .... .. CALL 
HEWLET-PACKARD DESKJET .............. SPECIAL 
OKIDATA 292 ... .... ... .. ........ .. ................. .... . 519.00 
OKIDATA 293 ................. ........................ ... 699.00 
OUTPUT TECH OT-850XL 850 CPS. .... ... CALL 
TOSHIBA P351 MODEL SX .... .. ... .... .......... 1095.00 
TOSHIBA P321SL ........ .......... .. ............ ..... 549.00 

HP LASER ACCESORIES 
BITSTREAM FONTWARE (SOFT FONTS} . 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
FONT CARTRIDGES 

~
A.C,D,E,G.H.) EA .. .. .. ............. ................. .. . 

~:~Jt;_L:.~:-~:~:~: ~: .~ :~:~·.X.:~> .. ~: ::::::: : 
OFT FONTS EA .......... .. ...... .. ..... .... ...... .. .. . 

MEMORY FOR LASERJET II ONLY 
1MB/ 2MB/4MB MEMORY BOARDS ..... 

MONITORS 
AMDEK 1280 MONITOR .............. .. .. .. .. ..... .. 
AMDEK 410A MONITOR ........................ .. .. 
PGS MAX-12 (MONO MONITOR) ............. .. 
N E C MULTISYNC II EGA ...... .... .... .. ...... .. 
SONY CPD-1302/ CPD-1303 MULTISCAN EGA 
WYSE 700 1280X800 HI RES. MONITOR .. . 

EXPANSION BOARDS 
64K 150NS RAM CHIPS .... ............. .. .... ... . 
256K 150NS RAM CHIPS ...... .. .... ........ .. .. .. 
AST SIXPAK PREMIUM 256 C/ S/ P .. .. .... . 
DCA IRMA BOARD 11 .. .... .............. ............ . 
HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS PLUS ... .. 
INTEL ABOVE BOARD PS/286 512K .... .. .. 
TALL TREE JRAM-3 OK (TO 2MB) ........ .. 
VIDEO 7 VEGA DELUX .. .. ........... ............ . 

DISKDRIVES 
I OMEGA 20MB BETA II INT. DRIVE .. ....... 

CALL 

12g.oo 
219.00 
295.00 
169.00 

CALL 

699.00 
189.00 
189.00 
689.00 

CALL 
789.00 

CALL 
CALL 

259.00 
799.00 
199.00 
439.00 
179.00 
199.00 

959.00 

MODEMS 
HAYES SMARTMODEM 2400 .... .... .. ...... . 
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 ...... .. ..... .. .. . 
HAYES 1200B+SMARTCOM 11 .. .. .... ....... . 
HAYES 2400B+SMARTCOM 11 .. ............ . 
MIGENT 1200 POCKET MODEM .. ... ... .... . 

NETWORKING 
SERVER TECHNOLOGY 
EASYLAN STARTER KIT FOR 2 PC'S ...... .. 
EASYLAN EXPANSION KIT FOR I PC'S .. .. 

SCANNERS & FACSIMILE 
BROTHER PERSONAL FAX-100 .. .... .. ..... . 

429.00 
299.00 
299.00 
429.00 
139.00 

179.00 
99.00 

DEST PC SCANNERS ... .... .. .............. ....... .. 
975.00 

CALL 

COMPUTERS 
TOSHIBA 
TIOOO 512KB ONE 3 1/ 2" D/ D 4.77MHZ ... 
TIIOO+ 640KB TWO Jl/2" DI D .. ....... .. 
Tl200 IMBKB 20MB HD. ONE 3 1/ 2" DI D . 
T3100/ 20 640KB ONE 3 1/ 2", 20MB HO .. . 
T5100 2MB RAM ONE 3 1/ 2", 40MB HD .. . 

WYSE 
PC 286 1.2MB D/ D 640KB 6/ 8 MHZ CPU, 
101-KEY KEYBOARD MS DOS 3.1 .. .... .... .. 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

SPECIAL 

CALL 
PC 386 (16M Hz) ZERO WAIT-STATES 1MB 
RAM,I.2MB D/D,KEYBOARD,MS DOS 3.2 
(8MHz) MODE, SERIAL/PARALLEL PORT.. . CALL 

HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS. 
HAUPPAUGE 386 REPLACES IBM/XT MOTHER 
BOARD. 1MB RAM, FIVE 8-BIT (2 SHORT), 
2-16 BIT, 1-32 BIT SLOTS & SOCKET FOR 80387. 
MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE........ .. 1395.00 

INTRODUCING 
THE PC LINK 386 COMPUTER 

The PC LINK 3861s a powerful8038616 MHz, zero 
walt state computer based upon the highly rated 
Hauppauge 386 MotherBoard and the Award 
Software Modular 386 ROM BIOS. Tests of the 
PC LINK 386 show a Norton Sl Index of 15.3 relative 
to the IBM-PC, Indicating the PC LINK 386 runs 
approx. 15.3 times faster than an IBM-PC. 
The Landmark CPU Speed Test (SPEED99) shows a 
perfonnance of 13.0 relative to the IBM PC/XT and 
Indicates the system perfonns like an IBM-AT 
running at 21.0 MHZ. (The SPEED99 ratings are the 
same anained when the test Is run on the Compaq 
386 Model 40. The 21 .0 MHZ. rating occurs in both 
machines due to the zero walt state.) This group ol 
tests were perfonned on the PC LINK 386 configured 
with the VIdeo Seven Vega Deluxe EGA board, an 
Intel 80387-16 math coprocessor, a 16 bit disk 
controller, and a Miniscribe 70 Mb. hard disk. 
Minimum Configuration 
The PC LINK 386 provides 1Mb. of high speed 100ns 
RAM on the motherboard, One 32 bit, two 16 bits and 
5 ell!ht bit expansion slots. One 5 1/ 4" 1.2MB or one 
3 1 j2" 1.44MB disk drive. 16 bit hard & Hoppy 
controller with all cables, One serial & parallel port, 
101 enhanced Keyboard, 200 wan power supply. 
Limited one year warrantee (3 months parts & labor 
9 months parts) 
Due to FCC Class A approval system can be sold 
· only to corporations 
At a allordable price of 2295.00 

-------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------TERMS AND CONDITIONS.--------------------------------------- --- ---- --------------
We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer for repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Call For Return Authorization 
Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 20% restocking charge, plus 
shipping charge. No Returns For Credit On Any Software.Customer must deal directly with the manufacturer if the customer tlnda •ny false claims made by the manufacturer. All 
goods are shipped VIA U.P .S. ONLY. Shipping charges are 2% of the total purchase price or $3.00, whichever is greater. Please call for shipping charges on Printers & Accesories. C.O.D. are 
shipped for Cash or Cashier's Check Only. Max $ 1500.00. Please allow 1 to 10 working days for personal or corporate ch&eks to clear. To expedite shipping send money order or cashier's 
check, or charge to your VISA OR MASTERCARD. WE DO NOT Add a Service Charge For Credit Card Usage. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NOT BFSPONSIBI F FOB 
IYPQGBAPHICAl ERRORS 
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WHAT'S NEW 

METRO NEW YORK 

IBM PC and compatibles with 
DOS 3 . I or higher, 256K 
bytes of RAM (640K bytes is 
recommended), and at least 
95K bytes of free disk space. It 
runs on any LAN that sup
ports DOS 3. 1 or higher. 
Price: $99 (supports 3 
users); $599 (supports 100 
users) . 
Contact: Symantec, Think 
Technologies Division, 135 
South Rd., Bedford, MA 
01730, (617) 275-4800. -
Inquiry 824. 

Books in Print Plus: 
Mac Version on 
CD-ROM 

W ith over 770,000 cita
tions in 17 categories, 

Books in Print Plus is a 
CD-ROM database for the 
Macintosh that enables you to 
perform searches by author, 
title, subject, keyword, pub
lisher,language, price, 

publication date, edition, and 
audience. You can then save, 
print, or edit the information 
and place orders elec
tronically. 

Books in Print with Book 
Reviews Plus is another CD
ROM database that includes 
the Books in Print citations and 
about 38,000 book reviews 
from ALA Booklist, Choice, 
Library Journal, School Li
brary Journal, and Publisher's 
Weekly. 

Both databases are avail
able in 1- and 3-year subscrip
tions that are updated on a 
quarterly basis. They run on 
Macintoshes with at least 1 
megabyte of RAM and will be 
available in July, according to 
Bowker Electronic Publishing. 
Price: !-year subscription, 
Books in Print Plus, $995; 
!-year subscription, Books in 
Print with Book Reviews Plus, 
$1395. 
Contact: Bowker Electronic 
Publishing, 245 West 17th St., 

NEW ENGLAND 

New York, NY 10011 , (212) 
337-6989. 
Inquiry 825. 

BASIC Software 
for the Mac Supports 
Math Coprocessor 

T rue BASIC 2.0 for the 
Macintosh supports the 

68881 math coprocessor. It 
writes to and reads directly 
from the coprocessor. Sup
port has also been added for 
color graphics on the Macin
tosh II; you can select colors 
either by name or by number. 

Other additions to True 
BASIC 2.0 include support for 
full-page displays and the 
Imagewriter and Laser Writer. 
You can organize collections 
of subroutines, functions, and 
data as modules; you can then 
share routines and data within 
a module while keeping them 
hidden from the main program. 
The modules support public, 

shared , and private variables, 
and have their own initializa
tion sections. You can also add 
your own functions and sub
routines to the language. 

Additions to the editor in
clude a SCRIPT command that 
lets you add a sequence of 
editor commands and program 
responses into a file. When 
you execute a SCRIPT com
mand, the sequence passes to 
the editor, compiler, or 
program. 

Among True BASIC 2.0's 
new debugging tools is one that 
allows you to trace through a 
program and view changing 
variables. It also has the XREF 
cross-reference utility. 

True BASIC 2.0 runs on 
any Macintosh with at least 
512K bytes of RAM . It sup
ports MultiFinder. 
Price: $99 .95. 
Contact: True BASIC Inc . , 
39 South Main St., Hanover, 
NH 03755, (603) 643-3882 . 
Inquiry 821. 

You never know when it's going to 
happen or what it will do! 

(UPS) for computer mainframes to surge 
suppressors for small electrical phone 
systems. We also offer a full line of power 
conditioning distribution systems. 

We're talking about unclean power which 
causes electrical fluctuations, spikes, 
surges, glitches or outages. 
They assault your delicate equipment 
circuits. No trace. Nothing to warn you. 
Just complete power failure and data loss 
which spells lost productivity. 

· Emerson Power Systems eliminate all 
this. They produce refined, clean power 
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that puts performance and through-put 
back where it belongs. 
Our systems are more reliable, simpler 
and easier to operate. And this pays off 
for you in failure-free operation for the 
equipment you now have and the next 
and the next. 
Emerson products run the gamut. From 
large Uninterruptable Power Supplies 

Don't wait until something happens. 
Protect yourself. Give us a call nowl 

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR: 

LOWELL CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 158, Worcester, MA 01613 
(617) 756-5103 -

1~15MI5RSIJN -Computer Power 
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YOUR NEW ENGLAND STORE 
FOR HIGH QUALITY DISCOUNTS 

THE HIGHLY ACCLAIMED ALR 386 COMPUTERS 

386/2 Computers 
2nd Generation of Fast 

Microcomputing • 16 and 20 
MHz Versions • 2MB RAM • 

Fast 40MB Drive • 1.2MB 
Floppy • Serial/Parallel 

1:1 Interleave • Floor Stand 
S3,590 

INDTECH 12-Siot AT 
Industrial Quality 286 Computer • 

10MHz 0 Wait State • 640K RAM • 
1.2MB Floppy • 40MB Hard Drive • 
238W Power Supply • Serial/Parallel 

• Monochrome card with H-res 
monitor • Makes an excellent 

low-cost fileserver 
$2,149 

PRINTERS 

Many Configurations 
Available 

o MONITORS 
Panasonic 1080i 144cps .. $199 Magnavox Multimode .. · .... .. .. $569 
Panasonic 1091i 192cps . . $239 Thomson Ultrascan . .. . . .. . . . . . $469 
Panasonic 1524 24-pin ... $645 CTX EGA ............ .. .. . . .. $399 
NEC P2200 24-pin .. . ... $450 

EXPANSION BOARDS 

FlexCache 386 
Computers 

0 Wait State • 16 or 20MHz • 
Uses 82385 Cache controller 
and 35 ns Cache memory • 
1MB RAM • 1:1 Interleave 
controller • Minicomputer 

power at PC prices 
16MHz with 60MB drive: $3,999 
20MHz with 100MB drive: $5,499 

1000/o XT Computer 
10MHz • 640K RAM • 360K 
Floppy • 20MB Hard Drive • 
Serial/Parallel/Clock/Game • 

Hi-resolution monochrome 
$999 

HARD DRIVES 
Seagate 20MB Kit ..... $319 
Seagate 30MB Kit . . . .. $359 
Seagate 40MB 40ms . . . $469 
Seagate 40MB 28ms .. . $599 

FLOPPY DRIVES MATH 
COPROCESSORS Everex Microenhancer EGA/VGA . $159 5114" 360K . . . . . . $89 

51/4 " 1.2MB ... .. . $119 
3112 " 720K . . . . . . . $119 
3112 " 1.44MB .. . . . $159 

8087-2 ... . ...... . ..... $160 Sigma VGA Analog ............ $399 
8028~8 ... . ........ . .. $260 2MB Bocaram AT (w/OK RAM) ... $159 
80287-10 ........ .. . . . .. $310 Western Digital WD 1006-WAH ... $199 
8038~16 .... .. . . .. . . .. $525 AT 4 port serial card ........... $129 
8038~20 ..... .. ... . .. . $900 

CLOSEOUT SOFTWARE SPECIALS!! 

We stock and sell surge protectors, 
cables, connectors, sheet feeders, 
stands, switch, boxes, mouses, 
joysticks, drives, expansion cards, 
modems, and many other accessories. 

One FREE Program with this ad. 
Five FREE Programs with every computer 

purchase from this ad. Come and See! 

HORIZON SALES . 
59 Fountain St., Framingham, MA 01701 
Monday-Friday 9-6 617-875-4433 1

1 
~ _ •. · Saturday 9-5 
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Error Rate/Second 

Noise simulation tests run with a 30K binary spreadsheet file at 

t 200 baud between IBM-PC's. using BLAST II. rev. 8. t . Com

parable or better results on VAX and other environments. 

Most communications software per
forms well under ideal conditions. But in 
the real world of noisy communications 
circuits and satellite-routed phone calls, 
there's only one consistent performance 
leader-BLAST. 

The secret is BLocked ASynchronous 
Transmission, BLAST's protected-pipe
lining protocol that won't slow down to a 
snail's pace, drop data or disconnect in 
adverse conditions. Noisy phone lines . .. 
satellites . . . PBX switches . . . X.25 
packet network delays-your valuable 
data BLASTs through it all. 
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Link PCs, Macs, Minis & Mainframes 
Only BLAST guarantees you fast, 100% 

error-free file transfer among micros, minis 
and mainframes running under 30 different 
operating systems. No matter what systems 
you need to connect, BLAST software 
links them all. Connect hundreds of sites at 
down-to-earth prices- and let BLAST's 
speed cut your phone charges, too . 

And the new BLAST II expands upon 
this rugged power with a streamlined user 
interface, VT-100/220 emulation, superior 
data compression, auto-dialing and all the 
other "state-of-the-art" features you'd 
expect. Plus, you get BlastScript, a 
powerful English-like programming 
language that lets you quickly create 
custom menu-driven applications on 
multiple systems. Easily set up remote 
polling, data collection, order entry and 
other powerful applications. 

The choice of the FORTUNE 500 
When Bankers' Trust, Blue Cross, 

Exxon, Nabisco and many other FOR
TUNE 500 companies chose communica
tions software for their financial data 
transfer operations, they chose BLAST to 
cut through the noise. Shouldn't you 
choose BLAST too? Give us a call today. 

1-800-24-BLAST 

Any computer with BLAST can talk to any 
other computer with BLAST: 

IBM . .............................. .. VM/CMS or MVS/TSO 

DEC ... .. .... VAXNMS; POF?'RSX; RT-11 

DATA GENERAL ....... RODS; AOS; AOSNS 

WANG ........ ...... .. .. VS 

PRIME ............................... PRIMOS 

HEWLETT-PACKARD .......... 3000/MPE; 1000/RTE 

HARRIS ............................. VOS 

UNYSIS .. ... 
IBM-PC & PS/2 . 

. BTOS, CTOS, UNIX 

.. .. MS-DOS 

APPLE ........................ .... Macintosh 

UNIX/XENIX AT&T; Altos; NCR; Sun; 

Tandem; HP; VAX & 

mVAX; SCO Xenix; etc. 

Many others available; please inquire. 

Communications Research Group 
5615 Corporate Boulevard • Baton Rouge, LA 70808 • (504) 923-0888 

Crosstalk is a registered trademark ol Digital Communications Associates. Inc. 0 Copyright 1988. Communications Research Group. Inc. 
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Hyundai's Super·286C gives you pro-quality 
performance at an affo rdable price. 

The Power Hitter. 
Hyundai's new Su pe r-286C packs the 

punc h of a PC i\T. w itho ut so cking it to yo ur 
wall e t. T he Su pe r-2 86C handl es today's 
bigges t app licatio ns: d atabase man agc me nr. 
d eskto p publishing. com pute r-a id ed d es ign . 
i\nd it packs this po we r into a re mark ably 
compac t u nit -idea lly suit ed for eve n the 
t ightes t qu art e rs. 

lik e the rest of Hyund ai's new PC 
line. the Super-286C co mes w ith an 18-
mo mh wa rr.1nry. pl us se rvice a nd suppo rt 
from a hand -p icked natio nw id e deale r 
ne two rk . i\nd they' re bac ked by o ne o f 
the world 's la rges t manufac tu rin g 
o rganiza tio ns: $ 14 billio n Hyund ai 
corpo ratio n. 

... 80 286 mic roprocesso r sw it chJble to 8 o r 
JOM I-I z- fo r the right combina ti o n o f speed 
and co mpatibility. 
• H igh-c apac it y 1.2M B. 5. 25" no p py 
d isk dr ives. 
• Bui lt-in 512 KB RAM is ex pandable to 1MB. 
to support la rge r app licatio n programs. 
... 6 expansio n slots allow you to enh ;m ce th e 
system fo r graphics o r ex tend ed memo ry. 
• i\d d yo u r c ho ice o f ha rd d isk d rives: 
30 M B. 40M B and 70MB. 

... Two se rial po rt s and o ne para ll e l po rt 
fo r modems. prim ers, and m hcr input / 
output dev ices . 
• Full 10 1-kcy keyboard g ives you com ple te 
co ntro l and e.1se o f da ta emry. 

t6HYUND81 
COMPUTERS 
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Ff/~ HEWLETT 
a!/!11 PACKARD 

The original Laser]et 
printer is now better 
than ever! Introducing 
Laser]et Series II. 

Lase~Jet Series II, the second gen
eration of the world's most popular laser 
printer, is waiting for you at your local 
Hewlett-Packard dealer. 

Exciting new features make Laser]et 
Series II the best value in desktop laser 
printing today. 

If you're thinking about stepping up 
to laser printing, you definitely need to 
see the remarkable LaserJet Series II 
printer from HP 

CALL & ORDER NOW $15 7 5 (List $2595) Board Level 

Service Facility 

1-800-447-1176 
INATIQ NA L ~'IAII SI 

1-800-553-1176 
!MASS WIIIT S1 

[ Moslo•Co•d ] VISA' 

~\__ 
APPUFD • P ROGIIESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • INC 

200 SouH~wcsr Cur-o rr . Roure 20. Northb01o. MA 01532 

(617) 393·72 20 0 1-800·553·1176 !MASSI 

1·800·447·1176 '"" ' • 1617) 393-3124 1">1 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTIC E 

CALL & ORDER NOW 

With Additional Toner 
Cartridge $1625 

IN STOCK DESKJET 
$725 

Lay Away Available 
Onterl11 llfll'llltlll: We ship anywhere in the continental 
United States via UPS. Prices are subject to change without 
notice. We accept VISA. MasterCard, oersonal and company 
checks and money orders. 

All returns must have prior authoriza tion !rom our 
customer service department within 7 days of receipt. All 
returns must be in like-new condition, complete and in 
original packaging. Incomplete merchandise will not be 
accepted for return . Returned products are subject to a 20% 
restocking fee (SBO maximum). Defec tive products will be 
repaired or replaced at APE's discretion. We do not guarantee 
compatibility. Not responsible for typographical errors. 

$1125 
WHILE STOCK LASTS 
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MICROMINT'S Gold Standard in Sin\lle Board 
, -~ Computers & Controllers~ 

BCC180 - $395.00 ImageWise'M 
MULTITASKING CONTROLLER 

The BCCI80. ontr 4 . .5~ x 8.5" uses the same 64180 CMOS Z-80 lnsuuctlon compatible 

processor as Mlcrominfs SB\80 and SBtsofX single lx>ard computers. Coniiqured 
primarily for process control wfJ84 K of memory. 6 parallel I/O ports. console selial 

~~~~~r:,:~f;g~~iC~~':Oa~~~~~e~:~~ gg~·,rodu~~~~~~~~~;"~M-
exvansion bus as Micromini's 6CC52 controller boord. 

• CMOS 111>6.1180. 9.2t6M II~ &-bi l CllU. 6e·pln PLCC P<lCII..I\.'C 

MEMOUV 
• Up to 384K bvtl~ tow! ffil:ll'IOI')' on·bo.ird 
• 1'1!K ol tither ~t.'llic RAM IM"l*l 01' EPIK>M 12711~) 
• 'l~K d}'namic RAM SL\.IM 
• fu11 ·f1111Ciion ~K llOM monitor lno;ludt d 

!NPUTIOUTPUT 
• Como~\' RS.'232 :.enal pon >&llh .wtob.tudrat.:~l«tto 19.~b.Jud 
• I\:ripher.llloi:'MI pon . t:!(l-19. 200 b.Jud. !oelecMblc RS.'2l2,1r.i-~t>1 or RS-48~ 
• 4&bils bHlirection.tlpard!le!IIO 
• 6-IK l.O ~-.lii.J.ble throu¢ the M:C bm ~conn« lor 

DIMENSIONS dnd CONNEcnONS 
• Dualnpm(l.).t36·t~cClrln«ror 

• COfllp,mblewuh .ill Mk:rommt M:C-loe~ 1..0 up.anWon brurtb 

· ~2fl.pinht-ddt:rsiOI)I.xbl-dire<:tiool~par3llclpofls 

• ~~pin D~5$ l01 1lS2~2 console 1.0 
• wpinlle.idcrlorllS'J3~.tu."<ilid!f seridlpon 
• 4 ~rcw u:m\lnab lor I25-4W/4Bl connec tion 

&CC18CH·20 9Miiz assembled and fully socRe ted &:C 180 CompU!er/ 

Controller ~th :52K bytes of ~talic RAM. ROM Monitor. 

BA.SIC· II!O development !.Of!Ware and user"s manual S:59S.oo 

For addiliona1256K DRAM add Stoo.oo 

&CCI~ I too Qu4ntJty w/l2K RAM, w/o Monitor llOM S209.oo 

SB180FX -$409.00 
S~le 8oard ComputeT 

IBIIOPXT1!CJOQCAL .sP!ICli'KAl10f 

PI>OC...,. 
• tui«NHD&oltao . .-. l-blt CP\.I In• 
Wf*tP\.CC~ 

• StlprrwtoiZ..o lnWI.ocuonw:t 
~'-'-rmuhiply 

• ln~•led MrTnor7 MlnoQrmtnt 
Unlt wlthlntKb,taDddlftS~C 

• o,rwnlcRAMtdre.h 
• lliW!l!OI~Qefln·IOf 

• OcxltedM:IWLOI)Oir 
• t channr!Dirf'CtMrmoryAc.cas 

Coo'""" 
• tchannd ""'"hr~ Sn\al 

Cotnmunic.atlon lntntac:~ 
• tcNnndt!Wllll'loQf~ --• ttilltl"f\IPIS 
• Ou.llbla lntni«rtoU.u-¥1diOu 

wpp:;li\Chlp$ 
• &r....wlz.9tiiiMH1..v>dtttN 

MH: 'flolm!Opnlllon 

"''""' • S tt Kbf!adynamiC llA.Monbodtd 
• Mrmoryutnnallyupondabit l0 4 .......... 
• flther .. eK'lfiW. I6K'lltrii.Of 
:wKtiY16fPIO()M~ 

• l'uDiunctlon8KilOMraldent 

"""''a 

INPtm:)llf"PUT 
• Coruole~3~ttMiporr wlth auto

Nud II If: Jd«IIO 3UOO Nud 
• Pmphtrai!ZS-9n ttNl pon. luD h.tnd· 
~. llO-!.UOObui 

· ~pnni!Tp.valldi.Opon 

• gt bi6bi<llrtction41paralleli.Q 
• r~t~d«odinq. IO I)Oitd«od 

11'19· anddualbl.oint~rt«~bfouqtu out 
IOup.IR!.IOnbu!.CQnll«IOf 

• CMibcdirecU,•tt«hftltoGJt60b.cl 6 
4-'0 CobQ!aphO.Id.Jptn 

• FullfiiTiplnntT\ttdSCSihardd$..nd 
communlcatiOIU bl41nttrl«~ 

fl.OWI'IHAROOISKtKrellfN:f 
• U~nSWndatdMicrOII~term91166~ 

conuolkr 
• COmP'tlblc: wuh NEC 16~ controller 
• On-chipdiQitald.!ILilotpolfi iQf 
• c.ncontrd s •lo · . s ·~ · . and l'lloppr 

d!Wdmn-up ro ' ... ..,. combmanon 
• Hondln both f Mmcodtdbii)Qitdcn· 
)ITy!and MfM m~;odtdldoublrdriUifVI 

"" • tK:IlllCioSCSibuHonnolkrlofh.wd 
d!Worner«rl>c~non 

SOI'N'~f COMW..n~IUTY 

• CPr'M.ZRIX)S.ZCPilSComp.ttlblr 

SB I80fX· I S&ti!OFX 6 14~ MH: computer bwrd popuLllcd w / 

'156 1\ brl l"> tM.M. 81\ by1c ROM monuot wtthOUI SCSI chtp 
Adds~oo lorQMtlz. 

SB ISOfX-1-30 S!lt80FX·t ~·omput~·r bo.11d cbdi!)CIIt~o:d 

.ttx.r.:c "<"tth Z·S))t•·m !1011\<"dll.' tndudtnQ Zlm OS ZCPil.• 
editor. uuhue~ ZA.S o~~mbl e1 . • rnd ZOM dehl.t\\,'Cr. 1'>105 
o1nd llOM rnunuor :.ourcc~ .md 8105 1m SCSI lldrrl dt~~ 
Su led I S 

GTIS0-$395.00 
Graphics Display System 

The GT180 h.r. b01h TTL 
RGB I tell· qr~n ·blue 

The GTI80 olfen these led t u r~ 

~e;~~~~~~~ !~~~ly 
compaublc Vo1 th vutually 
all standard and muluscan 
CRT monitors. and has u 
connector lor an IBM PC ..,.,.,.,d 

• =anced qraphro controller prOVIde~ lntelhvent hnP bctw«n compuua ,md 

• Onl? 5.75. x 11· . pnJqy·boc~ on eit her an SB t60 or SB tSOFX computer 
• Hlqh re50iuuon dt d low cost 640 x 41!0 with 16 of 4096 colors 
• HarcNoare dr.JW~nQ commanch liNE. RECTANGLE POLYLINE. POLYOON. ClR· 

CLE. ELLIPSE. ARC. Fl t.LED RECTANGLE. PAINT. PATTERN . WIND()\11 . .tnd COP"r' 
to name but d lew 

• AutomdUC translation ol loqical X·Y coordtndt~ ru ph~tcdl tramc butler 

"""'""" 
: ~~~~~y~r!~~~~~!';6~t~~r;~~cn~ and .....,n~ ~reen 
• Fully supported bv OT180 Graphi.X Toolbox wrmcn rn Modula·'.! 

GTII0-1 

GTII0-2 

Grdphic Dt~la? E.llpamron !Xlard 
rrn. roe. onlyJ 
Graphrc Di~play E.arpan~lon Bo;ud 
(TTL PGB dnd Analoq JlGBJ 

88NE-8 BYTE • MAY 1988 

$449 .00 

Serial Digilallm"'!ing Syslem 

MtCRO,'-.tiNT INTRODUCES A SfANO.AtONE SERIAL DIGITAL IMAGING SYSTEM.' Tile 
MICROMINT lmaqeWlle'" Serial DIQita.l lmaQlnu System b the most C05tetlective 

and t't' I!M.ltile hi'ii'h pcrlormdnce 'ij' r<tyscidl' video Cli'ii'i tlzln'ii' system on the martlet today. 

The lm<Jio'CWisc system !"ld5 tx:en de~tqned to !unction <'IS a ~t andalone dlqllizer or as 
an tOIC'ii't,ll componem ol a complete telc ·imaqm~ sy.,tcm lrnaQeWlse .. 's s.cnal ly bit 

~~~bJ-~1\~i~~~t~~i~~c~~~:~~~ a~~~;:r~~~~j~~~ ~d~!l;'~ ;:~ ~:~nJ1~utcr 
IJesktop J>ubllshlm,l. <llllomatic inspecuon. ,1nd !oCcurity applicmions. 

Cltticai-System !unction$ such as imd\je resolution and picture updme can be 
controlled and comm.tndi.'d remotdv. lm~ .tre uansmttti.'d and recetred s.crially. 

either compreocd or uncompr~d. and can be displil)-ed. u.msmUted. stored. 

edired. or processed lor u!oC In a variety ol lndustry stand,lrd ilppl lcdlion soiN"are 

lMAOEWLSe S'IS11!M SPeciFICAT10NS 

• Nar IJu~ d~pcnderu - C<ln luncuon sr ;uu~t lonc 

• Truelr<l!Tl~~~dbbcr - u~ ah~hsp«d IJ.nh AID conwner.:~rult>4K 
byt~Oi st!ll lc I?AMIOCdplutl?di\Hn.lQ\'llll i60Lhsetond 

• .~~tec~pt~ o~ny fi!W or c'llor NTSC adco ~•Qndl 
• S tut~ p.c turo..'"S .JS'1Hitn;:~ ol236 ptXtls. f>.41C9Cl~ ~~~<lit 
• Re:.oluuon ol ttdnsmlttcd 1m3~ Is :.ohll'~rc ~-t i•'C ldbh: . • !lllm<l\'o..~ are 

rcpre3oen tedln6-4ll'"l'elsol ~ril';' !oC<I Ie 

Stl«table~u1ion~ 
tltVh2l6J 244X6 
Mt•dt'1!Xt2'1x6 
I.W 64X6 t•6 

• Video Input 1 rolt peol~· tO· pcd~. MWor color 1S uhm t•·rmlrwltlon 
• VIdeo Output 1$ Ohm. I ~ V po:e~lt · 10· pt'iL~ NlSC COffi[XY.>I It.' \'Ideo 

• ~~~~~~MJ~:~~bl~ ~},3~~;~ z:~ ~~~tl::,~~:~~~~ ~~.;t. 
dblrddt~ compre»lnnMnlotll 

• Mode-m comp.:~ttblc· E<ll.ilf lunc t iOru<n<l.;"~deo telephone 10 ~nd 

'PiOC'Oilll<IQeSdnywhere. 
• ~~~~~~<J~~~~~~Io.ttl. t~odtltspl.:~yutthllt'S ptCNM.k'd 

Opdonal PC Ut.Ul liet DJ.slt comoeru lmaQeWIM~ flies lor ~ with popular ~a.Rtop 

and Palnt Provranu. 

11f01 
DROI 

lm,I\,.'CWisc Di!,!llt:c r / Tran smtLt ~·l 

lnM~WI!.eReccit"Cri DISplity 

$)U.OO 
Sl49.00 

MICROMINfs OEM-286 IS a complete PC/AT·CPU and more. The OEM-286 t ~ the 

first low P<PoWr. tOO"'o AT compattble \Vhich lw been specrftcally desiQned for OEM 

use within the industridl and buslne15 secton The OEM-286 ledtures the Zymos 

CMOS POACH set and I~ companble A\Vafd 8105. The de9elopment ol the 

POACII chi]> !oCI has all~ the 1291C"s on a standard AT to be reduced Lo 20 !C"s 
and NO SIMMS. \tlho1 this means lor you is . 

I) The O<Jerall size old s1andard AT/CPU ~ bo:en conden~ rmo the expaiUion 
cardlo rmfac tor. lll'I• ' JC 5'1.-l 

'.!1 Pol«r requiremenlS are less then 1 A @ 5 volts 
l ) Of.M-286 pluf: Into a PM51t'e bacllplane lor edS)' connection to other expan· 

The o~?d:t~~~~ble in both 8 dnd tO Mhz versions and comes Vo1 th the Award 
BIOS. 

OEM-286110 
OEM-283/BP 

OEM-286110 

OI!M· 286 feATU!lES 

• tOO'I<.AT comp.~uble' 
• 110286 M.ICtoprOCnw!". 8 Of tO Mh: 
• 802UCo-Proc~l<.lloptiondl 

• 6~ Kbyt~oliK)M . Cdn •ICCommodil te 1~8 Kbyt\"S 
• l t ~ Kl:ryt!ho! UAM 
• Kl.-ybo.lrdControllcr 
• f.trpom.ioo Cdrdlizel.xtor 
• Sldndardtoterf«t:torheS~lemf.trp.tlbion!lln 
• 1\.meryb«w-cl r~dl!imc cloclt 
• All'lltd!IIOSlncludo.•d 

tOMHzATICPU 
8 SLOT J>ASSIVP. BACKPlANE 

too QUANTtT'i PRICE 

$620.00 
5115 .00 

5562.00 

The MICROMINI KCS2 Computer/ 
ControUtt is a st and-<~lone ~inQie board 
miCfocomputer which need~ only d 

power suppl? and terminal to become a 
complete system proqrammable In 
aASIC or machine lanquaqe. The 
8CCS2 uses the lmei 80~2AH ·~IC 
microprocessor which coo1ains a ROM 
resident 8K byte lloatln'ii' pornt BASIC 
interpreter It con:ains socbe 1 ~ for up 
to 48K by1es ol RA.MIEPROM. <ln 
·· l n~elltqenf ' '.!764/128 EPROM pro
Qrammer. 3 parallel ports. a serial 
1erminal port with auto bdud rah~ 
selection. a serial printer port . 

8CCS2• 

Basic·5'.! Computer/Controller 
$199.00 

OEM 100 QUANTTT\' PRICE 

5 t49.00 

8CCS3 
Multi function Expan~ion Boatd w/OK 
adds 6 ports and 6'.!K by\~ 5160.00 

• NOW .Go\lt.A.BU: IN INDusnHAl. TUlP£R.Anun: RANGf - CAU.I"ClR IHI'ORMAnON 

BCCll-$139.00 
Basic Controller 

......,.., 
• Uses Z8 ~l n'ij'le chip microcomputer 
• On board tiny basic Interpreter 
• '.! on board parallel pons & serial port 
• 6 ln1errupts (4 eJC temal) 
• Ius! connec t d CPT and write coottol 

pr09rams In &isle 

• 6K &yt~ of RAM or EPROM 
memory on board 

• Baud rates 1 ro-9600 bps 
• Data and addre-5.$ bus available lor 

56K memory and 110 eJCpomion. 
• Con!tllmes only 1.5 wal ts at + 5. + 12 

& - I'.!V. 

BC.CtP 

$89.00 

• NOW AMJ.LA.Ilt IN INDUSnH.\L T!MP!RATURf RANOe-CAU..I'OO IHI'ORMAl10N 

BCC22- $249.00 
Tenn·MJte Sman Tenninal 

Wh? pay ~500 o~ more lor a !>tnart termlnat? The TERM· MITE ST oilers you all ol the 
foUO\VinQ on a smqle board for IC$ than •J, the pric~ 

• OlmenS!Oils: 4'X6'.V • 11 Graphicchdracters 
• 1'18 displayable characters 
• 24 ltncs x 80 characters 

• 25th line le\"'er..l.' video status dis,play 
• 21 escape functions 
• t4 controllunctions • Se 1;~.uatc transmit & receiver baud 

ldles( tt (}J9.200bps) 
• CRT rehesh at 50· 60 Hz 

• Directl? dmes composite video 01 

separated sync monitor 
• SUpports scanned and encoded 

bevbooO<Is 
• All functions are fi~TT~Ware 

controlled. Source code available 

El>lTING FEATURES type09er.clear to s-c reen to space or null. erase to end or 
J)d9e. erase to end ol line. absolule cuoor addr~nq 

VIDEO ATTRIBUTES; reoe r~ video. hall tOiensiiJ. double hei'ij'ht. double width. 
underlined. bllnbinq and blanb charocters. 

BUS CONFIGURATION. MICROMINI OCC compauble or no bus connection 
necces.sary lor stand-alone operat ion wi1h parallel 
k;otx>ard 

BCC22 
BCC22K 

TERM·MITf Smart Termtndl Boord 
PARALLEL Encoded ASC11 KEYWARD 
pluQS direct!? into TERM·MITE 

European Distributor: 
J.B. DesiQns 

5!49.00 
5 79.00 

Cirencester. Glos. EnQiand GL7 2PB 
Tel: 0285-68122 

Manufacturer Representatives: 
kcess Technole>q)' 
Placentia. CA 92670 
Tel: (714) 996-39 17 

Microfuture 
fremont. CA 94538 
Tel: (415) 657-0264 

To order call 

l-800-635-3355 
for technical infonnation 1-(203)·871-tH 70 

TELEX: 643331 FAX (203) 872·2204 

Micromint, Inc~~~~ 
4 Park Street ~A,~. 
Vernon, CT 06066 ~-



You'll Like Our Prices Even Better 
When You See What You Get 

At No Charge: 

Ship First, Bill Later. 
Some companies will charge 
your credit card weeks before 
the system is shipped. We 
never do. 

Plenty of companies offer you 
low prices on computer systems. 

But sometimes you get a few 
things you didn't bargain for Like 
defective equipment. "No Returns" 
policies. Hidden charges. Or charges 
for unshipped merchandise. 

Were out to change all that. 
We're Fust Micro. We believe 

20 MB Thrbo xT 

No Hidden Charges. 
Other companies charge you 
ext~<~ for using your credit card. 
And there's never any sales tax 
when you buy from Fust Micro. 

it's possible to sell really good 
PC's. at a really good price. 

But more important. we believe 
in satisfying customers. Because 
we think a happy customer will 
come back again. Hopefully. with 
a friend. 

And that's why we offer this 
guarantee: If for any reason you 

4.77/8 MHz • 512K RAM • Eight Slots • 360K 
DSIDD Half-Height Floppy • 20MB Half
Height Hard Disk • Hi-Res Amber Moni tor w/ 
Tilt-Swivel Base • Mono Text/Graphics Card • Para llel Port • Al:sryle 
Keyboard • J 50W Power Supply • LEDs for Power/Turbo/Fixed Disk 

• Keyboa rd Lo;;o MB Thrbo aT $}595 
6/10 MHz • 512K RAM • Eight Slots • !.2M 
DSIDD Half-Hei bt Floppy • 40MB Ha lf
Hei$.ht Hard Dis~ • Hi-Res Amber Monitor 
w/1 ilt-Swivel Base • Mono Text/Graphics Card • Parallel Port 
• AT-style Keyboard • 200W Power Supply • LEDs for Power/Turbo/ 
Fixed Disk • Keyboard Lock 

Total Quality Assurance. 
Your Fust Micro XI or aT will 
be everything it's cracked up to 
be-or we give you your money 
back. no ques tions asked. 

decide to return your F1rst Miao :xT 
or aT within thirty days of receipt. 
we'll give you your money back. 
no questions asked. 

So when you need a good. fast 
system and you need it good and 
fast-make your first call. your 
Fust call. 

F1RST 
MICRO 

C 0 R P. 
47A Route 28 
Windham. NH 03087 

800-634-5872 
In NH: 603 -898-3430 

VISA "'·l.lstc rC.Hd Jccept'-'d lO·DJy monl'r back gu.u.m tcl.' on Jll S.l lcs SJlL'S homs <) .; EST OthL'r confrgur.urons .md ~0mponcn t s .1\'.lrl.Jbll· Sr~Mm SJX'OfKJtrons .mJ pnces .Hc suhtiXt to ch.mge \\' rthout notrC<~ 
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~t • IN PORTABILITY• 
~G~2a& 
~ 386 

• SYSTEM INCLUDES: 
• 3.5" 720KB DRIVE 
• 5.25" 1.2MB DRIVE 
• 20MB HARD DISK 
• 1200/300 INTERNAL MODEM 
• PARALLEL/SERIAL/GAME PORT 
• REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR 
• 9" EGA OR DUAL SYNC 

MONITOR 
• MODIFIED 84 KEY 

AT-STYLE KEYBOARD 
• RESET AND TURBO SWITCH 

• 80286-12 CPU 
Multi-Speed 

• Runs at 6/8/10/12 MHz 
• 640K Main Memory 
• 80287 Math 

Co-Processor Socke~ .. 
• 7 Full Expansion = 

Slots 
• OS/2 Compatible 

\ _ 

• KEYLOCKIDRIVE LED/POWER LED 

• WE PROVIDE COMPLETE SYSTEMS -NOT BARE BONES • 
SYSTEMS ARE READY TO GO - JUST PLUG IT IN. 

Choose From a Full Line of Systems ... 
TRIOATA TURBO 8088 SYSTEMS 

• 4.77/10 MHz 8088-1 CPU, keyboard or hardware 
selectable, math coprocessor socket 

• 512K RAM on main board 
• 8 Expansion slots 
• AT style case with keylock, power on LED, 

turbo switch and LED 
• 150W power supply (110/220 V) 
• Enhanced AT style keyboard 
• Multi 1/0 card includes 1 parallel port, 1 

serial port (2nd serial port optional). 1 
game port , 1 real time clock, calendar, bat
tery backup, 2 floppy drive controller 

• 2 hard drive controller 
• 360KB DS/DD floppy drive 
• 20 MB hard drive 
• Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible 

with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with 
parallel port 

• High resolution monochrome monitor 
• Full IBM PC/XT compatibility . 
• 2.1 times faster than PC, XT 

PRICE: $1095.00 

TR/OATA TURBO 286 SYSTEMS 
• 6/10 MHz 80286-10 CPU, 0/1 wait state, 

keyboard or hardware selectable, math 
coprocessor socket , real time clock, calen
dar, battery backup 

• 640K RAM on main board 
• 8 Expansion slots, 6 16-bit , 2 8-bit slots 
• AT style case with keylock, power on LED, 

turbo LED, reset button 
• 200W power supply (110/220 V) 
• Enhanced AT style keyboard 
• Multi 110 card includes 1 parallel port, 1 

serial port (2nd serial port optional) , 1 
game port 

• 2 hard & 2 floppy drive controller 
• 1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format 

both 1.2MB & 360 KB floppies 
• 40 MB Hi-speed hard drive 
• Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible 

with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with 
parallel port 

• 14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor 
• Full IBM AT compatibility 
• 7 times faster than PC,XT 
• OS/2 Compatible when OS becomes available 

PRICE: $1890.00 

TRIOATA 386 TURBO SYSTEMS 
• 6/16 MHz 80386 CPU (20 MHz optional) 

keyboard or hardware selectable, 1 Wait 
State (0 wait optional) , 80287 & 80387 
math coprocessor socket, real time clock, 
calendar, battery backup, 2 serial, 1 parallel 
ports on main board , 16 interrupts, 7 DMA 
channels, support up to 16 MB with 32-bit 
wide memory bus 

• 2 MB RAM memory board 
• 8 Expansion slots, 2 32-bit, 4 16-bit, 2 8-bit 

slots 
• AT style case with keylock, power on LED, 

turbo LED, reset button 
• 200W power supply (110/220 V) 
• Enhanced AT style keyboard 
• 2 hard & 2 floppy drive controller 
• 1.2 MB Hi-density floppy drive can format 

both 1.2MB & 360 KB floppies 
• 40 MB Hi-speed hard drive 
• Monochrome Graphics Adapter (compatible 

with Hercules Graphics Adapter) with 
parallel port 

• 14" Flat Screen monochrome monitor 
• Full IBM AT compatibility 
• 9 times faster than PC, XT 
• OS/2 Compatible when OS becomes available 

PRICE: $3295.00 

./ 

/ 

FREE $70.00 Nylon Carrying Case 
with Purchase 

SYSTEM OPTIONS 
• 14" Color Monitor w/card .......... 250.00 
• EGA Monitor w/card . . .. 450.00 
• Multisync EGA w/ATI card . . 650.00 
• 1200/300 Internal w/software ........ 85.00 
• 2400/300 Internal w/software . . . 165.00 
• AT 80286-12MHz System ....... ..... 65.00 
• 386-12MHz 0 Wait State . . ... CALL 

• YOUR ORDER SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HRS • 
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY AND 24 HRS REPAIR SERVICE • 

• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE* • 
Prices quoted are for cash. 
We accept MIG and VIS4 

"Notice must be filed with us within 21 days of 
receipt 
Prices, terms and conditions are subject to 
change w/o notice 
Not responsible for typographical errors 

FOR YOUR 
ORDER 

CALL NOW 
(617) 655-3434 

DIG/COM 
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION 
220 W. Central St. , Natick, MA 01760 • (617) 655·3434 

PC/XT & AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines. OS/2 is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. 
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~F&W Communications 

LOW COST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR IMAGE PROCESSING NEEDS 

19"VGA Monitors! 
Hitachi 3619A VGA . ... .. .. . $1299.00 
Video 7 256 color VGA card $345.00 
19"CAD monitor/ card package 
displays 1024xB00,16 colors $1799.00 
Magnavox Multimode 14"monitor 
with BOOx600 card ... ... .. .... .. . $759.00 

MICROTEK SCANNERS 
Create and edit images with your 
computer from photos or artwork. 
Use the Eyestar Plus software for 
paint and pixel e diting at 300dpi 
to produce c ustomized images. 
A publis h e r's must from $1485.00 

The Summagraphic digitizer tablets 
allow electronic tracing at .001 inch 
resolution for any drawing or photos. 

Summa Plus 12"x 12" ....... $399.00 
Summa MM1B12 1B"x12" ... ..... . $675.00 
Summa Mouse (optical) ......... $87.50 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS BIG SAVINGS ON YOUR HARD COPY NEEDS 
Dr. HALO III ....... $49. 00 
Use this famous paint program as 
a business tool for mixed text and 
graphics . Create presentations 
animating charts and graphs with 
21 fonts for word processed text. 

DRAFIX I PLUS .. $192.00 
An advanced, low cost CAD package 
which produces Autocad compatible 
drawing files and contains many of 
the advanced features of software 
packages costing well over $2000. 

PagePerfect .. NEW!!. $399.00 
A powerful desktop publisher which 
combines word processing, color 
page layout, with scanning and 
printing functions in one package! 

GENIUS MOUSE $35.00 
200 DPI, no power supply needed 

LOGITECH MOUSE $119.00 
WITH DR. HAL0 . . 200 DPI 

OPTIMOUSE. ........ $129.00 
WITH DR. HALO, no moving parts 

CALL US FOR 
THE BEST DEAL. ... 

The Mural 'D' s ize flatbed plotter 
will plot media sizes to 25" x 34". 
Call for full details!! $2195.00 

The Blaser II laser printer is 
perfect for FULL PAGE graphics at 
300 dots per inch. Button selectable 
emulation offers almost universal 
compatibility at B pages per minute. 
Blacker fill than others!! $1650.00 

Houston Instruments Plotters!!! 
F&W offers the comple te line of fine drafting plotters including 
the multi- media size. CALL . .... . . . ... . . ...... ... . 

Attention architects, artists , designers and publishers! 
Our unique experience allows us to offer you the equipment 
which will give you a competitive edge !! 

Want to Read More? Call Our Dial- Up 
Catalog/Bulletin Board (300-2400 baud) at 
(617)481-7222 to Access Our Database !! 

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPT ED.' 

CALL! (617)485-1144 

Circle 479 on Reader Service Card 

OR VISIT OUR DISPLAY ROOM 
WE ARE LOCATED OFF RT. 20 1 MILE EAST OF I- 495 IN 
DOWNTOWN MARLBORO, AT THE SIGN OF FARADAY AND WHEATSTONE 
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QUALITY & SERVICE!! 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY!!! 
24 HOUR SHIPPING!!!* 

'MOST ITEMS 

10 MHz XT 12 MHz AT 
$499 $995 

• 4.77- 10 MHZ DUAL SPEED 
(SWITCHABLE BY TURBO BUTTON) 

• AT TYPE CASE 
• RESET BUTTON 
• TURBO BUTTON 
• KEYBOARD LOCK 
• POWER LED 
• 640K RAM 
• 1-360K DISK DRIVE- FUJITSU 
• AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
• 150 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
• 8088-1 CPU w/8087 OPTION 
• FLOPPY CONTROLLER CARD 
• MS-DOS 3.1 USER'S GUIDE 

• 6/8/10/12 MHz 
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 
SWITCHABLE 

• VLSITECHNOLOGY 
• 80286 CPU w/80287 OPTION 
• 200 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
• 640K RAM, 1.0 MB EXP 
• FLOPPY DRIVE- FUJITSU 1.2MB 
• HARD /FLOPPY CONTROLLER CARD 

WESTERN DIGITAL, WA2 
• AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
• CLOCK/CALENDAR 
• MS-DOS 3.1 USER'S GUIDE 

ADD $85 FOR ADDITIONAL 360K FLOPPY DRIVE 

MONO SYSTEM: 
Complete with HERCULES 
compatible card w /printer 

port & Samsung TTL monitor 

COLOR SYSTEM: 
Complete with color graphic 

card w /printer port & 
Samsung 14" RGB color 

monitor 

XT AT XT AT 

EGA SYSTE.M 
Complete with EGA graphic 

card w /printer port & 
Samsung 14" EGA monitor 

XT AT 

$649$1149$829$13 $1049$1549 
&)lseagate HARD DRIVES __ ~-------,..---------,-----,..------. 

20MB KIT 
ST-225 
$289 

30MB KIT 
ST-238 
$329 

40MB KIT 
F~R ST-251 

$429 

20MB 
HARD CARD 

$329 

30MB 40MB 
HARD CARD HARD CARD 

$429 $499 
ALL XT DRIVES COME WITH CONTROLLER CARD, CABLES & MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS. ALL DRIVES ARE FORMATTED. 
ALL DRIVES ARE INTERNAL. HARD CARDS ARE MANUFACTURED BY CMS. 

12" MONOCHROME, TTL 14" COLOR RGB 14" EGA COLOR 

$85 $279 $~§Ap 
W/SWIVEL BASE W/SWIVEL BASE W/ EGA CARD $539 

Smart link MODEMS: 

MATH PROCESSORS: 
8087-3 
8087-2 
80287-6 
80287-8 
80287-10 

5 Mhz 
8 MHz 
6 MHz 
8 MHz 
10-MHz 

MOUSES: 

$109 
$159 
$169 
$259 
$299 

1200 BAUD 1200 BAUD 2400 BAUD 2400 BAUD GENIUSGM6+ ~ LOGITECH 

$89 $99 $179 $199 $79 $89 
INTERNAL EXTERNAL INTERNAL EXTERNAL WIGEN IUS PAINT WIPLUS SOFTWARE 

W/DR. MALLO 
ALL MODEMS COME WITH COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE & USER'S GUIDE ALL MOUSES ARE SERIAL, OPTOMECHANICAL. 

VISA • 
1-800-537-4344 ORDERS 

ONLY! 

ORDER NOW! 
HOURS: M-F: 8:30A.M. - 5:30P.M. 

SAT: 9:30A.M. - 1:30 P.M . 

88NE-12 BYTE • MAY 1988 

Computer Age, Inc. 
55 Fishfry Street Hartford, CT 06120 

FAX: (203) 724-3565 

TLX: 5106008830 (COMPR AGE UQ) 

Info & Tech Support:(203) 724-5100 

• NO SURCHARGE FOR MASTERCARD, '1 \SI\ 
•NO ORDERS CHARGED UNTIL SHIPPED 

· ALLOW 15 DAYS FOR PERSONAL CHECK ORDERS 
• DEFECTIVE MERCHANDISE MAY BE RETURNED FOR REPAIR OR EXCHANGE ONLY 

• WE 00 NOT GUARANTEE COMPATIBILITY 
• ANY GOODS RETURNED FOR CREDIT ARE SUBJECT TO A 10% RESTICKING FEE 

· ALL PRICIES AND POLICIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
• NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPO·GRAPHICAL ERRORS 
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SHORT TAKES 
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products 

An LCD as Crisp as a CRT 

Zenith 's TurbosPort 386 Model40 incorporates some of 
the most advanced technology I've ever seen in a battery

powered portable computer, including a one-of-a-kind 
display and "intelligent power management." To conserve 
battery power, Zenith elected to run the 386 with zero wait 
states at a nonstandard 12 MHz. The slower speed is offset by 
fewer idle cycles, yielding excellent throughput: A 
preproduction ThrbosPort (with no coprocessor) ran a 
sampling of our benchmarks from 86 percent to 99 percent as 
fast as a coprocessor-equipped IDM PS/2 Model80. 

Besides the clock speed, numerous other design features 
let the ThrbosPort make the most of its battery power. One 
such feature, the intelligent power management (IPS) system, 
lets you use a pop-up menu to selectively power down 1/0 
circuitry you might not need for a given task. You also can 
switch to a 6-MHz speed for maximum battery life during 
applications that are not computationally intensive. 

The IPS is also supposed to dramatically reduce recharge 
time and prevent the power-robbing "memory effect" that 
sometimes limits the usefulness of nickel-cadmium batteries. 
However, a spectacular failure in our prototype's IPS (one that 
caused a low-battery condition to lock the machine to the 
point where even plugging it into AC power and cycling the 
on/off switch would not force a reboot) left me unable to 
verify this. I eventually disconnected the batteries to reboot. 
You have to expect glitches in a hand-assembled prototype. 

Zenith's technological prowess is most clearly evident in 
the ThrbosPort's screen, which is the centerpiece of the 
machine: The display is a fluorescently backlit supertwist 
liquid crystal display (LCD) that produces black-on-white 
images with a contrast ratio close to that of a conventional 
monitor and-to my eyes-better for extended viewing than a 
plasma screen. With its 10V2-inch (diagonal) image area, 
8- by 16-character matrix, 400-line resolution, and gray-
scale CGA compatibility , this screen could be used full-time
not just when on the road. In fact, after 2 days of use with the 
ThrbosPort side by side with a 12-inch monochrome graphics 
monitor, I preferred the LCD. 

The display consists of two separate panels: active and 
passive LCD screens, separated by an air space and backed by 
fluorescent tubes in a reflector/diffuser assembly. The 
passive LCD corrects the chromatic aberration caused by the 
active, character-forming LCD much the same way that 
optical crown and flint glass combine to produce achromatic 
lenses. The net result is a screen that's very bright , with 
contrast ranging from near white to near black. 

The screen assembly and the motherboard are mounted in 
the ThrbosPort's clamshell lid, which lifts to reveal a 
detachable lightweight keyboard with 79 full-size keys . The 
back of the unit contains the power supply, battery, hard and 
floppy disk drives, and 1/0 connectors. The complete 
machine weighs about 18 pounds. 

Placing the motherboard in the lid allows the ThrbosPort 
to be convectively cooled. Although the hard disk drive and 
the power circuitry combined to produce a noticeable high-

The Facts: 
ThrbosPort 386 Model40 
$7599 

Zenith Data Systems 
1000 Milwaukee Ave. 
Glenview, IL 60025 
(800) 842-9000 
Inquiry 851. 

Options: 
1200-bps internal modem, 
$299; 2400-bps internal 
modem, $549; 2400-bps 
autosync modem, $699; 
external 5 1A -inch 360K -byte 
floppy disk drive, $399; 
8-MHz 8087, $285; 16-MHz 
80387, $1199. 

pitched whine in the preproduction ThrbosPort, overall, the 
fanless machine is quieter than most desktop machines-the 
Macintosh excepted. 

The basic ThrbosPort system includes an 80386 CPU with 
2 megabytes of RAM (expandable to 3 megabytes); a real-time 
clock/calendar; one 40-megabyte, 28-rnillisecond internal 
hard disk drive; one 1.4-megabyte/720K-byte 3 V2-inch floppy 
disk drive; a 25-line by SO-character "page white" backlit 
LCD; the 79-key detachable keyboard with a connector for an 
optional keypad; one serial port (D-9); one parallel port (D-
25); RGB video out (D-15); two internal proprietary expansion 
slots (one for a modem, one for memory); a proprietary 
expansion bus connector; battery and charger/power supply; 
MS-DOS 3.2; and Windows/386. 

We'll examine some of the technology incorporated in the 
ThrbosPort in an upcoming First Impression. We '11 also be 
reporting in the near future on the other new portables just 
announced by Zenith: the SupersPort and the SupersPort 286 
(based on 80C88 and 80C286 CPUs, respectively). 

-Fred I..anga 
continued 
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SHORT TAKES 

Safety Net for the PS/2 User 

-- r .....--: 

~~------- .. 
~---~~ 

S ysgen's Bridge-File comes in two configurations. The 
first can add 1.2-megabyte/360K-byte 5 'A-inch capability 

to IBM PS/2 Models 30, 50, and 60. A second version gives 
the IBM PC , XT, and AT the ability to read, write, and format 
both 720K-byte and 1.44-megabyte 3Vz-inch disks. A PS/2 
Model 80 version is now said to be available, but it was not 
part of the package I reviewed. 

My primary concern was to somehow get the ability to 
attach a high-density 5 1A-inch floppy disk drive to a PS/2 
Model 50. IBM's external360K-byte 5'A-inch drive could 
get me only halfway home, and IBM's Data Transfer Facility 
requires two computers and a lot of time. The Bridge-File, on 
the other hand , lets you use just about any MS-DOS-formatted 
medium and is a simple, obvious solution to a vexing 
problem. 

Installing Bridge-File is simple and requires no tools. 
You boot the system using the IBM Reference Disk to 

Finite Element Analysis 
n the past, most finite-element-analysis programs were 
written in FORTRAN by engineers who had neither the time 

nor the training to implement slick user interfaces. Thus, last 
summer's announcement of ELM interested me. Fujitsu intro
duced this finite-element program for the IBM PC, which is 
written in C and features icons and a menu-driven mouse 
interface. Fujitsu's demonstration of the program was 
impressive, with the user easily pointing and clicking through 
a complete analysis. 

Unfortunately, the finished product, which did not ship 
until January, bears little resemblance to the polished 
demonstration I saw last summer. The version I reviewed 
(ELM2 version 2. 07) had many menu options on the screen in 
faded blue, which, according to the manual , means "not 
implemented in ELM2 ." Among these nonimplementations 
were all element types except for beam elements; not even a 
truss or a spring element is included in this version . It seems 
that if the options can't be implemented, they shouldn't be in 
the menu bars . 

To make matters worse, the system-I used an IBM PC XT 
with an Orchid TurboEGA board-would hang up periodically 
when I attempted various operations. For example, I tried the 
mirror option for creating a mirror image of a beam model and 
ended up having to reboot. I tried to print the screen to my 
printer and got gibberish . There was virtually no information 
in the two manuals about how to print your model. Both 
manuals lack an index. 

90 BYTE • MAY 1988 

The Facts: 
Bridge-File 
$325 

Sysgen Inc . 
556 Gibraltar 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
( 408) 263-4411 
Inquiry 857. 

Requirements: 
IBM PS/2 Model 30, 
50, or 60; or an IBM PC, 
XT, or AT (or compatible). 

reconfigure the PS/2, reboot to establish the new con
figuration, run an installation program provided by Sysgen, 
and reboot one more time. That's it. The whole operation 
takes about 20 minutes . Sysgen's documentation was a big 
help , incidentally, and could serve as an industry model for 
clarity, brevity, and organization. 

You can read and write with any 5 1A -inch disk and run 
programs on the PS/2 from the newly designated drive D . You 
can format high-density disks on the external drive for 1.2-
megabyte capacity, and, while I had no trouble formatting 
360K-byte disks, Sysgen warns against it because such disks 
may prove unreliable in other 360K-byte drives. 

My overall assessment of the Bridge-File is that it could 
make people a lot happier about owning a PS/2. I know I 
greeted both the concept and Sysgen's execution with a sigh 
of relief. 

-Glenn Hartwig 

Another major problem is the mouse interface. You can 
perform some operations with the mouse, but sometimes 
you're forced to use the keyboard to enter a yes/no response. 
You should be able to use the mouse for all one-click responses. 
Having to switch back and forth is confusing at best. 

The mouse interface is supposed to help you create 
geometries quickly and easily. However, with ELM2, it is 
easy to overlap lines and node coordinates inadvertently . I 
also hung the system trying to erase part of a model and 
redrawing it. 

Fujitsu ' s concept of a menu-driven mouse interface for 
finite elements is extremely attractive . However, the current 
version is simply not solid enough to be a commercial 
product. 

The Facts: 
ELM2 version 2. 07 
$3995 

Fujitsu America 
3055 Orchard Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95134 
( 408) 432-1300 
Inquiry 853. 

-Nick Baran 

Requirements: 
IBM PC, XT, AT, or 
compatible with an EGA 
card , 640K bytes of RAM, 
a hard disk drive, a numeric 
coprocessor, a Microsoft 
Mouse (or .compatible), 
and DOS 2.0 or higher. 

continued 



Daily Care For A Hard Day's Work: 
1. Backup Your Hard Disk. 
2. Run Disk Technician Advanced. 

Learn from experienced users: DAILY BACKUPS WILL NOT 
STOP DATA CORRUPTION AND LOSS- YOU COULD BE 
COLLECTING GARBAGE. Nor will software utilities that 
claim to "repair," "block-out" or "re-align" bad sectors. There 
are many things about your hard disk computer system you 
have no control over. It is subjected to so many inherent, 
external conditions that random data corruption and losses will 
happen during normal use. In fact, the average business 
computer user experiences data corruption or loss many 
times each year. And does not even know it! 

Your Data Is Your Business. 
Data losses will cost you plenty. In time and money. You will 
first see these disguised as unfriendly screen messages like 
"ABORT, RETRY, IGNORE, FAIL?" Then -suddenly
you have a top-priority business emergency on your hands. 
So you pay a technician for repair or replacement that would 
be unnecessary if you had been using Disk Technician 
Advanced'm Automated AI Software System. Pay overtime 
attempting to recover as much of your scrambled data as 
possible. Spend even more time trying to redo projects from 
scratch. Then find out later that a few things just slipped 
through the cracks. 

Now You Can Take Control of 
Your Time, Money and Valuable Data. 

You brush your teeth to prevent cavities. You change the oil 
in your car to prevent engine damage. Now use Disk Techni
cian Advanced to prevent costly data corruption and loss. 
Disk Technician Advanced is a powerful Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) software system that does daily, weekly and monthly 
"check-ups" to predict and repair previously undetectable 
problems before they cause data corruption and loss. 
Your part is easy: Just press ENTER a few times. In less 
than 60 seconds, you can walk away and let Disk Technician 
Advanced do the rest. Automatically. Unattended. 

The Best Can Only Outdo Itself. 
You asked for them. And we gave you ... everything. Now, 
check out all the new features in Disk Technician Advanced: 

·Not copy-protected. 
•Built-in end user program resetability. 
·Displays current interleaving. 
·Tests and accurately determines optimal interleaving 
of your system and programs for maximum speed. 

•Changes interleaving non-destructively. 
•Runs from the hard disk OR floppy drive. 
•Non-destructive low-level formatter. 
·Automated repair and testing of all partitions on 
drives in one operation - OR individually. 
·Advanced AI pattern recognition and expert system. 
·4 different seek tests. 
·3-112" AND 5-114" floppy drive compatiblity. 
·Optional SafePark tmRAM-resident program AND safe 
zone; end user selectable safe zone location. 

·Screen saver. 
·Windowed help screens. 

Cut A Corner And Save! 
If you can afford to lose everything on your system, Disk 
Technician Advanced is not for you. But if your data is your 
business, don't wait. Order today. Because our special intro
ductory offer will end soon. So go right ahead! Cut a corner. 
And save $40.00 on the best data protection available at any 
price. 

Circle 329 on Reader Service Card 

What They Said About The Original Disk Technician: 

Hard Disk Management in the PC & MS DOS 
Environment by Thomas Sheldon (McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1988): "Disk Technician is the best data pro
tection on the market today. Do yourself a favor and buy 
this program." 
PC Magazine, Mitt Jones, June 23, 1987: "Prime Solu
tions claims its Disk Technician can prevent hard disk 
errors, repair even left-for-dead hard disks, and recover 
data- all automatically and without any technical skills 
on your part. Sound too good to be true? I thought so, 
too. But after witnessing a few minor miracles and a 
major miracle or two, I'm a believer. This $99 software 
may be the best investment you could ever make." 
New York Times, Erik Sandberg-Dimennt, August 4, 
1987: "Disk Technician seems like a product every 
owner of a hard disk should seriously consider buying and 
using daily for preventive maintenance. Think of it as 
dental floss for your computer." 
Inside Track, John C. Dvorak, June 23, 1987: "If you're 
one of those souls who are plagued by hard disk prob
lems, then take a look at Disk Technician from Prime 
Solutions." 
PC AI Magazine, Paul Anacker, Winter, 1987: "Disk 
Technician uses both an internal expert system and pat
tern recognition techniques. It is a utility program that 
can help prevent disk errors, recover lost data, and possi
bly repair assumed dead hard disks." 

Disk TechnlclanAdvanced''" 
Disk Techn/ciiJII Advanced is designed to work with 
2 physical hard disk drives on IBM PC/XT /AT, PS/2, 

.. 

derivatives and true hardware/software BIOS 
compatible IBM clones • Works with drives up to 136 
megabytes each with MFM-type controllers, or 208 
megabytes each with ALL-type controllers -provided 
they are partitioned in up to 24 logical drives up to 32 
megabytes each • Requires 512Kol RAM. Automated AI Software System 

$189.95 sugg. retail -Now At Better Dealers Everywhere. 

r------------------~ YES! I want Disk Technician Advanced 
Registered Owners of Disk Technician and Disk Technician+ may upgrade to Disk 
T&chnician Advanc&dby sending the original front and back covers of their Us&r's 
Manual and $69.95. To upgrade~ you have not registered your product. include the 
original registration form will! original front and back covers of your Us&r's Manual. 

Product .!JJlj SAVE/ youRCOST 

Disk Technician Advanced $189.95 $40.00 $14G.II5 

Reglstared o-Upgrade to Disk Technician Advanced $69.115 

SUBTOTAL: 

California residents, add 6-1/2% Sales Tax: __ _ 

Add shipping & handling (Continental US $4.50; Alaska, Hawaii 
& Puerto Rico $8.50; Canada $12.50; all other countries $16.50): __ _ 

TOTAL: 
PleasespecilydiskeHe size: 0 5-1/4" 0 3-1/2" ---

. Paymml muslaccompNiy your onl«. Prime Solutions Inc accepts VISA, 
MasterCard, EuroCard, and checks or drafts in US dollars payable at US banks. Allow 
15 banking days lor checks to clear. II paying by credit card: include card number, 
expiration date, and cardhoid&r's hom& addr&ss and 1&/&phon& number. Sorry, no 
COOs or purchase orders. 
To Ord« Disk Tochnlcian Adv..,ced: complete this form and mail to: Prime 
So!UIIons Inc; Cut-A-Cor.- Offer; 11140 Garnet Avonue; San Diego, CA G210!1 
USA. Include your name and complete shipping address (no PO boxes, please). 
Ordwsmuslinciude the original upper righthand comer of this page conlaining the 
words "Cuf.A-Com&r SAVE $40.00 BYTE Magazin& 0588~ This offer expires on July 
31 , 1988 and orders must be received by August 25, 1988. Offer void where restricted 
or prohib~ed by law. Offer is not valid in conjunction with any other Prime Solutions Inc 
promotion. 

~------------------~ 
109 USA 

800 847 5000 or 619 274 5000 
See us at COMDEX booth #5134 
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GET SUPERSOFT's 

SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS 

All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around 
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to 
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs, 
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other 
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of 
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level. 

NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced 
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible 
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the 
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded. 

NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s! 
For over nine years , major manufacturers have been relying on 
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers 
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's 
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation 
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save 
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money, 
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment. 

All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors 
System Expansion & Extended Memory 
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives 
Standard & Non-standard Printers 
System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt, 

Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM 

All Color Graphics & Monochrome 
Monitors 

Parallel & Serial Ports 
Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA 

Adapters 
All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller 

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, .. . who have 
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk 
because of our 30 day money back guarantee. 

Service Diagnostics for PC. PC/XT, and compatibles only .................... .. .......... $169 
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives).. . . ........ . $ 50 

Wrap-around Plug for PC , PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) ... ... .. .. .. $ 30 

Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only .. .. .. .. ....................... $169 

Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) .... ........ .. .. .. ..... .. ... ... $ 50 

Wrap-around Plug for AT (seriai) ... . .... .. .... . ..................................... $ 15 

ROM POST for PC . PC/XT. and compatibles only ............... ............................. $245 
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only .. . . ..... .... ... .... .... $245 

Service Diagnostics: The KIT (includes all of the above-save $502) ......... $495 

Service Diagnostics for all otherCPUs (386, V20, V30, Harris, etc.) .................. $195 

Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all CP/M-80, 

CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers .......... .. ..................................... ... .. .......... $1 25 

ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only .............. .................... ..... ............... $245 

Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) .................................... $ 50 

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 217-359-2112, 
FAX 217-398-5923, or write SuperSoft. 

sU 
~~~ 

SUPERSOFT is a registered trademark of SuperSoft. Inc. ; CDC of Control Data Corp.: IBM PC. AT & XT of 
Internationa l Business Machines Corp.; MS-DOS of MicroSoft Corp.; NEC of NEC Information Systems, Inc., 
PRIME of PRIME INC.: Sony of Sony Corp. 
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SHORT TAKES 

Hewlett-Packard's New Calculators 

The Facts: 
HP-19B Business Calculator 
$175 

HP-28S Scientific Calculator 
$235 

Hew lett-Packard 
1000 Northeast Circle Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
(800) 752-0900 
Inquiry 856. 

Although Hewlett-Packard has struggled in the personal 
computer marketplace, the company is still the leader 

when it comes to hand calculators. HP' s new 28S Scientific 
Calculator ($235) and 19B Business Calculator ($175) are 
marvels of modem electronics and computer science. 

The 28S, a calculator for scientists and engineers, is 
designed to perform sophisticated numerical analyses, 
including matrix algebra, differential equations, and complex 
numbers. In addition to a large function library, the 28S 
includes a comprehensive set of programming commands, 
including conditional and looping functions. 

The 19B is a calculator for business and financial 
professionals performing calculations involving economics, 
accounting, and time management. The 19B includes a wide 
array of built-in financial and statistical functions. 

Both calculators fold out to 7Y2 by 6 113 inches. On the right 
side, you'll find a standard numeric keypad and a variety of 
functions that you can access with a Shift key. The left side 
has alphanumeric keys for entering text values for program 
commands, variable names, or data lists. You can fold the 
left side behind the right side if all you need is the numeric 
keypad. 

The calculators have 4-line LCDs allowing 23 characters 
per line and a resolution of 32 by 137 pixels. I found the 
display hard to read, however, even after adjusting the 
contrast. 

Both calculators have an infrared printer interface, letting 
you print results on HP's 82240A infrared printer. The 28S 
has 32K bytes of user-available RAM for storing programs 
and data; the 19B has 6.5K bytes. An impressive feature on the 
28S is the ability to design menus and submenus of calcula
tion options, which appear in the bottom row of the display and 
are selected by pressing the corresponding key below each 
option. The 28S also has a hierarchical directory system for 
storing variables for different programs. 

Both calculators support graph plotting. The 19B allows 
plotting of statistical functions as well as curve fits and net 
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The graphics tool for all seasons! 
Announcing "ColoRIX" V G A Paint, the graphics editor for all EGA and V G A modes with the same easy to learn, icon
free interface you all know and love! RIX (creators of EGA Paint) have something we've been working on for almost three 
years that we think will knock your socks off! Introducing, RIX SoftWorks "ColoRIX" VGA Paint program! This is the 
one you've all been waiting for! With features programs costing over four times as much don't have! "ColoRIX" is designed 
for the new VGA standard and special "ZGA" high resolutions (640X480X256, etc.) as well as all the popular EGA 
resolutions up to 800 X 600 X 16 colors. "ColoRIX" has features like our exclusive Grad command (Automatic Color
Graduation Fill) which lets you select colors, press a button and you get a precisely computed color-graduated fill up to full
screen size instantly! A special Auto-Palette Organizer to help you quickly sort and manipulate your 25 6 color palette out 
of the 256,000 that are now available for use in VGA modes! You'll love our VGA Smoother too, with up to four levels of 
automatic anti-aliasing to smooth up those awful "jaggies". Yes, "ColoRIX" has all the features contained in our superlative 
EGA Paint 2005 Final Version (the only " final version" of any software program ever!). For a limited time, as a special 
introductory bonus, customers of "ColoRIX" who order direct will receive a $200.00 discount on our fantastic 
"TARGA'" Utilities" package! "TARGA'" Utilities"translates TARGA'" files to any of our supported EGA or VGA 
screens and comes with the best TARGA printing program in the industry! Save big bucks and get the one and only 
"ColoRIX" from those wild and crazy folks in Irvine, CA! 

I ColoRIX VGA Paint- Just $199.00 I 
CALL NOW TO ORDER- Toll Free: 

ln CA: (800)233-5983 Outside CA: (800)345-9059 

---____ .__ 

----------------=::=== 
RIX SoftWorks, Inc. 

18552 MacArthur Bl. *Suite 375 *Irvine. Calif. 92715 
TARGA ... is a Trademark of Trucvision. lnc. Circle 332 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 333) 
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Convert AutoCAD® 
Drawings tp Your 
CAD Svstem SoftWesrrM D2D from 
The Great/SoftWesterm Company, Inc.® allows 
you to q~ickl.y and effidently convert 
AutoCAU® drawing/files to DXF format. 
SoftWest D2D also primes AutoCAD drawing 
files (via DXF) for input into other systems 
three to five times faster than AutoCAD. 

This conversion assists in recovering drawings 
that AutoCAD cannot read. Since SoftWest D2D 
is a stand alone product, AutoCAD is not 
required to use this program. 

SoftWest D2D is another idea from the \ 
people at The Great SoftWestern :company, 
Inc.® , also the creator of Auto Board System®, 
SoftWestTM GPI, ·ana -softWesrrM PPI. 

1-800-231-6880 
INFORMATION & 
ORDERS 

1·817-383-4434 
TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE 

SERIOUS ABOUT 

., SPOR'rS? 
~ ~ 1'\ ... 

I ' ,. \..... .. 
1 ., I ..., 

GET IT ALL WITH 

---,.. 

"" ~ 

COMPUTER SPORTS WORLD 
America 's oldest and largest sports and horseracing database 

with over 4200 files of computerized information. 

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 

24 HOURS- UP TO THE MINUTE 

Scores In Progress • Weather • Transactions 
Injuries • Team Logs 

• Fantasy Stats • 

Call now and speak to a representative for your 
demonstration account number and password. 

~~----

800-321-5562 -- =--® COMPUTER SPORTS WORW 

A service of The Chronicle Publishing Company, San Fransisco. 
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present value versus cost of capital. The 28S has more 
flexible graphing capabilities, including Cartesian or polar 
coordinates and scaling. You can store graphs in memory for 
later recall, and you can digitize any point on the graph to 
retrieve specific coordinates or data points. 

The 28S uses postfix notation (also known as reverse 
Polish notation or stack logic) with a stack of four levels. The 
basic principle of postfix notation is that you enter values 
(arguments) on the stack before executing the arithmetic 
function. However, you can enter algebraic expressions in 
parentheses before storing the values on the stack. The 19B 
uses standard algebraic notation, which is more familiar to 
businesspeople. Being an old HP calculator user, I was dis
appointed in HP's decision to abandon postfix notation for its 
business calculator, but this is what the market demands. 

While you can quickly perform basic calculations, these 
calculators are extremely powerful if you're willing to take the 
time to learn how to use them. 

-Nick Baran 

Word Processing with 
the Macintosh 

The Facts: 
WordPerfect for the Macintosh 
$395 

WordPerfect Corp. 
288 West Center St. 
Orem, UT 84057 
(801) 225-5000 
Inquiry 855. 

Requirements: 
Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE, 
or II with System 4.1 
or higher and two floppy disk 
drives or a hard disk drive . 

W ord.Perfect for the Macintosh is a powerful program 
that expands the Macintosh interface in several ways . 

For example, a full-screen option lets you hide the menu bar 
until you need it, making about two additional lines visible. 
The program also uses hierarchical menus . 

WordPerfect has dozens of major features, including out
lining capabilities, a 115,000-word spelling checker, a 
thesaurus, footnotes and end notes, automatic creation of 
indexes and tables of contents, nested and chained macros, and 
redlining and strikeout options. 

One feature that makes the program stand out is automatic 
timed backup of files, which I used to save my text every 
minute, since the beta copy I was using crashed often. An 

continued 
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At9.600bps 

A MODEM THAT IS TWICE 
AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS. 

It says 9.600 bps. But for this modem. trans

mitting data at 9.600 bps over dial-up lines isn't the 

half of it. 

Its built-in data compression can boost 

throughput to 19.200 bps. While error-control pre

vents loss of data. 

With no effort on your part - no selecting 

protocols. no compressing files. 

A V-series Smartmodem 9600r" can even take 

the place of two modems. Because it communicates 

in either synchronous or asynchronous mode. 

All of which makes our 9600 at least twice as 

good as it seems. Or. looking at it the other way. 

more than double your money's worth. 

For your nearest Hayes dealer. call 800-635-1225 . Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc .. P. O. Box 105203. Atlanta. GA 30348. Hay'es® 
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(WITH REVIEWS LIKE THESE, 
WHO NEEDS CLEVER HEADLINES?) 

Find out why magazines like DEC Professional 
and PC Week and over 60,000 PC users appreciate 
the convenient yet powerful features of VTERM/ 
220, VTERM III and VTERM/4010. 

Send in this coupon to see for yourself the most 
functionally complete emulation 
of DEC VT220, VT100, VT52 VTERM* 
or Tektronix 4010 terminals. ,-----------------, 
I I would like to find out why magazines like DEC Professional, I 

PC Week and others rate VTERM/220 so highly. 

I 0 Please send me the DEC Professional and PC Week reviews. I 
I 0 Please send me information on your free 30-day evaluation I 
I of VTERM/22 0, VTERM III and VTERM/4010 . I 
I NAME TITLE I 
I COMPANY I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE __ ZIP I 
I PHONE NUMBER I 

I

I Write: Coefficient Systems Corporation 
1

1 

611 Broadway, New York, N.Y.10012 L _________________ ~ 
or call (212) 777-6707 ext 415 

FAX: (212) 228-3137 TELEX: 6503156498 
"VTERM refer~ ro VTERM/2 20. VT ERM Ill and VTERM 4010 from Coelficienr Sy~tem~ Corporation. 
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append function lets you copy to an unopened document; a 
retrieve function enables you to do the opposite, add the 
contents of an unopened document to the current file. 

WordPerfect lets you view formatting codes in a separate 
window at the bottom of the screen, a useful feature in laying 
out complex documents . 

You can perform many file-management chores from 
within the program, eliminating the need to return to the 
Finder when you want to delete, copy, retrieve, or rename 
files and folders. You can also view unopened files and 
perform text searches on words or phrases. 

-Jeff Merron 

An Assembler that's Better 
and Faster than MASM? 
The Facts: 
Optasm 
$195 

SLR Systems 
1622 North Main St. 
Butler, PA 16001 
(412) 282-0864 
Inquiry 852. 

Requirements: 
IBM PC, XT, AT, or 
compatible, DOS 2.0 or 
higher, and 128K bytes of 
memory . 

0 ptasm has one goal in life: to be better than Microsoft's 
Macro Assembler (MASM), the definitive IBM PC 

assembler. Now, when I say better , I don ' t mean just faster. 
Optasm seeks to make your job easier. 

Say you've written a patch of 8088 code that ends with a 
comparison and a conditional jump to another patch of code 
you've eyeballed as being just inside the magicall27-byte 
limit. But you run it through the assembler and find that the 
jump's destination is 132 bytes away, so you've got to go 
back and recode the conditiomil jump into its opposite (i .e. , 
turn a JNZ into a JZ) followed by an unconditional jump. This 
scenario will never happen with Optasm: It automatically 
generates a conditional/unconditional jump pair for 
conditional branches whose distance you've underestimated. 

There's lots more goodies . Optasm won't sneak in NOP 
instructions for forward references , it will replace some 
instructions with shorter and faster equivalents where it 
deems appropriate (LEA with a MOV instruction, for example), 
and it lets you define local labels within procedures, so you 
don't have to contrive a unique name for the destination of 
something like a trivial loop. 

There' s a price to pay for all this wonderfulness : Optasm 
does not support the 80386, will not generate pass I listings, 
does not generate Code View local symbols, and costs $195. 
The pass I listings issue isn't much of one, since you 're 
usually generating a pass I listing to find phase errors , which 
Optasm does not permit. 

To verify Optasm's claims of superior speed and output 
code efficiency, I ran an informal test. I assembled a source
code file of about 16K bytes on a 10-MHz IBM PC AT clone 
using both Optasm and MASM 5.0. Optasm completed it in a 
little over a second; MASM required over 5 seconds. Also , 
Optasm generated code that was about 30 bytes smaller than 
MASM's output. I couldn ' t measure any difference in the 
execution time-though it was nice to see that Optasm did in 
fact generate object code that was compatible with the linker 
and executed without a hitch. 

-Rick Grehan 
continued 



From real time embedded 
applications to comprehensive 
commercial applications on 
Macintosh, IBM PC, Amiga , 
Atari , and others, Aztec C has 
earned a well-deserved reputa
tion as an innovative, tough to 
beat, rock-solid C development 
system. 

But don 't just take our word for 
it-try it yourself. We know that 
the best way to understand what 
puts you ahead with Aztec C is 
to use it. That 's why Aztec C 

systems purchased directly from 
Manx come with a 30-day, no 
questions asked, satisfaction 
guarantee. Call for yours today. 

We can also send you informa
tion that details the special fea
tures and options of Aztec C. 
Plus information on support soft
ware , extended technical sup
port options, and all of the 
services and specialized sup
port that you may need when 
you 're pushing your software to 
the limits and ... beyond. 

Aztec C Micro Systems 
Aztec C is available for most micro
computers in three configurations: 
The Professional ; The Developer; and 
The Commercial system. All systems 
are upgradable. 

Aztec C68k!Am . . .. Amiga 
source debugger- optional 

Aztec C68k!Mac . . . Macintosh 
MPW and MAC II support 

Aztec C86 . . . . . . . . . MS-DOS 
source debugger • CP/M libraries 

The followng have special pricing and 
configurations . Call for details. 

MS-DOS Hosted ROM Development Systems 
Host+ Target: $750 Additional Targets: $500 

Aztec C68k/At . . . . . Atari ST 
Aztec C80 . . . . . . . . . CP/M-80 
Aztec C65 . . . . . . . . . Apple II & II GS 

Standard System ...... . ..... . . . $199 
Targets: 
• 6502 family 
• 8080-8085-Z80-Z180-64180 
• 8088-8086-80186-80286/8087-80287 
• 68000-68010-68020/68881 

Components: 
• C compiler for host and target 
• Assembler for host and target 
• linker and librarian 
• Unix utilities make, ditt, grep 
• Unix vi editor 
• debugger 
• download support 

C.O.D , VISA, MasterCard , American Ex
press, wire (domestic and international), and 
terms are available. One and lwo day deliv
ery available for all domestic and most 
international destinations. 

Circle 171 on Reader Service Card 

Features: 
• Complete development system 
• Fast development times 
• Prototype and debug non-specific 

code under MS-DOS 
• Compilers produce modifiable 

assembler output, support inline 
assembly, and will link with assembly 
modules 

• Support for INTEL hex, S record, and 
other formats 

• source for UNIX run time library 
• processor dependent features 
• source for startup 

• C compiler 
• Macro Assembler 
• overlay linker with librarian 

.• debugger 
• UNIX and other libraries 
• utilities 

Developer System .. . . ... ... ... . $299 
• al l Standard System features 
• UNIX util it ies make, dill, grep 
• UNIX vi editor 

Commercial System ....... . . . . . $499 
• all Developer features 
• source for run time libraries 
• one year of updates 

..... Aztec Cis available on a thirty-day money back guarantee. Call 
now and find out why over 50,000 users give Aztec C one of the 
highest user-satisfaction ratings in the industry. 

Manx Software Systems 
One Industrial Way 
Eatontown, NJ 07724 

Call1-800-221-0440 
In NJ or outside the USA, 
call 201-542-2121 
Telex: 4995812 Fax 201-542-8386 
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Organizing the Desktop 
with a Free-Form Database 

I have one of BYTE's most cluttered and chaotic offices, 
which I take some pride in. But as the stacks of paper slide 

into mounds of paper, and I find it harder to keep track of 
just what's in each mound, I know it's time to get organized. 

Think'n Time, a Macintosh desk accessory, is a program 
that might help me cut the clutter. It's based on the metaphor 
of a desktop with room for many stacks of paper. Blocks of 
information, represented by little sheets of paper on the screen, 
can contain just about anything you want to put in there. 
Click on a sheet, and you'll find the information you've 
connected to it, be it a daily schedule, notes on a particular 
subject, or a grocery list. 

But this program, which could be described as a free-form 
database, does a lot more than just visually organize informa
tion or concepts on an electronic desktop. It also lets you link 
all that information in both graphic and intelligent ways . Every 
time you set up a stack of paper, you can then propagate 
related stacks. You end up with a tree structure, with tagged 
stacks of paper linked by lines making your organization 
clear visually. 

These stacks of paper can stand for anything you want 
them to, depending on what you're using the program for. 
Each stack essentially has its own text editor, which works 
like your standard Macintosh editor. When you click 
appropriately, you jump into a text window, where you can 
enter the information (text or numbers) you want to link to that 
stack or sheet. You just have to be able to say it in about 
32,000 characters. After you've entered the information, you 
pop back to the tree structure. The paper icon now looks as if 
it has writing on it, which tells you that there's text in that 
stack or sheet of paper. 

OK, so this is great for getting organized, for setting up 
tree charts and linking boxes, and for putting information into 
those boxes. But the thing I really like about this program is 
its search capability. Give it a keyword, and it will look at 
every stack tag and every sheet of text in the file . 

Think'n Time has other features, like the ability to 
generate calendars, calculate numbers, import ASCll files, 
and save trees in MORE format. Nothing radical, but it is 
very handy having all this in a program that occupies just 50K 
bytes . 

It, however, is not a program you just sit down and use. I 
worked through the tutorial and read the manual (130 pages of 
big type) several times before I felt like I knew most of what 
the program could do. The calendar part I found particularly 
confounding. 

But Think'n Time looks like a good way to turn the clutter 
on my desk into neat little stacks of paper on my electronic 
desktop. The only problem now is getting those mounds of 
information into the Macintosh. • 

The Facts: 
Think'n Time 
$99 .95 

Mainstay 
5311-B Derry Ave. 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 
(818) 991-6540 
Inquiry 854. 

-D. Barker 

Requirements: 
Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE, 
or II; it comes on an 800K
byte floppy disk but will 
access 400K -byte disks or 
any Hierarchical File System 
hard disk drive; occupies 50K 
bytes. 
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ZORTECH Inc. 361 MassachuseHs Ave, Arlington, MA 02174 
Orders & Enquiries Tel: (617) 646 6703 

Now learn C the easy way! 
Get the 'Complete C Vic/eo 
Course' from Zortech Inc. 
together with our big 365 
page workbook. 
Ten 1 hour tapes- 36 lessons! 
Easy to follow course, you get ' 
an excellent introcluction to 
the C language. 
Takes you step-by-step up to 
the intermecliate ancl 
aclvancecl levels. 
Teach yourself at home or the . 
oHice- at your own speecl. 



These give you 
high-performance 

personal computers. 
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Intel" 80286-12 

COMPAQ personal computers offer far more than advanced, 
high-speed microprocessors. Each offers a combination 
of innovative features which work with the processor to 
maximize overall system performance. So there's nothing 
to slow you down. 

Take system architecture, for example. The COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386/20 and COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 are built 
around an advanced 32-bit concurrent bus architecture 
which exploits the speed of the computers' 20-MHz 80386 
microprocessors. 1\vo buses-one for memory and one for 
peripherals-eliminate information bottlenecks, allowing 
each component to run at its maximum speed. This ensures 
the highest system performance without sacrificing compat
ibility with industry-standard hardware and the world's 
largest library of business productivity software. 
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Inte l• 80286-12 

Similar performance enhancements are engineered 
into each subsystem of every COMPAQ personal computer. 
Each component is then optimized individually, yet designed 
to work as part of the total system. 

For instance, COMPAQ Fixed Disk Drives deliver 
both high capacity and high performance. You can install 
up to a 30D-megabyte fixed disk drive in the COMPAQ 
DESKPRO 386/20 and up to a 100-megabyte drive in the 
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386. More importantly, you can get 
to that data almost instantly thanks to some of the indus
try's fastest access times-averaging less than 30 millisec
onds. When you combine this speed and capacity with 
disk caching, the result is the highest-performance stor
age subsystem in the industry. To take it one step further, 
Compaq helps you protect that data with internal high-

•Based on an independent study of major brands. COMPAQ', COMPAQ DESKPRO 386• and COM PAQ DESKPRO 286• are registered tradem arks of Compaq Comp uter 
Corporation. ®Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20'J?;f COMPAQ PORTABLE 3861M and COMPAQ PORTABLE IIJlM are trademarks o f 
Compaq Computer Corporation. IBM• is a registered trade mark and IBM PS/2 1M is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation . Inte l• is a registered 
trademark of Inte l Corporation. © 1988 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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These give you 
the highest-performance 

personal computers. 
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speed fixed disk drive tape backup systems. 
Another graphic example of Compaq total system 

performance comes from the COMPAQ Video Graphics 
System. This system supplies VGA graphics with high
resolution COMPAQ Color and Monochrome Monitors 
along with speed enhancements from the COMPAQ Video 
Graphics Controller Board. When the board is used in a 
16-bit slot, it makes screen updating 50% faster than the 
IBM"' PS/2™ Video Graphics Array and other compara
bly equipped systems. 

Uncommon performance innovations like these are 
common to all COMPAQ desktop and portable personal 
computers. That's clearly why each one is the best in its 
class, and why together, they represent the most powerful 
line of personal computers in the world. That's also why 

Compaq consistently earns the highest performance and 
quality ratings from computer experts. And unsurpassed 
satisfaction ratings from computer users~ 

Any computer can use a fast microprocessor. But it 
takes high-performance subsystems surrounding the proces
sor to-achieve the highest system performance in the world. 
The kind achieved by Compaq. 

For more information and the location of the Authorized 
COMPAQ Computer Dealer nearest you, cal11-800-231-0900, 
Operator 49. In Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 49. 

rD/1/PAQ 
It simply works better. 
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Lamont Wood 

Can any top-of-the-line MS-
DOS word processor do desk
top publishing? Theoretically, 
yes. Ever since word processors 
came into being, their manufac-
turers have been upgrading them 

Advanced packages can do 
some desktop-publishing functions, 

but a gap still exists 

track ongoing changes). 
The software packages re

viewed were tested as word pro
cessors and examined for their 
DTP potential. Table 1 shows 
each program's features; table 
2 gives the results of the bench-with successive versions-not 

redesigning them, but piling new features 
on top of what they originally fashioned. 
Many present-day packages can do a lot, 
but in a few cases, this "add-on" phi
losophy has created monsters. Some of 
them now require over 20 disks to run, 
and users must try to wade through a huge 
set of manuals. 

Despite efforts that have been made, 
though, there's still a big gap between 
desktop publishing (DTP) and word pro
cessing. At least, that's what I've gleaned 
from a review of 10 leading MS-DOS 
word-processing packages, selected for 
their claims to have DTP-like features . 
The manufacturers state that these pack
ages can, at the very least, support multi
ple fonts within a document. That fact 
was borne out in my evaluations. 

The Gap 
DTP was developed to enable people and 
companies, not necessarily professional 
printers, to produce material similar to 
that appearing in books and magazines. 
DTP gives nonprofessionals the ability to 
visually combine text and graphics on the 
same page and see the result before it is 
printed. 

To fulfill this mission, DTP packages, 
such as Xerox's Ventura Publisher and 
Aldus's PageMaker, must be able to fur
nish the same typographical characteris
tics that a print shop can supply. Such 
features (see the text box "True Desktop 
Publishing" on page 108) include: 

• font selection 
• proportional text 
• WYSIWYG (what you see is 

what you get) display 
• ruling lines 
• graphics integration 
• column formatting 
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In the least-case scenario, you should 
be able to see these features on the screen 
as you use them so that, as you create 
your document, you will know what your 
printed page will look like. This kind of 
representation is called WYSIWYG
pronounced "whizzy-whig. " Without 
the benefit of WYSIWYG, you ·can't do 
layouts-you'll have to settle for imple
menting your needs by programming. 
Graphics design is tricky enough without 
interposing a user-indifferent computer 
between the designer and the product. 

Generally, DTP software now avail
able offers WYSIWYG graphics, either 
pictures or drawings in selected formats . 
You compose these with a graphics pro
gram or digitize them with a document 
scanner and add them to the page. DTP 
programs also should be powerful 
enough to make the text format wrap 
around a picture. The picture is shown on 
the screen as just another part of the doc
ument, faithful within the limits of the 
available resolution. 

These features let you prevent fatal 
errors or problems creeping in by default. 
It's heady stuff. On the other hand, DTP 
software usually lacks all but the most 
rudimentary text-generation tools. 

Currently, about all you can do with 
DTP software is to move the cursor 
around and change a few things. DTP 
software assumes you 've generated the 
raw text with a full-featured word proces
sor; that is , you've used a word processor 
that has functions like a spelling checker, 
thesaurus, mail-merge facility , outliner, 
word counter, redliner (i.e., a feature that 
lets you overstrike text and have it invisi
ble on the printout) , search/replace , on
screen math, footnotes, end notes, table
of-authorities generator (e.g., lawyers' 
footnotes) , and a document comparer (to 

marktests. 

Display Write 4 Version 1.0 
DisplayWrite 4 is a $495 package from 
mM, requiring at least one floppy disk 
drive or one floppy disk drive and one 
hard disk drive and DOS 2.1 or higher. It 
needs 310K bytes of RAM for use with a 
hard disk drive and 384K bytes for use 
with floppy disk drives. 

Of course, no one should ever need to 
use anything except mM products. At 
least, that's the idea you better buy into 
before using Display Write, since the first 
thing you'll discover about it is that it sup
ports only ffiM printers. 

DisplayWrite gives the impression it's 
intended as a replacement for the type
writer . The list of available fonts is 
limited, and they are described in terms 
of pitch (typewriter terminology for char
acters per inch) rather than point size 
(printer terminology for character height 
in units of 1172 inch). The pitches
which are 8.55, 10, 12, proportional, 15, 
and 17 .1-are broken down into "type
styles," each with an ID number. 

The ID numbers actually refer to daisy 
wheels or printer cartridges for various 
IBM printers . You can't, incidentally, 
change pitch inside a line-a severe limi
tation for anyone interested in "real" 
DTP, but typical if you're geared to 
typewriters . 

What Display Write puts on your screen 
only suggests what you should get on the 
page. Centered text is not centered on the 
screen, although it is printed that way. 
Changes in pitch, designed to change the 
number of characters that can fit on a 
line, are shown by adjusting the right 
margin. First, though, you have to either 
make a correction within that paragraph 
or use the reformat command to trigger 



reformatting for the specific paragraph . 
The View command only lets you read a 
document without being able to change it 
(so you can refer to old material). 

On the plus side, for those who like 
this mode of operation, DisplayWrite 4 
does use a mouse. But because the screen 
does not utilize the graphics mode, the 
mouse jumps from character cell to char
acter cell. The use of a mouse does expe
dite cursor movement and gave good re-
sults on the keystroke benchmark test. • • • 

Other test results are competitive, ex
cept for the global search and replace 
test, which eperated at about half the 
speed of the average nongraphics system. 

The software has a spelling checker 
with 125,000 words. It also contains a 
math routine, which is rather clumsy to 
operate since you have to keep referring 
to a menu while you are using it. 

This version of DisplayWrite 4 does 
not let you integrate graphics . It has a 
line-drawing routine, but newspaper
style columns are not possible. When the 
documentation refers to columns, it actu
ally means tabular lists. However, an 
OS/2 version, DisplayWrite 4/2, with a 
DTP multicolumn-text enhancement has 
been announced but was not available at 
press time. 

Most of DisplayWrite 4's special fea
tures are indicated with extended ASCII 
characters-superscript is an up arrow, 
for instance. In normal mode, these char
acters appear only when the cursor is on 

Ulustration by Rob Colvin © 1988 

them, an eerie feeling because at no other 
time are you able to see them. 

You may call it a ginunick, but this 
product has at least one unique feature
integration with the IBM voice communi
cations operating subsystem. With the 
proper audio hardware interfaced to your 
computer, a spoken message can be re
corded and placed inside the document, 
where its presence is shown by a musical 
note . When you place the cursor at that 
point, it triggers the recording. 

Although DisplayWrite 4 is a solid 
word processor, it is comparably over
priced and underfeatured. Its main attrac

continued 
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The Testing Procedure 
her-is assigned to your printer during 
the installation procedure, and you can 
view the list through a separate, external 
printer facility. To change a font, you just 
type a command into the text. If you input 
<F0=2>, for instance, it means, with the 
LaserJet B cartridge, change to 14-point 
Helvetica. 

E ach package was tested on the same 
computer: an Eagle PC/XL with a 

plain vanilla 4.77-MHz 8088 CPU, 
640K bytes of RAM, a 20-megabyte 
hard disk drive with a 65-rnillisecond 
access time, a Hercules monochrome 
graphics display, and a Logitech Serial 
Mouse. Output was tested with Quad
ram's QuadLaser printer, emulating a 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus with the 
B-font cartridge. B's fonts are 12-point 
Courier (typewriter style); 14-point 
Helvetica; 10-point normal, bold, and 
Times Roman italic; and 8-point Times 
Roman normal . 

The software was used to process two 
files: One contained 4000 words, and 
the other was a single page of three para
graphs. The 4000-word file was used as 
a test to determine load, save, conver
sion, search and replace, formatting, 
and printing speeds. The results indicate 
whether the system is cumbersome or 
swift. Also instructive is the cursor test 
that measures the time it takes to scroll 
from the top to the bottom of a refor
matted document. This operation is de
signed to tell you whether the system 
feels fairly responsive or as if molasses 

tion is those three blue initials on the 
cover. 

MASS-11 Version 7B 
This strangely named $395 package re
quires a hard disk drive and 384K bytes of 
RAM. While the manual says that DOS 

has been poured into it. 
While making a series of editing 

changes to the single page of three para
graphs, total keystrokes were counted
not only the keystrokes necessary for the 
editing tasks, but also the keystrokes 
necessary to traverse the text between 
tasks. Every effort was made to use all 
applicable keyboard shortcuts offered by 
the .software. The two packages that 
used a mouse thus benefited because one 
mouse movement, no matter how far, 
was counted as one keystroke. 

Cursor keys were not continuously 
depressed to move a great distance . 
They were depressed separately for each 
line or space. Mice aside, the keystroke 
count is a good indication of a software's 
sophistication-the fancier programs 
had more keyboard shortcuts and thus 
fewer keystrokes . 

I also examined the packages for their 
use of fonts, proportional text, graphics, 
the ability to draw lines and boxes on the 
page, newspaper-style column format
ting (important for doing newsletters), 
degree of WYSIWYG, and other aspects 
related to DTP. The packages are dis
cussed in alphabetical order. 

3.1 or higher is required, it loaded and 
ran fine under DOS 2 .11. MASS-11 is 
the microcomputer equivalent of soft
ware that its maker sells for the DEC 
VAX minicomputer, a fact that explains 
the hard disk drive requirement. 

A list of fonts-each with an ID num-

The screen shows no immediate reac
tion to font changes. However, if you run 
the text through MASS-11 's hyphenation 
facility, it emerges with the line lengths 
adjusted so that a line of the specified font 
text fits within the margins you chose. In 
other words, the right margin changes to 
accommodate however many characters 
now fit on the line. Likewise, to see the 
line length as it will be for proportional 
text, you run the text through the hyphen
ation facility, a process that adjusts the 
line length for your font size. 

You can draw lines with a follow-the
cursor routine, and a box-expander fea
ture operates just by moving the cursor 
diagonal! y. If you have a laser printer, 
you can embed commands to draw boxes 
and lines of various line widths to your 
specifications. With PostScript, you can 
do this with circles and arcs. 

MASS-11 uses screen graphics, but I 
saw little evidence of this feature, except 
when using superscripts or subscripts and 
when drawing scientific equations, some
thing MASS-11 emphasizes. In this situa
tion, what you see is indeed what you get. 

Graphics can be imported from a $495 
companion product, . called MASS-11 
Draw; Lotus PIC; Hewlett-Packard 
Graphics Language; and encapsulated 
PostScript files. You insert the name of 
the graphics file, along with its dimen-

continued 

to shou this on the ::.-ereen uith a space tor graphics in 
llPPI"'X inately the ftiddle of the page. 

Yhis is the second paragraph or U.is text test and I wi 11 
lea....e a. sp.tce tar the graphics to be integrated within this 
W!ple . Yord processors toda!l are able to dona.~ functions that 
seer~ as iC they are elecb-onic puhlishins runctions . Sortetines, 
~lolel', there is a gap between what word processors sti 11 can't 
do an.i what desktop }'ttbJishins c~tn do . 

Let's a~ this is a newsletter and that ue are la~ing OU\. 

the p.1ges or this publication. First we type in the text and then 
~e 11ill specify an area in uhich the graphics uilJ he phiced. 
Then, ~o~ith ISasstl, we will give so"e connands and leaue a space 
for the graphics to be integrated -

[nd of Page •••• 

tnd Of Oocunent , Press <f-l • • • .1 

Photo 1: While ,for true WYSIWYG, desktop publishing emphasizes the on-screen inclusion of graphics images, word
processing software has not quite made the leap. Although some word-processing packages, like MASS-11 on the right, allow the 
sizing and cropping of picture files, graphics integration generally means that space is left by embedded commands in the 
document for the insertion of graphics at printing time. On the other hand, desktop-publishing software often integrates the 
graphics with the text on the screen, as in the Ventura Publisher screen on the left. 
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VM/3861

: The Fast 
Track To Multitasking. 
Run smart. Run efficient. Run VM/386 on your 386-based 
PC and start multitasking now! No detours, no waiting, 
no runaround. 

True multitasking. VM/386 uses the virtual 8086 mode of 
the 80386 processor to create many Virtual Machines (VMs) 
in one computer. 

You can load a different application into each VM. Each 
VM has up to 640K RAM, plus its own DOS, CONFIG.SYS, 
AUTOEXEC.BAT and memory-resident programs along with 
its applications. Tailor each VM to your needs. You have 
complete control. 

Each VM is protected from the others. A malfunction in 
one VM won 't affect the others, but all VMs can share the 
same disk and other peripherals. 

Recalculate a spreadsheet, sort a database file, and receive 
your E-mail-all at the same time. You can even work with 
two AutoCAD"' programs concurrently. EGA applications run 
perfectly too-background and foreground. 

Protect your investment in software. No need to buy 
anything new. VM/386 runs existing DOS programs, 
unmodified. No PIF files required. 

Eliminate the hidden costs of retraining. VM/386 is easy to 
install, easy to learn, and easy to use. There's no new 
operating system , interface, or application to learn. 
Get on the fast track to multitasking. Call (408) 986-8373 
for more information or to order VM/386. Everything else 
is just the runaround. 

System Requirements 
80386-based computer such 
as IBM" PS/2'" Model 80 or 
COMPAQ" DESKPRO 386~ or 
80286-based computer with 
Intel" Inboard'" 386 / AT. 
One 1.2 Mb (5 y, ") or one 3 'I•" 
microfloppy disk drive. 
One hard disk drive. 

DOS 3.0 or later. 
2 Mb RAM recommended. 
Supports monochrome , CGA , EGA , 
VGA, and Hercules'" monitors. 
Not copy protected. 

The 
Professional 
MultiTasker'" 

IGC 
4800 Great America Parkway 

Santa Clara, CA 95054 
( 408) 986-83 73 

I'MIJ86 is a tmdemark tif!GC. lflM is a n>gisfereri lrademtlfk uf lnltrnaliunal Busintss .\facbines CorpQrafiun. 
CO.I fPA(J tmd DESKPNO JB6 are regis/em/trademarks uf Compaq Cumpu!er Curpuratiun. /nit/ is a regisltred 
trademark and lnbQard is 11 lmdemark uf lntel Curpuration 1/t rcu/es is o trademark uf llerr:ules Computer 
Tt>cbnulugy AutuCAD IS 11 trademark uf Autudesk. In<". 

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card 



WORD PROCESSORS 

Table 1: All these word processors offer ways to dress up your documents. Besides genera/features, this table includes 
categories that show each program's desktop-publishing-like features . 

Name Version Price Format Documentation Language 

DlsplayWrlte 4 1.0 $495 5 51/4·inch 3 manuals/ N/A 
disks 422 pages total 

MASS-11 ?B $395 10 51/4-inch 3 manuals/ Pascal, assembly 
disks 506 pages total language, and 

FORTRAN 

Microsoft Word 4.0 $450 5 8V2-inch 5 manuals/ C and assembly 
disks 884 pages total language 

Multi Mate 1.0 $565 6 8V2-inch 9 manuals/ N/A 
Advantage II and 11 5V4- 1 025 pages total 

inch disks 

Office Writer 5.0 $495 7 5V4·inch 3 manuals/ C and assembly 
disks 390 pages total language 

Samna Word IV 1.1 $595 13 51/4-inch 2 manuals/ C and assembly 
disks 530 pages total language 

SmartWord 3.1 $395 11 51/4 -inch 1 manual/ c 
($895 disks 180pages; 

for Smart- for SmartWare, 
Ware) 4 manuals/ 

635 pages total 

WordPerfect 4.2 $495 6 51/4-inch 3 manuals/ Assembly 
disks 635 pages total language 

WordStar 3.0 $495 21 51/4-inch 5 manuals/ N/A 
2000 Plus disks 984 pages total 

XyWrlte 3.52 $445 5 51/4-inch 4 manuals/ Assembly 
Ill Plus disks 

sian (see photo 1), and the software 
leaves enough room on the page for it 
(but the picture does not appear on the 
screen) . MASS-11 does include a facility 
for trimming, scaling, and rotating the 
graphics. Again, the picture does not ap
pear on the screen. The manual urges you 
to first print it out for reference purposes 
before you fiddle with it. 

You can format text as newspaper col
umns , but the columns cannot be shown 
side by side on the screen. You can see 
them lined up, however, with a special 
preview command, where printer output 
is directed to the screen. 

MASS-11 does not use a mouse . How
ever, the Num Lock key toggles the nu
meric keypad between two states: stan
dard cursor controls and a set of keyboard 
shorthand functions. In normal mode, 
the program operates with straight cursor 
functions . With the Num Lock key set, 
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1 020 pages total language 

you can go forward or backward by word, 
sentence, line, tab, or paragraph. Also, 
in the toggled mode, certain keys assign 
underlining, boldfacing, and uppercasing 
and paste previously saved text. Cutting 
text has to be done separately. 

Using the numeric keypad is fairly 
easy-as long as you keep your eyes on 
the keyboard template rather than on the 
keyboard. This information is buried 
deep in the manual, however, and I got 
startling results until I learned to pay con
stant attention to the state of the Num 
Lock key. 

Included in this package are many 
other keyboard shorthand features that, 
all else remaining equal, would have re
sulted in the lowest keystroke count of the 
nonmouse packages . Unfortunately, it 
cannot impose superscripts or subscripts 
on existing text (a keystroke-test cri
terion) . When you need a superscript or 

Operating Memory 
system requirements 

DOS2.1 31 OK bytes of RAM 
or higher for a hard disk drive; 

384K bytes for floppy 
disk drives 

DOS3.1 384K bytes of RAM 
or higher 

DOS2.0 256K bytes of RAM 
or higher 

DOS 2.0 384K bytes of RAM 
for 51/4-inch 
disks; DOS 
3.2 for 8V2-
inch disks 

DOS2.0 256K bytes of RAM 
or higher 

DOS 2.0 512K bytes of RAM 
or higher 

DOS 2.0 230K bytes of RAM ; 
or higher 294K bytes with 

spelling checker 

DOS2.0 256K bytes of RAM 
or higher 

DOS 2.0 384K bytes of RAM; 
or higher 512K for graphics 

DOS 2.0 384K bytes of RAM 
or higher with speller; 256K bytes 

without 

subscript, you have to retype text and de
lete the old text-efforts that add about 50 
keystrokes to the count. 

Among this package 's other features 
are outlining, redlining , indexing, table
of-contents and table-of-authorities gen
eration, and a spelling checker with 
100,000 words. Also, it includes an in
teresting on-screen math function, where 
you can move the cursor from number to 
number and-using the math function 
keys-add to, subtract from, multiply by , 
or divide by the number the cursor is on. 

The depth of this little-known system 
was a real surprise to me, although its un
conventional use of the numeric-pad key
board layout may make it more appealing 
to those who already use MASS-11 on the 
VAX. Version 8A is due out about May 1. 
According to the manufacturer, this up
date will have enhanced WYSIWYG ca
pabilities, including a review mode and 
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eYes 
0 No 

Megabytes System configuration Mouse PostScript WYSIYWG Import Line Newspaper 
on hard disk P.review 

1.5 A minimum of 1 360K-byte (or 1.2- • 0 0 
megabyte) floppy disk drive or 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

3.4 Hard disk drive 0 • 0 

1.8 2 floppy disk drives or • • 0 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

3 2 floppy disk drives or 0 0 0 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

2.1 2 floppy disk drives or 0 0 0 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive; 
a hard disk drive is recommended 

1.4 2 floppy disk drives, 0 0 Greeked 
1 with 1.2 megabytes available 

2.2 2 floppy disk drives or 0 0 0 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

1.8 2 floppy disk drives or 0 • 0 
1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

4.4 2 floppy disk drives or 0 • • 1 floppy disk drive and 1 hard disk drive 

0.9 1 or 2 floppy disk drives; 0 • 0 
a hard disk drive is recommended · 

support of print graphics at printer type
setter resolution (up to 2500 dots per inch 
depending on your printer) . 

Microsoft Word 4.0 
Microsoft Word 4.0 costs $450 and re
quires at least two floppy disk drives, 
256K bytes of RAM, and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. 

You can change fonts within a line, but 
the line widths do not change unless you 
elect to see the output in "printer dis
play" mode. For the LaserJet, Word dis
plays a list of fonts, all of which you are 
free to try to use. The software does not 
keep track of what's installed in your 
printer. You have to do that and limit 
yourself to the fonts that are actually in 
the printer. 

LaserJet interface software works by 
transmitting a list of font attributes to the 
printer rather than a font ID number. If 

the font's description matches a font resi
dent in the LaserJet-either in a cartridge 
or downloaded from the computer-it's 
used. Otherwise, the LaserJet invokes 
whatever font it has that's closest to the 
description. This is a big caveat with 
Word. "Know thy printer," or you may 
be surprised at the looks of the output. 

Word's manual advises against using 
the space bar to align columns when you 
want proportional text. You should use 
tabs instead. If the space bar is used, 
what you see may not be what you get. 

The extent of this program's line
drawing capability is a simple follow-the
cursor routine. However, Word does have 
a feature that lets you automatically en
close selected paragraphs in boxes or 
straddle the paragraphs with ruling lines . 

Interestingly, Word has a dual person
ality: one based on a graphics screen and 
one based on a text screen. You can tog-

art drawing columns 

0 • 0 

• • • 

• • • 
0 • • 

0 • • 

• • • 
• • 0 

0 • • 
• • • 
0 • • 

gle between the two-and you'll want to. 
The scroll test took 10 times longer in 
graphics mode than in text mode. For
matting operations that are essentially in
stantaneous in text mode take about 4 sec
onds in graphics mode because the screen 
has to be repainted. According to Micro
soft, though, with an mM CGA monitor 
and a fast processor, graphics mode can 
actually be faster than text mode. 

With the graphics screen, the mouse is 
easy to use . Unfortunately , though , with 
its use, everything else slows to a crawl. 
In text mode, the mouse cursor, while 
usable, shows up as a ghostly square that 
jerks between words. 

Aside from making the mouse control 
more precise, Word uses the graphics 
mode only to show superscripting or sub
scripting with half-size characters, ital
ics, double underlining, overstrikes, and 

continued 
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True Desktop Publishing 
W hat constitutes true DTP? For 

laying out and producing pages 
that combine text and graphics in the 
most aesthetic way possible, a software 
package needs to have several specific 
features . 

To create titles and headlines , the 
DTP software must have a font-selection 
feature. A font is a combination of a par
ticular typeface and size. Unless the text 
is going to look like typewriter output 

· does, it also has to be proportional-so 
that the letters Wand i take up radically 
different amounts of space on the line of 
type . 

Another factor having to do with fonts 
is kerning, which is a method whereby 
spaces between letters are allowed to 
overlap in certain ways depending on the 
configuration of the adjacent letters . 

Ruling lines (of various widths) are 
used to separate columns; boxed text is 
used to highlight the .material, frame a 
page, and create other special effects . 
Graphics integration allows externally 
created graphics or digitized pictures to 
be included on the page-even at the 
preview stage. 

other typewriter-like enhancements . 
Through the usual method of assigning 

a filename and appropriate measure
ments to a blank area on the page, you can 
incorporate graphics into the document, 
but they show up only when a page is 
printed. You do not see any evidence of 
the graphics or commands on the screen. 

Word can import any kind of graphics 
"print file," as long as that file doesn't 
reset the printer, send out line feeds or 
formfeeds, or use about a dozen specifi
cally prohibited PostScript commands. 
When I tried to incorporate graphics into 
some of my material, however, the graph
ics kept turning up on a separate page. To 
preclude this glitch, says the company, 
you must purchase a companion product 
called Page View, which sells for $49.95 
and runs under Microsoft Windows. 

When formatting in newspaper col
umns, only one column is shown on the 
screen, even in printer display mode. 
Word does, however, let you print in 
columns. 

Disappointingly, the help messages 
are not contextual-you have to wade 
through the same menu each time-and 
the manual's index does not always give 
you the right page number. The instruc
tions for converting a word-processing 
file into ASCII just didn't work. Micro
soft called it a "reported error ." 
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Newspaper-style column formatting 
requires multiple columns to be placed 
on a page, with the text at the bottom of 
one column running to the text at the top 
of the next. 

Special characters include copyright, 
trademark, and legal citation symbols, 
as well as other common symbols that 
would be found in a print shop but not on 
a microcomputer keyboard. 

With these tools, people can create 
materials that range anywhere from 
fancy personal letters to newsletters to 
brochures to actual books and maga
zines . 

The pervasiveness of DTP has al
ready reached the point where an experi
enced user can pick up an industrial 
newsletter and deduce with which soft
ware it was produced. 

Many print shops now are offering 
typesetting through the PostScript page
description language. This means you 
can use DTP to create your document 
utilizing 300-dot-per-inch laser-printer 
output as the "proof copy." Then you 
can transmit the PostScript file to the 
typesetter as "camera-ready copy." 

The program also includes a whole raft 
of top-of-the-line word-processing fea
tures : footnotes, form generation, boiler
plate, indexes, math, sorting, a spelling 
checker with 130,000 words , hyphen
ation ; spreadsheet insertion, tables of 
contents, and a thesaurus with 15 ,000 
root words . 

Word embodies the typewriter-emula
tion approach to a full-functioned, pro
fessional word-processing system. This 
also means it's a long way from DTP. If 
your needs are conventional, Word is a 
very good package. 

MultiMate Advantage ll 1.0 
MultiMate costs $565 and requires 384K 
bytes of RAM, DOS 2.0 for 5 !A-inch 
disks, and DOS 3.2 for 31/2-inch disks . A 
hard disk drive is recommended. 

MultiMate does not use a mouse, but 
you are able to do nearly everything in 
two ways: with pull-down menus or key
stroke combinations. The keystroke com
binations are faster. MultiMate suffered 
in the keystroke benchmark test because, 
after translation, the test file had a mar
gin set to the length of the first line . The 
margin had to be moved to the right by 40 
spaces, and there is no shortcut way to 
move the margin marker in this situation. 

The manual actually consists of six 
booklets in a binder-separate installa-

tion booklets for 3 h-and 5 1A-inch disks , 
basic editing, a tutorial, and applications 
and printer guides-plus three reference 
manuals : a general manual , advanced 
topics, and one covering On-File, a com
panion database product. The indexes of 
some of these booklets cross-reference 
each other-and some do not-leaving 
you with no central reference point. As a 
sort of trade-off, though, MultiMate of
fers the largest keyboard template I've 
ever seen, and it is one of MultiMate's 
useful features. 

To change fonts, you type Al t-C , 
which inserts a Pt symbol in the text. At 
this point, pressing the question-mark 
key gives you a list of available fonts . 
Then you type a letter identifying the font 
you want. 

In MultiMate, the left margin is set in 
terms of character widths, so changing a 
font inside a paragraph (if it also changes 
the pitch) can result in a left margin as 
ragged as an unjustified right margin . 
This condition occurs because the char
acter widths used to count the margin 
have suddenly changed size. Since the 
screen pitch never changes, though, you 
must remember to change the left margin 
when you change the font. 

There is a line-drawing function, but 
no use of graphics and no way to print 
graphics files . Newspaper columns can 
be handled, but formatting and printing 
them took more than twice the normal 
amount of time-3 V2 minutes versus 1 V2 
minutes for the faster programs. 

MultiMate, however, can convert doc
uments created with 12 different word
processing formats. Among its other use
ful features are a 110,000-word spelling 
checker, a thesaurus with 40,000 root 
words, a minidatabase, math for rows or 
columns of numbers, table-of-contents 
generation, and support for 400 printers . 
It does not have indexing capabilities. 

Very fast and very slow speeds show up 
in the 4000-word-file benchmark tests 
run on MultiMate. Scrolling and file con
version are slow. Loading and saving 
happen immediately, and search and re
place is very fast. A preview mode is 
available to check pagination, footers, 
and headers, but it takes more than a min
ute to repaginate after reformatting . 

MultiMate is a fairly full-functioned 
word processor, but it still lacks the red
line function. The program, though, is 
still firmly rooted in the typewriter
emulation world. 

Office Writer 5.0 
OfficeWriter costs $495 and requires 
256K bytes of RAM, DOS 2 .0 or higher , 
and two floppy disk drives (or a hard disk 
drive if you use the thesaurus) . 

continued 



LaserJet font Nirvana. 
Or your $99.95 back. 

Witness a Laser Jet miracle. 
Glyphix generates a dazzling variety of 

downloadable fonts from a set of four flexible 
typeface outlines. 

Working with your PC, Glyphix makes 
creating a font as simple as picking an effect 
from a menu. Select sizes from 6 to 60 point. 
Choose from 14 different weights. Portrait or 
landscape. Condensed. Expanded. Slanted. 
Patterned. Shaded. The possibilities? Mil
lions of them. 

Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, 
Glyphix and our font managers: 
a match made in heaven. 

Let our font managers free you from the 
Purgatory of using fonts with Microsoft 
Word® and WordPerfect®. Sorting through 
PRO files and printer drivers is a thing of 
the past. 

Our managers build fonts right into Word 
and WordPerfect, giving you the freedom to 
change font as often as you like. Best of all , 
the font managers use Glyphix to create and 
download your fonts automatically, liberating 
megabytes of disk space from font storage. 
With a Glyphix font set and a font manager, 
you have an army of fonts at your fingertips. 

If you 're using Aldus Pagemaker® or Ven
tura Publisher®, you're ready to use Glyphix. 
(Any package that can read HP soft fonts 
can manage Glyphix fonts.) 

~SwFte ~ 1' 
Software with capability. And credibility. 

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card 

GLYPIDX 
HP 

""~ Bitstream 
YES 

FONTS TO 60 POINT YES NO ~ YES 
YES NO 

. ,t.7~. 

FONT SCALING , 
14 

DEGREES OF BOLD 2 2 YES 
PATTERNED FONTS NO NO YES 
300 x 300 DOT QUALITY YES YES ~ :16 
TIME TO CREATE 30 POINT FONT 1 :34 - ·. $9995 

PRICE $19500 $20000~ 
Let the Glyphix Basics lead you through the pearly gates. 

The Basics is a collection of four Chancelor is a decorative face 
typeface outlines, each representing that reflects a cursive handwritten 
one of the major lettering styles. look. And rounding out the family 
Roman, our version of Times is Rockland, a versatile square serif 
Roman®, is a classical serif face that font that commands attention in 
has become a standard for body headline and body copy. 
copy. Helvette, our version of The Glyphix Basics. The Glyphix 
Helvetica®, is a modern sans serif Font Managers. Products that give 
face designed for presentations and your documents a look of celestial 
headlines. beauty. Order yours today. 

~------------------------, • Take me to Heaven! 
0 Send me the Glyphix 

Basics for $99.95. 

0 Send me your MS Word 
Font Manager for $79.95. 

0 Send me your WordPerfect 
Manager for $79.95. 

0 Send me a catalog of all 
the Glyphix type 
collections. 

Glyphix Basics: 
Roman 

Helvette 
Cftancefor 

Rockland 

Name ________ Telephone _______ _ 
Address _____________________ oo 
City ___________ State Zip ___ ~ 

ORDER TOLL FREE: ~ 
(800) 237-9383 fu 

IN DELAWARE CALL (302) 733-0956 
Include $5.00 shipping and handling for one item. $2.50 each additional 
item. Mail orders to SWFTE International, Box 5773, Wilmington , DE 19808. 
Money back guarantee is extended for 30 days from the date of sale. 
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Table 2: No one package came out tops in all the benchmark tests , but several did well. WordPerfect, MASS-II, 
Office Writer, and XyWrite scored in the more-than-acceptable range. Due to their use of a mouse, Microsoft Word and 
Display Write 4 won the keystroke contest hands down . (Times are in seconds.) 

Name Keystroke Search/ 
count replace 

DisplayWrite 4 183 114 

MASS-11 247 25 

Microsoft Word 
Text 158 24 
Graphics 158 26 

Multi Mate 296 17 

Office Writer 263 88 

Samna 273 231 

SmartWord 400 102 

WordPerfect 246 8 

Word Star 234 38 

XyWrite 270 18 

• Formatting in columns not available 
< 1 Less than a second 

You can select fonts from a list of ID 
numbers assigned to your installed 
printer. Up to 60 fonts can be assigned to 
a printer. The only on-screen indication 
that you have changed fonts is a font
change symbol, f . You have no way to 
preview the effects of proportional spac
ing and font changes. 

OfficeWriter, like MultiMate, shows 
its typewriter roots- margins are counted 
in character spaces-but the left margins 
of the printed page manage to stay an
chored when you change fonts . On the 
other hand, OfficeWriter does not re
spond by resetting the right margin-the 
same number of characters remains on 
the line after you change font sizes . You 
have to remember to change the margin. 

Photo 2: "Greeking, "the 
representation of text with 
shaded bars, is a common 
approach for representing 
full-page layouts in both 
desktop-publishing and 
advanced word-processing 
software. Shown here is a 
page layout with Samna 
greeked text. 
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Reformat Convert Convert Print in Scroll Load Save 
4Kfile ASCII WPto columns test WPfile WPfile 

toWP ASCII 

32 23 39 

10 137 117 

<1 1 5 
4 4 5 

<1 160 160 

<1 12 25 

58 90 27 

4 7 13 

<1 7 12 

3 199 129 

<1 2 

Since the manuals are well laid out and 
answers are easy to find, the learning pro
cess is smooth. An expanding-box func
tion lets you "pull" the corners of a box 
around text, and the lines can pass over 
the text without obliterating it. To incor
porate graphics into your document, the 
company suggests that you use Office
Graphics , a companion product that costs 
$145 . 

Office Writer's test results are competi
tive, except that the keystroke count suf
fered because the available keyboard 
shortcuts (jump ahead and jump to line 
number) do not work during the move
text or the margin-setting procedures, 
when they are needed. The package does 
newspaper-style column formats . 

120* 61 9 3 

105 118 5 6 

160 35 3 6 
160 320 8 8 

293 63 3 <1 

70 46 4 4 

177 74 4 

75 * 33 12 13 

90 89 2 4 

230 33 5 7 

89 33 2 

Special features include a legal and 
medical spelling checker (as well as a 
standard spelling checker) , an 80,000-
word dictionary, a thesaurus with 40,000 
root words, and a range of conversion 
utilities . 

Generally, the package seemed to live 
up to its name-office word processing. 
But it also lives up to the typewriter
emulation limitations of conventional of
fice word processing. 

Samoa Word IV 1.1 
Samna requires DOS 2.0 or higher, 512K 
bytes of RAM, and two floppy disk 
drives . The package costs $595 . 

With Samna we arrive at a word pro
cessor with one foot truly in the DTP en
vironment. WYSIWYG isn't among its 
list of features, but a zoom command 
shows a full view of the page with the text 
"greeked" ; that is, you can see what the 
page looks like, but you can't read it be
cause the text is represented by shaded 
bars (see photo 2) . 

Having designated your printer as a 
LaserJet, Samna gives you a list of Laser
Jet fonts to chose from: 358 of them in 
all. You can assign 30 fonts (called 
"print-wheel sequences" by Samna-the 
typewriter heritage again) to a printer. I 
picked only six fonts for the B-cartridge 
equivalent, but Samna then filled out the 

continued 
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rest with default values. 
Changing fonts (by inserting a "print

wheel change" marker) does not change 
the display or cause Samna to refigure the 
line lengths. Again, you must figure your 
own margins . Changing to a proportional 
pitch, however, causes changes in the 
zoom display-the lines are shorter . Line 
drawing is a simple follow-the-cursor 
routine. 

Some oddities are involved in the edit
ing process. Backspacing leaves blanks in 
the line rather than closing up text. Going 
into insert mode drops the text to the right 
of the cursor and down a line, and the text 
reformats when you're finished. There is 
no on-screen indication of superscripted 
or subscripted characters. During pagi
nation, Samna asks for your approval of 
each page break. You can avoid this te
dium by having it done automatically at 
printout time . Nothing on the editing 
screen-including the line counter-indi
cates double spacing. You have to zoom 
to see it. 

Samna can include graphics-in the 
Tag Image File Format bit-mapped image 
standard or those produced by Samna De
cision Graphics (available for $450)-in a 
document. It manages this via the usual 
method of embedding a command with 
the graphics filename and its dimensions . 
Only blank spaces with a label are shown 
on the screen. 

Newspaper columns are possible, but 
they are handled rather crudely . You 
must format the text in narrow-enough 
columns so that two rows can fit on a 
page. In the printing procedure , you tell 
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Samna to print the text as two columns. 
You can't put both columnar and non
columnar text ori the same page. 

The keyboard layout takes some get
ting used to. Home is Next Word or 
Previous Word. Page Up is Next Sentence 
or Previous Sentence. End is Next Para
graph or Previous Paragraph. Print
Screen is Go to File. In all , you'll find 
some good keyboard shortcuts, but the 
need to manually traverse the format line 
to set the margin (shortcuts do not work 
during the margin-setting procedure) in
creased Sarona ' s keystroke count by 
about 60. Otherwise, it would have done 
very well. 

Other Samna test results are competi
tive, except for search and replace. Each 
Find is scrolled to, highlighted, and then 
replaced with a pop-more on the order 
of an arcade game than a word processor. 

Special features include on-screen 
math, a spelling checker with 100,000 
words, footnotes , indexes , table of con
tents, forms generation, and special func
tions to write math equations (using 
clever combinations of line drawing, 
superscripting and subscripting, half-line 
spacing, and extended graphics charac
ters) . The software also includes an 8'12-
by 14-inch clear plastic overlay with a 12-
pitch grid for designing forms. 

Samna is serious about office use. For 
its somewhat hefty price, though, you'd 
expect to get a thesaurus. And its stab at 
WYSIWYG-greeking-is of little real 
use , except perhaps for getting an ordi
nary memo nicely balanced on the page. 

An upgrade, version 2.0, is slated to be 

le •l~o shoulns 011 t~ ~CNHm II\ Courier taut, Yhen 

up: in Font 3 ;tt. J9 pitch. 

Photo 3: When you embed 
thefontcommandin 
WordPerfect text at the 
point where you want the 
change to occur, no visible 
character appears on the 
screen. When it is printed 
out, however, the printing 
has changed, along with the 
margins if you also changed 
the font pitch. Currently, 
few word processors show 
font changes on the screen. 

,.NgNp.h, In Cwricr rout on-scret:T~, uill 'Pf'lnt wt itt IZ 
fc;Jini 6. n., led i~ na.r-rower in 12 piU:h beeAuliC lhe lt<lll"fhtS 

11)1( t:hitWcd to jurtlr!.l the difftn'ti'Ree . 

This Is a sample text fl le . This paragraph shows on the screen In 
courier font. But when It Is printed out, It wl I I be printed out 
In Font 2 at 10 pitch . · 

This paragraph, whl le also showing on the screen In Couri e r fo nt , 
when printed out wl I I show up In Font 3 at 10 pitch . 

The final paragraph , In Courier font on-screen , will print out In 
12 pitch . In font 6 . The text Is narrower In 12 pitch because the 
margins were not changed to justify the difference . 
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available this spring . Samna people say it 
will include a 40,000-word thesaurus, 
on-screen graphics and font display, sup
port for two additional file formats for 
graphics printing with Lotus PIC and PC 
Paintbrush, a table-of-authority function, 
and support for the Hercules RAM font. 

Smart Word 3.1 
Smart Word costs $395 by itself and $895 
as part of SmartWare. It requires DOS 
2.0 or higher; DOS 3.1, if used with a 
local-area network. It needs 230K bytes 
of RAM unless it is used with the spelling 
checker, which takes another 64K bytes. 
It will run on two floppy disk drives, but 
a hard disk drive is recommended. 

SmartWord has a unique way of limit
ing your use of fonts, which just about, 
but not quite, results in WYSIWYG. 
With the LaserJet, SmartWord offers 10 
optional (or "enhanced") fonts-not the 
fonts inside the LaserJet, but "soft" fonts 
that SmartWord itself downloads. All the 
fonts are 10-pitch monospaced, so what 
you see on the screen is indeed what you 
get on the page, at least in terms of line 
lengths. 

The enhanced fonts available are italic, 
superscript, subscript, strikeout (for red
lining), Greek, two sets of box-drawing 
characters, gothic, script, and small 
capitals. 

Two custom fonts also are available so 
you can design with SmartWord's font
design function . You may want to do this, 
because SmartWord's fonts use "stroke
weights" that are so light I thought the 
printer had run out of ink. Don 't get any 
ideas about designing different-size 
fonts-you get only a standard-size char
acter cell in which to design each letter. 

The default or normal LaserJet font is 
Courier. Sticking to it will save you time, 
since it takes 3 minutes to download the 
SmartWord fonts . This company has 
solved the problems of proportional spac
ing, font sizes, and pitches simply by pre
tending they don 't exist. 

There is a line-drawing facility, but no 
way to format text into newspaper col
umns. Graphics, produced by the busi
ness graphics subsystem, can be incorpo
rated but not shown on the editing 
screen-although you can see them in a 
separate window as part of the spread
sheet software. These SmartWord graph
ics do not have to take up the width of the 
page, and text can wrap around them. 
This mammoth system obviously is in
tended for people more seriously inter
ested in the use of data, not just the pretty 
presentation of text. 

If SmartWord has neglected a few de
tails, forgiveness comes fairly easily 
when you realize that it is just one part of 
Innovative Software's SmartWare. The 
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full system includes an integrated spread
sheet, a database manager, a commun
ications package, business graphics, per
sonal time-scheduling software, a 
programming language, and an on-screen 
calculator. The whole thing comes in an 
11-pound package with 10 disks and four 
manuals-but, alas, no central index. 

Trying to be all things to all people, 
however, exacts a toll. In this case, the 
user interface suffers . You can give com
mands with Control-key combinations, 
as you can with WordStar, or by escaping 
to a list of commands along the bottom, 
as Microsoft Word does . Either way, 
there are no meaningful keyboard short
cuts, giving SmartWord the worst key
stroke count ofthe bunch. 
, SmartWord's approach to DTP is 

based on fancy typewriter emulation. But 
data-oriented audiences may find this fact 
easy to overlook. Although Smart Word is 
light on word-processing features, it of
fers a little bit of everything else. But if 
you are interested in these peripheral fea
tures, you probably aren't primarily con
cerned with word processing. 

WordPerfect 4.2 
This $495 package requires DOS 2.0 or 
higher, 256K bytes of RAM, and two 
floppy disk drives (or one floppy disk 
drive and a hard disk drive). 

With WordPerfect, you can have eight 
fonts per printer, and the list is set when 
you pick your printer. You can have 
multiple printers, though, each with its 
own eight fonts. Changing fonts does not 
affect line width, although the system in
cludes suggestions for setting margins for 
each font size. Fonts are referred to by 
number, and because it is impossible to 
remember eight, it is necessary to keep 
referring to the list. 

Font changes and other format changes 
are made by embedding commands (see 
photo 3) that remain invisible until you 
~witch to the Reveal Codes screen. But 
this screen is such a jumble of function 
codes and text that you cannot seriously 
edit in that mode. 

There is a preview screen, but it's just 
to check the layout of headers, footers, 
end notes, page numbers, and similar 
things that the software places on the 
page. In other words, you'll find no real 
WYSIWYG here-except that, unlike 
most word processors, line spacing is 
actually shown on the screen. WordPer
fect does have a line-drawing facility. 

To do proportional spacing with 
WordPerfect, set the font number and 
pitch to proportional pitch and then use 
the Preview command, which will show 
the text formatted to the appropriate 
line length. 

continued 

simple graphi
cal programming 
language used to 
create and run ani
mated graphics, demon
strations, tutorials and pre
sentations, or add visual effects 
to other programs. GRASP allows 
images to be captured from other 
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One of WordPerfect's few voids is that 
it does not provide the capability of in
cluding a graphics file on the page. It has 
just about everything else you would ex
pect from a leading word processor-a 
spelling checker with a 110,000-word 
dictionary, a thesaurus with 10,000 root 
words, file encryption, tables of contents 
and authorities, redlining, math, indexes , 
and an outliner . 

The manual is well organized, and it 
makes good use of color and graphics. I 
found that all it took me to navigate 
through the documentation was the sup
plied keyboard function-key template and 
the help command. 

Newspaper columns are one of Word
Perfect's strong points. They are easy to 
format, and multiple columns are actu
ally shown on the screen, though moving 
between them requires special com
mands. You can place columnar and non
columnar text on the same page. 

Except for the average keystroke count 
and moderate scrolling speed results, the 
test results from this package are excel
lent, with 400 replacements in th.e speci
fied 4000-word document taking only 8 
seconds. 

With its numerous features , using 
WordPerfect is a satisfying experience-
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if you're interested in conventional word 
·processing. Otherwise, it would be nice 
to have more WYSIWYG and graphics . 

By the time you read this review, an 
upgrade should be available. According 
to the company, version 5 . 0 features 
more fonts in more sizes, the ability to 
show different font styles on screen, 
graphics integration, and support of text 
and graphics on the screen and printed 
out. 

WordStar 2000 Plus 3.0 
The WordStar 2000 Plus system ($495) 
requires DOS 2.0 or higher and 384K 
bytes of RAM (512K bytes if graphics are 
to be used) . A hard disk drive is 
recommended. 

When using this version of WordStar, 
you may or may not agree that this is a 
DTP-type package, but you will know 
you've accomplished something after 
getting involved with its 21 disks and 
700-page user's manual . The software
even without all its optional features
consumes more than 4 million bytes on a 
hard disk drive. There are more than 230 
files in half a dozen subdirectories
mostly devoted to help screens. A help 
screen is available for nearly every menu 
choice the software contains. 

Actually , this version of WordStar is 
more a system of programs, many from 
vendors other than MicroPro. The copy
right listing takes up a whole screen. Be
sides subsystems providing basic word 
processing, LaserJet fonts , file conver
sion, index and table-of-contents genera
tion, and graphics (all of which I installed 
to comprise the equivalent of a DTP sys
tem) , there are also the companion prod
ucts . These include an outliner, a system 
that handles headline-size type for mak
ing placards, and a forms generator. There 
is also a legal edition, with companion 
products CompareRite and CiteRite. 

Changing fonts is easy-you press Alt
F, pick what you want from the list that 
appears (tailored to your printer), and 
move on. The right margin changes by it
self, if necessary . The font change com
mand, with an abbreviation of the font ' s 
name, can be seen in the text with the 
Display Tags command, a feature that 
makes it easy to keep track of what you 've 
done. 

There ' s also a View (Ctrl-V) com
mand, which toggles the screen to graph
ics mode and shows the entire page. Text 
is not greeked, but it is reduced to the 
point where only word length and occa
sional lone characters can be discerned-

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH 
OOPS. 

You have three options in today's world; lead, 
follow or get out of the way. You've already 
taken a leadership position in hardware with 
the latest 286 or 386 system. Now you can use 
that triple-digit architecture to blast ahead of 
the pack with the most powerful new Object 
Oriented Programming (OOPS) software on the 
market: Smalltalk!V286. 

Smalltalk/Y, the original OOPS tool for 
the PC, gave scientists, engineers, program
mers and educators a brand new way to solve 
problems. And soon they were developing 
exciting new applications in everything from 
economics to medicine to space. 

Now Smalltalk!V286 gives you true 
work station performance with industrial 
strength capabilities like: push-button 
debugging; multi-processing; portability 
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between DOS, OS/2 and Presentation 
Manager operating environments; integrated 
color graphics; a rich class library; and access 
to 16 MB of protected mode memory, even 
underDOS. · 

The new Smalltalk!V286, which is even 
easier to learn and use than Smalltalk!V; retails 
for just $199.95. Or you can buy Smalltalk/V, 
still the world's best selling OOPS, for only ' 
$99.95. And both come with our 60 day money
back guarantee. 

Check out the new Smalltalk!V286 at 
your dealer. If he doesn't have it, order toll free, 
1-800-922-8255. Or write to: Digitalk, Inc., 
9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045. 
And let us put 
you ahead of the SmaiJtaJk/V 286 power curve. 
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sort of like using WYSIWYG from a dis
tance of 5 feet. But superscripting and 
subscripting, underlining, and boldfac
ing stand out enough to be visible . 

Newspaper columns are handled in a 
unique manner . The left-hand column 
appears on one page, and the right-hand 
column on the next. In reality , though , 
what looks like two pages is just one 
page-this arrangement just makes it eas
ier to scroll between columns-and the 
View command gives the true picture. 

A subsystem called Inset-a pop-up 
program that can be used by itself or with 
some other applications-lets you edit or 
create graphics images . These images 
can be imported into a WordStar docu
ment through the usual method of giving 
the filename and the dimensions . The 
graphics are shown as a blank box. If 
there is room, the text will wrap around 
it. Unlike all the other packages re
viewed, you can then use a variation of 
the view mode to see the picture within 
the document. 

Since so many ofWordStar's functions 
reside in subsystems, overall perfor
mance can be lethargic and ponderous. 
Printing took 3 'h minutes, compared to 
I Yz minutes in many cases, and file con
version took over 3 minutes, while many 
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of the packages took less than 15 seconds. 
Other features include a full-featured 

telecommunications subsystem that can 
convert WordStar documents directly to 
electronic mail format, a spelling checker 
with 87,000 words , a thesaurus with 
50,000 root words , index and table-of
contents generation, extra l..aserJet fonts , 
clip art for Inset, and more . 

When using this full-featured version 
of WordStar, you feel as if you ' re stand
ing under a waterfall-its massive nature 
is rather intimidating. You may think you 
are installing a program to operate a 
whole office, not just a word-processing 
package. In spite of the imposing nature 
of this package, though , the basic features 
are easy to use , the help screens ease the 
intimidation factor , and the program is 
my favorite of the bunch. 

XyWrite ill Plus 3.52 
XyWrite (pronounced " zy-rite" ) costs 
$445 and requires DOS 2.0 or higher, 
256K bytes of RAM (or 384K bytes if you 
plan to use the spelling checker) , and one 
or two floppy disk drives . A one-disk in
stallation is possible with help from Xy
Quest technical support. 

If WordStar is aimed at DTP, XyWrite 
is aimed at commercial publishing-the 

kind with staffs, buildings, and a sales 
department . It ' s definitely tuned for the 
production of raw text, which would then 
be sent to a print shop. 

Consistent with such an environment, 
XyWrite does not paginate as you go 
along . There is a Types (type screen) 
command to show the document on the 
screen the same way it will be printed. 
There you can see page breaks and all the 
rest of it. 

If customizing for a commercial envi
ronment is needed, XyWrite uses printer
description files written in a sort of high
level programming language. You can 
reprogram by loading the printer-descrip
tion file into XyWrite and editing it just as 
you would any other document. With the 
Laser Jet, you can perform functions such 
as assigning an 8-point font to be the 
superscript or subscript version of a 10-
point font . 

Fonts are changed by inserting a PT 
command in the text. Every printer starts 
out with PTl, PT2, and PTJ already con
figured. But you can go into the printer
description file to change these or add 
more . The only limit is the number of 
fonts supported by your printer . The 
printer-description file also lets you de-

continued 
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Company Information 
Display Write 4 · 
IBM Corp. 
P.O. Box 152560 
Irving , TX 75015 
(800) 447-4700 
Inquiry 907. 

MASS-11 
Microsystems Engineering Corp. 
2400 West Hassell Rd. 
Suite400 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 
(312) 882-0111 
Inquiry 908. 

Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Corp. 
16011 Northeast 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97017 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 882-8080 
Inquiry 909. 

MultiMate Advantage II 
Ashton-Tate 
20101 Hamilton Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90502 
(213) 329-8000 
Inquiry 910. 

Office Writer 
Office Solutions Inc. 
2802 Coho St. 
Madison, WI 53713 
(608) 274-5047 
Inquiry 911. 

fine how each font would be displayed on 
the screen. If you have a color screen, you 
can get pretty exotic by working with 
each font in a different color. 

In the case of the LaserJet B cartridge, 
PT1 is Courier and PT2 is 10-point Times 
Roman. But PTJ is a strangely formatted 
Courier. Reading the printer-description 
file shows that the file wants to address 
something on cartridge F. I was immedi
ately able to make PTJ invoke Times 
Roman italic. In another 2 minutes, I was 
able to cook up PT4 (by copying PTJ and 
changing some values) to invoke 14-point 
Helvetica. 

As usual, the screen handles font size 
differences by unanchoring the right mar
gin . There was no other pretense at 
WYSIWYG. Newspaper columns are 
shown in one column but printed as two 
columns. 

XyWrite has a reputation for speed. 
And it is fast, although not the fastest ·in 
all categories. File conversion is not a 
problem because XyWrite documents are 
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Samoa Word IV 
SamnaCorp. 
5600 Glenridge Dr. 
Suite 300 
Atlanta, GA 30342 
(800) 831-9679 
Inquiry 912. 

Smart Word 
Innovative Software Inc. 
P.O. Box 15998 
Lenexa, KS 66215 
(913) 492-3800 
Inquiry 913. 

WordPerfect 
WordPerfect Corp. 
1555 North Technology Way 
Orem, UT 84057 
(801) 225-5000 
Inquiry 914. 

WordStar 2000 Plus 
MicroPro International Corp. 
33 San Pablo Ave. 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(415) 499-1200 
Inquiry 915. 

XyWrite III Plus 
XyQuest Inc. 
44 Manning Rd. 
Billerica, MA 01821 
(617) 671-0888 
Inquiry 916. 

straight ASCII files with embedded 
commands . 

There · is also a spelling checker with 
100,000 words, a thesaurus with 35,000 
words, redlining, table-of-contents and 
index generation, and footnotes. 

XyWrite is well suited for professional 
publishing environments with a staffed 
department to take care of graphics and 
other related matters. Otherwise, this 
program is no closer to achieving DTP 
functions than most other packages . And 
it's overkill for most basic tasks . 

Program of Action 
Overall, it looks as if we have another 
generation or two to go before we'll have 
DTP and word-processing features com
bined in one package. The first of those, 
~I Legend, has been announced and 
will be reviewed in a subsequent issue. 

Looking over the current crop of word 
processors, you can see that the ability to 
easily make large-scale font changes is 
limited. WYSIWYG of a sort is available 

only through special preview screens. 
Little use is made of graphics beyond 
showing superscript or subscript charac
ters. On-screen text remains as mono
spaced typewriter emulation. 

Proportional text-if the system even 
recognizes this concept exists-is repre
sented by stretching the right margins . If 
graphics can be integrated at all, it's by 
assigning a graphics file to a blank area 
on the page-the picture is not shown on 
the screen. 

Of these reviewed packages, the clos
est to producing DTP output is WordStar 
with its view screen. But even this feature 
is WYSIWYG on a macro scale. For seri
ous work, you must get a close view of 
the material to fine-tune everything the 
reader will see. Samna, with its greeking 
ability, is at least in the ball game. The 
most disappointing of them is Display
Write 4, an underfeatured package with a 
full-featured price. 

But it may be too much to ask for a true 
combination of DTP and word process
ing. To assure WYSIWYG, word proces
sors will need graphics screens with 
"screen fonts" that mimic the printer 
fonts. For the sake of speed, however, 
perhaps the best way for this feature to be 
handled is to have the ability to toggle to a 
nongraphics screen while ordinary edit
ing is underway-an approach already 
taken by Microsoft Word. To control the 
outcome on the page, the software should 
also have its own matching printer fonts 
that it can download, to free it from its de
pendence on the laser printer. 

The DTP program Ventura Publisher 
takes up more than 3 megabytes on a hard 
disk. Some word processors consume 
just as much . Successfully combining 
DTP and word-processing approaches 
may result in gargantuan programs that 
require the most powerful hardware. 

And last but not least, the user must 
also be considered. Today's state-of-the
art word-processing software is complex. 
Some packages use more than a dozen 
distribution disks and 10 pounds of docu
mentation. This complexity factor could 
explain the general abandonment of copy 
protection, since with these mammoth 
packages, the copy-protection scheme 
becomes analogous to chaining the Great 
Pyramid to a lamppost. 

Eventually, what could be known as 
"word-publishing" software, by defini
tion, will be powerful. But it must also be 
approachable. It will happen. But for 
now, our reach still exceeds our grasp. • 

Lamont Wood is a freelance writer from 
San Antonio, Texas in the computer and 
electronics fields. He has been using 
word processors professionally for more 
than 10 years. 
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The people who co-developed the indus
try's most powerful personal computer 
operating system are now proud to announce 
programming languages to match. 

Introducing Microsoft® Macro Assembler 
5.1, C 5.1, Pascal 4.0, FORTRAN 4.1 and 
BASIC Compiler 6.0. 

Five industrial-strength, stand-alone lang
uages that combine the implementation 
flexibility you've enjoyed under MS-DOS® 
(which~ of course, they still support) with the 
advanced capabilities you've anticipated 
from OS/2. 

Capabilities such as the ability to develop 
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large, sophisticated applications which go 
beyond the 640K barrier, taking advantage 
of up to 16MB of RAM, and utilizing the 
potential of today's microprocessors. 

Just like their MS-DOS predecessors, 
these five new languages are equipped with 
powerful, professional features you work 
with, not around: 

Support of direct calls to the operating 
system, and inter-language calling for mixing 
multiple languages on the same project. 

Access to OS/2 system calls and a full 
complement of utilities, including an 
incredibly fast incremental linker and the 



Microsoft. FORTRAN 4.1 
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first protected mode programmer's editor 
that works equally well in real mode. 

Microsoft Code View~ our popular, 
advanced debugger that lets you untangle 
program logic at the source code level, no 
matter what code you're using. 

(It even lets you debug protected mode 
programs up to 128MB of virtual memory, 
and larger programs than ever before in 
real mode.) 

As the perfect complement to our new 
languages, we're also offering the Microsoft 
OS/ 2 Programmer's Toolkit. 

It contains a parameter-by-parameter 

breakdown of all OS/ 2 system calls and 
samples to get you started. 

All the tools you need for turning out 
larger, more powerful, more complex OS/ 2 
applications. 

(And, incidentally, all the tools we rely on 
for creating our own commercial software.) 

For the name of your nearest Microsoft 
professional languages dealer, simply call 
800-541-1261, Dept. B95. 

Ask him for some more information on 
our OS/ 2 family. 

He'll show you some languages you can 
really swear by. 

Mic rosoft, MS-DOS and Code View are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
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I The Norton On-Line Program- Please send me my free copy of 
I mer's Guide for OS/2 API is the first the Norton Guide fot OS/2 API. I 
1 complete on-line manual for OS/2 I enclose a copy of my dated sales 1 

programming. . receipts and my registration cards:" 
I Instead of thumbing through pages The high level language I have I 
1 of documentation, it's all there at licensed is (please check): 1 
I 

. your fingertips with a few simple :.-=..~:.Slim] D Microsoft C Optimizing Compiler I 
keystrokes. · ·"r\ ofdataat)WI"~ 5.10. 1 Normallyitcosts $150,butit'syours · . ·.' ~~~~$ D Microsoft FORTRAN Optimizing 1 

I 
free when you acquire the Microsoft . ~~ Compiler 4.10. I 
OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit and one : availablcirBASic, D Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.10. 1 of the high level languages listed op- ' cm~A=nt;y, D Microsoft Pascal Compiler 4.00. 1 

I posite (an upgrade is fine). '"'~}i- D Microsoft BASIC Compiler 6.00. I 
I Redeem to: Norton Guide for OS/2 API offer, Microsoft Corporation, 13221 SE 26th, Suite L, Bellevue, WA 98005. I 
I Name: I 
I Adille~: I 
I City: State: Zip: I 
I Daytime telephone: ( ) Mr~ ..... ~ I 
I If you have any questions about this offer, call (BOO) 42&-9400. In WA, (206) 882-8088. B95 . ""~II~ I 

·------------------------------~ •Registration cards are not required for upgrades. This offer is only valid in the SO United States. It is not valid with any other offers, 
and is effective only for purchases from 4/ 1/ 88 through 6/ 30/ 88. The coupon must be redeemed by 7/ 31/88. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
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SYSTEM REVIEW 

1&1 
~ 

Upscaled Power 
in a Downscaled Box 

The Amdek System/3 86's 
small size and pleasing looks 
belie its serious side as an 
80386-based microcomputer 
whose performance ranks 
among the best of the 16-MHz 
80386 machines. Its CPU runs 
with zero wait states at 16 MHz 
(or with one wait state at 8 
MHz) and is mounted on a card 
that plugs into the computer's 
backplane; there is no mother
board in the traditional sense of 
the word. 

Amdek's entry into the high
speed 80386 microcomputer 
race has a clean and pleasing 
design. Its small-footprint chas
sis is only 15 inches wide, and 
the front panel has a small LCD 
that displays system messages. 
Three switches beneath the 
LCD let yoa monitor the date, 
time, and CPU activity , as well 
as display and switch the clock 
speed between 8 and 16 MHz. 

The review unit came with 1 
megabyte of 100-nanosecond 
(ns) RAM, a high-performance 
40-megabyte hard disk drive, 
and a 1.2-megabyte 51,4 -inch floppy disk 
drive. I also received Amdek's optional 
1280 high-resolution display adapter and 
15-inch paper-white monitor. This 
display combination gives a striking 
1280- by 800-pixel monochrome resolu
tion and is perfect for CAD/CAM and 
desktop-publishing chores. It does not 
have color, however. The System/386 
with these components lists for $5949. 

Amdek is a subsidiary ofWYSE Tech
nology, and WYSE makes most of the 
components in the machine. In fact, the 
System/386 and the WYSEpc 386 (April 
BYTE) share many components and per
form similarly. They even use the same 
keyboard. , 

Just Plug It In 
The Systern/386's overall hardware de
sign is based on an uncomplicated back-

John Unger 

Amdek's System/386 
is small, modular, and fast

very fast 

plane composed of eight expansion slots; 
all the components plug into these slots. 
This configuration is in contrast to the 
conventional design, where the CPU, 110 
ports, memory, and other components 
are mounted on the motherboard. 

The 80386 CPU comes on a plug-in 
expansion card, just like such compo
nents as the display adapter and disk con
troller. The CPU card is actually made 
up of three separate piggybacked cards 
and occupies the space of two 16-bit slots 
on the backplane. The 80386 and its re
lated chips are mounted on a mother/ 
daughter card combination; the system 
memory occupies the third card of the 
group. A separate 32-bit bus that extends 
across the top of the piggybacked cards 
connects the memory card to the CPU. 

You can install up to 6 megabytes of 
100-ns dynamic RAM (DRAM) in the 

System/386 : 2 megabytes on 
the original card, and 4 more on 
a second memory card. There
view system had three slots free 
for expansion: two 16-bit slots 
and one 8-bit slot. 

Like the WYSEpc 386, the 
CPU card has one 9-pin serial 
connector on it. A second serial 
connector and a parallel con
nector are mounted on a half
length card connected to the 
CPU card by a ribbon cable. 
The serial port on the second 
card is designated as COM1, 
and the port on the CPU card is 
designated as COM2. 

One difference between the 
WYSEpc 386 and the Sys
tem/386 is that the Amdek com
puter uses a conventional disk 
controller card mounted in one 
of the 16-bit expansion slots, 
while the WYSE controller 
doesn 't require any expansion 
slots (it lies at the bottom of its 
case and connects to the back
plane via a special edge connec
tor) . The Amdek disk control
ler card supports up to two 

floppy disk drives and two hard disk 
drives . 

The review unit had a Panasonic 1.2-
megabyte 51A -inch floppy disk drive and 
a Control Data Corp. 40-megabyte hard 
disk drive installed in two of the three 
available half-height storage-device bays. 
The Coretest utility shows that the hard 
disk drive has an average seek time of 25 
milliseconds (ms) and a track-to-track 
seek time of 4.3 ms. It performed very 
well . However, initial access to the 
floppy disk drive seemed slow. For ex
ample, when I used the A:DIR command 
to access the floppy disk from the hard 
disk, it took a few seconds before any
thing appeared on the screen-a delay 
that seemed intolerable when compared 
to the high performance of the rest of the 
hardware. Once the drive is up and run-

continued 
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UPSCALED POWER IN A DOWNSCALED BOX 

Amdek System/386 

Company 
AmdekCorp. 
1901 Zanker Rd. 
San Jose, CA 95112 
(800) 722-6335 
(408) 436-8570 

Components 
Processor: 16-MHz lntel32-bit 80386 
with no wait states, switchable to 
8 MHz with one wait state; optional 
80287 (from 6- to' 1 0-MHz) or 80387 
(16-M Hz) math coprocessor 
Memory: 1 megabyte of 1 00-ns, 32-bit, 
interleaved static-column RAM, 
expandable to 6 megabytes; 32K bytes 
of ROM 
Mass storage: One 1.2-megabyte 51/4-
inch floppy disk drive; one 40-megabyte 
hard disk drive 
Display: Optional Amdek 1280 MDA 
and monochrome monitor with 1280- by 

' 800-pixel resolution, compatible with 
IBM monochrome and CGA 
Keyboard: 1 02 full-size keys with 12 
function keys, separate editing keys, and 
numeric keypad (IBM-Enhanced style); 
LED indicators on Caps Lock, Num Lock, 
and Scroll Lock keys 
1/0 interfaces: Two RS-232C serial 
ports (DB-9); one Centronics-compatible 
parallel printer port (DB-25); eight ex
pansion slots: six AT-compatible 8-/16-bit 
slots and two PC-compatible 8-bit slots 

Size 
17 by 15 by 61/4 inches; 38 pounds 

Software 
MS-DOS 3.21 ; GWBASIC 3.20 

Options 
High-resolution display system: $995 
CGA: $130 
MDA: $130 
1-megabyte 32-bit memory upgrade: 

$549 
2-megabyte 32-bit memory upgrade: 

$1395 
360K-byte floppy disk drive: $190 

Documentation 
70-page Installation and Assembly 
Manual ; 11 0-page Amdek Enhanced MS
DOS 3.2 User's Guide; 98-page Amdek 
1280 User's Guide and Programmer's 
Manual; on-line Help facility 

Price 
System/386 with a 1.2-megabyte floppy 

disk drive (no monitor or display 
adapter): $3850 

System/386 with a 1.2-megabyte floppy 
disk drive and a 40-megabyte hard disk 
drive (no monitor or display adapter): 
$4950 

System as reviewed (without 80287 
coprocessor): $5949 

Inquiry 883. 
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Dhrystone' Fibonacci Float Savage Sieve Sort 

Amdek System/386 
(80287·8) 3974 50.37 9.78 31 .14 5.71 7.49 

PS/2 Model 80 (80387-16) 3626 57.26 1.62 9.49 6.45 7.74 
Compaq 386 (80387-16) 3748 53.11 1.43 8.95 5.98 5.58 
Compaq 386 (80287-8) 3748 53.12 6.80 21 .53 5.99 5.58 
IBM PC AT (80287-8) 1590 ·126.22 10.98 37.30 24.60 43.17 

• For the Dhrystone test only, higher figures denote faster performance. 

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (IN SECONDS) 
WRITE READ 

BASIC PERFORMANCE (IN SECONDS) 
SIEVE 

SPREADSHEET ON SECOND~ 
LOAD 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

~:, I I I I I 2.1 

2.6 

SYSTEM UTILITIES (IN SECONDS) 
40K FILE COPY 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

ttl I I I I 

CALCULATIONS 

RECALCULATE 
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r-3 ~ 

sr 

I 
~-~ 9 
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- AMDEK SYSTEM/386 

- IBM PS/2 MODEL 80 
- COMPAQ DESKPRO 386 
- IBM PC AT (8 MHZ) 

20 25 

The table contains the results of the C language benchmarks (see "A Closer Look" by 
Richard Grehan in the September 1987 BYTE). All times are in seconds, except for the 
Dhrystone, which is in Dhrystones per second. The Disk Access benchmarks write and 
then read a 64K-byte sequential text file to a hard disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the 
Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000 multiplication and division opera
tions. The Spreadsheet tests load and recalculate a 100-row by 25-column Multiplan 
(1 .06) spreadsheet. The 40K File Copy benchmark copies a 40K-byte file on the hard 
disk. The BASIC benchmark programs were run with MS-DOS 3.2 and GWBASIC 3.2 on 
the Amdek System/386 and IBM PC AT. The IBM PS/2 Model 80 used PC-DOS 3.3 and 
BASICA 3.3. The Compaq Deskpro 386 used MS-DOS 3.1 and BASIC 3.11 . 



UPSCALED POWER IN A DOWNSCALED BOX 

ning, however, the actual data transfer 
rates are normal and acceptable . 

Great Graphics 
One component that separates the Sys
tem/386 from the crowd is the optional 
Amdek 1280 high-resolution display 
adapter and monitor. This system can 
display graphics of up to 1280 by 800 
pixels in true monochrome (black-and
white dots) in high-resolution mode. It 
also supports both the WYSE/ Amdek 
high-resolution and IBM PC-compatible 
monochrome and CGA modes . 

The principal advantage of the Amdek 
1280 in standard 80- by 25-character 
mode is the large number of pixels it uses 
per character cell-16 by 32-resulting in 
smooth, well-formed characters that are 
easy on the eyes . I was, however, both
ered by the look of the lowercase m: 
When my eyes scanned down a page of 
text, each m popped out from the other 
characters as if it were in a bold font. I 
prefer using the monitor with black char
acters on a paper-white background; it 
provides good contrast and is easy on the 
eyes . However, them problem was even 
more noticeable in that mode. 

The high-resolution modes aren't very 
useful unless you have software that can 
take advantage of them. In my collection 
of programs, only Brief2.01, a program
ming editor, has a driver that lets you 
display the high-resolution text mode of 
50 lines with 80 or 160 characters per 
line. I was able to integrate the graphics 
capabilities of the 1280 into some of my C 
language graphics programs by using 
Metagraphics' Meta Windows for C 3 .2B; 
this is a library of graphics functions for 
C language compilers that has a driver for 
both the Amdek 1280 and the WYSE 700 
display adapters. Graphics are impressive 
with all thosP- pixels . 

The 1280 display adapter comes with a 
utilities disk and a demonstration disk. 
The utilities disk includes a SCREEN pro
gram so you can change the display ' s text 
mode to any of the IBM-compatible or 
high-resolution modes . It's most impres
sive to be able to see an entire directory 
listing on the screen in 160 by 50 mode. 
However, the individual characters in this 
mode are tiny (8 by 16 pixels per charac
ter cell) and take .real concentration to 
read . The 80 by 50 mode (16 by 16 pixels 
per cell) is much more legible, and you 
still have 50 lines oftext on the screen. 

The utilities disk also has drivers for 
Digital Research' s GEM 2.2 and Micro
soft Windows l.x. I loaded the Windows 
driver onto my oldish version of this pro
gram (1 .03) and had no problems getting 
the high-resolution window to appear on 
the 1280 monitor. However, when I tried 
to run either the Paint or Write programs, 

Windows told me I didn ' t have sufficient 
disk space-although I had over 30 mega
bytes left on the disk. I suspect the prob
lem is an incompatibility between a very 
old version of Windows and a fast 80386 
microprocessor. [Editor's note: The com
pany says that the driver now supports 
Windows/386 and 2. 0.] 

The demonstration disk contains some 
impressive examples of the 1280's graph
ics capabilities. Two of the images look 
like they were created with CAD/CAM 
software, and a third is a picture of a 
GEM window. 

The only problem I had in setting up 
the System/386 was related to the 1280 
display adapter. When I first received my 
review unit, it booted fine from the flop
PY disk but wouldn't boot from the hard 
disk. After reinitializing and reformat
ting the hard disk, I still couldn't boot the 
system without loading a floppy disk into 
the A drive. Finally, I called Amdek's 
technical-support number (not toll-free). 

After a couple of false starts, Amdek' s 
technicians pinned the problem down to a 
conflict between the display adapter and 
the system bus . The display-adapter man
ual clearly states that if the 1280 is the 
only display card connected to your com
puter, you don ' t need to make any 
changes to the card before you install it. 
In reality, however, you have to set either 
the Color or Mono jumper settings on the 
card to "Off" before the System/386 will 
boot properly from its hard disk. The 
computer worked fine after that fix . 

The only compatibility problems I en
countered also centered around the op
tional Amdek 1280 display adapter. This 
card emulates the CGA colors as four 
shades of gray. In certain situations, the 
adapter ' s choice of how the colors from 
the CGA ' s palette correspond to the 
shades of gray can give rise to unreadable 
combinations of background and text. 
For example, if you have magenta charac
ters on a blue background, you ' ll get dark 
gray on dark gray. You can solve this 
problem by changing the defaults when 
your software allows you to . In general, if 
your software doesn' t specifically sup
port the Amdek 1280 or the WYSE 700, 
you should set it up as a monochrome 
display to avoid any possible confusion 
with CGA emulation. 

Fast, Fast, Fast 
The enhanced versions of MS-DOS 3. 21 
and GWBASIC 3.20 included with the 
System/386 appear to be identical to 
those that come with the WYSEpc 386, 
right down to the utility programs and the 
Help system. The Amdek SCREEN com
mand is used only for the 1280 display 
adapter and monitor. The disk-caching 

continued 

Circle 79 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 80) 

Use it or 
lose it! 

Use 
DataSaver 
standby uninterruptible 
power supply, and protect 
your microcomputer 
against costly data loss 
and hardware damage. 

• Constant AC line protection 
against power disturbances 
and interruptions. 

• Built-in spike/transient 
suppression and EMI noise 
filtering. 

• Powerful sizes to protect any 
system from the earliest Apples 
to the latest PS/2's. 
International models, also. 

For more information, call: 
TOLL-FREE 800/332·3440. 
In California, call 805/541-4160. 
Or write to us at the address below. 
GSA No. GS OOK·87-AGS5393 PS01 

DealerNAR inquiries invited 
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program improves the overall perfor
mance of hard disk I/0 by between 15 
percent and 25 percent, depending on the 
situation. For example, the File Read 
benchmark ran 20 percent faster with 
256K bytes of cache installed. The speed 
improvement that the caching program 
provides is most evident when you use 
software with overlays or programs like 
compilers and some database managers 
that read and write temporary files to the 
disk while they are running. 

The benchmark results show that the 
System/386 is among the fastest of the 

16-MHz 80386 microcomputers. There
view unit didn't come with an 80287 or 
an 80387 math coprocessor installed, so , 
for benchmarking purposes, BYTE 
added an 8-MHz 80287 . Of course, a 10-
MHz 80387 would have improved the 
Float and Savage benchmark results . 

Getting Help 
The installation manual is clear and well 
written. You should have no problem in
stalling optional hardware or running the 
SETUP program. The MS-DOS user's 
guide contains good sections on getting 

IDEAS TRANSLATE ,., -·-~~' 

LIKE YOU IMAGINE 

Great ideas should 
look great on paper. 
The translation is easy 
with PCTEX®: the 
full impleme ntation 
of Prof. D . Knuth's 
revolutionary lEX 
formatting/typesetting 
program. It offers PC 
users the capabilites 
& advantages of 
professional typesetting. 

PCTEX gives you 
control-of design 
format, type & symbols, 
quality-for complex 

WITH 

PERSONAL 

~~ 
INC 

To order or for information, call: 

415/388-8853 
or write: Personal lEX, Inc. 

12 Madrona Avenue 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 USA 

mathe matical & 
engineering material, 
stat istical tab les or 
straight matter. 

So whether you're 
writing the next starshot 
manu al or the great 
Am erican novel, 
depend on PCTEX for 
camera/publisher-ready 
manuscripts to be proud 
of, quick & simple. 

From Personal lEX, 
Inc., starting at $249; 
VlSA/MC welcome. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

PCTEX FORMATTING/TYPESETTING SYSTEM • FINE TYPESET QUALITY from dot matrix or laser pnnters. 
or phototypesetters. • A COMPLETE PRODUCT. Includes • our specially wntten PCTEX Manual that lets you use TEX 
immediately • custom 'macro package' formats for letters, manuals, technical documents, etc. • the LaTEX document 
preparation system (with user's manual) macro package for article. book. report preparation • AMS-TEX. developed by the 
Amencan Mathematical Society for professional mathematical typesetting. • OUTPUT DEVICE DRIVERS available for 
Epson FX, LO • Toshiba • HP LaserJetSenes • Apple LaserWnter • Screen preview, with EGA, VGA or Hercules card. 
• REQUIRES: IBM PC/XT, AT or compatible, DDS 2.0 or higher & 512K RAM: hard disk for printer dnvers & fonts. 

lhis ad is typeset & composed usmg. ptTEX. Brtstream® lonts t. laser punter Logotype t. black backgrounl1s done photographrcally 
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started and on using a few of the more 
common operating-system commands , 
but it ignores most of the commands, as 
well as EDLIN and DEBUG; Amdek relies 
on the Help utility to provide the rest of 
the information. 

To use the Help program, you simply 
type HELP and the name of the DOS com
mand or utility you need to know more 
about. The· program responds with de
tails of the syntax and examples; it's simi
lar to what you would normally find in an 
MS-DOS manual. This is fine for some 
users, but others feel more comfortable 
with some sort of manual to study and 
browse at their leisure. Ideally, both an 
on-line Help utility like the one Amdek 
provides and a detailed paper manual 
should be furnished. 

The display-adapter user's guide has 
full information on installing and using 
the 1280 system and is invaluable if you 
want to write software that uses its high-

, resolution character and graphics modes . 
The System/386 comes with a one

year warranty and has FCC Class B 
certification. 

A Lot of Computer 
The Amdek System/386 is a lot of com
puter in a small, attractive, desktop box. 
In performance, it ranks with the better 
microcomputers in the 16-MHz 80386 
class. The fact that WYSE manufactures 
the hardware doesn't detract from its ca
pabilities: WYSE has an excellent reputa
tion for its hardware and has been making 
terminals for microcomputers since 
CP/M days. 

The optional high-resolution 1280 
display adapter and monitor are a plea
sure to use, but I wish more software was 
available to take advantage of their capa
bilities. However, for $995 , this ultra
high-resolution monochrome system is 
best suited for desktop publishing or 
CAD/CAM. Most users might opt in
stead to buy a good multiscan color moni
tor and an EGA or VGA board. 

The Systern/386 itself is solidly put to
gether, and its well-thought-out design 
will let you upgrade to a faster or better 
CPU just by plugging in a new CPU card. 
Its only possible limitation is the few free 
slots available in the system. (Amdek also 
sells a larger version of the System/386, 
called the System/386E, which has more 
expansion slots and additional space for 
disk drives.) However, if you need a good 
80386 machine, I wouldn't hesitate to 
recommend this microcomputer. • 

John Unger is a geophysicist for the U.S. 
government and lives in Hamilton, Vir
ginia. He writes graphics software and 
uses computers to study the structure of 
the earth's crust. 
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SYSTEM REVIEW 

Dynamac' s Portable Mac 
Peter Wayner 

The Holy Grail of the Macin- Dynamac repackages its signals from a bus attached 
tosh world is a portable version 
of the computer-after all, what 
good is the power and conve
nience of the Mac if you have to 
leave it behind when you travel? 

the Mac Plus to prove that you can 
take it with you 

directly to the 68000 processor. 
This bus is powerful enough to 
drive E-Machines' monitor, but 
it is not designed to receive 
other cards. The port on the 

Both the Mac Plus and the Mac 
SE, at 17 pounds and with built
in handles , might be considered 
portable, but their dimensions 
put them in a category best de
scribed as "luggable." Enter 
the Dynamac EL, the first truly 
portable Mac, from Dynamac 
Computer Products. 

Dynamac Computer takes 
the internal components of a 
Mac Plus out of its boxy hous
ing and places them in an easy
to-carry, sleek black case with 
a fold-up, flat-panel display and 
a built-in keyboard. The result 
is a machine with a soul made 
by Apple but the look of an ex
ecutive briefcase. 

A Dynamac EL with an in
ternal hard disk drive weighs 
I pound more (18 pounds total) 
than a Mac Plus without a hard 
disk drive, and 8 pounds less 
than a Mac SE with an internal hard disk 
drive. The cost of this portability is high, 
however: A standard Dynamac EL with 
an 800K-byte 3 V2-inch floppy disk drive, 
I megabyte of memory , and a large elec
troluminescent display costs $4995 . I re
viewed a fully loaded Dynamac EL, 
priced at $8334 and equipped with 4 
megabytes of RAM, a 40-megabyte inter
nal hard disk drive, and a 300-11200-bit
per-second (bps) internal modem. 

The Soul of the New Machine 
Dynamac Computer takes the basic cir
cuits for the Dynamac straight from a 
Mac Plus. These circuits consist of a 
68000 processor operating at 7.83 MHz, 
the latest version (" platinum") of the 
128K-byte ROMs, 1 megabyte of RAM 
(expandable to 2.5 or 4 megabytes), and 
the 800K-byte 3 lh-inch floppy disk 

drive. The back panel holds the SCSI 
port, audio port, external floppy disk 
drive port, external keyboard connector, 
and two serial ports using DIN-8 connec
tors (see photo 1) . 

The internal similarity ends here, how
ever , because Dynamac Computer pro
vides its own circuitry to add a switchable 
external keyboard connector, an optional 
internal hard disk drive, and an optional 
internal modem . The Dynamac EL's 
640- by 400-pixel electroluminescent 
display comes close to the 640- by 480-
pixel screen size of a Mac II using the 
Apple video board. It also has connectors 
for composite video output and for E
Machines Inc.'s 1024- by 808-pixel Big 
Picture monitor. 

These peripherals attach to the main 
Macintosh board in various ways. The 
large screen of the Dynamac EL receives 

Dynamac EL that drives the Big 
Picture monitor can also drive 
any monitor or projector that 
accepts a 67-MHz video signal 
with 22-kHz horizontal sweep 
rates and a 60.15-Hz field . 

On power-up, an INIT file 
supplied with the Dynamac EL 
checks for a Big Picture moni
tor attached to the back panel. If 
one is found , the video signal 
adapts to a 1024- by 808-pixel 
display ; otherwise, the display 
is set to 640 by 400 pixels. One 
nice feature of this INIT file is 
that if you hold the Option key 
down while the machine boots , 
the display hardware reverts to 
the standard 512- by 342-pixel 
display. This lets you run any 
software that doesn't work 
properly on a large display . 

The composite video output 
comes from the same port as 

the large monitor signals . At start-up, if 
you hold down the Option key and the 
Dynamac detects a composite monitor 
connected to the port, the system will 
generate a composite video signal. This 
display is limited to 512 by 342 pixels . 

The optional internal hard disk drive is 
available in 20-megabyte and 40-mega
byte versions and attaches to the SCSI bus 
within the computer. The circuitry of the 
SCSI is unaffected, and other SCSI pe
ripherals can be attached to the external 
DB-25 SCSI connector as long they don 't 
use address 4, which is the SCSI ID of the 
internal hard disk drive . 

The Dynamac uses a fan-cooled 
switching power supply . This avoids 
some of the power supply problems that 
normally confront Mac Plus owners who 
want to add internal enhancements to 

continued 
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Dynamac EL 

Company 
Dynamac Computer Products Inc. 
1536 Cole Blvd ., Suite 252 
Golden, CO 80401 
(303) 233-7626 

Components 
Processor: Motorola 68000 running 
at7.83 MHz 
Memory: 1 megabyte of RAM, 
expandable to 2.5 megabytes or 4 
megabytes on the motherboard; 12BK 
bytes of ROM 
Mass storage: One internal BOOK-byte 
8V2-inch floppy disk drive; optional 20-
or 40-megabyte internal hard disk drive 
1/0 interfaces: Two DIN-8 serial 
connectors; SCSI port; external keyboard 
port; audio port; external floppy disk 
drive port; mouse port; video port, for 
connecting either an E-Machines Big 
Picture monitor or an external video 
monitor; models equipped with an 
internal modem have a telephone port 
Display: Built-in 19- by 12-centimeter 
electroluminescent bit-mapped screen; 
640 by 400 pixels 
Keyboard: 61 keys with cursor keys 
Other: Optomechanical one-button 
mouse 

Size 
153/.1 by 133.4 by 8V2 inches; 15V2 to 18 
pounds 

Software 
Version 5.0 distribution disk with System 
4.2/Finder 6.0; disk and desk accessory 
utilities; HyperCard 

Options 
2.5-megabyte memory expansion: 

$695 
4-megabyte memory expansion: $1549 
lnternal300-/1200-bps modem: $295 
20-megabyte internal hard disk drive: 

$849 
40-megabyte internal hard disk drive: 

$1495 
Big Picture monitor: $1595 
Standard carrying case: $99 
Deluxe carrying case: $199 

Documentation 
1 00-page user's manual 

Price 
Base system: $4995 
System as reviewed: $8334 

Inquiry 884. 

their computers. The power supply is 
switth-settable to accept either 110 volts 
or 220 volts , making it ideal for interna
tional travel. Unfortunately, there's no 
battery pack available that would let you 
operate the computer away from a power 
outlet. 
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DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (IN SECONDS) 
WRITE READ 

BASIC PERFORMANCE (IN SECONDS) 
SIEVE 

SPREADSHEET (IN SECONDS) 
LOAD 

CALCULATIONS 

RECALCULATE 
0 5 10 15 20 25 0 5 10 15 20 25 

~~ · I I I I H ::.r I I I 
SYSTEM UTILITIES (IN SECONDS) 

40K FILE COPY 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

I I ., I .. I I - DYNAMAC 

- MACPLUS 

- MACSE 

The Disk Access benchmarks write and then read a 64-byte sequential text file to a floppy 
disk. Sieve runs one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes. Calculations performs 10,000 

· multiplication and division operations. The Spreadsheet tests load (from a hard disk) and 
recalculate a 25-row by 25-column Multiplan spreadsheet . The 40K File Copy 
benchmark copies a 40K-byte file on the floppy disk. The Mac Plus used System 
3.0/Finder 5.0 and MS-BASIC 1.0. The Mac SE ran System 4.1 /Finder 5.5 and MS-BASIC 
2.1 (b). The Dynamac ran System 4.2/Finder 6.0 and MS-BASIC 2.1 (b). Multiplan version 
1.02 was used for the Dynamac and Mac Plus tests, and Multiplan 1.1 was used for the 
tests on the Mac SE. 

The optional 300-/1200-bps modem is 
attached in line with the serial port. One 
switch on the back panel directs signals to 
either the internal modem or the serial 
port, and another switch sets the commu
nication protocols of the modem to either 
U.S. standards (Bell212) or CCITT Eu-

ropean standards (V. 21) . This is another 
feature that begs for a trip to Europe. 

The Body of the New Machine 
The slim, easily portable package of the 
Dynamac EL is responsible for most of 
the machine's appeal . Dynamac Com-
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puter replaced the round-edged boxy 
styling of the Macintosh with a compact 
style that appeals to corporate executives 
and Star Wars set designers. The bottom 
of the shell is fashioned from steel, and 
the top covering and folding display are of 
molded plastic . Everything is jet-black 
except the keyboard and the mouse, 
which are colored that sooty gray Apple 
calls "platinum." 

The flat screen lies over the keyboard 
when stowed, and two sliding catches 
lock it in place. The screen folds up from 
a hinge that is located halfway along the 
top of the computer's body. When you 
unlock and open the screen panel, it un
veils the keyboard and an internal 3 V2-
inch floppy disk drive that's placed 
below and to the left of the screen for easy 
access . 

The Dynamac EL uses an electrolumi
nescent screen that displays the pixels in 
black, and the background appears as 
either a saffron yellow (in incandescent 
light) or a pale yellow-orange (under flu
orescent lighting). The yellow-orange 
and black screen does not have as much 
contrast as the black-and-white screen of 
the Mac, but after a several-minute ad
justment period, I didn't find this to be a 
problem. The screen's yellow color is 
quite pleasant to use because it seems to 
cut glare-much like the way yellow legal 
pads strain the eyes less than white ones . 

This is just a coincidence of physics , 
however, and not an example of ergo
nomic design. The Dynamac EL's 
display uses a thin film of doped zinc sul
fide deposited on glass that glows in this 
color when stimulated by the video cir
cuits. The film is etched photographi
cally, yielding an array of fine square 
pixels. The precision of the etching pro
duces a crisp display with excellent clar
ity, perfect aspect ratio, and readability 
that is better than that of the original 
Macintosh display. It packs 46 percent 
more pixels (640 by 400 pixels versus 512 
by 342 pixels) into only 22 percent more 
screen area (19 centimeters by 12 centi
meters versus 17 centimeters by 11 centi
meters) . Given the choice of working 
with either ·a Mac SE or the Dynamac 
EL, I often chose the Dynamac EL with 
its large, comfortable screen. 

The Dynamac EL 's screen sits at a 
fixed angle to the keyboard. The hinge 
does not have a friction mount that would 
let you adjust this angle; a sliding handle 
built into the Dynamac lets you prop up 
the rear of the computer and gives you a 
second viewing angle, but that's it. Nor 
does the Dynamac EL have a knob for 
brightness or contrast, so you're stuck 
with what the display offers. These two 
fixed parts of the design would be a big 
problem for LCD screens, but this isn't 

DYNAMAC'S PORTABLE MAC 

the case for the electroluminescent tech
nology because the display is readable 
from every angle. However, they are fea
tures that could be improved upon. 

The mouse is the standard first-genera
tion Apple mouse that came with the Mac 
Plus used to make the Dynamac; it plugs 
into a socket in the back panel. There 
isn't any place to store the mouse when 
the computer is folded up for traveling, 
nor is there a place to store the power 
cord. This is a bit of a disappointment, 
since I think a portable machine should 
be as self-contained as possible . The op
tional nylon and leather carrying case 
does have a pouch for both the mouse and 
the power cord, however. 

This brings us to one of the big prob
lems for designers of mouse-based porta
bles: The mouse can't be used without a 
flat surface next to the machine, and that 
rules out many good working opportuni
ties. One solution is to use the Easy Ac
cess INIT file provided by Apple . Easy 
Access was designed to aid handicapped 
people (who can have difficulty using a 
mouse) in using a Mac computer. This 
software also lets you operate the Dyna
mac without a mouse-but that doesn' t 
mean that Easy Access is easy or desir
able in this situation. 

This is one problem that requires fur
ther examination by the engineers. For 
example, Grid Computer's first laptop 
had a touchpad above the keyboard that 
duplicated all the functions of the mouse . 
It is disappointing not to find a touchpad 
or a small built-in trackball to serve as a 
mouse on the Dynamac. 

The keyboard is also cannibalized 
from the Mac Plus . The numeric keypad 
is missing, but a desk accessory (DA) 
called Keypad Overlay, provided with the 
computer, turns theM, J, K, L, U, I , 0, 
7, 8, and 9 keys into a numeric keypad. 

Once you've activated Keypad Overlay, 
these keys function as a keypad whenever 
you hold down the Option key . You use 
the same DA to remove this capability. 

The Enter key from the numeric key
pad is now directly above the Return key . 
This is a good feature, since many appli
cations distinguish between the two keys . 
It shows that the Dynamac designers an
ticipated the many possible ways their 
modifications could inhibit compatibil
ity. If the built-in keyboard is still not ad
equate for you, you can attach another 
keyboard to the extra keyboard port in the 
rear. This additional port is also suitable 
for people who want to use a separate 
keyboard in front of a large screen 
monitor. 

Standard Software, 
Slim Documentation 
Initially, the Dynamac EL came with 
System 4.1 and Finder 5 .5. However, it ' s 
now being shipped with version 5.0 sys
tem software (System 4.2 and Finder 6.0) 
and copies of HyperCard. 

With the generous 4 megabytes of 
RAM on the review machine, I could run 
MultiFinder, HyperCard, and several 
other applications without problems. I 
hooked the Dynamac up to a LocalTalk 
network to test its Apple Talk capabilities , 
and I printed several documents to a 
LaserWriter and a LaserWriter NT 
without problems. I also connected an 
Apple Hard Disk 20 to the external flop
py disk drive port of the Dynamac EL. As 
is typical of the Mac Plus ROMs, at start
up the Dynamac checks the floppy disk 
drives and then the SCSI port for boot
able volumes, so the Hard Disk 20 be
came the start-up volume rather than the 
Dynamac's internal SCSI hard disk. This 
behavior is normal , and the Dynamac op-

continued 

Photo 1: The Dynamac's back panel holds (from left to right) the audio port, the 
mouse port, the external floppy disk drive port, the video port, the SCSI port, the 
external keyboard connector, the telephone port connector, and two serial ports 
using D/N-8 connectors. 
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erated flawlessly with the external hard 
disk drive. 

The Dynamac EL comes with one slim 
manual that describes the basic facts 
about the Macintosh desk software and 
the back panel of the computer. My copy 
of the manual was labeled "Preliminary 
Release-Summer 1987. " A short sec
tion in the back gives hints for trouble
shooting the computer. While the manual 
is small and pales in comparison to the 
extensive Apple documents, Dynamac 
didn't miss anything. 

The manual has a few irregularities, 
however. For example, the communica
tions entry in the index reads, "See Mac
Terminal; modems," despite the fact that 
there is no entry for MacTerrninal in the 
manual and the program is not supplied 
with the computer. The manual doesn't 
hold a new user's hand, either, and you'll 
have to look elsewhere for descriptions of 
the more arcane utility programs on the 
System disk. For those who do experi
ence problems, Dynamac Computer of
fers free telephone support and lists the 
number to call at the very beginning of 
the manual. 

Performance and Portability 
The benchmarks did not reveal anything 
particularly surprising about the Dyna
mac: It performs just like a Mac Plus. In 
both the Sieve and the Calculations tests, 
the Dynamac and the Mac Plus tied . The 
Disk Write and Read tests, which evaluate 
the floppy disk drive, were slightly 
slower for the Dynamac than for the Mac 
Plus. The hard disk drive also worked 
slightly slower than my SE's hard disk 
drive. These differences in performance 
were not significant. 

It should come as no surprise that there 
were no problems with software compati
bility. Most of the software packages 
have been modified by now so that they 
utilize the variable-size screens used on 
the Mac IT. I tested Word 3.01, Mac Write 
4.6, MacDraw 1.95, Red Ryder 10.3, 
Write Now 1.0, SuperPaint 1.0, Mac
Paint 1.5, Excel 1.04, and HyperCard 
1.01. Each ran without problems. 

The better programs, such as Word, 
opened windows the size of the larger 
screen, while older programs, like Mac
Paint 1.5, left you with lots of unused 
screen space. Claris Corp. has released 
the Mac Paint 2. 0 upgrade that does detect 
and use the larger screen, but it wasn't 
available at the time of this review. 

VideoWorks 1.0 ran on the large 
display, but the screen animation was er
ratic. The solution is to use the Mac IT
compatible VideoWorks IT, which uses 
the larger screen and didn't exhibit any 
flicker during animation. One hidden 
cost of the Dynamac EL is that you'll 

have to upgrade your software to use the 
larger screen, or else run it on the 512- by 
342-pixel display mode. 

The machine's portability is one im
portant facet that cannot be tested with 
ordinary benchmarks. With a hard disk 
drive, the Dynamac EL is slightly heavier 
than a Mac Plus, but it has the advantage 
in size and shape. The original Mac is 
small enough to be used as a portable 
computer when it is packed into the spe
cially designed suitcases, but its rectan
gular shape can be ungainly when slung 
over your back. The Dynamac' s briefcase 
shape makes it easy to carry at your side 
without bumping into other people. The 
bag comes with a shoulder strap because 
the computer is heavy enough to make 
long walks tiresome. 

A Lightweight Computer 
with a Hefty Price Tag 
The Dynamac EL is a Mac Plus computer 
in a slim case that sidesteps compatibility 
problems by using the actual circuits 
from a disassembled Macintosh. The 
Dynamac' s screen is one of the best dis
plays I've seen on a portable computer 
and is good enough to make the Dynamac 
the day-to-day machine of anyone who 
buys it. When I wrote this review, I had 
the choice of using a Mac SE, a Mac Plus, 
or this computer. The large, sharp screen 
of the Dynamac won. 

The only drawback to this computer is 
its price. The top-of-the-line model with 
4 megabytes of RAM, a 40-megabyte 
hard disk drive, and a built-in modem 
costs $8334. For just under the same 
price ($8089), you can buy a Mac IT sys
tem with the following Apple compo
nents: 2 megabytes of memory, a 40-
megabyte hard disk drive, an extended 
keyboard, a 13-inch color monitor, a 
video board with the 256-color upgrade, 
and an Image Writer IT printer. Of course, 
you're more likely to lug a Mac Plus or 
Mac SE around than to even think of mov
ing a Mac II; but unless portability is an 
absolute priority, there are better ways of 
spending your hard-earned dollars in this 
price range. 

However, if portability is indeed the 
issue, then the Dynamac fills the bill ad
mirably. The Dynamac fits under any 
seat, and, with the carrying case, you can 
tote the computer just about anywhere. If 
you simply want to do a bit of word 
processing on the road, you can make do 
with a cheaper portable. If you must have 
everything that a Mac can offer, and you 
must have this capability wherever you 
go, then this machine's a must. • 

Peter Wayner is a graduate student in the 
department of computer science at Cor
nell University in Ithaca, New York. 



The class drive 
for 

Alclass computers. 

TheST251 
If you're willing to settle for less, you can put other 

drives in your AT-class computer. 
But if you want AT-class performance from your hard 

disc drive, there's only one choice. 
Seagate's ST25l. 
The ST251 is the 40MB half-height drive designed 

to get the most performance out of your IBM* PC, XT~ 
AT* or compatible. 

With 40 msec access time, the ST251 delivers cost
effective AT-class performance while reducing power 
consumption to only 11 watts. 

For easy installation under DOS, we provide 
partitioning software-free. 

The ST251 
features autopark with a 

balanced positioner, which eliminates 
the need for a locking mechanism. Reliability 

is assured because the drive is built at Seagate's auto
mated manufacturing facility, using our own printed 
circuit board assembly. 

Our field-proven, proprietary stepper motors match 
the fast access time normally found only with the more 
expensive voice coil actuators. 

Features like these have made Seagate the leading 
independent manufacturer of small disc drives in 5W' 
and 3W' form factors. And they've made the ST251 the 
class of the AT class. 

40 megabytes. 40 milliseconds. 
Why settle for less in your AT? 
Call Seagate. 800-468-DISC. 

*IBM, XT and AT are trademarks of Inte rnational Business Machines Corp. Seagate and 
65)> are trademarks of Seagate Technology. 
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The Next Generation in Modems 

• A Custom designed 2400 Baud Internal 
PC modem by the makers of the world
famous EGAWONDER, means high 
performance & reliability. 
• Built-in microprocessor & digital signal 
processor ensures 100°/o error-free data 
using MNP-5 . . 
• Data compression increases 
throughput to 4800bps. 
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or Electronic Mail~ 
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Smart price to pay for Smart technology 
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MNP is a trademark of Microcom Corporation. Mirror II is a 
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HARDWARE REVIEWS 

Remaking a Classic 
Curtis Franklin Jr. 

Changing a successful product A laser printer with three large font down to 25 percent of 
is a sticky matter: Just ask 
Coca-Cola. But when you can 
take a classic, give it new power 
and speed, and wrap the whole 
package in a sleek new housing, 

personalities: Apple's LaserWriter 
1/SC, liNT, and 1/NTX 

its original size. during the 
printing operation. 

Graphics printed on the IISC 
are obviously different from 
those printed on PostScript
equipped printers. All IISC as Apple has done with its new 

series of Laser Writer II printers, you just 
may have a big winner on your hands. 

The LaserWriter lis give Mac users 
who want laser-quality print three ways to 
pick and choose from low-cost Quick
Draw printing to high-end PostScript, 
with a clear and easy upgrade path from 
the bottom to the top. 

The LaserWriter II printers are de
signed around a 300-dot-per-inch (dpi) 
Canon second-generation LBP-SX print
ing engine placed within a shell holding a 
power supply and various controls (see 
photo 1). One of three "personality 
boards" fits into a slot on the bottom of 
this shell (see photos 2 and 3). This board 
determines the printer's characteristics. 
The printer's modular design allows 
Apple to reduce its development costs 
and, more important, lets you purchase a 
new board to improve the performance or 
capabilities of the printer when your 
needs demand it. 

The LaserWriter IISC is, at $2799, the 
entry-level LaserWriter II. It does not 
support PostScript or AppleTalk. Next is 
the Laser Writer liNT, which costs more 
than the IISC ($4599) but adds PostScript 
and AppleTalk networking capabilities. 
The liNT is the most direct replacement 
for the discontinued Laser Writer Plus. At 
the top of the line, the LaserWriter 
IINTX gives you PostScript, AppleTalk 
networking, 2 megabytes of memory (ex
pandable to 12 megabytes), hard disk 
drive expansion capability, and a Motor
ola 68020 processor. For this, you pay 
$6599. 

A Single-User Printer 
The LaserWriter IISC (the "SC" stands 
for SCSI) is a single-user printer that con
nects to a Macintosh through the com
puter's SCSI port. The IISC's personal-
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ity board is built around a 7 .5-MHz 
Motorola 68000 processor and has 1 
megabyte of RAM. One of the nice fea
tures of the IISC (and the other two 
printers as well) is its dual paper path. 
Since different word-processing, page 
layout, and graphics programs print 
pages in different orders (first-to-last ver
sus last-to-first), the LaserWriter II shell 
offers two different ways for the pages to 
be collected after they're printed. Nor
mally, the paper is collected face-down 
on the top of the printer-perfect for first
to-last printing software. But by simply 
opening a door, you can have the paper 
collected face-up at the side of the 
printer. 

Since the IISC uses the same print en
gine as the other LaserWriter lis, the out
put's resolution is the same as the more 
expensive printers. In spite of this, the 
lack of PostScript makes "How's the 
quality?" the first question asked about 
the IISC. The answer is that, especially 
for text, the output is quite good. I found 
that on standard-size text (9 through 14 
points), it is difficult to tell the output of 
the IISC from that of the liNT or the 
IINTX. In larger point sizes, and espe
cially in large boldface fonts , the results 
were considerably more ragged (i.e., 
showing "stair-stepped" edges) than 
equivalent PostScript fonts. 

The good results at normal point sizes 
come from a technique similar to that 
used by Imagewriter printers . For each 
font to be printed, two font sizes must be 
loaded into the System file. The first font 
size is the font used for the screen 
display. The second font is 4 times the 
size of the screen font and is used by the 
printer driver. Apple achieves high-qual
ity print without the computational com
plexities of PostScript by scaling this 

images are generated on the host com
puter by QuickDraw, Apple's propri
etary graphics routines that are em
bedded in the ROM of every Macintosh. 
QuickDraw does not provide the auto
matic high quality of PostScript, but it 
does allow the meticulous user the oppor
tunity to "hand-smooth" objects. Circles 
and diagonal lines showed some jagged
ness, but the quality was miles ahead of 
Imagewriter resolution and was on a par 
with non-PostScript output (such as that 
from MacPaint) on the LaserWriter. 

Installing the LaserWriter IISC was 
easy. The 126-page owner's guide pro
vided clear instructions for installing the 
hardware and software for the printer. 
When I was ready to connect the printer 
to the Mac SE, I found that I did not have 
the SCSI terminator called for in the doc
umentation. I plugged everything to
gether anyway, and everything worked 
just fine . However, for permanent instal
lations, I recommend that you follow the 
directions in the manual. 

The Laser Writer IISC comes with four 
disks of software: one installation disk, 
one disk with the Laser Writer IISC driver 
version 1.0B12, and two font disks . The 
manual includes directions for installing 
this software, but since all the utilities 
follow Macintosh convention, most expe
rienced Mac users will have no trouble. I 
did find that the fonts (Helvetica, Cour
ier, Times Roman, and Symbol , in 9-
through 96-point sizes) took up a lot of 
disk space, making me glad I had a hard 
disk drive on both the Mac SE and Mac II 
used to test the printer: For example, add
ing the complete Times, Helvetica, and 
Courier fonts to your System file balloons 
the size of this file by more than 1 mega
byte. If you intend to connect a Laser
Writer IISC to a floppy-disk-drive-only 



Mac , you'll want to carefully choose 
those fonts that you install on your system 
disk . 

l tried PageMaker 1.1 with the Laser
Writer USC and was surprised to find that 
pages printed with no translation or extra 
driver needed. The output from Page
Maker was high-quality-not quite up to 
the standards of PostScript but very 
smooth and even. The only problem was 
that, between my early version (1.1) of 
PageMaker and the early version of the 
Laser Writer IISC printer driver, the com
puter consistently locked up about 45 
seconds after printing. Apple says this 
problem is eliminated with the latest ver
sion (3 . 0) of Page Maker. 

The LaserWriter IISC is the slowest 
printer in the Laser Writer family, taking 
more time than even the LaserWriter to 
print most of the benchmark documents 
(see figure 1) . Only the 90K-byte Mac
Draw test file (described later) printed in 
significantly less time on the nsc than 
on the LaserWriter or the LaserWriter 
liNT. This is because the USC 's printing 
process eliminates a conversion step . 
Normally , the standard Laser Writer 
driver does a complicated conversion of 
QuickDraw graphics into PostScript 
commands for a print job. For the Laser
Writer IISC, the Macintosh draws the 
page image in its memory using Quick
Draw primitives, and this image is sent to 
the printer. This process has two impor
tant consequences : First, your Mac is tied 

continued 

Photo 1: The Laser Writer II shell, 
shown here with the paper tray attached, 
includes the print engine, controls, and 
power supply. 

Photo 2: The Laser Writer IINTX 
board (top) has space for an extra 
megabyte of RAM using 256K-byte
density SIMMs. The liNT board 
(middle) holds 2 megabytes of RAM, 
and the l/SC board (bottom) comes 
standard with 1 megabyte. 

llil 
~ 
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LaserWriter IISC LaserWriter liNT 

Type QuickDraw-based laser printer PostScript laser printer 

Company Apple Computer Inc: Apple Computer Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996·1 010 (408) 996-1010 

Features Canon LBP-SX laser xerographic Canon LBP-SX laser xerographic 
print engine, rated at 8 pages print engine, rated at 8 ppm; 
per minute; 300- by 300-dpi res- 300· by 300-dpi resolution; Post-
olution; personality board with Script interpreter; Diablo 630 
7.5-MHz 68000 CPU, 16K bytes emulation; personality board 
of ROM, 1 megabyte of RAM, with 11.5-MHz 68000 CPU, 1 
SCSI with externally switchable megabyte of ROM, 2 megabytes 
address, and ADB connector; of RAM, LocaiTalk interface, 
LaserWriter IISC printer driver ADB interface, and RS-232C 
and IISC font files. Power re- serial interface; LaserWriter and 
quirements: 90 volts to 126 V LaserPrep version 5.1 printer 
AC, 50 to 60Hz. driver and liNT font files. Power 

requirements: 90 V to 126 V AC, 
50 to 60Hz. 

Size 8V2 by 20 by 18V2 inches 8V2 by 20 by 18V2 inches 
(without letter-size cassette); (without letter-size cassette); 
45 pounds 45 pounds 

Hardware Needed Macintosh Plus, SE, or II; SCSI Macintosh Plus, SE, or II; two 
cable and terminator LocaiTalk nodes and a LocaiTalk 

cable 

Software Needed None None 

Documentation 126-page spiral-bound user's 152-page spiral-bound user's 
manual manual 

Price $2799 (includes toner cartridge $4599 (includes toner cartridge 
and letter cassette) 

Inquiry 888. 

up during a print job, and second, the 
faster your Mac, the faster the Laser
Writer ITSC will print. 

An Upgraded Classic 
The LaserWriter TINT (the "NT" stands 
for networking) is the most direct re
placement for the discontinued Laser
Writer Plus. Like the LaserWriter Plus, 
the LaserWriter TINT personality board 
has a 11.5-MHz Motorola 68000 proces
sor, 1 megabyte of ROM, and 2 mega
bytes of RAM. Included on the board is a 
faster version of PostScript (version 47 .0, 
as compared to version 38.0 on the Laser
Writer), an Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) 
port (for future expansion), a LocalTalk 
connector, and a DB-25 serial port. Fi
nally, a special Diablo 630 emulation is 
built into the software. The net result is a 
printer that is a worthy successor to the 
venerable Laser Writers that it replaces . 

and letter cassette) 

Inquiry 889. 

Setting up the printer was just as easy 
as setting up the LaserWriter IISC: I dis
connected the nsc board by loosening 
two screws, pulled the nsc board out of 
the LaserWriter II shell, and inserted the 
TINT board. All that was left to do was 
tighten the same two screws and plug in a 
LocalTalk connector. The whole re
placement process took about 5 minutes. 

In a welcome change from the original 
LaserWriters, the LaserWriter TINT and 
ITNTX boards now use the same DIN-8 
connectors for Local Talk that are used by 
the Mac Plus, Mac SE, and Mac IT serial 
ports. The LaserWriter and LaserWriter 
Plus used DB-9 connectors, making the 
printer hookup to a network a headache if 
you forgot this little detail when you pur
chased the Local Talk nodes. 

Software installation is just as easy. 
You get three disks: one with the System/ 
Finder combination and Installer pro-

LaserWriter IINTX 

PostScript laser printer 

Apple Computer Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-1010 

Canon LBP-SX laser xerographic 
print engine, rated at 8 ppm; 
300- by 300-dpi resolution; Post-
Script interpreter with batch or 
interactive modes; Diablo 630 
emulation; HP Laser Jet Plus 
emulation; personality board 
with 16.7-MHz 68020 CPU, 1 
megabyte of ROM, 2 megabytes 
of RAM expandable to 12 mega-
bytes, LocaiTalk interface, ADB 
interface, RS-232C serial inter-
face, SCSI, and font expansion 
slot; LaserWriter and LaserPrep 
version 5.1 printer driver and 
liNT font files. Power 
requirements: 90 V to 126 V AC, 
50 to 60Hz. 

8V2 by 20 by 18V2 inches 
(without letter-size cassette); 
45 pounds 

Macintosh Plus, SE, or II; two 
LocaiTalk nodes and a LocaiTalk 
cable 

None 

152-page spiral-bound user's 
manual 

$6599 (includes toner cartridge 
and letter cassette) 

Inquiry 890. 

gram, one with the new LaserWriter/ 
LaserPrep version 5.1 drivers and a font 
utility, and the last with the Laser Writer 
TINT screen fonts to match the fonts in the 
board's ROM. You also get a 152-page 
owner's guide that does double duty as 
the manual for both the Laser Writer liNT 
and the Laser Writer ITNTX. It is lavishly 
illustrated and even includes information 
for connecting an MS-DOS machine to 
the LaserWriter liNT's serial port. 

The liNT has 11 resident fonts: lTC 
Bookman, Courier, New Century 
Schoolbook, Palatino, Times, lTC Zapf 
Chancery, lTC Avant Garde , Helvetica, 
Helvetica Narrow, Symbol, and lTC 
Zapf Dingbats. Like the LaserWriter it 
replaces, the LaserWriter TINT can use 
downloadable fonts from a number of 
commercial, shareware, or freeware 
sources. A utility application called 

continued 
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Starter Kit 
• two adapters 
• two-user 

version of • terminators 
LANtasticNOS 

Additional Adapter $199 
NOSLicense $295 



The LaserWriter II 
gives Mac users three 
ways to pick and choose 
with a clear and easy 
upgrade path from 
the bottom to the top. 

Laser Writer Font Utility, provided with 
the installation software, lets you select 
the font files you wish to download to the 
Laser Writer TINT's memory . 

When I benchmarked the LaserWriter 
liNT, it became obvious that the biggest 
improvement in speed over the Laser
Writer was in printing PostScript graph
ics files. In most of the text benchmarks 
(the 7-page Mac Write file on the Mac SE 
being the exception) , the LaserWriter 
liNT was a few seconds faster than the 
LaserWriter. In comparison, the 90K
byte MacDraw file that took 1392 sec
onds to print on the Mac SE/LaserWriter 
combination took only 1088 seconds with 
the Mac SE/LaserWriter liNT . 

REMAKING A CLASSIC 

The LaserWriter liNT was consis
tently faster than the LaserWriter IISC , 
with the exception of that 90K-byte Mac
Draw file. Since the LaserWriter IISC 
does not use the QuickDraw translation 
and PostScript processing, it was able to 
print the large MacDraw graphics file 2 
minutes faster than the LaserWriter liNT 
paired with the Mac SE, and 7 minutes 
faster than the Laser Writer liNT coupled 
with the Mac II . 

The LaserWriter liNT is a very capa
ble PostScript printer that ably anchors 
the middle of the Apple LaserWriter 
printer family . The price of a Laser Writer 
IISC-to-LaserWriter liNT upgrade is 
$2099 . The fact that you can have a liNT 
by upgrading from a LaserWriter IISC , 
and can upgrade the liNT to a Laser
Writer IINTX, makes it a great choice for 
a small, growing office or workgroup . 

And atthe Top . .. 
When you exchange the LaserWriter 
liNT board for a LaserWriter IINTX 
board (a $2499 procedure), you enter a 
realm of serious printer intelligence. The 
standard IINTX has a 16.7-MHz Motor
ola 68020, 1 megabyte of ROM, 2 mega
bytes of RAM, PostScript version 47 .0, a 
50-pin SCSI hard disk drive interface, a 

Photo 3: The Laser Writer II boards offer a full range of connectors~ The IINTX 
board (top , left to right) : ADB port, SCSI port, configuration DIP switches, serial 
port, LocalTalk port. The liNT board (middle, left to right) : ADB port, 
configuration switches, serial port, LocalTalk port. The l/SC board (bottom, left 
to right): ADB port, SCSI port, board SCSI address selector, SCSI port. 
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DB-25 serial port, and LocalTalk and 
ADB ports. Three SIMM (single in-line 
memory module) sockets hold the on
board RAM, and by populating these 
sockets with !-megabyte-density SIMMs 
you can expand the board 's total RAM 
capacity to 12 megabytes. It's amazing to 
realize that there are 32-user supermicro
computers that have less raw horsepower 
than this printer . 

Unfortunately, I didn' t get to sample 
the full power of the printer ; the unit sent 
for review had the standard 2 megabytes 
of RAM and no hard disk drive . It was 
still the fastest of the LaserWriters, be 
they new or old. 

Installing the LaserWriter IINTX was 
just like installing the TINT , a 5-minute 
procedure involving two screws and a 
LocalTalk connection. The software in
stallation was unnecessary because the 
LaserWriter liNT and the LaserWriter 
IINTX use the same fonts . 

The LaserWriter IINTX has the same 
11 resident fonts as the LaserWriter 
liNT, but where the LaserWriter liNT 
can have fonts downloaded to its RAM, 
the IINTX can store downloaded fonts 
either in its considerable RAM or on one 
of the chain of hard disk drives that can be 
attached to the SCSI port. If you do add 
hard disk drives, setting the SCSI address 
of the printer is a simple matter of push
ing a button and watching addresses click 
past in a window on the LaserWriter 
IINTX board. The LaserWriter Font 
Utility lets you download fonts into the 
Laser Writer ' s memory or to the hard disk 
drive . One problem in chaining a new 
SCSI hard disk drive off an existing hard 
disk drive that's holding fonts is that you 
must reformat both disks and download 
all the fonts again to add the new drive . 
This can be a major job if you are chain
ing a hard disk drive off a 40-megabyte 
drive already packed with fonts. 

If neither of these font options appeals 
to you, the LaserWriter IINTX also has 
an expansion slot where you can install 
font ROM boards. In addition to its Post
Script graphics , the IINTX can emulate 
the HP LaserJet Plus and Diablo 630 
printers . With the various ways of inter
facing with the printer and the number of 
fonts and emulations it offers, this is one 
of the most flexible printers around. 

The performance of the LaserWriter 
IINTX is, quite simply, wonderful. 
When I paired the IINTX with a Macin
tosh II, printing even large and complex 
files became a fast procedure. The most 
striking example was the 90K -byte Mac
Draw file . This file took over 20 minutes 
to print on the LaserWriter/Mac II com
bination. When I printed it using the 
IINTX with the Mac II , it took just 8 min-

continued 



Sysgen brings you the 
best buys in backup. 

$795 
60Mb QIC-File ™ 
• Compatibility with all PCs and PS/2s TM 

(New QIC-File Plus available for 
PS/2 Models 50, 60 and 80 at $995) 

• Streaming tape technology with 
superior 90 IPS speeds 

• Dual read/write heads for simulta
neous backup and verification 

• QIC-File and QIC-File Plus tapes are 
fully interchangeable between PCs 
and PS/2s 

$595 
60Mb Smart Image™ 
• Compatibility with all PCs and PS/2s 

(New Smart Image Plus for PS/2 
Models 50, 60 and 80 at $795) 

• Streaming tape technology with 
superior 90 IPS speeds 

• Dual read/write heads for simulta
neous backup and verification 

• Smart Image and Smart Image Plus 
tapes are fully interchangeable 
between PCs and PS/2s 

Sysgen TM gives you a lot 
more backup for a lot less. 

Choose a Sysgen 1/4" tape 
cartridge system or a Sysgen 
cassette tape system for all 
your PC and PS/2 backup 
needs. 

Or choose other leading 
backup products from the 
complete Sysgen family, 
including the 120Mb Net
File TM for backing up entire 
Novell® networks and 

the 40Mb Bridge-Tape TM 

subsystem that's PC and PS/2 
compatible, for total backup 
and data transfer flexibility. 

Sysgen backup systems 
offer you the highest 
performance at the lowest 
prices in the marketplace . 
With the proven reliability 
of 100,000 installed backup 
systems. And a #1 rating by 
industry experts. 

Ask your dealer for a Sysgen 
backup system or call the 
Sysgen hot line for more 
information. 

1-800-821-2151 

SYSGEN 
I N C ORPORATED 

SYSGEN Inc., 556 Gibral ta r Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035, (408) 263-4411. O Copyrighl , Sysgen, Inc. 19!UI. Trademarks : QIC- 1-' ile, Smart Im age, Sysgen, Net-File, Bridge-Ta pe-Sysgen , Inc.: PS/2-IBM Corp. Reg istered Tradema rk : Novell-Novell. Inc. 
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MACSE MAC II 

90KMACDRAW 90KMACDRAW 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

Plus 24:38 Plus 24:37 
IISC 16:10 IISC 9:51 
liNT 19:55 li NT 18:21 
IINTX 7:52 IINTX 7:57 

6KMACDRAW 6KMACDRAW 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

Plus 1:05 Plus 0:59 
IISC 1:43 IISC 0:52 
liNT 0:55 liNT 0:53 
IINTX 0:41 IINTX 0:32 

MIXED TEXT AND GRAPHICS MIXED TEXT AND GRAPHICS 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

'Plus 3:49 Plus 3:43 
IISC 5:38 IISC 2:47 
liNT 2:53 liNT 2:41 
IINTX 1:34 IINTX 1:24 

30-PAGE TEXT 30-PAGE TEXT 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

Plus 4:49 Plus 4:39 
IISC 10:44 IISC 6:28 
liNT 4:30 li NT 4: 21 
IINTX 4:11 II NTX 4:04 

7-PAGETEXT 7-PAGETEXT 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

Plus 1:41 Plus 1:39 
IISC 2:22 IISC 1:30 
liNT 1:31 liNT 1:26 
IINTX ' 1:17 IINTX 1: 12 

3-PAGETEXT 3-PAGE TEXT, 

Printer Print time Printer Print time 

Plus 1:10 Plus 1:06 
IISC 1:10 IISC 0:49 
liNT 0:56 liNT 0:52 
IINTX 0:49 IINTX 0:40 

LaserWriter Plus . LaserWriter Plus 

LaserWriter IISC LaserWriter IISC 

Figure 1: These tests compare an original Laser Writer against the Laser Writer IISC, liNT, and IINTX. The IINTX was fastest 
overall; the IISC was quicker than the liNT on complicated graphics or on very short text files. 
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A Forest Gave Its All 
for Benchmarks 

I went through ream upon ream of 
paper in testing the three printers 

against one another, the original Laser
Writer, and a stopwatch. I used two 
Macintosh computers-a Mac SE with 4 
megabytes of RAM and a 20-megabyte 
hard disk drive, and a Mac II with 5 
megabytes of RAM and an SO-megabyte 
hard disk drive. With each combination 
of printer and computer, I used Mac
Write 4.6, MacDraw 1.9.5, System 4.2, 
and Finder 6.0 .. 

To get results that apply to real-world 
situations, I came up with six bench
mark tests: a 3-page MacWrite docu
ment using Apple Macintosh Tech Note 
#154; a 7-page MacWrite document 
(Apple Macintosh Tech Note #12) ; a 30-
page MacWrite document composed of 
24 pages of BIX material and one of my 
old manuscripts spliced into the middle; 

utes . Speed like this can make a huge dif
ference in a large office or workgroup, 
where waiting for the printer can have se
rious effects on productivity. 

For most individuals, the IINTX will 
be overkill. But for graphic designers, 
engineers, or publishers who need com
plex graphics or pages output on letter
size sheets , and who need them in a hur
ry , the IINTX certainly fills the bill . In a 
larger networked environment, the 
IINTX has the power and expandability 
to provide most users with the services 
they need while not bogging down the net 
with queued-up print requests . 

New and Improved 
When a reviewer looks at any product 
that is supposed to be an improvement 
over and replacement of an established 
and successful product, the tendency is to 
look not only for improvements, but for 
those areas where the designers fumbled 
when they were adding features. I fol
lowed this tendency and looked for slip
ups , tragic deletions, or simple mistakes, 
and the only possible problem I saw was 
the IINTX's requirement that you refor
mat the SCSI hard disk when you chain a 
new one-something you might be able to 
live with . Apple redesigned the Laser
Writer from the inside out, and I can't 
honestly say that the designers have done 
anything wrong. 

The output from the new Canon print 
engine was consistently darker and more 

a 6K-byte MacDraw File that prints on 
one page; a Mixed Text and Graphics 
document using the 3-page MacWrite 
document with the 6K-byte MacDraw 
file inserted into it, making that docu
ment 5 pages long; and a 90K-byte Mac
Draw File composed of a complex Mac
Draw diagram that printed on 16 pages. 

All the tests were run with no INITs 
active on the host computer . For the 
LaserWriter IISC tests , I disabled 
AppleTalk . For the printers using 
Apple Talk, I removed the computer and 
printer from the larger network outside 
of the lab so that the printer would not 
have to spend cycles responding to other 
network traffic . After running the 
benchmarks and comparing the results, 
I reached a conclusion that should star
tle no one: The more you spend, the 
more power and speed you get. 

even than that from the first-generation 
Canon engine in my Laser Writer. When 
the output emerged from the printer, the 
options for stacking the pages saved a lot 
of time by putting the pages in the correct 
order for the type of software used. 

One of the biggest problems with the 
original LaserWriter was the lack of an 
envelope feed . Apple engineers have 
solved that problem with the addition of a 
special feed tray for envelopes. This sin
gle improvement makes the LaserWriter 
II family much more feasible as general
purpose office printers , instead of just 
specialized report and graphics printers. 

To top things off, Apple has taken a cue 
from the PC world and provided a clear 
upgrade path for users who want a low
cost, single-user QuickDraw printer now 
but who may need more from a printer 
down the road. By setting up the upgrade 
as a 5-rninute procedure that can be done 
at any authorized service center, Apple 
has given LaserWriter IISC buyers great 
incentive to stay within the Laser Writer II 
family as their needs grow. From the en
try-level LaserWriter IISC to the top-of
the-line LaserWriter IINTX, the new series 
of LaserWriter lis should leave no one, 
except perhaps Apple's competitors , pin
ing for the days ofLaserWriter Classic. • 

Curtis Franklin Jr. is senior testing editor 
for the BYTE Testing Lab. He can be 
reached at One Phoenix Mill Lane, 
Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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$299 For 3-D C 
you can't be 
by spendi 

thousands mor~ 

You can spend thousands of dollars 
for three dimensional CAD software 
and still not get the power and 
capability that DesignCAD 3-D 
offers for a remarkable $299! DesignCAD 3-D is 
proof positive that you don't have to spend a fortune 
for quality. 

DesignCAD 3-D allows you to develop and advance 
any design in 3 dimensional space, while providing you 
with features such as shading, hidden line removal, 
printer and plotter support. DesignCAD 3-D's extensive 
file transfer utilities allow you to: transfer documents 
to and from IGES, DXF HPGL, transfer to GEM and 
Post Script and to read ASCII text files and X, Y, Z 
coordinate files. It allows up to 4 simultaneous views 
(any angle or perspective) on the screen. Complex 
extrusions, extensive 3-D text capabilities, auto 

The compatibility that 
DesignCAD 3-D offers you means 
that it can be used with almost any 
PC compatible system. It supports 

more than 200 dot matrix printers, more than 80 plotters 
and most digitizers and graphic adapters. DesignCAD 
3-D can read drawings from most other CAD systems. 

The best reason to buy Design CAD 3-D is not the low 
price, the performance or the compatibility. The best 
reason is the amazing ease of use. Design CAD 3-D's 
powerful commands mean that you can produce 
professional 3-D drawings in less time than you thought 
possible. In fact, we think you'll agree that Design CAD 
3-D is easier to learn and easier to use than any 3-D 
CAD system for IBM PC, at any price! 

See your local computer dealer for DesignCAD 3-D, or contact: 

dimensioning and a host of other 
features are all included with 
DesignCAD 3-D, all at no extra 
charge. 

PC Resource Magazine 
has listed DesignCAD 3-D 

as one of the six 

·:·:·American 
Small Business Computers, Inc. 

327 S. Mill St., Pryor, OK 74361 
(918) 825-4844 FAX 918-825-6359 

Telex 9102400302 
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new computer products 
worth watching in 1988. 
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PCS AND MACS WORKING TOGETHER 

PCs and Macs 
Working Together 

Emil Flock 

QuickShare, DaynaFi/e, 

and MatchMaker marry 

Macsand PCs 

Until now, passing files between IBM 
PCs and Macintosh computers has too 
often been a stormy affair, involving 
serial cables , communications packages, 
and special programs to try and match 
file formats . Now, a number of com
panies are trying to marry Macs and PCs . 
I looked at three different approaches to 
bringing harmony to a two-computer 
desktop: QuickShare from Compatible 
Systems, DaynaFile from Dayna Com
munications, and MatchMaker from 
Micro Solutions. 

QuickShare ($465) consists of a PC ex
pansion card with a cable to the Mac's 
SCSI port, plus a bevy of programs . It of
fers high-speed (1.4 million bits per sec
ond on a Mac Plus or SE) data exchange 
and translation. As a bonus , QuickShare 
lets the Mac share the PC' s hard disk 
drive. DaynaFile disk drives ($595 and 
$849) plug.into the Mac's SCSI, allowing 
you to read and write PC files. Both 
QuickShare and DaynaFile are accessed 
normally from the Macintosh desktop. 
MatchMaker ($149) is a PC expansion 
card with a port and software that lets you 
read from and write to a Macintosh disk 
drive from your PC. 

All three products do a reliable job of 
moving information from the PC's data 
format to the Mac' s and vice versa. Un
fortunately, that's less than half the job: 
File format translation is the real chal
lenge. None of these products meets it en
tirely, but each saves considerable time 
and work. I tested these products on a 
Mylex 386 running at 16 MHz with a 
MiniScribe 23-millisecond (ms) hard 
disk drive, a 1.2-megabyte floppy disk 
drive, and a 400K-byte floppy (Mac) disk 
drive; and on a Mac Plus with one inter
nal and one external 800K-byte floppy 
disk drive. 

Fast Boots from a PC 
Want to double or triple the speed of your 
floppy-disk-based Mac? QuickShare can 
let your Mac use part of your PC' s hard 

disk drive-and even boot from it. With
out QuickShare, it takes 39 seconds to 
boot my Mac Plus from a floppy disk 
drive. With QuickShare (and my Mylex 
386's superfast 23-ms-access-time hard 
disk drive). I can boot in 15 seconds. For 
someone who is continually crashing the 
Mac, this is a godsend. Besides, when 
you do crash the Mac, you can tum your 
head about 10 degrees, shift keyboards , 
and use your PC while the Mac reboots. 
(Unhappily, most non-hard-disk-drive 
Macs are 512Ks that don' t come with the 
SCSI port necessary to use QuickShare, 
but QuickShare is just about good enough 
to make you spring for the SCSI up
grade.) In addition to faster boots, Quick
Share is up to 55 percent faster than the 
Mac's floppy disk drive when loading 
and exiting Omnis 3 Plus, Excel 1.04, 
Word 3.01 , and Mac Write 4.6. 

All this increased speed is really only a 
by-product ofQuickShare' s intended use . 
The real raison d 'etre of QuickShare is to 
share files between PCs and Macs . 
QuickShare helps widen the Mac/PC 
niche-it's one of those devices that 
leaves you wondering how you ever got 
along without it. You get to concentrate 
on your work instead of moving files 
around. File transfers through null
modem cables using telecommunications 
software at each end are not cost -effective 
when compared to spending less than 
$500 for QuickShare. 

QuickShare comes bundled with soft
ware on two disks-one 3 V2-inch disk for 
the Mac and one 5 \4-inch disk for the 
PC. PC Transfer is the sole inhabitant of 
the Mac disk, while the PC disk has four 
files : QSINSTLL.EXE , QUICKSHR.EXE, 
QSPC.EXE, and MACDRIVR.BIN. You need 
a Mac with a SCSI port and an IBM PC 
XT- or PC AT -compatible computer 
running under MS-DOS 3.1 or higher. 

Creating a Virtual Disk 
It takes 15 minutes to plug in the Quick
Share expansion board and connect the 
cable to your Mac's SCSI port. The 
QuickShare installation package called 
QSINST.EXE, gives you a choice of two 
basic configurations: a minimum setup 
for file transfer only, or a larger setup 
where Macintosh files can be stored and 

accessed on the PC disk. In either case, it 
creates what the manual calls a "virtual 
disk" on your PC 's hard disk. It makes a 
directory, called \QUICKSHR, and a file in 
that directory called RFSOl, which be
comes the virtual disk. In the minimum 
(6K-byte) setup, you have just enough 
room to run PC Transfer, but you cannot 
store Macintosh files on your PC's hard 
disk. You might choose this option if 
your Mac already has its own hard disk 
drive . 

The real advantages of QuickShare ac
crue when you give it enough room for at 
least the Macintosh System and Finder. 
Then you can boot the Mac from the PC' s 
hard disk drive. If you allocate enough 
memory to QuickShare, you can put any 
or all of your Macintosh applications pro
grams on the PC's hard disk drive and 
run them from there . 

QUICKSHR.EXE is the device driver that 
makes QuickShare go. It gets copied to 
your \QUICKSHR subdirectory during in
stallation, and you 're expected to run it in 
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file . It takes about 
17K bytes of RAM to activate the Quick
Share connection. 

Living Together, Working Together 
Since the Mac came out, my desk has 
been set up with the PC and the Mac 
cheek by jowl. When I got QuickShare, 
the two machines began to work produc
tively together for the first time. 

When they both try to access the PC's 
hard disk drive at the same time, each 
suffers a small degradation in perfor
mance. But it ' s still one man, two micro
processors when it comes to throughput 
and "dual-tasking." For instance, my 
Mac can copy files onto my PC's hard 
disk drive without SideKick's Notepad 
seeming to slow down a bit, and Paradox 
386 can do a query on the PC without 
holding up my Mac spreadsheet. But run
ning PC-Talk hangs up QuickShare en
tirely, crashing the Mac-although re
booting the PC and reloading QUICK
SHR.EXE brings the Mac back to life. 

The Mac can be locked out when you 
try to boot if your PC is too busy doing 
disk accesses. For example, if Paradox is 
grinding away on a modify/restructure 
and you try to boot your Mac from the 
virtual disk, you get Unhappy Face num
ber OFOOOA, and you must flick your 
power switch to reboot when the PC ap
plication is finished with the hard disk 
drive. This is because when the Mac's 
ROM boot sequence has to wait too long, 
it eventually produces a time-out. 

PC Drives for the Mac 
DaynaFile consists of external PC disk 
drives for Macintosh computers. So 

continued 
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QuickShare Daynaflle MatchMaker 

Type PC expansion board for Macintosh disk drive to read PC expansion board to interface 
PC-to-Macintosh file transfer PC disk formats with Macintosh disk drive 

Company Compatible Systems Corp. Dayna Communications Inc. Micro Solutions 
P.O. Drawer 17220 50 South Main St. 132 West Lincoln Highway 
Boulder, CO 80308 Salt Lake City, UT 84144 DeKalb, IL60115 
(800) 356-0283 (801) 531-0600 (815) 756-3411 
(303) 444-9532 

Size 5.25 by 3.88 inches 5 by 6.60 by 10 inches: 4.41 by 3.88 inches 
Single drive: 9 pounds: 
Dual drive: 12 pounds 

Features 1.4-million-bit-per-second (mbps) Read/write of PC disks from Mac Copy, display, and delete files 
file exchange between PC and desktop; Maclink Plus Translator on Macintosh disks from PC: 
Mac 512E (with SCSI) or Mac included includes MAC.COM driver, 
Plus: 1. 75-mbps file exchange MAC2TEXT. EXE, and adaptations 
between PC and Mac SE: 4.2- of MS-DOS file commands 
mbps file exchange between PC 
and Mac II. Includes PC Transfer 
for Macintosh qn 8V2-inch disk: 
QUICKSHR.EJCE, QSINSTLL.EJCE, MAC-
DRIVR.BIN, and QSPC.EXE for PC on 
5%-i nch disk; 1 0-foot SCSI cable 

Hardware Needed IBM XT, AT, or compatible Mac Plus, SE, II, or other Mac IBM XT, AT, or compatible with 
and Mac Plus, SE, II , or other with SCSI port 192K by1es of RAM : external 
Macintosh with SCSI port Macintosh disk drive with cable 

Software Needed MS-DOS 3.1 or higher Macintosh System 3.2 and MS-DOS 2.0 or higher 
Finder 5.3 or higher 

Documentation 68-page Installation and 91 -page Guide, with index 56-page User's Guide, 
Operations Manual, no index no index 

Options 1.2-megaby1e, 5V4-inch 
drive: $255 (add-in) 

1 .44-megaby1e, 8V2-inch 
drive: $355 (add-in) 

Maclink Plus OEM version: $95 

Price $465 

Inquiry 885. 

equipped, a Mac can read directly from 
PC data disks-and write to them as well , 
right from the Finder. You need a SCSI 
port on your Mac. 

DaynaFile works with the Mac II, SE, 
or Plus , or any Mac that has had a SCSI 
port added. My review unit had two flop
py disk drives: a 360K-byte 5 1,4-inch 
drive and a 720K-byte 3 V2-inch drive . 
DaynaFile is also available with 1.2-
megabyte 5 1A-inch floppy disk drives and 
1.44-megabyte 3 'h-inch floppy disk 
drives . 

It takes less than half an hour to install 
DaynaFile-about 10 minutes to uncrate 
it, cable its 50-pin port to the Mac's 25-
pin SCSI, insert the terminator plug, 
choose a SCSI ID number on a rotary 
switch, and power up the unit through its 
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SCSI cable: $40 

$595 (360K-by1e 5V4-inch drive) $149 
$849 (360K-by1e 5V4-inch drive 
and 720K-by1e 8V2-inch drive) 

Inquiry 886. 

transformer with extra-long cables 
(which are a nice touch) ; and about 20 
minutes to install the software. There is 
no power-on lamp on the unit, and it must 
be turned on before the Mac (this detail 
isn't mentioned until well into the 
manual). 

It's impossible to shoehorn the Dayna
File driver (which requires 61K bytes of 
disk space) onto the same floppy disk 
with the System, the Finder, and the 
LaserWriter printer drivers and still have 
room for any major applications pro
gram. For example, since System 4.2 
takes up 321K bytes, Finder 6.0 takes up 
99K bytes, and the LaserWriter drivers 
require 75K bytes, that leaves only 244K 
bytes on a single 800K-byte disk. Without 
a hard disk drive, you are forced to mix 

Inquiry 887. 

data with your applications program in 
the second disk drive. 

Good, but Not Perfect 
Until I got my hands on QuickShare, I 
thought DaynaFile was the eat's pajamas. 
Two simple flicks of the wrist to remove a 
disk from my PC and insert it into my 
Mac-what could be simpler? Now that 
I'm spoiled by hard-wiring, it seems in
convenient to use mere floppy disks . 
DaynaFile can provide as much as 3 
megabytes of storage between two 1.44-
megabyte drives, but it doesn't let me for
get floppy disks altogether , as Quick
Share can. 

DaynaFile deserves much of the praise 
it's garnered; there are some problems, 
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:Ma)be you dorlt trunk you need 
a newwoid processor. 

Yes No 

D O 

DO 

D O 

D D 

D O 

© 1988 Lotus Development Corporation. Lotus. Lotus ~lanuscript , 1·2·3, 
Sympllony, Freelance and Graphwrit.er are registered trademarks of Lotus 
Development Corporation. PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe 
Systems, Inc. Aut oCAD is a registered lradcmark of Autodesk, Inc. 

"Manuscript and Manuscript evaluat ion kit require 512K and a hard disk. 

If you answer yes to just one ofthese questions, you' ll 
find that you're a prime candidate for a new, advanced level 
of word processing. 

Do you create any ofthe following types of business documents: 
reports, plans, proposals, presentations, manuals, contracts, 
documentation, specifications? 

Do your documents call for more than words? Or have you 
considered a desktop publishing package to mix graphics, 
spreadsheets or tables with text on a page? 

In the process of creating a document, do you or others frequently 
have to review and revise it? 

Have you ever had occasion to create a document without sufficient 
time to turn it around? 

Is it critical that your documents look great? 

Tum this page over and fold on the dotted 
line to find out why you may be a candidate 

jar a whole new level of word processing. 



you do need 
processor. 

If you answered yes to just one of 
these questions, you are a candidate 
for Lotus® Manuscript® 2.0. 

Manuscript is specifically designed for 
documents with tables, graphics , auto
matic numbering and tables of contents, 
cross-references or indexes. It can easily 
handle routine correspondence, too. 

Manuscript merges text with graph
ics created in 1-2-3 ~ Symphony,"' 
Freelance"' Plus, and Graphwriter"' II, 
as well as Postscript~ .TIF, .PCX, 
AutoCAD® files and more. And it's 
great at handling tables. 

Manuscript has many editing features 
and even provides for reviewer's com
ments. Our draft copies look just like 
the final version, with the right type
faces , graphics and tables in place. 

Manuscript easily supports major revi
sions to text, data, and format , so that 
last minute changes are a cinch. Plus 
it can link your most current 1-2-3 or 
Symphony spreadsheet data to tables 
in your document. 

Manuscript produces higher quality 
pages than conventional word proces
sors, with sophisticated hyphenation 
and justification, plus balanced news
paper-style columns previously available 
only on high-end publishing systems. 

Manuscript 2.0 gives you all 
the advantages of full-featured 
word processing, along with the 
powerful design and typeset
ting capabilities of desktop and 
electronic publishing-for the 
highest quality printed pages. 

Try Manuscript. Order our $15 
demo kit and get 
working software 
and a tutorial 
manual.* Call 
1-800-345-1043 
and ask for demo 
kit ACC-1450. 
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PCS AND MACS WORKING 1DGETHER 

but they're mostly nits. If you open the 
disk drive door on the DaynaFile before 
ejecting the disk from the Mac desktop, 
you get a beep and a dialog box: Please 
insert the disk: Untitled. When you 
close the drive door again, the system 
crashes. This is one of those intermittent, 
nonreproducible, goes-away-when-the
doctor-comes annoyances . PC users need 
to train themselves to ask the operating 
system's permission to eject a disk. 

Having a DaynaFile connected to a 
Mac Plus slows down the operating sys
tem somewhat. There's a lag when you 
return to the Finder and the screen icons 
are refreshed-and there are often two 
extra icons. Additionally, when you load 
a DaynaFile-produced . WKS file into 
Lotus 1-2-3, it takes considerably longer 
than loading the same file saved by Lotus 
1-2-3 itself because it's necessary for a 
conversion routine to parse the file. 

Mac Drives for the PC 
MatchMaker forges a marriage of conve
nience between IBM and Macintosh data 
formats . MatchMaker is an inexpensive 
expansion board for a PC; you plug a 
Macintosh disk drive into it. 

MatchMaker takes about 15 minutes to 
install and comes with a software device 
driver, MAC.COM (3BK bytes for your 
AUTOEXEC.BAT file). You can plug any 
Macintosh floppy disk drive into Match
Maker-BOOK-byte or 400K-byte, Hier
archical File System (HFS) or Macintosh 
File System (MFS). MatchMaker re
quires an IBM PC XT, PC AT, or com
patible with a minimum of 192K bytes 
of RAM. 

Many types of files can make the leap 
between operating systems with Match
Maker's help. MatchMaker's device 
driver provides M-prefixed versions of 
familiar PC commands: MType, MDir, 
MCopy, and MDel, although what should 
be called MForrnat ends up illogically as 
Mini t . Mini t lets you choose betwee,n 
three possible formats (/H for HFS, /M for 
MFS, or /1 for 400K bytes in an BOOK
byte disk drive). For HFS disks, the di
rectory commands (e.g., MCd, MMd, MRd, 
and MTree) are active . 

MCopy provides a good deal of flexibil
ity with these optional parameters: /B for 
binary, jCxxxx (where xxxx lets you 
specify a file creator), /D for data fork, /R 
for resource fork, /Fxxx for file type, /1 
to lock a file, /I for DOS image files, and 
/T for text files. For example, C>rncopy 
rn:chap*.wor a:book.don copies every 
chapter of a book from the M (Match
Maker) drive into a DOS file on the A 
drive. This can produce an entire book in 
one file, concatenating the chapters auto
matically . MCopy would assume the /T 
(text) option in this case. 

Another advantage ofMCopy is the abil
ity to specify a file type. If you do so with 
the !Fxxxx option (where xxxx is the 
four-letter file type), you can double
click on the document and it will be 
loaded into its application. With Quick
Share and DaynaFile transfers, there is no 
provision for specifying th~ file type . 

Lots of Features, Lots of Switches 
At first I could format only MFS disks 
with MatchMaker; it wouldn't handle the 
HFS and kept crashing my Mylex 3B6. 
Then, at the suggestion of Micro Solu
tions, I recopied the release software onto 
my hard disk drive. The MatchMaker 
hardware performed admirably there
after, but time and date stamps were not 
retained. 

Because there are so many commands 
and so many options, MatchMaker's 
M-prefixed commands aren't as easy to 
use as QuickS hare's PC Transfer or 
DaynaFile's MacLink Plus transfer soft
ware. An unsophisticated filter program 
called MAC2TEXT.EXE comes with Match
Maker to bring Mac Write files into DOS. 
The skimpy PRINT. ME manual addendum 
gives seven lines about MAC2TEXT, ex
plaining that you need the /I (image) op
tion when you Mcopy a MacWrite docu
ment before running MAC2TEXT to convert 
to DOS format. Unfortunately, the re
sulting file does not retain print enhance
ments made under Mac Write. 

PRINT.ME consigns all of 19 additional 
lines to two further rules of thumb: You 
can use Save As in Mac Write and choose 
text only if you don't want to bother 
with MAC2TEXT at all, and you might want 
to check out Document Content Archi
tecture (DCA) if you mind losing all 
print-formatting information in 
transition. 

The simple ASCll PRINT.ME file itself, 
for example, is easily MCopyed to and 
MTyped from MatchMaker's M drive. But 
if you don't use the /T (text) option with 
MCopy on a single-spaced file like 
PRINT.ME, it comes back double-spaced 
with MType. 

MatchMaker does not address the 
broader problem of file translation be
tween formats other than Mac Write and 
DOS text files. The MatchMaker docu
mentation pretty much sidesteps the 
question of what to do with nontext files . 
For instance, there is no indication of 
how to take a PC Symphony worksheet 
into an Omnis 3 Plus database on the 
Mac. Nor is there any mention of what to 
do with Mac Word files to make them us
able under DOS with WordStar. 

For $149, MatchMaker can help ferry 
files back and forth between your ma
chines-a bargain at 2 or 3 times the 
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VIDEOTRAX DATA BACK-UP. 
VYEJUSTINTRODUCEDit 

AND ALREADY 50 MILLION 
PEOPLE OWN HALF OF IT. 

Every human in the hemisphere who 
owns a standard VCR has half of 
what's needed to back up data. The 
rest of what you need is neatly con
tained on the new Videotrax® con
troller board by Alpha Micro. 

Slip the half-size Videotrax board 
in to the expansion slot of any PC. 
Meaning any IBM~ PC, XT, AT, Com

paq® 386 or true compatible. 

the hard disk you're covering for. 
QUICK STUDY 

Videotrax has been designed to 
extremely demanding standards. 
So that it won't put a lot of demands 
on you. Anyone who can run a 
VCR knows most of the drill. The 
rest is covered by our menu-driven 
software. By clear, concise docu
mentation. And by a range of 

...--llllllll!lll.,... ... li backup modes that keeps it 

High-113ch. Open yaur PC and slide the controller board 
into any expansion siaL Law-wch. Hook up VCR to earn· 
pull3r with standard connector cables. 

Connect the computer to a VCR with 
standard connector cables. And, as of 
that moment, you are under the pro
tection of a highly sophisticated, strin
gently reliable, data backup system. 

In fact, exhaustive testing and the 
long term experience of over 20,000 
Alpha Micro users have proven Video
trax technology to be more reliable 
than any other backup option avail
able. More dependable, even, than 

simple: 
Insert a blank video cas

sette tape and follow the direc
tions which appear on screen. 
These guide you through the 
painless steps for copying or 
restoring an entire hard disk, 
specific files, or only files mod
ified since the last backup. 

Meanwhile, Videotrax rigor
ously monitors it

~::;~-..,. self for proper 
functioning. 
WE MAKE 
THE VCR 

PART OF IT, 
TOO. 

If you like, opt for 
our enhanced Videotrax 

' 1 VCR and experience the 
· 1 extra joy of its automatic, un

attended backup capabilities. 
It will be a most prudent invest

ment. Because, for the price of 

taping Dallas you can preserve your 
most precious data. Up to 
80MB on a single 

Your basic vilieo 
cassettes. Reliable, 
inm;pensive, 
easy to .find 

cassette, at less than a tenth of the 
cost of streamer tape. 

And now the price is low. Just $399 
for the board and $1199 for the board 
and enhanced VCR,~ested retail. 

And of course, if you ever require 
service, your authorized Alpha Micro 
dealer and our worldwide 
network of factory service 
centers will provide all the 
support you need. 

For the name of your near
est Videotrax dealer, call Alpha 
Micro at 1-800-992-9779. In 
California, call1-800-821-0612 . 

The Videotrax System. 
It's a great leap forward in 
backing up. 

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card 
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PCS AND MACS WORKING TOGETHER 

price. But don't expect much translation 
help from this package. 

Transferring Is Not Converting 
All three vendors claim to have the file
format mountain climbed, but I'm here to 
tell you horror stories about translation. 
Just keeping track of the names, let alone 
the features, of all the translation soft
ware can give you a headache. Quick
Share comes with PC Transfer and 
QSPC. DaynaFile has MacLink Plus 
Local Mode, and MatchMaker provides 
the MCopy command. I had grandiose 
plans to prepare benchmarks comparing 
translation times, but I got few files trans
lated to my satisfaction. So I logged the 
glitches, goofs, inconveniences, and in
congruities instead. 

Aside from its MCopy command, 
MatchMaker opts out of the translation 
fray. The company has done a compe
tent, inexpensive piece of work for trans
ferring files, and its engineers say a good 
translator would have cost another year. 
Micro Solutions relies instead on third 
parties for translation software but makes 
no specific recommendations in the man
ual. Over the telephone, the company 
refers you to Apple File Exchange and 
RDOC/X. 

Choosing a laser printer? 
Easy. 
Pick one equipped with Adobe'" Post

Script® software. PostScript is a page descrip
tion language that comes as resident software 
in leading laser printers. And it's the first and 
only standard adopted by virtually every major 
company in the computer industry. 

Which means printers equipped with 
PostScript software work with any comput
ers you now have. Or plan to get. Including 
IBM® PCs, Macintoshs~ minicomputers, and 
mainframes. 

So you get complete vendor indepen-

QuickShare ' s PC Transfer software 
smoothly effects the change in data for
mat from PC to Mac or vice versa. But if 
file format alterations are required, PC 
Transfer offers only partial solutions; the 
task is too difficult in some cases, absurd 
in others. 

PC Transfer has built-in translation 
software that gives indifferent results in 
many cases, but it isn't because the com
pany hasn't tried hard. You get a choice 
of five translation options. Copy appro
priately is the default, which decides 
on a translation format-text or MacBin
ary-for itself as it moves through a file 
byte by byte. Printer Capture is the 
fifth choice. 

"QSPC" stands for QuickShare 
Printer Capture. Compatible Systems has 
tried to provide a universal PC-to-Mac 
text and graphics converter. This is the 
scenario: You reconfigure your PC appli
cations program to drive the IBM Graph
ics Printer. (It is assumed that your PC 
applications all have IBM Graphics 
Printer drivers .) QSPC.EXE is a memory
resident program (using 8K bytes of con
ventional RAM) that redirects printer 
output to a file, filtering it all the while . 
You produce this print image file and use 
PC Transfer to change it to the Mac data 

dence. And total flexibility. 
Let's say you have a report, proposal or 

newsletter that needs printing . Just use any 
printer in the office that is equipped with Post
Script software. From low to high resolution. 
Even color. It's your choice. 

. And only printers equipped with Post
Script software can handle the most powerful 
electronic publishing and graphics software 
tools in the business. 
· Like the Adobe Type Library. With hun-
dreds of typefaces to expand your range 
of communication. 

Adobe Illustrator'" software. A program 

format. Then you should be able to load 
the transferred, translated file into the 
target application. 

To take a specific Printer Capture ex
ample, suppose you have a 5K-byte docu
ment file in WordStar on the PC that has 
several centered lines, is right-justified, 
and has one sentence of underlining and 
one with boldface. You tell WordStar to 
print the file, but it never gets to the 
printer because QSPC jumps up and lets 
you redirect it to a disk capture file . 
When the capture is finished, QSPC 
waits 2 seconds and then beeps, indicat
ing that the file has been closed (total 
time elapsed is about 4 minutes). 

When you hand that capture file to PC 
Transfer, you get a MacWrite file that ap
proximates its WordStar antecedent (an
other 4 minutes). Too bad that the lines 
that were centered aren't centered; 
they're not flush right, either. The right 
justification is lost in those paragraphs 
that contain underlining and boldfacing 
(but at least those print enhancements are 
intact). The original 2-page document 
becomes 3 pages in translation-the last 
page is blank. All in all, it takes about 15 
minutes in Mac Write to fix it. That's a 
total of almost 25 minutes of shenanigans 
to transfer a file you could have typed in 

• 

that lets anyone draw like a pro. From the 
simplest to the most complex art. 

And Display PostScript'"-system soft
ware that brings the power of PostScript to 
any PC or workstation display. 

For details on any Adobe product, call 
800-29-ADOBE. In Alaska and Canada, 
call (415) 962-2100. 

And see how being picky actually 
increases your choices. 

PostScript is the regrsterod trademark or AdObe Systems Incorporated. IBM is the regrst11red trademark oltnternatronal Business Machmes. Macintosh is the regis tered uademark ot Apple Comi)\Jter, Inc. Adobe ll!ustratOJ, Display PostScript and Adobe are trademaM ol Adobe Systems lncorporatlld. 

All products are regrsterod trademarks and tradoma~ks oltheir manutacturers. 
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from scratch in about 10 minutes. Simi
larly, an Excel spreadsheet saved in . WKS 
format and translated/transferred by PC 
Transfer doesn't fare very well . 

On the graphics side, I was able to get a 
Symphony .PIC file into MacPaint using 
QSPC and PC Transfer as the intermedi
aries . The transition between MacPaint's 
72 dots per inch (dpi) and the 11216-inch 
IBM Graphics Printer format QSPC cap
tures is less than graceful. And you can 
forget about going from MacPaint into 
Symphony, although you can transfer and 
store MacPaint files in MacBinary format 
on the PC . 

Too Many Formats 
For an extra $95, DaynaFile offers Mac
Link Plus Local Mode to provide some 
help. Unfortunately, there are limitations 
to the help it provides. How is Mac Write 
supposed to respond to WordStar's use of 
its extended character set, for example? 
You can try running WordStar's 
PRINT. TST file through MacLink Plus (or 
QuickShare's QSPC or MatchMaker's 
MCopy) and taking a look in MacWrite . 
MacWrite finally gets so befuddled that 
the last two pages are all in underline/out
line/shadow I superscript/ subscript. Dot 
commands are ignored. Likewise , a 

MacWrite document gets short shrift in 
WordStar: Double-width stands in for 
shadow text, and outline becomes strike
out. And this is the easy stuff. 

It gets worse when what you really 
wanted was a Macintosh Word document 
corning over from WordStar (MacLink 
Plus doesn't do this conversion-or win
dows , for that matt~r) . You have at least 
two less-than-palatable choices. You can 
open the Mac Write file that Mac Link 
Plus has created in Word, which gives 
you a dozen alert boxes stating Error 
encountered-ignoring part of Mac
Write file . (That' s right: It skips the 
material entirely .) Or you can try to load 
your original WordStar file into Word on 
the PC (if you have a copy) and feed the 
Word-formatted file to MacLink Plus to 
convert to the Mac format. 

Suppose you want to get a Paradox 
table into Omnis 3 Plus on the Mac. It 's 
straightforward enough (if unsavory) to 
export the table via dBASE format with 
Paradox's Tools/Exportlmport. Then 
MacLink Plus will shovel it onto the Mac 
in Data Interchange Format (DIF), with 
running commentary as to exactly what 
cell is being converted: 0 Warnings, 0 
Errors. When you invoke Omnis 3 Plus 
and locate the Import data menu, you 

find you have to make a field list-it can't 
come up with its own field names or fig
ure them out from your DIF file. There
fore, you have to type in the field names 
yourself before Omnis can finally import 
your Paradox table. 

QuickShare Gets the Nod 
All three products are impressive, but my 
preference is for QuickShare. It has the 
best transfer and translation capabilities, 
and it gets big brownie points for giving 
my Mac a hard disk drive . 

DaynaFile, though expensive, pro
vides utilitarian, high-test disk (not sim
ply file) transfers. MatchMaker is quite 
a value. It's no mean feat to resurrect 
an old 400K-byte disk drive cum boat 
anchor (that cost $400 when new) to do 
important file movement between oper
ating systems. • 

Emil Flock runs Computer Hand Holding 
(San Francisco, California) , which spe
cializes in third-party telephone technical 
support. He is coauthor of The 
Shareware Book: Using PC-Write, PC
File, and PC-Talk (Osborne/McGraw
Hill, 1986) and WordStar: The Second 
Phase (Scott, Foresman & Company, 
forthcoming). 
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" ... the speed, print quality, and 
other thoughtful features of the 
ALPS P2000 ... make this wide
carriage 9-pin matrix printer my 
favorite new printer of the year:' 

''ALPS America keeps on com
ing back with more attention
getting dot matrix printers~' 

"The ALPS ALQ300 and 
P2400C are both rugged 
wide-carriage dot matrix 
printers with excellent 
letter quality type .. :' 

"To distinguish letter-quality 
from daisywheel output re
quires a magnifying glass:' 

-PC Week 

It takes some awfully good PC has become one of the fastest growing 
printers to generate reviews like this. printer companies in the nation. 

But if you're not easily swayed Which should come as no surprise. 
by public opinion, consider this: After all, ALPS printers give you 

Since our first print- r ="L, . . --~ more for your money. Like 
ers were introduced ;1-"llllllliiiiiiiiiiili·iiiiil·- iiiiiltiilii. lilliETiiliiiiili?TiiiiiiTiliil~_._ .. ~ .. _\ speeds up to 400 cps. 
in the U.S. in late 1985, '"'- 1 Seven-color printing. 
ALPS America Snap-in/out, inter-



': .. so quiet that we doubt 
even a library would need 
the 'quiet' mode~' 

-lnfoWorld 

"In almost every phase of con
struction, ALPS seems to have 
relied on sturdier materials 
than it might have had to
something which is a definite 
advantage for the user:' 

~ec Products 

changeable 18- and 24-pin print heads. 
An array of paper feed methods. And 
full compatibility with most all the 
leading PCs and software. 

But as good as the ALPS look on 
paper, they look even better in person. 

So call us for a free demo or 
more information at 800-828-ALPS. 
Circle 18 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 19) 

" ... its controls are the 
most accessible of any 
printer we have used .. :' 

-lnfoWorld 

" ... a real workhorse 
printer that prints faster 
than others in its price 
range and is loaded with 
features ... " 

P~oducts 

In California, call800-257-7872. 
Or settle for printers of a lesser type. 

ALPS 
A MERICA 

IT'S TIME YOU SAW THE ALPS. 

© 1988, ALPS America. 



CLEO is your 
~~~ 

SNA or BSC Gateway 

Remote Sites Communication 
Whatever your industry, your remote 
computers need to share information with 
your mainframe. Or, they need to exchange 
data with other remotes. In either case, you 
need a total solution at the remote sites. You 
need software, hardware interfaces and 
modems that all work together smoothly. 
You need CLEO! 

CLEO software products allow micro
computers to communicate with mini
computers and mainframes, and to emulate 
their workstations. Since 1981 , CLEO has 
provided remote communications between 
micros and mainframes for the automotive, 
insurance, medical and banking industries. 
Today over 66,000 CLEO users worldwide 
are running on all major brands of micro
processors. The greatest number of these 
users run CLEO software on IBM Personal 
Computers and NETBIOS LANs. 

Complete 
Software/Hardware Package 
Every CLEO package contains all the soft
ware and hardware accessories needed at the 
remote site. Your selected CLEO SNA or BSC 
software is packaged with I) an internal 
modem card for dial-up applications, or 2) 
an interface card and cable for use with your 
existing modem. There's no wait ing for non
CLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt, single-

Package prices 
range from S795.00 for 
most stand-alone packages, up to 81,995.00 
for the 32-user SNA gateway. 

CLEO 
now delivers 

3 2 78 coax cards 
at s795.0~ 

Call us today to discuss 
your application. 

CLEO Software 
1639 North Alpine Rd. 
Rockford, IL 6ll07 
Telex 703639 
FAX 815 /397-6535 

Headquarters: 

USA: 1-800/233-2536 
Illinois: 1-800/422-2536 
International: 815/397-8110 
Sales and Distribution: 
Benelux: 3 1 (71) 215281 
Canada, East: 800/361-3 185 
Canada, West: 800/361-1210 
Canada, Montreal: 514 /737-3631 
Colombia , S.A.: 12172266 
Denmark: 1628300 
England: 0908667737 
France: 146861136 
Italy : (033 1) 634 562 
Mexico City: 596-5539 

C"i~EO§ 

~ 

CLEO and 3780Pius are registered tradtmarks of CI.EO Soflw:are. IBM is a registered trademark of lmernation:ll Business Machines Corporation. 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

D 
Microsoft Windows 2. 03 

and Windows/386 

We've all waited a long time for 
these: Microsoft Windows 2.03 

Namir Clement Shammas 

An updated version and a 
for the 8088 and 80286 CPUs 
and Windows/386 for the 80386 
CPU. The first version of Win-
dows was slow; it did not sup-

multitasking environment for 
80386-based systems 

port concurrency, nor did it di-
rectly use more than 640K bytes of 
memory. It also required more complex 
software development with limited 
choices of development language (mainly 
a Microsoft C toolbox) . 

Version 2.03 ($99) is faster than the 
original Windows product and makes the 
best of microcomputers without the 
80386 chips. The 386 version ($195) offers 
true multitasking, thanks to the power of 
the 80386. Microsoft claims that both of 
these versions strongly resemble the Pre
sentation Manager of OS/2 . There are 
many aspects that are common between 
Windows 2.03 and Windows/386, and if 
you learn to use one, you can (to a good 
extent) utilize the other version. 

The Windows 2.03 environment runs 
on the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, or com
patibles . It runs under DOS 3. 0 or higher 
and requires 512K bytes of memory, and 
you can use any additional memory (ex
panded or extended) with the SMART
Drive disk cache to enhance the system 
speed. You will need up to 2 megabytes of 
hard disk space to copy files from the 
seven 360K-byte distribution disks . You 
will also need a graphics adapter compat
ible with CGA, EGA, Hercules, or VGA. 

The Windows/386 environment re
quires you to have an 80386 CPU, with 1 
(preferably 2 or more) megabytes of 
memory , including extended or ex
panded memory. A high-density floppy 
disk drive is required to read the three 
distribution disks of this version, while 2 
megabytes of hard disk space are needed 
to store Windows files . Windows/386 
runs under DOS 3.1 or higher. You will 
also need a graphics adapter compatible 
with CGA, EGA, or VGA. For both ver
sions, a mouse is optional . You might 
find that building reflexes for the combi
nation keys works better. 

Setup Considerations 
The setup of Windows 2.03 is easy and 
straightforward. A SETUP .EXE utility 
guides you to select the various machine , 
printer, display , and mouse options. I 
was able to run Windows 2.03 without 
modifying my CONFIG.SYS or AUTO
EXEC .BAT files. For this review, I in
stalled Windows 2.03 in my second 
(card-type) hard disk and was able to run 
it successfully. I could not do the same 
with Windows/386, however. I had to in
stall that version on my main hard disk, 
and I could not access the second hard 
disk. You can use the AUTOEXEC.BAT (or a 
specialized batch file), or you can issue a 
normal DOS command to invoke Win
dows 2.03. 

The setup ofWindows/386 is similar to 
that of Windows 2.03: You need to re
move any RAM-resident pop-up utilities, 
such as SideKick and SuperKey. ·To use 
Windows/386, you have to create new 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT files. If 
you plan to use Windows/386 consis
tently, you must make the changes to the 
files in the main hard disk directory. The 
other alternative, which I used for this re
view, is to prepare a separate boot disk, 
which should contain new versions of 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC .BAT. The 
CONFIG.SYS files should not install the 
usual RAM-disk drive. Instead, you may 
install the Windows SMARTDrive disk 
cache . The AUTOEXEC .BAT should not 
install any RAM-resident pop-up util
ities, since Windows/386 can easily and 
intelligently manage them. You can use 
the A UTOEXEC. BAT file to invoke 
Windows/386. 

The Windows environment uses the 
text file WIN.INI to store various system 
parameters and special instructions. You 
can edit this file to fine-tune the param-

eters or alter the special instruc
tions. The WIN. INI file repre
sents a new variation of the 
combined AUTOEXEC.BAT and 
CONFIG .SYS files in DOS. 
Among the interesting options 
is the list of " load" and "run" 

programs. Whenever you load Windows, 
the applications shown in the load list 
automatically load and display as icons. 
Similarly, the run list names the applica
tions that automatically execute when you 
load Windows. The programs list defines 
the program file-extension names. This 
list is set to EXE, COM, and BAT, and the 
MS-DOS Executive window uses it to 
select program files for the directory 
display. The WIN. INI file enables you to 
specify numerous parameters, such as 
spooling status, printer selection, font se
lection, I/0 port selection, and beeping 
status. I look forward to seeing future 
DOS versions support a file similar to 
WIN.INI. 

If you are afraid of corrupting the 
WIN. INI file with your text editor, Win
dows has another, more formal, route. 
You can alter many of these parameters 
by accessing the control panel , which is a 
window with menus that permits you to 
add or delete fonts and printers, alter 
window colors, change communication 
ports and data transfer rates, and so on. 

The MS-DOS Executive 
When you invoke either Windows ver
sion, the MS-DOS Executive windows 
appear. In general, there are three display 
levels for any windows application: full 
screen, window, or icon. Only Win
dows/386 is able to support these three 
levels of display for standard programs 
(i .e., those not designed as Windows-ori
ented applications). An application in 
either full-screen or window display uses 
the upper screen line to display the con
trol-menu box, a title bar, and the maxi
mize/minimize boxes . The latter boxes 
permit you to go between a full screen, a 
window, and an icon display. 

continued 
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Table 1: Comparing loop timings for the benchmark programs reveals that 
Windows 2. 03 and DOS are able to run the benchmark programs at the same 
speed. The results also reflect the slowing down of the benchmark programs 
as Windows/386 allocates less resources for it. This is particularly interesting 
when you compare the timings for the exclusive, foreground, and 
background execution modes. 

Environment Mode 

PC·DOS3.1 N/A 
Windows 2.03 N/A 
Windows/386 Exclusive 

Foreground 
Background 

Windows applications use the second 
line to display their menu bars. You can 
use a mouse or key combinations to ac
cess the boxes in the top line or the menu 
options in the second line. The control 
box of any application enables you to 
manipulate the related window in the fol
lowing ways: move, resize, manipulate 
the display status (e .g., maximize or min
imize the window), close , or restore. At 
that point, the window displays any 
option that is not available to you by using 
blurred characters or faded colors . With 
Windows applications, you can use the 
close command to end the applications. 
With standard applications, you need to 
exit them using their own particular 
commands first, and then close their 
windows. 

The MS-DOS Executive window is the 
launching point for many applications . It 
displays the names of the files and subdi
rectories of the current directory . Subdi
rectory names are displayed first in bold 
characters, and the list of sorted file
names is shown in normal characters. 
The Executive window also displays the 
current file or subdirectory selection in 
reverse video. Since you do not have ac
cess to a command-line processor, you 
must perform everything using pull-down 
menus. The MS-DOS Executive win
dows have three menu options : file, view, 
and special . The file menu offers you the 
ability to perform a number of internal 
DOS commands, such as rename, copy , 
and delete files, as well as load and run 
programs. These options work on the 
currently selected file . 

Among the interesting features that I 
found in the MS-DOS Executive is that 
you can mark multiple files for collective 
copying or deletion. A File command 
lets you load an application and its related 
data file by simply loading the latter (this 
is similar to how the Apple Macintosh 
works). For example, if you load a text 
file created by the Window word proces
sor WRITE.EXE, you create a special icon. 
When you click on the icon, you find 
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Time (seconds) DOS time 

15 100% 
15 100% 
19 79% 
23 65% 
26 58% 

yourself in a word-processing session 
with the text file being displayed . 

The view menu enables you to view 
files in either a short format (just the file
name) or a long format that includes file 
size and date/time stamps. You can also 
elect to display all or some of the files, or 
just programs . The MS-DOS Executive 
displays the filenames sorted by name , 
date , size, or time. The "special" menu 
offers more important commands that 
you would generally use less frequently. 
These options permit you to create a di
rectory , change the current directory, 
format a disk, create a system disk, and 
set the volume name. 

The two Windows versions come with 
the same set of applications, which vary in 
usefulness. Among the most versatile are 
Write, Paint, Terminal, Calc, PIF Editor, 
Notepad, Cardfile, and Clipboard. Other 
applications are the famous Clock pro
gram and the Reversi game. The Write 
program provides you with a scaled-down 
version of Microsoft's full-fledged word 
processor, Word. In addition, the two text 
files p~oduced by either word processor 
are compatible . Write is also able to read 
pure ASCII text files. The manual dedi
cates about 100 pages to Write . 

The Paint program is the other major 
Windows application, with about 70 
pages dedicated to it in the product man
ual . You can regard Paint as a scaled
down version of the Macintosh popular 
MacPaint program. Paint supports draw
ing tools, such as the paint brush, pen , 
spray paint, color filling bucket, empty/ 
full shapes (e .g. , rectangles, triangles, 
circles, ovals, polygons, and freehand 
shapes), and the rubber band. 

Both versions of Windows let you cut, 
paste, and copy text between different ap
plications. For example, you can copy a 
drawing from Paint onto the Clipboard 
and then paste it into a Write text file . 

Launching Applications 
Under Windows, the proper way for 
launching standard applications requires 

the use of program information files 
(PIFs) . These files give the Windows en
vironment more information on the appli
cation, such as its directory location, 
memory requirements, and display 
mode, for example. In a sense, PIFs rep
resent a new class of batch files (you can 
still use .BAT file3) . The PIF editor is an 
application supplied to create new PIFs 
and edit old ones. 

Through PIFs, you can specify the file
name to invoke an application , the pro
gram title to be displayed, the program 
parameters , the disk directory, and the 
memory for the application you are 
launching . PIFs also handle interaction 
with the display , communications ports, 
memory, and the keyboard . In addition, 
they store the status of program and 
screen swapping, and they optionally 
close a window when you exit an applica
tion. The Windows/386 environment also 
offers the option of setting the execution 
mode ofthe application. 

PIFs make it easier for the environ
ment to manage the applications that you 
launch. They also give you a section level 
of batch-like control. I hope that future 
text-based DOS versions support both 
batch and PIF programs, like Windows 
does. 

PIFs can work with batch files in Win
dows/386 to invoke standard applications 
and their accompanying RAM-resident 
pop-up utilities. For example, I can write 
a batch file that works with a PIF to load 
Super Key, a set of Pascal macros, and the 
Turbo Pascal environment. Once I am 
finished with Turbo Pascal , I exit its win
dow, and the Windows/386 environment 
removes the copy of SuperKey and the 
macros I loaded. The above scheme of
fers an interesting autonomy for applica
tions . Consider the case where you are 
working on two language development 
environments . You load each with its own 
copy of a keyboard macro utility and its 
own unique set of macros . You can switch 
from one to the other without reloading 
macros, source code files , or even lan
guage environments . This is an impres
sive aspect ofWindows/386. 

If you miss the DOS command-line 
processor, you can set up a PIFto create a 
COMMAND.COM window. You allocate the 
appropriate memory in the PIF for a copy 
of COMMAND . COM. Under Windows/386, I 
was also able to load Command Plus 
(from ESP Software Systems), a com
mand-line processor that is compatible 
with COMMAND.COM 2.x and 3.x . Once I 
loaded Command Plus, I was able to suc
cessfully perform some simple DIR oper
ations . This is an indication that Win
dows/386 tolerates highly compatible 
alternate command-line processors. 

continued 



... ABOUT ANALYZING ViQUR Dl"T'A You might be spreading your 
1 1 ~1. • spreadsheet a little too thin. Or 
maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious 
about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS!PC+'" -a full 
software family that brings you eight high-powered ways 
to complete any data analysis task. 

Enter it. SPSS Data Entry II '" is a fully integrated data 
entry, cleaning and editing tool. 

Analyze it. The SPSSIPC+ base package provides a 
powerful array of statistical and reporting procedures. 

Picture it. SPSS/PC+ Graph-in-the-Box·· featuring New 
England Software's Graph-in-the-Box·· offers full color 
"snapshot" graphics. 

Examine it. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics·· lets you 
get more serious with your data. 

Predict it. SPSS/PC+ Trends'"-our latest option-is the 
complete time series analysis/forecasting tool. 

Table it. SPSS/PC+ Tables·· produces presentation
ready tables instantly 

Chart it. SPSS/PC+ Graphics·· featuring MicrosoW 
Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts. 

Map it. SPSS/PC+ Mapping·· featuring MAP-MASTER'" 
creates maps where vast amounts of data can be sum
marized and presented in one, simple picture. 

SPSS/PC+ products are being put to productive use 
by serious fact finders in business, government and edu
cation. For countless purposes such as market research. 
Wage and salary studies. Survey analysis. And quality 
control. Plus each product is superbly documented and 
supported by SPSS Inc., a leader in statistical software 
for nearly 20 years. While specially tailored customer 
support is available through the VALUE PLus·· plan. And 
SPSS now offers a SPSSIPC+ version for Novell LANs. 

So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to 
SPSS/PC+. For details, contact our Marketing 

Department. CALL 1/312/329-3315 

SPSSIPC+ runs on IBM PC/XT/ATs with hard disk. Contact SPSS Inc. for compatible microcomputers, SPSSIPC+ , SPSS Data Entry II, SPSS/PC+ Graph·in·the-Box, SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics, 
SPSSIPC+ Trends, SPSS/PC+ Tables, SPSS/PC+ Graphics and SPSS/PC+ Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VALUE PLUS is a trademark of SPSS Inc. Chart and MicrosoN are trademarks of 
Microsoft Corporation. MAP-MASTER is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. Graph-in-the-Box is a trademark of New England Software, Inc. © 1987, SPSS Inc. 
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Windows 2.03 

Type 
Graphics-based environment 

Company 
Microsoft Corp. 
16011 Northeast 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97017 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 882-8080 

Format 
Seven double-sided, double-density 
360K-byte 51/4 -inch floppy disks 

Language 
Assembly and C 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2s, or compatibles 
with 512K bytes of RAM (640K bytes is 
recommended) ; two floppy disk drives 
or one floppy disk drive and one hard 
disk drive; a monochrome or color 
monitor attached to a graphics adapter; a 
mouse is optional 

Software Needed 
DOS 3.0 or higher 

Documentation 
500-page User's Guide 

Price 
$99 

Inquiry 904. 

Windows/386 

Type 
Graphics-based environment 

Company 
Microsoft Corp. 
16011 Northeast 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97017 
Redmond, WA 98073 
(206) 882-8080 

Format 
Three high-density 5114-inch floppy 
disks and three 3112-inch fl oppy disks 

Language 
Assembly and C 

Hardware Needed 
MS-DOS-based computer with an Intel 
80386 CPU ; 1 megabyte of RAM (2 
megabytes are recommended) ; one 
high-density floppy disk drive and a hard 
disk drive; a monochrome or color 
monitor attached to a graphics adapter; 
a mouse is optional 

Software Needed 
DOS 3.1 or higher 

Documentation 
500-page User's Guide; 33-page Using 
Microsoft Windows/386 

Price 
$195 

Inquiry 905. 

Table 2: With multiple copies of the secondary benchmark program, 
Windows/386 pays more attention to the first few secondary background 
programs. As the number of the secondary programs initially in·creases , the 
primary benchmark program slows down, reaching a minimum at 5 programs. 
Beyond that minimum, Windows/386 appears to allocate more resources to 
the primary program. The loop timing reached an asymptote when 8 programs 
ran concurrently. 

Total number of programs Time (seconds) DOS time 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

The Windows/386 environment en
ables you to run multiple standard appli
cations. When you invoke any such appli
cation, it begins to run in the usual 
manner, and it occupies the entire screen. 
You press Alt-space bar to display the 
control menu. This permits you to shift 
from full screen to the window display . 
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26 
34 
46 
40 
52 
47 
39 
38 
38 

58% 
44% 
33% 
38% 
29% 
32% 
38% 
39% 
39% 

When you move to a window display, you 
change the color of a nonmonochrome 
application very slightly (the visual effect 
is as if the display has fogged up a bit). 

The control menu for an application 
running under Windows/386 offers sev
eral options, such as full-screen or win
dow-display modes. It also lets you 

choose either exclusive, foreground, or 
background tasking. The exclusive task
ing mode dedicates all the resources of 
the machine to execute an application, 
suspending any other applications. The 
foreground mode executes programs that 
require interaction with the user. You use 
the background mode for applications 
that can run unattended. 

Other options in the control menu in
clude suspended or resumed execution 
and the ability to terminate the execution 
of an application. You would use the lat
ter when a program seems to no longer 
respond in a normal way. This option en
ables you to properly close other applica
tions and avoid an across-the-board sys
tem crash. 

I was able to load a copy of WordStar 
version 4 and WordS tar 2000 version 3. 
Each word processor handled one text 
file. Switching from one application to 
another was interesting. Both applica
tions ran in the foreground mode and con
sequently ran a bit slower. When I ran 
either in exclusive tasking mode, the 
speed increased, but it was still slightly 
slower than the same application running 
under standard DOS. I could not load 
more than these two large applications at 
one time. I experienced similar speed re
ductions with other applications. 

Performance Results 
To test the speed of the multitasking fea
ture of Windows/386, I wrote two Turbo 
Pascal programs . Both programs looped 
continuously and used the KeyPressed 
command to trigger an exit. The primary 
benchmark program performed integer 
calculations in a FOR loop; then it beeped 
and displayed the time required to execute 
the FOR-DO loop (see table 1). The sec
ondary benchmark program performed 
the same calculations and displayed the 
loop control variable. I used this as a vi
sual indication of whether the copy of the 
program was actually running . The sec
ond purpose for displaying the numbers 
was to show how fast or slow a copy of the 
secondary benchmark was running. 

I conducted the test on an IBM PC AT 
with an Intel Inboard/386, 1 megabyte of 
16-bit memory , 1. 6 megabytes of 8-bit 
memory, an 80387 chip, a 20-megabyte 
primary hard disk, and a 30-megabyte 
secondary hard disk. I used PC-DOS 3.1 
to boot the system, and a Microsoft 
Mouse to manipulate the menus and 
windows. 

From the MS-DOS Executive window, 
I started a PIF that executed a copy of the 
primary program. The PIF requests 64K 
bytes of memory to invoke the program. 
The program window reduced, and the 
MS-DOS Executive window moved into 
an icon . Then I read the time following 



the next beep. (I took several readings 
and averaged them.) During the multi
tasking benchmark test, I used only one 
copy of the primary program. The slow
est timings are about 60 percent of the 
normal speed under PC-DOS, which is 
roughly the speed of a PC AT. 

To load a copy of the secondary pro
gram, I activated the MS-DOS Executive 
icon and restored its window. I invoked 
another PIF to load a copy of this pro
gram in the same manner that I used for 
the primary program. The new window 
of the secondary program was reposi
tioned, and the primary program window 
was reselected as the primary window. 
After carrying out these steps, I read the 
time following the next beep. (Again, I 
took several readings and averaged 
them.) I also performed the tests with 
several copies of the secondary program 
loaded. 

During the benchmark testing, I did 
not interrupt the primary program. At the 
end of the test, I selected and pressed any 
key to close each copy of a secondary 
program window. This promptly halts the 
selected copy of the secondary program 
and closes its window (as specified in the 
PIF). You close the primary program 
window by selecting and pressing any 
key, and then you wait for the current 
loop to complete. 

I found that when the total number of 
concurrent programs is low, each re
ceives a bigger time slice (see table 2) . 
When the number of concurrent pro
grams increases, Windows/386 appears 
to reallocate more resources to the pri
mary selected window. During the test, I 
observed the slowing down of the second
ary program copies that I loaded earlier. 
The later copies ran much faster. 

The Windows 2.03 package should ap
peal to the owners of IBM PC systems 
and compatibles running with 8086 and 
80286 CPUs. Its promised similarity to 
the OS/2 Presentation Manager and en
hanced speed are the major points of 
interest. 

Windows/386 has a greater appeal for 
the users of 80386 machines, due to its 
ability to support multitasking and to 
break the 640K-byte memory barrier 
(making use of expanded or extended 
memory) . Indeed, Windows/386 is a se
rious rival for OS/2. While OS/2 is seen 
as being weighed down by its compatibil
ity with the 80286 chip, the Win
dows/386 system taps into the power of 
the 80386 tasking software productivity , 
taking it to a new level. • 

Namir Clement Shammas is a columnist 
for several computer magazines and a 
freelance writer living in Glen Allen, 
Virginia. 

IMPROVED COMMAND PROCESSOR 

Improved 
Command Processor 

Alex Lane 

Get more versatility 

out of MS-DOS with 

Command Plus 2.01 

Many people mistake COMMAND.COM for 
the operating system, because it is the· 
only visible part of MS-DOS . But COM
MAND. COM is really just a shell-a com
mand processor that you can enhance. 
One alternative, Command Plus, lets you 
add several useful bells and whistles , as 
well as a more versatile script facility 
than DOS's batch files . 

Among its enhancements, Command 
Plus lets you log all commands to a disk 
file, recall and edit previous commands, 
create command macros (called aliases, 
for often-used commands), create an en
vironment up to 32K bytes in size, and 
display file directories in several formats . 
It sells for $79.95 and runs on the IBM 
PC, XT, or AT with at least 384K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 2. 0 or higher. 

The Command Plus 2.01 package con
sists of a 13 8-page user 's manual , a quick 
reference card, and a single 514 -inch 
floppy disk. The manual is well orga
nized and has an adequate table of con
tents and index; explanations are clear, 
and they are illustrated with numerous 
examples. You will want to keep the ref
erence card close at hand as you start to 
use the program, although_you can enter 
any command with a /? flag to obtain 
help . Help is also displayed if the pro
gram detects incorrect flags . 

The program files on the disk take up 
nearly 200K bytes of disk space. In addi
tion, the disk contains a number of sam
ple files that illustrate some of the fea
tures of Command Plus. Although you 
can run the program on a floppies-only 
system, the storage requirements for the 
shell and accompanying files make this 
impractical. With its default provision for 
10 aliases and 10 history buffers, the 
Command Plus shell , COMPLUS.EXE, oc
cupies about 50K bytes of memory. I 
tested the package on an IBM PC XT 
equipped with a hard disk drive and PC
DOS 3.1. 

Command Plus requires no special in
stallation procedure. After copying the 

software onto the hard disk, however, you 
must decide whether to use COMPLUS.EXE 
as a shell under COMMAND.COM (if you run 
DOS 3.0 or higher) , or to load COMPLUS
.EXE as the default shell, sidestepping 
COMMAND. COM altogether. If your version 
of DOS is earlier than 3.0, you are 
limited to the first option. 

If you run the system under COM
MAND.COM, you don't need to make any · 
changes to the CONFIG.SYS file or to any 
batch files. Once you install the directory 
containing the Command Plus software 
in the path environment variable , COM
PLUS.EXE runs like any other program in 
DOS. After printing a copyright message 
to the screen, the system prompt (typi
cally C> in a hard disk system) is 
displayed, and although it seems as if 
nothing has happened, COMPLUS.EXE sub
sequently handles your commands. To 
leave COMPLUS.EXE, type exit at the sys
tem prompt, and you will return to DOS 
under COMMAND. COM. 

To load COMPLUS.EXE during the boot 
process , the CONFIG.SYS system config-

. uration file must have a SHELL= statement 
in it that tells DOS to load COMPLUS.EXE 
instead of COMMAND.COM as the boot shell. 
For those users who don't have an exist
ing system configuration file , a sample 
file comes with the Command Plus 
software. 

Bells and Whistles 
With some minor exceptions, if you type 
tried-and-true DOS commands to COM
PLUS.EXE, it gives you the same output as· 
you would get from COMMAND.COM. I 
found the first notable exception (and an
noyance) to be that any time you invoke a 
DIR, COPY, or DEL command, the system 
displays a two-line copyright message. 
Fortunately, you can suppress the mes
sage by invoking these commands with 
the /M switch, which you can set automati
cally using the aliasing feature of Com
mand Plus. 

I also found the output from the COPY 
command somewhat more verbose when 
I specified filenames using wild-card 
characters. For example, the command 
COPY *. * A: will output a descriptive line 
to the screen as every file is copied. You 
can suppress this output, too, using a 

continued 
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Command Plus 2.01 

Company 
ESP Software Systems Inc. 
11965 Venice Blvd., Suite 309 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
(213) 390-7408 

Format 
One 51/4-inch floppy disk 

Language 
C and Assembly 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, or AT with at least 384K 
by1es of RAM and DOS 2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
138-page Reference Manual; quick 
reference card 

Price 
$79.95 

Inquiry 903. 

switch on the command line. 
Command Plus provides a Unix-like 

regular-expression syntax for filename 
specification. For example, [*a-z]*-* 
matches any file with a name not begin
ning with a letter, and [*]+ABC* .* 
matches any file with "ABC" anywhere 
in its name. Admittedly, you must over
come a learning curve to master this 
shorthand, but the added versatility is 
worth the trouble. 

A variety of switch options in the DIR 
command gives you control over how you 
would like your directories listed. You 
can specify date ranges so that if, for ex
ample, you want to see only those files 
created today, you'd type DIR/DO. You 
can specify time ranges in a similar fash
ion. You control what types of file entries 
and file information to include or exclude 
from the listing. For example, in the com
mand DIR /F /E /ID /M, the /F switch gener
ates a filename-only listing, /E places ex
tensions flush against the filename, /ID 
suppresses listing of directory files, and 
/M suppresses the directory copyright no
tice. If you direct the output from this 
command to a file, you can subsequently 
use that file as input to the COPY and DEL 
commands. The use of multiple character 
flags in Command Plus makes it advis
able to use spaces between flags; other
wise, they may be misinterpreted by the 
program. 

The COPY command provides many 
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features often found in hard disk backup 
programs. For example, you can copy en
tire directory trees to the floppy disk, and 
COMPLUS .EXE will prompt you to change 
disks as they fill . You can choose to copy 
only those files whose "archive" bit is 
set, you can select files by date and by 
tiine, and you can exclude files from 
being copied. For example, COPY *. BAK 
A: /E will copy all files except those with 
the extension . BAK to the A drive. You can 
even do a "dry run" of a copy to see just 
what files would be copied as a result of a 
particular COPY command line, which is 

useful to prevent accidental overwriting 
of files . I particularly found the /Q switch, 
which prompts for a yes/no/quit response 
before each copy, to be valuable since you 
can issue the command COPY *. * A: /Q 
and selectively copy files that may other
wise be difficult to specify using wild 
cards . 

Like DIR and COPY, options for the DEL 
command let you specify date and time 
ranges, exclude files, and do dry runs. 
You can also delete files in subdirectories 
and then remove the subdirectories. As 
with COPY, you can ask for a yes;no; 

Their Series II. 

Listen to Our Range 
of Capabilities. 
Compared with the similarly 
priced PCP! Laserlmage 1000, the 
HP Series II is just ho-hum . 

Versatility makes the Laserlmage 
1000 your printer of choice. Espe
cially when you compare software 
compatibility and memory. 

Emulation Sensation. 
The HP Series II only offers its 
own emulation. 

Our Laserlmage gives you 
more-HP Series II , plus down
loadable emulations for the IBM 
Proprinter, Epson FX/80, Diablo 
630, and HPGL Subset for spread
sheet graphics. 

You can even get Laserlmage 
with an optional HPGL 7475A 
plug-in cartridge. 

This summer you will be able to 
upgrade to ImageScript:M our 
PostScript® language emulation, 
with a single plug-in cartridge. 

So with Laserlmage, the choice 
is yours. 

More Memorable. 
HP 's Series II comes with an 
underwhelming 512K of memory. 
Which is fine , if you limit yourself 
to simple documents. 

The Laserlmage gives you twice 
as much , with a full megabyte of 
memory. Standard, right out of the 
box . So it 's a much better choice 



quit prompt to force verification before 
you delete the files. As a convenience, 
you can also specify multiple files on the 
command line in the form: DEL filename 
filename .... 

Although the TYPE command is avail
able through COMPLUS.EXE, the BROWSE 
facility is vastly more useful. It lets you 
page up and page down within a file, 
perform forward and backward searches 
for Unix-like regular expressions, and 
browse through a series of files . I found 
BROWSE to be useful, but the program 
does not respond well to files with em-

IMPROVED COMMAND PROCESSOR 

bedded control characters . I was unable, 
for example, to use BROWSE to view a 7K
byte file that I generated by printing a 
Microsoft Word document to disk. 

Getting Around Some Confusion 
Although the enhancements offered by 
Command Plus are powerful, they are, 
nonetheless, confusing. Again, you have 
to spend some time with COMPLUS.EXE to 
master it, but here the aliasing feature can 
help ease the pain. 

Aliases provide you with macro pro
cessing that lets you define up to 64 

Our Laserlmage: 

for newsletters and presentations. 
The Laserlmage 1000 is one of a 

whole family of fine printers with 
even more memory, more speed, 
and long, reliable duty cycles. 

Nationwide on-site service is 
also available. 

Call your dealer today for a 
Laserlmage 1000 solo. Ask about 
our extended warranty. And 
compare our Laserlmage with the 

HP Series II for yourself. 
Then , you decide which one 

makes the sweeter sound. 

~ Personal Q_omputer 
..:::::::.,. Products,~ 

Technology+ Choice. 

(619) 485-8411 
ToU Free Information: 1-800-225-4098 
In California: 1-800-262-0522 

e 191i8 PrDClnal Compulrr l'rr.odum. Inc Thr lollo;nr.•inK U1' ~llfn-d and URil'~Urm! 
tn.dnnarks ol tllr rompamn lu.ttd ~rima~. lm•~lictlpl . Proonal Computrr 
I'Mum. loc , Ill' Sc-fi('i 11 , Jl f'Gl ~bs.-L . IH1;L ·,.- :;,\ , lll""kll·~hnl Wmpan• 18"1 
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aliases, each of which consists of a name 
and a definition. For example, if you 
wanted to suppress the copyright notice 
every time you typed DIR, you could 
define the alias DIR to mean DIR /M. 
Afterward, if you type DIR, it will be 
expanded to the command DIR /M. You 
can turn alias expansion on and off from 
the command line; and you can clear 
aliases en masse, remove them individ
ually, or disable them temporarily. A 
supplemental script file that comes with 
the package loads files of aliases on 
demand. 

Command Plus's history feature 
allows up to 48 previous command lines 
for you to recall and edit for immediate 
use. You can recall commands either by 
number (the command HISTORY outputs a 
numerical list of previous commandsJ, by 
string segment, or by repeated tapping of 
the up arrow key . You edit the commands 
using the left and right arrow keys along 
with Backspace, Delete, and Insert. This 
arrangement beats DOS's painfully prim
itive command-editing procedure using 
the function keys. In what I consider fea
ture overkill , you can even edit the com
mand line using a customized set of key
strokes or a set that conforms to the 
WordStar or BRIEF editors . 

The log feature of Command Plus 
gives you the option of automatically 
keeping a time-stamped record of every 
command you enter into the computer. 
You can also make manual entries like 
Beginning work on Project X whether 
or not you enable the automatic log fea
ture. You will find this log feature useful 
for keeping track of your time. 

The problem with organizing your hard 
disk into subdirectories is that you have to 
type long directory paths in your CD com
mands . With Command Plus, however, 
you can store your paths as variables in 
the environment and then access them by 
preceding their names in a command 
with a$. For example, with the environ
ment variable KERMIT set to C: \ UTIL \ 
COMM \ KERMIT, you can type CD $KERMIT 
to change directories . The commands 
PUSHD and POPD, respectively, push and 
pop directories from a special stack . 
When you use a POPD, it has the same 
effect as changing to the directory on the 
top of the stack . You use the DIRS 
command to view the contents of the 
stack. 

Albeit a minor feature, the ability to 
edit environment variables won my heart. 
To do this, you enter the variable name at 
the system prompt and type Control-E. 
COMPLUS.EXE then offers an editable SET 
command for that variable. I've found 
this feature invaluable in editing my PATH 
variable, which I continually modify. 

continued 
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The ability to execute command files 
in DOS is limited to its batch facility . 
Command Plus executes its own brand of 
command files using scripts, all of which 
have an extension of .S, through a sepa
rate program called SCRIPT.EXE. 

Learning to use SCRIPT.EXE is like 
learning a programming language. There 
are integers, long integers, and string 
variables; string-to-numeric conversions; 
assignment of variables; arithmetic and 
Boolean operators; and FOR, WHILE, and 
CASE control structures. There are also 
extensive file-operation routines that 
allow parsing of filenames and fetching of 
file-creation dates, times, and file sizes . 
This list of features is not complete, but 
you get the idea. A variety of sample 
SCRIPT files comes with the package to 
help you master the language. 

Although DOS's batch files cannot ex
ecute directly under COMPLUS.EXE, you 
can get the job done by running a tempo
rary version of COMMAND. COM, provided it 
is available on the disk. You must rewrite 
any .BAT file that changes or sets environ
ment variables as an .S file, because if 
you execute the .BAT file under COMMAND
. COM, the changes introduced are lost 
when COMMAND.COM exits to COMPLUS
.EXE. The same thing goes for .BAT files 
that install terminate-and-stay-resident 
(TSR) programs. If a TSR loads above 
COMMAND.COM while the latter executes a 
.BAT file, a hole is left in memory after 
COMMAND. COM exits. The same caveat ap
plies to Command Plus script files: Since 
COMPLUS.EXE loads SCRIPT.EXE to exe
cute all script files, TSRs must load only 
from AUTOEXEC.S (which is a special file 
that executes by itself). 

Left-Handed Criticism 
Command Plus's features mimic those 
found on terminals attached to more 
powerful machines, like DEC's VAX. At 
$79.95, this package offers exceptional 
value for the money. 

But in this era of ever-more-user
friendly software, Command Plus may 
stand out as something of an anomaly. To 
use it well requires an investment of time 
and effort that the casual user-one who, 
perhaps, knows only enough about DOS 
to run Lotus 1-2-3-may not be willing to 
make. For the experienced user who con
tinually deals with DOS, however, the ef
fort required to master Command Plus 
will be well spent. The only major criti
cism I can level at this software is some
what left-handed: The more you use it, 
the harder it is to settle for mere COM
MAND.COM. • 

Alex Lane is a knowledge engineer with 
Technology Applications Inc. in Jackson
ville, Florida. 
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WENDIN-DOS 

So Many Options
So Little Room 
John McCormick and Jane Morrill Tazelaar 

Wendin-DOS promises a lot 

for $99-is it too good 

to be true? 

A multitasking, multiuser, windowing, 
MS-DOS-compatible operating system 
for $99? Impossible! Or is it? 

Wendin-DOS 2.12 from Wendin Inc. 
runs MS-DOS and Wendin-DOS pro
grams in a multitasking environment 
with multiple windows on standard IBM 
PCs, XTs, ATs, and true compatibles 
with a minimum of 512K bytes of RAM. 
It also runs on 80386 machines , and you 
can add up to 31 users to your system. 

But let's not go crazy, folks. Reason 
prevails. The capability may exist in the 
operating system, but you can't run much 
in 512K bytes . Wendin-DOS itself takes 
up 300K bytes. 

Time Slicing 
True multitasking exists when the operat
ing system controls the scheduling, prior
itization, and execution of more than one 
task at a time without manual interven
tion . Time slicing often controls the 
maximum amount of time each task has 
to perform a particular function; that is, 
when the task receives control of the sys
tem, it has a limited amount of time to ex
ecute before control passes to another 
task . Some multitasking systems allow a 
task to maintain control of the system 
until that task's immediate function is 
complete; compute-bound programs can 
effectively tie up these systems. 

Wendin-DOS uses time slicing to de
termine the maximum amount of time a 
task, called a process in Wendin-DOS, 
can maintain control of the system. 
Checking the schedule is event-driven, 
meaning that the operating system checks 
to see whether the currently active pro
cess has finished its time slice based on 
the occurrence of certain events . These 
events are a timer tick, which occurs ap
proximately 18 times per second, and a 
key press (either local or remote), which 
initiates a rescheduling so that the pro
cess reading the keyboard input can inter
pret the character. 

The system chooses which process 
should receive control based on priori-

ties: The process with the highest priority 
receives control. If more than one pro
cess has the highest priority, then sched
uling proceeds in a round-robin fashion . 
Priorities range from 0 to 31; the default 
is 5, but you can modify that with the 
PRIORITY=n command in Wendin-DOS's 
CONFIG .SYS file. The system reserves 
priorities between 16 and 31, inclusive, 
for real-time processes. 

Setting Your Priorities 
You can boost priorities based on certain 
events (e .g. , a key press). Wendin-DOS 
automatically boosts the priority of the 
process reading the keyboard input so 
that it is likely to be scheduled when the 
input is complete. This helps to ensure a 
quick response for the user and, thus , a 
smoother overall system performance. 

You can modify the priority assigned 
to a specific process by changing certain 
optional parameters in the CONFIG.SYS 
file, including SVCBOOST=n, which lets 
you raise by n the priority of processes 
requesting operating system services, and 
IOBOOST=n , which lets you raise the 
priority of processes requesting I/0 ser
vices (this is one parameter to tweak 
when you're trying to hone your system's 
performance). 

Swapping Processes 
To handle multiple processes, Wendin
DOS uses an optional high-priority sys
tem process called the Swapper. When an 
executing process needs more memory, 
the Swapper transfers processes not in 
execution to a RAM disk or disk file to 
free the memory those processes occupy . 
If you wish to enable swapping, you must 
add the SWAPFILE=filename command 
to the CONFIG.SYS file. If you don't in
clude this command, the operating sys
tem will not swap, and if you try to exe
cute more than a few programs at one 
time, Wendin warns that you will run out 
of memory SJUickly . Using a RAM disk, 
if you have 6ne, is faster than using a reg
ular disk file. 

You can control how often the Swapper 
takes control with the SWAPRATE=n com
mand (also in CONFIG.SYS), where n is 
the number of timer ticks between Swap
per "wakeups." This is another param-

conrinued 



The Janus/Ada Difference ... 
More Than Just the Price! 

Contrary to what you may believe, all Ada corrwilers are not equal. The popular misconception is that 
all Ada compilers are the same for any machine. just differently priced. But the price is just one of the 
differences. Compilation speed, the ability to emulate floating point. usability on all of the Intel 80 X 86 
family, as well as support of networking sites, can make a big difference to your project. That big differ
ence is the Janus/Ada difference!!! 

Janus/Ada is substantially different from other Ada compilers. It was developed on the mic rocomputer, 
for the microcomputer, and was bootstrapped version by version . The resulting compiler is faster, more 
robust and more flexible than other Ada compilers. Minimizing the expenses of add-on hardware, run
time library fees and tutorials also makes Janus/Ada different. Take a look at the charts below and see 
what we mean when we say we're different. 

Product Features: 
80 X 87 emulation 
Royalty free run time libraries 
Site licensing 
All 80 X 86 covered 

Janus/Ada 2.0 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 

Compiler A 3.2 • 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

Tutorial included with all Paks YES NO 
Ada applications for only S12 YES NO 
Runs on floppy disks YES· • NO 
Validation Suite ACVC 1.9 ACVC 1.8 
Validated compiler cost $99.00 S3,000.00 

'Comparisons made on product information obtained on 12/11/87 . 
• • 3 Yz'', 720K Floppies and 5% ", 1.2M Floppies only. 

Compiler M 2.0' 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 

ACVC 1.8 
S795.00 

The differences don't end with the facts above; the performance issues, which make or break a produc
tion compiler, demonstrate why Janus/Ada is not just different. but better! 

Compile and link Janus/Ada Compiler A Compiler M 
Timings": 
Sieve 0:50 1:39 1:25 
Calculation 0:43 2:14 1:00 
Disk Write 0:45 1:33 1:25 
Disk Read 0 :43 1:34 1:23 
Integer Sort 0:47 2:13 1:34 
Dynamic Allocation 0:47 2:02 1:32 
Matrix Inversion 0:46 2:24 1:39 
Recursion 0:47 2:10 1:34 

·· (These results are from BYTE Magazine. July 1987 issue: full detai ls on the tests. as well as the standard equipment used. can be found in that issue.) 

Our seven years of providing quality Ada software to over ten thousand users reflects the commitment 
we have to your programming needs. Our policy has always put you , the customer, first and foremost. 
We think it's a difference you can appreciate! You can order our "JET SET" (Ada compiler and tutorial) 
for only $99. Please call our toll free number 1-800-722-3248 (1 -800-PC ADA 4 U) to place your order or 
request our products brochure. 
rc, copyright R.R. Software. Inc. 1988. 

R _S_ o_ F_T_W_ 'A_ R_E_ , I_N_c_. _________ sp_e_c_ia_l_is_ts_r_·n_s_ta_t_e_o_if_t_he_ a_rt_p_r_o_gr_a_m_m_ in_g __ 

P.O. Box 1512 Madison, Wisconsin 53701 
(608) 244-6436 TELEX 4998168 1-800-722-3248 . 
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Wendin-DOS 2.12 

Type 
Multitasking, multiuser, 
windowing operating system 

Company 
Wendin Inc. 
P.O. Box 3888 
Spokane, WA 99220 
(509) 624-8088 

Format 
Two 51/4-inch floppy disks 

Language 
c 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, AT, or 100 percent 
compatible or 80386-based system with 
51 2K bytes of RAM and two disk drives 

Documentation 
120-page Wendin-DOS User's Manual 

Price 
$99 

Inquiry 917. 

eter you ' ll need to tweak for good perfor
mance. If the number is too low, the 
Swapper will hog the system and the sys
tem performance will go down, because 
no other process will get any compute 
time. If the number is too high, the Swap
per will hibernate too long and the re
sponse time will go down. The manual 
contains suggestions about numbers to 
start with; from there , it's trial and error, 
because each system makes unique de
mands based on the number of users and 
the exact program mix at any one time. 

Multiuser Operations 
To accommodate multiuser operations in 
addition to the default single-user system, 
Wendin-DOS differentiates between a 
console and a terminal. Wendin-DOS de
fines the console as the keyboard and 
monitor combination on the controlling 
computer, the one running Wendin-DOS. 
It defines a terminal as a device that oper
ates in two-way serial communications 
with the controlling computer. 

Remote terminals connected to the host 
computer via a serial-communications 
port have access to the system if the serial 
port is defined in the CONFIG. SYS file 
with a TERMINAL command. TERMINAL= 
t tyname AT portaddress ON IRQn lets 
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you assign a name of your choice, tty
name , to the device on the serial port at 
the hexadecimal portaddress and lets 
you specify which hardware interrupt re
quest line , n , to use . Other terminals 
physically connected to the system but 
lacking the TERMINAL definition can ac
cess the system if they have communica
tions software that completely takes over 
the serial port. You can use multipart 
add-in adapter boards with Wendin-DOS 
to increase the number of serial ports 
available, if the boards contain an indus
try-standard 8250 communications chip. 

The file management system in Wen
din-DOS provides security controlled by 
a permission mask that is located in the 
directory entry for each file control. This 
mask includes four classes of access 
rights: SYSTEM (for system management , 
such as systems and applications software 
maintenance programmers), GROUP (for 
all users of a particular type, such as a 
programming class; a group ID code, or 
GIC , determines group membership) , 
OWNER (for the particular user or users 
who own a file ; a user identification 
code, or UIC, establishes file owner
ship-you can authorize more than one 
user to have a particular VIC), and WORLD 
(for everyone) . You can be a member of 
more than one class . 

In addition, you can have up to four 
possible file-access permissions : READ 
(needed to execute a program that reads 
the file) , WRITE (needed to share files like 
a spreadsheet with other users), EXECUTE 
(needed to run a program, although , with 
some overlay structures , you also need to 
have READ permission to execute) , and 
DELETE (needed both to delete a file or to 
recreate it, since that process involves de
leting the old version)_ You can alter file 
permissions with the PROTECT command. 

You can set up all the file permissions 
and protections you want, but none of 
them will do any good if you don ' t set 
VALIDATE=YES in the CONFIG.SYS file . 
The system default is not to validate, 
which grants everyone access to every
thing . (LOGIN=YES requires that each 
user log into the system with the LOGIN 
command and thus pass a security check 
at that level as well.) Also , since MS
DOS doesn't check permissions, it can 
bypass Wendin-DOS's security setup . 
This could cause a problem with data se
curity if MS-DOS is available on your 
system. The company suggests that you 
use a file-encryption system to encode 
such data . 

As for keeping unauthorized users 
from getting into the system, the first line 
of defense is the USER=ttyname: baud, 
parity,databits,stopbits command 
in the CONFIG.SYS file. A USER statement 
must accompany and follow, although 

not necessarily directly, each TERMINAL 
statement in the configuration file if you 
want Wendin-DOS to start a shell process 
at that terminal . A shell process accepts 
commands and then interprets and exe
cutes them. The default is the Wendin
DOS shell; however, you can select an al
ternative program as a shell for all user 
tasks by adding the SHELL=filename 
command to the CONFIG.SYS file . 

The various parameters in the USER 
command tie it to a particular TERMINAL 
command via the ttyname and initialize 
the communications port, specified in 
TERMINAL, to the stated data transfer rate, 
parity , data bits , and stop bits. 

Another line of defense is the LOGIN 
process ti1at requires you to enter your 
user name and password-both are case
sensitive-to gain access to the system. 
The AUTHORIZE command lets you add or 
delete users , assign or change privileges , 
and create or change passwords. Privi
leges involve the user's auth()rization to 
perform certain operations; for example , 
if you have OPER privilege , you can 
change the system date and time; if you 
have PHYIO privilege, you can perform 
physical 110; and so on. 

To c:reate the password file, PASSWD, 
you first set up file-access permissions so 
that only you can write to its directory , 
ETC ; Wendin-DOS encrypts the pass
words so that you can let anyone read the 
file . AUTHORIZE stores the user name, 
password, home directory , UIC, GIC , 
and privilege mask in the password file . 
(The UIC command lets you change a 
user ' s UIC or GIC.) Users can also enter 
the AUTHORIZE command, but they can 
modify only their own passwords, and 
they must know the old password before 
they can change it. Entering the AUTHO
RIZE command followed by HELP pro
vides a list of commands acceptable to the 
AUTHORIZE utility . 

Multiple Windows, Multiple Tasks 
The operating system lets you create 

· multiple on-screen windows on the con
sole. To activate windows, you must in
clude the WINDOWS=n command (where n 
is the number of windows allowed, up to a 
maximum of 20) in the CONFIG.SYS file . 
Windows are memory-hungry, however; 
each one takes 21. 5K bytes . 

You can overlap windows, move them, 
resize them, or select them with various 
function-key combinations called " hot 
keys ." For example, Alt-Fl changes the 
active window; Alt-F2lets you resize the 
window with the arrow keys; Alt-F3 lets 
you move the window with the arrows; 
Alt-F4 rearranges the windows so that the 
active one is in front of any others; Alt-F5 
puts the active window in the back; and 

continued 
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Alt-F6 creates a new window with a shell 
process in it. The HOTKEY command Jets 
you choose a different set of hot keys if 
the current ones interfere with your appli
cation's use of the function keys. 

Some applications won't run properly 
in Wendin-DOS windows. In particular, 
any programs that write directly to screen 
memory won't conform to existing win
dow boundaries; they may run, but they 
seize control of the entire screen and ig
nore any existing windows . This same 
kind of problem also occurs when run
ning these programs from remote termi
nals . If a program writes directly to 
screen memory , its output will appear on 
the console instead of on the remote ter
minal's screen. 

Wendin-DOS includes several differ
ent multitasking commands to create pro
cesses (SPAWN, CALL, and WINDOW); to 
display the status of all running processes 
(PSTAT); and to control processes (SUS
PEND, RESUME, and KILL). SPAWN com
mand initiates a command as a separate 
process and returns control to the spawn
ing process immediately, while CALL 
command waits for that command to com
plete processing before returning control. 
WINDOW window-name creates a new win
dow running a command-interpreter pro-
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cess. You can enter the WINDOW command 
only from the console. If you have en
abled windows on your system, each new 
process you CALL or SPAWN at the console 
will appear in its own window. 

PSTAT displays the ID numbers for all 
processes (the system assigns these num
bers when the processes are initiated), 
along with the time each process started, 
the user name, the process name, the type 
of task (such as system), and the current 
state or status. The possible state condi
tions are COM (computable; in other 
words, waiting for a slice of CPU time) , 
CUR (currently running), HIB (hibernat
ing), LEF (local-event flag wait; that is , 
waiting for I/0 or another process to fin
ish), and SUSP (suspended). A 0 at the 
end of a process state (e .g., HIBO) indi
cates that part of the process is currently 
swapped out. 

The SUSPEND process-id command 
lets you suspend execution of a specific 
process temporarily; you can resume its 
execution with the RESUME process-id 
command. KILL process-id lets you 
terminate a process and delete it from the 
system as long as you have the proper 
privilege and ID code. You can't KILL a 
suspended process; you must RESUME it 
first. The system will accept the KILL but 

will hold it until the process resumes . 
You also can't KILL your own process 
(you wouldn't be able to enter com
mands) or any of the system processes: 
System, Disk, Terminal , or Swapper (the 
system would crash). 

How Compatible Is It? 
Although many of the Wendin-DOS com
mands have the same names as their MS
DOS counterparts, it is important to use 
the Wendin-DOS versions, because they 
contain extensions that utilize Wendin
DOS's capabilities. 

MS-DOS limits the maximum size of 
the disk partitions it can support to 32 
megabytes, while Wendin-DOS says it 
can handle sizes into the gigabytes . 
(Needless to say, we couldn't test this fea
ture.) Wendin-DOS also lets you mix 
Unix partitions and Wendin-DOS parti
tions on the same disk. While Wendin
DOS reads MS-DOS programs and files, 
it ignores Unix partitions, allowing a 
peaceful coexistence. If you wish , you 
can program access to Unix files in Unix 
partitions with the optional Application 
Developer's Kit ($99). You need not sep
arate MS-DOS partitions from Wendin
DOS partitions unless you wish to, be
cause Wendin-DOS reads MS-DOS files 



and programs without conversion. 
If you are more comfortable with Unix 

or VAX/VMS file specification formats, 
you can enable them. The SWITCH com
mand lets you notify Wendin-DOS that 
you wish to use forward slashes in path
names, as Unix does , or square or angle 
brackets, as VAX/VMS does . Wendin
DOS also lets you use piping and redirec
tion commands. 

Up, Up, and Away 
Wendin-DOS can boot from any floppy 
or hard disk drive except those that are 
RLL (run-length-limited) controlled. 
Wendin-DOS's INSTALL program creates 
a basic CONFIG.SYS file for you. You sim
ply answer questions, which are accom
panied by detailed, well-thought-out ex
planations, at each step. The INSTALL 
program doesn't generate TERMINAL and 
USER commands, however, or priority
elevation commands, among others; you 
still need to go through the options in the 
manual and figure out what you want. 
The installation procedure also doesn ' t 
tell you that you need to copy the . EXE 
files from the original system disk and 
the contents of the utility disk to your sys
tem disk. 

Fine-tuning the system involves time, 
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familiarity, and experience. It would be a 
good idea to take a couple of hours and 
read the manual, cover to cover, before 
you install Wendin-DOS. The manual 
gives you a good feel for the many options 
and variables you need to consider when 
you decide how to set up your system: 
how many windows to use, how much 
memory to allocate for different func
tions, how often to check the scheduler, 
and so on. For one thing, if you aren't fa
miliar with multitasking systems, you 
need to become aware of the many differ-
ent facets that you have to consider. · 

Checking It Out 
We tested Wendin-DOS on a Zenith Z-
386 with 1 megabyte of memory and an 
80-megabyte hard disk drive, on a Micro
Serve Pro-Plus+ AT Turbo with 1 mega
byte of memory and a 30-megabyte hard 
disk drive, and on an IDM PC with 512K 
bytes of memory and two floppy disk 
drives. We had a variety of problems. 

Installation was smooth and easy on 
the Z-386 and on the AT Turbo. On the 
two-floppy-disk-drive IDM PC, however, 
it would not install. Although the instruc
tions indicate that you can install it on a 
two-floppy-drive system and although 
the entire system takes 300K bytes, it ran 

out of room on a 360K -byte floppy disk at 
the very beginning of installation. 

We had a few problems with some of 
the Wendin-DOS commands, such as 
CHKDSK, which gave us a garbage display 
of non-ASCII characters on the Z-386 
(although it worked fine on the AT 
Turbo), and FIND, which died with no re
sponse before freezing up the keyboard 
on both machines, necessitating a reboot. 

We tried to test a variety of applica
tions, with mixed success. 

• Reflex 1.11 was too large to fit into 
memory with Wendin-DOS. Wendin 
hasn't yet broken the 640K-byte barrier, 
and you can't use extended memory, ex
cept as a RAM disk or expanded mem
ory. Considering that the system itself 
takes 300K bytes, you aren't left with 
much to play with. 
• dBASE ill Plus 3.51 ran fine . 
• Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.01 ran fine, but 
with the 640K-byte memory restriction, 
you'd better keep your spreadsheet small. 
• XyWrite ill Plus 3.51 ran into prob
lems: It appeared to be loaded and ready 
to run, but it wouldn't work. 
• Peachtext 5000 version 2.02 worked 
fine as long as Wendin-DOS's windows 
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weren't loaded. When they were, the 
screen showed a lot of confusion; Peach
text is one of those programs that seize 
control of the screen. If you avoid win
dows, the only apparent problem is that 
you can't exit from Peachtext. You must 
reboot after you're done with it. · 
• WordPerfect 4.1 worked without any 
apparent problems. 
• PC-TALK III wouldn't run in Wendin
DOS's windows, but as long as windows 
were out of the picture it ran fine and al
lowed BIX communications. 
• GWBASIC 3.2 loaded fine , but when 
we tried to LOAD a program using the F3 
function key, the response was "illegal 
function call. " 
• Turbo Pascal 3.01A compiled and ran 
CHESS.PAS. 

Wendin-DOS's privilege and permission 
protections for a couple of users worked 
easily , as did the authorization and log
ging functions. 

Clearly , Wendin-DOS still has bugs , 
lots of them. Minicomputer and main
frame experience, however, tells us that 
the sheer number of setup parameters in a 
multitasking system creates a huge num
ber of possible parameter combinations. 
With each new qualifier, the possibility 
of error increases factorially. The com
pany is aware of many of the bugs, and as 
solutions are found, it issues updates . 
Wendin-DOS is being actively updated at 
this time. In fact, during the two months 
in which we wrote this review, the com
pany issued two updates . 

Complain, Complain 
Wendin-DOS generates a series of system 
error messages that the manual covers in 
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detail for such conditions as insufficient 
memory, bad file name, and so on. Wen
din has "cute" names-a little too cute
for catastrophic system errors: Guru 
alerts or Guru meditations . We also 
found that the Guru alert messages gave a 
lot of information indicators-PSL (pro
cess status longword) number, event 
mask number, event flags number, and 
state number-without any source for 
what these numbers mean. In other 
words , we found the Guru alerts terse and 
not at all helpful. A few short paragraphs 
in the manual give you possible reasons 
for a few of them, but for the majority, 
you are supposed to call the company . 
That's not an acceptable way to handle 
errors. 

Another complaint is that there isn't 
nearly enough documentation. The ba
sics are there, but some of the details are 
missing. The manual has the same prob
lem that many of us in the computer in
dustry share: We think that we are speak
ing simply and comprehensibly , but 
some aspects of the computer world have 
become so ingrained in us that we don't 
even realize we are using buzzwords. The 
documentation has this problem in the 

· area of multitasking systems. Certain 
functions and phrases are second nature 
to those experienced in the area, but 
microcomputer owners aren't necessarily 
familiar with multitasking systems. 
Other problems are that the manual lags 
behind the software updates and that it 
has no index. 

Wendin-DOS doesn't have its own edi
tor, but then , with its MS-DOS compati
bility, perhaps it doesn't need one. You 
can transfer your favorite editor over and 
run it under Wendin-DOS. Don't, how-

ever, transfer your favorite TSRs (termi
nate-and-stay-resident programs) over, 
because they are unlikely to run. TSRs 
tend to take control of hardware inter
rupts that they can't receive while they're 
hibernating; thus, Wendin makes no 
claims about running TSRs . Similarly, 
programs and device drivers that are ill
behaved won't work under Wendin-DOS 
because they bypass normal operating 
system calls. 

A Bit of a Mismatch 
The list of features and capabilities in 
Wendin-DOS is long and impressive
but it's still on the drawing board. In con
cept, it may be a bit of a mismatch. 
When-and if-Wen din breaks the 640K
byte barrier, IBM PCs, XTs, ATs, and 
compatibles still won't be big enough to 
make full use of its tools. Can you imag
ine the response time of an 8-MHz AT 
with 1 megabyte of memory that has 16 
terminals connected to it? 

The 80386 machines show a lot more 
promise for an operating system like 
Wendin-DOS. It may be capable of far 
more than the systems it runs on, but for 
$99, you can use whatever capabilities 
you have room for and experiment with 
the others . Wendin-DOS definitely has a 
future-after it is debugged. • 

John McCormick is a freelance writer 
and computer consultant in Mahaffey, 
Pennsylvania. 

Jane Morrill Tazelaar is a BYTE senior 
technical editor with eight years of expe
rience in programming multitasking, 
multiuser, mainframe systems. She can 
be reached at BYTE, One Phoenix Mill 
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 

DESQview API Reference Manual DESQview API Debugger 
This is the primary source of information 

about the DESQview API. It contains all you 
need to know to write assembly language pro
grams that take full advantage of DESQview's 
capabilities. The Reference manual comes with 
an include file containing symbols and macros 
to aid you in development. AVAILABLE NOW! · 

DESQview API C Library 
The DESQview API C Library provides 

C Language interfaces for the entire set of API 
functions. It supports the Lattice C, Metaware 
C, Microsoft C, and Turbo C compilers for all 
memory models. Included with the C Library 
package is a copy of the API Reference 
Manual and source code for the library. 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

The DESQview API Debugger is an 
interactive tool that enables the API pro
grammer to trace and single step through 
API calls from several concurrently running 
DESQview-specific programs. Trace infor
mation is reported symbolically along with 
the program counter, registers, and stack at 
the time of the call. Trace conditions can be 
specified so that only those calls of interest 
are reported. AVAILABLE JUNE 88 

DESQview API Panel Designer 
The DESQview API Panel Designer is an 

interactive tool to aid you in designing win-
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Database Management via 1-2-3 
Diana Gabaldon 

Lotus 1-2-3 wasn't really in- Silverado and @BASE Database columns are· the 
tended for database manage
ment-one of the common 
things people use it for. Sure, it 
can handle up to 800 or so data 
records, and it can sort and 

give you real database features 
from your spreadsheet 

data fields , just as they are 
when using 1-2-3's rudimen
tary data handler . You can add , 
rename, move, or hide fields, 
and you can specify field size as 
small or regular . This affects select records, but it has none of 

the more advanced capabilities of a true 
database manager. Also, as the number 
of records increases , the program's speed 
slows to a maddening crawl. Beyond 800 
records, the program comes to a virtual 
standstill. 

Now, however, there are alternatives. 
Two add-in products, Silverado and 
@BASE, add the capabilities of a reason
ably good database manager to Lotus 
1c2-3. Both products require that you 
have 1-2-3, as well as an MS-DOS system 
to run it. 

But just what should a good database 
manager do? Minimally, it should allow 
you to add, delete , and edit records eas
ily, to sort all or part of the database 
quickly, and to select records on the basis 
of any single key field or several key 
fields in a combination. In addition, a 
good database manager indexes the data 
in some manner so that you don't have to 
do each and every sort absolutely from 
scratch. 

A relational database manager, com
pared to a file manager, also lets you ac
cess and use several databases and the re
lationships between data elements in the 
multiple databases. A simple flat-file 
manager, which is what 1-2-3 has, lets 
you use only one unindexed database at a 
time, providing only a rudimentary data
base system. 

In 1-2-3 's database, a record is just a 
row in a spreadsheet. Each cell's value is 
a field. You can specify a range of cells to 
extract records and blocks. You can then 
sort these extracted records by specifying 
which column to use as the key field . But 
that's it. There is no simple method for 
data entry or editing, and no indexing to 
speed up sorts . 

Another important feature, though not 
specific to a database management func-

tion, is the ability to generate formatted 
reports from a database . 

Silverado 1.0 
Like many add-ins , you load Silverado 
1.0 first and then Lotus 1-2-3 . You can 
specify the key combination that activates 
Silverado from within 1-2-3 . When Sil
verado is active, the forward slash calls 
the Silverado menu line rather than the 
1-2-3 menu. 

Silverado integrates well with Lotus 
1-2-3 . Menus are similar in appearance 
and operation to the 1-2-3 menus; only 
the mode indicator tells you whether you 
are in 1-2-3 or Silverado. Also, you can 
control Silverado using 1-2-3 macros , 
which is a major benefit. 

The program does not actually operate 
on a 1-2-3 spreadsheet. In fact, it creates 
a small separate database, displayed in a 
window in the 1-2-3 worksheet screen. 
All database operations, calculations , 
and so forth are carried out in this sepa
rate database, not in the worksheet. How
ever, you can copy data back and forth 
between the worksheet and the database. 

Once in the Silverado mode, you can 
define a database range, which must not 
overlap existing spreadsheet columns . 
Unlike many other database or file man
agers, you need not specify the length or 
the type of information that you will store 
before you enter data . You can enter data 
directly into the database or copy it from 
a worksheet range . 

A Silverado database looks superfi
cially like a worksheet. You can enter 
values , functions , formulas , and the like 
into cells , with minor variations on the 
usual 1-2-3 formats for special cases, 
such as when you enter dates and numeric 
digits as label information . You edit with 
the F2 key , just as in worksheets. 

screen display and sorting speeds (where 
the screen displays records automati
cally) but does not affect other database 
operations; for example, the program 
adjusts reports automatically. 

If you define a small "window" in the 
1-2-3 spreadsheet, displays , and there
fore sorts, are quick. If you ask to have a 
large database displayed, a sort operation 
can take upwards of 2 or 3 minutes to 
complete from initiation to final display 
of the sorted database . In addition, the 
first time you request a sort, Silverado 
automatically generates an index, and 
this speeds up subsequent manipulations. 

For data storage, Silverado uses virtual 
memory . It stores data in memory or on a 
disk, and it updates the database con
stantly by moving data back and forth 
between RAM and disk, unlike 1-2-3, 
which uses a static database. 

You can also adjust the amount of 
RAM available that Silverado uses. The 
default amount is 32K bytes, but you can 
allocate amounts from 25K bytes to 256K 
bytes. Naturally, the more RAM you al
locate, the faster the program completes 
operations . 

As a nice touch, Silverado accepts data 
that you enter into a blank column, and it 
automatically creates a new field and as
signs a temporary default name to the 
field . 

Silverado is more than just a conve
nient data-entry device and speedy sorter 
for worksheet data, though. There are 
considerable calculation capabilities built 
in, such as summary calculations, which 
are displayed as a special type of record 
called a "total record ." Silverado auto
matically closes and saves your database 
to minimize the risk of losing records . It 
also has automatic· database recalcula-

continued 
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Silverado 1.0 

Type 
Add·in database manager for 
Lotus 1-2-3 

Company 
Computer Associates 
1240 McKay Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 432-1727 . 

Format 
Two 51/4-inch floppy disks 

Language 
c 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2, Convertible, or 
compatible with 512K bytes of RAM and 
two floppy disk drives or one floppy disk 
drive and a hard disk drive 

Software Needed 
Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0 or 2.1; 
DOS 2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
250-page user's manual; keyboard 
templates; Quick f'Jeference Guide 

Price 
$149 

Inquiry 902. 

tion, which you can turn off, just like 
1-2-3 ' s worksheet Recalc. 

One of the most powerful functions of 
Silverado is the "crosstab" capability, 
which is a tool for analyzing relationships 
in your data . A crosstab shows the break
down of information by category or range 
of value . This is especially useful in the 
analysis of two- or three-variable rela
tionships among data . The program gives 
the user considerable control over the 
crosstab function. You can use "basic 
crosstab," in which Silverado does most 
of the work, or "advanced crosstab ," in 
which you specify the complete design of 
the crosstab. 

Silverado has a good report generator 
that lets you design reports interactively , 
including user-designated fields in stan
dard or custom formats. A nice feature is 
that, once designed, you can print forms 
in the background while you do other 
work. However, you cannot print forms 
in the background simultaneously with 
macro control. 

Inasmuch as Silverado is a relational 
database manager, you can link two or 
more database files using a common field 
and then view, edit, or extract informa
tion from the linked files . Also, Silver
ado will directly read dBASE files, 
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©BASE 1.0 

Type 
Add-in database manager for 
Lotus 1-2-3 

Company 
Personics Corp. 
2352 Main St. , Building 2 
Concord, MA01742 
(617) 897-1575 

Format 
One 51/4-inch floppy disk 

Language 
c 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible 
with 512K bytes of RAM and two floppy 
disk drives 

Software Needed 
Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0 or 2.1; 
DOS 2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
202-page user's manual 

Price 
©BASE: $195 
©BASE Options Pac: $89.95 

Inquiry 906. 

though it does not use the .NDX (index) 
file from dBASE; instead, it creates an 
equivalent Silverado index when you sort 
the file. 

@BASE 1.0 
Unlike Silverado, @BASE 1.0 is some
what difficult to load . You must use 
something called the Add-in Manager, 
invoked from within 1-2-3. When this 
menu appears, you must attach two sepa
rate files to use @BASE. Once attached, 
the program is available anytime by 
pressing Alt-F8, until you use the Add-in 
Manager to detach the files or the 1-2-3 
session ends. You can, however, set up 
the program to load automatically every 
time you use 1-2-3. 

In general, both Silverado and @BASE 
have equivalent database managing capa
bilities. There are significant differences 
in style and speed, however. 

@BASE is a little cruder in operation 
and requires more decisions and input 
from the user. For example, while Sil
verado automates such things as file
names and new data fields by providing 
default values, @BASE requires that you 
supply a filename before opening and , 
rather strangely, before closing a file . 

Unlike Silverado, @BASE uses disk-

based storage only for database files; 
thus , it's not quite as fast as Silverado, al
though it's still much faster than 1-2-3 . 
However, @BASE will sort and select 
records from a database file without dis
playing the file on-screen, which speeds 
up its operation considerably . It does not 
allow adjustments in display or RAM 
allocation. 

As is, @BASE does not support index
ing. However, Personics Corp. will soon 
offer an @BASE Options Pac that pro
vides this feature at an additional cost of 
$89.95 . 1t will also give @BASE the abil
ity to link two or more data files using a 
common field (giving it "relational " 
capabilities) and the ability to generate 
computed fields-all of which should 
place @BASE more in line with Sil
verado . 

These two packages are roughly com
parable in the time each takes to execute a 
command, although, depending on the 
specific operation, one or the other may 
be slightly faster. For example, @BASE 
is somewhat faster than Silverado at 
searching for a record because it doesn't 
use a special data window for its opera
tions . However, this is an obvious trade
off; since @BASE uses the regular 
spreadsheet display , you can't view a 
spreadsheet and a separate database si
multaneously , as you can with Silverado. 

Although @BASE is not a relational 
database manager, it can read and write 
dBASE files directly . It can even convert 
a 1-2-3 worksheet into a dBASE III or III 
Plus database on disk. This means you 
can also use 1-2-3 as a "front end" for 
existing dBASE applications-a boon to 
those whose data is heavily spreadsheet
oriented. In fact, the ability to analyze or 
convert files from 1-2-3 to dBASE format 
on disk, without bringing them on 
screen, is a real advantage for @BASE. 

@BASE has a report generator, though 
it is not nearly as comprehensive and 
flexible as Silverado 's. You must define 
customized reports by retrieving a special 
worksheet file (provided on a distribution 
disk) and by redefining cell labels in it. 
This is much less flexible than the in
teractive Silverado report generator. 
@BASE does not allow background 
forms generation. 

Like Silverado, @BASE integrates 
well with 1-2-3. Also like Silverado, 
@BASE can work in an "unlinked " 
mode; that is, you can manipulate data 
without necessarily transferring it into a 
worksheet. If you want to use any of the 
1-2-3 functions or macros, you will need 
to transfer the data into a worksheet . 

@BASE gives you somewhat more 
power in its unlinked mode, which pro
vides you with a "browse" window. You 
can display and query a database in a 



window on-screen and use the @BASE 
analytical functions without importing 
the data into the worksheet. Since the 
data remains on disk, you do not use 
worksheet memory. 

In addition, @BASE has a good data 
filter, so you can select records quickly 
and easily. You set the criteria for selec
tion through a series of prompts. You can 
use the data filter in the browse window. 

Getting up to Speed 
The learning curve is quite short for Sil
verado, owing to the excellent design of 
the program, the completeness of the 
documentation, and its operational simi
larity to 1-2-3. You can have an opera
tional database within minutes of install
ing Silverado, and you can construct 
simple reports within an hour. If you are 
familiar with 1-2-3 already, you will have 
no difficulty at all in using Silverado. If 
you are a new 1-2-3 user, it may take you 
a little longer to become used to the menu 
structure and cursor moves. If you get 
into trouble, the 1-2-3 help key (F1) 
brings help for Silverado. 

Due to a poorly organized manual, it 
will take you somewhat longer to learn 
@BASE. The program is not designed to 
be particularly friendly to the inexperi-
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enced user. It depends more heavily on 
built-in functions than Silverado does, 
and the menu commands require more 
steps. However, learning @BASE is not 
difficult. You can create and query a 
database within several minutes , but 
you 'll have to do it without an on-line 
help function to fall back on. 

Both Silverado and @BASE have func
tions that they share with 1-2-3, such as 
@DBSUM and @DBMAX. Likewise, both have 
logical and database functions that you 
can use only within the database add-in. 
For example, Silverado lets you use data
base range functions , such as @UPTO and 
@THRU, and logical functions such as @IS
FORMAT (for setting data format). @BASE 
includes similar (though not always iden
tical) functions . It also contains more 
analytical database functions than Silver
ado, though you could use the Lotus 
macro capability to make Silverado per
form these functions . Manuals for both 
programs include reasonable tutorials 
that introduce the user to the general pro
gram features . 

For help in solving problems, Silver
ado comes with 6 months of free basic 
phone support for registered users, plus a 
free subscription to CA News, the Com
puter Associates newsletter. An extended 

The Brooklyn Bridge can be your.; for just SU9.95. 
For more inrormation contact your local dealer or 
White C rane Systems, Inc. at ( 404) 394-3119. 

Suite 151 6889 Peachtree Industrial Boulevard Norcross. Georgia 30092 
'Hqn mtn l fn~n I'C ~hgv.tnc, J unc~3.1'Jil i: Cq:~·rigln L<JS7 Z oKCnn unu nil":lriuouComruuy 

II! ,\ I O<a r~lnnl rntlcm~•k llntl 1'5/! "" lradcmukof Ill~ I Cort"'""'"'"· Tl IE 1\KOOI\I.YN lliU tX ;E, \\'111'1"1-: C H.AN E SYSTF~\IS. and \\l nu.- Cnnc Sy>~cm,, l l>(" ,\ k,_.., ~ "' U':ldnnnb of \\loi tc C r:uoc Sy.rcm>. Inc. 

Circle 308 on Reader Service Card 

SupportPlus maintenance plan is also 
available . Computer Associates does en
force its registration plan; you must give a 
valid registration number in order to get 
support. Personics gives unlimited phone 
support for @BASE to any user, without 
asking for a registration number . 

One potential problem area with Sil
verado arises from its capacity for instant 
updates. Since data is in movement be
tween RAM and disk, you must set the 
data directory or insert a blank disk be
fore you create a new database; other
wise, an error may occur. Likewise, you 
cannot swap disks or change directories 
while performing database operations. 
Silverado automatically saves and closes 
database files, thus minimizing the risk 
of losing data . Both the documentation 
and the screen warn you of permanent 
field deletions. 

@BASE lets you exit to DOS and ac
cess a file that @BASE currently uses . 
However, if you do this , the program 
doesn ' t monitor changes made to the file, 
so you run a considerable risk of losing 
data . The documentation notes this dan
ger, but only on an insert sheet of "Late 
Additions." 

I encountered very few errors in using 
continued 
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Table 1: The benchmark tests gave mixed results. Although Silverado was 

slow completing the sort test, it also created a new index in the process. The 

general lack of an index in @BASE resulted in a long wait when looking for a 

nonexistent record. Times are in minutes:seconds. 

Sort Search Search Save Load Index 
for last for record file file file 
record #1001 

®BASE 0:38 0:03 0:20 0:03 0:03 N/A 

Silverado: 
w/32K bytes 

of RAM 2:19 0:02 <0:01 0:36 "1:22 0:16 

w/256K bytes 
of RAM 1:55 0:02 <0:01 0:25 1:10 0:10 

Note: Silverado displayed the entire database in its data window during these operations. Displaying a smaller 

window signi~cantly speeds up completion of sort and ret rieval operations. 

either program . My own data-input 
errors prompted most error messages . 
Silverado has a facility for validating data 
during entry. @BASE uses the Lotus 
1-2-3 data checker, which will beep at 
you if you enter an improperly formatted 
value into a cell. 

I tested both products with a database 
of 1000 records . I used an IBM PC XT 

with a hard disk drive and 512K bytes of 
RAM. I timed how long each system took 
to save and retrieve the file, to sort the 
file in reverse order (from ascending 
order to descending order or vice versa), 
and to search for the last record (record 
#1000) and a nonexistent record (record 
#1001). I also timed how long Silverado 
needed to index the file; @BASE does 

not have an indexing capability . 
The results were mixed (see table 1). 

When I ran the sort on Silverado with a 
standard display format, it took addi
tional time to create an index and display 
each record; @BASE was nearly 4 times 
faster. With a smaller display and on sub
sequent sorts, however, the times were 
comparable. @BASE was many times 
faster than Silverado at saving or loading 
the database file. But, when it came to 
searching for a nonexistent record (a typi
cal error usually caused by an erroneous 
entry), Silverado responded instantly , 
while @BASE took 20 seconds. 

The whole question of speed is tricky 
to define when dealing with these two 
database managers. Should you consider 
the actual speed in completing an opera
tion as separate from the information dis
played on the screen? When you sort or 
select from an @BASE file, the results 
are not displayed automatically; you must 
go back to the menu and enter the data
browse mode to see anything. Silverado 
repaints the screen whenever you resort 
an open file , and while the sort itself is 
reasonably quick, the screen display is 
very slow if you have a large data window 
defined. 

continued 

IN-HOUSE DATA TRANSMISSION MARATHON 

Out of breath af 50 feet? 
Now go the distance. 

Are your 
RS-232 data 
lines out of 
breath before 
they cross the finish line? Are you restricted 
from placing your computers and peripherals 
where you need them due to the 50 foot limit 
imposed by the RS-232 standard? 
Now you can extend your serial data commu
nication lines up to 5000 feet without even ~ 
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breathing hard. Using standard, inexpensive 
twisted pair telephone wiring and our easy
connect LD series long line drivers, you can 
achieve data rates in excess of 56 kilobits per 
second. Contact us today and we'll rush to 
get you more · 
information ... 
FAST. 

IS o Western 
.. LS 0 · Telematic Inc. 
: · 5··Sterling, !!"Vine·, California 92718 

. · .. (714) 586-9950 . . . . . 
· . (800) 854·7226 (Outside California) 

Fax (714) 583-9514· · 
· Tele_x: 4677 41 · · 

Circle 306 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 307) 



The problem is simple. Your XT is 
slow by today's personal computing 
standards, and it won't be able to run 
the software of tomorrow. You could 
trade it in for an AT;l but you don't 
want to sacrifice 
the investment 
you've already 
made in moni
tors, disk drives 
and enhancements 
by buying a new 
computer. 

Now there's a simple solution It's 
the ASf Xforme:t1286'" (pronounced 
""fransformer"), the ultra-fast, 10 MHz, 
80286 system board that actually re
places the system board on your XT. 

With a few simple connections, 
you'll have increased processing 

speed, access to extended memory 
and assured compatibility with 80286 
software. It's like getting a brand new 
AT-compatible computer-at a fraction 
of the cost 

Think about it Acceler
ated 80286 speed, more 
available memory, com
patibility with XT and AT 
software, support for an 
80287 math coprocessor 
and eight expansion slots 
(four of which are 16-bit) 

all add up to one very powerful 
computer. 

And there's one other feature that 
comes standard with the ASf Xformer/ 
286-built-in AST quality and relia
bility. With a history of enhancing 
over 2 million PCs, as well as produc-

ing our own highly acclaimed AST 
Premium'" computers, were a company 
you can count on to do things right 

For more information on how to 
change your XT, inside and out, call 
AST about the Xforme:ti 
286 at (714) 863-9991, ASJ: 
operator AB008, or RESEARCH IN~. 
send in the coupon 

r;::--------------
0 Yes, please send me information on the AST I Xformei1286 today. 

I 0 Please have an AST representative call me. 
I N=e ______________________ __ 
I Title-----------------------
! Company ____________________ __ 

I M~~-----------------------
City Sr&te __ Zip ______ _ 

I Telephone--------------------
1 Send to: AST Research, Inc. 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, 
L.:A 92714-4992, Atm: M~ _______ _ 

AST markets products wor1dwid~,.-.in Europe and the Middle East call: 44 1 568 4350; in the Far Eab1 call852 5 7rn23; in Canada call416 826 7514. ASJ; tlu: ASf logo rr:gisk'mi and Xjormer/286 and AST Pn:mium tmdt:marks 'oj A Sf Researrlt, Jnc. lH1H and AT regislm:d and XTtmdemark /ttlenullilmal /Jti.Stiress Mnchiues Corp. Copyri'glll © 1987, AST n::senrdt, btc. All nghts rest:n'etl 
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The Smoothest Ride 
You can program 1-2-3 to do almost any
thing, including database manipulations. 
But is it worth the effort? You can use the 
1-2-3 macro language to force 1-2-3 to 
access multiple files and approximate a 
relational database manager, but doing so 
requires advanced programming skills 
and is very cumbersome. At $100 to 
$200, it's more economical and much 
more efficient to buy an add-in database 
management package like Silverado or 
@BASE. 

Of course, neither package is quite the 
equivalent of a full-featured stand-alone 
database manager, such as dBASE III. 
For instance, neither has its own pro
gramming language. Both, however, can 
use the 1-2-3 macro language, which 
gives them considerable power and flexi
bility. In general, either package is capa
ble of satisfactory database performance 
on the scale that a 1-2-3 user would likely 
need. 

Someone whose chief concern is han
dling very large or complex databases 
should still opt for the speed and sophisti
cation (hashing algorithms, program
ming languages, and so forth) available 
only in a large, stand-alone database 
manager. Silverado and @BASE are in
tended for the person who generally uses 
only Lotus 1-2-3 but definitely needs 
more speed and power in data handling 
and more flexibility in report generation. 

Overall, the feel of @BASE is a lot 
more nuts-and-bolts than Silverado , 
which glides along, not bothering the 
user with trivia, such as file closing. In 
terms of power , performance is similar 
between the two programs. Silverado 
also has a significant advantage in that its 
indexing capability is built in , while 
@BASE requires the additional, and yet
to-be tested , Options Pac. The Options 
Pac promises to make a major difference 
in terms of relational database handling, 
and some difference in speed. 

Silverado is a more refined and even 
better-designed program. Although 
@BASE offers some powerful features, 
such as analysis and built-in statistical 
functions , it is significantly less easy to 
use and slower than Silverado unless you 
spring for the additional $89 .95 Options 
Pac. 

It boils down to this : Silverado is a 
BMW with cruise control, while @BASE 
is a stick-shift Chevy . Both will get you 
there, but the ride is more pleasant with 
Silverado. • 

Diana Gabaldon is the editor of Science 
Software and an assistant research pro
fessor at the Center for Environmental 
Studies at Arizona State University, 
Tempe , Arizona. 
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Byline 
Diana Gabaldon 

Desktop publishing 

for the IBM PC without 

extensive hardware 

Ashton-Tate's newest entry in the ffiM 
PC-compatible side of desktop publish
ing differs from most other desktop-pub
lishing packages. First, it does not re
quire a mouse, nor much hardware . 
Second, it is relatively inexpensive. 

Byline 1.0 is for people with fairly 
simple desktop-publishing applications 
in mind. While competent at the things it 
does, it doesn't have the power of estab
lished large packages like Ventura Pub
lisher and PageMaker. On the other 
hand, it has features with considerable 
range and flexibility and is remarkably 
easy to use. It's ideal if you would like to 
produce stylish reports and general-pur
pose business documents , but don't want 
to set up as a professional typesetter. 

To run Byline, you need an mM PC or 
compatible with two 360K-byte 5 1A-inch 
floppy disk drives (or a hard disk drive 
and one floppy disk drive), 384K bytes of 
RAM, a graphics adapter and display, 
and DOS 2.0 or higher . It supports a 
number of 9-pin and 24-pin dot-matrix 
printers, as well as several laser printers, 
including Apple ' s LaserWriter, Laser
Writer Plus, and other PostScript de
vices . It sells for $295. 

Easy Operation 
Byline's greatest strength is its ease of 
use. While out-and-out typesetting pack
ages like TEX take weeks of work to mas
ter, and the "big" desktop-publishing 
packages take days, you can have Byline 
producing respectable documents within 
an hour. 

The package works with a vertically 
split screen. The right side displays a 
"minipage," a small image of the laid
out document in progress . The left side of 
the screen is for several things: layout 
specifications, the main menu, and edit
ing of text files . Naturally, you wouldn't 
use the left side for all these things simul
taneously; the left screen defaults to lay
out specifications. You can call the main 
menu anytime with F 10 and load a text 
file for editing by pressing F8. When 
called, the main menu or a text file 
temporarily replace the layout specifica
tions, which return automatically when 

you discard the menu or store the text 
file. 

You can zoom either side of the screen 
to fill the entire screen by pressing F7. 
Most frequently, you'll want to view the 
minipage up close to check text. Zoom 
overdoes it a bit here. When you zoom a 
minipage, the top half of the page fill~ the 
screen; you have to use the down arrow to 
view the bottom half. Of course, this pre
serves the minipage's proportions, but it 
sometimes makes it hard to tell whether 
text ends where you want it. 

The key definitions are logically de
signed; in general, arrow keys select 
functions, Return executes any selected 
function , and Escape gets you out of 
whatever you are doing . The keyboard 
template provided is largely unnecessary . 
Each function key has only one function, 
and most are displayed in the bottom-of
screen menu most of the time. 

The package works from two types of 
menus: bottom-of-screen function-key 
menus and a main pop-up menu in two 
tiers . The menus are small and well de
signed. The main menu is especially 
nice-very compact and explicit. The 
second tier of choices for each high
lighted main choice pops up as you move 
the cursor over the first-tier choices. Si
multaneously , a very detailed help 
prompt pops up beneath the menu, telling 
you what that choice does . F1 produces a 
context-sensitive help screen at any point 
in the program, and most of these are, in 
fact, helpful. 

Besides the menus and function keys, 
Byline has several useful speed keys, 
which execute functions directly without 
going through a menu. These include a 
Quick Save function and keys for execut
ing an alternate view or preview of a 
page. With these functions , you can view 
two pages simultaneously or obtain an 
overview of your document, among other 
things. 

Byline also has a keystroke-capture 
utility, which you can use to produce 
boilerplate text, automate frequently per
formed operations, or integrate Byline 
operations with DOS batch files. Byline 
has a speed key that yau can use to open a 
DOS window. 

There is a limit to the size of the publi
cations that Byline can handle , but this is 
difficult to specify. Maximum size is de
termined not only by the number of 
pages, but by the number and type of ele-



ments you include in the publication. 
Generally, you should have no problem 
with 100 pages or even more. 

You can adjust both leading and kern
ing in Byline. Adjusting leading (the 
space between lines of text) is simple; you 
just change the numbers in a spec sheet. 
Changing kerning (the space between let
ters) is more complicated; you must edit a 
kerning table for the specific typeface in 
use, and you must adjust kerning one let
ter pair at a time, which is simple, but 
very tedious. 

Flexible Page Construction 
Byline is quite flexible in its approach to 
document construction. Using the layout 
specification menus, you can develop 
"master pages" that are basically style 
sheets for the document: Master pages 
control margins, column placement, and 
general page formatting . In addition, you 
can completely customize a page by 
creating text elements or photo elements. 
An element is an empty shape that you 
place on the page, using the arrow keys to 
drag a square to the desiredposition. 

Once you determine the initial position 
for an element, you can change the size 
and shape by typing measurements (given 
in inches) into the chart of layout specifi
cations at the left side of the screen. Each 
element has its own spec sheet, which de
fines the left, right, top, and bottom 
bounds of the element, number of col
umns, typeface and type size for headings 
and body text, vertical rules between col
urnns, and solid borders for the element, 
if you want them. 

You can change an element's size, 
shape, or other attributes at any time. 
Making many changes can be compli
cated, however; you may cause elements 
to overlap. Overlapping elements don't 
have any boundaries in the area where 
they intersect, so the minipage may be 
confusing to look at. 

Fortunately, you can discard a messed
up page or file. Loading a new file erases 
the one displayed. You can enter text 
under a specified filename after assign
ing the filename to a page or element, or 
you can assign a file with already existing 
text to a page or element. If you assign an 
existing text file to an element, the text is 
poured into the element displayed on the 
minipage. The photo editor works simi
larly , inserting material from a graphics 
file into an element displayed on the 
rninipage. 

When you pour text or a graphics file 
into an element, it likely won't fit exactly 
on the first try . If the text fills more or 
less space than the element has reserved, 
you might need to resize or reshape the 
element. You can do this easily by chang
ing parameters in the spec layout menu on 

BYLINE 

the left side of the screen. If the text 
overflows the element, the surplus text is 
simply not displayed, unless you have 
assigned the same text file to several ele
ments. In this case, the text fills the ele
ments in turn. 

One minor difficulty is that sometimes 
an element will not be large enough to 
accommodate both text and borders. You 
must keep a certain minimum distance 
between the edge of a border and the 
nearest text. If you make a long, skinny 
element with fat borders, for example, 
there might not be enough room in the 
middle for text to display, because the 
necessary empty spaces on the insides of 
the borders overlap. The program does 
not warn you when this occurs . The ele
ment shape and borders will display on 
the mini page and will print correctly, but 
no text will appear inside the element, 
even though the text file is correctly as
signed. This is easily curable by expand
ing the size of the element or by reducing 
the size of the borders, but a novice user 
might easily wonder what on earth hap
pened to the text in that element. 

Adequate Text Editor 
You can zoom the left side of the page so 
that the text file you are editing can fill 
the whole screen. The text editor is fairly 
simple, but adequate. It has standard 
cursor moves, including PageUp, Page
Down, and word-by-word moves. The 
text editor includes character styles such 
as underlining, bold, italic, superscript, 
and subscript. However, you can't turn 
these styles on as you type. You must 
enter text, then define the block of text 
that you want to underline, embolden, 
and so forth, and select the appropriate 
style. 

The text editor includes a cut-and
paste facility , a go-to-page capability, 
and a Find function, all of which are as
signed to function keys . The program 
adds your changes to the right-hand 
pasted-up minipage. The package can cut 
or copy a block of text, photo, or what 
have you to a clipboard, where it will re
main until you overwrite it with another 
one. 

One of the nicest features of Byline is 
the connection between a text or graphics 
file on the left and the minipage on the 
right. The minipage layout reflects any 
editing changes you make to the source 
file as soon as you save the source file . 
This is something many bigger packages 
don't have . Ventura Publisher, for exam
ple, forces you to exit the desktop pub
lisher entirely and load a text file into an 
external text editor or word processor for 
major editing changes (you can make 
small replacements and deletions inside 
Ventura). After editing, you then reenter 

Byline 1.0 

Type 
Low-end desktop-publishing program 

Company 
Ashton-Tate 
20101 Hamilton Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90502 
(203) 522·2116 

Format 
Five 51/4-inch floppy disks; 
not copy-protected 

Language 
Assembly 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC or compatible with two 360K
byte 5114-inch floppy disk drives (or one 
floppy disk drive and a hard disk drive) , 
384K bytes of RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher, 
and a graphics display and adapter 
(e.g., CGA, EGA, Hercules, or Hercules 
Plus) 

Documentation 
307-page user's manual ; 
Customer Support Guide; 
keyboard template; printer's 
sizing guide 

Price 
$295 

Inquiry 901. 

the desktop publisher and reload the text 
file . In Byline, you can move back and 
forth from editor to layout with one or 
two keystrokes. Byline automatically up
dates a publication file whenever you 
change its source files , text, or photos . 
However, if you want to save a copy of a 
publication with an earlier version of 
source files, the Archive utility lets you 
do so. 

The text editor can also directly import 
text files produced by several popular 
word processors: XyWrite IT, ill, and ill 
Plus; WordPerfect 4.1 and 4.2; WordStar 
3.3 and 4 .0; and MultiMate 3.3, Multi
Mate Advantage, and MultiMate Advan
tage II . Naturally, you can use plain 
AS CIT text files. 

Photo Imports 
In addition to the text editor , Byline has a 
photo editor. Analogous to the text edi
tor, the photo editor occupies the left side 
of the screen when you define a photo ele
ment. The photo editor uses the arrow 

continued 
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keys to crop an image to the desired 
dimensions . 

Byline directly imports quite a few dif
ferent graphics file formats, and it is not 
at all picky about filenames and exten
sions . It can directly use worksheet files 
from Lotus 1-2-3 versions lA and 2.0; 
Symphony 1.0 , 1.1 , and 1.2 ; graphs 
from Lotus and Symphony ( .PIC files) ; 
PC Paintbrush and PC Paintbrush Plus 
images; Publisher's Paintbrush images; 
MacPaint images; Fontasy Art folders; 
Windows Paint files; and high-resolution 
graphics saved in the BASICA BSAVE 
format. The program also imports .DBF 
and .-NDX files created from dBASE III 
Plus. I tried Byline with Lotus 1-2-3 
worksheet and graph files in the photo 
editor with no problem. 

In addition to the standard graphics file 
formats , Byline imports images scanned 
by any scanner that produces images in 
the ZSoft (PC Paintbrush) format. Also, 
By line ' s own camera utility, which takes 
snapshots of screens (such as Framework 
IT pie charts and graphs) and stores them 
in a format Byline can use, can capture 
screens from any lliM PC graphics pro
gram. The camera utility is a terminate
and-stay-resident program, and it takes 
about 8K bytes of overhead. 

A Few Limitations 
Desktop-publishing packages, by their 
nature, tend to be slow, especially on an 
mM PC . The constant screen rewriting 
required by layout edits even slows down 
packages running on 80386 machines . 
However, running as it does on an lliM 
PC or clone, Byline is really slow . Screen 
painting of a new mini page takes 3 to, 7 
seconds. 

While Byline isn ' t in the same league 
with big desktop-publishing packages, 
you can't help making comparisons . By
line's most significant limitation is that it 
cannot do landscape orientation. Also , 
you can do portrait-orientation docu
ments /only on pages that are 8 1h by 11 
inches or smaller. Otherwise, limitations 
fall mostly in the realm of special effects ; 
there is no reverse printing, solid-block 
printing, or special symbols available. 
Byline borders are limited to solid lines , 
and only solid-line vertical rules are 
available. You can achieve some special 
effects by nesting elements with different 
border specifications or creating grids 
using Byline's column grid feature , but 
this is not as simple or as varied as the 
selections from a Ventura menu. 

Byline uses rectangular elements only . 
Though you can have multiple columns 
within elements , you can ' t have irregu
larly shaped elements. This means that 
you can't flow text with irregular margins 
or with dropped initial letters, or at least 

not without an unconscionable amount of 
trouble . 

Byline includes only five available 
typefaces : Times , Courier , Bookman, 
Swiss, and dBASE Elite. This is adequate 
for most business and general-purpose 
documents, but far less than the type se
lection usable with bigger desktop-pub
lishing packages . Typefaces in large 
packages are virtually unlimited, as soft
ware like Ventura Publisher and Page
Maker can use downloadable software 
fonts . Byline can 't. 

Desktop Publishing for the Masses 
On the plus side , the user ' s manual is 
very good, especially for the first release 
of a new product. The manual includes a 
tutorial , reference guide, glossary, and 
index, with a small "Other Information" 
section for advanced users . This section 
has instructions for such things as editing 
the kerning tables , as well as details on 
importing var ious kinds of text and 
graphics files . There are chapters on 
mail-merge , database publishing, and the 
archive utility . 

I found the error trapping to be satis
factory. The program detected and 
warned me about an unready printer and 
an open drive door, and after I corrected 
the condition , it resumed execution prop
erly . Few other error messages occurred 
while I was using the program, but all of 
them were adequate . 

Technical support is classic Ashton
Tate; a labyrinth of telephone operators , 
but very well organized. The package 
comes with 90 days of free technical sup
port, provided that you send in your reg
istration card. The first call is free , re
gardless , but your registration card must 
be in before you can call again . After 90 
days , you have to purchase one of the 
company ' s paid support plans . Some 
companies have policies like this but 
don ' t enforce them. Ashton-Tate does . 

Basically , Byline is desktop publishing 
for the masses. You need not have ex
pensive hardware or spend a lot for the 
software , either. The package is very 
friendly-thoughtfully laid out and easy 
to use. It' s also very egalitarian in the 
kinds offiles it will work with . However, 
it' s not meant for highly sophisticated 
jobs that require lots of fancy special ef
fects . One thing to bear in mind when 
comparing a package like this to bigger 
packages , such as PageMaker and Ven
tura Publisher, is that the average desk
top-publishing user is generally going to 
use only about 70 percent of the features 
that a big package offers . If you can do 
without landscape orientation and special 
printing effects, Byline is an excellent 
value . • 
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If you can see the difference, 
you must be looking at the price. 

Dear Reader: 

Hewlett-Packard Company 
18110 s.E. 34th Street 
camas, WA 98607 

This letter was printed on two of · the finest printers available 
today. one half on a laser pri nter, the other on the new HP 
DeskJet Printer. But which one printed which hal f ? Hard to t e ll, 
isn't it? 

Small and . quiet enough for your ow n desk, our HP DeskJet Printer 
gives you clean, crisp text and graphi cs . Just like a laser. You 
get perfect printing from A to z. Look for yourself. 

So which half is from the laser nn~t. r•~e'r and which from 
DeskJet Printer for under $1,00 sure? That's 
To see the difference you've at the price. 
for the name of your local a free brochure on 
HP DeskJet Printer at 1 800 752-0 Ext. 908A. 

LalJer Printer HP DeslcJet Printer 

-----
•, :.''~·. ' • ~1~-- .. •t,,. - ,...._. 

The New HP DeskJet Printer. Laser-Quality Output for Under $1000. 

© Hewlett· Packard Co. 1987 

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card 
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A NEW-WAVE SPREADSHEET 

ANew-Wave 
Spreadsheet 

Keith Weiskamp 

NexView combines 

spreadsheet practicality 

and relational power 

Just when it seemed that spreadsheets 
were going to give up the torch to the new 
technologies of hypertext or expert sys
tems, the second wave hit. Now spread
sheets are smarter , faster, slicker, and 
easier to use . Nex View, the relational 
spreadsheet from ADC & Associates 
($595) , is one of this new breed of 
spreadsheets. It supports relational attri
butes, a powerful concept inherited from 
database technology. With Nex View , you 
can create spreadsheets and easily link 
them to each other using the product's 
built-in Distributed Spreadsheet Data
base System (DSDS). 

The Essentials 
NexView l . lB runs on the IBM XT, AT, 
or compatibles with a hard disk drive, at 
least 512K bytes of RAM, and a mono
chrome or graphics display adapter . 
While I ran the program on an IBM PC 
XT, the company recommends an AT
class computer for best performance. 

NexView is a mode-based program 
that includes spreadsheet, ready , auto, 
help, report, formula, and edit modes . 
Spreadsheet mode supports the typical 
Lotus 1-2-3-like menu system. In this 
mode, you can enter and edit data, read 
spreadsheet files , edit macros, and select 
any of the other modes and commands. 
Ready mode provides a powerful com
mand-lang!Jage interpreter that processes 
a variety 'of instructions , from customiz
ing the screen to reading ASCII files into 
NexView's editor. Auto mode executes 
NexView commands stored in user-de
fined logic and macro files . You can acti
vate a special help mode at any time to 
display pop-up help windows and on-line 
index cards . To generate custom reports 
on spreadsheet files, NexView provides a 
report mode . The formula and edit 
modes let you process spreadsheet for
mulas and edit NexView files. 

Spreadsheet mode acts as the gateway 
to all the major commands and modes . 
The developers of NexView went out of 
their way to create an environment that 
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looks like 1-2-3 . Unfortunately , while 
the initial menu bars greatly resemble 
1-2-3 ' s, the results, after you select an 
item, are far different from anything 
Lotus does . You can select commands 
using a highlighted letter or function key . 
If you get stuck, help is available from 
anywhere within the program from "the 
on-line manual or the on-line help index 
cards and pop-up help windows, which 
appear when you select commands that 
require data entry . 

Nex View introduces the concept of the 
"super spreadsheet," a device that you 
use to link multiple spreadsheet win
dows. Once inside the spreadsheet mode, 
you can define the size of the super 
spreadsheet and divide it into as many as 
nine different windows. NexView re
serves the tenth window as the default for 
the super spreadsheet. The windows are a 
nice feature, because they let you read or 
edit data and perform calculations in one 
region of the super spreadsheet without 
affecting the other areas . You can also 
perform operations in such a way that the 
relationships between a set of windows 
(spreadsheets) are repre.sented in another 
window . 

For example, you can define a super 
spreadsheet with 20 rows and 60 columns 
and divide it into three windows. You can 
also dimension each window as 20 rows 
by 20 columns. Window 1 represents col
umns A to T, window 2 represents col
umns U to AN, and window 3 represents 
columns AM to BH. Now you can select 
window 2 as the active window and read 
data from a Lotus spreadsheet file into 
this window (columns U to AN in the 
super spreadsheet). You can repeat this 
operation using the second window and a 
different spreadsheet file and then add 
the two windows containing data together 
and place the result in the t!llrd window. 

The concept is powerful. The windows 
allow you to better organize both your 
data and the types of calculations that you 
need to perform. Unfortunately, to really 
pull off these features, NexView needs an 
improved user interface. When working 
with the super spreadsheet, I found it dif
ficult to keep track of which region was 
assigned to a given window. NexView 
lets you use a function key to toggle be
tween a view of the window mapping of 

the super spreadsheet and the normal 
spreadsheet mode. I found that constantly 
flipping between views was a clumsy and 
confusing way to work. 

Ready mode really expands the power 
and flexibility of NexView. It provides a 
command interpreter that allows you to 
perform operations such as reading 
ASCII files, executing a file of stored 
commands, searching and replacing se
lected data in a spreadsheet, setting the 
foreground and background color of the 
screen, and selecting other editing com
mands . It supports over 35 commands . 

Comparing Apples to Apples 
Let's face it, there are a lot of new spread
sheets on the market. The latest trend, es
tablished recently by the release of Bor
land 's Quattro and Microsoft ' s Excel for 
the PC , is toward the modem interface 
sporting features such as high-quality 
presentation graphics, windows, context
sensitive help, and multiple fonts . Nex
View, on the other hand, is designed 
around an older technology similar to 
that found in 1-2-3 version 2. NexView 
does not support a mouse , PostScript, or 
graphics . 

In general, NexView supports most of 
the basic features found in the other 
major spreadsheet packages, including 
macros, a limited degree of 1-2-3 com
patibility , formula support, mathemati
cal and statistical functions, symbolic 
labels (NexView calls these lexicons, 
which are user-defined labels that refer
ence rows and columns in a spreadsheet) , 
and a wide assortment of spreadsheet 
editing features. 

Although NexView can read and write 
1-2-3 files, it's not truly compatible. 
First off, it does not support all the stan
dard mathematical functions that 
1-2-3 provides. In fact , I discovered that 
NexView does not currently provide a 
square root function (@SQRT) . If you're a 
real 1-2-3 or Quattro power user, you 'II 
miss the useful set of mathematical func
tions that these programs provide. Nex
View also uses a different formula syntax 
than 1-2-3. In 1-2-3, functions are pref
aced with @, as in 20 + @LOG(A2) . Nex
View uses a syntax of the form A, #1 = 20 
+ LOG(A, #2) . 

The second compatibility problem is 
NexView's method of storing and using 
macros . Lotus 1-2-3 stores macros in in
dividual spreadsheet cells . NexView 
macros are actually stored in macro files . 
Because of this technique, you can use 
the same NexView macro on multiple 
spreadsheets . Unfortunately, it also 
means that you cannot use 1-2-3 macro 
files in NexView spreadsheets . You can 
use the macro-learn mode to create and 
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to finish. 

The HP LaserJet ~· -=:• =~~ With additional 
memory you can even 
print sophisticated 300 
DPI full-page graphics. 
And with HP's ScanJet 
scanner, you can also 
easily add photographs, 

Series II Printer. 
Nothing brings your 

ideas to life like the HP 
LaserJet Series II Printer
from office memos to forms 
to newsletters. As the leading laser 
printer, it works with all popular PCs 
and PC software packages. And, with 
a wide range of fonts, you get more 
options to create superior looking 
documents. 

illustrations and text. 
No wonder more people choose 

the original over all other laser printers 
combined. 

So call1800 752-0900, Ext. 900D 
for your nearest HP dealer. 

Ff/o- HEWLETT 
~e. PACKARD 

© Hewlett·Packard 1988 Print samples were created using Microsoft Word. Microsoft Excel. and Aldus Page Maker. 
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Integrand's new Chassis/System is not another 
IBM mechanical and electrical clone. An 
entirely fresh packaging design approach has 
been taken using modular construction. At 
present, over 40 optional stock modules allow 
you to customize our standard chassis to nearly 
any requirement. Integrand offers high quality, 
advanced design hardware along with 
applications and technical support all at prices 
competitive with imports. Why settle for less? 

Rack & Desk 
PC/ AT Chassis 

Rack & Desk Models 

Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards and 
Passive Backplanes 

Doesn'r Look Like IBM 

Rugged, Modular Construe/ion 

Excellenr Air Flow & Cooling 

Optional Card Cage Fan 

Designed /o meel FCC 

204 Wall Supply, UL Recognized 

145W & 85W also available 

Reasonably Priced 

-~ ·=-=~.,----=--- ·-==-•••• • ~- -=----······ . ..... ~- ~ .............. . .. -. ---~- ~ .. ....... -- - - -- --- - - --
RESEARCH CORP. 

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices: 
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291 

209/651-1203 
TELEX 51060t2830 (INTEGRAND UD) 

EZLINK 62926572 

We accept BankAmericard/ VISA and MasterCard 

IBM, PC. XT, AT trademarks or International Business Machines. 
Drives and computer boards not included. 
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A NEW-WAVE SPREADSHEET 

NexView 1 . 1 B 

Type 
Relational spreadsheet 

Company 
ADC & Associates Inc. 
P.O. Box 273 
Marlboro, NJ 07746 
(201) 536-1524 

Format 
Four 5%-inch floppy disks; 
not copy-protected 

Language 
c 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC XT, PC AT, or compatible with a 
hard disk drive. at least 512K bytes of 
RAM , and a monochrome or graphics 
display adapter (AT-class PC 
recommended) 

Software Needed 
PC-DOS/MS-DOS 2.0 or higher 

Documentation 
261 -page Reference Manual ; 100-page 
Beginners Guide 

Price 
$595 

Inquiry 900. 

te st a set of macros for the current 
spreadsheet. You can also save these 
macros in a file of their own, independent 
of the spreadsheet you created them for. 
You can later use the macros with other 
spreadsheet files. Macros are easy to 
create and modify because of NexView's 
interactive macro-development envi
ronment. 

Relational Features 
With NexView's relational capabilities, 
you can link Lotus-compatible data files 
and perform operations on data from se
lected spreadsheets . By linking files 
using the DSDS, you can merge work
sheet files , or you can piece together 
smaller spreadsheets to create a very 
large spreadsheet. 

The DSDS provides its own menu, and 
you can access it from the spreadsheet 
mode , the formula command prompt, or 
a logic file . The DSDS maintains a mas
ter database file for each set of spread
sheets that you link. You can easily ac
cess this master file to obtain information 
about the linked spreadsheets, such as the 
number of linked spreadsheets , the range 
of the labels (lexicons) you used to link 

spreadsheets , and the ranges of the linked 
spreadsheet files . This feature helps you 
keep track of how spreadsheets are re
lated to each other when you use the 
DSDS. Since you can specify all opera
tions in the DSDS by using symbolic 
names, linking spreadsheets isn't as diffi
cult as you might think. Keep in mind, 
however, that the complexity of the rela
tionships stored in a super spreadsheet 
can rapidly increase as you start to link 
spreadsheet files. 

If you want to take full advantage of 
Nex View's linking capability, you '11 
need to master the BASIC-like custom 
programming language that NexView 
provides. The language contains over 40 
instructions for performing mathematical 
operations and expressing logical rela
tionships. You can type the instructions 
interactively in ready mode, or you can 
create a file of instructions and execute 
them. NexView stores instructions in 
logic files, which are organized into two 
sections: data instructions and rules. 
Data instructions perform tasks such as 
data I/0, setting windows, and setting ac
cess limits to cells in the spreadsheet. 
Rules , on the other hand, alter data cur
rently stored in a spreadsheet. 

Logic files let you completely custom
ize NexView for other users . One of the 
more useful features is the $INPUT in
struction, which displays a question and 
performs an action based on the user's re
sponse. With the conditional expression 
statements, such as IF, ELSE, and FOR, 
you also can easily test relationships be
tween cells in a spreadsheet and execute 
additional instructions. Debugging help 
is important with a complex language 
such as this , and NexView lets you run a 
program in single-step mode where you 
can execute one instruction at a time and 
see the results of each operation. 

NexView's report generator is another 
useful programmable feature . You can 
print reports that reflect the status of the 
data 'stored in a super spreadsheet , 
display reports on the screen, or save 
them in a disk file . To support this fea
ture, NexView provides a set of instruc
tions to specify the rules for generating 
reports . The program stores these in
structions in line-oriented ASCII files, 
called report files, or in other files (e.g. , 
logic files) . Instructions define attributes 
for the report, such as the dimensions 
(width and number oflines per page), the 
titles for rows and columns, and the 
ranges to specify the number of columns 
and rows to include in a report. 

EaseofUse 
The basic spreadsheet data-entry and 
editing commands are relatively easy to 
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Every presenter wants to make a com
pelling, persuasive case. And color, 

you 'll agree, makes all 
the difference. 
It's more eye
catching. More 
readily under-

- stood. More 
memorable. In short, color makes any 
desktop presentation more effective. 
And research proves it. 

All you need is a Hewlett-Packard 
ColorPro Plotter .like we used here, or 
the HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer. 
Thgether with a PC-IBM compatible 
or Apple Macintosh-you can use all 
the popular graphics software like 
Lotus Freelance Plus, Cricket Presents, 
HP's Graphics Gallery (used below) , 
Microsoft Chart and Harvard Graphics. 

At under $1,300, the HP ColorPro 
Plotter may be just where you want to 
start. It will turn your ideas into colorful, 
easy-to-grasp visuals. Or, if you need to 
combine near-letter quality text with 
color graphics, you can rely on the 
HP PaintJet Color Graphics Printer for 
under $1,400. Whichever you choose, 
you'll create desktop presentations 
with startling color and greater impact. 

For a colorful sample overhead and 
the name of your nearest dealer, call 
1800 752-0900, Ext. 903A. 
Freelance Plus~ and LotusB are U.S. registered trademarks of Lotus 
Development Corporation. Microsoft'X' is a U.S. registered trademark 
of Microsoft. Corporation. 
© Hewlett·Packard 1988 
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perform, especially if you're familiar 
with 1-2-3. Menus at the top or bottom of 
the screen list all the basic editing com
mands. NexView reserves the menu at 
the top of the screen for listing commands 
for calculating formulas, editing and run
ning macros, altering the dimensions of 
the super spreadsheet, and loading and 
saving files. You can select any of these 
commands by entering a single letter. 
The bottom menu is reserved for the 
function key operations. NexView uses 
the function keys to perform tasks such as 
activating the command mode, setting the 
current window, and calling the on-line 
help system. In addition, NexView uses 
the function keys and control key combi
nations as command shortcuts. 

You can easily customize NexView by 
setting help levels and selecting the fore
ground and background colors of the 
spreadsheet mode screen. When you first 
use the program, I recommend that you 
set the help level to the basic level, which 
causes pop-up help windows to be dis
played whenever NexView expects are
sponse. The information displayed in the 
help windows is useful and in most cases 
saves you from having to use the manual. 

In general , the documentation is well 
written and easy to use. The product in-

A NEW-WAVE SPREADSHEET 

eludes an eight-part Beginner's Guide 
and a Reference Manual, all packaged in 
a small three-ring binder. The Beginner's 
Guide starts with the basics on how to use 
the program and then covers most of the 
major topics of Nex View, including load
ing 1-2-3 files, working with the super 
spreadsheet and windows, moving 
around menus, creating formulas, creat
ing and editing macros, and using the 
basic spreadsheet entry and editing com
mands . Unfortunately, the tutorial text 
does not provide any useful information 
on some of the more interesting and 
powerful features of Nex View, such as 
the DSDS, the reporting features, and the 
logic programming commands. 

The Reference Manual suffers from the 
same problems of organization and in
dexing found in many reference manuals . 
I discovered that some of the basic math
ematical functions, such as log, were not 
documented in the manual. Because of 
this, it is difficult to determine which 
functions the program supports. In fact, I 
had to call ADC's technical-support of
fice to find out if NexView supports the 
standard functions found in 1-2-3. The 
coverage of macros is also very brief; the 
manual devotes only nine pages to this 
topic . Fortunately, the Beginner's Guide 

presents a fairly complete tutorial on how 
to create, edit , and use macros. NexView 
contains a wide assortment of powerful 
commands and features, but I found it 
difficult to extract the needed information 
out of the Reference Manual in order to 
use these features and commands . 

NexView does provide an on-line man
ual with a search feature . You can select 
the manual by pressing the F8 key from 
the main menu in the spreadsheet mode. 
Once you activate the on-line manual, 
you can select a topic using the cursor 
keys , or you can use the built-in search 
feature to locate a topic. If you use the 
search feature, be patient because it re
sponds agonizingly slowly. I searched for 
the topic " help" and it took NexView 
over 3 minutes to search the manual file . 
NexView provides a utility program that 
lets you customize the on-line help sys
tem. You can use a standard word proces
sor to add , remove, or modify text in the 
on-line help file and then run the utility 
program to index the file for Nex View . 

Performance Trade-Offs 
I reviewed NexView on an IBM PC XT 
with a 10-megabyte hard disk drive and 
no coprocessor. Since NexView does not 

continued 

Before you buy 7 books and 2 
compilers, get the C Workshop. 

C is a great programming language. 
Now the C Workshop makes it 
easy. Whether you're new to pro
gramming or a dBase pro. You get: 

• Interactive tutorial with 1 00+ 
program examples 

• Full-screen editor with popup 
menus 

• Online help in context 
• Standard "K&R" C compiler 
• Coordinated 384-page bookv 

The C Workshop guides you with 
feedback on your program exer
cises. It's like getting private les
sons from your computer. 

Only the C Workshop gives you 
everything you need to learn and 
use C in one economical package. 
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Move among tutorial, editor and 
compiler with a keystroke or two. 
It's all in RAM memory to give you 
instant response. 

Here's the clearest presentation of 
C pointers you'll find. The C 
Workshop covers it all, from struc
tured programming to advanced 
list techniques. 

Write yo:ur own programs (up to 
64K) or modules of a big project. 
Your code will move to virtually 
any other compiler. 

Join major companies like AT&T 
and thousands of people like AI 
Patrizio, who says, "What I learned 
in five days with your book and 
software has taken me over a month 
before." 

ComputerWorld's William Zach
mann advises, ''I'd offer the C 
Workshop, an extremely well-done in
structional package, to anybody on my 
staff who wanted one." 

Satisfaction guaranteed 
or return in 30 cfays for refund. 
Order now and C how easy it is! 

r----------------------, 
Call (800) 888-0852 

ext. 955. It's toll-free! 
Or write Wordcraft, 3827 Penniman 
Av, Oakland, CA 94619. Only $69.95 
plus $5 shipping 
(Priority Mail) . In CA, 
add $4.90 sales tax. 
Visa/MC/AmEx or 
check. Runs on IBM 
PC compatibles, uses 
220K RAM. 

L----------------------~ 
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Get your PC 
andppone 
working 
together. .. 
Without a 
modem. 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

$8995 
ONLY 

+ Sff/PPIIYO 

Introducing a totally new voice 
communication product that 
makes it easy for people to 
stay in touch. NyTalk integrates 
your telephone and IBM PC, XT, 
AT, compatibles or PS/2 without 
the use and cost of a modem. 

It is ideal for use in tele
marketing, sales, credit collec
tions, corporate, professional 
and personal applications. 
Perfect, fast dialing at the 
touch of a key. No more costly 
wrong long distance numbers! 

NyTalk consists of a half 
size card providing all dialing 
functions, as well as software 
which provides a powerful 
resident directory, extended 
dialing and telephone statis
tical functions. It's as easy to 
use as your telephone, and as 
simple to install. 

And at $89.95, talk is cheap. 
FEATURES 

keypad dialing, manual screen 
dialing. 
• dial any number automatically from 
any form displayed on your screen. Ideal 
for use with mainframe data bases. 
• automatically records the duration 
of calls for each directory entry. 
• records the last time and date an 
entry was called. 
• records the total number of calls, 
total time on phone, and the average 
time per call. 
• maintains a detailed telephone log. 
• directories are provided which con· 
tain area codes for the US, Canada and 
codes fo r international calls. 
• print and file conversion utilities are 
provided so that directories may be 
utilized with a variety of applications 
such as dBase Ill and Lotus 1·2·3. 
• design your own application which 
makes use of NyTalk's extended 
dialing functionality. 
• works with standard telephone lines 
and most PBXs. 

alkTM ~'"<ACKOMG 
FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

1-800-668-8620 
• pop· up the directory when the hand· AI ka H ·· (416) 470 1203 
set is lifted or the line is engaged. as ' awan: -
• directory entry dialing, last number 
re·dial , speed dialing, dial by tag, 

LTD. 
Circle 138 on Reader Service Card 104-60 Queens Blvd. 

Forest Hills, NY. NY 11375 
NyTalk- Hummingbird 
Communications Ltd.; IBM, PC, 
XT, AT, PS/2 - International 
Business Machines; dBase Ill 
Ashton Tate Inc.; Lotus 1·2·3-
Lotus Development Corporation. 



provide arctangent or natural log (ln) 
functions, I was unable to run the Savage 
benchmark, which is based on the follow
ing formula: 

tan(arctan(exp(ln(sqrt 
((PREV_CELL)"2)))))+1 

When I entered this formula in Nex
View's formula mode, the program 
locked up the computer. I was, however, 
able to run the Recalc benchmark for 
both 1-2-3 andNexView. 

To run the Recalc test in 1-2-3, you 

A NEW-WAVE SPREADSHEET 

copy a formula created with relative 
addressing to each spreadsheet cell. 
When you place a value in the first cell , 
the complete spreadsheet automatically 
recalculates. This process took 9 1h 
seconds. 

When I ran the benchmark on Nex
View, it was not as easy . To begin with, 
the program does not provide a mecha
nism for easily assigning formulas to 

· spreadsheet cells. In order to run the 
benchmark, I had to use NexView's logic 
programming language. The second 
problem occurred because I had diffi-

culty with one of the logic statements. 
NexView provides a REPEAT instruction 
for duplicating a task or set of tasks; how
ever, this instruction did not always func
tion consistently. The operation that 
failed was 

B, #1 = (A, #1) * 1. 001 REPEAT 99 

This statement instructs the program to 
multiply the contents of cell (A, 1) by 
1.001, place the results in (B,1) , andre
peat the operation for each column in the 
first row. Each time the program repeats 

--------------------------------, the instruction, the column index is auto

NOW THERE'S AN 
EXPERT SYSTEM EVEN 
THESE GUYS CAN USE. 

Expert systems aren't 
just for experts anymore. 
Thousands of our customers 
use 1st-CLASS®to help 
troubleshoot complex equip
ment, ass ist with telephone 
support, analyze financial 
applications, and prepare 
complex documents. 

1st-CLASS Expert 
Systems are the recognized 
industry leaders in ease of 

use. They require no training 
to use, and no royalty pay
ments when you distribute 
your work. 

Whether you're saving 
money for your company or 
making money selling knowl
edge systems, we ' ll make 
your performance 1st-CLASS. 

For IBM® PC and DEC 
VAX® computers. Priced from 
$495 to $1295 . 

r!CLASS 
Expert Systems, Inc. 

For more information, or to order, call toll-free today: 1-800-872-8812 
(1-617-358-7722 in MA) 286 Boston Post Road Wayland, MA 01778 
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matically incremented. Unfortunately, 
this statement would not always repeat the 
specified number of times. A call to the 
technical-support group at ADC revealed 
that the REPEAT instruction has a serious 
bug. A spokesman for ADC said any 
users experiencing this bug should call 
the company for information on a free 
update. 

I discovered an alternative approach 
for performing the benchmark by using 
an instruction called GROWTH, which in
creases a cell value by a specified per
centage. In order to use this instruction to 
perform the Recalc operation for each 
row in the spreadsheet, I had to write a 
program that includ.ed 25 GROWTH instruc
tions . Using this logic file, NexView re
quired 35 seconds to perform the Recalc 
benchmark .. 

In the Scroll Right benchmark, where 
the display scrolls from the first column 
of the spreadsheet to the last, NexView 
beat 1-2-3, taking 1 minute and 12 sec
onds, compared to 1-2-3's 3 minutes and 
10 seconds . 

Not for Beginners 
NexView is not a program designed for 
beginning spreadsheet users. The com
plexity of the program make it difficult to 
use at times . Although it contains a menu 
system similar to 1-2-3 and provides a 
complete on-line manual, many of the 
features and commands differ signifi
cantly from those of 1-2-3. If you're 
looking only for a program that has true 
1-2-3 compatibility and supports graph
ics, NexView might not meet your needs . 

However, if you're looking for an anal
ysis tool that has the capability of linking 
spreadsheets and producing detailed re
ports, you'll appreciate NexView's ad
vanced features . NexView offers many 
state-of-the-art spreadsheet processing 
capabilities, but you'll need to put on 
your programmer's hat in order to take 
advantage of its real power. • 

Keith Weiskamp is the editor of PC AI 
magazine and a freelance writer living in 
Phoenix, Arizona. 



IIORTOI 
UTILITIES 

DATA RECOVERY 
DISK MANAGEMENT 

Puf IIW Clllttpif:IC" IU~ ' I'C: !Umlly nnd WnljJII!lhle!l. 

• ''Don 't compme without it." 
-Ncw YorkTimes. • "Highly 
recommen. ded. for business users." 
-Time-Life Access Newsletter. 

· • "fndispensable."- PC Maga
zine. • ''Essential in dew-to-day 
personal computing"- Personal 

Computing Magazine. • Three years 
uotlid "World Class" Best Utilities~ 
-PC World. • "A pleasure 
to use.''-PC Week. 
• "You 'II bless this disk" 
-Peter McWilliams/ 
The Personal Computer Book. 

A life saver for your data 

owitSnotso 
one at e 
At last 
After five long years alone at 

the top of the best-seller lists, 
the Norton UtilitiesTM is being 
challenged by another software 
package. 

Which is no small feat, 
considering that Version 4.0 is 
selling even faster than its prede
cessors did. 

Unfair competition. 
Of course, in order to compete 
with the Utilities, this upstart 
new package first had to copy it 

It had to include the famous 
UnErase;M which has rescued 
the derrieres of thousands of 
grateful PC users. 

As well as the unique File 
Info, which lets you attach de
scriptions of up to 65 characters 

to your files. 
Not to mention the Norton 

Integrator, which lets you con
trol everything from a single 
program and gives you on-line 
help for each function. 

In fact, The Advanced Edition 
of the Norton Utilities includes 
every single one of the features, 
functions and enhancements 
that have made Version 4.0 
so popular. 

Right down to the user inter
face which, according to the 
Info World Review Board makes 
the Advanced Edition "as easy 
to use as possible:' 

And that's not all. 
The more the merrier. 

Because the Advanced Edition 
goes on to include a wish list 

of brand new technical features 
and functions. 

Like Speed Disk, for tighten
ing up disk space and optimiz
ing access. 

And Format Recover, for 
unformatting your accidentally 
reformatted hard disk 

As well as a FAT Editor, a Par
tition Table Editor, a Directory 
Editor and access to absolute 
disk sectors. 

All of which explains why 
Info World called the Advanced 
Edition "a great program that 
has gotten even better." 

We just call it good company. 

'2_et@r NtJri:tNJ-
COMPUTING 

Desig ned for the JBM®PC, PC-AT and DOS compatibles. Ava ilable aLmost software dealers, or direct from Peter Norton Computing, Inc., 2210 Wi lshire Blvd. # 186. Santa Monica,CA 90403. 
To order,call 213-453-2361 (V ISA and MasterCard welcome). MCI Mail: PNCI. Fax 213-453-6398.© 1987 Peter Norton Computing. 
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6th Annual Volume Buying Week in New York 
June 21-23~ 1988 Jacob Javits Convention Center 

Line" registration coupon below. Just 
fill it out, send it with your check, 
and we'll send you your badge and 
conference guide well in advance of 
showtime. 

On June 21-23, 1988, at the Javits 
Convention Center, PC EXPO will 

host thousands of Volume Buyers and 
Resellers at its Sixth Annual Volume 
Buying Week in New York. Don't get 
caught in long registration lines. You 
can avoid any waiting and save some 

In its sixth year, PC EXPO in New 
York offers 2000 exhibit booths, over 

money by using the hassle-free, " No- 500 exhibitors, 175 speakers, 42 

seminar topics to choose from, plus 
new connectivity-focused additions -
Connections 88 and Connections 
Lab - that no one concerned with 
computers can afford to miss. And, 
in keeping with our tradition, all of the 
lectures in our world-class Seminar 
Series are free to all attendees. 

Don~t wait in lines unnecessat•ily. Save your valuable time and money. 
Register now! 

IOO's of the Industry's Leading Vendors Want to Talk to You. 
10 Net Communi cations • 4G Data Syste ms, Inc. • Adobe Systems Inc. • AESI' Inc. • Aldus Corp. • ALF Products Inc. • Alps America· Alton Computer Systems • Amdck Corporation 
• American Power Conversion • AMI • Applied Business Tech. Corp. • Applied Creati ve 'llochnology • Ashton-'la tc • AST Hcscarch Inc. • AT &T • Atrium Information Group • Attach mate 
Corporation • Banyan Systems Inc. • BASF Systems Corp. • BAHCO Electronics. Inc. • BDT Products, Inc. • Beaman Porter Inc. • Borland Inte rnational • BusinessWcek/ Heality Tech. 
• Byte Magazine • Ca hncrs Publishing Co. • Canadian Government • CES '!raining Co rporation • Channe l mark Corporation • Citize n America Corporotion • Clary Corporation • CMP 
Publications, Inc. • Compaq Computer Corporotion • Computer Applic. Learn . Ctr. • Computer Associates • Compute r Hot Line • Compute r Li ving/ New York • Computer Maintenance 
Corp. • ComputcrP REP • Computer Technology Group • Compute r Workshop hie. • Computcrworld • Conographi c Corporation • COHE Inte rnational • Crosstalk Communications • Data 
Access Corporat ion • Dataeopy Corporation • Dat a Ease Inte rnational • Data ' lcchnology Corporati on • Datamat ion • Data mcdia Corp. • Data pro Hesca reh Corporation • Data products 
Corporation • Datastorm Te chnologies Inc. • Datavue Portabl es • Deale rs' Digest • DEC Professional· Dell Compute r Corp. • Destiny ' lcchnology • Dialog Info rmation Services • Diconi x, 
Inc. • Digital Commun . Associates • Digital Equipment Corp. • Dig ital Products Inc. • Disc Services Corporation • Dow Jones News/Hetrieval • DSC Nestar Systems, Inc. • Dynamic 
Decisions, Inc. • Dynamic Microprocessor Assoc. • Eastman Koda k Company • Electrohomc, Ltd. • Emerald Systems Corp. • Epson America, Inc. • Exccla n, Inc. • E;eeutive Systems Inc. 
• Extended Systems • Fifth Generation Systems • First Claos Pe riph erals · Fischer International Systems • Fi vcstar Computers · Th e Fo rhan & Wakefield Group • Fountain Technologies 
Inc. • Fox Hcsca rch, Inc. • fo x Software • Fujitsu America • Gateway Communi cations, Inc. • C OC 'ICchnologies • Gcmidcx • Gcncr<.~llnfo rm<.~ti on , Inc. • Genoa Systems Corpo r<.~ti on 

• Glenmont Communi cations • Gordon Pub./Computcr Products • Governm ent of Canada • Grid Systems Corporati on • Harris Corporation • Hauppauge Computer Works Inc. 
• Haventree Software Ltd. • Hercules • Herko Electroni cs • Hert z Compute r Corp. • l·lcwlctt - l'ackard Co. • Holmes Microsytcms Inc. • Honeywell Bull • Hyundai Electron ics America 
• IBM • ICC P • IDG Communi cations Inc. • IM SL, Inc. • Info rmation Builders, Inc. · lnformi x • Inn ovati ve Software, Inc. • Inte l Corp. • Iomega Corp. • Irwi n Magnetics • KAO Corp. 
• Kelly Services, In c. • Key Systems • Key Syste ms, Inc. • Key ' lh mic Corporation • Kin eti c Corporati on • Kineti c Prese ntati ons Inc. • Kurzwcil Computer Products • Leading Edge 
Hardwa re Prod. • Learn- PC Video Systems • Lifc trce Software Inc. • Locus Computinlf~orpo ra ti on • Logical Operations, Inc. • Logitech Inc. • Lotus Developm ent Corp. • Mansfi eld 
Software Group • Mapinfo Corp. • Memo rex Corporation • Mc ridi t~ n Technology, Inc. • M eta Mi cro Computer Co nsulting • Mi crocompute r Managers Assoc. • MicroDisk Services • Mi cron 
1Cchnology, Inc. • Microrim, Inc. • Microsoft Corporation • Microstuf, Inc. • Mi cros '10 Go • Mi crosystems Engineering Corp • Mi cro Video Lcarriing Systems • Migent, Inc. • Mini-Micro 
Systems • Minita b, Inc. • MI S Week • Mitsubishi Electroni cs A mer. • Momentum Service Corporation • Multi-' lcch Systems Inc. • Nantucket Corporation • National Micro Hentals Inc. 
• NC H Corporation • Network Soft ware Associates • Net World 88 • New York Personal Computer • N/ Hancc • Northern 'lc lecom, Inc. • Norton-Lambert Corp. • Novell Inc. • NYNEX 
Corporation • Th e Office Magazine • Office Solutions Inc. • Offi cial Airline Guides • Okidata • On- Line Soft wa re Inte r. • Oracle Corporati on • Orchid Technology • Osicom Technologies 
• Output 'lcchnology Corporation • Panason ic Industri al Company • Paperback So ft ware Inti. • Pa ra Systems • Particians Plus In c. • PC :OX PO in Chicago • PC's Limited • PC Tcchnolog)' 
Inc. • Pe rforma nce Technology • Pi var Computing Services • Plus Developm ent • Pola ro itl Corp. • Polygon Data Products Inc. • PHIA~·I Corporat ion • Princeton Graphic Systems 
• l' rintronix • The Processor • Productivity Center • Quad ram • Qua rterdeck Offi ce Systems • Quicksoft • Hcfercncc Soft wa re Inc. • Henaissancc GRX Inc. • Heynolds & Reynolds • Hicoh 
Corporati on • Hose Electronics • SAS Institute Inc. • SBT Corporation • Scientific Micro Systems • Scagatc ' lcchnology • Sircx USA, Inc. • Sma ll Computer Company, The • SoftKcy 
Soft ware Prod ucts • Sofh.,·are Group, T he · Softwa re News • Software. Publishing Co rp. · Sorbus, Atlanti c Bell • Source EOP • Sourccmatc Informat ions Systems • Spencer Organization 
· Standa rd Brand Products · Standard Mi crosystems Corp.· Star Mi croni cs • S I'B Systems, Inc. · Storage Dim ensions · S I'SC, Inc.· Sun 'lb ps • SYB EX Computer Books· Symantcc Corp. 
• Systck • Systronics Computer Systems • 'Ia nd on Corporati on • 'Iandy Co rp. • 'lcchnoiOb'Y Concepts Inc. • ' lccmar In c. • ' lc lcbytc ' lc chnology Inc. • Telex Communications, Inc. • TPS 
Electronics • Tiger Info rmation Systems • Toshiba Ame ri ca, Inc. ·1\-acc In corporated ·1\-avcling Soft ware, In c. • '1\-iton Technologies Inc. • UN ISYS • Universal Data Systems • Unlimited 
Processing, Inc. • U.S. Hobotics, In c. • Yen-Tel, Inc. • Victory Enterprises ' lcch. • VM Personal Computing • Warner Compute r Systems, Inc. • Wate rloo Microsystems • Welcom Soft wa re 
'lcchnology • Westcheste r PC Users Group • Western Te lemati c, Inc. • WordPerlcct Corp. · Wysc 'lcchnology • Zenith Data Systems • Zenographics • Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. 
Exhibitor listing a s of 12/30/87. In June, over 500 exhibitors will participate. 
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6th Annu al PC EXPO in New York Seminar Series 
Tuesday, June 21 We dnesday, June 22 Thursday, June 23 
Keynote: Ned C. Lautenbach, Vice President, IBM 

Corporation and President of its National 
Distribution Division. 

Dealing with the Inevitable: Departmental Systems How to Grow your Net* 
The Macintosh in the Corpora te Environ ment* Executi ve Information System-

Ma nagement Overview of LANs/Terms & 
1echnology* 

Software 1989: What Corporations Can Expect, 
What Users Want 

Selecting a Desktop Publishing System 
CASE: A Primer 
Ma king the VAX Connecti ons* 
CD-ROM 
Security Decisions in a Microcomputer Environment 
80386 and Beyond 
Distributed Database Management Systems* 
Modern Clones and the Corporate Ma rketplace 
Legal Issues in the Technology Field 
Costs and Benefits of Microcomputers 

Artifi cial Intelligence/ Expert Systems The Changing Concept of an Informati on Center 
Softlin e: Candid Comments from Industry Leaders Wo rkgroup Computing* 
Network Management: Keeping Your Network New Li ves for Old - What to do with Out-dated 

Hunning* · Equipment 
Desktop Publishing - What Corporations arc Doing Micro-to-Mini Connecti ons* 
Electronic Mail and Beyond* End- User Support 
Vendor Quotas: Their Impact on Hescllers and Software Support and Upgrades 

End Users OS/ 2 and Networking* 
The Backhonc's Connected to thc .... TCP/ IP and Microcomputer Main tenance 

Other Protocols* Current Training Issues 
Promoting Bcsponsible End-Use r Computing LANs and Mul tiuser Systems* 
Enhancing Your Computer Graphics Implementing Project Manage ment 
LANs - User Views* Mass Storage Issues 
Portable Computers Micro-channel Archi tecture 
Micro-to-Mainframe Connecti ons* * Connect.ions 88 Sessions 
Latest Develo pmen ts in Spreadsheet Software Schedule subject to change without noti ce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

::XPD 
June 21-23, 
1988 
Jacob Javits 
Convention 
Center BY 

ADVANCE NO-LINE 
REGISTRATION FORM 

COM PANY __________________________________ ___ 

co. 
A DDRESS -------------------------------------

CITY -----------------STATE----------------

M AIL STOP 
<if any) ------------------ZIP'----------------

TE LEPHONE----------------------------------

Use one rorm per person. Pholocopy ir necessary. 

By a tte ndin g th e 6 th Ann ual PC EXPO in New York . I con sent to th e 
usc of phow graphs of me in any promoti on;ll mate ri a ls rel a ted to the 
show and /or eve n t ~ 

Signed Da te _______________ _ 

_ Chec k he re for hotel inrormation 

I Oay SZS-
Date must be gi ven hert' __ __ 
2 or 3 Days - SS O 

Check only your main job 
function from box below 

AA _ Acco unta nt 
88 _ Ad m in istr a to r 
CC _ Co ns ult ant 
DO _ Cor po rat e Offi ce r 
EE _ C rea t ive An s ( All ) 
FF ___ Designe r (A ll ) 

III 

GG _ DP/ W P Ma nage r O pe ra to r 
H H ___ Engineer (All) 
II ___ MIS Dir./ Mgr. 
JJ _ P rog ra mme r 
KK _ P urcha sing 
LL _ Sa les / Ma rke ting 
MM _ Sc ienti st 
NN _ Sec uri ties / Fi n. A na lyst 
0 0 _ Se rvice Techni c ia n 
P P _ Sys te m s A na lyst 
QQ _ Sys tc ms / A pl c tn . Mg r. 
RR _Syste m s/ Arc hit ec t 
SS _ Sys tem s/ Mai nt e na nce 
TT _ Sys te m s/ Mg r. 
UU _ Sy stem s / P rojec t Mg r. 
VV _ Systc m s / Pro to type r 
WW _ O th e r (s pec ify) _______ _ 

On -site rcg istr ;a tio ns arc 
S30 for I day. 
S60 for 2 ur more d;ay s 

MA IL O RDERS must be rece ived by PC EXPO no la te r than Ma y 20, in wh i ~:h case yo ur show badge will 
be ma iled to yo u o n o r be fo re June 7. Ma il o rde rs rece ived afte r Ma y 20 will be processed and th e badge he ld 
for a rri va l unde r the ind ivid ual· s name a t the .. Pre· reg istc rcd att endee .. counter in the C rys ta l Pa lace Lobby. 

Reg is tra ti o n fees must be in U.S. fu nds. All fore ign mail o rd ers, except Canada. must be rece ived by Ma y 
13. and such badges wi ll no t be sent by re turn mail. but he ld at the .. Pre- reg iste red au cndec .. count e r fo r pick · 
up on a rri va l. All reg istration s arl! no n-re fu nd ab le. Confirma ti on for a ll rcg istr:lti ons will be se nt by PC EX PO 
upo n rece ipt o f yo ur reg istra ti o n rorm and payment. 

Mail check pa yabl e to PC EX PO wi th comp le ted registra tion fo rm to: PC EX PO, P.O. Box 10 26, Englewood 
C lifrs. NJ 076 32. Incomplete or improperly completed forms will be r eturned . PC EXPO att end ees must be 
qualified . Minors und er 18 may not r c~i stcr . 
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... the Same Things 
YouReadl 

See us at Spring Comdex 
Booth #6714 

Flagstaff Engineering's 
optical character recognition 
software reads almost any printed or 
typewritten text. 

SP01\ * our trainable OCR program, allows 
you to compile information from books .. magazines, 
typewritten records, genealogical data, directories, 
catalogs, and public documents, including foreign
language mat-erial. The data captured by SPOT can be 
used by database, word processing, desktop publishing 
and typesetting applications. 

SPOT's flexible output options allow you to preserve 
the original page format, including columns and margins. 
Reformatti~ options inelude the choice of DCA or 
ASCII output tiles, with options to generate single
column outpUt from multiple-column text. 

Features: 

*Syntactic Pattern Optical 

':JOIN" FLAGENG for vendor SUAFJDJI~tt 

1120 Kaibab Lane • Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
(602)779-3341 • Telex 705609 • FAX 

Circk 113 on IIJNMler Service Cturl (DEALERS: 114) 



_C_O_M_P_U_T_IN_G __ X_T __ C_H_~_O_S __ M_A_N_O_R ______________________ ~~ 

Shifting into High Gear 
Jerry Pournelle 

This is going to be one of those Installing a USRobotics port 3. Mycroft Labs' MITE
columns. It's Friday night, the 
absolute drop-dead deadline is 
Monday morning, and I don't 
have a lead item. 

Courier HST modem lets Jerry 
which I'd happily used on my 
CP/M systems-could address 
only ports 1 and 2 . That's 

I'd intended to write about 
changing over from Fast Kat the 
Kaypro 386 to the new Zenith Z-386. Be
fore you ask, no , there's nothing wrong 
with Fast Kat, and I have no hesitation in 
recommending Kaypro equipment. Fast 
Kat has served me well, what with his 
math chip (80287 and adapter), big (44-
megabyte) Priam hard disk drive, and 2 
megabytes of Kaypro 32-pit memory plus 
another 2 megabytes of Cheetah 16-bit 
memory . I've used him hard for nearly a 
year , with never a glitch. 

However, Fast Kat isn ' t Kay pro's latest 
640K-byte backplane 386; he' s an early 
model you can't buy anymore, based on 
the Intel 540K-byte motherboard, andre
quires software kludges to bring him up 
to 640K bytes of memory. 

That hasn't been a problem so far ; 
DESQview and its companion-Quarter
deck's Expanded Memory Manager 386 
(QEMM)-work wonderfully well with 
Fast Kat. However, I am about to do ex
periments with alternative operating sys
tems , particularly Xenix and VM/386, 
and those are said to work a lot better in 
systems that have hard-wired 640K bytes. 
I want to compare them to DESQview. 

Unfortunately, although I've had the 
Z-386 for some time, I don't have any ex
tra memory for it. Zenith has been selling 
4-megabyte 32-bit memory boards as fast 
as they can make them-Larry Niven had 
to wait 2 weeks to buy one for his Z-
386-so they haven't had too many to 
ship to reviewers. However, when I 
called earlier this week, they said they 'd 
have one to me by Thursday; when it 
didn't come yesterday, I put off the col
umn, expecting the board to arrive today. 
Alas. 

I could have stuffed the Zenith with 
Cheetah 16-bit memory boards, but that 
didn't &eem quite fair to Xenix and 
VM/386 . The boards would work, but 

move into the future 

16-bit memory is slower than 32-bit 
memory, so I'd have it to do all over again 
when the new Zenith board comes; best 
to put the whole thing off until next week. 

One plans for this sort of thing, and I 
thought I had another possible lead: I've 
had a write once, read many (WORM) 
drive from Information Storage sitting 
next to the Z-386's cabinet for over a 
week, and I figured that would do. Alas, 
when I uncrated the WORM drive, I dis
covered that they had neglected to send 
me the disk controller card for it. I'll call 
them Monday; but by then this column's 
got to be on the wire. 

Of course, there's no shortage of stuff 
to write about, and, indeed, I have a 
whole bunch of items lying about. 

Modem Problems 
I have been using OmniTel internal 
modems in my IBM PCompatible ma
chines for a couple of years now. They 
work quite well . We 've used several of 
them, and the one time we had any trou
ble with one, Alex got it taken care of 
under the warranty without ever mention
ing me or the column. 

I always preferred internal modems be
cause they are easy to install and don't 
take up any extra room on my desk or 
computer stand. You can address them 
(at least the OmniTel modems I've used) 
to any port from 1 to 4. I preferred to set 
mine at port 3; that way , there's no inter
ference with the mouse and, more impor
tant , with Traveling Software's LapLink 
and DeskLink (more on them in a bit) 
communications programs, which want 
port 1. 

Thus , when I began the changeover 
from CP/M-compatible to IBM PCom
patible machines , I needed a communica
tions program that could use a modem at 

changed now; but before they 
came up with a version that 
could use port 3, I got used to 

Crosstalk and was always too busy to 
change back to MITE. 

Then I added Borland's SideKick to 
my system. SideKick is wonderful-! still 
use it, and I can't imagine doing without 
it-but I found that the blankety-blank 
SideKick dialer recognizes only ports 1 
and 2! I could just as well have stuck with 
MITE. 

Anyway, for a long time that was my 
communications system: an OmniTel 
300-/ 1200-baud modem, later OmniTel' s 
300-/1200-/2400-baud internal modem 
card, addressed to port 2; Crosstalk; and 
SideKick to keep track of phone numbers 
and dial the phone for me. 

I had a number of annoying experi
ences with Crosstalk. Most of them were 
caused by inadequate documentation (or 
insufficient spelUiiking in the documents 
on my part) . For example, when I loaded 
a Crosstalk file, the program insisted on 
dialing the number even when I didn't 
want it to , and then it wanted to redial pe
riodically until I told it not to do that. 

Thus, it could take quite a while just to 
call in a Crosstalk file and change some
thing. I wrote about that problem several 
times, and although I always got some 
kind of response from Microstuf (now 
known as Crosstalk Communications), 
no one from there ever told me the secret 
of how to stop it. 

Finally, a reader did: when you create 
a Crosstalk file using their setup pro
gram, the program saves the result in a 
file with the extension .XTK and automati
cally adds a command line that looks 
something like GO /45 . That command 
tells Crosstalk to dial the number and 
then redial at 45-second intervals. 

Since the .XTK file contains a lot of 
command lines , most of them needed and 

continued 
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The real reason I've 
always preferred internal 
modems is that I don't 
understand the RS-232C 
connector system. 

few explained, it's easy to miss that GO 
command. But if you eliminate that line 
(it helps to have a good programming edi
tor, such as Brief or Logitech' s Point), 
Crosstalk waits for you to tell it to dial . 

Incidentally, another reader told me 
how to handle another problem I had. 
When I told Crosstalk to GO LOCAL, it still 
wouldn't connect, even though I could 
hear the carrier tone on the other end. 
If you do GO LOCO <enter>, the program 
is ready to send commands directly to 
the modem. If you have a Hayes-compat
ible modem, typing ATO <enter> will 
actually make the system listen to the 
modem; meaning that you can do GO 
LOCO, ATO, and manually dial the num
ber. When the carrier comes on, you'll 
be connected. 

With those two tricks, Crosstalk is 
considerably more docile than it used to 
be and is now fairly satisfactory. I'm told 
by people I respect that Procomm 2.4.2 is 
at least as good; but I'm used to Cross
talk, it uploads to BIX very well, and I've 
had no trouble using the capture facility 
for downloading. Better is the enemy of 
good enough. Right now, Crosstalk 
seems to be good enough. 

Hang-Ups 
Even so, I had problems. Sometimes I 
would try to connect to BIX, and my local 
Tymnet number would be busy. I'd issue 

Table 1: The RS-232C 
connections in my cable. These 
connections are for a female 
DB-9 to a male DB-25. All I 
know is that it worked for me. 
I don 't attempt to explain this. 

9-pin (08-9) 25-pin (08-25) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

is connected to 
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8 
3 
2 

20 
7 
6 
4 
5 

22 
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the Crosstalk command BYE-and even 
QUIT-to exit the Crosstalk program and 
close its DESQview window , but the 
modem still wouldn't hang up . I could no 
longer hear the busy signal on the 
modem; but if I lifted the telephone re
ceiver, it was still there . 

I could then yank the phone connection 
so that the modem was no longer con
nected to the phone line; that would let 
the phone hang up . But ifl reconnected 
the modem, it wasn 't cleared; it still 
thought it was connected, and so did 
Crosstalk. The only way to fix the prob
lem was to turn the modem off-and with 
an internal modem, that means turning 
the computer off. 

For me, that's a big deal : I work in 
DESQview, and I generally have the 
Logitech Mouse with Plus Software and 
Microsoft Bookshelf in main memory . 
Also, I have SideKick, Ready!, Q&A 
Write with WordFinder, and probably 
something else each in separate windows, 
and I may have another job going as well. 
It takes time to reload all those programs 
and reconfigure the system. I don't want 
to turn off the machine. 

So, thought I, the remedy is obvious: 
I'll put in an external modem. That way, 
if I have hang-up problems, I can reach 
back and turn off just the modem, not the 
whole computer. 

It was about time, anyway . I've had a 
USRobotics Courier HST since Decem
ber , and it has capability for 9600 baud. I 
also have a list of 9600-baud bulletin 
boards thoughtfully provided by US
Robotics . I'd intended to hook up the 
Courier HST with the Z-386 anyway ; 
why not now? 

An external modem has three prob
lems you won't face with an internal 
modem. First, you have to find a place to 
put it. The Courier HST is 13 inches 
deep, 8 inches wide , and about an inch 
and a half ~all. It has vents on top , mean
ing that you probably don't want to cover 
it with papers that block the airflow. 

It will sit nicely on top of a computer, 
or you can Velcro it to the side of your 
monitor, or you can do what I did . I got a 
little low-height rolling stand (originally 
designed for a big TV , I think) and put 
that under the desk, consolidating the 
computer itself, modem, Amdek CD
ROM drive , telephone answering ma
chine, and other auxiliary equipment into 
one place; but it ' s going to take up space 
no matter what you do . 

The second problem is trivial . Unlike 
an internal modem, you have to supply an 
external modem with power, meaning an
other gizmo to plug into the wall , and yet 
another cable to lead through the snakes' 
nest to your computer . 

The third problem is horrible . 

Cables 
The real reason I've always preferred in
ternal modems is that I don't understand 
the RS-232C connector system. Now, 
sure, I've read books on it, and one 
reader kindly supplied me with a video
tape, but the fact is I forget that stuff 
about as fast as I learn it. I have some evi
dence that I am not terminally stupid; but 
for the life of me, I cannot remember the 
difference between DTE and DCE and 
why DTR is important and all the rest of 
it. Pity, but there it is . 

However, one afternoon I got three 
busy signals in an hour, meaning that I 
had to turn off Fast Kat three different 
times, and enough was enough. Cables or 
no cables , it was time. 

Fast Kat, like all IBM PC AT compat
ibles, has a 9-pin male connector for his 
serial port. The Courier HST modem has 
a 25-pin female connector. The US
Robotics documents have a lot about 
which of those 25 pins connect to what; 
but there ' s not word one about what 
comes out of a 9-pin male connector. 
Now what? 

The Logitech Serial Mouse terminates 
in a 9-pin female connector so that you 
can connect it to an AT's serial port. 
They also provide, for people with PCs 
and XTs , a small gizmo with a 9-pin male 
connector on one end and a 25-pin female 
connector on the other end. Nothing is 
said about the internal mapping of those 
connections, but it works ; we've used 
one to connect a 9-pin LogiMouse to 
Lucy Van Pelt, our ancient genuine IBM 
PC. I tried using that with a straight
through 9-pin-female-to-9-pin-female ex
tension cable. Of course, that required a 
25-pin gender-change connector, but I 
have those . 

It made a weird lash-up, and when I 
got it connected, nothing happened. The 
modem wouldn't work. Then I tried put
ting a 25-pin coiiilector thing that called 
itself a "null modem connector" in the 
lash-up. That didn ' t work either . 

Then I remembered the LapLink 
cables : four-headed monsters with both 
9- and 25-pin connectors on each end, de
signed to link ATs with XTs. It took a sex 
changer to connect one, and then it didn' t 
work. Putting the null modem connector 
into the loop didn't help . 

Clearly, it was time for a breakout 
box-only someone had lifted my won
derful little Hall-Comsec Wiretap gad
get. Now what? 

I must live right. In desperation, I 
rooted around in the cable closet-a hor
rible place infested with monsters-and 
eventually discovered a cable that had a 
9-pin female connector on one end and a 
25-pin male connector on the other end. I 

continued 



' ' We liked UNlock Master Key, 
from TranSec Systems, because 

• COPY PROTECTION it doesn't copy software, 
RUN YOUR PROGRAM ON ANY HARD DISK 

UNLocK MasterKey Removes 
Copy Protection from 
140 PC Programs 

The new UNlock MasterKey 
"copying" disk by TranSec and 
best selling UNlock Albums A+ 
and D+ allow you to quickly and 
easily make unprotected DOS 
backup copies of more than 140 
popular original PC programs. 

Your original disk is un
changed and the unprotected 
backup copies perform exactly 
the same as the original, as do 
copies of these copies. 

UNlock copies run on any 
hard disk, including Bernoulli 
Boxes. No original key disk is 
required in Drive A. You can also 
run on a RAM disk and conven
iently copy DOS 5 114" programs 
to 3 1/2" diskettes. 

• Take protection off 
programs not listed by 
using generic routines. 

• 
New UNlock MasterKey is 

TranSec's most comprehensive 
copy protection removal pro
gram. It unlocks all the pro
grams in TranSec's Albums A+, 

B+ and D+ ... and more than an 
additional100 programs. It is in
tended for the user who wants 
the best and most comprehen
sive copy-busting program 
available. 

MasterKey has the ability to 
break more than 140 specific 
menu listed programs. In addi
tion you can take protection off 
programs not listed in the 
menus by using generic routines 
for the PROlok, SUPERlok and 
EVERlock protected programs. 

With UNlock MasterKey an 
analyser wi ll tell you if the disk 
is protected by either PRO!ok or 
SUPERlok, so that you can sim
ply apply the proper UNlock lib
erating routine. Even many pro
grams using hardware protec
tion schemes can be unlocked. 

While other copiers will make 
copies of some programs, only 
UNlock removes copy protection. 
Backups don't require tedious 
uninstalls , and reorganizing 
your hard disk does't result in 
your software calling you a thie£1 
To order call 1-800-423-0772. 

UNLOCK .. MasterKey ::$5ooship/handling !r~g~~e;~~oo 
MasterKey unlocks the programs in Albums "A" Plus and "D" Plus and those below: 

Aldergraf (2.2) • Autocad Etn & Win (2.5x) • Bancstar • Basic-2C Runtime Package (2.00.04 
& 12/12/86) • Balance of Power '85 • Cadkey (2.11 .01 , 3.01) • Cadvance (1 .1 0, 1.20. 1.30) 
• Computer Aided Planning (CAP) 12/15/86 • Cadvance DXF Translator • CAP (3.00) • 
Chessmaster 2000 ('86) • Courtracting System (2'2) • CP2A (5.8) • DAM Busters ('86) • Data 
Highway Diagnostics (1.3) • Database Manager II (2.0, 2.02) • Diagram Master (5.1) • 
Diagraph (3.3, 3.4.1, 3.5) • Discovery Litigation Support (2.3, 2.3e, 3.0) • Disk Optimizer 
(1.4, 1.5) • Erunacad (1 '1 OB) • Escribien (2, 2.0A) • Financial Analysis for Farmers (6.0) • 
Financial Profiles (1 .5, 2.2, 2.3) • Fund Master-TC (3.5) • GSS Arab World (1 .36A) • Harmony 
(2.35, 3.00) • IBM Drawing Assistant (1.0) • IBM Graphing Assistant (1.0, 2.0) • IBM 
Planning Assistant (1 .0) ·ICSIInteractive IQ Program (1.11) · lnsearch (1.02) • lnsmark 
(4.03E) ·Interceptor IV (1 .0A,1.0B) ·Intercom 102 (2.308,4.14) • Kampfgruppe ('85) • 
Maintenance Analysis System (4.00) • Magnatype (1.4) • Mapmaster (6.0) • Mean 18 Golf 
('86) • Minitab (5.1 .1 ) ·Multilingual Scholar (2.9) ·Multilingual Scribe (2.9) • Paradox (1 .0) 
·PBS (1 .0) • PC Emulator (1.03) • Petrocalc (85) • PCATE (3.3n·4) · PC FOCUS (1 .5, 2.0, 4.5) 
• PC Information System (9.21) • PCLINK (1.0) • Pfs:Access ('84, C) • Pfs:File (Tandy B, C) 
• Pfs:Graph (Tandy, B)· Pfs:Pian (Tandy, B, C, 2.00) • Pfs:Report (Tandy, 1.00, 1.00 .00, B, 
C) • Pfs:Write (Tandy, 1.00, 1.01 , C, 2.00) • Picture Perfect (3.3, 3.5) • PLC-2 Ladder 
Logistics (2/11 /87) • Pluto ('84) • Print Master (1.1 P) • Print Shop (Early '85, Late '85, '86) • 
Pro-Cite (1 .2) ·Quicken ('84) ·Real CICS (1 .10) ·Real Estate Appraisal System ('87) • 
Redboard ·Residential Appraisal Processor (R8C) • Screenio for Cobol (2.0) • Sidekick 
(1.568) ·Sketch Processor (S5K) • SmARTWORK (1.0 r.8·10, 1.1, 1.2 r.3.,7) • Softbolll 
Runtime System (2.1 1 ) (11) • Soft bridge Financial Planner (2.1) • Spectra Business 
Systems (3.01) • Spotlight (1.0) • SPSS Statistics for the IBM PC (1 .1) • Star Trek: The 
Kobayashi Alternative· Superpage • Ststat (2) • Tango PCB Layout System (3.03, 3.04) 
• rango Route (1 .1 0) • Techsonix Digitizer (2.6M) •Taylor Allen Bradley Programmer(6.19) 
• T-BondTrading System ('84) • Tencore Authoring Sustem (3.00 Beta)· Toatex (1.5) ·Type 
1 (Broderbund) ('87) • Universal Life Pers. Prop. System (6.4N) • Versatile Report System 
(2.31) • Video Store Manager ('86) ·What's Best (1.1) • WestinghouseNuma Logic(2.1 , 3.0) 
• GENERIC PROLok Unlocker • GENERIC PROLolk Classic • GENERIC SUPERLok 

UNlock is available for IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles with at least 256K and DOS 2.1. 

it removes copy protection 
and that's what we want. 

We also liked the speed at which 
it removed the copy protection and 

the informative documentation 
that accompanied the package. 
UNlock MasterKey is simply the 

most elegant of those we tested and 
is well worth its $159.95 price. 

'' UNlock MasterKey 

EDITOR'S CHOICE 
NOVEMBER 24, 1987 

JANUARY 12, 1988 • PC MAGAZINE 

BEST OF 1987 AWARD 

For 1987 PC M~~~n~~~ut~:~:~d~?chose the most ~-
significant contributions and most favored products of the • 
year. They called UNlock MasterKey unlocking tools the 
ultimate equalizer for removing copy protection. ' . ' 

Guaranteed to work only with listed programs: r------------------. 
UNLOCK" $49.95* 
Album "A" Plus 

Lotus 1-2-3 (LA, tA' , 2.0. 2.ot) 
IBM Writing Assistant (t .o, 2.0) 
IBM Filing Assistant (t .o. 2.o) 
IBM Reporting Assistant (t .o. 2.o) 
Graph writer (4.3, 4.3. t) 
Relia Cobol (t .2. 2.o) 
Multilink Advanced (3.02, 3.03) 
dBASE Ill & dBASE Ill PLUS 11.01 
Framework I and II (1.01 
Chartmaster (6. t, 6.2) 
Signmaster (5.03, 5.o5, 5. t l 
Fastback (5.3) 
Harvard Total Project Mgr(t .10) 
ThinkTank (2.o, 2.tl 
Dollars & Sense 12.0) 

UNLOCK" $79.95* 
Album "D" Plus 

dBASE iii & dBASE Ill Plus (1.0) 
Framework I & II (1.0) 
Clipper (thru winter "85) 
Fastback (5.3) 
Chartmaster (6. t. 6.2) 
Sign master (5. t l 
Dollars & Sense (2.0) 
Microsoft Word (t .t5,2.0,2.0t) 
Lotus 1-2-3 (t .A, tA", 2.0. 2.0t ) 
Symphony (t. t, t.2) 
Lotus 1-2-3 Report Writer (t .o) 
DoubleDOS (All) 
Harvard Total Project Mgr (Lto) 
MngYour Money (Alii 
ThinkTank (2.0, 2.1 ) 

'Add $4.00 ship/handling. Foreign orders $10.00 

CHOICE OF THE CRITICS! More than 40,000 
r~~~~N~ "UNlock has two particularly Copl'es Sold' '! 1ul4 iii~! endearing characleristics.lt • 
works, and works simply. ! was able to quickly 
produce unprotected copies ... These copies 
performed flawlessly, as did copies of these 
copies." Christopher O'Malley 
8 YTE "UNlock ... It's menu-driven and 

works fine on the ~rogram Its sup
posed to work on: Lotus 1·2-3, dBASE Ill, Frame
work, Symphony, Paradox and several others." 

Jerry Pournelle 
fiJQ "Because copy protection can Interfere 
~ with the ability to back up a hard disk, 

business oriented users may prefer pro
grams like TranSec's UNlock series ' 

Winn L. Rosch 

~· 

UNLOCK'" 
ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE: 

1-800-423-0772 
IN FLORIDA 305-276-1500 

C!CIIl 
All software pt'oduct names and trademaf1ols are the sole pt'operty oltheir respective owners. 
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have no idea where it came from , but it 
had the sexes right, so I tried it. 

Voila . Worked first time. What with 
my having tamed Crosstalk, I didn't even 
have any trouble altering my Crosstalk 
files to look for the modem at port 1. 
Everything went swimmingly : Later, I 
traced that cable's connections; they 're 
listed in table 1, and they sure aren't intu
itive. I don't have the foggiest notion of 
which connections are critical; I can say 
that a cable like that will connect a US
Robotics Courier HST modem to an IBM 
PC AT clone. 

CHAOS MANOR 

Once I had the proper cable, it was 
smooth sailing. I did have some problems 
with hanging up, but that turned out to be 
one of the little DIP switches· on the back 
of the modem. USRobotics, bless them, 
prints nearly the entire manual on the bot
tom of the modem; using what's printed 
there you can, if you know what you 're 
doing, set up the modem perfectly. I 
didn't know what I was doing , but fortu
nately Brett Glass ("glass" on BIX) knows 
more than I ever will, and from my re
ports of symptoms, he was able to tell me 
how to change my DIP-switch settings. 

Write Better 
Turbo 4.0 Programs ... 

Or Your Money Back 
You'll write better Turbo Pascal4.0 programs easier and faster 

using the powerful analytical tools of Thrbo Analyst 4.0. 
You get • Pascal Formatter • Cross Referencer • Program 
Indexer • Program Lister • Execution Profller, 
and more. Includes complete source code. 

Thrbo Analyst 4.0 is the successor to the 
acclaimed TurboPower Utilities: 
"lfyou own Turbo Pascal you should own the Turbo 
Power Programmers Utilities, that's all there is to it." 

Bruce Webster, BYTE Magazine, Feb. 1986 

Thrbo Analyst 4.0 is only $75. 

A Library of Essential Routines 
Turbo Professional4.0 is a library of more than 400 state-of-the-art 

routines optimized for Turbo ·Pascal4.0. It includes complete 
source code, comprehensive documentation, and demo 

programs that are powerful and useful. Includes 
• TSR management • Menu, window, and data 

entry routines • BCD • Large arrays, and more. 

Thrbo Professional4.0 is only $99. 
Call toll-free for credit card orders. 

1-800-538-8157 ext. 830 (1-800-672-3470 ext. 830 in CA) 

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days. 

Fast Response Series: 
• T-DebugPLUS 4.0-Symbolic 
run-time debugger for Turbo 4.0, 
only $45. ($90 with source code) 
• Overlay Manager 4.0-Use over
lays and chain in Turbo 4.0, only $45. 
Call for upgrade information. 
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Turbo Pascal 4.0 is required. 
Owne"' ofThrboPower Utilities w/o 
source may upgrade for $40, w/source, 
$25. Include your serial number. For 
other infonnation call408-438-8608. 
Shipping & taxes prepaid in U.S. & 
Canada. Elsewhere add $12 per item. 

ThrboPower Software 
P. 0. Box 66747 

Scotts Val ley, CA 95066-0747 
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The result is that I've been using the 
Courier HST for 2 weeks now, and it's 
wonderful. It may just be coincidence, 
but there seems to be less line noise now; 
and when there is line noise , it seems to 
be handled in a more comprehensible 
manner than the OmniTel modems used 
to do it. I've used the Courier HST at 
1200, 2400, and 9600 baud; at 9600 baud 
on long-distance lines I've sometimes 
been blown off, but not too often, and it's 
sure the way to go if you want to transfer 
big files like this column. 

The really odd part is that I went to an 
external modem so I could handle busy 
signals by turning the modem off; but 
since I got the Courier HST connected up 
properly, it has been able to handle them 
itself. The Crosstalk BYE command 
works fine with this modem. 

I'm now rethinking my position re
garding internal and external modems . 
An internal modem certainly has less 
clutter and fewer cables. I thought it 
would be more convenient when I had to 
connect two machines serial to serial , but 
that turns out not to be the case. If I need 
to get at Fast Kat's serial port, it's not 
much more trouble to unplug the modem 
than it is to plug in the cable to link him to 
another machine. An external modem 
really shines if you temporarily need one 
on another machine; and , of course , it 
doesn't take up a slot in the computer. 

The USRobotics Courier HST comes 
with very complete documentation , in
cluding a satisfactory but not remarkable 
index and table of contents ; as I've said, 
you could pretty well connect it up with 
just the information stenciled on the Cou
rier's bottom. And if there's anything you 
really need to know (other than how to 
connect it to a 9-pin system when you 
don't understand RS-232C) , it ' s in the 
book somewhere. The box is rugged; I've 
managed to drop it on the floor half a 
dozen times , and that hasn't harmed it 
yet. There are plenty of winking red 
lights to show that you 're connected. 

I can think of two improvements. I 
wish , first , that they'd put the vents on 
the side, since the temptation to put 
stuff on top of the modem is nearly irre
sistible; and second, that they 'd put the 
switch on the front of the box. If I have to 
turn it off, it's not too easy to reach 
around behind it. 

Those are minor complaints . The fact 
is , 9600 baud is the wave of the future
more on that another time-and the Cou
rier HST is an elegant little gadget. 
Recommended. 

Live and Learn 
Just after I finished writing this , Federal 
Express brought the galleys of The 

continued 





The Modem Book 
has just about 
everything you need to 
know about modems 
and communica,tions. 

Modem Book by Michael Banks (Brady 
Books/Simon & Schuster). Banks has put 
together just about everything you need to 
know about modems and communica
tions (as oflate 1987). There are chapters 
on information services (like Compu
Serve and BIX), hardware, software, and 
on-line databases. Also, in an appendix, 
Banks covers cables. Ifl'd had this book, 
I could probably have saved myself con
siderable trouble. 

It's the best reference work on small 
computer communications I know of. It 
also reads well enough to serve as a pretty 
good introduction. If you've been think
ing of getting into modem communica
tions, get this book first. I definitely rec
ommend it. 

Incidentally, the reason I'm getting 
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this book is that I told Banks that if I liked 
it I'd do a short preface. I do, and I will. 
I'm getting paid, too: Banks owes me a 
drink at the next convention. I may even 
make him buy me a double. 

Sundial 
If your problem is that you have to bill 
your time to any one of a bunch of clients, 
and you spend a lot of your time on the 
phone, and you don't like having to clock 
yourself, I have a solution. 

Sundial is not a communications pro
gram, although it wouldn't be too hard to 
make it one. It needs a modem, but that's 
just so it can dial the phone for you. 

What Sundial can do is keep track of 
your telephone calls: time them, bill the 
time to the proper account, and generate 
reports. It also lets you organize your 
notes and thoughts and keep track of 
those by client, phone call, or both. 

It works this way. If you call out, you 
tell Sundial to whom the call should be 
billed. You then let Sundial dial the num
ber and use the program's built-in editor 
to make notes. If you don't have a 
modem, you can dial the call yourself and 
Sundial will still do its thing. 

Incoming calls are handled in much the 
same way : you tell Sundial which account 

Travel 
Co10panions. 
The World Port 2400'M and the World Port 
1200'M modems are the perfect travel 
companions for your portable computer. 
They work virtually anywhere in the world, 
including hotel rooms and phone booths, 
allowing you to connect in a few million 
more locations than other modems. 

With features superior to internal units, 
the World Port line of modems is the smart 
choice for al l your communication needs. 
World Port modems operate from their own 

internal battery, drawing no power from your 
laptop. Cutting edge technology brings you 
features such as Bell and CCITT standards, 
direct connect and acoustic interface (300 
and 1200 bps), tiny size and a tiny price. The 
WorldPort 1200'M can be easily upgraded to 
2400 bps and both the WorldPort 2400'M 
and the upgrade come with Carbon Copy 
PLUS'M communications software. 

Find out more about the travel companions 
that won 't tie down your portable computer. 

the call should be billed to , and it does the 
rest. If you want to review notes of previ
ous phone conversations, store or retrieve 
data about the caller, and suchlike, that's 
easy enough, too . 

Sundial doesn't look like a very so
phisticated program, although I under
stand it employs some pretty clever pro
gramming devices to make it look so 
simple. Written in Tu'rbo Pascal, it's 
memory-resident and eats about 160K 
bytes plus whatever workspace you set 
aside (a stand-alone nonresident version 
is available as an option, but, of course, it 
can't automatically handle incoming 
calls) . 

It doesn't use the Lotus/Intel/Micro
soft Expanded Memory Specification 
4.0. Sundial's programmers are studying 
ways to do that. Since Sundial is an over
layed terminate-and-stay-resident pro
gram, this isn't simple. 

On the other hand, if you're a lawyer, a 
consulting engineer, or in any business 
that requires you to keep track of your 
time and bill it to particular accounts, 
Sundial can be a lifesaver. It eats too 
much memory, but it does leave a 640K
byte system enough memory to run 
WordStar or to access an on-line data-

continued 

Call us today for more information about 
the World Port line of modems, or the name 
of your nearest dealer, at 800-541-0345. 
(In New York, 516-261-0423.) 

. . · ···rr rouchbase systems, Inc. 
• • • •••• 160 Laurel Avenue 
• "•. •:.•:. Northport, NY 11768 
•••• •• •• :·: (516) 261-0423 
• • •• ••• TELEX: 6502848020 

• "" • •.:::. FAX: (516)754-3491 

World Port 1200 and World Port 2400 are trademarks of Touchbase Syslems, Inc., Carbon Copy PLUS is a trademark of Meridian Technology Inc. 
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M i Ill~ l!IIfJ liJ\l tJ I~ tt'£~ I [I) U 
helps save time, money, and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products. 

FREE Catalog~ and Guarantee 
Whether you 're searching fur an obs<..:ure prodU<.:t no 

one seems to know abour. or you just want to know 
which o f 5 cum petiiUrs makes the most we ll-regarded 
produt:t. our caw logs make finding soft ware easier. 

- Comprehensive PnxJuct Listing. fill ell with 
over 1.000 pnx.IUI.:ts. 

- Popular Programmer's Tools. conti.iining the 
most-reyucs tcd titles (over 300 in all) from 
each c.: ate gory . 

- Dbase Programmer' s Catalog wi th over 60 
Jcvelopmcnttools. 

We' ll also help you selt:ct prodw.:ts with free advice or 
literature . Plus full guarantee on any rec.:ommentlcd 
produ ~: t . 

Call to request a catalog or inrormation today. 
OurSen·ices: 

• International Sa les Otsk • Dealers Inquir~· 
• Compare Produclii • Newsleller 
• Help find a Publisher • Rush Order 
• E\·aluation Literature FREE • Onr 700 products 
• Pr~rammer's Update • National Accounts Center 

RECENT DISCOVERY 

Automated Programmer by KGK- Math 
notation and technical English input 
produces FORTRAN code . Link to 
libraries , output in "IMAGE ' format, 
structu red reports, pictures. PC $949 

C Language-Compilers 
AZTEC C86 - Commercial 
C86 PLUS - by C I 
Datalight Optimum - C 
High C Optimizing Compi ler 
lnstant-C/ 16M 
Lattice C - from Latti ce 
Microsoft C 5 .0 - Codcvicw 
Microsoft Quick C 
Turbo C by Borland 

PC $499 
MS $359 
MS $ 99 
PC $549 
PC Call 

MS $259 
Special * 
Special * 

PC $ 67 

C-Screens, Windows, Graphics 
C-Worthy Interface Library 
Curses by Aspen Scie ntific 
dBASE Graphics for C 
ESSENT IAL GRAPHICS - fast 
Font WINDOW/ PLUS 
GraphiC - new color vers ion 
Green leaf Data Windows 

w/sourcc 
Terminal Mapping System 
TurboWINDOW/C - forTurboC 
View Manager by Blaise 
Vitamin C - screen 110 

VC Screen 
Windows for C - fast 
Windows for Data - validation 

DBASE Language 
Clipper compi ler 
dBASE Ill Plus 
dBASE Ill LANPack 
DBXL Interpreter by Word Tech 
Fox BASE+ Dcv. - V2 0 
Quicksilver Diamond 

PC $249 
PC $ 109 
PC $ 69 
PC $ 185 
PC $229 
PC $279 
PC $ 155 
PC $259 
PC $279 
PC $ 75 
PC $ 199 
PC $159 
PC $ 79 
PC Call 
PC Call 

PC $399 
PC $399 
PC $649 
PC $ 99 

MS $259 
PC $369 

Note: All prices subj t:'1.'tto change without notice. Mention this ad. Some 
prices are specia ls. Ask about COD and POs. t'ormats: J ' laptop now 
a\·ailable. plus 200 others. UPS surface shipping add 53/item. 

Call for a catalog, literature, and solid value 

800-421-8006 
Till: I'IUHJiliUUIIm's SIICUJ 

Your complete source for software. serv1ces and answers 

5-B Pond Park Road , Hingham, MA 02043 
Mass: 800-442-8070or617-740-2510 2/88 
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Your Source for Debuggers 

Embedded code, C. Asm. Whalcver you wrile, 
chances are it doesn't run right the first time. 

For c lear windows o n you r code . cons ider these 
profess ional rools. Recover from even frozen 
machines. debug at high level. and keep inter
activity in the debugging process. 

Call one of our Tech Reps for help choosing 
TODAY . 

DBASE Support 
dAnalyst 
dBASE Tools for C 
dBRIEF with BRIEF 
dBC Ill by Lattice 
Documentor - dFiow superset 
Gcnifer by Bytel-code generator 
QuickCode Ill Plus 
R&R Report Writer 
Seck-It - Query-by-ex ample 
Si lver Comm Library 
Tom Rettig 's Library 
U I Programmer-user interfaces 

PC $ 219 
PC $ 65 
PC Call 

MS $ 169 
MS $ 229 
MS $ 279 
MS $ 189 
MS $ 139 
PC $ 79 
MS $ 139 
PC $ 79 
PC $ 249 

Editors for Programming 

Order before 5/31/88 and mention "HY58H" 
for these Special Prices: 

List Nonnal SPECIAL 

C Sprite by Lattice s 175 $ 119 $99 
DBug HI - for dBASE $ 195 $ 179 $159 
Periscope l-ind. board s 345 $275 $255 
Periscope H-ind. switch $ 175 $139 $ 119 
Periscope Ill- I 0 

MHZ version $ 1095 $795 $749 
SoftProbe 11/TX-Rom $ 750 $695 $599 
TURBOsmith-Turbo Pas $ 99 $ 79 $ 59 

Other Products 
ASMLIB - 170 + routines PC $ 125 
Back-It by Gazelle MS $ 11 9 
Baler PC $459 
Dan Bricklin ' s Demo II PC $169 
Disk Technician-smart upkeep PC $ 89 
Fast Back Plus PC $ 149 
Flash-up PC $ 69 
Interactive Easy Flow V5 .0 PC $125 
Link & Locate - Intel tools MS $309 
Mace Utilities MS $ 85 
MKS RCS MS $155 
MKS Trilogy MS $ 99 
PC/Tools Deluxe-by Custom PC $ 69 
Plink 86 PLUS - overlays MS $275 

BRIEF Programmer's Editor PC Call PVCS - by Polytron Special * 
de - EMACS-sty le PC $ 65 R-DOC/X MS $ 135 
EMACS by UniPress Source: $895 $ 265 risC by IMSI - H.A .L. MS $ 79 
Eps ilon - like EMACS PC $ 149 Show Partner FIX PC $328 
ME Macro Editor - Source PC $ 79 Source Print - V3 .0 PC $ 75 
MKS VI MS $ 65 TLIB PC $ 89 
PC/EDT - macros PC $ 229 Tree Diagrammer PC $ 65 
SPF/ PC - Version 2.0 PC $ 179 Visible Computer: 8088 PC $ 65 
Vedit PLUS MS $ 129 WKS Library by Tenon PC $ 79 

*Mention "Special BYS88" and get both a good price iilld FREE Software! 

BRIEF USERS:~~ 
you can have fast compilation AND 
an integnted, productive environment 

0 ver 5,CXXl of you went backwards 
in the past 12 months. 
Advanced compilers and new pro

gramming environments like Turbo 
C and QllckBASIC took up so much 
RAM that BRIEF could not fit in the 
same 640K. 

If you wanted to retain BRIEF's 
uniquely powerful fearures1 while 
working with the larger programs, 
you had to sacrifice speed 
and continuity. Instead of a tight Edit
Compile-Edit loop, you had to slog 
along through an obsolete Edit-Exit
Compile-Exit-Edit loop. 

Now you now longer have to 
make that sacrifice. 

Version 2.1 of BRIEF can be swapped 
in and out with a single keystroke -
allowing immediate compilation with 
even the largest compilers: Microsoft C 
5.0 , Quick C, Turbo C. Lattice C, dBXL, 
FoxBASE+, Clipper, etc . 

You can enjoy the features 1 that 
have made BRIEF the best-selling 
and · the best regarded2 program
mer's editor without sacrificing 
environment integration. 

1 For example : real multi-level Undo (not 
simply Undelete), flexible windowing , 
unlimited file size, unlimited number of 
simultaneous files, automatic language 
sensitive indentation . 

1 Rave reviews in C Journal, Computer 
Language, Dr. Dobb's, Da"' Based Advisor, 
lnfoWorld,PC Magazine, Byte (in which 
jerry Pournelle said "If you need a general 
purpose PC programming editor, look 
no further ." ) 

Call Louis at 800-821-2492 
for information about 4 more 
BRIEF 2.1 enhancements. 
BRIEF 2 .1 is available for $195. 
The update is only $35 to reg-
istered users of version 2.0 or 2.0 I 
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base. It works with most private-branch
exchange systems. There are rival pro
grams, but I haven't seen any I find 
preferable. 

All in all, Sundial is one of those things 
most readers won't need, but those who 
do need it need it a lot. 

Hyper Dialer 
Sundial wants a modem to dial your 
phone for you. Surely there's a better 
way? 

There is, if you have a Macintosh . 
DataDesk, the people who brought key-
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boards up to a high standard, have a new 
gadget: HyperDialer. 

HyperDialer is about halfway in size 
between a box of pocket matches and a 
box of kitchen matches. It has two lines 
and can attach to the side of your Macin
tosh or to your telephone. One line goes 
into the Mac's speaker port; the other 
connects to your telephone. 

Once that installation is made, the Mac 
can make phone calls for you; unsurpris
ingly, you access it through HyperCard 
programs. If you're a Mac and Hyper
Card user, you probably don't want to be 

FULL 

THE VIEW? 
Let CPT give you the total view- today. 
Upgrade your PC, XT, or AT-compatible 

computer with CPT's full-page displays, at a price 
far lower than you might expect. For more 
information on how CPT can expand your 

display-horizons, calll-800-447-4700. 

~=== .... - .® 
More Than Office Automation . .. Office Productivity 

PC XT and AT are tradcrn,uks of Internationa l Business Milt:hincs, Inc. 
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without this or something like it. While 
you're ordering HyperDialer, also get a 
DataDesk Turbo-10 1 keyboard for your 
Macintosh; it's sure better than the one 
Apple furnishes. 

Business Class 
If all the hype about HyperCard were laid 
end to end, it would probably circle the 
earth; but, in fact , much of it is deserved. 
HyperCard really is a bright new idea, 
easy to use and very powerful. I don 't 
suppose there's anyone left who doesn ' t 
know what HyperCard is , but just in 
case, it's a Macintosh programming sys
tem that organizes data and activities 
around logical "card stacks ." A card can 
contain text, phone numbers, maps and 
graphics , or even instructions telling the 
computer to play music . 

The key concept of HyperCard is that 
cards can also contain "buttons": areas 
on the card that, when clicked on with the 
mouse, transfer you to other cards con
taining more data and still more buttons. 
What's really neat is that it's not just a 
static "product"; HyperCard is more like 
a language that anyone can use to create 
new concepts in computer information 
service. 

Activision 's Business Class , written by 
Danny Goodman, is an early example of 
what HyperCard can do . Business Class 
is, at bottom, a travel-information data
base that contains the same information a 
small atlas would . The novelty is in the 
way you use the program. 

The first time you use Business Class , 
you answer some questions about time 
zones and your local currency. When 
you've done that, a world map appears, 
bright in the areas currently in sunlight, 
dim elsewhere. Click on a country, and 
Business Class zooms in on its region. 
Click again, and it selects the country. 

Meanwhile , across the bottom of the 
screen is a series of icon buttons: a folded 
envelope to indicate post office informa
tion , an interracial handshake to indicate 
" local customs," a picture of a wall outlet 
to indicate electrical power systems, and 
so on. Click on one of those, and you get 
information about the country you're cur
rently looking at . 

The electrical button, for example , 
will tell you the voltage and frequency 
used in the selected country and show you 
a picture of the favored electrical plugs. 
Click on the time button (a clock, natur
ally), and you'll be told not only the time 
difference, but what time it is in the se
lected country right now (assuming that 
your Mac knows what your local time 
really is) . 

You can get information on visa re
quirements, weather, local travel, cur

continued 



We have the technical 
expertise to fulfill your 
specialized needs in soft
ware development. circuit 
design, data analysis, CAD 
and much more . Call today! 

• No one offers you more variety. 

• 30-day Money-Back Guar antee• 

• Latest versions 

• Over SOC name-brand products in 
stock, if you don 't see it- call! 

Software Development Tools 
ASSEMBLERS 
ADVANTAGE Di .. u embler, l1feboat ........... S 279 
Microaoft MASM {QQS or 05121... 99 
OPTASM, SLR Systems... 172 
Pn m86, Phoen1x... 115 

BASIC 
Flnh-up, Software Botthng Co ................... $ 80 
MS Bnic Camp. 6 .0 (QQS or OS/21... 189 
MS Qu ickDASIC... 69 
QuickPak, Crescent Software... 60 
T BASIC, TransEra Corp.. . 453 
Turbo Bn ic, Borland... 69 
Turbo B11ic Toolboxes, Borland... 69 

AZTEC C·Commercial, Manx ................ ..... ... . $ CALL 
C-terp, G1mpel... 232 
Lattice C.... 272 

wlsource................... ........... 499 
Microsoft C (QQS or 05121... 285 
QuickC, M1crosoft. .. 69 
Turbo C, Borland... 69 

C LIBRARIES 
C TOOLS PLUS 5.0, Bla1se... . ..... ......... .... $ 101 
C Utility Library, Essent1al. .. 125 
En ential Communications... 125 
Greenlnf C Sampler... 69 
Greenleaf Comm Library . ... . .. ......... . 125 
Greenleaf Functions.... 125 
PforCe, Phoemx... 215 
TimeSiicer, L1feboat.. ....... . 279 

COBOL 
Micro Focus Products ........ .. 
MS COBOL, M1crosoft .. . . 
Realia COBOL. ... 
AM/COBOL, Austec .. ... 

PASCAL 

........ $CALL 
452 
794 
763 

MS Pascal, M1crosoft (00S or OS/21 ........... S 189 
Pasca1·2, Oregon Software... CALL 
Turbo Pascal, Borland... 69 
Profess ional Pascal, Metaware... 549 

PASCAL LIBRARIES ITURBOI 
Turbo P.,cal Dew. Lib. , Borland.................... 289 
Metrabyte Data Acq. TOOLS, Ou1nn-Curt1s.. 90 
Turbo Pascal S & E Tools, Oumn-Curtis... 69 
Turbo HALO, Media Cybernetics............... 80 
Turbo MAGIC, Soph1st1cated Software... 90 
Turbo ASVNCH PLUS, Blaise... 101 
Turbo Power Tools Plus, 8 la1se ... 101 

MODULA·2 

LOGITECH Modula·2 
Compiler Kit... . ..................... $ 81 
Development System... 199 
Toolkit....... ......... .................................... 141 

SOLID B + Toolkit, Advanced Sys. Consultants 89 
StonyBrook Modula-2.. 179 

w/Utilities... . 299 

3B6 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
386-Mu, Ouahtas ................................... $ 66 

3B6 SOFTWARE 
DESOview, Quarterdeck ............................. $ 115 
Microport- Complete... . 679 
MS Windows/386, Microsoft... 130 
VM/386. IGC... 182 
SCO X EN IX- Complete... 1199 

OEBUGGERS 
Periscope II .. .. ...... $ 141 

OTHER Periscope Products.................... CALL 
Adnnced TraC!-·86, Morgan Comput1ng... 121 
Breakout, Essential. ..................................... 89 
TDebug PLUS V.4.0, Turbo Power Software.. 39 

w/SOURCE... 80 
Pfix86plus, Phoen1x.... 215 

EDITORS 
BRIEF, Solut1on Systems ............................. $ CALL 

w/dBRIEF... CALL 
EDIX, Emerg1ng Technology... 169 
EMACS, Un1press... 268 
Epsilon, lugaru.. . 151 
KEDIT, Mansfield... 101 
LSE, Lattice.... ........ ............................. 101 
MULTI·EDIT, American Cybernet1cs.... 90 
Norton Editor.. ...... .. .... .................... .. ... ... . 70 
PC/EDT+ . Boston Busmess Comput1ng... 269 
Pmate, Phoenix... 115 
SPF/PC, Command Technology.... 185 
VEDIT PLUS , CompuV1ew... 131 
XTC, Wendin... 80 

FILE MANAGERS 
Btrieve, Softcraft ... 

Xtrieve ...... 
Report Option ... 

CBTREE, Peacock System ... 
c-tree, Fa1rcom ... 

r·tree ... 
dBC Ill, LattiCe .. . 
dBC 111111 Wlsource .... 
dBC Ill PLUS ... 
db_VISTA OR db_OUEAY, Ra1ma ... 
XQL, Softcraft ... 

GRAPHICS 

... $ 185 
189 
109 
141 
318 
241 
172 
363 
599 

CALL 
599 

Drawbridge, Courseware Appt.c ... 
Essential Graphics ... 
GraphiC , Software Endeavors ............... . 
GSS Graphics Oev. Toolkit, Software · 

Endeavors ... 
HALO '88, Media Cybernetics ... 
HOOPS, Ithaca Software ... 
MetaWINDOW, Metagraph1cs ... 
MetaWINDOW PLUS ... 
Turbo WINDOWIC ...... ........................... ..... .. . 
Turbo HALO !Turbo CJ, Media CybernetiCS .... . 

OBJECT -ORIENTED 
ACTOR, Wh1te Water Group ... . 
ADVANTAGE C+ + , L1feboat ... . 
PforCe + + , Phoenix ... 
Smallta\kiV, Oig1talk ... 
Smalltalk/V286 ... 

OPERATING SYSTEMS 

... ...... ... $ 

Microport DOS Merge ........ ..................... ... $ 
Microport Sys VfAT.. .. 
SCO XENIX System V ... 
Wendin·DOS ...... ... .... ..... .. .. ......... .. .. ..... ........ . 
Other Microport, SCO, Wendin Products ... . 

SCREENS/WINDOWS 
Greenleaf Data Windows ............ . ............. $ 
MS Windows, Microsof t. .... .. ............ .. 
MS Windows Dew. Kit, Microsoft ... .. 
PANEL Plus, Lifeboat .. . 
PANEL /QC or l TC ...... .. ... .. ... .... .. .. . 
Vitamin C, Creative Programming ...... ... .. .. .. 
Windows for Data, Vermont Creative .. . .. 
ScreenStar w/source, Essential ... 
SoftCode, Software Bottling Co ... 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
Dan Bricklin's Demo Program, 

Software Garden .. ... ................ ... ... .... ... .... $ 
MKS Toolkit ... 
MS OS /2 Programmer 's Toolkit ... 
PC lint , G1mpel. .. 
PlinkBSPius, Phoemx ... 
Polytr on PVCS CORPORATE ... 
Pre·C, Phoen1x ... 

111 
229 
322 

399 
229 
554 
162 
232 

80 
80 

423 
479 
215 
85 

169 

129 
469 
999 

80 
CALL 

209 
69 

319 
395 

99 
162 
239 
169 
119 

59 
145 
229 
101 
279 
323 

"159 
269 

Turbo C TOOLS, Blaise... 101 ADVANTAGE 386 C, L1feboat...... 839 ADVANTAGE Graphics, L1feb oat.. ... s 229 
SEIDL Ver sion Manager ... 
Source Print, Aldebaran Labs ... . 81 

Science & Engineering Software 
CIRCUIT DESIGN/SCHEMATIC CAPTURE 
HiWIRE, Wmtek Corp .................... .. .. .. .. ....... $ 849 
MICRO-CAP II , Spectrum Sof tware.... 759 
PADS Drill , CAD Software... CALL 
PADS PCB.. CALL 
PADS Route.............. CALL 
PSpice, M1croS•m... 899 

Device Equations Source............ ... .. .. 309 
Probe graphics post-processor. .. . . 399 
Parts paramet er estimator... 399 
Monte C1rlo Analysis ... 309 
Digital Fil es ............. 309 

Schema II , Omat1on .. 449 
smARTWORK, W1ntek Corp... 849 
Tango PCB, ACCEL Tech... 469 
Tango Route, ACCEL Tech... 469 

DATA ACQUISITION/SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
Asyst 2.9 .. . ...... .. ..... ....... . $2,179 
Asyst Modules 1,2,3 .. 
Asyst Modules 1,2,4 .. 
Asyst Modules 1,2 ........ . 
Asystant Plus , Macm11lan . 
Asystlnt, Macm1llan ... 
DADISP, OSP Systems ..... 
DADISP-488 , OSP Systems ...................... .. 
Fourier PERSPECTIVE II , Alligator Trans .. . 
HYPERSIGNAL, Hypercept1on ..... 
HYPERSIGNAL Plus ... 
LABTECH Acqu ire , Lab Tech. Corp ..... 
LABTECH CHROM .. 
LABTECH Notebook.. . 
LABTECH Real Time Access ... 
Lotus Measure .............. .. ............................ . 
Q.E.D. D.A. and Control, Hart Sc1ent1f1c .. . 
SNAP·CALC, HEM Data Corp ... 
SNAP-FFT, HEM Data Corp ... 
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE ... 
Together ... 
UnkeJScope Junior, Unkel Software .... 
UnkeiScope Leve11 .. 
UnkeiScope Leve12 + .. 

PLOTTING AND GRAPHING 

1,989 
1.989 
1.609 

849 
469 
749 
175 
329 
309 
439 
179 
709 
759 
269 
445 
799 
350 
295 
495 
899 
109 
315 
499 

ChartBuster PC, ln terchart Software ......... 5 369 
Datatap Graph, Mllhahsm Assoc... 259 
Omniplot, Sc1ent1f1c Endeavors... 269 
PLOTZ, Curt1s Techn1cal Soft.. .............. ........ 319 
TECH• GRAPH•PAD, bmary eng1neering... . 259 

EQUATION SOLVERS 
Eureka: The Solver, Borland .. . .......... $ 119 
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MathCAD 2.0, MathSoft .. 
Mathmate ............. .... ......... . 
muMATH, So ft Warehouse .. ....... , ............... . 
SolveiT! , Structured Sc1ent1 f1c Software. 
Solver-0, SOOC ................................... . 
TK!Solver Plus, Umversal .Tech Sys ... 

AutoCAD, by Autodesk ... 
Autosketch, by Autodesk ... 

Speed Enhanced Vers1on ......................... . 
Design CAD, Amencan Small Bus. Camp .. . 
Drafix 1 Plus, Fores1ght.. . 
Drafi x 3-D Modeler, Fores•ght... . 
EASVCAO, Evolut1on Comput1ng ... 
ECAD, Pelton Eng1neenng ... 
FASTCAD, Evolut1on Comput•ng. 
Generic CADD ... 
Generic 3-D Solid Modeling. 

3·0 Rendering Module .. 
ln•A•Vi si on , M1crografx . 

Windows Draw w/Ciip Art .. 
Windows Graph . 

LaserCAD, DSL L1nk ........................... . 
PR0·3DfPC, Enabling Technolog1es .. 
TurboCAD, MSA Group ... 

AUTO CAD ADO·ONS 

279 
89 

185 
79 
79 

395 

$CALL 
65 
79 

219 
239 
169 
139 
699 

1,849 
69 

159 
119 
459 
239 
319 
89 

355 
79 

AutoESL, Systems Unhm1ted of CA... .. .... $ 279 
AutoSHAPES.. . 189 
FSIMPLEX... 89 
Turbo View, Sublog•c Carp... 449 

MOUSE PRODUCTS 
LOGITECH H iREZ Mouse .... 
LOGITECH Serial or Bus Mouse ..... 

LOGITECH Others ... 
LOGITECH Series 2 Mouse ... 
LOGITECH Series 2 W/Pius .... 
Microsoft Ser or Bus Mouse 

W/Easy CAD ... 
W/MS Windows .... 

APL LANGUAGE 

149 
. ...... $ 99 

CALL 
79 
79 
99 

119 
139 

APL 0 PLUS/PC, STSC ............................... $ 499 
APL•PLUS PC TOOLS.. 209 
Pocket APL 79 

SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING 
CHEM·TEXT, Molecular Oe~1gn Ltd ............... $1 .500 
EXACT, Techn1cal Software... 419 

EXP, Brooks/Cole Pubhshmg ...... . 
For Math, Shantha Software .. .. 
Lotus Manuscr ipt ... 
PC TEX, Personal TEX .......................... .. 
T3 Sci. Word Proc., TCI Softw are Res .. 

STATISTICS 

129 
379 
445 
229 
499 

Syst em ID Toolbox ... 
POINT FIVE, Pac1f1c Crest ............... . 
The Pr ofess ional Wheel, Oalln Inc ... 
Units, Curtis Technical Soft ... 

FORTRAN LANGUAGE 
Dlff·E·D, M1crocompatibles..... .. ..... $ 

375 
279 
19£1 
25 

ABstat, Anaerson Bell.. .. .. ............... $ 315 
469 
319 
749 
659 

Ext end, Oes1gn Dec1sions .... ...... .... .......... ... .. . 
449 
131 
119 
439 

CSS, StatSoft .. ... .. .. ... , 
Microstat, Ecosoft .. . 
NWA STATPAK, Northwest 
P.STAT .... .. ................................ . 
The Scienti fic Wheel, Oahn Inc .. . 
SPSS /PC+ . 
StatPac Gold, Walon1ck AssOCiates. 
STATS +, StatSoft.. .. 
THE SYSTAT .... 

ADDITIONAL S&E PRODUCTS 
ATLAS 0 GRAPHICS, STSC ..... 
Atoms, Curt iS Techmcal Sof t 
Engineer's Aide, Eng Prog Concept s 
LASCAUX 1000 Calculator .. . 
PC-Matlab, The Math Works .. . 

Control System Toolbox .. 

Ordering 

99 
749 
539 
229 

CALL 

Grafmatic or Plotmatic, M1crocompat1bles ... 
Lahey FORTRAN ... 
Lahey Personal FORTRAN ... ..... 
MathPac, Systolic Systems ... 
Microsoft FORTRAN w/CodeVie• ... 
Numerical Analyst, Magus ... 
AM /FORTRAN, Ryan-McFarland ......... .. 
Spindrift Library, Laboratory LTD .. . 
SSP/PC, Latt1ce .. . 

GAUSS 

89 
445 
289 
249 
479 
135 
279 

... $ 339 GAUSS Pro g. Lang ., Aptech Sys .................. $ 189 
25 GAUSS Math & Stat System... 339 

649 
55 

659 
X·ASMSiSIMULATORS 

375 Microtec , Relms, Uniware, Quelo ...... ........ $CALL 

Call for your FREE catalog today! 

In the U.S. call 

1-800-333-3141 

Information 
We accept AMERICAN 
EXPRESS , MC. VISA and 
PERSONAL CHECKS. 
There IS no surcharge on 
cred1t card or C.O.D. 
orders . New York State 
residents must add sales 
tax . Sh1pp1ng and handling 
$3.95 per 1tem. Rush 
service is available. International Orders: 914-332-0756 
• Dealers & Corporate 

buyers- Call for Special 
Discounts and Benefits 

• International orders add 
$10 for export 
preparat1on 

• Pr1ces and pohc1es may 
change Without not1ce 

• Mail orders must mclude 
phone number 

• Ask for deta1ls before you 
buy, some manufac turers 
won't take returns 1f d1sk 
seals are broken. 

SL~i3nLe e 
Eng·D~!!f~pg 
55 South Broadway, Tarrytown. NY 10591 
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Business Class is an 

intriguing program, and 

it makes me anxious to 

see other HyperCard 

products. 

rency exchange rates, and a whole bunch 
of other stuff. It ' s a lot of fun to browse 
through the world, finding out the names 
of currencies and what kind of electrical 
power they use. 

There's also a telephone button. Click 
on this, and you'll be told how to dial the 
particular country-and there are places 
to add local phone numbers that you can 
have the machine dial for you. 

That's the good news. 
The bad news is that there's no infor

mation at all on a number of countries, 
and what Business Class does give you is 
pretty sparse compared to what's in even 
the cheapest guidebooks. The maps 
aren't much use either; they show only 
the capital and maybe one or two other 
large cities. No terrain features, no roads 
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or- railroads; just a political-boundaries 
outline. 

Even worse: given the success Wash
ington has had in overcoming the "too 
strong" dollar, much of the information 
in Business Class is already obsolete, and 
much more will be shortly. Experienced 
hackers could get in and make changes, 
but there ' s no real provision for user edits 
of the database; so even if you find new 
information on currency exchange rates 
in the Wall Street Journal, you can't make 
corrections. 

In other words, Business Class is easy 
to learn and use, and fun to browse 
through; but if you want to plan a real 
trip, you'll probably still have to buy 
maps and guidebooks and keep notes on 
changing conditions. As an example, an 
Itinerary Planner lets you print out dates , 
hotels and their phone numbers, flight in
formation, and all the background and 
currency information in loose-leaf for
mat. This is a great idea, but you'll still 
have to check most of that data to be sure 
it's not obsolete. 

Business Class is intriguing, and it 
makes me anxious to see other Hyper
Card ' products. Imagine this program 
with a simple editor interface that would 
let you update the background data and 

LAHEY SETS NEW 
FORTRAN STANDARDS 

LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77 
Low cost, Full 77 Standard, Debugger, Fast Compilation 

F77L FORTRAN LANGUAGE SYSTEM 
For porting or developing, this is the critics' choice. 

" Editor's Choice " ...... . . PC Magazine 
" . . . the most robust compiler tested. " ....... Micro/Systems 

" .. . the most efficient and productive FORTRAN 
development tool for the DOS environment" . .. . . .. ... . . . . BYTE 

F77L-EM/32-bit $895 F77L-EM/16-bit 
Break through the DOS 640K barrier. The most powerful PC Fortran 
Language Systems for downloading or writing large programs. 

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS 
Profiler, ULI Mathematical Functions Library, Overlay Linker, Toolkit, 
Utility Libraries, Windows, Memory Boards, 80386 HummingBoard. 

$95 

$477 

$695 

IF YOU DEMAND THE VERY BEST, THEN YOU SHOULD BE USING LAHEY. 
CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PC FORTRAN NEEDS. 

CALL FOR NEW FEATURES INCLUDING MATH COPROCESSOR EMULATION 

30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 

FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER: 
1-800-548-4 778 

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450 
TEL: 702-831-2500 TLX: 9102401256 
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add your own; then give it a provision to 
let you enter your trip expenses and get 
out a travel expense report. None of this 
would be very difficult. 

I can think of lots of things you can do 
with HyperCard programs; but I do won
der if they'll all suffer from lack of suffi
cient depth . HyperCard lets you build a 
lovely database, but it eats memory and 
disk storage space. Business Class, for 
example, fills two floppy disks and still 
has only 300 words per country on " local 
customs ." The entry for Saudi Arabia 
doesn't even mention their fanatical laws 
regarding alcohol. (Foreigners living in 
Riyadh often have walk-in vaults in their 
homes; this isn' t where they keep their 
money , but their scotch.) 

Where HyperCard-or something like 
it-would really shine would be in man
aging the enormous floods of data that 
will be available on CD-ROMs . I can 
imagine a program updated quarterly that 
had encyclopedic data on countries, cit
ies, and even individual firms . It would 
need a provision for electronic data files 
to update really volatile information, but 
that shouldn't be too hard to manage. 

HyperCard is one of the Mac's main 
weapons in the battle with IBM PCom
patibles . It's too bad the new CD-ROM 
reader Apple announced costs more than 
a complete Atari Mega ST with a CD
ROM reader, but overpricing to skim 
early cream is pretty traditional with 
Apple . 

Physics and Geometry 
The success of Apple's Macintosh rests 
partly on myth (its graphics don 't really 
have any higher resolution than other 
monochrome PCs), partly on enthusiasm 
transmitted by Apple II users , and partly 
on solid achievement. 

The major achievement has been ease 
of learning; people with no computer 
background at all are often able to sit 
down and use the Macintosh with little 
assistance or training . This gives the ma
chine a strong boost as a possible tool for 
education. 

Case in point: two programs, Physics 
and Geometry, by Sensei and published 
by Broderbund Software. Both are high
school-level tutorials I sure wish I'd had 
when I was studying the subjects. You 
don't have to know much about the Mac 
to use them; the interface is sufficiently 
int!Jitive that 5 minutes of mucking about 
will let you use the programs without ever 
opening the manual . 

Alas, I suppose because the manual 
isn't needed , these programs are copy
protected with the key-disk scheme. It 's 
worse than that. I couldn ' t even get 
Geometry to work from its own disks on 
my Mac Plus; ifl booted with the Broder-
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bund disk, the Mac Plus kept insisting 
that their disk 1 wasn't a Macintosh disk 
and kept offering to format it. I solved the 
problem by copying both disks to the 
AST 2000 hard disk drive-I'm really 
fond of that thing-and running from 
that, inserting the key disk (which hap
pens to be disk 2, the one without a sys
tem track) when asked . This all seems a 
bit complicated. 

At the same time, I understand that 
schools are among the worst violators of 
copyright !aw-l once visited a school 
where the teacher had used the school's 
Xerox machine to make 40 copies of one 
of my books and was actually proud of 
it-and the key-disk scheme may be the 
best solution to the problem. 

Anyway, if you sit a reasonably bright 
kid down with these disks and a Mac, 
there ' s a chance that some learning will 
take place. Both Physics and Geometry 
compress a lot of really good knowledge-I 
use that word deliberately since they are 
teaching some of the most important prin
ciples of science-into a couple of disks. 

The programs aren't perfect. They 
have the approach of a reasonably bright 
but somewhat distracted schoolmaster. 
The student had better want to learn phys
ics and geometry, because the programs 
don' t provide any motivation: no rewards 
for success in the problems, and little 
connection between what you're learning 
and reality. 

It has been my experience that if you tie 
abstract theory to something practical, 
students are more willing to work at 
learning; that , indeed, is what good 
teaching is all about . I may be hoping for 
too much from a computer program, but I 
don't think so; I suspect you could make 
physics and geometry more fun to learn 
than these programs do . 

On the other hand, I sure wish I'd had 
them when I was in high school. If your 
kids have access to a Mac, it's worth get
ting them these programs . 

I Wish I'd Thought of That 
One recent phenomenon in the science 
fiction community is the "rented world" 
book ; a well-known author creates a 
world in a series of books, and another 
author writes stories about it. Probably 
the best known of these is the Robot City 
series, in which a number of younger 
authors write about a world created by 
Isaac Asimov (everyone is younger than 
Isaac .. . ). 

I'm not sure what to make of these 
books : the income is generally divided 
among publisher , the author who created 
the setting and whose name will be used 
to promote the books , the junior author 
who actually wrote the stories, and often 

continued 
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C programmers are talking about C_talk™ 
The easy way to add the POWER of 

OBJECT-ORIENTED Programming to C 
C talk extend s your C compiler to a rea l Object·Oriented L a ngua ge (OOL ). 
It- is not a n ew l.angu a ge ; it simpl y a dds Sm a lltalk·like features to C: 

0 Encapsulation 
0 Messaging (Dynamic Binding) 
0 Inhe ri tance 

C_talk offer s all of the ad vant ages of OOLs : 
0 A highly mod ular software design methodology 
0 Reusable software components 
0 Ex tendable software componcms 

Plus the advantages of C: 
0 Speed , size. flexibility 
0 Ease of application delivery 
0 Access to C libraries and C tool sets 

C_ta lk cons ist s of an application developme nt environment with: 
0 A powerfu l Smallcalk-like Browser for browsing, defining and edit ing an 

appl ication's object class hierarchy 

0 A Preprocessor fo r conveni ng object class desc ri ptions into standard C 
programs that are compatablc wi th popu lar C compilers 

0 An integrated, semiau tomatic Make utility for controlling the preprocessing, 
compiling and linking of an application, object classes, C files or libraries 

C_talk is des igned to run on an IBM® PC (or compatable) with one of the foll owing C 
compilers: Microsoft<&~ C, Lattice C, Turbo C, or C86. A system confi gured with a hard 
drive and mouse is highly recommended. 

To order: 
C NS, Inc . 
Software Products Dept. 
7090 Shady Oak Road 
Eden Prairie . MN 55344 
(612) 944-0 170 

Cn:di1 C11d1: ~I uter Card, Visa 
Skipping: SS · US 

S25- lntemat ion•l 

Yo~ get intelligent 
~EE-488 and RS232 
ports to make instru
ment programming 
fast and easy. 

You can have up to 
4 Mbytes of memory 
on the same board for 
your largest programs, 

~-~~~=-~~~~!;~====~~~~ 
~gL ~ l~~~::~. 

Ooni.., • ')' ,., ,,1, ., 

odd_MwObj ,..l 
I' Add onObjt'ft loth~ o rul•~ • or1 , lhh ub jcn lo oh ... dy In tho on ' I 
l' ohndonothh11. ' I 

{ lnt I, boo!; 
ld 'p,'<mpty; 

l f lt<'lf· ~ •o~nl n u lf•>olt*l ~ 
l ><llcop ondl; l ' ., r ondlllull*l 

.... tfoonu lno_ nowObj o<t_l_ .. boot• ; r lonowObjon ol•udylnuo:. lv•• 
lflbooi •• OI l'u·thon lindlhol c mptyolot ' l 

I 
p • Cid'l u lf·>d olo,: 
fo r ll oO; I < w lf•HIIf; l••l 

RAM disks, and data acquisition tasks. 
Compatibility is built-in so you can run your favorite programs 

or create new ones with Oll)" advanced programming tools. 

To get your FREE demo disk-call617-273-1818. 
Capital Equipment Corp. 
Burlington, MA 01803 

The bottom line-IEEE-488, RS232, par. port, 4MB EEM LIM, runs DOS and OS/2. 
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a packager who got the idea for the series 
and put it all together . I suppose if all par
ties are satisfied it must be all right. Any
way, that' s irrelevant just now. 

The other day I got a packet of materi
als about a book by Paul Preuss set in 
Arthur C. Clarke 's " future hi story ." 
One of the features of this book is a series 
of line-drawing illustrations of space
craft , a space station , and other equip
ment. The drawings were done by Preuss 
using CAD-3D on an Atari ST. 

The instant I saw that I slapped myself 
on the head. " Holy cow! " I yelled, loud 
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enough that my wife came up to see who 
had been murdered. A couple of weeks 
later when I was in New York to make a 
speech, I showed the stuff to my pub
lisher , Jim Baen. He too slapped himself 
on the head. 

I don ' t know how I missed thinking of 
the idea first , but once seen it ' s obvious . 
Line drawings cost no more per page to 
print than text, and if one picture is truly 
worth a thousand words , they 're cost
effective. I've sometimes struggled for 
hours trying to describe a particularly 
complex piece of equipment. I've also 

"/)<'l'<'lojJing my ajJjJlicalitm in (.'would hm•<' tahl'll 6 mtml/r., to a year, !lui in ildor it looh 2 
monl/11... -Brian fi•mhe, B()(•iug Comm<'ITial Ah·plane Com pan)' 

''To C 
or not 
to c ... '' 

ACIOR Actually, you don 't have to make the 
choice. Once C was ideal for all PC pro-

. gramming. But it has been complicated by 
windowing and graphical interfaces. Now 
windows development with C is difficult, 
time-consuming and error-prone. You 
need a new language that simplifies win
dows programming . Introducing Actor® 

Actor is the first interactive object-oriented language made for commercial development. 
Its powerful browsers , inspectors and debuggers give you more insight into a windowing 
environment than C ever wi lL But your C work is not lost. C libraries can be linked to Actor. 
Plus, its procedural syntax is easy for C programmers to learn . 

Actor comes with windowing classes built in . Customize Actor's classes to create stand
alone windowing applications. And objects give you another layer of independence for a 
smooth transition to OS/2 and Presentation Manager. It's the quickest and easiest way to write 
a windowing program. 
"You can write Windows programs nmd1.jaster with Actor than with C or assembly language." 

-PC Magazine, jrme 9, 1987 

Tech Specs 

• Runs with Microsoft Windows 1.04, 2.0 • Window styles: tiled, 
and 386. Extended memory under 2.0 ping, popup, ch ild, edit, 
and 386. Con trois: list boxes, scroll bars, 

• Pure, single-inheri tance object-oriented but tons, check boxes. 
language, incremen tally compiled. • Data structures: stacks, arrays, queues, 

• Dynamic. linking to C, Pascal, Assembler, lists, dictionaries, sets, sor ting, hashing, 
or Foi·tran libraries. Pass data in C intervals. 
structures. • AI support: frames, symbols, 

• Pascal and C-like syn tax. dictionaries, lists, symbolic, program-
• Programming tools: Browser, Inspector, ming, func tional arguments. Parsing 

Debugger, File Editor. and lexical analysis YACC compatible. 
• Full access to M$-Windows systems calls, • String manipu lation: substring, concat, 

multitasking, and DOE. append, insert, remove, search. 
• Fast device-independent graphics: lines, • 643-page man ual includes tu torial and 

shapes, icons, cursors, bitmaps, reference. 
metafiles,· Turtle graphics, sample • No license fees. Ge nerates stand-alone 
control language using 'xl\CC. appl ications. 

• 150 classes, 1500 functions, • Fastest in te rac tive 001. available. 
fu lly extensible. • Fast in cremental garbage collector. 

Actor $495 • Academic price $99 • Academic site license $99 • Manuals for site 
license $35 • New! Language Extension $99 • Shipping $5 US, $25 lnt'l 

The Whitewater Group 
Technology Innovation Center 

906 University Place, Evanston, Illinois 60201 
(312) 491-2370 

Actor is a registered trad emark of T he Whitewa ter Group, Inc. 
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done my own maps by hand. 
No more . I'm a lousy draftsman, but a 

good computer CAD program will solve 
that problem. It will require a change of 
habit to think in terms of good diagrams 
rather than long verbal descriptions, but I 
think that ' s the wave of the future . In 5 
years-probably fewer-you 'll see lots of 
books that integrate author-produced 
graphics with the text. 

Cyber Studio 
Preuss created his drawings with Cyber 
Studio, the core program of Antic 's 
Cyber series. Studio contains CAD-3D, a 
program written by Tom Hudson (who 
also did the DEGAS paint program) . 
CAD-3D uses an icon interface to let you 
draw objects, rotate or extrude them , and 
generally create shapes , which can then 
be shown as solids or as " wire frames" 
with all lines visible or with some lines 
hidden . Objects can be stretched , shrunk, 
glued together, rotated , and generally 
mashed about. 

After you create an object, you can 
light it. Three studio lights can be moved 
around and each light 's intensity varied 
until you like the view. When every
thing ' s just right, you print the result and 
send it to your publisher. I've been using 
the system to draw maps for my new 
Prince of Mercenaries novel . 

All this is great, and I haven ' t seen 
anything on the Macintosh that 's better , 
but it's not half of what the Mega ST and 
Cyber can do . What's really great is the 
animation you can get by invoking Cyber 
Control , the second program of the Stu
dio package. 

CAD-3D lets you create an object-as 
an example, your own name . Extrude it 
so that it ' s solid . Now save the image. 
Then , using the Cyber Control lan
guage-which is something like BASIC
change the lighting and rotate your name. 
While it ' s rotating , have it progress from 
the lower left to the upper right side of the 
screen, with perhaps a loop-the-loop in 
the middle . I' ve done that one , and while 
it takes a couple of hours of fiddling to 
learn how, once you know it' s not very 
hard to do . You can get more compli
cated; one demonstration that comes with 
the program is a fully articulated human 
skeleton that does backflips. 

Once you 've described what you want, 
you turn the programs loose on it, and 
they build the series of frames to make 
full animation. This takes time-up to 
several hours for something really com
plex-but it will run by itself, so it can be 
left to stew overnight. 

There's also Cyber Paint, which works 
on two-dimensional images but adds the 
time factor ; stuff cut from frame 1 and 

cominued 
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GRAPHIC SYSTEMS 
An Intelligent Systems Company 

THE VISIBLE EDGE 
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For information concerning software compatibilily call609-683-1660. 
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pasted into frame 30 of an animation will 
appear to float across the screen. While 
you're at it, you can call up the ADO f/x 
menu-it's said to be named for the Am
pex Digital Optics system of the seven
ties-and by judicious clicking and drag
ging, you can rotate the object around any 
axis or all of them, scale it up or down, 
and draw a complex path for it to follow. 

All this takes memory; you'll need the 
4-megabyte Atari Mega ST with a hard 
disk drive to do it right-but that's still a 
lot cheaper than anything else I've seen 
with that capability. Antic and Sony are 
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working to create the Cyber VCR that 
should be out about the time you read 
this . It's supposed to turn your Mega ST 
into a video editor that will do serious 
professional video graphics . I understand 
that some ad agencies are already using 
the Atari Mega ST and Antic's Cyber 
software to block out television commer
cials for client approval before the really 
expensive work on finals is begun. 

DeskLink and La pLink Mac 
Traveling Software has done it again. I've 
previously mentioned LapLink, a pro-

c(6 FREEWARE 
-~ ! 
~·~f' ~ 

ONLY $2.99 PER DISK ONLY $2.99 PER DISK ONLY $2.99 PER DISK 

Public Domain & User-Supported Software for IBM and Compatibles 

ADULTS ONLY 
0 ADULTS ONLY/1 (147) Gennan pomo. CGA req. 
0 STRIP POKER (148) Watch out! CGA & Baste req. 
0 XXX PRINTMASTER PLUS GRAPHICS (149) 
0 XXX PRINTSHOP GRAPHICS (1150) 
0 BAD-BAD (2S9) Adventure game. CGA req. 
0 ASTRO-[bleep) (297) Pomo arcade game. CGA req. 
0 STRIP BLACKJACK (4S3) Plus dirty humor. CGA req. 
0 NAS1Y GIRL (4315) The name says tt all . CGA req. 

BUSINESS 
0 EZ-FORMB ReY. C.24 (66) Fonns generator pkg. 
0 EASY PROJECT Vl.2 (440) Project mgml system. 
0 BUSINESS LETTERS (303 4lt 304) 650 letters. 
0 MR. BILL VS.2 (311- 312) Time & billing package. 
0 RENTAL PROPER1Y (SlS) Rental activity mgr. 
0 SUCWORK8 (321) Framework clone. 
0 FINANCE MANAGER V4.0 (77) Accounting package. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
0 RBBB BULLETIN BOARD VU!.l (290 • 292) (3 disks) 
0 QMODEM V3.1 (293 4lt 294) Modem program. 
0 PROCOMM V2.42 (15Satl54) Menudr1ven modem pkg 

DATABASE 
0 FILE EXPRESS V4.01 (SS 4lt 34) Easy database. 
0 WAMPUM VS.l (37 4lt 38) dBase Dl clone, 
0 PC-FlLE + Vl.O (2915 4lt :196) Excellent database;. 
0 DBASE m PROGRAMS (348) DBASE Dl req. 
0 DBASE m UTILIT1E8 (349). DBASE Dl req. 

EDUCATION 
0 PIANOMAN (4 4lt 15) A music synthesizer, w/ tunes. 
0 FASTYPE V2.1 (120) 2 typtng programs. CGA req. 
0 THE WORLD (127) Maps of the world. CGA requtred. 
0 FUNNELS 4lt BUCKETS V2.0 (130) Learn. Ages 5·10. 
0 MATH-WHIZ (188) Ages 5 and up. Levels. Basic req. 
0 AMY8 1ST PRlMER (1S3) Age 4-8. CGA & Baste req. 
0 POLYGLOT V8.01 (139) Vocabulary buUder. 7 & up. 

0 ANIMAL MATH (181) Ages 4 & up CGA req. 

GAMES 
0 BLACKJACK TUTOR (915) Best blackjack tutor avaiL 
0 MONOPOLY V8.7 (108) Graphics. CGA req. 
0 DUNGEONS 4lt DRAGONS Vl.l (2015) 
0 LAB VEGAS (118) CGA req. Basic on some 
0 SD CBE88 Vl.Ol (2115) 2D & 3D chess game. 
0 BOUTAlRE (211) 4 games. CGA req. 
0 SUPER PINBALL [212) 5 games. CGA req. 
0 WORDPLAY [367) Wheel of Fortune Clone. CGA req. 

GRAPHICS 
0 PC-ART Vl.O (199) Easy to use wtndows CGA 
0 LlGHTlNG PRESS (266) Pr1ntmaster clone, 
0 CALENilA.R CREATOR (3150) Create your own. 
0 PRINTMASTER+ GRAPHICS (319) 3 ltbrar1ess. 
0 PRlNTSHOP GRAPHICS (320) 3 ltbrar1es. 
0 CAD CURVE DIGI'I1ZER (3311 4lt 340) CGA/ EGA Or
der Dial!. Numben Sill 4lt 3152 for Mono. 
0 DANCAD SD Vl.SS (424 4lt 4215) 2D/3D drafting pkg. 
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LANGUAGE 
0 "C"' TUTOR (22 4lt 23) 14 lesson tutotial. 
0 "C"' LANGUAGE V2.1 (299 4lt 300) Complete . 
0 BASIC TUTOR (3215) Beginning Basic user. 
0 TURBO PASCAL TUTOR (20) Tutor w / samp. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
0 IITRESS 4lt SHRINK (74) Dt~ose yourself. 

0 BORSERACING (343) Handicap thoro races. 
0 FAMILY TIES Vl. lll (1154) Genealogy pkg. 
0 FABTBUCKB (1111) Home finance package. 
0 moRBYTBII (194) Calculate your own chart. 

SPREADSHEET 
0 LOTUS 123 PROGRAMS [2S - 32) (5 disks) 
0 LOTUII 123 TUTOR (177) Requires Lotus 
0 AB EASY AS VS.O (302) L01US clone. 

UTILITIES 
0 DISK COMMANDO V2.0 (21S 4lt 219) Nor
ton's AdvancedUI::IItt1es Clone. Many features. 
0 SIM-CGA (220) Simulate CGA graphics card . 
0 DOll HELP S.XX (21515) - Help screen for DOS. 
0 DOS TUTORIAL V4 .2 (2156) A musl 
0 BEGINNERS (2157) The basics. 
0 PC MAGAZINE (277) Over 30 great ut1ltt1es. 
0 DEBKMATES Vl.Ol (27S) Sldeklck ut1ltty. 

0 AUTOMENU V4.01 (280) Menu system. 

0 REUANCE MAILING UBT V2.0 (181) Easy. 
0 PC-WRITE V2.71 (9 4lt 10) Word processor. 
0 NY WORD V2. 1 (190) Word processor. 
0 PC 'I'YP1t+ (373 - 3715) (3 disks) Buttonware. ,,-------------------, 

ORDER FORM 

NAME-------------------------
Address _______________________ _ 

CITY ST ZIP 
PHONE--C.::.=f--=-~-==-....:--=-----

# of dlsks __ o $2.99 ea 
Caltf. Sales Tax (6.5%) 
Shlpptng & Handling 2 00 

T<YfAL = $ ======= 
Mall order & check or money order to: 

CalHomJa FREEWARE 
1466 Sprlngline Drive 
PaJmdale, CA 93550 

(805) 273-0300 
Call or wr1 te for fi:ee catalog. 

Available on 3.5" media - $3.99 ea. 
We do not accept VISA or MC. 

A SW.ldi.uy of PC Plus Conaulting. 
\ BYfE-588 I 

--------------------~ 

Circle 221 on Reader Service Card 

gram that connects portable IBM PCom
patibles like my Zenith Z-183 to desktop 
PCs (and thus makes it easy to move 
things from 31f2- to 5 1A-inch disks and 
vice versa). Now Traveling Software has 
DeskLink. 

LapLink connects machines with a 
cable about 4 feet long. DeskLink comes 
with small cable stubs to connect to your 
machine's serial port (as with LapLink, 
the DeskLink cables have both 9-pin and 
25-pin connectors) . The stubs end in nor
mal telephone jack connectors. You then 
use telephone wire to connect machines 
up to 75 feet apart. 

After that, you have a two-computer 
network with the ability to transfer files, 
get programs from one computer and run 
them on the other, share a printer, and so 
forth . The user interface is different from 
La pLink, but it's no harder to use. It does 
require a memory-resident driver. Once 
that's installed , there's also a talk feature 
that lets you send messages to the other 
computer's operator. 

When ,I first saw DeskLink at COM
DEX, I asked Traveling Software's Mark 
Eppley when he'd have a link to the Mac
intosh. He acted amazed that I'd guessed 
what they were working on, but it was an 
easy prediction. I now have that version. 
Lap Link Mac connects a PC to a Mac and 
allows file transfers at 57,600 baud
somewhat faster than AppleTalk. This is 
particularly useful when transferring 
large PageMaker files from the PC to the 
Mac . Like the other Traveling Software 
networking programs, LapLink Mac 
comes with the right cable and works 
about the way you expect it to. The docu
mentation will help you get it set up, but 
once that 's done you probably won't need 
it anymore. 

I'm not sure how they got Mac and PC 
computers to talk to each other at 57 ,600 
baud, but they've done it. If you have 
both a Mac and a PC, you'll want this 
program around just in case. 

Solving Equations 
I have TK! Solver Plus , Borland's Eure
ka: The Solver, and MathCAD. A real 
comparison would take more room than I 
have left; I fear it's short-shrift time . 

In my judgment, Eureka is the easiest 
to set up and use . It doesn 't cost much, 
and there ' s a lot of bang for the buck. It 's 
very intuitive, and no high school student 
with a PC should be without it. However, 
college students and advanced users will 
soon run up against its limits . The num
ber of variables and equations can ' t be 
greater than 20, and even within those 
limits, Eureka can be bloody slow when 
the problems get hairy . 

TK! Solver Plus is extremely power
ful. Alas, its cost is based on the profes-



sional tool it is ; but if you 're in the sci
ence or engineering business, you really 
can't afford to be without it, now that it's 
no longer copy-protected and can run 
cleanly from a hard disk drive . 

Unlike Eureka, TK! Solver Plus isn' t 
particularly easy to learn, what with unit 
sheets, rule sheets , table sheets, variable 
sheets, and the like. I may be dense, but I 
found the introduction confusing on first 
read through. Still, it won't take more 
than a couple of hours to get started. 
Once you get the hang of it, TK! Solver 
Plus is fairly intuitive, and the manuals 
are certainly complete enough. 

MathCAD is the intermediate pro
gram. It's more powerful than Eureka 
and not as easy to learn; but it's less 
powerful than TK! Solver Plus. Math
CAD incorporates a vanilla text editor 
and some very clever tricks for creating 
mathematical symbols and simple 
graphs, making it easy to write mathe
matical documents . It would be quite 
suitable for a professor who wanted to 
write an engineering textbook. The pro
gram is billed as " The Engineer's 
Scratch Pad, " and to a large extent it lives 
up to that. 

For small problems of the sort one usu
ally encounters in college engineering 
classes, MathCAD is very intuitive-you 
basically just copy the problem out of the 
book, entering your equations with a sort 
of FORTRAN-like system, whereupon 
they are transformed on-screen into fairly 
standard mathematical symbols . 

MathCAD also includes a numerical 
integrator and differentiator ; that is , it 
won't solve derivatives and definite inte
grals , but it will give a numerical approx
imation of their value. TK! Solver Plus 
has differentiation and integration in one 
of the library modules . It 's considerably 
more powerful, but, of course, more 
complex. 

I don't think any college student 
should be without either TK! Solver Plus 
or MathCAD. My subjective opinion is 
that lower-division students will probably 
find MathCAD more useful. Because it ' s 
easier to learn and incorporates a text edi
tor , it will be used more often to do 
homework and extra credit assignments . 

When the student gets to upper divi
sions and more difficult problems, TK! 
Solver Plus 's extra power and the avail
ability of a whole raft of TK! Solver Plus 
libraries-some keyed to standard engi
neering textbooks-make it the weapon 
of choice; and it will probably be more 
useful in professional life . Of course , 
TK! Solver Plus can be used by lower
division students and even in high school. 

I'm sending both down to my son, 
who's a sophomore in aerospace engi
neering; we'll see which one he prefers . 

CHAOS MANOR 

Items Discussed 
Business Class .... .... .... ... .... . $49.95 
Activision Inc. 
P.O. Box 7287 
Mountain View , CA 94039 
(415) 960-0518 
Inquiry 939. 

Courier HST ... ... ..... ... . ..... ... .. $995 
USRobotics Inc. 
8100 North McCormick Blvd. 
Skokie, IL 60076 
(312) 982-5001 
Inquiry 940. 

Cyber Studio ... ... ... . ... .. .. .... . $89.95 
Antic Publishing Co. 
524 Second St. 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957-0886 
Inquiry 941. 

DeskLink .... ..... ...... ... ... ... . $169.95 
LapLink Mac .. ... .. . .. . ... ..... . $139.95 
Traveling Software 
19310 North Creek Pkwy. 
Bothell , WA 98011 
(206) 483-8088 
Inquiry 942. 

Either one will probably raise his grade 
point average a good half point. 

Flash: as a result of a recent deal with 
McGraw-Hill, college students can now 
buy TK! Solver Plus for $50 a copy; this 
is about the best deal in town, and no stu
dent should be without it. 

There's also a mini version of TK! 
Solver for $20; this is comparable to Eu
reka, but it's cheaper and handles more 
variables. Unlike Eureka, TK! Solver 
makes you do explicit guesses in cases 
where the equation system is indetermi
nate; Eureka will assume arbitrary values 
(which you can change if you like) . 

Winding Down 
I'm completely out of space, and my 
" ready line" is still covered with nifty 
stuff. I have a new Amiga 2000, which 
adds a vanilla PC to a much-improved 
Amiga. There's a new speech synthesizer 
from Heath; we plan on using that with 
Roberta's reading program. I've got a 
Datacam 35mrn screen camera attached 
to the Zenith Flat Technology Monitor; 
this thing uses a Polaroid kit to make in
stant 35mm slides of things like the 
NASA CD-ROM pictures of Jupiter , as 
well as my briefing charts . I can' t think 
how I ever got along without that. 

The game of the month is King of Chi-

MathCAD .. ... ... .. .. .... ... . .. ..... . $349 
MathSoft Inc. 
One Kendall Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 577-1017 
Inquiry 943. 

Physics .... .. .......... .... ......... $99.95 
Geometry .. .. .. ... .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. $99.95 
Broderbund Software 
17 Paul Dr. 
San Rafael , CA 94903 
(415) 492-3200 
Inquiry 944. 

Sundial . ... . .. ... .. .... . .. . ... .... .. $89.95 
Metroplex Digital Corp. 
P.O. Box 815729 
Dallas , TX 75381 
(817) 265-9456 
Inquiry 945. 

TK! Solver Plus ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $395 
Universal Technical Systems 
1220 Rock St. 
Rockford, IL 61101 
(815) 963-2220 
Inquiry 946. 

cago on the Amiga 2000. The Mac ver
sion of that game was horrible, and the 
Arniga version is unplayable unless you 
have a hard disk drive or lots of extra 
memory; but on the 2000 it's actually 
kind of fun . 

The book of the month is Hex Witch of 
Seldom by Nancy Springer (Baen Books) . 
I'm not usually a witchcraft and fantasy 
fan , but I met the author at a convention 
and started her book to see how she 
writes . Next thing I knew, it was 
morning. 

The computer book of the month is In
side OS/2 by Gordon Letwin (Microsoft 
Books). Whether you like OS/2 or hate it 
or don 't care at all, you'd still better read 
this book; it will tell you things you ' ll 
need to know later this year. • 

Jerry Poumelle holds a doctorate in psy
cholog.y and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future . 
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and 
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to Jerry Poumelle, c/o BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458. Please put your address on 
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due 
to the high volume of letters , Jerry cannot 
guarantee a personal reply. 
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Thanks 10 The T320Q 
The Desktop PC Can Now lake 

Its Place In History. 

When the eagerly awaited PC first hit the desks of 
the public, everyone figured it was there to stay. It 
was, after all, powerful and functional. And consider
ing it weighed about 40 lbs., it would take 
a lot to unseat it. 

Introducing a lot. The new Toshiba T3200. 
In a sleek 19 lb. package, the T3200 

acts like no other portable, or overweight 
desktop PC AI;> for that matter. 

With its two internal expansion slots, 
you can connect to a LAN, a mainframe, 
or add peripherals. 

It also has a 12 MHz 80286 micro
processor, a 40MB hard disk, and a 
720KB 31/2" diskette drive. 

And when it comes to memory, the T3200 rivals 
your clunky desktop. With its 1MB RAM that ex
pands to 4MB. We even gave it a built-in, gas plasma 

EGA display and monitor port. Which, 
by the way, are optional on ypur 

old desktop. 
All of which means you should 

calll-800-457-7777 for your nearest 
Toshiba computer and printer dealer. 

And ask to see the first portable 
PC powerful enough to push the 
desktop right into the history books. 
The T3200 is backed by the Exceptional Care program. 
No cost enroll ment required. See your dealer for details. 
PC AT is a registered trademark of International Business 
Mach ines Corporation. 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 
'loshiba America, Inc., Information Systems Division 



APPLICATIONS ONLY 

Pin-Money Programs 

The only unifying thread this 
month is that all the programs 
covered cost less than a C-note. 
What' s encouraging about this 
is that more and more of the 
software I receive is falling into 
that category . While I won't 
state flatly that prices are going down
quite a few counterexamples are stacked 
in my computer farm in the basement-at 
least I'm getting a higher percentage of 
reasonably priced packages. Here's hop
ing the trend continues . 

It Had to Happen 
Well , I'm not really sure what to say 
about this one. Years of watching the 
computer industry have taught me to be 
surprised by nothing, but I almost lost my 
studied composure over a Macintosh pro
gram entitled Electronic Call Screening 
(Kanode Associates, $49.95). If you have 
been wondering what the world was go
ing to do with HyperCard, this is your 
answer. 

Electronic Call Screening (subtitled 
"The Professional ' s Receptionist") is a 
HyperCard stack designed for anyone 
who wants to bluff the world into thinking 
that he or she is successful enough to em
ploy a secretary . Here 's how it works: 
Somehow you've managed to construct 
an interface between your Mac's speaker 
jack and your telephone line. You ' re 
working at your computer, perhaps writ
ing a letter , when suddenly the telephone 
rings . In a flash (courtesy of Multi
Finder), Electronic Call Screening pops 
onto your screen and answers the phone. 

"Hello?" says your caller . "Is that 
you, Ishmael?" 

You're sitting there, scanning a list of 
phrases provided by Electronic Call 
Screening, and you click on one of them. 
"Good afternoon, Ishmael's Whale Em
porium, " says a digitized female voice to 
the caller. "May I help you? " 

" Uh, er, may I speak to Ishmael?" 
Chuckling to yourself, you click an

other button. The digitized female voice 
says, "May I say who's calling?" 

Ezra Shapiro 

Useful software with 
an unusual attribute: It's all 

reasonably priced 

"Sheesh, " mutters your caller. " I 
didn't know Ish could afford a secretary. 
But tell him it's Ahab." 

"Sorry, he's in a meeting. " You click 
more buttons. "Would you like to hold?" 

And so it goes . Electronic Call Screen
ing gives you 69 digitized secretarial 
phrases to unleash on unsuspecting call
ers, ranging from "Please hold" and 
"May I take a message?" to "There's no 
one here by that name" and "I'm happily 
married , and I don't date clients." Your 
$49.95 gets you 65 stock phrases like 

. these, plus 4 customized with the name of 
your company. You can even have addi
tional custom phrases recorded (the basic 
list does not include "Your check is in the 
mail " ) at five bucks apiece. 

And if, perchance, your caller says 
something for which you're unprepared, 
the sixty-ninth item on the list is labeled 
"punt" -a recording that sounds like an 
accidentally broken connection. 

I do not recommend or denigrate this 
program; I merely report its existence for 
your edification. 

A Magnificent Toolbox 
Is Lotus 1-2-3 a spreadsheet program or 
an operating system? Every time I un
cover another excellent 1-2-3 add-in, I 
find myself wondering. Each new prod
uct makes 1-2-3 a stronger, healthier , and 
better integrated environment, both now 
and for the future. It has reached the 
point where there's practically no reason 
left to exit to DOS; there's an add-in for 
just about every need. 

The latest offering in this category is 
The Worksheet Utilities (Funk Software, 
$99.95) . Unlike the majority of add-in 
packages, which extend 1-2-3 beyond its 
primary function as a spreadsheet, The 
Worksheet Utilities is a terrifically solid 

collection of widgets that super
charge 1-2-3's basic capabili
ties . It's a Swiss army knife in 
software, a six-in-one assort
ment of tools that will quickly 
become indispensable to the 
heavy-duty spreadsheet jockey. 

The product is so strong, I'd be willing 
to bet that within a year it's going to be 
hard to find a serious 1-2-3 user who 
doesn't own a copy. Another SideKick? 
Quite possibly. The individual utilities 
range from convenience items all the way 
up to dramatic improvements. 

You get an auto-save utility, which 
backs up work in progress at an interval 
of your choosing. A search-and-replace 
utility lets you look for (or substitUte) 
labels, values, formulas, and/or cell ref
erences throughout your worksheet or 
within a selected range. Another utility 
lets you set the column width for a range 
of columns, rather than one at a time. 

The flashiest utility in the package is 
the step-by-step formula editor. It fits 
logically into 1-2-3, but it's quite Macin
tosh-like in operation. Editing a formula 
is a point-and-shoot procedure ; you 
select @ functions from a pull-down 
menu . A pop-up window displays full ex
planations of each function , a list of pa
rameters , and guidelines for usage . 
You're prompted for the correct number 
of function arguments as you enter your 
formula. Syntax and parenthesis errors 
are highlighted until you correct them. 
And the editor shows your entire formu
la, even ifit's longer than the SO-charac
ter single-line display you get in 1-2-3. 
It' s not quite a full debugging environ
ment, but it's pretty close. 

Next is a wonderful file-management 
utility. It lets you do all the expected .di
rectory stuff (copying, moving, deleting, 
and archiving worksheets), but it doesn't 
stop there . You can attach keywords 
and/or full descriptions to filenames for 
easy recall of worksheets . You can view 
sections of files without having to load 
complete spreadsheets . Also, you can 

continued 
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search an entire directory for labels and 
range names. 

A handy little print manager allows 
you quick access to a screen full of printer 
settings. You can store settings by name 
(for different jobs or printers) and de
velop libraries of printer-initialization 
strings; in tandem, these two capabilities 
effectively give you style sheets for 
spreadsheets . 

I've been using The Worksheet Util
ities for about two months, which covers 
the final beta-test phase and the earliest 
official-release version. I have never ex
perienced anything remotely resembling 
a crash, or even a minor glitch. These 
programs are as solidly built as they 
come. 

The product requires either version 2. 0 
or 2.01 of 1-2-3 and a minimum of384K 
bytes of RAM (that's for both 1-2-3 and 
itself) . It runs in expanded memory if 
you have it. The box includes both 5 1.4-
and 3 V2-inch disks. 

While The Worksheet Utilities doesn't 
cover all the holes in Lotus 1-2-3 (which 
can now be classified as a real senior citi
zen of the software world), it can cer
tainly make 1-2-3 significantly simpler 
and faster to use. 

A Better Spooler 
If you're doing desktop publishing on a 
Macintosh with PageMaker and an older 
PostScript laser printer with limited on
board memory (like Apple's original 
LaserWriter, for example), you abso
lutely , positively must get a copy of 
LaserSpeed (Think Technologies, $99). 
It's the only print spooler I've encoun
tered that lets you use either the Aldus 
laser driver or the standard-issue one 
from Apple. 

If you create documents that use a large 
selection of PostScript fonts, you already 
know why the Aldus driver is essential. 
The driver flushes downloaded fonts 
from your printer's memory as soon as 
it's done with them, so you can use as 
many typefaces as you'd like. There's no 
flushing with the Apple driver; once 
you've downloaded three fonts or so, 
that's it. Thus, the Aldus driver gives 
your creativity much freer rein than the 
stock Apple answer . 

Unfortunately, you pay for this creativ
ity with time. As fonts are downloaded 
when you need them, a complex docu
ment can take eons to prepare. I've had 
some single pages take as long as half an 
hour to print-and that's without graph
ics . A spooler with Aldus capability is 
therefore a major convenience. 

LaserSpeed is a print-to-disk spooler; 
output intended for the printer is dumped 
into a temporary file, then spit out to the 
printer as a background task while you 
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Celebrity ... ... . .. .. ..... .. . ... . $89 .95 
Good Software Corp. 
13601 Preston Rd. 
Suite 500W, LB 226 
Dallas, TX 75240 
(214) 239-6085 
Inquiry 935. 

Electronic Call Screening .. $49.95 
Kanode Associates 
4709 East Sandra Terrace 
Phoenix, AZ 85032 
(602) 482-3155 
Inquiry 936. 

LaserSpeed .. .. ..... .. ... .... .... .. $99 
Think Technologies Inc. 
420 Bedford St. 
Lexington, MA 02173 
(617) 275-4800 
Inquiry 937. 

The Worksheet Utilities .... $99.95 
Funk Software Inc. 
222 Third St. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 497-6339 
Inquiry 938. 

continue to work in the foreground . 
When you 've enabled the Aldus option, 
the temporary file is built to include any 
necessary downloadable fonts. Laser
Speed throws everything it needs into the 
disk file in a few seconds. Note that this 
procedure requires a goodly chunk of 
hard disk drive space; I've watched a 
300K-byte PageMaker document grow to 
over a megabyte and a half of temporary 
spool file. 

The version of the program I tested 
(1.5) is controlled with a desk accessory 
that's a snap to use. This version was not 
equipped to deal with MultiFinder, but 
MultiFinder-compatible version 1.6 was 
just about to ship when I wrote this and 
ought to be available now. 

I should point out that the product 
works just as well on routine spooling 
from word processors, databases , and 
suchlike. I love it because of its magic 
with PageMaker, but that doesn ' t mean it 
isn't a great spooler in its own right. 

Top marks. 

YAWP 
"Yet another word processor. " And yes , 
Celebrity (Good Software, $89 . 95) is yet 
another MS-DOS word processor . But it 

costs less than $100, and it's an excellent 
program, though not without a few limi
tations. Celebrity is certainly equal to
or better than-many programs priced 
much, much higher. 

It has all the basic features you'd ex
pect, plus a few extras : mail merge , a 
spelling checker with an 80,000-word 
main dictionary, an acceptable thesau
rus , a built-in calculator, an appointment 
calendar, and some macro programma
bility. Rudimentary databases, like those 
for mail merge, can be managed with 
well-designed entry forms. Formatting is 
done by means of multiple ruler lines and 
dot commands, like classic WordStar, 
though the dot commands are English 
rather than cryptic abbreviations. 

I like Celebrity ' s interface, which lets 
you enter commands in any of the three 
most popular fashions: select items from 
a Lotus/Microsoft-style horizontal 
menu ; type in commands at a command 
line; or use function-, Control-, and Alt
key sequences. This flexibility makes 
Celebrity an easy migration path , wheth
er you want to change to it or from it. 

Celebrity runs beautifully on any IBM 
PC AT -class machine with a fast hard 
disk drive, but I also tried the program on 
my old 4.77-MHz two-floppy-disk-drive 
Compaq portable to see whether it could 
be used in simpler environments. Sure 
enough , it performed quite nicely; speed 
was more than adequate, and there wasn't 
an overbearing amount of disk-thrashing. 
There are enough support files (remem
ber the dictionary and the thesaurus) to 
strongly suggest a hard disk drive, but 
you could get by with floppies . 

Limitations? No table of contents or 
index. No footnoting . File conversion 
only from WordStar and Volkswriter. No 
word count. Stuff like that; mostly minor . 
annoyances . 

I guess I would class Celebrity as an 
intermediate-level editor. If you don ' t 
have to do anything fancy, it has enough 
power to be your primary word proces
sor , but I wouldn't recommend it for 
complex projects. It would definitely 
make a good first word processor for 
someone just starting out. 

Does the world really need a midlevel 
program like this one? Hard to say . I have 
my doubts , but the program does seem to 
be growing in popularity. And my testing 
showed it to be relatively bulletproof; it 
won't hit you with any ugly surprises . 

Your move on this one. • 

Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for 
BYTE. Contact him c/o BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. Because of the volume of mail he 
receives, Ezra , regretfully, cannot re
spond to each inquiry. 



SPECIAL 
MICROSOFT WORD 4.0 

$195 
Order Status, 
Technical & Other 
Info. (602) 246-2222 
FAX# (602) 246-7805 
Call for programs not listed • IZJ .No Charge for MasterCard or Visa 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135 
FREE SOFTWARE! 

Purchase over $100 and receive one of these disks absolutely FREE! Purchases 
over $250 get two free disks, over $400 get three, or get all four disks ~hen your 
purchase is over $500! 1) MIXED BAG-A great assortment of ut11it1es and games all packed on one disk. 2) PC-WRITE-Try this famous feature packed 
word processor. It's a winner! 3) FONT-SET -Lets you set popular fonts like 
bold, underline, etc. on most late model printers from Citizen, Epson, NEG, 
Okidata, Panasonic, Star, Toshiba, etc. You can even use your printer like a 
typewriter! 4) ABC-LIST -Great mailing list program ! Sort on any field, do quali
fied searches, print reports and mailing labels, and more! 

-SOFTWARE-
Accounting 
Cyma ....... . . Low Price 
Dac Easy Acct. ... . . . . $54 
Dac Easy Payroll . 39 
Dollars & $ense 94 
In House Acct. " .. 112 
Managing Your iion.ey. :i.a· : · . . 117 

Communication Programs 
Carbon CW! Plus .. .. ... . $108 
Crosstalk I .... . .. 89 
Crosstalk MK4 . 110 
Remote ...... . . . . . . 89 
Smartcom II " 79 

Data Base Managers 
Clipper ... .$375 
Condor3 ... . . .. 325 
DBase Ill Plus " .Low Price 
DB-XL .. 80 
Fox Base Pius : : .. 195 
Genifer . ........... .189 
Paradox 2.0 Premium . .. .. 435 
PFS: Pro File . . ·. i.owPrice 
Powerbase .. . 169 
Q&A ..... " .... " . . . 189 
Quicksilver Diamond .329 
Revelation .. "" . . . 464 
A Base System v. · · · .. · .... Low Price 

81 Reflex .... .. 
Relate & Report .. 112 
VPinfo 65 

Desktop Publishing 
Pasemaker ....... .$479 
PF : First Publisher 59 
Ventura Publisher . :: 493 

Graphics 
Chartmaster . . . ...... $199 
Design Cad 2 . . . ..... . . ... 148 
Diagram Master . Low Price 
Easy Cad . . . . . . . . . . . 109 
Energraphics 2.01 . . . 294 
Generic Cad .. .. . .. .. 49 
In-A-Vision . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 270 
Microsoft Chart 3.0 ....... Low Price 
Newsroom Pro . 65 
Printshop . . 33 

Integrated 
Ability ........... . .... ... $56 
Ability Plus . . Low Price 
Enable . . . . . . . . . Low Price 
Framework II . . . . .. Low Price 
Smart System . . . ....... . . 429 
Symphony ...... Low Price 

Languages . 
Lattice C Compiler . . . . .. . .. $220 
Microsoft C Compiler . 275 
Microsoft Fortran .. .. . . . . Low Price 
Microsoft Macro Assembler 92 

Languages 
Microsoft Pascal .... .. ... Low Price 
Microsoft Quick Basic 59 
Microsoft Quick C . .. .. . .. .. 59 
Ryan McFarlan Fortran ......... 342 
Ryan McFarlan Cobol . . ...... 549 
Turbo Basic 59 
Turbo C . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 59 
Turbo Pascal . 59 
Turbo Prolog . 59 

Multi-User Software 
Fox Base . . .. .......... $299 
Word Perfect. . . . . .. .... ..... . 310 
Word Perfect Modules . . . . ... ea 75 
Microsoft Word . Low Price 

Project Manager 
Microsoft Project ......... Low Price 
Super Project Plus. . . .. Low Price 
Timeline 2.0 . . . . . . . .. . . $270 
Total Havard Man. 2 . . . Low Price 

Spreadsheet 
Lotus 1-2-3 . . . . . . . . ... Low Price 
Microsoft PC Excel . . . . ... $302 
Spreadsheet Auditor ........ 82 
Supercalc 4 . Low Price 
Surpass . . . . . . 329 
VP Planner Plus 88 

Utilities 
Copy II PC . 
Cop)'Write ... 
Cub1t. . . . . 
Deskview 2.0 . .. 
Direct Access . 

.. " ....... " .$19 

Eureka ... . . . 
Fastback Plus 
Formtools . . . . .... . 
Graph in the Box 2 . 
Mace ...... .... 
Microsoft Windows 
Norton Advanced . 
Norton Utilities ... 
PC Tools Deluxe . 
Prokey 4.0 
QDOSII ... 
Righwriter . 
Sidekick .. 
Sideways 
Sqz ..... 
Superkey . . . . 
Turbo Lig~tning . 
XTree 

39 
39 
72 
49 
95 
92 
56 
55 
55 
59 
75 
48 
37 
70 
49 
75 
55 

""."" 39 
. Low Price 

55 
55 
35 

Yobrd Processing 
Microsoft Word 4.0 ........... $195 
Multimate Advantage II Low Price 
Q and A Write . .......... Low Price 
Webster Spellcheck . . . . . . . 37 
Word Perfect . . . . . . . . . . .... 195 
Word Perfect Executive ......... 106 
Word Perfect Library . . . . . 59 
Wordstar Pro . . . . . ... 233 
Wordstar 2000+ . . 194 

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-800-421-3135 
WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS 

2701 West Glendale Ave. • Phoenix, AZ 85051 
We do not guarantee compatibility 
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-HARDWARE- EGA Monitors 
AMDEK 722 . . . . $455 

Accessories 
Brooklyn Bridge . 
Copy II PC Bd. 
Curt1sRuby . .... 
Mach Ill Joystick 
Masterpiece . . 
Masterpiece+ ..... . . . 
150 Watt Power Supply 

Boards 
AST 

$72 
75 
59 
36 
88 
99 
69 

Advantage Premium 
Sixpac Premium . . . 

~~~~~r~~~ . 

... ". $285 
.. . Low Price 

" .. 129 

Color Card ... 
In Color Card . 
Graphics Plus 
INTEL 
Above PC 64K . 
Above 286 ..... . 
Orchid Tiny Turbo 
TALLTREE 
JRam3ATP . 

. .. 145 

... 302 
.. 182 

.. . ..... 225 
. .. 319 

.289 

.Low Price 

COMPUTERS 
AZ386 

80386-16 Micro Processor, 1 MB of 
Ram. Teac 1.2 MB disk drive, 220 watt 
power supply, 6 layer mother 
~oard, AT keyboard $2595 

AZTurboAT 
512K, 6 & tO MHZ. keyboard . 
200 watt power supply, one 
t.2 teac drive, Phoenix Bios . ·$975 

AZ TurboXT 
t35 watt power supply, One 360K 
drive, 640K, keyboard • $519 

AZ10 
150 watt power supply, duai 360K 
drive, tO MHZ mother board, 640K, 
keyboard $515 

AST286 
Premium Computer 

512K.expandableto2MBon thesystem 
board, AT enhanced style keyboard, 
parallel, serial and clock, 1.2MB floppy 
disk drive. 7 expansion slots, two 32 
bit fastram slots, DOS 3.1 & Basic 
1 year warranty Low Price 

EGA Boards 
ATI Ega Wonders . 
NECGBI ...... . 
Paradise Auto 480 
Quad EGA Plus 
Vega VGA . 

...... . ... $195 
..... Low Price 

... 155 

... 165 
.. 299 

Casper ... . . . ... . . . ..... . .. 410 
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan . . . . .. 486 
NEC 
Multisync Plus . . . .. Low Price 

Hard Cards 
Plus 20 MB .. . .. .. . .. . Low Price 
Plus 40 MB . . ..... ... Low Price 

· Hard Drives 
. .$269 Sea gate 20MB . 

. ... ... 299 Seagate 30 MB ... 
Seagate 30 MB AT . . .. 
Seagate ST-125 w/cont .. 
Seagate ST-138 w/cont . 

Modems 

Low Price 
". 329 

.399 

AZ 300/1200 . . . . . . $75 
Everex 300/1200 . . . . . . . 89 
Hayes 1200 . . . Low Price 
Hayes 1200B ........... Low Price 
Hayes 2400 ............ Low Price 
U.S. Robotics 2400 . . . .. . 335 

Mice 
Genius. .. ........ . $59 
Log itech · ... . . .. .. .. .. . . Low Price 
Microsoft Bus 'w/Palntbrush . 92 
Microsoft Serial . . . . . . 92 
Optimouse w/Dr Halo . . . 89 
Optimouse w/DPE . . 185 

Monitors 
AMDEK 
410Amber . . ..... .. .... $145 
MAGNAVOX RGB . . . .. ... Low Price 
PRINCETON 
Max12 . .. 138 
HX 12E . . .. .460 
SAMSUNG . 
ffi Amber w/ti lt . 76 
Color w/tilt . . 249 

Printers 
cmZEN 
MSP 10 . . ....... . $249 
MSP 15 . . 315 
MSP20 .285 
120D ". .. . .142 
Premiere 35 . . .... 471 
Tribute224 ... . ........... 639 
EPSON-Call on all models 
NEC 
~X~ . . ~5 
P7 Parallel . . .... . 595 
8850 " . . . . . 1059 
P6 Parallel . . . .. 419 
P960XL .. 1005 
P2200 ............... . 335 
OKlDATA-Call on all models 
PANASONIC-Call on al l models 
STAR MICRONICS 
NB24-10 ................... 456 
NB24-1 5 ..... 610 
ND10 .. .. .275 
NX1000 . . . . . .. .. .. .. .179 
TOSHIBA-Call on all models 

TERMS: Sh1pp1ng on most software 1s $5.00. fJJ.. orders +6.7°-b sates tax. Personal check/company check-allow 
rouneen (14) days to cleat We accept purchase orders !rom authonzed mstitutions 101 3.5% more than cash pnce. All returns arc subJect to our approval. There w11l be a 20% restock fee. Mm1mum phone order $50. All 
pnces are subJect to change. Due to copynght laws we cannot take back any open software. 

Servicing our PC buyers with 
low pricing and technical 
experience since 1979. 

Phone Hours: Monday, Wednesday & 
Thursday 7 am-90am; Tuesday & Friday 
7am-5 pm; Satruday 9am-5pm MST. 
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••• Keeps you going full steam ahead when other 
debuggers let you down! With four models to pick 
from, you111 find a Periscope that has just the 
power you need. 

Start with the model that fi ts your current needs. I f you 
need more horsepower, upgrade for the difference in 
price plus S 101 

When you move to another Periscope model, don't 
worry about having a lot to learn ... Even when you move 
to the most powerful model, Periscope III , an extra dozen 
commands are all that 's involved. 

A Periscope I user who recently began using 
Periscope III writes, "! like tbe 
.fact t!Jat witbin tbe first balf 
!Jour of use I was debugging my 
program instead of learning to 
use t!Je debugger " 

• Periscope's software is solid, comprehensive, and 
flexible. It helps you debug just about any kind of program you can 

write ... thoroughly and efficiently. 
Periscope's the answer for debugging device-drivers, memory-resident, non-DOS, 

and interrupt-driven program s. Periscope works with any language, and provides 
source and/or symbol support for programs written in high-level languages and 

assembler. 

• Periscope's hardware adds the power to solve the 
really tough debugging problems. The break-out switch lets 

mu break into the system any time. You can track clown a bug 
instantly, or just check what 's going on , without having to 
reboot or power clown and back up. That 's really use ful when 
your system hangs! The switch is included with Periscope I, 
Periscope II, and Periscope III . 

Periscope I has a board with 56K of write-protected RAM . 

Periscope Break~Out 
Switch 

The Periscope so ftware resides 
in this memory, safe from run
awav programs. DOS memory, 
where debugger so ftware 
would normally reside, is 

thus freed up for vour program . 
Periscope II I has a boa rd with 64 K of 

write-protected RAM , which performs the 
same function as the Periscope I protected 
memorv. A 10 . 

Periscope I Board 

The Periscope III board adds another powerful dimension to your 
debugging. Its hardware breakpoints and real-time trace buffer let you track clown 
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bugs that a softwa re
oriented debugger would 
take too long to find, or 
can't find at all ' 

Periscope Ill Board 

What Periscope Users 
Like Best: 

" ! like rhe clean, solid design and the crash 

Periscope I user 

" I li ke rhe abilir v ro break our of (a) locked 
up svsrem' " Periscope II user 

'' I am ,·en· impressed11·irh Periscope II -X 
... ir has become m1· 'hea1·y dury' debugger 
of choice, especiall y if I need ro work on a 
memory resident uti lity or a device drive r." 

Periscope II-X user 

.. Periscope Ill is rhe perfect answer ro 
rhe debugging needs of anyone involved in 
real-rime programming for rhe PC ... The 
real rime trace fearure has saved me manv 
hours of heartache alreadv." · 

Periscope Ill user 

• Periscope I includes a half-length 
board with 56K of wrire-prorecred RAM ; 
break-our switch; software and manu:tl for 
5345 

• Periscope II includes break-out switch: 
so ft ware and manual for 5175. 

• Periscope II-X includes so ft ware and 
manual (no hard11·a re) for Sl45. 

• Periscope Ill includes a full -length 
board11· ith 64K of 11-rire-protecred RA~I. 
hardware breakpoints and rea l-time trace 
buffer; break-out switch; so ftware and 
manual. Periscope Ill for machines run 
ning up to 8 ~ 1H z is 5995: for machines 
runn ing up to 10 MHz. 51095 . 

REQUIREMENTS : IBM PC, XT, AT. or close 
compatible (Periscope Ill requires hardware 
as we ll as software compatibility); DOS 2.0 or 
later: 64K ava ilable memon·; one disk dri1·e; 
an 80-column mon itor. 

Call us with your questions. We'l l be happy 
ro sencl you free informal ion or help vou 
clecicle on the model that best firs 1·our 
needs. 

Order Your Periscope, 
Toll-Free, Today! 
800-722-7006 

Circle 227 on Reader Service Card 
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Introduction 
CPU Architectures 

I n his overview of microprocessor architectures , Pete Wil
son notes, "When talking about computers, you can use 

the word architecture in several different ways." The impre
cision is not a result of a failure to understand the subject. 
Rather, it is an indication of just how personal the design cri
teria can sometimes be. It goes to show that hardware de
signers often disagree on some of the most bedrock aspects 
of computer design . 

This month's In Depth overview, "The CPU Wars," reca
pitulates the evolution of microprocessors and shows the 
branchpoints at which one or another design factor assumed 
dominance and became a standard feature of succeeding chip 
generations. In addition, Mr. Wilson points to factors be
sides the mental activity of the designer that influence CPU 
design. Such pressures as economics, technology, intended 
use, and the expectations of others can and have played their 
parts in determining whether the design of the next genera
tion is presented in terms of maximum potential . 

Bearing in mind the intensely personal nature of what de
signers consider worthwhile, as well as the pressures they 
face, Richard Grehan and Jane Morrill Tazelaar decided to 
see if there were "lessons to be learned by looking at some of 
the glaring omissions in earlier-generation CPUs. " In 
"What They Did Wrong," our editors combine their own ex
perience with that of BIX members joined to microproces
sor-specific conferences, and the result is a list of what users 
think are vital characteristics essential to any design. 

In the provocatively titled article "Modeling Chaos," 
Peter Wayner points out that in some cases you really can't 
get there from here if all you're doing is boosting horse
power. Sometimes, he notes, you simply have to attack the 
problem from an entirely new angle. Such is the case with 
the application of parallel processing to otherwise over
whelming computation problems, such as fluid-flow simula
tions. The results achieved by parallel processing have been 
encouraging with certain types of problems. Although some 
drawbacks nag parallel-architecture machines, the design 
concept is proving itself, as the two examples in this article 
show. 
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Finally, Trevor Marshall presents "Real-World RISCs," a 
revealing discussion of the proposition "it's not important 
how you play the game, but how you design the playing 
field ." What matters these days is not so much how fast or 
what kind of memory a computer has, but the configuration 
of the memory interface. Put another way, a fast processor 
won't do you much good if you can't get the data in and out 
fast enough to capitalize on the high points of the CPU's 
design . Mr. Marshall looks at the problems and proposes 
some solutions. 

-Glenn Hartwig, Associate Managing Editor 



CPU ARCHITECTURES 

The CPU Wars 
An overview of the microprocessor battlefield, and how it got that way 

MACINTOSH AND IBM PC machines 
differ in a more essential way than in their 
mutual inability (sans extra goodies) to 
read from or write to each other's disks . 
The PC family uses the Intel 8086-family 
architecture, and the Mac, the Motorola 
68000-family architecture. The differ
ences between these two processor de
signs are quite fundamental . What led 
Motorola and Intel in such different 
directions? 

For the next few pages I'll look at the 
issue of processor architectures-that is , 
the fundamental design decisions inher
ent in a processor-and come to some 
conclusions about how the varying 
choices can be compared and how the de
cisions got made. Articles that follow in 
this section look at some of the problems 
that classic CPU designs exhibit, and ex
plore new designs, such as reduced
instruction-set computer (RISC) proces
sors and parallel-architecture systems. 

When talking about computers, you 
can use the word architecture in several 
different ways. While it always refers to 
something fundamental to the issue being 
discussed, the implications can be quite 
fuzzy ("The 6502 is an 8-bit architec
ture") or surprisingly focused ("The 
SPARC is an overlapping-windows RISC 
architecture " ). I'll use the word to 
indicate the major functional decisions 
embodied in a design without being 
overly concerned about, for example, the 
size of the data object the processor can 
easily deal with. This makes it possible to 
discuss 6502s, 80286s, and T800s on an 
equal footing , which is more fun. 

The various microprocessors available 

Pete Wilson 

today show that competent designers can 
disagree strongly on fundamental aspects 
of computer design. To see how this 
arises, I'll recapitulate the evolution of 
microprocessors. I'll design (in broad 
outline) a series of computer architec
tures, starting with a very simple one 
whose capabilities will be strongly con
strained by technology and advancing 
through successive designs using better 
technology. And for each paper design, 
I'll show a commercial design that re
flects similar decisions . 

Constraining Factors 
Before jumping into that, though, it's 
worthwhile pointing out that computer 
architecture is not a purely cerebral activ
ity; a company implementing a micropro
cessor is constrained by several factors : 
chiefly economics, technology, needs, 
and fads. Economics-that is, general 
market forces-is perhaps the strongest. 
It can cut both ways: It can allow the con
tinued existence of a relatively poor 
design despite the ready availability of 
better ones (because there's so much 
software investment in the poorer design 
that no one wants to risk putting effort 
into a new machine); and it can facilitate 
the entrance of a new design (e.g. , be
cause Sun has put SPARC architecture 
into the public domain, anyone can build 
it; this could well be the opportunity the 
Japanese semiconductor vendors have 
been waiting for-a competent design 
suitable for mass production that won't 
result in lawsuits when they chum them 
out by the million) . 

Technology must always be a factor; 

the choice made when you've got a mil
lion transistors to play with may not be 
the same as when you're limited to 
10,000. But technology and economics 
intertwine; most customers like some 
sort of continuity in the products they 
buy, so the decisions made for a design 
restricted to a small number of transistors 
can haunt a vendor even when the tech
nology allows better decisions . 

What you want the thing to do must 
also have some effect on a machine's ar
chitecture. A machine designed to be 
used in low-speed logic replacement may 
be out of place in a Unix system; a pro
cessor optimized for Pascal can be a poor 
fit to Pro log . 

Finally, what everybody expects of you 
(or your own pet theory) can constrain ar
chitectures. This year, it would be hard to 
introduce a new architecture as complex 
as a VAX or 32x32; the masses demand 
RISC designs. And within designs, the 
architects ' predilections show: for in
stance, SPARC's register windows and 
the T800's message-passing instructions. 

From Simple Beginnings 
Let' s put these issues to one side and look 
at the purely technical issues. To begin 
with, assume we've got only a primitive 
technology and we want a reasonably 
general-purpose processor . We need 
some memory (to hold the program and 
data) , an ALU (to do useful things like 
ADD and exclusive-OR), and something 
to tell us what instruction to execute next. 
To get the machine to do something, we 
have it execute a program, which is a col-

continued 
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THE CPU WARS 

Architectural Metrics 
H ow can we compare one proposed 

architecture to another existing 
one? If we cannot measure the goodness 
of an architecture , we're going to have 
major difficulties designing a competi
tive processor. The first thing to note is 
that we cannot usefully compare archi
tectures , since the point of an architec
ture is as a specification for a re.al com
puter. Instead, we can say that if we 
compare implementations of architec
tures at constant technology, then we 
should get an indication of comparative 
worth . 

This really is a lot like a benchmark
ing exercise, but with two subtle twists
first , it' s necessary to be fair to the other 
guys , and second, the notibn of cost is a 
bit different. When comparing two per
sonal computers with roughly equiva
lent performance and different prices, 
you can pretty quickly decide on the 
cheaper one; however, the price of a sys
tem is only loosely based on physics and 
is more strongly affected by the manu
facturer 's accounting practices, expec
tations, positioning, and other economic 
factors (of course, cost is one factor) . 

Being fair to the other guys involves, 
for example, noticing that when your 
machine comes out it will be imple
mented in 1-micron CMOS while 
theirs-which already exists-is done in 

Performance 

1.5-micron CMOS . Your machine will 
go faster than theirs simply because the 
transistors are smaller and switch faster. 
So whatever performance figures you 
use, you must normalize to keep tech
nology level. 

The real cost of a processor is fairly 
difficult to estimate. There are two por
tions-the cost of the chip (or chips) it
self, plus the cost of the memory to hold 
the program and data. If the processor is 
very small and cheap but with horrid 
code density, it will be cheaper than a 
competitor's product with a bigger chip 
and good code density-only up to the 
point where the cost of memory for the 
cheap processor swamps the processor 
chip cost. 

Using these factors, we can imagine a 
method for comparing architectures. 
First, identify a range of programs span
ning the spectrum from small code/ 
small data up to large code/large data, 
and including large code/small data and 
small code/large data. Examples (in the 
same order) might be a washing ma
chine controller, a banking application, 
a complex real-time signal processing 
system, and a Lisp interpreter; in real
ity, many examples are needed . Now 
measure the machines using these 
benchmarks, normalize the results (to 
constant technology), and plot the rna-

Performance 

Code size 

chine's performance surface . This is a 
three-dimensional surface where the 
height is the normalized performance 

, and the x and y axes are code size and 
data size (see figure A) . 

On such a graph , we can say that if ar
chitecture A's surface is always below 
the surface of architecture B, then A is 
worse than B. What's more likely to 
happen, though, is that the surfaces in
tersect, as in figure B. Then we can still 
say something very useful , such as A is 
20 percent better than B for all systems 
requiring less than a megabyte. In real 
use, we'd have to be careful about what 
we mean by " big programs." Some big 
programs, for example, spend all their 
time in one of a small number of loops . 
The end result would probably be that , 
rather than a surface, we'd end up with a 
fuzzy "performance volume." 

To introduce cost-effectiveness rather 
than simply raw performance, we need 
only to replace the vertical axis with 
performance/cost, whe~e we compute 
cost as the sum of the processor chip 
cost plus the cost of the memory . We can 
compute the normalized cost of the 
chips by estimating their areas (at con
stant technology)-cost goes up expo
nentially with area, making small chips 
attractive-and adding in the cost of the 
appropriate memory system. 

Code size 

Figure A: A method for comparing CPU architectures. 
The height of the surface is its normalized performance, 
and the x andy axes are code and data size. 

Figure B: Typical performance plot comparing two 
CPUs. 
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THE CPU WARS 

lection of commands stored in the mem
ory . We have to encode the desired opera
tions in some reasonable manner, so that 
we can represent reasonably well what 
the machine should do , and also so that it 
can decode our intentions and obey them 
without using too much hardware . 

To start somewhere, look at all the 
things we want the ALU to do . We'd like 
it to do addition and subtraction (we'lllet 
it use two's complement binary numbers , 
because they fit the technology well) and 
a bunch of logical operations, shifts, 
comparisons, and so forth. If we list them 
all (omitting multiplication and division, 
since they're too complicated to be done 
in roughly zero transistors), we'll find 
that there are fewer than 256 and more 
than 16; this makes it attractive to think 
about using a byte to indicate the opera
tion we'd like performed. 

Now we can say add, but we haven't 
said what to add to what. The simplest 
thing is to have a special register-call it 
the accumulator-belonging to the ALU, 
and to say that add means "take some
thing and add it into the value in the regis
ter, leaving the result in that register ." 
Because we have few transistors , the ac
cumulator can be only 8 bits in size. 
Now, all we have to do is to specify the 
"something"; the obvious solution is to 
be able to add something from the mem
ory into the accumulator. If we do the 
sensible thing and limit the size of the 
memory to 64K bytes (if we don't have 
enough transistors to build a complex 
processor, we won't be able to afford 
much memory, either), we can specify 
any address in 16 bits . So that gives us 
24-bit instructions (8 bits of op code and 
16 bits of address). And we'll add load 
and store instructions to allow move
ment of data between the accumulator 
and memory. 

The number 24looks nasty; not only is 
it not very binary, it's also wiry big-our 
programs will use up lots of expensive 
memory . And besides , we want the ma
chine to do more than loads , adds, and 
stores-we'd like, for example, to be able 
to look at each member of a collection of 
values in memory. We can do this by in
venting another operation-an indirect 
load. A normal load instruction uses the 
16 bits to select a memory cell whose 
value we copy into the accumulator; an 
indirect load selects a memory cell whose 
value we use to select another memory 
cell whose value we load into the accu
mulator . Now, by messing around with a 
memory cell's value, we can play with 
data structures. 

But such an indirect load has two prob
lems . First, it involves two memory ac
cesses, and the first rule of microproces
sor design says that it's always easy to 

build a processor that can do something 
much faster than affordable memory can 
cycle. So we've just put a performance 
bottleneck into our machine. Second, play
ing with the address location in memory 
means destroying the value we had in the 
accumulator (so if we want to add up the 
values in 50 locations, we'll be doing a lot 
of loading and storing, which involves 
memory accesses and tends to be slow). 

Luckily, experience indicates that 
when we're playing with collections of 
values, we often play with successive ele
ments (or elements related in some way) . 
This means that we will keep going back 
to play with a single address location-for 
example, to increment it by 1. Suppose 
we give the processor another register to 
be used as an address register? 

The only problem with this is that there 
aren't enough transistors to make this ad
dress register 16 bits-we can manage 
only 8. So we can't address all the mem
ory. Since we need to, we'll have to keep 
the original idea of indirect loads, but 
we'll change the meaning to "add the 
value of the address register to the value 
in the specified location to form an ad
dress." Now we've still got the memory 
access, but we can meddle with the ad
dress register (useful things like adding 1 
to it) with a small number of extra in
structions, so we can compute a sequence 
of addresses without destroying the value 
in the accumulator. 

Now we can make one more optimiza
tion. We 'll make the instructions 16 bits 
long instead of 24 bits by restricting the 
address portion of the instruction to 8 
bits. Now we are restricted to using the 
bottom 256 locations of the memory as 
our indirection values, but the programs 
have all shrunk by 33 percent, and the 
machine goes faster (we need fewer mem
ory cycles to read the instructions from 
memory , since the instructions are 
smaller) . 

A few more details, and the design is 
done . We need a few more registers-the 
program counter, a 16-bit register to 
indicate the next instruction to execute, 
plus some instructions to manipulate this 
(so we can jump). We need some method 
of comparing values so that we can write 
programs that are data-dependent; the 
simplest method is to have a set of bits in 
the ALU set on arithmetic or logical in
structions to indicate the result was 0, or 
greater than 0, or that overflow occurred, 
and so forth. And we need some instruc
tions that change the program counter if a 
particular bit is set . 

Finally, both common sense and a 
sense that memory is expensive lead us to 
want some method of having just one 
copy of a piece of code that does some-

continued 
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The best 

Modula-2 
compilers for PCs and 

compatibles 

Taylor Modula-2 

* unrivalled speed of-compilation 
7,000-10,000 lines per minute (80286, 8 MHz). 

* excellent code 
Mini-computer standard global optimisation. Code per
forms 1580 Dhrystone tests per second! (80286,8 MHz) 

* ultra-compact 
high code density and a library of unrivalled compactness 
(23 modules in a total of 13K!) 

* completely,standard Implementation 
Follows N. ' Wir-t~l$ standard for Modula-2. BIOS indepen
dent- useib~si!lc DOS exclusively. 

* easy to use~· 
Straighlforwa 'USer interface. Comprehensive documen-
tation f programmers. · 

* Guaran upport 
One yea ~illptee. Maintenance contracts available. 
Swiss quality p ct. 

$900 
$10 

$99 
dula-2 software development system 

1911owing features in an easy-to-use 

-modem, s 
- fast compiler 
-linker prodUfl!QQ, EXE programs 
- unique ager 
- compre dard library 

' J There are a .mber of tools, toolboxes, demo disks,'pub-
lic domain program's and books for M2SDS - probably more 
than development system! M2SDS was used for 
the of the Farsight integrated business software pack-
age! 
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NEC Multispeed .............. $1348.64 
NEC Multispeed EL ..... . . . . . . . 1499.76 
NEC Multispeed HD w/20 Meg ... 2365.77 
NEC Powermate 2, 40 Meg ....... NEW 
NEC Powermate 2, 66 Meg . ..... LOWER 
NEC Powermate 386, 66 Meg . . . . . NEC 
NEC Powermate 386, 130 Meg . .. PRICES 

WHY PAY 
RETAIL? 

TOSHIBA 
1100 Plus •..•.•..• . .. $1519.10 
3100 w/20 Meg ....... 2998.50 
1000 ..•....... . ....... 889.41 
1200 ....... . ......... 2237.55 
3200 ........... . SPECIAL BUY 
5100 ..... .... .... NEW MODEL 

ASt 
MDL 80 ...... $1570.70 MDL 170 . . . . . $2949.36 
MDL 90 ...... . 1879.15 MDL 300 . .... 3380.40 
MDL 120 . . . 2219.05 MDL 340 ..... 4099.65 
MDL 140 ..... 2599.55 MDL 390 .. . .. 5540.40 

WYSE 
MDL 2108 ... $1082.50 MDL 2214 . . .. $1868.30 
MDL 2112 ..... 1568.20 MDL 3216 ..... 2658.05 

I3:M PS2 
MDL 30, 2 dr .. $1272.20 MDL 60, 70 Meg . LOWER 
MDL 30, 20 Meg .1725.17 MDL 80. 40 Meg .. IBM 
MDL 60. 40 Meg .. . SAVE MDL 80. 70 Meg. PRICES 

aJ/IIf.M/l T. 
Deskpro 286, Model 1 ............... $2138.55 
Deskpro 286, 40 Meg . . . .. ....... . . . . 2629.10 
Deskpro 286. 70 Meg . . ............. . 2940.20 
Deskpro 386, 40 Me!! ....... . ....... . 4662.05 
Deskpro 386, Model 60, 20 MHz ....... 5579.30 
Deskpro 386, Model 130, 20 MHz ...... 7059.92 
Deskpro 386. Model 300, 20 MHz . . .. . . 9168.20 
Portable II. Model 2 . . . . . .. 1896.10 
Portable It , Model 4 . . . . . . 27gJ.OO 
Portable Ill. Model 20 . 3577.85 
Portable ltl . Model 4U . . . . .. 4159.33 

~ 
PB88 IXT Turbo) 640K. 1 Floppy, DOS. 
S/P/C, Monitor Adapter & Keyboard ..... S699.64 
PB88 w /1 floppy, 20 Meg ...... .... ... 956.80 
VT286 (AT Compat.) 10 MHz, 0 Wai t State, 
1.2M Floppy, S/P/C, FIH Cont. & Keyboard 1299.36 
VT286 w /20 Meg ................... 1573.50 
VT286 w 140 Meo ... . .. . ...... ...... 1724.10 

TOSHIBA 
T1100 Plus . .. $1499.10 T1000 . .. . .... S759.41 

mgg· .20 s~~M(9~IT~ m~~ · ·· .N·Ew5~~~~ 
~AT&T 

6300 wi640K 1 Dnve ............... $849.20 
6300 wi640K 2 Drives . . . . . . . . ....... 934.42 
6300 wi640K 1 Floppy, 20 Meg ....... . 1159.60 
6300 wi640K 1 Floppy, 30 Meg .. . ..... 1187.70 
6300 wi640K 1 Floppy, 40 Meg .. . ..... 1410.90 
631216386 WGS .. .... .. . .............. CALL 

All AT&Ts Include keyboard. Monnor and DOS addHional. 

,7£NirN 

Z·183 ..... ............ ALL ZENITH MODELS 
Z·183, 20 Meg ................. IN STDCK 
Z·386 ...... . ............... CALL FOR PRICE 

Other Computers Available Upon Request 

DRIVE CARDS 
MINISCAIBE 30 Meg Flashcard .. ...... 5425.96 
MOUNTAIN 20 MeQtaO M!'.J! .... 549.401 819.80 

RU~ Bm~BP~rrit 18 M'ig0 
.. · .. ·. : ·. : ·. ·. ~~U~ 

WESTERN DIGITAL 30 Meg .. .. . .. ..416.30 

DRIVES FOR A'h & 288a 

Word Perfect 4 2 5'M3Vz •• •••• . . •• . • $199.901214.90 
dBase Ill+ 5'M3Vz .. ...... .... .... .. 399.001424.00 
Lotus 1-2·3 5'M3'h . ••. •. ••• . •• . •. . . . 305.001327.00 
Paradox VersiOn 2.0 ...... .. ................ 399.00 
Ventura Software Vers1on 1.1 .. .......... .. . . 499.00 
MICROSOFT Word V 41Excell ..... •.. •• 243.501319.30 

NDIJDfly Set/4 
ftJr ls$$ 

PRINTERS 

GCITIZEN 
1200 ........ $169.55 MSP40 .. .. $318.45 
124 ... . .. . . . . . 495.10 MSP45 .. 459.20 
1800 .. .... ... 188.85 MSP50 ........ 385.64 
224 .......... 668.30 MSP55 . ....... 489.66 
MSP10 .. ...... 286.20 Premiere 35 .. . 477.17 

IQJ©@~I~~( by Kodak 
150P 1300 ... . ...... . . . .. . 5319.171479.17 

EPSON 
EX800. . . . . .CALL LX800 ........ ALL 
EX1000 . . .. CDW'" L0500 . . .. .. EPSON 
FX86e ..... FOR BEST LOB50. . . . MODELS 
FX286e .. ... PRICE L01050. . IN 
Call lor Accessories L0·2500 .. ... STDCK 

IBM 
Pro Printer II . . 5447.95 Ouietwriter Ill .. $1346.82 

NE.C 
Color P6 ..... $539.74 Color P7 ..... $699.12 
P6 SO col . 439.22 P7 136 col ..... 609.35 
P5XL ...... .899.75 P9XL ........ 1035.70 
P2200 . . . . . . . 364.65 8850 ........ 1040.79 
3550.. . . . . 719.12 CALL FOR ACCESSORIES 

()fQOO'A 
Okimate 20 ... $122.74 ML 182P .... . $232.50 
ML 182S . . . 279.76 ML 192 Plus ... 329.50 
ML 193 Plus .. 456.48 ML 292 Plus .. . 377.44 
ML 293 Plus .. 516.55 ML 294 ....... 747.10 
ML 393 . . . . 949.55 LASERLINE 6 .1229.30 

PANASONIC 
10801 . . . 5179.60 10911 . 5219.85 

.433.44 
. 274.32 

.. 579.10 

1092i .. ...... . 334.28. 1592 
1595 . " " . " . 459.45 3131 " 
3151 ... 409.52 1524 .. 

TOSHIBA 
P321SL . . . . . . 5494.85 P351·2 Color .$1199.95 
P341 SL ....... 634.17 P351SX ....... 995.05 

LASER PRINTERS 
H·P Laser Jet Model 2 . 

~lc ~~~~~ l Lcasa· ...... ·. 
NEG LCB90 Postscript .... . 
Toshiba PageLaser . . . . . . . . 

.. 1749.40 
.. .. 689.00 

.. IN STDCK 
" . ..3295.60 

............ SAVE 

1023 ..... $3636.36 1043 ...... $6535.15 
1042 ..•. . . 7539.95 1044 ..... 10 305.06 

I SOMMASKETtH I 
12x12 .. . . . $376.30 12x18 ..... $632.50 

HEWLETI PACKARD H USTDN 

HP7440A .... $968.30 
HP7475A . . . . 1417.44 
HP7550 . .. . . 2926.56 
HP7570 ..... 3931 .20 
HP SCANJET ... SAVE 

INSTRUMENTS 
HI DMP·42 
HI DMP·52 

HI DMP·52MP 
HI DMP·56A 
HI OMP·61 
HI DMP·62 

112 height floppy drive ................ $99.00 
MINISCRIBE 20 Meg 112 height w I cont. . 329.14 

~~~~KrRJ8io 3~e~e~,/fie~~~1h~ a~d ~ii~e j~~1~ 
SEAGATE 30 Meg 1/2 height wiRLL ..... 309.72 
SEAGATE 40 Meg 112 height ........... 432.50 
GENOA 60 Meq mt. taoe ........... ... 734.60 
GENOA 60 Meo ext. tape . . ... .. .... . . . 895.10 
GENOA 125 Meg int . tape . ............ 995.85 
IOMEGA BERNOULLI 10+ 10 ........... 1395.25 
IOMEGA BERNOULLI 20 + 20 . . . . . . . . . 1629.99 
IOMEGA 20 Meg 112 height int. ......... 995.55 
IOMEGA 20+20 Externar 5'14 .......... 1795.73 

t1~~~N 2~0M ~~% ~Pt~t~;;~1ufatie .. ·.399:1ol ~~~j~ 
MOUNTAIN 4440 int. ...... .' ..... .. . . .. 368.80 
MOUNTAIN 4440 ext. ............. .... 547.75 

• NOVELL NETWORKING 
SANTA CLARA Diskless Workstation .... $640.40 

SOFTWARE & STARTER KITS 
WESTERN DIGITAL 3 Node LAN kit 

w I Western Digital software . .... . . . . . S720.34 
Entry·level 286 Starter Kit , 4 Users ...... 489.90 
En~,7E·Ievel 286 Starter Kit, 8 Users ... . .. . SAVE 

~8vm §~¥ ~~~::ee ~~e~erca~d. : : : : : J~~m 
NOVELL SFT Netware Level II V2.1 ... . . 2757.60 
Nondedicated Netware Software 286 

w I Keycard ....................... 1539.09 
INTERFACE CARDS 

ARCNET PC110 LANBoard . . . . . . . . .$199.27 
ARCNET PC210 LAN Board . . . . . . . . 269.50 
ETHERNET Interface Connector . . . . .. 349.80 
ETHERNET Plus Board (for 286) . . . .. 709.74 
G·NET Interface Card w I cable .......... 299.52 
WESTERN DIGITAL Ethernet Cards. . .... 269.10 

ACCESSORIES 
ARCNET Passive Hub ................. $85.00 
ARCNET Active Hub . . ...... 534.98 
Ethernet Terminators . .... . . . ... . . . .. . . . 37.50 
All Sales People are Novell trained and authorized. 
Call COW for all your Networking Hardware & Software. 

I' t•J:Iji•l;ll:ji=J;I£.~3J9 1;1·}.W 
COW'" color card wlp . . . . . ......... . S 99.00 
COW'" monographics card wlp . . . . . . . . . 99.00 
GENOA Spectrum (color monooraohic wlol168.75 
HERCULES color card w/p ... . ... . . .... 146.16 
HERCULES monographics plus wlp ...... 179.84 
HERCU LES lncolor Board. . ........ 299.00 
TAXAN MONOGRAPHIC wlp . .. . . . 99.00 

MONOCHROME MONITORS 

S.300 418 MHz, 512K, 6 Slots SIP/C, 
Monographlcs board, DOS, Keyboard 
S-300, 1 Floppy ............. $749.50 
S-300, 20 Meg ............... 989.95 
S-300, 40 Meg .............. 1117.82 

S.500 AT Compatible 8110 MHz, 8 Slots, 
Monographlcs Board, DOS, Keyboard 
1.2M Floppy . . ..•.... $1095.45 

. . ... .....•.. • 1469.80 

...... . . . . .. .• 1624.45 

.. $548.68 
... . 474.75 

" " .387.40 
. ". 609.76 

......... . . 888.10 
.... m4.46 

Ht·R,e<nhttinn RGB ......... 469.32 
..... ''"~"'"-"··; ;_ ·---· 1302 ...... 599.451649.25 

. 499.40 
.. " " . . . .. 768.31 

VGA DISPLAY CARDS 
AST VGA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $314.60 
ATI VGA VIP.. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. 307.24 
GENOA VGA.... .. ..... SAVE 
PARADISE VGA .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. • 2gJ,68 
QUADRAM ULTRA VGA...... . .... .. 299.80 
ORCHID VGA . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . 278.14 
VIDE0-7 VGA ........................ 314.15 

EGA DISPLAY CARDS 
All Wonder Card . .. .. .. . .. .. . ... .. . 5199.95 
GENOA Suoer EGA Hi·Res 800 x 600 . .. 234.40 
LOG I TECH EGA Card w I mouse ... . . . . .. 217.18 
NEC GB-1 640x480 ............. ... ... 239.43 
PARADISE Auto Switch EGA 480 . . . . . .. 169.65 
QUA DRAM Prosync ................... 285.40 
V.IDEO 7 Vega Deluxe . . . . . .. ... . ... .. . 249.74 

I T[·~·]~;.~;.:-] ';J' I'FI!()!['~·~ mun;k.. !1-' .. :j •. ~ 1 
.. .. .. . . .mm 

EVER EX 12008 I 24008 ...... 109.901 199.50 
HAYES 12001 1200B . . . . . .... 289.60 I 269.20 
HAYES 2400 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .424.68 
HAYES 24008 . .. .. .. . .. .... . .. . 379.65 
IRMA 3278179 ..... . ................. 695.17 
TOSH IBA 1200 Baud . . .. . ............ . 274.73 
US ROBOTICS 12008 HAYES compal. .... 108.45 
US ROBOTICS 1200 External . 129.10 
US ROBOTICS 24008 . . ............... 199.70 
VEN·TEL 1200 lnt./1200 Plus ..... 194.501228.88 
VEN·TEL 2400 lnt./2400 External .299.101389.44 

3: II J0 
8051-21 8087·3 .............. $159.331 122.50 
80287·6 1 ·81·10 . .. . . .. . . 174.30 I 299.551 339.25 
80387·16 1 80387·20 . .... ........ 4gJ,661 789.44 

'10':1'11 WB3'f}i•J;II'f 
A·B SwltchlngBox (par. or serial) . . ... . S39.95 
KENSINGTON Masterpiece ............... 99.99 
KENSINGTON Masterpiece Plus ........ 118.40 
KEYTRONICS 5151 IBM or AT&T ........ 149.95 
KEYTRONICS 101 ............ ........ 104.65 
OUADRAM Micro Fazers ............... 140.40 
Printer Cable !IBM to Centronics) 6 ft. .... 19.99 
XT Power Supply 150 Watt . .. .. .. . . ... . 69.95 
- !..\.li....~ 'Jil) ~ ~j1J¥'111J I·l
I'EifMA PUWt\t trOut el Surge Supp .. : . S29llr 

TRIPPLITE 
BC·450 . .. . .. . $419.78 LC·1200 . . . ... $136.85 
BC·1200 ....... 748.55 LC-1800 .189.75 
4 Outlet . . .. . .. . 44.25 

HIGH VOWME 
BIDS INVITED 

730 Anthony liall 

Northbrook, IL 60062 
FAX·A·BID (312) 291·1737 



THE CPU WARS 

Designing an Architecture 
H owever you do it, comparing your 

proposed architecture with others 
is necessary before you commit to sili
con. This exercise is made more diffi
cult because you don't have any silicon 
to measure. 

Instead, architects will normally 
build a simulation of their proposed ma
chine. There are three major options: 
One is the traditional one of building 
some real hardware from logic gates; the 
trouble with this is that it's very hard to 
get the design right, and quite often the 
simulator bursts into life only after the 
first real microprocessor chips have 
been built and made to work. 

Another option is to purchase a de
sign automation suite from a CAD com
pany . You can buy a software package to 
run on your workstation, supermini
computer, or supercomputer that lets 
you design the architecture and all the 
implementation and simulate the ma
chine executing programs . This way, 
you can do a traditional top-down de
sign, sketching in the big picture and 
gradually refining it as the issues be
come clearer; then you try different 
hardware implementations of various 
portions (iterating the high-level spec 
as appropriate) while getting a very ac
curate picture of the performance and
equally important-being sure that the 
hardware actually implements exactly 
what it's supposed to . The trouble with 
this approach is simply up-front cost; 
the packages and the computers are 
hard! y free. 

The final option is to do it yourself. 
Since the computer is going to be a col
lection of black boxes that work together 
to get the program executed, simply 
writing an instruction-set interpreter in 
C isn't enough; it won't tell you the per
formance effects of prefetching instruc
tions , or how big the cache should be, 
and so forth. (It will let you see what in
structions get executed most, though, 
which should give you some hints as to 
what instructions must be quick and 
what could be left out.) 

You have to somehow simulate the ef-

thing interesting , so that a program want
ing to do that function can make use of it. 
We've invented subroutines; all that's 
needed is another register and a couple of 
instructions: A call saves the current 
program counter in memory whose ad
dress is specified by the new register, and 
then increments that register, while are-

+- Circle 73 on Reader Service Card 

feet of all these boxes (e.g., the instruc
tion prefetcher, the register bank, the 
ALU, the cache, the memory, and the 
I/0) working in parallel. The most obvi
ous way to deal with this is to write a de
scription in a suitable parallel program
ming language; it turns out that Occam
the language designed for programming 
collections of T800s-is a very good fit 
for this, allowing concise descriptions of 
the way the pieces interlock. 

Simply running the program gives 
you a simulation of the proposed design, 
and if you've got many T800s, you can 
run the program on the collection to 
speed things up . Then, using techniques 
similar to those outlined in my article 
"Floating-Point Survival Kit" (March 
BYTE) , you can transform the design 
into a microcoded implementation and 
be pretty sure the actual silicon will do 
just what you want. If you don't mind 
missing out on the transformation stuff, 
you could just as well do the description 
in Definicon's Parallel C, which con
tains the same functionality as Occam 
for these purposes . 

If, however, you've missed out on 
getting a transputer into your PC or 
workstation, then you can't use Occam. 
Under those circumstances, you can 
build a simulator as a discrete event sim
ulation. This says the world is made up 
of separate events that affect each other 
and that happen at specific times. When 
an event happens, it can trigger the oc
currence of other events (including re
currences of itself) . 

You write a procedure for each event 
type and then build a little time-ordered 
queue of event requests. The simulation 
simply looks at the front request on its 
queue, sets the simulation time to that 
event's time, and calls the correspond
ing procedure . The procedure does 
whatever is appropriate-including put
ting requests for other events onto the 
queue-and returns, whereupon the 
cycle repeats . This allows the time
dependent behavior of the design to be 
modeled just as we did in Occam, but 
somewhat more clumsily . 

turn decrements the register and reloads 
the program counter from the indicated 
memory location . 

The resulting machine is very close to 
the 6502, originally designed by Mostek 
and used in the Apple II and the Commo
dore PET. The 6502 has a few more fea-

cominued 

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card 

Tools and Toolboxes 

Modula-2 
Applications Generator 
Amadeus $ 395 
Generate Modula-2 programs directly from your own input, 
and save yourself hours of coding! 

Graphics 
M2Graph* 
Controls Hercules cards in Mo ula--2. 

M2EGA* 
Controls EGA cards in Modula-2. 

$65 

$65 

Modula Graphics Toolbox I* $112 
A collection of extremely fast graphics routines for CGA cards 
written in Modula-2. 

Modula Graphics Toolbox II* $ 188 
Comprehensive package of Modula-2 procedures for all cur-
rently graphics cards. Includes grahics window 
system, foq ~rater, sprite handler, mouse driver, maths 
routines as $ ,pie chart, histogram and line graph func-

. tions etc. ~ 

lnput/O~tput 
LCR-Wi{l~QW' Manager* $ 133 
Fast, compact. · system. 

M2Windo $ 188 
Fast, professional· indow system. Small, high-performance 
library with llite9(a\ed menu system and simple mask gene-
rator. . . 

Modula Mas &, Menu Generator* $ 360 
Development sJSfein for creating masks and menus in 
Modula-2 source code. Mask, menu and frame editor. Sup
ports all colours alid att1ibutes. 

Othe~!ohls 
M2Proh6~ 
The professionallil)fary 

B-Tree I SAM · 
Ultra fast d<\la~._t 

Pascai-Moilula Converter 
Converts Tuibo~~si:al to Modula-2. 

$495 

$290 

$59 

$30 
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RS-232C/422A USERS: 
BI-DIRECTIONAL CONVERTER 
for EXTENDED USE 
Convert RS·232C to 
RS·422A and/or 
RS-422A to RS-232C 

only$49.95 
Model 422CON 

Guaranteed satisfactiOn. 81-dtrectional, f1rst-quahty. versatile 
converter. Extendscable lengthsupto4,000feet!Bitratesupto 
90K Baud. (Two B & 8 RS -422CON Converters can eKtend your 
AS-232C capability up to 4,000 fl.) 
lncludesrmle0825P coo~~«tor 10i'RS ·2J2Candtncludeslemlle082SS 
connectOI' lor RS-422A: no llindSIIJke lines C4Mtetecl. 

Requires 12V DC atiOO ma. Op!Jonat power supply iivatlable tor 
only $14.95. 
Order Direct from Manufacturer TODA Yand SAVE'' 
SAME·DAY SHIPMENT! MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE! 
~ Request our FREE Ullfog listing B & B ELECTRONICS' 

~ :o~f~~~::::~:~~~~::. RS-232C lnl11rf1c:e and 
.. 

'Ttrms: Vtn. MC. cullorderspostpiiO: PO." slromQUJliltedratell 
lttmSICCepted. llruldtntsadd6Wt~. u lutu 

8&8 ~!~~~!:~!!!~~ 
15a'E Bo,te Me1001\11 lllive • P.O. Box 1040 • Ottl!>·~ . ll 61350 

Phone: 815-434-0846 

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card 

IT'S NOT 29' PLUS THIS AND THAT, IT'S 

29¢ 
2 for 1 replacement guarantee on bulk 5'/.'' 

if lound initially defective within six months 
With sleeves, tabs, labels 

EACH 
5'!40SIOO (Min. 1110) .. . ......... 29< 

OS/00 (Mi~ 50) .. .. .. 39e 
Color 5V• OSIOO IMin. 50) .... .. 49e 
5'/." IBM·AT HO (Min. 50) . .. . 191 
Boxoi iO 5'/." OSIOO (Min. 10) . $4.29 
Boxoii0Color5'/." 0SIOO 
Free Plastic Case (Min. 5) ..... $5.99 

3'12" 'SSIOO (Min. 25) .. .. .......... . 991 
'05100 (Min. 25) .. . .. ...... $1.09 • 

Data 205' 40 MB Mini Cartndge 
3mi0EI Compalible (Min. 5) ... $15.90 
6110' 120 MBOa1aCartridge 
(Min. 5) ................... $19.21! 

Immediate shipping- Guaranteed satislaction 
Call lor grealer discoun~ on larger orde<s 'Subie<11o availabilily 

tOO% LHotime WaJTanty 
Sh i~ng: 53.50 pet min. ortle<IS1 .50 each addtl. kl1 MCNISA accepled 

1·800·537·1600 A ~0 
Operator No. 2'll liii;;/-

Oept. No. 1523 P.O. Box 610110, San Franciaco. CA 94161 . 

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card 

PAUEPROM PRbGRAMMER CARD 
For PCIXT/AT Systems 

NEW .. VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HAROWARE 

-Programs 20 and 24 
Pin MMI, NS, Tl , AMD. 
ALTERA, CYPRESS, 
RICOH, and PANATEC 
PALS. Supports EPLD, 
polarity. RA. and shared 
product term types. 

-Functions Include: Read . 
Write. Verily, Protecl. 
Edit Prinl. and File load 
and save of program. 

-JEDEC supported. 
-Software Included 

100MHZ LOGIC ANALYZER CARD 
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-6 Channels at tOO Mhz 
-Internal Clock up to 100 Mhz 
-External Clock up to 25 Mhz 
-Threshold Voltage TIL. ECL, 

or variable !rom -10 to +10v 
·Can Stack Multiple Boards 
-All Software Included 
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TECHNICAL INFO (201) 994-6669 C!!C 
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4 Sparrow Dr., 
livingston, NJ 07039. TL X: 9102409305 LINK COMPUTER 
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IBM/PC DOCUMENT 
CONVERSIONS 

WORD~ORWORD 
The Industry Standard in 

document conversion. 
• Two way coovemions 

: ~~~.T'~~~:d~~~ng l$149.oo I 
• Special "Smart" ASCII retains page formatting 

Supports convemions between: 

WordStar WordPerfect MuttiMate 
PFS: WRITE PFS: Flmt Choice PFS: Pro Wrtte 
OfflceWrher IBM Wrhlng Asst. Mlcrooolt Word 
Volkswrtter DCA/RFT ASCII 
XyWrlte EBCDIC "Smart" ASCII 
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Jr.LA-:-:-:N:-:-V':""e-rs':""io-n -::$:-:-29':""9-,l 

Call (800) 624·6107, Dept. B 

MASTER SOFT ~,.INC. 
4621 N.16th S1 . 
PHOENIX, AZ 85016 
(602) 2n-09oo 
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8051, 8096, 68HC11, 68008 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS 

We feature a series of single board 
computers for process control 
applications. Available as bare 
boards or assembled and tested . 
Optional EPROM resident System 
Monitors and BASIC interpreters are 
also available. 

ALLEN SYSTEMS 
2151 Fairfax Road 

Columbus, Ohio 43221 
614-488-7122 

Set up a complete 
graphics workstation 

on your PC 
for under 81001 

PC·PLOT-111 graphics terminal emulator software 
package enables IBM PC's and compatibles to 

appear to a mainframe as DEC VT·100/200, VT-52, 
Retrographics VT-640 or Tektronix 4010/4014 and 

4027 terminals. The program also provides valuable 
communication commands and more. 

An enhanced version, PC· PLOT-IV, lurther allows 
complete Tektronix 4105 terminal emulation. 
For more information call 614/882-4786 

659-H Park Meadow Rd. Westerville, OH 43081 
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tures, but the major ones have been 
covered in the design process I've gone 
through. It uses fewer than 10 ,000 
transistors. 

Segmentation Rears Its Ugly Head 
Time passes . Now we have more transis
tors available. What can we do to improve 
the machine? Obviously, we want to get 
all the registers up to 16 bits . Let's put in 
multiply and divide as instructions rather 
than having to call those subroutines . 
And, now that memory is cheaper, let 's 
somehow get the size of memory up. 

Increasing the registers to 16 bits is 
simple enough. So is adding multiply and 
divide. (And-allowing economics into 
the picture-we can let the machine deal 
with its registers as either 16-bit or 8-bit 
values, so last year's programs can be 
ported without any real difficulty .) But 
those 16-bit registers simply won't ad
dress more than 64K bytes. 

To fix this , we remember what hap
pened with our first machine when we 
wanted to address more than 64K bytes; 
between the processor and the memory 
we put a little register-perhaps 4 bits or 
so-and the value in this register was al
ways added to the 16 bits the processor 
generated to provide 20 bits of address. 
Using a program, the processor wrote the 
correct values into the little register . To 
make sure it all worked , we made the 
logic use the 20-bit addresses only under 
certain circumstances, such as the ad
dress having its most significant (six
teenth) bit set. 

Well , that worked well enough. It's got 
limitations-we can skip around all over 
a big memory, but we can never see more 
than 64K bytes from any one place. But 
who's going to write programs that big? 
So let 's implement it inside the processor 
(i .e ., add some address-extension regis
ters to the processor itself) , and tidy it up 
a bit. We want to be able to execute a pro
gram anywhere in the memory , but it's 
just possible that the chunk of program 
could be about 64K bytes in size, and this 
would make the size of data the program 
could easily play with somewhat small. 
So we'll provide one magic register for 
addressing code and another one for data . 
And sometimes the code will want to play 
with two different collections of data, so 
we'll add a third . That's not very binary , 
so we'll give the machine four such base 
registers . 

The base registers will be 16 bits (other 
sizes are difficult to deal with). We could 
stick the 16-bit base value beside the (up 
to) 16-bit value of the address to get a 32-
bit address, but that's far too large . No 
one can afford a 32-bit address space. 
And having increments finer than 64K 

continued 
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bytes in base addresses makes it simpler 
to have a new base address set up for each 
module of the program. A megabyte 
sounds large enough; let's arrange things 
so that the base address is shifted four 
places left and then added to the ma
chine's 16-bit address. Sounds like a 
good compromise. 

That machine, of course , is the 8086 
design (which actually sprang from the 
8085, not the 6502, but the story is still 
legitimate) . The 8086 uses about 30,000 
transistors. 

Removing Bottlenecks 
Again, technology doesn't stand still. 
What are the bottlenecks in our design? 
First, the machine is using that memory 
too often. Although memories have 
speeded up, the processor can still be 
faster; those loads and stores are crip
pling our performance. We need some
where to put a reasonable amount of data 
that we can get hold of at processor 
speeds. Second, that megabyte of mem
ory has people writing more ambitious 

continued 

Listing 1: A C program containing the inner loop of an instruction set 
simulator, a complex integer expression evaluator, and a matrix addition. 

I* 
code fragments to show processor architecture differences 
*I 

#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE B 

interpret () 
{ 

#define add 1 
#define subtract 2 

register int PC, ace, instruction, opcode , operand, running; 
int memory[1B24]; 

running = TRUE; ace =8; PC = B; 
while (running) { 

instruction= memory[PC++]; 
operand = instruction & 255; 
opcode = instruction >> 8; 
switch (opcode) { 

case add : 
ace += operand; break; 

case subtract: 
ace -= operand; break; 

default: 
running = FALSE; break; 

evaluate(x) 
int x; 

register int a, b, c , d , e, f, g, h; 
a x; b = xl2; c = x + 1; d = x + 2; 
e = X + a ; f X + b; g = X + c ; h = X + d; 
a = (( a + b ) * (c + d )) I ( (e + f) * (g + h)) ; 
return a; 
) 

matrix(m1, m2, m3, x, y) 
int x, y; 
register int * m1, * m2 , * m3; 
{ 

register int i, j; 
for (i = e; i < x; i++) { 

for (j = e; j < y; j++ ) 
*m1++ = *m2++ + *m3++ ; 

continued 
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A new concept in managing 

Megabytes 
of memory 

IX-BoX* 
Have you ever spent hours 

-searching for a letter which you"krlow e ists, 
but can't seem to1ind? 

-looking fOr an aQ,dress--w~1ch you can only re" 
member half of? 

-tracking down a variable which was initiali
sed somewhere in your programs, and which 
is n'ow causing them to crash? · 

- rummaging through your ultra-modern data
base, simply because you omitted to define a 
simple key {iE;lld when setting it up? 

- searchin9'YQJ:Ir literature index for an urgently 
needed a1 ele? , 

- looking looking, but without suc" 
cess? 

Then we c lp! IX-BoX will instantly find all 
dence, addresses, programs, 

entries, ~u fQ ries - in fact, anything and 
everything· St~\ed on your computer. IX-BoX 
delivers the dQ'cument you require in seconds, 
and you caf'i::earry out any necessary changes 
to it u·sing;;1rre'built-in editor. What more could 
you P?Ssitlly g~ed? 
IX-BoX is· uch more than a simple informa
tion retrieyal ~stem, yet it only costs $ 275 

. -
$10 

mark of Snark AG, Zurich. 

used the Farsight integrated soft
' you' II know the fun of 

exploiting Megabytes of mornnn.,., 
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int mat1[4] [4], mat2[4] [4], mat3[4] [4]; 

main() 
{ 

interpret() ; 
matrix( matl, mat2, mat3, 4, 4); 
evaluate(5); 

THE CPU WARS 

Listing 2: The compiled 80286 code emitted by Turbo C given the source 
code in listing 1. Compare with listings 3 and 4. 

============= Turbo C output for a 286 =============== 

_interpret 
push 
push 
push 
mov 
sub 
mov 
xor 
xor 

@2: 
cmp 
je 
mov 

shl 

lea 

add 
mov 
mov 

inc 
mov 

and 
mov 
mov 

mov 
sar 
mov 

mov 
dec 
cmp 
ja 
mov 
shl 
jmp 

@8 label 
dw 
dw 

@5: 
add 
jmp 

@6: 
sub 
jmp 

@7: 
mov 

proc near 
si save registers on entry 
di 
bp 
bp, sp 
sp,2056 
word ptr 
di,di 
si,si 

[bp-2050],1 

wor~ptr [bp-2050],0 
@3 
bx,si 

bx,l 

ax,word ptr [bp-2048] 

bx,ax 
ax,word ptr [bx] 
word ptr [bp-2056],ax 

si 
ax,word ptr [bp-2056] 

ax,255 
word ptr [bp-2052],ax 
ax,word ptr [bp-2056] 

cx,8 
ax,cl 
word ptr [bp-2054],ax 

ax,word ptr [bp-2054] 
ax 
ax,l 
@7 
bx,ax 
bx,l 
word ptr cs:@8[bx] 

word 
@5 
@6 

di,word ptr [bp-2052] 
short @4 

di,word ptr [bp-2052] 
short @4 

word ptr [bp-2050],0 

running is [bp-2050] 
ace is di 
PC is si 

see if running is 0 
give up if it is 
copy PC into a 
temporary register 
multiply by two for 
a byte offset 
memory[] starts at 
[bp- 2048]; put its 
address into ax 
compute address of 
mem[PC], read from 
it and and put it 
into 'instruction' 
increment PC 
read 'instruction' 
into accumulator 
AND with 255 
write into 'operand' 
get 'instruction' 
again .. 
set up for a shift . . 
shift 8 places 
and write into 
'op'-'ode' 
reload it . . 

computed jump 
through jump table 

jump table entries 

the 'add' case 

the 'subtract' case 

default -
continued 
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programs, so they write in a high-level 
language to finish in a reasonable time. 
The use of high-levellanguages has three 
effects: First, programs are getting bigger 
(because the compilers aren't doing too 
good a job); second, programs are getting 
bigger (because more complicated pro
grams can be written more safely and 
more quickly); and third, these programs 
are using procedures all over the place. 

Let's first deal with the memory-ac
cess bottleneck by giving the processor 
several data registers. These will be on 
the same chip, so they can be accessed 
quickly (things slow down cruelly when 
your signals have to trickle off the edge of 
a chip, across a board, into a chip, and 
then retrace their steps). A nice number 
would be 16. Looking at our programs 
we see that we often-at the bottom of a 
loop, for example-have to increment or 
decrement a value by some amount. It's 
too complicated to put special hardware 
into each register so it can do this itself, 
so we'll do it by instructions. 

To do that in an instruction sounds like 
a Good Idea-but then we'll need to 
break with our instruction encoding (re
member, it's of the "add to accumulator" 
type). Rather than our one-address in
structions (one-address because the in
structions literally specified just one op
erand, the other being the accumulator), 
we'll have two-address instructions that 
say things like "take 13 and add it to reg
ister 8" or "take register 6 and multiply it 
by register 5." 

We've gained performance because we 
no longer need to go messing around put
ting things into an accumulator, adding 
stuff into that, and copying it out again . 
Now we can combine any two registers 
any old way we want. Given the registers, 
we'·ll see a much reduced need to access 
memory, and programs will go faster. 
But the compilers are still fairly stupid 
(actually, close to brain-dead), so the 
code's exploded in size. The limits im
posed by 16-bit registers are too con
straining. So we'll use up some transis
tors making them 32 bits . 

Now we've got a problem. When we 
encode all the things we want to do with 
the registers, we find that we need more 
than 16 bits to encode the typical instruc
tion. Looking at a program running on 
our shiny new machine, we notice that 
it's keeping addresses in those registers 
about as often as it keeps data. The ma
chine does different things with addresses 
(they access memory) and data (you do 
sums with data). If we split our registers 
between address registers and data regis
ters, then we can encode most of the fre
quent instructions in 16 bits, and the per
formance doesn't seem to suffer. Also, 

continued 



MICRO-CAP 11:M 
The CAE tool with fully interactive 

analog simulation for your PC. 
Spectrum Software's MICRO-CAP II® is 
fast, powerful, and feature rich. This fully 
interactive, advanced electronic circuit 
analysis program helps engineers speed 
through analog problems right at their 
own PCs. 

MICRo-CAP II, which is based on our origi
nal MICRO-CAP software, is a field-proven, 
second-generation program. But it's dra
matically improved. 

Schematic Editor 

MICRO-CAP II has faster analysis routines. 
Better resolution and color. Larger librar
ies. All add up to a powerful, cost-effective 
CAE tool for your PC. 

The program has a sophisticated inte
grated schematic editor with a pan capa
bility. just sketch and analyze. You can step 
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7i·auoient Analysis 

component values, and run worst-case 
scenarios-all interactively. And a 500-type* 
library of standard parts is at your finger
tips for added flexiblity. 

MICRO-CAP II is available for IBM® PCs 
and Macintosh.'" The IBM version is CGA, 
EGA, and Hercules® compatible and costs 
only $895 complete. An evaluation version 
is available for $100. Call or write today for 
our free brochure and demo disk. We'd like 
to tell you more about analog solutions in 
the fast lane. 

• Integrated schematic editor 
• Fast analysis routines 
• High-resolution graphic output 
• Standard parts library of 500* types 

*IBM versions only. 

• 1\"ansient, AC, DC, and FIT routines 
• Op-amp and switch models 
• Spec-sheet-to model converter* 
• Printer and plotter* hard copy 

AC Analysis 

------------ -- -- - - --- ---- ---- --- ------------------ ---- ----
1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. E 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
( 408) 738-4387 

MICRO·CAP II is a registered trademark 
of Spectrum Software. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. 
and is being used \.\ith express permission of ilS owner: 
Hercules is a registered trademark 
of Hercules Computer Technology 
IHM is a registered trademark 
of International Business Machines. Inc. 
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@4: 
jmp short @2 

@3: 
@1: 

mov sp , bp 

pop bp 
pop di 
pop si 
ret 

interpret endp 

evaluate proc near 
push si 
push di 
push bp 
mov bp,sp 
sub sp , l2 
mov si,word ptr [bp+B] 
mov ax, word ptr [bp+B] 
mov bx,2 
cwd 
idiv bx 
mov di,ax 
mov ax, word ptr [bp+B] 
inc ax 
mov word ptr [bp-12],ax 
mov ax,word ptr [bp+B] 
add ax, 2 
mov word ptr [bp- 18],ax 
mov ax,word ptr [bp+Bl 
add ax,si 
mov word ptr [bp-B],ax 
mov ax,word ptr [bp+Bl 
add ax,di 
mov word ptr [bp-6],ax 

· mov ax,word ptr [bp+B] 
add ax,word ptr [bp-12] 
mov word ptr [bp-4],ax 
mov ax,word ptr [bp+B] 
add ax,word ptr [bp- 18] 
mov word ptr [bp-2], ax 
mov ax , si 

add ax,di 
mov dx,word ptr [bp-12] 
add dx,word ptr [bp-18] 
mul dx 
push ax 
mov ax, word ptr [bp-8] 

add ax, word ptr [bp-6] 
mov dx,word ptr [bp-4] 
add dx , word ptr [bp-2] 
mul dx 

mov bx,ax 
pop ax 
cwd 
idiv bx 
mov si,ax 
mov ax,si 

@9 : 
mov sp,bp 
pop bp 
pop di 
pop si 
ret 

evaluate endp 
matrix proc near 

push si 
push di 
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clear 'running' 

exit -
restore registers 

now begin the 
computation; copy 
' a' into ax 
compute 'a+b' in ax 
load 'c' into dx 
add ' d ' to dx 
ax = dx * ax 
we save that result 
(e + f) * (g + h) 
done same way 

the other 
multiplication 
save ax in bx 
get the save result 

do the division 
copy result to ' a' 

continued 

we can do interesting things with an ad
dress register and a data register, like 
read a value from memory at the location 
indicated by an address register and load 
it into a data register. 

Trouble is, we can now call for some 
pretty complex operations in one instruc
tion. Things that used to be done by a 
whole sequence of instructions now fit 
into one; it's really difficult to build logic 
that does all those complicated things . So 
let's implement the thing as an inter
preter . We'll build a much simpler ma
chine whose instructions are unbeliev
ably crude but very quick to execute, and 
have a tiny program in a ROM on-chip 
that will cycle our crude machine through 
the contortions necessary to do the com
plex stuff its instruction set calls for . 

The little program is called microcode, 
and since it's there, we can add facilities 
to the machine. We can have several dif
ferent instruction sizes, with the longer 
ones specifying a complex sequence of 
operations involving multiple steps (e.g. , 
add this constant to an address register, 
look into memory, take the value, use 
that as an address, read from memory, 
and multiply register 7 by that value) . 
Real power at last! 

This machine, though our description 
is hardly complete, is 68000-flavored. A 
68000 needs around 70,000 transistors . 

Small Is Beautiful, Revisited 
More time passes. Programs get written. 
Then we notice something about the ma
chines: Those compilers aren't making 
much use of all the clever things in the in
struction set. The machine's spending 
too much time on procedure calls. Tech
nology is much better now- you can use a 
couple hundred thousand transistors if 
you want. What's the best way of making 
use of these extra transistors? 

Let's take these one at a time. The 
compilers aren't making good use of 
many of the instructions- sounds like the 
time has come to fire our compiler writ
ers for incompetence. But a closer look 
shows that our COBOL compiler is using 
a subset of the instructions, as is our Pas
cal compiler. Unfortunately, they're dif
ferent subsets. So the compilers are not 
the root of the problem. It looks like dif
ferent classes of problems need different 
resources-a general solution could be 
mediocre for everyone. And the instruc
tions that every compiler does use are the 
straightforward ones that mess around 
between the registers; and these aren't 
executing as quickly as they could be
cause there's all that microcode control 
(necessary for the complex instructions) 
in the way. 

The procedure calls are taking too 
continued 
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push bp 
mov bp, sp 
xor si,si 
jmp short @14 

@13 : 
xor di , di 
jmp short @18 

@17: now we do *ml++ = 

*m2++ + *m3++ 
mov bx,word ptr [bp+leJ get the value of m2 

into bx 
mov ax, word ptr [bx] read from that 

address into ax 
mov bx,word ptr [bptl2] get the value of m3 

into bx 
add ax, word ptr [bx] add value from that 

address into ax 
mov bx,word ptr [bpt8] get value of ml 
mov word ptr [bx ],ax copy ax into that 

location 
add word ptr [bpt8], 2 increment ml, m2, m3 
add word ptr [bp+18],2 
add word ptr [bp+12] '2 

@16; 
inc di 

@18: 
cmp di,word ptr [bp+l6] 
jl @17 

@15: 
@12 : 

inc si 
@14: 

cmp si,word ptr [bp+14] 
jl @13 

@11: 
@ie: 

pop bp 
pop di 
pop si 
ret 

matrix endp 
main proc near 

call near ptr interpret 
mov ax,4 
push ax 
mov ax , 4 
push ax 
mov ax, offset dgroup : _mat3 
push ax 
mov ax , offset dgroup:_ mat2 
push ax 
mov ax, offset dgroup: matl -
push ax 
call near ptr matrix 
add sp , le 
mov ax , S 
push ax 
call near ptr evaluate 
pop ex 

@19: 
ret 

main endp 

Listing 3: The compiled T800 code emitted by Logical Systems' C TCX 
version 87. 8H (beta release) given the source code in listing 1. Compare with 
listings 2 and 4. · 

========= TCX beta release output for T8ee ============== 
Compiled by TCX v87.8H (PC->Transputer) 
. T8ee continued 
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long; of course they are. Here we are in 
one procedure, putting interesting values 
in registers for speed, when suddenly we 
need to dash off to another routine that 
wants to put its interesting data into the 
registers. So we have to save all the regis
ters to memory, call the new procedure, 
play around in there, exit , restore the 
values from memory, and carry on. A 
procedure call can easily use up 32 mem
ory cycles (save 16, restore 16 registers) . 
But on average we execute only 20 to 30 
instructions between the execution of a 
call and a return, so that easily half the 
machine's time is spent in this ridiculous 
save/restore registers nonsense. 

We can attack both these issues at 
once. First , let's have a simple machine. 
Some instructions will do arithmetic be
tween the registers. Other instructions 
will move values between memory and 
registers. We 'll make the operations sim
ple so that they'll go blindingly quickly
goodbye, multiplication. It's so rare that 
having to call a subroutine to do a multi
ply makes the program less than 1 per
cent larger and actually run faster. 

The same solution is to be used for the 
various application-specific operations 
that we used to do in microcode- write a 
subroutine. The microcode used to take a 
clock tick per step, and so does our new 
approach- with the advantage that if you 
want to do something we didn't think of, 
you're not left there cursing; you just 
write a subroutine to do it. Because the 
machine 's so simple, we don ' t need 
microcode, so the thing will execute in
strqctions at raw logic speeds. 

With all the silicon space we've saved, 
we can now tackle the register save/ 
restore problem. Let's have lots of regis
ters, but access them a few at a time. At 
any one time, let's limit ourselves to, say, 
24. When we call a procedure, we'll ac
cess a new bunch of registers inside the 
new procedure. When we exit the proce
dure, we'll be back with the original set. 
The register sets are arranged as a circu
lar buffer, so that if we do exceed their 
capacity, we start over with the first reg
ister set (first storing to memory the con
tents of that set, of course) . 

Given the statistics on how deeply calls 
are nested, we can choose to have enough 
registers (say, 8) to have to do a save/ 
restore only rarely. And even when we do 
run out of registers, examination of pro
grams suggests that we tend to get to a 
certain call depth and then bounce down 
only a limited amount from there; the sit
uation shows quite strong locality, behav
ing better than a random walk would sug
gest. In other words, we continue to have 
the benefit of our multiple register sets, 
even at great call depths, since we tend to 

continued 



FULLY OVERLOAD 
PROTECTED 

TRANSISTOR-----... 
TESTER 
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. 34 RANGES 

CONDUCTANCE--.... 
TESTER ADDS 
VERSATILITY 

TEMPERATURE ----
TESTER TO 
2000° F 

* if! YEAR REPLACEMENT WARRANTY * 30 DAY MONEY BACK liUARANTEE * TOLL FREE TECHNICAL §UPPORT * NEXT DAY AIR §HIP AVAILABLE 

MODEL 2000 $389.95 
20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model 2000 makes frequency calculation and phase G~:::;;::;:-::~~2£~;;:~~~ 
measurement quick and easy. The component tester 
aids in fast troubleshooting . Service technicians appre
ciate the TV Sync ci rcuits for viewing TV-V and TV-Hand 
accurate synchronization of the video signal, Blanking , 
VITS, and V/H sync pulses . 

* Exceptionally bright 5" CRT 
* Buill -in component te~ ter 
* TV Sync filler 
* X-Y operation * 110/220 volts 

MODEL 3500 $499.95 
35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Wide bandwidth and exceptional 1 mV/DI V sensitivity 
make the Model 3500 a powerful diagnostic tool for 
engineers or technicians at a remarkable price. Delayed 
triggering allows any portion of a waveform to be 
isolated and expanded for closer inspection. Variable 
Hoi doff allows stable viewing of complex waveforms. 
* Exceptionally brights• CRT 
* Delayed and single sweep modes 
* Z axis intensity modulation 
* X-V operation * TV sync fil ter * Fast 10ns rise time 

This fu ll function 3.5 digi t DMM offers highly accurate performance and a host 
of added features to help you do the job-fast. Capacitance, transistor, tem
perature, conductance and audible continuity in addition to the ranges you 'd 
expect from a DMM of this quality. Temperature probe, test leads and battery 
included. Input impedance: 10M ohm. Basic DC accuracy : plus/minus 0.25% 
Approx. 7'' x 3'n" x PI•" Wt. 13'n ozs. 

DPM-1000 $54.95 
3.5 DIGIT PROBE TYPE DMM 
Custom 80 pin LSI chip provides accuracy and reliability 
in such a compact size. Autoranging , audible continuity 
and data hold feature help you pinpoint the problem 
quickly. Case and batteries included. 

* Basic DC accuracy: p!us/minus 1% 
* DC voltage: 2v- 500v, autoranging 
* AC voltage: 2v- 500v, auto ranging 
* Resistance : 2k ohms-2M ohms, auloranging 
* Fully over-toad protected 
• Input impedance: 11M ohm 
* Approx. 6112" x 1" x 3J4" Under 3 .ozs. 

DMM-200 $49.95 
3.5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM 
Get highly accurate performance at a very affordable 
price. Rugged construction, 20 amp current capability 
and 22 ranges make it a perfect choice for serious field 
or bench work. Lo battery indicator and tilt-stand. Probes 
and 2000 hour battery included. 

* Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 0.25% 
* DC voltage : 200mv-1000V, 5 ranges 
* AC voltage: 200mv- 750V, 5 ranges 
* Resistance : 200 ohms- 20M ohms, 6 ranges 
* ACIDC current : 200"A-20A. 6 ranges 
* Input impedance: 10M ohm 
* Fully overload protected 
* Approx. 7"x31J2" x 1112" Wt.l1 ozs. 

DMM-100 $29.95 
3.5 DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM 
Perfect for the field service technician . Shirt pocket size 
without compromising features or accuracy. Large, easy 
to read '12'' LCD display. Fully overload protected for 
safety. 2000 hour battery life with standard 9v cell. Probes 
and battery included. 

* Basic DC accuracy: plus/minus 0.5% 
* DC voltage: 2V-1000v, 4 ranges 
* AC vol1age: 200v-750v, 2 ranges 
* Resistance: 2k ohms-2M ohms, 4 ranges 
* DC current: 2mA-2A, 4 ranges 
* Input impedance: 10M ohm 
* Fully overload protected 
* Approx. 5" x 3~ x 1 ". Under 7 ozs. 
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.MOD 9 

.PUB interpret 
interpret: .VAL ?ws,l939 
! PC is in ws - 1939 

acc=1929 instruction=1928 opcode=1927 
operand=1926 running=1925 

.VAL ?tb,9 
AJW -?ws 
.LDC +1 
STL ?ws-1925 
.LDC 9 
STL ?ws-1929 
.LDC 9 
STL ?ws-1939 

?2 
LDL ?ws-1925 
CJ @?3 
LDL ?ws-1939 
DUP 
ADC +1 
STL ?ws-1939 
BCNT 
LDLP ?ws-1924 
ADD 
LDNL 9 
STL ?ws-1928 
LDL ?ws-1928 
.LDC +255 
AND 
STL ?ws-1926 
LDL ?ws-1928 
.LDC +8 
SHR 
STL ?ws-1927 
LDL ?ws-1927 
DUP 
ADC -1 
c~ @?5 
DUP 
ADC -2 
CJ @?6 
J @?7 

?5 
LDL ?ws-1929 
LDL ?ws-1926 
ADD 
STL ?ws-1929 
J @?4 

?6 
LDL ?ws-1929 
LDL ?ws-1926 
SUB 
STL ?ws-1929 
J @?4 

?7 
.LDC 9 

STL ?ws-1925 
J @?4 

?4 
J @?2 

?3 
.RETF ?ws 
.PUB evaluate 

evaluate: .VAL 
.VAL ?tb,9 
AJW -?ws 
LDL ?ws+l 
STL ?ws-8 
LDL ?ws+l 
.LDC +2 

BYTE • MAY1988 

?ws,9 

running TRUE 

ace = 9 

PC = 9 

look at running 
jump to label 3 if it's zero 
load PC 
copy it 
increment 
store PC++ 
convert to a byte offset 
load the address of 'memory' 
address of 'memory[PC)' 
load the value 'memory[PC)' 
write it into 'instruction' 
load 'instruction' 
load the constant 255 
AND instruction with 255 
write result to 'operand' 
get ' i nstruction' again 
load up shift distance 
do the shift 
store result in 'opcode' 
load 'opcode' 
make a copy 

if it was '1' jump to label 5 

if i t was '2' jump to label 6 
default 

add 'opcode ~ to 'ace' 

jump to end of switch 
statement 

subtract 'opcode' from 'ace' 

the default case -
set 'running' to 9 

continued 

stay near a given level for a while. The 
need to save/restore occurs only as the 
call depth crosses multiples of 8 (the hy
pothetical number of register sets). 

Given this multiple set of registers, 
there's just one other problem: How does 
a procedure pass parameters to a proce
dure it's calling? The simplest solution is 
to have the successive sets of r~gisters 
overlap by some amount, so that a calling 
procedure can scribble in some of its reg
isters information that will be visible to 
the procedure it calls. 

Because the machine is simple and 
fast , we don't want to have lots of differ
ent instruction sizes; they'd best all be the 
same size to keep the logic small. Since 
we've got a 32-bit address space, we'll 
need more than 16 bits of instruction to be 
able to jump around the place effectively, 
so the instruction size had best be 32 bits. 
Now we can make the instructions a bit 
more general than in our earlier design: 
Rather than having instructions like add 
Rl, R2 , we can have three-address in
structions like add Rl, R2, RJ , meaning 
add Rl to R2 and put the result in RJ. 

This can also speed up the machine, 
since we can pipeline the register reads 
(two reads of the register bank per in
struction) and write (one write to put the 
result in) so that the instruction cycle is 
faster than the time to read, operate, and 
write. This works as long as the next in
struction doesn't use as a source operand 
the register this instruction has just writ
ten to; we rely on the compiler to arrange 
this for us. 

This approach is the one adopted in the 
Sun SPARC. Currently implemented as a 
gate array, its performance is on a par 
with optimized custom designs like the 
MIPS R2000 and the Motorola 68030. 

Division of Labor 
This architecture, however, is based on 
the fallacy that all interesting computer 
programs are single-processor applica
tions broken up into procedures. Any rea
sonable analysis of reality will show that 
procedures are used, not because they're 
useful to the processor, but because 
they're useful to the programmer. And 
there's a much better modularization ve
hicle than the procedure-the process. 

A process has its own private data that 
stays intact between activities by the pro
cess. Unlike procedures, you can scatter 
processes over a collection of computers 
so they can all run at once to give you a 
system speedup proportional to the num
ber of machines you've got. Processes on 
separate computers can ' t call each 
other-they have to use some form ofl/0 
to get data from one machine to the next. 

A computet needs a lot of processes 
continued 



Now the Lattice C Compiler takes you where it's 
never gone before. With Version 3.3, it works on 
two operating systems: MS-DOS and OS/ 2! 

You may now use Version 3.3 on an MS-DOS 
system to create programs that run under OS/ 2 
protected mode. Or vice versa. A simple "switch" 
has been put into the compiler to let you gener
ate code for either system or both. 

New improved standards ... 
Version 3.3 is fully compliant with the latest ANSI 
C standards. It also has improved embedded 
system support, enhancements to the standard 
libraries and a host of o ther compiler advances 
too numerous to compile. 

At a new improved price and value! 
The suggested retail for Lattice C Version 3.3 is 
only $450. And 3.3 also includes "family" ver
sions ofthe Lattice Screen Editor (LSE) and the 
Lattice C-SPRITE"' symbolic debugger, compati
ble with both MS-DOS and OS/ 2 systems, at 
no charge. 

C for yourself why Lattice is the professional 
programmer's choice for serious MS-DOS and 
OS/ 2 programming. .. ~. ·:· 
Lattice 
SubsidiaryofSAS Institute Inc. 

lllttice, Incorporated 
2500 S. Highl:md Avenue 
Lombard, IL 60I48 
Phone: 800/ 533·3577 
In lllinois: 312/916·1600 

Lattice is a n::gistcn:d tr..tdcmark ofL1tticc, Incorporated. MS-DOS is a n::gisiCrcd trademark of Microsoft Corp. OS/ 2 is a registered trademark of internat ional Business t\hchincs Corp. 
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DIV 
STL ?ws-7 
LDL ?ws+1 
ADC +1 
STL ?ws-6 
LDL ?ws+1 
ADC +2 
STL ?ws-5 
LDL ?ws+1 
LDL ?ws-8 
ADD 
STL ?ws-4 
LDL ?ws+1 
LDL ?ws-7 
ADD 
STL ?ws-3 
LDL ?ws+1 
LDL ?ws-6 
ADD 
STL ?ws-2 
LDL ?ws+1 
LDL ?ws-5 
ADD 
STL ?ws-1 

and now the complex 
LDL ?ws-4 
LDL ?ws-3 
ADD 
LDL ?ws-2 
LDL ?ws-1 
ADD 
PROD 
STL ?tb 
LDL ?ws-8 
LDL ?ws-7 
ADD 
LDL ?ws-6 
LDL ?ws-5 
ADD 
PROD 
LDL ?tb 
DIV 
STL ?ws-8 
LDL ?ws-8 
.RETF ?ws 
.RETF ?ws 
.PUB matrix 

matrix: .VAL ?ws,2 
.VAL ?tb,e 
AJW -?ws 
.LDC e 
STL ?ws-2 

ne 
LDL ?ws+4 
LDL ?ws-2 
GT 
CJ @?9 
.LDC e 
STL ?ws-1 

?13 
LDL ?ws+S 
LDL ?ws-1 
GT 
CJ @?12 

the code for *m1++ 
LDL ? ws+2 
DUP 
ADC +4 
STL ?ws+2 
LDNL e 
LDL ?ws+3 
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expression 
! 

*m2++ + 

load 'a' 
load 'b' 
a + b 
'c' 
'd' 
c + d 
(a + b) * (c +d) · 
save it somewhere temporary 
do same for (e + f) * (g + h) 

get the previous result back 
do the divide 
store it to 'a' 

*m3++ 
get m2 
make a copy 
increment (byte address ) 
store new value 
load what m2 was pointing at 
same for m3 

continued 

running on it, so that when one is waiting 
for a process on another machine to re
spond, it can be running another of its 
own processes. In such a system, the tidy 
stack-flavored behavior of the multiple 
overlapping registers just doesn't occur, 
and the approach becomes a memory 
save/restore hog like the simple single
register architecture, but with the added 
disadvantage of all that silicon space be
ing given over to the useless registers. 

Now that we can build 200,000-tran
sistor systems, the sensible thing to do is 
to use most of them for memory on the 
same chip as the processor, and to build a 
simple processor. Then most of the data 
accesses will be to the on-chip memory, 
which is as fast as the processor. So we 
don't need registers and can simplify the 
instructions back to an accumulator
shaped architecture. 

We'll modify this, because with an ac
cumulator every instruction has to be able 
to access memory; the hardware is sim~ 
pier if a number of accumulators are ar
ranged as a stack so that an add instruc
tion always adds one accumulator (the top 
of the stack) to another (next to the top) , 
leaving the result in the top. The values 
get put into the stack with load instruc
tions, which will push their values onto 
the stack; loads will pop their values . 

Because all the values are kept in mem
ory, process switching can be horribly 
quick (there's hardly any context to save). 
Procedure calls are quick, too, since 
there's no register save/restore overhead. 
Interrupts (the real world is full of inter
rupts) are just as quick. And because the 
encodings of the operations are separated 
from the loads, stores, and other house
keeping activities, code gets much denser 
and programs shrink. 

It's actually easier to implement such a 
simple machine design as a very fast 
microcoded machine; this lets us do com
plicated things in the microcode to im
prove code size with no speed penalty. 
We can have instructions for process 
scheduling, message passing, event han
dling-a complete real-time kernel-in 
the microcode, along with multiplication, 
division, and so forth . 

That set of choices characterizes the 
INMOS T800, whose processor is about 
a sixth the size (at constant technology) of 
the 68030's (the chips are about the same 
size, but they use the remaining space in 
different ways; the T800 chip includes a 
floating-point coprocessor, for instance) . 

The way this discussion has been laid 
out, it seems a natural conclusion that the 
T800 is "better" than the other architec
tures; this (whether true or not) is hardly 
fair, since the discussion was guided by a 
desire to reveal the sorts of decisions that 

continued 



This Software Won't Run. 

Without This. 

d that's the way Control 
Data wants it. And a host 

of other big and not-so
big software developers who 
use our Software Sentinel. To 
make sure their successful software is pro
tected. So it stays successful. 

We've become used to being seen with top
notch software. A lot of the reason is 
how our engineers designed the Software 
Sentinel family. For the developer and the 
user. To make it the most technologically 
foolproof yet easiest to use software protec
tion key you or Control Data can get. 

For users of ED-Router and the thousands 
of other programs we're protecting, it's a 
cinch to get up and running. They simply 
plug the Software Sentinel into the PC's par
allel printer port. That's it. How much easier 
can it get? Users can even make unlimited 
backup copies. And run them wherever and 
whenever they need to-as long as they 
have the Software Sentinel key. 

As long as we're talking 
success , there's something 
else you should know. Right 

now, our engineers are putting the finishing 
touches on a new microprocessor that we'll 
use in a whole new generation of software 
and data protection products. With the same 
high-performance and high-reliability of our 
past successes but with many new features. 
Which no doubt is going to make life even 
easier for you and Control Data. 

The Software Sentinel. Making sure soft
ware developers stay successful with the 
successful software they've developed. 

For more information on the Software Sen
tinel family, contact Rainbow Technologies, 
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, California 
92714; or call (714) 261-0228. 

Software Sentinel Features: 
• Runs under DOS and Xenix 

• Uses algorithm technique, never a fixed response 
• Minimal implementation 

• Higher /eve/language interfaces included 
• Transparent operation , 

>,<t:#.? RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 ·TELEX: 386078 ·FAX: (714) 261-0260 

©1987 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. Software Sentinel is a trademark of Rainbow Technologies, Inc. 
ED-Router is a trademark of Control Data Corporation. 
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DUP 
ADC +4 
STL ?ws+3 
LDNL e 
ADD add the two values 
LDL ?ws+l get ml 
DUP make a copy 
ADC +4 increment 
STL ?ws+l store new Ml 
STNL e and write the addition result 

where ml points 
?11 

LDL ?ws-1 
ADC +1 
STL ?ws-1 
J @?13 

?12 
?8 

LDL ?ws-2 
ADC +1 
STL ?ws-2 
J @?le 

?9 
.RETF ?ws 
. ALIGN 
.PUB matl 

matl: 
.DS +64 
.ALIGN 
.PUB mat2 

mat2: 
.DS +64 
.ALIGN 
.PUB mat3 

mat3: 
.DS +64 
.PUB main 

main: .VAL ?ws,e 
.VAL ?tb,e 
CALL @interpret 
AJW -2 
.VAL ?ws,?ws+2 
.VAL ?tb,?tb+2 
.LDC +4 
STL +1 
.LDC +4 
STL e 
.LDC mat3 
.LDC mat2 
.LDC matl 
CALL @matrix 
AJW +2 
.VAL ?ws,?ws-2 
.VAL ?tb, ?tb-2 
.LDC +5 
CALL @evaluate 
.RETF ?ws 
.END 

Listing 4: The compiled 68000 code emitted by Mark Williams Atari ST C 
given the source code in listing 1. Compare with listings 2 and 3. 

============ Mark Williams Atari ST c for 6Seee ========== 

module name byte 

.shri 

. globl interpret 
continued 
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get made during the design process as 
ideas, technology, and perceptions 
change. It's pretty simple to point at areas 
that could be improved in the T800 in the 
same way we improved on the other ma
chines: For example, the performance 
begins to drop noticeably as soon as the 
on-chip memory is too small to hold all 
the frequently accessed data. And its 
premise-that the world is process
shaped rather than procedure-shaped
may well be true, but the majority of 
available software doesn't reflect that 
belief. 

Fitting Software to Silicon 
Enough of the unreal discussion. What's 
the effect of different architectures in the 
real world? Let's look briefly at the in
struction sequences used by three differ
ent architectures to implement some 
carefully chosen examples. The CPUs 
are the 80286, the 68000, and the T800 . 
For simplicity, the code shown is com
piled from C (using Borland's Turbo C, 
Logical Systems' C for the T800, and 
Mark Williams C for the Atari ST) . The 
little fragments of code aren't intended as 
benchmarks-I've chosen them to illus
trate certain points. And, of course, they 
don't allow the machines to show off all 
their characteristics-there isn't room. 
The idea is simply to highlight some of 
the differences. 

There are three examples, for which 
the source code is given in listing 1. The 
first is the inner loop of an instruction-set 
simulator for an invented accumulator
based architecture. The second is a pro
cedure that evaluates a complex integer 
expression. The third does a matrix addi
tion. The resultant assembly language 
code emitted by three different compilers 
for three CPUs is shown in listings 2, 3, 
and4. 

The first example is typical of an inter
preter application; for speed, we'd like 
the "registers" of the simulated ma
chine-its program counter, accumula
tor, and so forth-to· be implemented as 
quickly as possible. Looking at the code 
for the 80286, the effect of not having 
enough registers is obvious (see listing 
2); perhaps half the instructions access 
memory, since there are only enough 
80286 registers for two of the simulated 
machine's registers. The T800 code also 
uses memory for its variables (see listing 
3), but there aren't very many of them, so 
they are all bound to fit in the very fast 
on-chip memory. The 68000 code has 
nearly enough registers for all the vari
ables to fit in and will provide good per
formance too, since very few memory ac
cesses are needed (see listing 4) . 

Note, too, the different styles of the 
continued 



QNX: Bend it, shape it, any way you want it. 
ARCHITECTURE If the micro world were 
not so varied, QNX would not be so suc
cessful. After all , it is the operating system 
which enhances or limits the potential 
capabilities of applications. QNX owes its 
success (over 30,000 systems sold since 
1982) to the tremendous power and flexibility 
provided by its modular architecture. 

Based on message-passing, QNX is radi
cally more innovative than UNIX or OS/2 .. 
Written by a small team of dedicated 
designers, it provides a fully integrated 
multi-user, multi-tasking, networked oper
ating system in a lean 148K. By comparison , 
both OS/2 and UNIX, written by many hands, 
are buge and cumbersome. Both are ex
amples of a monolithic operating system 
design fashionable over 20 years ago. 

MULTI-USER OS/2 is multi-tasking b~Jt 
NOT multi-user. For OS/2, this inherent 
deficiency is a serious handicap for ter-

f11inal and remote access. QNX is both 
multi-tasking AND multi-user, allowing up 
to 16 terminals and modems to connect to 
any computer. 

INTEGRATED NETWORKING Neither 
UNIX nor OS/2 can provide integrated 
networking. With truly distributed pro
cessing and resource sharing, QNX makes 
all resources (processors, dis~s . printers 
ancj modems anywhere on the network) 
available to any user. Systems may be 
single computers, or, by simply adding 
micros without changes to user software, 
they can grow to large transparent multi
processor environments. QNX is the main
frame you build micro by micro. 
PC's, AT's and PS/2's OS/2 and UNIX 
severely restrict hardware that can be used: 
you must replace all your PC 's with AT's. In 
contrast, QNX runs superbly on PC 's and 
literally soars on AT's and PS/2's. You can 

run your unmodified QNX applications on 
any mix of machines, either standalone or 
in a QNX local area network, in real mode 
on PC's or in protected mode on AT's. 
Only QNX lets you run multi-user/multi
tasking with networking on all classes of 
machines. 
REAL TIME QNX real-time performance 
leaves both OS/2 and UNIX "fallowing at 
the gate. In fact, QNX is in use' at thousands 
of real-time sites, right now. 
DOS SUPPORT QNX allows you to run 
PC-DOS applications as single-user tasks, 
for both PC's and AT's in real or protected 
mode. With OS/2, 128K of the DOS 
memory is consumed to enable this facility. 
Within QNX protected mode, a full 640K 
can be used for PC-DOS. 
ANYWAY YOU WANT IT QNX has the 
power and flexibility you need. Call for 
details and a demo disk. 

THE ONLY MULTI-USER, MULTI-TASKING, NETWORKING, REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC, AT, PS/2, 

Multi-User 10 (16) serial terminals per PC (AT). 
Multi-Tasking 40 (64)tasks per PC (AT). 
Networking 2.5 Megabittoken·ring. 

255 PC's and/or AT's per network. 
10,000 tasks per network. 
Thousands of users per network. 

Real Time 2,800 task switches/sec (AT). 
Message 
Passing 

Fast intertask communication 
between tasks en any machine. 

C Compiler 

Flexibility 

PC-DOS 

Cost 

Standard Kernighan and Ritchie. 

Single PC, networked PC's, 
single PC with terminals, 
networked PC's with terminals. 
No central servers. Full sharing 
of disks, devices and CPU's. 

PC-DOS runs as a QNX task. 

From US $450. 
Runtime pricing available. 

THE HP VECTRA, AND COMPATIBLES. 

For further information or a free demonstration 
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931. 

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • Kanata South Business Park •175 Terrence Matthews Crescent • Kanata,.Ontario, Canada • K2M 1 W8 
UNIX is a registered trademark of AT & T Bell l abs. IBM. PC. AT. XT and PS/2, PC-DOS and OS/2 are trademarks ollnlemational Business Machrnes. HP and Vectra are registeted trademarks of Hewleti·Packard Company. 
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! PC is in d7 acc=d6 instruction=d5 opcode=d4 

interpret : 
link 
movem.l 
moveq 
move 
moveq 
moveq 

L3: 
tst 
beq.s 
move 
addq 
ext . l 
lsl.l 
movea.l 
adda.l 

move 

move 

andi 
move 
move 

asr 
move 
move 
cmpi 
beq.s 
cmpi 
beq.s 
clr 
bra.s 

L5: 
add 
bra.s 

L6 : 
sub 
bra.s 

L1: 
movem.l 
unlk 
rts 
.globl 

evaluate : 
link 
movem.l 
move 
move 
ext .1 
divs 
move 
move 
addq 
move 
move 
addq 
move 
move 
add 
move 
move 
add 
move 
move 
add 
move 
move 
add 
move 

a6, $-2e7e 
$248, (a7) 
$1, de 
de, -2 (a6) 
$e, d6 
$e, d7 

-2 (a6) 
L1 
d7, de 
$1, d 7 
de 
$1 , de 
de, ae 
a6, ae 

- 2e5e(ae ), d5 

d5, de 

$255, de 
de, d3 
d5 , de 

$8, de 
de, d4 
d4, de 
$1, de 
L5 
$2, de 
L6 
-2 (a6) 
L3 

d3, d6 
L3 

d3, d6 
L3 

(a7), $248 
a6 

evaluate 

a6, $ - 26 
$248, (a7) 
8(a6), d7 
8 (a6), de 
de 
$2, de 
de, d6 
8(a6), de 
$1, de 
de, d5 
8(a6), de 
$2, de 
de, d4 
8 (a6), de 
d7, de 
de, d3 
8 (a6), de 
d6, de 
de, -2 (a6) 
8 (a6), de 
d5, de 
de, -4 (a6) 
8 (a6), de 
d4, de 
de, - 6 (a6) 
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copy 1 into de 
running at - 2 (a 6); set to 1 
ace = e 
PC = e 

does running=e? 
give up if so 
copy 'PC' into de 
increment PC in place 
make 'PC' a 32 bit value 
de * 2 
copy the value int ae 
add to the address of the 
local variables 
get memory[PC] into 
' instruct ion' 
now compute 
'instruction & 255' 

into 'operand' 
and 'instruction>> 8' 
into 'opcode' 

get ' opcode' 
is it 1? 
if so jump to labe l 5 

if it's 2 goto label 6 
default - clear 'running ' 
jump to top of loop 

ace = ace + operand 

ace ace - operand 

continued 

compilers. Turbo C implements the 
switch statement as a jump table, while 
the other two compilers use a succession 
of tests and jumps. The Mark Williams 
compiler even manages to optimize away 
the wasteful jumps to jumps that the T800 
compiler exhibits (but remember that this 
compiler is only a beta release). 

The next example is of arithmetic ex
pression evaluation. Here again, the 
80286 has to shuffle stuff to and from 
memory. We can see that it can happily 
compute (a+b)X(c+d), but then it has 
to put it somewhere safe-so it pushes it 
into a memory stack. The T800 does the 
same thing, but it uses a temporary vari
able instead. The 68000 has enough reg
isters for all but three of the variables, so 
it can do the job quite nicely. 

Let's look at these examples a bit more 
closely. The 80286 not only spends a fair 
amount of time messing with memory, it 
also has to move values into special 
places for some operations (like multiply 
and divide). The T800 doesn't-all the 
operations are available on the stack-held 
variables, saving a load of housekeeping 
work. Of course, it will slow down from 
memory traffic if we use up the on-chip 
memory, but that can be avoided by com
mon sense (e .g., mallocing arrays so 
they are off-chip). 

The 68000 looks good, but it spends a 
good deal of its instructions shuffling 
stuff between registers (quicker than 
memory traffic, but still functionally use
less) . Also, we can see several examples 
of successive instructions adding some
thing into a specific register; the 68000 is 
using a register as an accumulator (which 
in a T800 or a 6502 doesn't need to be 
mentioned in the instruction-its use is 
implicit) and having to waste instruction 
bits doing so. This tends to make 68000 
programs bigger than T800 programs. 

Then there's the matrix example. This 
shows the 68000 to its best advantage. 
The code shows that the machine directly 
understands the C phrase m2++ ("use a 
variable as an address, read what it's 
pointing at out of memory, and then in
crement the pointer"). As a result, the 
68000 code for the inner loop of the ma
trix procedure is by far the shortest of all 
the examples. The T800 is more long
winded, but pretty straightforward, and 
the 80286 is similar to the T800. The ap
parent advantage of the 68000 isn't so 
real, though; the processor still has to ac
cess the memory and to actually do an ad
dition. The code looks smaller on the 
page but doesn't run faster than the other 
machine's approach of doing it by hand. 

Finally, you can look at what it takes to 
call a procedure. The code in the main 
subroutine shows what each machine 

continued 



CHECK THE SPECS 
• The Data Exchange System, 
Model 24, allows high speed r ~~A~~~ ~ exchange of data between v v,, ... ~~ computers, printers and other 

GESmEM 

Engineered 
for speed, 
flexibility 

and 
expandability 

Bay Tech 
Bay Technical Associates, Inc., Data Communications Products Division 

200 N. Second St., Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 USA 
Telex 910-333-1618 BAYTECH, Telephone 601-467-8231 or toll-free 

800-523-2702 

peripherals . 

• Powerful 16-bit CPU plus 
multiple high performance 1/0 
processors allow super high 
speed transfer of data 
demanded by new faster 
computers and software. 

• Optimum flexibility: Select 
the right combination of serial 
and parallel ports, and set any 
of these ports as a peripheral 
port or as a computer port. 

• Basic unit expandable to 24 
ports by 4-port modules offered 
in serial/parallel combinations. 

• Standard 512KB buffer 
expandable to 41/2 megabytes, 
to handle big print/ plot jobs 
and many small ones . 

• Buffer memory dynamically 
allocated to maximize buffer 
utilization. 

• Simultaneous data input and 
output on all ports, so no 
devices are kept waiting. 

• Computer-to-computer 
communication concurrent 
with all other operations. 

• Full duplex communication 
allows file transfer capability 
with many communications 
software packages. 

• Compatible with virtually all 
computers, printers, plotters, 
modems and other peripherals. 

• Pop-up RAM resident PC 
support software allows 
peripheral selection via hot key. 

• Super fast throughput allows 
data to pass through with no 
apparent processing delays . 

• Many user-definable 
parameters including separate 
baud rates, flow control and 
parity for each port. 

• Internal serial-to-parallel and 
parallel-to-serial conversion. 

• Cascading capability to 
increase available number 
of ports . 

• Unlimited hotline tech 
support. 

• Designed and manufactured 
in the U.S .A. 
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and 

matrix 

L12: 

L15: 

Ll3: 

L9: 

main 

now the 
move 
add 
move 
add 
muls 
move 
add 
move 
add 
muls 
ext.l 
divs 
move 
move 

movem.l 
unlk 
rts 
.globl 

link 
movem.l 
movea.l 
movea.l 
movea.l 
moveq 

cmp 
bge.s 
moveq 

cmp 
bge.s 
move 

add 
move 
addq 
bra.s 

addq 
bra.s 

movem.l 
unlk 
rts 
.comm 
.comm 
.comm 

computation 
-6(a6), de 
-4 (a6), de 
d3, d2 
-2(a6), d2 
de, d2 
d5, d1 
d4, d1 
d7, de 
d6, de 
d1, de 
de 
d2, de 
de, d7 
d7, de 

(a7), $248 
a6 

matrix 

a6, $-2e . 
$14528, (a7) 
8 (a6), aS 
12 (a6), a4 
16 (a6), a3 
$e, d7 

2e (a6), d7 
L9 
$e, d6 

22 (a6), d6 
L13 
(a4) +, de 

(a3) +, de 
de, (a5) + 
$1, d6 
L15 

$1, d7 
L12 

(a7), $14528 
a6 

mat1 
' 

32 -
mat2 ' 32 -
mat3 ' 32 

.globl main 

link a6, $e 
jsr interpret 
moveq $4, de 
move de , - (a7) 
moveq $4, de 
move de, -(a7) 
move.l $mat3 

' -(a7) -
move.l $mat2 

' 
-(a7) -

move.l $mat1 -(a7) -
jsr matrix 
add a $16, a7 
moveq $5, de 
move de, -(a7) 
jsr evaluate 
addq $2, a7 
unlk a6 
rts 
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'h' moved to de 
add 'g' in to de 
'e' into d2 
add 'f' into d2 
d2 = d2 * de 
'c' 
'c' + 'd' 
'a' 
'a' + 'b' 
(a+b) * (c+d) 
make de 32 bits long 
(a+b)*(c+d)/(e+f)*(g+h) 
put result into a 
put result into 
function-value register 

a4 is m2 - read from memory 
· ! then increment m2, 

putting result into de 
add *m3++ into de 
write result into *m1++ 

does. The 80286 pushes the procedure 
parameters onto the stack and then calls 
the procedure. The first thing the proce
dure does is spend some time saving a few 
registers. 

The T800 passes three parameters on 
its processor stack, putting the others in 
locations in memory where they'll look 
like local variables to the called proce
dure . The called procedure itself has only 
to play with the frame pointer on entry, 
so the T800's call/return is pretty slick. 
The 68000 passes its parameters on the 
stack (it could in principle use registers, 
but that's difficult in C because of the 
separate compilation facilities-the caller 
doesn't know anything about the innards 
of the callee), and the called procedure 
doesn't have to do much more than the 
T800. 

Out of the Armchair 
You should see by now that there is no 
satisfying answer to the question of which 
architecture is the best. It all depends
on the technology, the problem, and the 
politics. But architecture is a fuzzy ques
tion; it's more practical to compare im
plementations, and this can be accom
plished to a certain degree of precision, 
given the weary task of collecting lots of 
data. The text box "Architectural Met
rics" on page 214 provides some sugges
tions as to how the measuring might be 
done. 

This discussion has glossed over the 
many very difficult technical decisions 
about what to put in and what to leave out 
of a design when only finite resources are 
available. During the actual design of a 
machine, more rigor is brought to bear; 
see the text box "Designing an Architec
ture" on page 217 for a look at some of 
the available methods. 

The discussion has taken us from the 
simplest practicable microprocessor to 
extremely advanced architectures. I've 
ignored other facets of computer design, 
such as prefetching instructions, the 'use 
of a cache, the effects of virtual memory, 
the provision of support for vector opera
tions, floating-point coprocessors, and 
how to handle 1/0. While it's not possible 
to claim that the designers of the real ma
chines I referred to actually used the same 
metrics suggested here, the progression 
of ideas is legitimate. From it, you should 
have some idea of the technical forces 
shaping the machines on our desks, and 
why they are the shape they are. • 

Pete Wilson is a computer architecture 
engineer at Prisma Inc . (Colorado 
Springs, Colorado), working on the de
sign of a new gallium arsenide supercom
puter. He previously worked on the de
sign team for the /NMOS transputer. 
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UNLEASH YOUR 80386! 
Your 80386-based PC should run two to 
three times as fast as your old AT. This 
speed-up is primarily due to the doubl
ing of the clock speed from 8 to 16 MHz. 
The new Micro Way products discussed 
below take advantage of the real power 
of your 80386, which is actually 4 to 16 
times that of the old AT! These new pro
ducts take advantage of the 32 bit regis
ters and data bus of the 80386 and the 
Weitek 1167 numeric coprocessor chip 
set. They include a family of MicroWay 

80386 compilers that run in protected 
mode and numeric coprocessor cards 
that utilize the Weitek technology. 

The benefits of our new technol
ogies include: 
• An increase in addressable memory 
from 640K to 4 gigabytes using MS
DOS or Unix. 
• A 12 fold increase in the speed of 32 bit 
integer arithmetic. 
• A 4 to 16 fold increase in floating point 

speed over the 80387/80287 numeric 
coprocessors. 

Equally important, whichever Micro
Way product you choose, you can be 
assured of the same excellent pre- and 
post-sales support that has made Micro
Way the world leader in PC numerics 
and high performance PC upgrades. 
For more information, please call the 
Technical Support Department at 

617·746·7341 
After July 1988 call 508-7 46-7341 

mW1167 Numeric 
Coprocessor Board 

Micro Way® 
80386 Support 

MicroWay 80386 Compilers 
NDP Fortran-386 and NDP C-386 are globally 
optimizing 80386 native code compilers that 
support a number of Numeric Data Processors, 
including the80287, 80387 and mW1167. They 
generate mainframe quality optimized code and 
are syntactically and operationally compatible to 
the Berkeley 4.2 Unix f77 and PCC compilers. 
MS-DOS specific extensions have been added 
where necessary to make it easy to port pro
grams written with Microsoft C or Fortran and 
RIM Fortran. 

The compilers are presently available in two 
formats: Microport Unix 5.3 or MS-DOS as ex
tended by the Phar Lap Tools. MicroWaywill port 
them to other 80386 operating systems such as 
OS/2 as the need arises and as 80386 versions 
become available. 

The key to addressing more than 640 kbytes 
is the use of 32-bit integers to address arrays. 
NDP Fortran-386 generates 32-bit code which 
executes 3 to 8 times faster than the current 
generation of 16-bit compilers. There are three 
elements each of which contributes a factor of 2 
to this speed increase: very efficient use of 
80386 registers to store 32-bit entities, the use of 
inline 32-bit arithmetic instead of library calls, 
and a doubling in the effective utilization of the 
system data bus. 

An example ofthe benefit of excellent code is a 
32-bit matrix multiply. In this benchmark an NDP 
Fortran-386 program is run against the same 
program compiled with a 16-bit Fortran. Both 
programs were run on the same 80386 system. 
However, the 32-bit code ran 7.5 times faster 
than the 16-bit code, and 58.5 times faster than 
the 16-bit code executing on an IBM PC. 
NDP FORTRAN-386 T~ ••• ••• •• • •• • ••• $595 
NDP C-386'~ .................. .... .. $595 

Micro 
IIVay 

MicroWay Numerics 
The mW1167'~ is a MicroWay designed high 
speed numeric coprocessor that works with the 
80386. It plugs into a 121 pin "Weitek" socket 
that is actually a superset ofthe80387. This soc
ket is available on a number of motherboards 
and accelerators including the AT&T 6386, 
Tandy 4000, Compaq 386/20, Hewlett Packard 
RS/20 and MicroWay Number Smasher 386. It 
combines the 64-bit Weitek 1163/64 floating 
point multiplier/adder with a Weitekllntel de
signed "glue chip". The mW1167'~ runs at 3.6 
MegaWhetstones (compiled with NDP Fortran-
386) which is a factor of 16 faster than an AT and 
2 to 4 times faster than an 80387. 
mW116716 MHz ....... . ..• . ..•. . . $1495 
mW1167 20 MHz ... . .. • .. . ........ $1995 

Monoputer''"' - The INMOS T8oo-20 Trans
puter is a 32-bit computer on a chip that features 
a built-in floating point coprocessor. The T800 
can be used to build arbitrarily large parallel pro
cessing machines. The Monoputer comes with 
either the 20 MHz T800 or the T 414 (a T800 
without the NDP) and includes 2 megabytes of 
processor memory. Transputer language sup
port from Micro Way includes Occam, C, Fortran, 
Pascal and Prolog. 
Monoputer T414-20 with 2 meg' . .. $1495 
Monoputer TB00-20 with 2 meg' ... $1995 

Quadputer'~ can be purchased with 2, 3 or 4 
· transputers each of which has 1 or 4 megabytes 
of memory. Quadputers can be cabled together 
to build arbitrarily fast parallel processing 
systems that are as fast or faster than today's 
mainframes. A single T800 is as fast as an 
80386/mW1167 combination! 
Biputer '~ T800/T 414 with 2 meg' ... . $3495 
Quadputer 4 T414-20 with 4 meg' ... $6000 
'Includes Occam 

80386 Multi-User Solutions 
AT8 ''"' - This intelligent serial controller series is 
designed to handle 4 to 16 users in a Xenix or 
Unix environment with as little as 3% degrada· 
tion in speed. It has been tested and approved by 
Compaq, Intel, NCR, Zenith, and the Department 
of Defense for use in high performance 80286 
and 80386 Xenix or Unix based multi-user 
systems. 
AT4- 4 users . •.•• • • • •. • ••.......... $795 
AT8 - 8 users ...•••....• • ........... $995 
AT16- 16 users ................... $1295 

Phar Lap'~ created the first tools that make it 
possible to develop 80386 applications which 
run under MS-DOS yet take advantage of the full 
power of the 80386. These include an 80386 
monitor/loader that runs the 80386 in protected 
linear address mode, an assembler, lir;1ker and 
debugger. These tools are required for the MS
DOS version of the MicroWay NDP Compilers. 
Phar Lap Tools ...•••• . .••• • ••. •. ..•. $495 

PC/ AT ACCELERATORS 
287Turbo-10 10 MHz ..•.........•... $450 
287Turbo-12 12 MHz ..............•. $550 
287TurboPius-12 12 MHz ........... $629 
FASTCACHE-286 9 MHz ............ $299 
FASTCACHE-28612 MHz ........... $399 
SUPERCACHE-286 ................. $499 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
80387-20 20 MHz ................... $795 
80387-1616 MHz . . . . . .• • •.........• $495 
80287-10 10 MHz .............. . ..•. $349 
80287·8 8 MHz . . .. .... .. • • ... • ....• $259 
80287-6 6 MHz .... ... .............. $179 
8087-2 8 MHz ...................•.. $154 
8087 5 MHz ... . ........• • .. . ........ $99 

The World Leader in PC Numerics 
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341 

32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466 
St. Leonards, NSW, Australia 02-439-8400 
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The new 
Hercules 
Network Card 
Plus makes put
ting a network 
into place easier 
and less expensive 
than most people would 
have thought possible. 

But there's something 
else about the Network 
Card Plus that makes 
it even better. 

It's also an advanced 
graphics card with 
Hercules' proprietary 
RamFont technology. 

And since the Network 
Card Plus puts both 
graphics and network 
capabilities onto a single 

card, it saves you a slot
at the same time that 
it saves you money. 

As a network card, the 
Network Card Plus lets 
you connect PCs to other 
PCs, to Macintoshes, 
and to UNIX based sys
tems, quite easily and 
inexpensively. It lets you 
share costly resources 
such as laser printers. 
All via the AppleTalk 
network protocol. 

The Network 
Card Plus also 

lets you share 
files- even across 
differing operat
ing systems 
-using the normal 

int e of whichever 
machine you access those 
files with~ 

Once your network is up, 
it's easily expandable- so 
you aren't limited to the 
configuration you start with. 
You can add a peripheral or 
a computer whenever you 
wish. A network can include 
up to 32 nodes- or more if 
you link networks. 

Of course, the Network 
Card Plus is also rather 

·user must provide inexpensive networking so ftware, such as TOPS/DDS.© 1988 Hercules Computer Technology, Inc .. 921 Pa rker Street, Berkeley, California 94 71 D. 
Technical Support 41 5-57 0-0749, Sales 415-540-0212. Hercules and Ram font are trademarks of Hercul es Computer Technology, Inc. Other products are trademarks of their respective holders. 
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formidable as 
a graphics card. 

It provides 
all the mono
chrome graphics 
and text fimc
tionality of 
the widely used Hercules 
Graphics Card Plus. 

Resolution of 720 x 348. 
Full compatibility with 
thousands of software pack
ages. As well as RamFont, 
which combines the versa
tility of graphics mode with 
the speed of text mode. 

RamFont gives you 
tremendous variety in 
character styles and sizes, 
and radically increases 
the functionality of a great 

many software products. 
Spreadsheets, such 

as Lotus 1-2-3, can display 
more information. Word 
processors, such as Word
Perfect 5.0- can show 
actual italics and boldface 
and much more. And you 
can even mix graphics and 
text on the screen at the 
same time. All with no 
sacrifice of speed. 

In short, the Network 
Card Plus is just as 

advanced a 
graphics card as 
it is a net
working solution. 

It can be had 
at much less than 

the cost of buying 
cards for each job. 

And all of this makes 
the Network Card Plus a 
single card that can quite 
affordably answer the 
computing needs of today. 

And those of tomorrow. 
For more information 
on the Network Card Plus 
and where you can buy 
it call toll-free 1-800-
532-0600 ext. 402 (U.S.) 
or 1-800-323-0601 
ext. 402 (Canada). 

~BfGU BS ~BtworK ~ar~ r US 
The easiest way to put a network into place is with a graphics card. 
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Use Premium 
Fuel Only. 

Take V2 gallon of gasoline formu
lated for high-performance motor 
cars. 

Add a clod of dirt, a quart of 
kerosene, a tablespoon of sugar, 
and a dollop of axle grease. 
Sprinkle with rust particles and 
dog hairs. Stir. 

You'd be crazy to put that in 
your Ferrari, right? 

But what we've just concocted 
is the petroleum equivalent of a 
kilowatt of ordinary electricity 

Emerson UPS's Provide 
Clean Fuel For Computers. 

Since today's computers are no 
less high performance machines 
than the most sophis ticated auto
mobiles, they need highly-refined 
fuel, too. 

Fact is, many problems blamed 
on hardware or software are, in 
reality, the fault of raw electricity 
Industry statistics show that half 
the downtime, lost employee and 
machine productivity, and main
tenance costs are the direct result 
of bad electricity 

A typical computer site expe
riences about 7 blackouts, over 500 
sags and more than 2,000 spikes 
and surges per year. Plus there's 
almost continuous line noise at 
even the best locations. 

Power surges alone are credited 
by one insurance company with $35 
million in pc losses just last year. 

Any way you look at it, making 
sure your computer gets premium 
fuel is up to you. Fortunately, it's 
easy and affordable. 

--~ - =- -- _, 
...._ .... j , , 

Ditto. 
protection against power outages. 

In reality, they're also the best 
power conditioners money can 
buy They work continuously, 
uniquely providing an impene
trable barrier that isolates your 
computers from power problems. 

The result: You get the level of 
performance your computer was 
designed to deliver. The level you 
paid for. 

The High Performance 
UPS Manufacturer. 

Emerson makes a full line of 
UPS, power conditioning and dis
tribution systems, even simple 
surge protectors. 

An Emerson Uninterruptible 
Power Source is the electrical 
equ ivalent of a petroleum refinery. 

UPS Performance And Throughput. 

All feature quiet operation, 
attractive design, UL-listed safety, 
operation that is one-switch 
simple, and proven reliability 
backed by the best service in the 
business. 

Raw fuel in, good fuel out. 
Such a simple solution to all the 

harm spikes, sags, and blackouts 
can do. 

Unrefined Electricity Does 
Crude Things To Computers. 
Unlike bandsaws, washing 

machines and tv's, computer 
circuits are hypersensitive to the 
slightest power variations. Data 
can be scrambled or vaporized in 
a few milliseconds. Programs can 1 

Most people think of Emerson 
UPS systems as just battery backup So, let us help you rev up your 

productivity Simply calll-800-
BACK-UPS for our free introduc
tory brochure and the name of 
your local representative. Or write: 
Emerson Computer Power, 3300 S. 
Standard St., Santa Ana, CA 92702. 

crash unceremoniously -a-~ 
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CPU ARCHITECTURES 

What They Did Wrong 
The shortcomings and inadequacies of various CPU architectures 

Richard Grehan and Jane Morrill Tazelaar 

LET'S FACE IT -no CPU architecture is 
perfect. No matter what approach you 
take in designing a microprocessor, some 
aspect of it could be better if it were de
signed another way. The perfect logic of 
any approach runs into roadblocks from 
time to time. And no matter how much 
you include in the design, there's always 
something you missed, or found unim
portant, that is essential to someone else. 

Other articles in this section explore 
the way CPUs have evolved and explain 
where the newest generation of micropro
cessors is headed. They examine some 
other issues, like CPU-to-memory inter
facing , that influence computer perfor
mance. But maybe there are lessons to be 
learned by looking at some of the glaring 
omissions in earlier-generation CPUs. 

To add to some of our own experi
ences-and frustrations-with various 
architectures, we informally polled the 
members of some microprocessor-spe
cific conferences on BIX to find out what 
peeves them about their favorite-or not 
so favorite-microprocessor. (See table 1 
for a comparison of the architectures dis
cussed.) Our emphasis is on assembly 
language programming, as that comes 
closest to the nitty-gritty. Here, then, are 
some of their comments, with some of 
ours , about the limitations and inadequa
cies of various CPU architectures . 

Intel's 8080 
Some of the S-100 machines , such as the 
Altair, use the 8080 chip as their CPU. It 
has 8-bit registers (although some regis
ters can pair up for a 16-bit total), an 8-bit 
data bus, and 16-bit addressing (for an 

address limit of 64K bytes) . Registers are 
specialized. All jumps are absolute, mak
ing relocatable code extremely difficult
if not impossible-to create. The 8080 
has no multiply or divide instructions, 
and addition is the only thing you can do 
in the 16-bit paired registers; there is no 
16-bit subtract instruction. 

Originally, Mostek's 6502 
The Apple ll computer contains the 6502 
CPU. It has 8-bit registers, an 8-bit data 
bus, 16-bit addressing, and is limited to 
64K bytes of physical address space. It 
has no multiply or divide instructions 
(you couldn't have done much with them 
anyway). It has only one accumulator
you must use register A for math and 
logic operations. The maximum stack 
size is 256 bytes-it's restricted to page 1 
of the memory area. The 6502 has no 
separate 1/0 instructions, so 1/0 devices 
must be mapped to memory addresses . 

Two instructions that would really be 
nice to see on the 6502 are TXY and TYX. 
Instead, you have to do some kind of 
push/pop or store/load sequence to trans
fer a byte from one index register to an
other. And how about that carry flag? All 
you want to do is a quick 8-bit add-no 
muss, no fuss. But no. If you're writing 
modular code, you've got to eat up that 
extra byte just to make sure there's noth
ing sitting in CY. 

Henry Vanderbilt from Roxbury 
Crossing , Massachusetts, says: "The 
first thing that comes to mind is [the 
omission of] 2-byte relative addressing . 
All the relative branch instructions take 
only a 1-byte operand, limiting their 

range severely. [And then there's] abso
lute addressing only when you're going 
farther than plus or minus 128 bytes or 
so. Relocatable code? Not on a 6502. A 
minor peeve-there's no unconditional 
branch. You have to use 

CLC 
BCC FOO 

BNR (branch for no reason) would elimi
nate that." 

From John Fachini in Manchester, 
New Hampshire, comes a reply: "The 
65C02 gives you BRA (branch always), 
and the 65C02 is, without doubt, what 
the 6502 should have been way back 
when. The biggest 6502 weakness is the 
fact that when you want to move some
thing you've got to put it in the accumula
tor. The 65816 has the MVP [block move 
positive] and MVN [block move negative] 
instructions (fair to middling) ; the 80x86 
series has Rep MovSB / W (great); and
sigh-the 6502 has 

LDA ITEM, Y 
STA DEST, Y 
INY 

Landon Dyer from Sunnyvale, Califor
nia , responds: "On the other hand, there 
are probably more 6502s in the world 
than 80x86s and 680x0s combined . 
Might makes right. Quantity is quality. 
Naturally, most of those 6502s are sitting 
in closets .. .I can 't think of many changes 
I'd make to the 6502 that wouldn't also 

continued 
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One item that irks me 

about the 65816 that 

/love about the 8086 is 

the switching between 

8- and 16-bit modes. 

involve a complete redesign . I mean, if 
you're going to make just one change, 
what's it worth? Can you write commer
cial code that depends on it? I can just see 
your game cartridge coming with a 
65C02 to install as well. But, at one time, 
I would have killed for an LDY ( n, X) ! " 

Henry Vanderbilt: "The 6502 is a bit 
short on frills . After learning to write on 
one, the reduced-instruction-set-com
puter (RISC) concept seemed natural . 
However, I hear RISC chips tend to have 
a few more registers to work with than the 
6502. One feature I always wanted: the 
ability to set the 8 most significant bits of 
the address bus to other than $00 [hexa
decimal zeros], for use with the zero
page addressing mode. I heard it said 
once that the 6502 actually has 256 8-bit 
registers, due to the speed and brevity of 
the zero-page mode. It would be useful to 
[be able to] keep more than one area of 
memory as zero-page." 

John Fachini: "There is a problem 
with the use of the JMP instruction where 
the address fi:eld falls on an FF I 00 page 
boundary. The 6502 would look at, say, 
$3FF and $300 for the vector. The 65C02 
and above look at $3 FF I $400. " 

Table 1: CPU chip capacities. 

WHAT THEY DID WRONG 

And from Randy Hyde in Norco, Cali
fornia: "When considering the 6502 ar
chitecture, don't forget to look at the Mit
subishi 50750 family of CPUs. These are 
single-chippers based on the 6502 that in
clude such goodies as memory-to-mem
ory operations (in page zero) and lots of 
bit-test, set, and clear operations." 

Zilog's Z80 
The TRS-80 and some S-1 00 machines 
use the Z80 chip: 8-bit registers and data 
bus, 16-bit addressing with a 64K-byte 
address limit, and no multiply or divide 
instructions. The Z80 made a lot of im
provements over the 8080. Relative 
jumps were a nice addition, as were the 
LDD, LDDR, LDI, and LDIR instructions 
(and others with built-in repeats and reg
ister increments and decrements) . But 
why did the Z80 designers require an off
set every time you use the IX or IY regis
ters as index registers? You can't do LD 
(IX) ,n; you have to do LD ( IX+d) ,n . 
Sure, d can act as an index into an array 
for which IX is the base, but d has to be 
hard-coded. So, unless you like writing 
self-modifying code, it doesn't buy you 
much. 

From William Smith in Hamilton, 
Massachusetts: "Things that would be 
nice on the Z80 are things like LD ( IX 
+C_REG), (IY+B_REG) and, one of my 
personal favorites, LD HL, (HL), which all 
comes down to having a complete in
struction set where you can use any and 
all addressing modes with any and all in
structions. This is why the VAX and Na
tional 32000 architectures [interest] me: 
You don't have to remember that some
thing isn't allowed. But it wasn't possible 

CPU chip Register Data bus Address Physical 
size size size addressing 

(in bits) (in bits) (in bits) limit 

8080 8 8 16 64K bytes 

6502 8 8 16 64K bytes 

Z80 8 8 16 64K bytes 

8088 16 8 20 1 megabyte 

8086 16 16 20 1 megabyte 

65816 16 8 24 16 megabytes 

80286 16 16 24 16 megabytes 

68000 32 16 24 16 megabytes 

68020 32 32 32 4 gigabytes 

80386 32 32 32 4 gigabytes 
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to make 64-bit machines with 256 regis
ters and complete instruction sets that run 
at 25 MHz and execute every instruction 
in one clock cycle, so we are 'stuck' with 
the Z80." 

Ray Duncan from Marina del Rey , 
California, responds: "It would have 
been nice if the (IX) and ( IY) instruc
tions weren't so bloody slow. They make 
great-looking code on paper, but in gen
eral you can get better results by just sav
ing and loading the HL register as though 
the chip was an 8080. Also, they should 
have had a special set of op codes for 
( IY) and (IX) addressing without dis
placement, instead of requiring the zero 
displacement byte to always be there." 

From Larry Sanderling in Los Ange
les, California: "I've always wished for 
2-byte relative jumps. Relocatable code 
would surely be a lot easier that way. 
Also, [the ability] to swap any two single 
or double registers would be handy. And 
the IN (HL) form would be great if it 
worked." 

Steve Russell from Butler, Pennsylva
nia , adds: "Gee, remember way back 
when the Z800 was 'just about' out, and 
it was going to do all the things we wished 
the Z80 would do? Actually, the 64180 
did a nice job of making the index in
·structions clock respectably; only by 
then, who cared? We already had neat 
stuff making slick use of two index regis
ters as word-size register variables or 
some such." (For a build-it-yourself 
64180 system, see "Ciarcia's Circuit 
Cellar" in the September and October 
1985 BYTE.) 

And from Ralph Becker-Szendy in 
Honolulu, Hawaii: "Come on, the Z280 
closes a lot of holes the Z80 instruction 
set has . But I have no clue as to how fast 
the new instructions are." 

Intel's 8088,8086, and 80286 
The Intel family of chips is very familiar . 
The 8088 is the CPU for the IBM PC and 
some of its compatibles. Although it still 
has the 8-bit data bus, it has moved up to 
16-bit registers and 20-bit addressing, al-
lowing an address space of 1 megabyte. 
Some PC compatibles use the 8086 chip, 
which moves fully into the 16-bit world: 
registers and data bus. It maintains the 
20-bit addressing and the !-megabyte ad-
dress space. The 80286, which resides in 
the IBM PC AT and its clones, keeps the 
16-bit data bus and registers and expands 
addressing to 24 bits for a maximum of 16 
megabytes of addressable memory. 

These architectures have their prob-
lems as well, such as those nasty segment 
registers. Even though the physical ad-
dressing capability is in the megabytes, 
segments can be only 64K bytes long. 

continued 



How to create high-performance programs 
without wasting your time or money 

The High·Performance C Compiler 

Step 1: The $19.95 
Power C compiler 
Power C is the new ANSI compatible C compiler 
that runs faster than Microsoft C and has more 
functions than Turbo C®. Power C combines 
high-performance software with superb docu
mentation , all for less than the price of most C 
books alone. It's your fast route to fast programs 
without the fast bucks. Compare Power C to the 
competition and see how much time and money 
you'll save . 

Performance/Price Chart 
(execution times in seconds) 

Power C Quick C® Turbo C"'-

1) fib 23.8 53.4 26.4 

2) sieve 27. 6 43 .2 25.5 

3) tdbl 3.5 9.0 9.6 

4) diskio 13.5 14.4 14.3 

5) report 11.0 71 .7 60.7 

6) drystone 36 .6 41 .6 31.8 

Compile/Link 73 .9 113.5 81 .4 

EXE File Size 25120 32092 27184 

Compiler Price $19 .95 $99 .00 $99 .95 

Debugger Price $19 .95 N/C N/A 

Library Source $10 .00 $150.00 $150.00 

Total Cost $49 .90 $249 .00 $249.95 

NIC no charge - NIA not available 
Benchmarks compiled using Make utility. command-line compiler. 

and medium memory model 
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Step 2: The $19.95 
Power Ctrace debugger 
P ower Ctrace is the new state-of-the-art 
C debugger that makes Microsoft's Codeview 
look like old technology. Power Ctrace will reduce 
the time you spend debugging your C programs 
by at least a factor of 10. With Power Ctrace, 
you 'll be worki ng smarter instead of harder. Actu
ally, you'll be having so much fun that it won't 
even feel like work anymore . 

Unlike other debuggers, Power Ctrace lets you 
debug graphics programs on a single monitor. 
You can even debug programs that write directly 
to video memory. However, the major advantage 
of Power Ctrace is simple operation. You won 't 
waste any time trying to understand or remember 
cryptic commands. With Power Ctrace , a single 
keystroke is all it takes . Help screens show you 
which key to press and pop-up menus list your 
options . Invest just 10 minutes with Power Ctrace 
now and you 'll save hours from now on . 

Technical Specifications 
Power C includes: Power C compiler with integrated Make. 
Power CLinker. Power C Libraries (450 !unctions). the Power 
C book (680 pages), and support for .. 
v ANSI standard 
'7 IEEE floating point 
'7 8097180287 coprocessor 
'7 auto-sensing of 8087/80287 
'7 automatic register variables 
'7 unlimited program size 
'7 mixed model (near & far pointers) 
v graphics on CGA. EGA, VGA, & Hercules 

Optional Products: 
v Power Ctrace debugger 
'7 library source code 
'7 BCD business math 

Order now by calling our toll free number or mail 
the coupon to Mix Software , 1132 Comm erce 
Drive , Richardson , TX 75081. 

1-800-333-0330 
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001 
Minimum System Requirements: 
DOS 2.0 or later. 320K memory. 2 floppy drives or hard drive . 
Runs on IBM PC. XT. AT. PS/2 and compatibles. 

60 day money back guarantee 
Name ________________________ ___ 

Street ------------------------
City ----------------------------State ____________ Zip __________ __ 

Telephone -----=,--,------::---------==-=-:--:-
Paying by: D Money Order D Check 
0 Visa D MC 0 AX D Discover 
Card # -------------------------
Card Expiration Date -----------------
Computer Name Disk Size 
.,-------,----,----::----, D 5 W 
Product(s) (Not Copy Protected) 

D Power C compi ler ($19 .95) 
D Power Ctrace debugger ($19.95) 
D Library Source Code ($1 0.00) 

(includes assembler & library manager) 
D BCD Business Math ($10 .00) 

Add Shipping ($5 USA- $20 Foreign) 
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax 
Total amount of your order 

D 3Vz" 

$ __ 
$ __ 
$ __ 

$ __ 
$ __ 
$ __ 
$ __ 

Power C & Power Ctrace are trademarks ol M1x Software Inc 
Qu ick C & Codev1ew are registered trademarks of Microsott Corp. 

Turbo C is a registered trademark of Borland International. 8 
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No matter how much 

you include, there's 

always something you 

missed that's essential 

to someone else. 

And registers are highly specialized. One 
pet peeve is that whenever you use the BP 
register as an index, you either have to 
use another index register or tack on an 
offset. You can never just use BP on its 
own. For instance, MOV AX, [BP] results 
in MOV AX, [BP+O]. 

Of course, BP means base pointer, and 
its intent is to act as the base for a frame of 
local storage on the stack. But some
times, you'd like to use BP as just an in
dex into the stack with no displacement; 
so why do you have to carry around that 
extra byte or two that you don't need? Too 
bad they didn't take the r/m field designa
tor for BP+DI+DISP and let it be just BP. 
Working on a small, Forth-like language 
some time ago, Richard decided to use 
separate data and return stacks. He ended 

WHAT THEY DID WRONG 

up using BP a lot, and often with no off
set. Consequently, the program was lit
tered with all these zero offsets. 

In response to this, Russ Schnapp from 
San Diego, California, writes: "Actu
ally, I have no problem with the way Intel 
went with the BP register. Given the seg
mented architecture, they designed it 
quite well. You typically use BP as a 
frame pointer into the stack, in which 
case BP tends to point to the caller's BP 
and is seldom dereferenced with a zero 
offset. 

"I am constantly disgusted with the 
whole concept of the iapx86 segmented 
architecture. It was a pain when I wrote 
code generators for it; it is much more of 
a pain when you try to write (shudder) as
sembly language code for it. Though I've 
been writing iapx86 code for 9 years
yes, back when the 8088 was just a twin
kle in an Intel developer's eye-those 
darned segment registers still manage to 
reach out and 'byte' me [from time to 
time]. 

"And look at what [the architecture] 
does to high-level languages! All the silli
ness that percolates up to the source code. 
Not just the kludges that force you to rec
ognize the segmented nature of the ad
dress space, but also all those ridiculous 

memory models! Look at Turbo C: You 
get tiny, small, medium, compact, large, 
and-gotta catch my breath-humon
gous!" 

Terje Mathisen from New York, New 
York, says: "My main problem when try
ing to wring maximum speed out of the 
segmented 8086 has been too few seg
ment registers. It happens far too often 
that I need to process input from two dif
ferent areas, writing the output to a third . 
The only solutions are very ugly. Either 
swap the segment registers back and 
forth, or use SS to hold the third segment 
for a short time, while disabling all inter
rupts. The last solution, copying one set 
of input into local stack variables, is often 
impossible due to stack-size limitations." 

From Edmund Burnette in Cary, 
North Carolina: "In the same vein, not 
being able to move or exchange segment 
registers without going through memory 
or another register is a pain. Besides the 
inconvenience, in protect mode, the hid
den-segment cache is lost." 

A question from Cheyenne Wills in 
Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania: "In 
[80286] protected mode, what is the 
overhead of reloading a segment register 
with the same value? Is this something to 

continued 
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Osborne I McGraw-Hill's 
P 0 WE R "US E R' S GUIDE SERIES 

The Best Source of Unique Features and Expert Techniques lor Sophisticated Users 

DOS: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by Kris Jamsa 
Learn to wield DOS in 
powerful ways . Com
pares advanced DOS 

and OS/2'" features . 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881310-7, 921 pp., 
Available Now 

dBASE Ill PLUS: TM 

Power User's 
Guide 
by Edward Jones 
dBASE Ill PLUS 
limitations disappear 
with sophisticated 
analyses of dBASE Ill PLUS techniques . 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881317-4, 444 pp., 
Available Now 

Quattro TM: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by Stephen Cobb 
Refine Quattro skills and 
unlock the full speed 
and power of Borland 's 

professional spreadsheet program. 
Borland·Osborne/McGraw-Hill Business Series 

$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881367-0, 600 pp. , 
Available 6/88 
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Osborne McG•·ow+lill 
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C: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by Herbert Schildt 
Make C programs 
sizzle! All the slick 
tricks used in com

mercial software are unveiled to serious 
programmers. 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881307-7, 382 pp., 
Available Now 

Microsoft® 
Word: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by John V. Hedtke 
Reach a new level of 
Word Version 4 op
erations, from desktop publishing to spe
cialized legal and medical applications. 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881357-3, 500 pp., 
Available 5/88 
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1·2-3®: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by Mary Campbell 
Extend 1-2-3® produc
tivity to the limit with 
masterful techniques 

are unavailable elsewhere. 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881298-4, 861 pp., 
Available Now 

WordPerfect®: 
Power User's 
Guide 
by Ruth Halpern 
These advanced 
tools make Word
Perfect pros. Jump 
into macros , desktop publishing , scientific 
equations, and more . 
$22.95 Paperback, 
ISBN: 0-07-881364-6, 650 pp., 
Available 6/88 

Available at Fine Book Stores and Computer Stores Everywhere 
Or Call Our TOLL-FREE Number 800-227-0900 
We accept Visa, MasterCard , and American Express . 

Available in Canada through McGraw-Hill Ryerson , Ltd . Phone 416-293 -1911 

dBASE Ill PLUS is a trademark of Ashton-Tate . Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corp . OS/2 is a trademark of 
International Business Machines. Corp . 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp . QuaNro is a trademark of Borland 
International , Inc. WordPerfect is a reg istered trademark of WordPerfect Corp . Copyright © 1988 McG raw-Hill , Inc. 
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be avoided, or are the checks for a seg
ment exception avoided in this case?" 

An answer comes from Bartosz 
Milewski from Bellevue, Washington: 
"Good question. The answer is: Reload
ing takes the same amount of time as 
loading a new descriptor. In fact, if you 
are expecting a lot of reloads, it is worth 
the trouble to write the code that would 
compare the new descriptor with the old 
value and do the conditional jump around 
the loading code. The same goes for the 
80386. The latter, however, has two 
more segment registers, which can be 
really helpful. " 

Western Design Center's 65816 
The 65816 chip is the CPU used in the 
Apple IIGS computer. It has an 8-bit data 
bus, 16-bit registers, and 24-bit address
ing with its 16-megabyte memory-ad
dressing capacity. The segmentation is 
the same as on the 8088, 64K-byte maxi
mum size, only here the segments must 
align on 64K-byte boundaries-the 
8088 's segments align on 16-byte bound
aries . Basically, this is a souped-up 6502 , 
and it still has no multiplication or divi
sion instructions, but it does have TYX and 
TXY. 

Why did the 65816 designers decide to 

WHAT THEY DID WRONG 

force the direct-page register and the 
stack pointer onto the zero bank? The 
data-bank register is a step in the right di
rection, but why didn't they attach it to 
the direct-page register and the stack 
pointer? It seems that if the direct-page 
register also used the data-bank register, 
it would be easier to attach local storage 
to transient or shared routines. 

From John Fachini: "One item that 
irks me about the 65816 that I love about 
the 8086 is the switching between 8- and 
16-bit modes. Ifl want to handle charac
ter input and output into a string of bytes 
on the 8086, I use AL (accumulator low) 
or AH; ifl want to use the word, I use AX. 
Same for BX, CX, and DX. But on the 
65816, I've got to clunk between 8-bit 
memory and 16-bit memory accesses 
with the status register. Since, for exam
ple, the LDA instruction is the same and 
the processoF checks the M flat in the P 
register for sizing instead of generating a 
different byte for the LDA, you're stuck. I 
assume this has to do with the 1-byte limit 
on the op code with fields coming in up to 
3 bytes after it. I'm not sure this is mak
ing sense, but I think you get the picture. 
At least, 8086 folks will get the picture." 

Morgan Davts from La Mesa, Califor
nia, adds: "I have a lot of gripes about the 

65816 (that are also applicable to the 
65x02 series as well) , but here's some
thing I just had some experience with that 
I wish the 65x02 series had: Stack rela
tive instructions ·and instructions such as 
PER (which basically pushes the program 
counter onto the stack, or the address of 
an object from PC plus an offset). If you 
write relocatable code, that sort of thing 
is indispensable. 

"Randy Hyde has written a tome about 
a proposed upgrade to the 65816. You'll 
find it in apple/long.msg [apple confer
ence, long.msg topic, on BIX] (four mes
sages in all) . Randy's put a lot of good 
thought into it-an understatement. [It 
reads like a thesis for] a master's in com
puter science." 

Motorola's 68000 
The 68000 chip is the power behind the 
Macintosh. It has a 16-bit data bus, 32-bit 
registers, and 24-bit addressing. How
ever, even though the registers are 32-bit, 
the multiply instruction can multiply only 
16-bit quantities. (The 68020 chip solves 
this and moves up to 32-bit addressing 
and the 32-bit data bus as well.) 

Was it really such a good idea to have 
the MOVE instructions set the condition 

continued 

The UniWare"' 68000 C Cross Compiler gen
erates fully optimized code for your ROMable 
applications. It supports: 

The UniWare"' Z80 C Cross Compiler gener
ates fully optimized code for your ROMable 
applications. It supports: 

* 68000 
* 68010 
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* 68008 
* 68012 
* 68881 

You won't find a more complete package - the 
UniWare 68000 C Compiler comes with a 
relocating macro assembler, type-checking 
linker, librarian, and all the utilities you need to 
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*Zilog Z80 
•Zilog Z180 

*Hitachi HD64180 
You won't find a more complete package - the 
UniWare Z80 C Compiler comes with a relocat
ing macro assembler, type-checking linker, 
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SmarTEAM The Smart Choice 
SmarTEAM 2400 
• Bell 103/212A, CCITI V.22/22 bis 
• Auto dial, auto answer, auto speed. selection 
• ASYN/SYN operation 
• Fully compatible with Hayes. 

SmarTEAM 2400 MNP 

• Sophisticated error checking and error 
correcting 

• Provided MNP mode and NON-MNP mode. 
• Compatible with Hayes.AT command. 
• ASYN/SYN operation. 

SmarTEAM 9600 PLus 
• Utilizes the latest MNP class 6 to give error free 

data transfer. 
• Cheaper telephone bills with the MNP data 

compression provides throughput of up to 
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• Battery-backed CMOS RAM preserves con
figuration against power failures for up to 30 
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• Communicates with any MNP or NON-MNP 
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CCITT V.22/22bis/V.27/V.29 modulation 
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flags? It's frustrating when you run into 
situations where you 've got to move 
something into a register, but you don't 
want to mess up the flags. 

Also, how much throughput do you 
gain by requiring words and doublewords 
to be on even-address boundaries? Con
sider the case of compilers-C com
pilers, in particular. Let's say you have a 
function that looks something like this : 

funcl(x) int x ; 
{ char a, b , c ; 

The function funcl() will attempt to set 
aside 3 bytes of local storage-for a, b, 
and c-on the stack. On the Mac, at least, 
this sends the machine into the weeds. 
The situation can get worse if the function 
includes mixed char and int definitions: 

funcl (x) int x; 
{ char a,b; 
int y, z; 
char c , d; 

There's at least one compiler that has a 
switch you can set to either allocate local 
storage as it appears in the source code, 
or to rearrange local variables to mini-

WHAT THEY DID WRONG 

mize " holes" on the stack. (This would 
amount to grouping all the char defini
tions above so that at most only 1 byte 
would be wasted on the stack.) 

From Chris Green in Champaign, Illi
nois : "The 68000 is desperately in need 
of a SWAP.B op code. Relative branch
instruction offsets waste 1 bit. You can't 
branch to an odd address, so why not pro
vide 256 or 65536 either way? Then just 
about every. non-C program could avoid 
long branches. I [also] wish the 68000 al
lowed you to pop PC in a MOVEM from the 
stack. Then you could pop all your saved 
registers from the stack, along with the 
return address , and save an instruction." 

Mark Riley in Simi Valley, California, 
adds: "I think the way the 68000 affects 
status flags in the MOVE instruction is OK. 
It's very handy to be able to move data 
and know if it's zero or negative. How
ever, I'm not sure why the carry bit is 
cleared. If your destination is an address 
register, then the flags aren't set; this is 
sometimes a problem-other times it' s 
great. The MOVEM instruction very wisely 
does not alter the flags , as this allows 
subroutines that are restoring registers to 
return flags unaltered. 

" Now as to a problem: The X flag bit is 
poorly implemented, in my humble opin-

ion. You should be able to branch on 
whether or not it is set. Since MOVE clears 
the carry , this would be desirable. Also , 
manipulating the X flag is a bit of a has
sle . I mean, getting it out of SR (and 
changing it) can cause you problems, de
pending on whether you're 68000, 
68010, or whatever. In this respect, the 
68010 is not 100.000 percent compatible 
with the 68000. Bummer. 

" Here 's a quirk: There' s both an AND 
sadr, Dn and an OR sadr, Dn but no EOR 
sadr, Dn in sight. In most respects , 
though, the 68000 series allows you to 
write straightforward, no-tricks type of 
code." 

From Tom Zerucha in Southfield, 
Michigan: "Problems with the 68000 ar
chitecture [include]: 

1. The 68000 needs a 32 X 32 multiply 
and a 32/32 divide. 
2. They should have left a 100 percent 
compatibility mode in the 68010 and 
68020, so you wouldn't have to change 
anything to change processors but ' turn 
.on' the extended mode, like the cache is 
turned on or the vector base register 
moved. 
3. I don't think that the MOVE instructions 

continued 

PERSTOR ADVANCES 
HARD DISK STORAGE 

Other RLL controllers require drives approved for RLL encoding. The PERSTOR 200 
Series Advanced RLL Controllers are compatible with standard M FM drives and RLL 
approved drives, whether oxide or plated media. 

Our competitors offer only a 50% increase in capacity with their controllers. The 
PERSTOR 200 Series Controllers allow a 90% or 100% increase in capacity. 

If speed is critical to you, the PERSTOR 200 Series Controllers are the answer. They 
deliver up to a 110% increase in data transfer rate, and a general decrease in system 
average access time. 

FEATURES: 
o ADVANCED CAPACITY - 90% or 100% increase in capacity. 

• ADVANCED PERFORMANCE - As much as a 110% increase in speed in your IBM compatible 

microcomputer. 

o ADVANCED COMPATIBILITY - Compatible with either MFM or RLL approved drives with oxide or 

plated med ia. includ ing Maxtor, Miniscribe, Seagate, Newbury Data, CDC, and more* 

o ADVANCED VERSATILITY - Compatible with most PC, XT, AT, or 386 based systems in a single design. 

The bottom line is that you can upgrade current systems or design new systems with higher capacity, performance, 

and qua lity. ' 

• CDC is a trademark of Cont rol Data Corpom tion. Max tor is a tmdcmark of Maxtor Corpomtion. Miniscribc is a tradema rk of Mi niscriOC 

Corporation. Newbury If.ua is a trademark of Newbury l>.tta . Inc. Scaga tc is a tmdcmark of Scagouc Technology. 

EERSTOR 
PE RSTO R SY ST EMS INC . 

7631 E. Greenway Rd . 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 

(602) 991-5451 
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Fred Molinari, President. 

These are just a few of the 
16,777,216 colors 

your PC AT can process 
using our (HSO Color 

Frame Grabber. 

Some color combinations may not grab you. But for the 
first time ever, our DT2871 {HSI) Colo(" Frame Grabber and 
Aurora software let you grab, process, analyze, and display 
color images in real time on the PC AT. You can even import 
color images using the Tag Image File Format (TIFF). 

As if that's not enough of a breakthrough, the DT2871 
offers 512 x 512 x 32-bit pixel resolution, text and graphics over
lays, and-grab this!-hardware hue, saturation, and intensity 
(gray level) processing. 

Even if we don't have the greatest taste for colors, you 

pre press 

have to admit our taste for technology 
is excellent. Give us a call today. 

(617) 481-3700. 
<011 DT-Connect~ is an open interface specification 
which permits the direct connection of stand-alone 
data acquisition and frame grabber boards to pro
cessor boards for greatly accelerated signal (DSP) 
and image processing. 

Industrial 

Astronomy Machine guidance 

ic publishing, either 
true color or gray scale 

Medical diagnostic imaging 
Microscopy 
Modeling 

Machine vision inspection 
-Agriculture (fruits & vegetables) 
-Cosmetics 

Film colorization 
Picture databases 
Slidemaking 
Training 

Motion analysis 
Remote sensing 
Surveillance 

- Electronic components 
-Food 
- Textiles 

Robot guidance 

DAR TRANSLATION. 
World Headquarters: Data Translation , Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752-1192, (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951646 
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd ., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG112QJ, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914 
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025 
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907 ; Chi le (2) 25-3689; Chi na (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90) 372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944 , 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-lll1; Korea (82) 756-9954; Netherlands (70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759 ; Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Si ngapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025 . 

IBM PC AT is a registered trademark of IBM. Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. 
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setting the flags are bad, especially since 
moving addresses around doesn't affect 
them. Otherwise, you have to do a sepa
rate test/compare each time you want to 
check them. And you don't normally care 
what the status flags are until you do a 
conditional jump, when you probably 
have just moved the thing you want to test. 
The DBcc instruction (especially in the 
68010 loop-mode cache) makes use of 
this nicely . 
4. They should load the initial SP and PC 
from somewhere else-the interrupt vec
tor table is normally in RAM, but there
setting is normally done from RAM . 
5. They should have had relative 
branches that can jump farther than 32K 
bytes (i.e ., using a longword offset) . It is 

·not a big problem unless you have large 
modules that you want to be completely 
relocatable. They fixed this in the 68020. 
Also , some of the addressing modes take 
only word displacements . With com
pletely relocatable code, you don't need 
fix-up information. " 

Ed Tomlinson in Dorval, Canada, 
writes: "If you ever want to implement 
Forth on a 68000 machine, the NEXT in
struction takes two instructions: MOVE 
(AN)+,AM and JMP (AM) . Why not allow 

ALR 386 POWER!! 
ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 
386/2 Model1 0 
• 80386-16mhz (20mhz Optional). 
*1MB of 32-blt RAM (SOns); 
• Expandable to 2MB on board. 
• 1 Serial/ 1 Parallel Ports. 
• Floppy Controller. 
•t 1.2MB Floppy Drive. 
• 101 Professional Keyboard. 
• Phoenix Bios. 
• 80387 and 80287 Sockets. 
• 8 Slots. 

WHAT THEY DID WRONG 

JMP (AN) + . .. ? I like the way MOVE sets 
the status flags. Another thing I would 
like would be the ability to tell the 68000 
which address register to use as SP. This 
would take 3 bits in the status register." 

Tom Zerucha: "You could emulate SP 
changes by doing an exchange with the 
other register. And there are very few in
structions you would use a stack for that 
don't work on the other registers . I agree 
a SWAP .B would help (ROR. W #8, Dn is slow 
except on the 68020, and it is often 
needed). 

"In terms of odd word access, I don't 
code these into my programs, but ifl have 
to work with other data files, I could use 
a 'move-from-odd-address ' instruction. 
The idea of an extended status bit that is 
different from the carry flag looked 
strange, but I find it very useful." 

32-bit Architecture 
What about Motorola's 68020 and Intel's 
80386? Well, since they were designed as 
evolutionary extensions of the previous 
architectures, many of the problems have 
been solved. They have 32-bit registers, 
32-bit data buses, and 32-bit addressing, 
to a maximum of 4 gigabytes of physical 
address space. This doesn't mean that all 
the problems have been solved; it just 

means that new ones haven 't surfaced to 
any great degree yet. 

Never Satisfied 
When you're in the middle of a field of 
assembly language code, wishing for that 
one instruction that will make it all per
fect, it's easy to believe that CPU de
signers neglected certain obviously criti
cal instructions, and did so because they 
thought "No one will need that instruc
tion anyway ." It's more often the case 
that the designers were faced with a 
trade-off in design complexity (read : 
costs) versus a more "complete" instruc
tion set. Still, good programs do exist. 

We' ll probably whine about proces
sors, shortcomings until the day when we 
type in a series of assembly language in
structions and the CPU looks up at us and 
says , "I'm sure you really meant to do 
this," then proceeds to change two or 
three of the instructions automatically . 
And when we get there, we'll probably 
wish we were back where we are now, 
where computers aren't so smart and we 
can still tell them what to do. • 

Richard Grehan and Jane Morrill Taze
laar are senior technical editors for 
BYTE. 

W.P. Electronics, Inc. 
800-962-6778 Order Line 
SAM - SPM Pacific Time 

555 S Palm Canyon Dr #A 110-342, Palm Springs, CA 92264 
619-320-6500 In CA. 

Call For Catalog on our BBS 
619-323-9681 2400/1200 8N1 

Our Other Quality Brands: 
Aldus Dest Iomega 
Amdek Diconix Irwin 

Okidata 
Paradise 

386/2 Model 40 $2899 
386/2 Model R66 $2649 386/2 

AT&T Epson Lotus 
Ansa Hayes Microsoft 

Plus Devlpmt. 
Ricoh 

Other Models Too!! 20mhz versions now available!!! 

NOW AVAILABLE: "Flex Cache" Models From ALR!! 
/ 

( ALR 'DART' 286s Avaii .... Mod 10 $1199, Mod R66 $1999 ) 
Incredible Software and Hardware Values: 

Xerox Ventura Publ. $435 Novell Networking $Call 
Aldus PageMaker $415 Lotus 123 $299 
PARADISE VGA BOARD $259 HP LaserJet II w/Toner $1695 
.ATI VGA BOARD $279 HP 7475A Plotter $1299 
VIDEO & VGA BOARD $Call HP ScanJet w/PC lntrfc. $1395 

Terms and Conditions: 
Prius sfiown are for prepayment. Prices are su6ject to cfumoe witliout notice. 
Some items are in sfwrt suppCy. j'"O'JJ PaCm Sprinos, C~. 'We accept 'MC/IIlS~ 296 

Q(tra; CCYD ortfers 296 ~ra. 2096 'lf.#toc~intJ j'"u. 'lloCume Inquiries 'Welcome. 
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Ashton-Tate Hercules NCR Seagate 
Western Digital 
Zenith 

AST HP NEG 
Compaq IBM Novell 

COMPAQ and ZENITH 
Deskpro 286-1 $1699 Z-181 Laptop $1549 
Deskpro 286-20 $2350 
Deskpro 286-40 $2899 

$2287 Deskpro 386 Systems $Call Z-183 + 20MB 
Portable 111-20 $3499 
Portable 111-40 $4059 1200 Modem $199 
Portable 386 Systems $Call 
Compaq RAM Upgrades $Call 
Compaq Accessories $Call Carry Case $59 
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WINDOWS FOR DATA® 

IT f you program in C, take a few 
moments to learn how Windows for 
Data can help you build a state-of-the
art user interface. 

~Create and manage menus, data-entry forms, context
sensitive help, and text displays - all within windows. 

~Develop window-based OS/2 programs right now, 
without the headaches of learning OS/2 screen manage
ment. Run the same source code in PCDOS and OS/2 
protected mode. 

~Build a better front end for any DBMS that has a C. 
language interface (most popular ones do). 

NO WALLS 

FROM END TO BEGINNING 
Windows for Data begins 

where other screen packages end, 
with special features like nested 
pop-up forms and menus, field en
try from lists of choices, scrollable 
regions for the entry of variable 
numbers of line items, and an ex
clusive built-in debugging system. 

If you've been frustrated by the limitations of other 
screen utilities, don't be discouraged. You won't run into 
walls with Windows for Data. Our customers repeated
ly tell us how they've used our system in ways we never 
imagined - but which we anticipated by designing Win
dows for Data for unprecedented adapatability. You will 
be amazed at what you can do with Windows for Data. 

OUR WINDOWS 
WILL OPEN DOORS 

Our windows will open doors to 
new markets for your software. 
High-performance, source-code
compatible versions of Windows 
for Data are now available for 
PCDOS, OS/2, XENIX, 
UNIX, and VMS. PCDOS 

versions are fully compatible with Microsoft Windows. 
No royalties. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
You owe it to yourself and your programs to try 

Windows for Data. If not satisfied, you can return it for 
a full refund. 

Prices: PCDOS $295, Source $295. OS/2 $495. 
XENIX $795. UNIX, VMS, please call. 

Call: (802). 848-7731 
Telex: 510-601 -4160 VCSOFT 

Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

, ext. 51 
FAX 802-848-3502 

21 Elm Ave. 
Richford, 
VT 05476 





Today's new hardware has the power to let 
you do more with numbers than ever before. Assets 

But only if you have software that's ·1 -s.,-tom-... -30,,..,., 
__d Qfl=4ossa~/ smart enough to put all that power to work. ~ """'"'1 

Enter Microsoft. Excel. .. ,.m """"" 

It's the first spreadsheet explicitly de- \ """~... '/ 
signed to transform new heights of PC P• 

power into new heights of analytical power. · -1 
With the kind of difference you can see \ 7 

on the bottom line. 

The powerful difference. / 
Microsoft Excel works faster than any other 

spreadsheet. It's intelligent enough to recalculate \ 
only updated cells. And responsive enough to let 
you interrupt at any time with new entries. 

Microsoft Excel works smarter too. You can 
display and link multiple worksheets right on your 
screen for a more realistic view. You can even link your 
sheets into a three-dimensional model-without locking them into it. 

Perform any of 131 functions or easily customize your own. Manipulate arrays of data as 
simply as a single cell. Check your work with a complete set of built-in auditing tools. 

Benchmark Results* 
The numbers show why Microsoft Excel does the numbers faster. 

Microsoft Lotus 1-2-3 Quattro 
Exce12.0 2.01 1.0 

Rc.:alculatc Addition File 0:03 0:06 0:07 
Recalculate Multiplication File 0:03 0:07 0:06 
Rc.:akulatc Mixed-Formula File 0:04 0:42 0:24 

You've read the ad. Now see the movie. 

And produce annual-report-quality 
spreadsheets and charts that illuminate the 
most important part of any analysis. The point. 

What's more, you can do all this with 
files and macros created in Lotus~ 1-2-3~ . 
Because the power of Microsoft Excel is 
meant to be shared. 

Now you can preview Microsoft Excel on a TV near you. To get your copy of our action
packed video, just call (800) 323-3577 ext.D53. Ask for the video. It's only $10, but you'll 
get that back when you get Microsoft Excel. 

Or just ask for our free product literature. 
You can also stop by your Microsoft dealer and give Microsoft Excel an analytical workout 

of your own. Find out why every copy of Microsoft Excel comes with 
a money-back guarantee . 

. And discover what a powerful difference Microsoft Excel 
will make to you. 

Microsoft Excel 
The soul of the new machines:' 

*Excerpted from lnjiJWorld. Ja nuary II . 1988. Volume 10. Issue 2. page 55 . T imes are shown in seconds. 
Money-back g uarantee good on purchases made throug h June 30. 1988. and va lid o nly in the USA and Canada. Some restric tio ns appl y. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are registered trademarks and The soul of the new machines is a trade mark of Microsoft Corpora tio n. Lo tu s and 1-2-3 are reg iste red trademarks of Lo tu s Development Corporation. 

Company names and da ta used in the o ut put are f ic titious. 
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PRINTERS 
NEC 

. . . . . • ./.~ol Shot .. . 

BOARDS 

.... . . . . ..... . ... . Call 

J ll~ Citizen Printers . ... •• •. • • • •. 
$2829 

Call 

Silentwriter 
P-6 ... 
P-7 
p.g 

Okidata Printers .. 

. . . •• :~ ~~ Six Pack Plus 

. • . • • • • • . . . . 615 Other Models . 
. . • • • . . • . 1035 ATI 

Call EGA Wonder . 

$ 330 
$ 109 

Call 

~~ES A2 .. .. .. .... .. . 150 Panasonic VGA 
175 
265 
265 

ulli Box OD . . . .. . .. .. . 

10 Meg . . . . • . . . . . . $ 8§5 MSP 40 . . . . • • . . 
16~ _/ -1 0801 Model II 
JOY 1091 1 Model II 

169 
190 
535 
460 

1635 
Call 
Call 

VIP VGA . . . 
Hercules 

20Meg .... ~.. ... . ~ MSP45 ..... .. .. - 439 1524 . ....... • . .• . ••• • • • . Color Card . . 
Graphics Card Plus 40 Meg . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . 1605 MSP 50 . , .. 405 1595 . . . .. . . . •• . . 

Seagate MSP 55 . . .. .. .... .. 505 Lazer P4450 . Intel 

20 MG w WD Conlrolle . . 290 Other Models Call Other Models . Inboard 386 

251·1 · 469 Orcomcs 
AST COMPUTERS 150 .... 299 

480 
Call 

Model 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 1509 
Model 120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2t30 
Model340 4185 
Model 390 5695 

NEC 
1375 
1609 

785 
1370 
2799 
3068 
3714 
Call 
Call 
Call 
698 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Harvard Total Project Manager II . S 309 
Microsoft Project 4.0 . . . . . . . . Call 
Super Project Plus . . . . . . . . . 269 
Timeline 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . • . . 259 

3y . . 
pson Printers . . 

HewleH-Packard 
l aser Jet Series II 

Amdek Monitors . 
NEC 

MONITORS 

. . ms 

Call 

Mult1sync . .. . 
Mulllisync Plus . 
Other Models . 

.. . .. .. . $ 609 

. .. . / all 

.. . .. .... Call 
Call 

.. .. .. . 489 

. .. .... /6i;5 

Princeton Graphics Monitors . 
Princeton Uttrasync . . . . . 
Sony Mulliscan . . . . 
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 
Zenith 1490 . 

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE 
Ability Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
Enable 2.0 . . . . . . . . . • . . . 352 
Framework II . . . . . . . . • . . . 309 
MS Works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
PFS: 1st Choice . . . . . . . . . . 72 
Smart Software System . ... Best Price 
Symphony . . . . . . . . . . . . . 439 

GRAPHICS/MICE 
Chartmaster ... .. . .• . . . / $19!f 
Diagram Master . . . .. . 7 . . 185 
Generic CAD w/Dot Plot -l'l . . . . 72 
Harvard Graphtcy.-1 .. ... . . 
IMSI Mous,>.wll:Jr Halo Ill . . · . . . 
ln-AJtston . . . . . . . .. .• .. 

Microsoft Buss Mouse 1.0 . . .. . 
Microsoft Chart 3.0 •... . ... .. 
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1.0 . . . . . 
News Room .. .. . .. . . .. . . 
News Room Professional . . . . . 
PC Buss Plus Mouse (New Ver. ) w/paint . 
PC Mouse (New Ver. ) w/paint . • . 
Printmaster ... . . ... ... . . 
Print Shop . .. . . .... . · . . . . 
Signmaster .... .. ...... . 
Turbo Graphix T col Box .. . .. . 
Windows Drawl I w/clip art .. . . . 

239 
88 

259 
65 
89 

Call 
Call 
Call 

30 
65 
83 
83 
29 
32 

132 
38 

159 

Star Micronics . 
Toshiba 

321 SL 
341 SL 
351 SX .. 

Inboard 386 w cable 
PC 1010 ......... . .•• . 

499 / 4020 ....... . .. • • ••• • . 
665 Intel 386 

79 Orchid 
Turbo EGA ....... . . •• . 

1005 
115 
299 
719 

449 
Jel 386 Accelerator AT . , , • . . • . . . . 829 

s 539 
ns 
Call 

Tiny T urtlo 286 . . . . . . . • • • • • • . 265 

Prometheus 
12008 
2400 B New .... 
Other Models . . . . . . • • . . . . 

US Robotics 
Password 1200 . . . 
Courier 2400 . . . . 

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT 

Call 

90 
129 
Call 

Paradise 
5 Pack .... .. 
Auloswilch 350 . . 
VGA • New .. 
VGA Professional New . 

Video-7 
VGA ..... 
Vega Deluxe 

99 
Call 
239 
355 

Clipper . . . • . . . . . • • • . . S 368 Fhght Stmulat~..-: . . . • . . . . . Call 
dBase ttl Plus . . • . • • . . . . 374 MS Lea~ng·uos . . . . • • . . . Call 
DB-XL . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 79 PC Logo ..... ..••... . . $ 79 
Eureka .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 88 ~ rbo Tutor II .. . .. .. .. .. . 23 
Fox Base Plus 2.0 . . . • • • . . 185 Typing Instructor . . . . • . . . . . 27 
Genifer . ....... . ...• . ....-188 Typing Tutor IV . . . . . • • • • • • 27 

Nutshell · · · · · · · · · • • · · 75 WORD PROCESSORS 
Paradox 2.0 . . . • • . . • • • . . Call 
PFS: Professional File . . • • . . 111 Microsoft Word 4.0 . .. . . .. . . $185 
Q & A ~ .. . ... . , • • . 185 Multimate Advantage II . . . . . . . 249 
Q~keoae Plus . . . . • • . . . . 138 PFS: Professional Write . . . . . . . 102 
QwckReport . . . .... ·. . • . 138 Votkswriter 3 . . ... .. . . . / 132 
Revelation . . . . . . . . • . . . 459 Volkswriter Deluxe Plus . . 7 . . 59 
R:Base System v . . . . . , . . 399 Webster New World Wri\ef . . . . . 55 
Reflex . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 78 Webster Spell Checkef": . . . . . . 32 
VP Expert . . . . • • . . . • • . . Call Webster Th sa rus . . . . . . . . . 39 
VP Info . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call Word j!erfect . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 

)'JeflfPerfect Executtve . . . . . . Call 
. ACCESSORIES / Vvord Perfect Library . . . . . . . . Call 

Copy II Op11on Board ... . .. . . . ...-can Wordstar Pro Pack 4.0 . . . . . . . 205 
Masterpiece ... . .. . .. .. ... $ 84 Wordstar 2000 Plus 3.0 . . . . . . 189 
Masterpiece Plus : .. ·/ . . . . . 93 DESKTOP PUBLISHING -"" ·.: .. 
Masterptece Remoy. . . . . . . . . 107 _..-
MousePad by_),1ousetrac . . . . . . . 9 Newsmaster . . . . . . • • . . . . $ 48 · 
Summ~etc~ 12x 12 Plus . . . . . . . 369 Pagemaker • . . . . . . • • • . . . 442 
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CPU ARCHITECTURES 

odeling Chaos 
A parallel CPU architecture can take you where shorter clock ticks, 

smarter instructions, and more on-chip memory can't go 

WHEN SCIENTISTS ATTEMPT to 
model the flow of water or air or any 
fluid, they write a Navier-Stokes differ
ential equation that describes how a small 
part of a continuous stream will behave. 
In easy cases, such as water flowing 
down a straight pipe, calculus and clever 
guessing can provide an exact solution 
that describes the flow. But in more diffi
cult problems, such as the turbulent flow 
of air around the wing of a new airplane 
(see photo 2 on page 258) , the answer 
cannot be found with paper-and-pencil 
mathematics; numerical analysis by com
puter is required. 

Solving this type of problem on a tradi
tional , serial-architecture computer
even a very fast one-can be impractical 
because of the large number of separate 
and independent calculations to be per
formed. The problem seems tailor-made 
for a parallel architecture, and, in fact , it 
has become a primary application for 
parallel-architecture machines. The ap
proach has been so successful that many 
companies are replacing their wind-tun
nel tests with computational models run
ning on parallel-architecture computers. 

A look at two such computers illus
trates many of their strengths and some of 
the technical issues that come up in using 
them. In the Connection Machine, from 
Thinking Machines Inc. (Boston, Massa
chusetts), several thousand extremely 
simple CPUs are hooked into a large 
array with carefully arranged channels of 
communication between them. The de
sign allows many thousands of similar 
calculations to be executed literally at 
once (not just apparently , as is the case 
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with multitasking architectures). An
other radical new design, implemented 
by researchers at Princeton, involves 
CPUs with only ·one instruction that is 
custom-designed to solve a single prob
lem at a very high speed. 

Instead of using standard numerical 
methods requiring accurate real-number 
arithmetic to simulate a process, both the 
Connection Machine and the Princeton 
computer use a cellular automaton to 
model the interaction between particles 
on a grid . It may not be elegant to the 
classical mathematician raised on smooth 
functions, but its simplicity makes it easy 
to compute in parallel. Before looking at 
the details of these machines, I'll briefly 
explain the cellular automaton model 
used on both of them to simulate fluid 
flows . Having the practical application in 
front of you makes the strengths and 
drawbacks of parallelism much clearer 
than would an abstract discussion. 

Fitting the Problem 
to the Architecture 
The cellular automaton model discussed 
here was proposed by a team of three sci
entists at the Los Alamos National Lab
oratory : Uriel Frisch, Brosl Hasslacher, 
and Yves Pomeau. Further studies have 
been made by others , including Jim 
Salem, Bruce Nemnich, and Steve Wol
fram at Thinking Machines. 

The model follows the movement of 
particles on a large hexagonal lattice. The 
particles interact according to a set of eas
ily computed rules that specify the out
come for every possible collision. After 
each time step, the computer checks for 

particles colliding. The hexagonal lattice 
lets up to six particles collide at once 
from six different directions; this yields 
26 = 64 possibilities . However, the 64 
possibilities can be reduced through re
flection and rotation of axes to a more 
manageable 14, and that is the number of 
rules the working model actually con
tains (see figure I). 

All the particles are assumed to be 
moving at the same speed. Every rule 
conforms to the Newtonian law of conser
vation of momentum. Put differently, the 
vector sum of particles moving inside 
each grid is the same before and after 
each time step. 

The model can be adjusted to handle 
fluids and gases with different viscosities 
by adjusting the density of the grid. The 
dynamics of a fluid are measured by a 
number known as the Reynolds number, 
which is proportional to the particle ve
locity and size, and inversely propor
tional to the viscosity of the fluid . Slow
moving objects in thick liquids, like 
raisins in molasses , have a low Reynolds 
number; fast objects moving through 
slippery fluids, like bullets through air, 
are described by large numbers. 

In the simulation, the relative density 
of the grid determines the Reynolds num
ber. If there are many nodes close to
gether, the automaton behaves like a fluid 
with a high Reynolds number. If there are 
relatively fewer nodes , the simulated 
fluid will be thicker. Experiments have 
shown that the number of nodes per 
square inch is roughly proportional to the 
square of the fluid's Reynolds number. 

continued 
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Rule# Before collision After collision Rule# Before collision After collision 

1 ** 3F ** 
2L ** 4F ** 
2R ** 4L ** 
2U ** 4R ** 
2V ** 4P ** 
3S ~* 5 ** 
3A ** 

6 ** 
Figure 1: These 14 rules determine the effects of particles colliding in the fluid

flow cellular automaton. By rotating and reflecting the axes, the rules cover all64 

possibilities. 

Figure 2: The successive generations of a 2048- by 2048-cell automaton show how 

a plate can introduce turbulence into the model. Each arrow represents the average 

velocity computed over a 64- by 64-cell region. The frames are shown for 10,000- · 

generation intervals, starting at generation 0. 
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Using a Macintosh with Lightspeed 
Pascal, I wrote a program for calculating 
and displaying a microscopic version of 
the model (see the editor's note at the end 
of this article). At this cut-down level, the 
behavior of particles appears random. A 
better picture of what happens at the 
macroscopic level requires that we use a 
much larger grid, divided into quadrants, 
and calculate an average direction for the 
particles in a given quadrant. Figure 2 
shows a sequence of "snapshots" made 
every 10,000 time steps using the Con
nection Machine. Each of the arrows in 
figure 2 represents the average direction 
of the particles in a 64 by 64 group of 
cells; the entire model consists of2048 by 
2048 cells altogether. At this level, there
strictions of the model begin to disappear 
and the behavior of the averages looks 
much more like a fluid. It would clearly 
be impractical to do work on this scale 
using a single-processor microcomputer. 

A Special CPU for the Cellular 
Automaton 
Parallel computing is the obvious solution 
to speeding up this problem, but it is not 
so easy as simply throwing more proces
sors into the box. The chips must com
municate with each other, and if the ar
chitecture of the machine is not carefully 
designed, most of the gain in computa
tion power can be lost to communication 
time. In the fluid-flow automaton, the 
communications step is even more signif
icant than in most parallel applications 
because the computation phase is almost 
trivial: Rules can be implemented by 
feeding the 6 bits that describe a node into 
a small set of Boolean gates. 

At Princeton University, Professor 
Kenneth Steiglitz and graduate student 
Steve Kugelmass have built a specialized 
computer with custom very-large-scale
integration (VLSI) chips to process the 
fluid-flow automaton particles . The 
speed of the machine comes from lining 
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up many simple machines. In early de
signs of the chip, the individual proces
sors were placed in a hexagonal lattice 
with data lines running between them. 
Each processor computed a single node. 

This approach to the problem had an 
intuitive appeal, but it quickly ran into 
problems with the communications over
head. While it was quite easy to send the 
information about the particles between 
the processors on a chip, it was difficult 
to arrange the communications between 
two chips because of the physical limita
tions of the package. A simple chip with 
37 processors arranged in concentric 
hexagons needed 84 pins just to handle 
the data coming to and from the neigh
boring chips. These obstacles could have 
been overcome using multiplexing and 
other techniques, but not without sacri
ficing speed and simplicity. 

Steiglitz and Kugelmass scrapped the 
one-processor-per-site architecture in 
favor of a pipeline of slightly more so
phisticated processors. Each processor 
has a shift register that holds three lines 
of the hexagonal grid (see figure 3). In an 
n by n array, the shift register holds 2n + 
1 cells at once, mapped as shown in fig
ure 3 for a 4 by 4 array. It takes n2 steps to 
compute an entire generation, but when x 
shift registers are lined up, the x genera
tions are done simultaneously in the same 
n2 steps. (This doesn't include the time 
required to fill the pipeline with initial 
data, of course.) The size of the largest 
feasible shift register limits the width of 
simulations that can be done with the 
pipeline machine, but not the overall 
length. Long wind-tunnel experiments 
are particularly easy. 

This design removes the intercommu
nication bottleneck and interconnect dif
ficulties associated with the original two
dimensional model. It also makes it 
easier to present a picture of the current 
state of the automaton for display or other 

continued 
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(a) 

a 

Shift register contains 
sufficient data to 
compute the next 
generation for this cell 

9-cell shift register 

b 

4 by4array 

a 

c 

(b) 
Heavy line shows current mapping of the shift register 

6 bits of~ "---r--' 
information 
are processed 

New contents of -'LL ___ -f_ ........ _l-___ _jj 
current cell are 
fed to the next 
shift register 

Figure 3: The Princeton machine's pipe lined architecture. (a) The two
dimensional array of cells is mapped onto a shift register. The illustration shows the 
case for a 4 by 4 array and a 9-cell shift register. At any given time step, the · 
register has enough information to compute one cell 's next generation. It takes 16 
time steps to do the entire 4 by 4 array. (b) By pipelining multiple shift registers, 
multiple generations can be computed at once. 
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computation. However, this picture is 
now available only once every x genera
tions (x being the number of shift regis
ters linked in the pipeline) . 

0 0 0 0 0 0 p 

MODELING CHAOS 

Each of the new chips currently being 
tested at Princeton has two processors 
that share one shift register (see photo 1), 
letting them compute two cells in one 

0 0 0 

Photo 1: The Princeton parallel-processing chip. The shift register dominates the 
top three-quarters of the photograph while the two processors are at the bottom. The 

shift register contains 512 memory words. The entire chip contains the equivalent 
of68,000 transistors implemented in 3-micron technology. 

clock cycle. To accomplish this , the shift 
register is simply extended in length to 2n 
+ 2. Using this design , each chip is capa
ble of doing 20 million cell updates per 
second. The prototype machine, how
ever, is connected to a Sun-3 workstation 
with a bus that can process only 1/3 mil
lion sites per cycle. Once the pipeline is 
filled with data, the machine can process 
2/3 million sites per second per chip. 

The Connection Machine 
One of the original implementations of 
the fluid-flow automaton was done on the 
Connection Machine (CM) by Jim Salem, 
Bruce Nemnich, and Steve Wolfram. The 
CM uses 65536 processors in a very flex
ible architecture . Each processor has 
links to 12 neighbors , letting it act as a 
" hypercube" in up to 12 dimensions . A 
front-end computer compiles the pro
gram and loads the code into the parallel 
processors . Each time step consists of a 
communications phase and a computa
tion phase. 

Each processor is a simple bit-oriented 
computer with its own 8192 bytes of 
memory. In the newer CM-2, each pro
cessor also has its own floating-point 
chip attached for very fast scientific com
puting. Extensions and new data types 
are provided for Lisp, C, and FORTRAN 
to make the parallelism transparent or at 
least accessible to programmers. 

Most of the limitations that exist with 
Steiglitz' s initial prototype of one proces
sor per site are removed by the general
purpose architecture of the CM and its 
special software. The machine was de
signed to be a parallel-processing com
puter and can easily be programmed for 
any purpose, so wires run from each of 
the processors back to the front-end com
puter handling the input and output. 

For the fluid-flow automaton, the CM 
was configured as a plane with links be
tween each processor and its four neigh

continued 
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MODELING CHAOS 

Initial conditions: Each cell knows only its own contents. 

After step 1 After step 2 

After step 3 After step4 

Figure 4: A section of the square grid of the Connection Machine, illustrating how infonnation about a cell's six neighbors (A , B, C, E, F, and G; Dis the center cell) is funneled through four pathways per cell using a four-step process. At each stage, the letter inside the cell indicates how much is "known " to that cell. 
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A Processor 
for the PC 

Personal computer owners aren't 
left out of the cellular-automa

ton game altogether; the CAM-6 
Processor, a $1500 plug-in board for 
the ffiM PC, includes a specially de
signed processor with a 2- by 4096-
by 4-bit lookup table and a 256- by 
256- by 4-bit grid . Contact: 

Systems Concepts 
55 Francisco St. 
San Francisco, CA 94133 
(415) 984-1000 

bors to the north, south, east, and west. A 
specially synchronized communication 
phase simulated the hexagonal grid, as 
shown in figure 4. (The CM is flexible 
enough to be programmed for any type of 
grid or random connections, such as my 
hexagonal arrangement, but not without 
slowing communications for messages 
that pass between chips lacking a direct 
wire . In these cases, intermediate proces
sors must act as messengers . The planar 
grid with four connections keeps the pro
cess moving at the maximum capacity of 
the machine.) 

One particularly clever addition to the 

MODELING CHAOS 

software lets the programmer define vir
tual processors. The front-end computer 
turns this into code that lets each real pro
cessor multitask the virtual processors 
assigned to it. In some simulations, each 
real processor handled over 200 virtual 
processors, giving the effect of a machine 
with over 14 million individual proces
sors . (The CM-2 , with its increased 
memory, can simulate up to 550 million 
virtual processors .) This was made easy 
by the CM's design for straightforward, 
easy-to-program parallel processing. In 
these tests, the CM could update approxi
mately 109 cells per second-equivalent 
to about 50 Princeton chips running at 
full capacity. (But about 1500 Princeton 
chips are hooked up to the Sun-3.) 

This general programming ease has its 
costs. A larger percentage of the CM's 
time is spent on communications over
head than is true in the Princeton design. 
The CM must spend four communication 
steps sampling the neighbors of each site 
before computing the next result. The 
65536 processors are also much more 
complex than necessary for this problem. 
The Princeton machine, by contrast, has 
very simple, efficient processors that 
communicate in one step, so it can easily 
calculate more per processor; however, it 
lacks the ability to analyze the data
hence the need for the Sun-3 workstation. 

Applications to Other Problems 
The design precepts used in the cellular 
automaton models of liquids and gases 

Photo 2: Airfoil simulation made using the Connection Machine. In the upper 

section, red represents cells moving to the left, green is cells moving up, 

and blue is cells moving down. In the lower section, red represents straight flow, 

green is counterclockwise rotation, and blue is clockwise rotation. 
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can easily be adapted to simulate any sys
tem whose global behavior is determined 
by the local behavior of many small parti
cles or cells. Experimenting with the 
many different possible rules for updat
ing the automata is the most difficult 
part. In many cases, applying first princi
ples like conservation of momentum or 
conservation of energy to the rules suc
ceeds quite well. Scientists are already 
reporting good results for modeling phe
nomena like forest fires, crystal growth, 
and bird flocking. 

Once good rules are found, it is easy to 
design a new simple processor for the 
Princeton machine or a new program for 
theCM. • 

Editor's note : The source code listing for 
the wind-tunnel simulator (FFA. PAS) is 
available in a variety of formats . See 
page 3 for further details. 

Peter Wayner studies computer science at 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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be using in minutes. And using for years. 
Call for the name of your local Drafix dealer 

or place your Toll-Free order today! 

1-800-231-8574 ext. 550 
in Missouri call (816) 89J.J040 

Ask about our 3-D Modeler, AutoCad File 
Exchange, Professional Symbols Libmries and 
Atari ST version. 

FORESIGHT 
RESOURCES CORP." 
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CPU ARCHITECTURES 

Real-World RISCs 
You can't operate faster than zero wait states-or can you? 

IT'S Nar IMPORTANT how you play 
the game; what matters is how you design 
the playing field . The speed and type of 
memory in a computer no longer play a 
big role in determining that system's per
formance. The configuration of its mem
ory interface has become the key factor . 

To achieve maximum benefit from the 
ultrafast internal CPU architectures of 
modem microprocessors, it is essential 
that the external hardware (RAM, ROM, 
and peripherals) keep the internal CPU 
execution pipeline supplied with an in
struction stream and data flow at the 
CPU's clock speed. In the case of a 25-
MHz reduced-instruction-set-computer 
(RISC) processor like Advanced Micro 
Devices' Am29000 (see the text box 
"The Am29000 Chip Set"), this means 
making a new 32-bit word available to the 
CPU every 40 nanoseconds (ns) . 

Linking CPUs to memory has histori
cally generated a great many techniques. 
But, as RISC microprocessors usher in 
another CPU era, the time has come to 
create still newer designs. 

Implementing a conventional zero
wait-state static RAM (SRAM) interface 
(see figure 1) at 40-ns speeds requires an 
access time of better than 40 (one clock 
cycle) - 14 (address delay) - 5 (data
setup time), or 21 ns (see figure 2). Even 
this number allows for no delay in any ad
dress or data interface buffers. Such ac
cess speeds are really not practical, espe
cially if the SRAM is part of a cache 
memory, where control logic and addi
tional buffers may introduce more delays. 

So why would a manufacturer produce 
a processor that cannot operate at full 

Trevor Marshall 

speed with the fastest available RAM? 
The answer lies in the basic precept of the 
memory access-speed calculation-con
ventional memory-design techniques. 
Although conventional memory technol
ogy has served the microcomputer indus
try well during its first 20 years , a new, 
more complex technology must be devel
oped to meet the challenge of the 1990s. 

New-generation microprocessors, like 
the Am29000, the MC88000 (see the text 
box "The MC88000 RISC"), and even 
the Intel 80386, use techniques such as 
interleaving, pipelining, and burst mode 
to get maximum efficiency from modem 
memory devices , such as static column 
dynamic RAM (SCRAM). 

New memory-interface techniques are 
able to achieve mostly zero-wait-state 
system performance with these new high
speed CPU engines, even with low-cost 
memory. 

Simulating RISCs 
To test the performance of a variety of in
terface architectures without needing to 
actually assemble any hardware, AMD 
has released to BYTE readers an MS
DOS-based simulator for the Am29000 
streamlined instruction RISC processor. 
The simulator is available as 29KSIM.ARC 
in the ibm.arc listings area of BIX, or as 
C : {29000/29KSIM.ARC on the 1000 Oaks 
Technical Database at (805) 492-5472 or 
(805) 493-1495. Consequently, I will use 
this simulator to examine Am29000 
memory-interface technology, although 
the techniques are equally applicable to 
other devices. 

The Am29000 execution unit uses a 

four-stage pipeline, allowing a peak exe
cution rate of one instruction every clock 
cycle (40 ns). It has three nonmultiplexed 
32-bit buses (see figure 1): separate 
buses for instruction and data transfers, 
and a common address bus. Simulta
neous instruction and data transfers can 
be achieved using pipelined and burst
mode transfers. 

No Waiting 
The conventional memory design shown 
in figure 1 shows a zero-wait-state SRAM 
design. Figure 3 shows the simulator out
put (using the Dhrystone program as the 
test code) for this condition. The simula
tor predicts a rating of 20.71 million in
structions per second (MIPS) and 39,698 
Dhrystones per second. Although these 
numbers may seem exceptional, this is a 
normalized performance of only 94.7 
percent when compared to the peak per
formance possible with this processor. 

If we used instruction burst mode with 
this zero-wait-state SRAM, we could ob
tain 41,290 Dhrystones and 21 .83 MIPS. 
But how can this be? How can anything 
improve on zero-wait-state performance? 

Bursting Through 
To understand what's happening , we 
need to look at how the CPU's four-stage 
execution pipeline operates. Instruction 
fetches overlap with data fetches; thus, 
they can occur simultaneously. Although 
the data and instruction buses are sepa
rate, they share a common address bus; 
thus, occasionally, they will both need 
the address bus at the same time. Burst 

continued 
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mode allows sequential accesses to occur 
when only the first (starting) address has 
been placed on the address bus. 

Figure 4 shows the timing of a short 
burst-mode instruction-fetch access. The 
address of the first data word is placed on 
the address bus for only the first cycle. It 
then becomes the responsibility of the 
RAM control hardware to provide incre
menting addresses to RAM for every 
clock cycle in which the burst-request 
signal (*IBRQ) is active. Thus, the ad
dress bus is freed for data accesses . Most 
instruction-stream fetches tend to be se
quential, so burst mode effectively 
speeds up RAM instruction access. How
ever, if a BRANCH instruction takes execu-

REAL-WORLD RISCS 

tion to a new area of the code, the sequen
tial fetch will be interrupted. 

The Am29000 has a branch-target 
cache that keeps the four instructions 
immediately following each branch in in
ternal CPU memory. After executing a 
branch instruction once, you don't need 
to access external memory on its second 
and subsequent executions. This leaves 
the burst sequencer four cycles in which 
to terminate and start fetching instruc
tions from the new (nonsequential) 
address. 

Waiting for Memory 
Large memory systems with access times 
of 20 ns just aren't practical . If you simu-

Address bus 

32bits 

Am29000 
streamlined 
instruction 
processor 

Data bus 

32bits 

Address to SRAM 

Address to SRAM 

Instruction bus 
32bits 

Instruction 
memory RAM 

Data memory 
RAM 

Chip selects 

Figure 1: A conventional zero-wait-state SRAM interface design for the Am29000 

microprocessor. Notice the separate instruction and data buses with the common 

address bus. 

I~ 
Cycle= 40ns 

·I 
Systemc~ I I .I L 
Data request { I / 

( ~+ > 
Address 
delay= 14ns Valid data 

Data-setup time = 5 ns 

Figure 2: The timing diagram for the interface design in figure 1. To implement the 

design at a 40-ns speed, you need an access time of less than 21 ns (clock cycle -

address delay - data-setup time). 
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late the system in figure I with one-wait
state RAM-access time is 80 (two clock 
cycles) - 14 (address delay) - 5 (data
setup time) = 61 ns , not including 
buffers-you get 26,907 Dhrystones and 
14.08 MIPS-only 64 percent of peak 
performance. 

Simulating performance with three 
wait states (approximately the best dy
namic RAM (DRAM) cycle time cur
rently available) gives 14,104 Dhrystones 
and 7.42 MIPS , or 34 percent of peak 
performance. 

Clearly , much of the advantage of 
these faster processors is lost unless they 
are matched by unusually high-speed 
memory systems. 

This explains why the performance of 
the current generation of RISC computer 
systems is often so disappointing . If the 
test software has good locality of refer
ence (it works well with conventional 
SRAM cache technology), its speed of 
operation approaches that of the SRAM 
simulation . If it doesn't , then perfor
mance leans toward that of the DRAM 
(main memory) . 

The benchmark performance of RISC 
machines using conventional technology 
is usually excellent, since the bench
marks are small enough to fit entirely 
within the SRAM cache . When actual ap
plications. software using matrix algebra 
or data in large arrays is assessed, how
ever, the cache becomes much less effec
tive and performance drops. We need to 
adopt new computer system architectures 
to realize the real performance potential 
of RISC technology. 

Speeding Things Up 
Interleaving uses two banks of memory 
instead of one. One bank handles even 
addresses, and the other handles odd ad
dresses. If we assume that an instruction
fetch sequence occurs at sequential ad
dresses, then only one bank is active at 
any one time; the other bank can be in its 
row-address strobe (RAS) precharge 
cycle (for DRAM) or getting the next data 
ready (for SRAM). 

This process achieves its peak effi
ciency with the instruction-burst-access 
mode of the Am29000 . When the 
Am29000 requests an instruction-burst 
access , the first bank of RAM is ad
dressed (see figure 5) . It has approxi
mately 60 ns to get its data ready. The 
next word of data, however, comes from 
the second bank of memory. If the system 
design is such that the next address is 
placed on the second bank at the start of 
the cycle (using an external incrementer) , 
then that bank has approximately 100 ns 
to prepare its data . 

Furthermore, the second bank can pre
sent its data to the CPU only 40 ns, or I 
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The MC88000 RISC 
T he MC88000 is the first RISC pro

cessor from Motorola. Although 
the part number might seem to indicate 
some relationship with the MC68000 
family of complex-instruction-set com
puter (CISC) processors, nothing could 
be further from the truth . The 
MC88000 'shares no common instruc
tions, architecture, or pin-outs with its 
CISC predecessors. 

Like the Am29000, instruction and 
data memories are accessed through 
separate ports. Unlike the ·Afn29000, 
however, the MC88000 has two com
pletely separate address buses for the 
two memory spaces, thereby preventing 
the possibility of contentions . As a result 
of the 32 extra interface pins , the 
MC88000 comes in a larger pin-grid
array package, totaling 182 pins and 
measuring 1.8 inches square. It sup
ports both big-endian and little-endian 
byte orderings. Figure A shows a block 
diagram of the system. 

The MC88000 has 32 general-pur
pose 32-bit registers . It uses register-to
register addressing for all data manipu
lation instructions . Registers are written 
to or read from memory only by load 
and store operations. 

The internal floating-point capability 
is a unique feature of the MC88000. The 
floating-point unit is actually organized 
as separate adder and multiplier units 
that can operate concurrently. 

Integrated within the MC88000 fam
ily are the MC88200 cache/memory 
management units (CMMUs); there is 
one for use with each of the instruction 
and data spaces . The cache is 16K bytes 
of 4-way set-associative SRAM that can 
achieve 1-cycle pipelined access on 
cache hits and can be used in write
through or write-back modes. 

It is not mandatory to use these 
CMMUs, although the level of technol
ogy implemented in them certainly 
makes their use attractive . For inter
facing to main memory , they use the 
Motorola M-Bus, a multiplexed, multi
master protocol. A single read cycle on 

cycle , after the first bank does . Simi
larly , while the second bank is being ac
cessed, the first can be preparing to pre
sent its next data word to the CPU just 40 
ns later. 

Thus , interleaved burst access with 
practical SRAM could take just on~ wait 
state to set up the burst, then zero wait 

the M-Bus interface takes two CPU 
clock cycles . Although the burst-mode 
read improves the data transfer rate to 
four words ~very five cycles, burst mode 
is unlikely to be of much use in data 
memory applications. Nevertheless, the 
M-Bus is an excellent compromise be
tween the requirements of a bused mem.
ory system and the performance of a 
high-speed, closely coupled memory 
system. 

By contrast, the MC88000 CPU P
Bus timings make it quite easy to operate 
high-speed SRAM with no wait states. 

The P-Bus is a pipelined protocol, with 
the reply signals not being required until 
the cycle subsequent to the access. This 
gives a peak transfer rate of 80 mega
bytes per second at the 20-MHz CPU 
clock rate of the current MC88000 .fam
ily. The worst-case access time is 50 + 
5 - 5 =50 ns (no buffers) from address 
valid to data setup. No Dhrystone per
formance figures are available at this 
time. 

Motorola says that the MC88000 is 
scheduled for production in the first 
quarter of 1989. 

MC88000 
Integer unit I Floating-point ~ CPU 

f 
unit 

... ~ 

< ' ' Source 1 bus ) 
~ r .. .. 

Source 2 bus ) 
~ r .. .. 

< ' Destination bus · ) ... 
f y t 

I I 
Register file 

Instruction I Data unit 
unit 

Sequencer 
, 32 , 32 32 , 32 
~ ---.!. 

Address P-Bus Address P-Bus , 
" data instruction 

P-Bus control P-Bus control 

88200 Memory Memory 
Data cache management CMMU Data cache management 

unit I unit 

M-Bus control M-Bus control 

~~ 
32 LJI 

M-Bus 

Figure A: The Motorola MC88000 RISC processor and support chip block 
diagram. 

states within it. Simulating this combina
tion yields 35,760 Dhrystones per second 
and 18.67 MIPS (85 percent of peak). 
The use of the instruction burst-mode 
configuration improves performance by 
21 percent. The simulator output also 
shows that the CPU pipeline had 25 .3 
percent idle time, split mainly into 10.2 

percent instruction-fetch waits and 12.3 
percent data-transaction waits. There was 
also a 1. 8 percent load/load transaction 
wait due to the wait states on the data 
RAM, and to CPU pipeline holds when 
switching from a write to a read cycle. 

Compared to peak performance, the 
continued 
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TheAm29000 
Chip Set 

T o quote from the Am29000 
user's manual, "The Am29000 

Streamlined Instruction Processor is 
the result of a design philosophy 
which recognizes that processor per
formance must be considered in the 
light of the processor's hardware and 
software environment." Thus, the 
Am29000 draws on system concepts 
not only from early RISC technol
ogy, but also from the bit-slice and 
interface technologies that Advanced 
Micro Devices has pioneered. 

The Am29000 has 192 internal 
general-purpose registers and a full 
32-bit architecture, and it currently 
operates with a 25-MHz clock, giv
ing a 40-ns cycle time (the most am
bitious for any of the currently re
leased RISC chip sets). Instructions 
are of three-address architecture; 
that is, of the form ADD Ra,Rb,Rc, 
where the source operand in register 
a is added to the operand in register 
b, and the result placed in register c. 

The CPU includes demand-paged 
memory management (on-chip), a 
timer, and, like the MC88000, mas
ter/slave redundancy checking. 

For floating-point operations, the 
Am29027 Arithmetic Accelerator 
supports not only the IEEE floating
point data formats but also the DEC 
D,F,G, and IBM 370 formats. The 
Am29027 has an 8-deep 64-bit regis
ter file that can be programmed in 
flow-through (for scalar computa
tions) or pipelined (for vector opera
tions) mode. 

The floating-point speed pre
dicted for the Am29027 is excep
tional. AMD predicts a UNPACK 
rating of 3 million floating-point op
erations per second (MFWPS), sin
gle precision, before the end of 1988. 
Although 3 MFWPS represents a 
tenfold speed increase over 1987's 
technology, the MC88000 is also ex
pected to deliver this order of perfor
mance. For reference, the CRAY-1S 
supercomputer achieves 13 MFWPS. 

The Am29000 chip set is rounded 
out with the Am29041 Data Transfer 
(DMA) Controller. It attaches the 
high-performance local data bus of 
the Am29000 to asynchronous pe
ripherals and includes DMA buffer
ing to more effectively utilize the 
Am29000's burst-transfer modes. 
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interleaved burst-instruction memory 
with real SRAM gives only 2.8 percent 
more instruction latency than perfect 
zero-wait-state memory using this Dhry
stone code. Thus, little is to be gained 
from further'improvements (or complica
tions) to the instruction memory design. 

Pipelining 
In pipelining, the address of the next in
struction is placed on the address bus 
prior to the completion of the current 
cycle. External hardware latches this ad
dress, freeing the bus for the other chan
nel (either the instruction bus or the data 
bus). Performance improvement is mini
mal, 2 percent to 6 percent typically, and 
can be easily examined with the simu
lator. 

SCRAM is becoming prominent as 
the memory of choice for low-cost, 
high-speed computer systems. Even the 
80386 clone on which I am writing this 

article uses it. 
SCRAM is just like normal DRAM 

with RAS and column-address strobe 
(CAS) cycles, except that the column ad
dress is not latched on the falling edge of 
CAS, but can be changed while RAS and 
CAS are held low. In this mode, the 
RAM looks just like a 256K-bit (64K
bitX4) SRAM. Thus, for minor address 
changes within the same row of the RAM 
array, SCRAM has the fast access times 
of SRAM (typically 40 to 55 ns) . 

There is a problem, however. When a 
new row address needs to be latched, the 
RAS precharge interval plus a normal ac
cess time must elapse. This typically 
leads to extra wait states at the beginning 
of a burst sequence. The simulator has 
been designed to estimate additional 
SCRAM penalties. 

Since the instruction stream only 
rarely (less than 10 percent of the time) 
goes outside the current page, interleaved 

Dhrystone time (in cycles) for 50 passes = 31487 
This machine benchmarks ·at 39698 dhrystones/second 
Loading Am29800 Memory from file: mw dhry.bin. 
loading section " at address aaaa2aae [228 bytes of type data] 
loading section " at address 00001000 [1924 -bytes of type text] 
loading section " at address 00003000 [10632 bytes of type bss] 
loading section " at address 08000000 [564 bytes of type data] 
loading section " at address 00001784 [1568 bytes of type text] 
Entry at Address: 00001784 

Advanced Micro Devices Am29000 Simulator Ver 4.21-PC -
Copyright 1987 

Sim complete -- successful termination 

Environment of "mw_dhry.bin" simulation: 

Instruction Memory: 
1 Cycles for a Simple access. (0 Wait States) 
No Burst accesses are allowed and no Pipelined accesses are 

allowed. 
{8 Cycles To Decode an Address) 
Instruction ROM Memory: 
1 Cycles for a Simple access. 0 Cycles To Decode an address. 

Da ta Memory: 
1 Cycles for a Simple access. {0 Wait States) 
No Burst accesses are allowed and no Pipelined accesses are 

allowed. 
{8 Cycles To Decode an Address) 
Statistics of "mw_dhry.bin" simulation: 

Use r Mode: 
Supervisor Mode.: 
Total: 

32404 cycles 
189 cycles 

32593 cycles 

Instructions Executed: 27886 

{0.00129616 seconds) 
{0.00000756 seconds) 
{8.08138372 seconds) 

Simulation speed: 28.71 MIPS {1.21 cycles per instruction) 

Figure 3: Simulator output for the interface design in figure 1. Note the Dhrystone 
(second line) and MIPS (last line, this page) predictions. 
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burst-mode SCRAM instruction memo
ries can be very effective. 

It Really Works 
I recently designed a Macintosh II copro
cessor board using the Am29000. It is 
typical of the designs that you can achieve 
using these memory interface architec
tures. 

Possibly the most important factor you 
need to determine in a design is how 
much memory you need and how much 
space you have available to hold it. This is 
usually the prime determining factor in 
choosing between SRAM and SCRAM 
and between externally bused and closely 
coupled (nonbused) systems. 

Deciding to go with an external bus 
(e.g., the VME bus) for your memory in
terface immediately sets an upper bound 
on the performance of memory-intensive 
applications . Buses have considerable 
overhead when they have to match 40-ns 

---------- Pipeline ----------
17.14% idle pipeline: 

cycle times. You just can't use interleaved 
burst mode in a bused system and achieve 
anywhere near the zero-wait-state perfor
mance of a closely coupled configura
tion , even when the bus is combined with 
an SRAM local cache. Thus, the neces
sity for a memory bus structure must be 
carefully balanced against the need for 
performance. 

Conversely, there is a limit to the 
amount of memory that can be closely 
coupled to a CPU. This limit is deter
mined not only by loading the CPU ad
dress and data outputs to capacity but also 
by the available space on the CPU board 
itself. At the moment , loading 512K 
bytes of SRAM (256K-bit technology) or 
2 megabytes of SCRAM (!-megabit tech
nology) to capacity would fully load each 
internal bus of the Am29000. 

In my case, I elected to use the Macin
tosh NuBus for access to peripherals, 

continued 

12.78% Instruction Fetch Wait 
2.58% Data Transaction Wait 
8.88% Page Boundary Crossing Fetch Wait 
8.83% Unfilled Cache Fetch Wait 
8.88% Load/Store Multiple Executing 
1.54% Load/Load Transaction Wait 
8.38% Pipeline Latency 

---------- Branch Target Cache 
Branch cache access: 13511 

8197 
68.67% 

Branch cache hits: 
Branch cache hit ratio: 

-- ~------- Translation 
TLB access: 
TLB hits: 
TLB hit ratio: 

Lookaside Buffer 
9433 
9426 

99.93% 

----------Bus Utilization . ----------
I ns t Bus Utilization: 71.44% 

23285 Instruction Fetches 

Data Bus Utilization: 
3388 Loads 
2523 Stores 

18.11% 

---------- Instruction Mix ----------

3.24% Calls 
14.41% Jumps 
12.52% Loads 

9.34% Stores 
6.49% No-ops 

Register File Spilling/Filling ----------
8 Spills 
8 Fills 

(Simulator Performance: 592.68 cycles per second ) 

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card 

ChiWriter 
How are you currently producing your scientific 
documents? Are you using a 'golf ball' style type
writer? A regular word processor, hand lettering 
the special symbols? Are you lighting against a 
'what-you-see-is-definitely-not-what-you-get' 
system with a special command language? Or are 
you using one of our competitors' overpriced and 
inflexible products? Find out how ChiWriter can 
solve your scientific word processing problems. 

co -Cx-ll>z 
_1_ J e--2--dx 
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0 
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From an actual ChiWriter screen display 

Powerful Scientific/Multifont Word 
Processing at a Reasonable Price. 
ChiWriter is a complete word processor, de
signed especially lor typing scientific and foreign 
language text. Its features include: automatic 
pagination, variable headers and looters, loot
notes, two text windows and intuitive formula edit
ing commands. Best of all , ChiWriter is completely 
'what-you-see-is-what-you-get.' Even entering 
complicated formulas is easy because the screen 
display corresponds exactly to the printout. 

ChiWriter runs on IBM PC's with CGA graphics, 
one disk drive, 256K memory and Epson/IBM 
Graphics compatible and other 9 pin printers. 
Support disks with drivers and high resolution 
fonts for other graphics boards and printers are 
available. 

'ChiWriter is a nifty product with a price I defy you to beat 
and performance I defy you to snub ... I know of several 
$500 programs that will do the job, but tor the same money 
you could buy Chi Writer and a vacation.' 

Phil Wiswell, PC Magazine 

o ChiWriler Program 
o Hi Res Screen Support 

Hercules. EGA, VGA, AT& T/Ot ivetti. Toshiba 
o 24 Pin Printer Support 
o Laser Printer Support 

HP Laser Jet, Postscript 
o Chemistry Font Set 
o International Keyboard Support 
o WordPerlect Converter 
o Brochure 

$99.95 
$24.95 

$24.95 
$59.95 

$49.95 
$19.95 
$49.95 

o Shipping & handling $ __ 
$5 U S & Canada, $10 Europe, $15 elsewhere 

Name ___________ _ 

Address 
City _______ Siate_Zip __ 
Country ___________ _ 
Phone(_ ) _________ _ 

Payment by o Check o PO o VISA o MC 
Card# ________ Exp__;_ 

85 

Horstmann Software Design Corporation 
140 E. San Carlos Street, Suite #200· 
P .0. Box 5039, San Jose, CA 95150 

(408) 298-0828 
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System clock 

I I I I I 

29000 address valid ~ 1 Address bu freed for dat'a accesses 1 

~Ill 
I I I I 

Instruction request IREQ 
I \ I 
I I 

Instruction burst request IBREQ I \ : 
Instruction data valid -"'"T'"--< 

Cycle 1 1 Cycle 2 1 Cycle 3 1 Cycle 4 1 Cycle 5 1 Cycle 6 1 

Burst mode 
suspended 

Figure 4: The timing of a short burst-mode instruction-fetch access. Notice that the instruction fetch overlaps with the 
beginning of each cycle except the first . 

System clock 

CPU address bus 

Bank 1 incrementer address 

Bank 1 data valid 

Bank 2 incrementer address 

Bank 2 data valid 
I 

1 Cycle 1 I Wait state I Cycle 2 I Cycle 3 I Cycle 4 I Cycle 5 1 Cycle 6 I 

Start 

Figure 5: The timing for an interleaved' instruction-burst access. Notice that the access switches back and forth between the 
two data banks. This process avoids the wait between accesses on a single bank. 

keeping the memory closely coupled to 
the CPU. I chose SCRAM for instruction 
memory, but due to the performance pen
alty incurred by SCRAM page-miss 
cycles, I selected SRAM for data mem
ory . Size considerations then led me to 
choose 512K bytes of64K-bit x 4 chips in 
both technologies. It's interesting to note 
that the 512K bytes of SRAM costs al
most 10 times what the same amount of 
SCRAM costs. 

The performance simulation shows 
that the penalty for using SCRAM in the 
instruction memory was about 10 percent 
in this case. Although that may seem 
quite high , if you run the simulation for 
the same parameters using a 512-word 
page size (which is what you would get 
with !-megabit SCRAMs), the penalty is 
only 2 .3 percent. 
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The usefulness of these new memory 
designs is intimately interwoven with the 
sophistication of the software they will 
execute. It ' s obvious that the early ver
sion of the Meta Ware C compiler (and as
sociated run-time libraries) that I used 
makes frequent branches or calls that are 
not within the current page of 256K-bit 
SCRAMs. The real performance poten
tial of these new architectures will re
quire further development of compiler 
and linker technologies. For example, 
placing small subroutines in-line rather 
than calling them makes a major differ
ence in the perfonnance of SCRAM
based systems. 

Pushing Beyond 
In 1985, the performance of microcom
puters rivaled that of minicomputers. 

When the DSI-32 achieved 1500 Dhry
stones (August 1985 BYTE) , it was cause 
for celebration; yet today's high-end 
personal computer is capable of much 
greater performance. 

Today ' s RISC microprocessors aim 
their performance squarely at the super
computer user. Consequently, they are 
pushing operational speeds beyond the 
capabilities of current computer systems. 

As both hardware and software archi
tectures change to complement the im
provements in the CPUs themselves, a 
world of performance will open up that 
we couldn't even dream of just 3 years 
ago. • 

Trevor Marshall, Ph.D. , is chief engi
neer at Yare System Corp. in Thousand 
Oaks , California. 
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WYSEpc 386 SYSTEMS 
Standard Features 
• INTEL 80386 Processor Running at 16 MHz 
• Phoenix Bios 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 
• 1MB of 0 Wait State Static Ram 
• Up to 24MB of True 32 Bit RAM 
• Socket for 80387 Math Co-Processor 
• WYSE Window System Status Display 
• 2 Serial and 1 Parallel Ports 
• 220 Watt Power Supply 
• MS-DOS 3.3•GW-BASIC 
• 11 Slots-Real Time Clock 
• 102-KEY Enhanced PC-Style Keyboard 
• 20 MB 28ms HARD DISK DRIVE. 

EGA COLOR SYSTEM 
• Hi Res 640 x 350 EGA Color 
• CGA, MDA & HGC Compatible 
• 7 52 x 410 Drivers Included 
• Autoswitching with CGA emulation 
• WY -640 EGA Color Monitor 

Model 2108 System 
Model 2112 System 
Model 3216 System 

$2,295 
$2,745 
$3,940 

WYSE pc 286 SYSTEMS 
Standard Features 
·• INTEL 80286 Processor 
• Model 2108 Running at 8 MHz 
• Model 2108 512k RAM Standard 
• Model 2112 Running at 12.5 MHz 
• Model 2112 1MB RAM Standard 
• Phoenix Bios 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 
• MS-DOS 3.3 GW-BASIC 
• Small Footprint 
• 1 Serial & Parallel Port 
• 102-Key Enhanced PC-Style Keyboard 
• WYSE Window System Status Display 
• 20MB 28ms HARD DISK DRIVE 

XENIX 

PC MOS/386 

MONOCHROME SYSTEM 
• Hercules Graphics Compatable 
• 1 extra Parallel Port 
• 720 x 350 Resolution 
• 132 Column by 25 or 44 Line Mode 
• WY-530 14 inch Hi Res Monitor 

Model 2108 System $1,795 
Model 2112 System $2,245 
Model 3216 System $3,440 

B&f}f) ~, J~te. 
71f//~-IJ~ . . 
q~, Md. 20879 
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Mode/2108 
Mode/2112 
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SYSTEM UPGRADES 
• 2108 Math Co-Processor 
• 2112 Math Co-Processor 
• 3216 80387 Co-Processor 
• 360k 5.25 Floppy Drive 
• 720k 3.5 Floppy Drive 
• 1.44 3.5 Floppy Drive 
• 1.2 MB 5.25 Floppy Drive 
• 41MB ST 251 Hard Disk Drive 
• 71MB Hard Disk Drive 
• 80MB 4096 Hard Disk Drive 
• 130MB Priam Hard Disk Drive 
• WY-60 Terminal 
• NEC MULTISYNC II 

NEC MULTISYNC gs 
• 1200 Baud Modem & Software 
• 2400 Baud Modem & Software 
• PC MOS/386 5 User OS 
• SCO XENIX 286 
• SCO XENIX 386 

$185 
$350 
$500 

$99 
$155 
$179 
$155 
$210 

$660 
$660 
$1780 
$455 
$150 
$99 
$99 
$199 
$495 
$499 
$599 

NEW VGA COLOR SYSTEM 
• Hi Res 1280 x 600 
• 256 Colors from Palette of 256,000 
• Implements all17 VGA modes 
• 640 X 400 & 512 X 480 
• NEC MUL TISYNC II Monitor 

Model 2108 System $2,545 
Model 2112 System $2,995 
Model 3216 System $4,190 

<J().~ 
1-800-638-9628 
Fax # (301) 258-2753 
For information call 
(301) 963-5800 

Trademarks: WYSE - trademark of WYSE Te<:hno!ogy • t\'\S-005 . 0512 & XENIX trademark of Microsoft Cor!X'rolion • Hercules - trademark of Hercules Computer Technology 
NEC - trodemork of NEC Coq:xxolion • PC-MOS/386 -trademark of Software link. Specifications, configurations, and prices ore subject to change without notice. Copyright \988 'O&'N ~s\em-:. , \oc. 





Online Access has been roaring down the tracks for a year now, taking 
advertisers full speed ahead to business professionals and information special
ists. These one million-plus business people use online services to get their 
business information. 

And they use Online Access to do it. 

The information industry and Online Access are picking up speed all the time. If 
you're trying to reach an information-savvy audience-95% professional/ 
managerial; HHI $88,000; 250,000 readers per issue-hop on board. 

Call Robert Jordan today to reserve your space. ONLINE ACCESS 
1-800-922-9232 
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HypertExpert Systems 
.. . something totally new from Knowledge Garden 

HYPERTEXT 
Hypertext lets you link related concepts, logic 
or procedures. It adds a whole new dimension to 
written material like training manuals, help systems 
and reference works. Hypertext allows users to 
access information in a non-linear fashion by follow
ing a train of thought. Hypertext lets the reader 
control the level of detail and the type of information 
displayed. But that's just one side of the coin. 

KNOWLEDGE PROCESSOR 
The age of packaged knowledge is UIXJn us. 
PC's now have the power to manipulate, store 
and retrieve knowledge 

A LANGUAGE FOR 
EXPERTS 

A TOOL FOR 
BEGINNERS 

EXPERT SYSTEMS 
The other key ingredient to real exchange of knowl
edge via the computer is control by the author. 
That's why integration of hypertext and expert 
systems is such a breakthrough - it lets communi
cation take place between teacher and pupil, author 
and reader, expert and novice. It lets each side 
REACT to what the other says. 

KNOWLEDGE PRO 
KnowledgePro is a totally new development envi
ronment created by Bev and Bill Thompson. It costs 
$495 plus $5 shipping and handling and runs 
on IBM PC, XT, AT or PS/2 with 512k memory. 
KnowledgePro is not copy-protected and there are 
no run-time fees. A working demonstration disk is 
available for $30 with full credit towards purchase 
of KnowledgePro. Call to~~--ye~_uu •. ,. 

TO ORDER 
Call 518-766-3000 (American Express, 
Visa, M/C accepted) or mail 
today. 

KnowledgePro is for experts because it 
provides a wide variety of structures to 
work with. It has many advanced features, 
like inference, list processing, topics, 
procedural control and inheritance. You 
can write new procedures in other lang
uages and interface to other programs. 
You can read DBASE Ill and LOTUS 123 
data directly into the knowledge base. 

KnowledgePro let's you communicate 
knowledge, easily and without spending 
weeks on the details. KnowledgePro 
handles the details for you. It provides 
easy access to colors, windows and 
mouse control. It's been called the BASIC 
of the 80's because anyone can get 
results quickly- and then grow into more 
sophisticated features at their own pace. 

n 
Kn:l:ge 
GARDEN Inc. 

Another intelligent 
tool in the 
Knowledge Garden 
family of products. 

Published by 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Inc. KnowledgePro is a trademark of Knowledge Garden Inc. 
DBASE Ill is a trademark of Ashton Tate. LOTUS 123 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp. 
Photo: Tcherevkoff © 
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Microstat-11 will have you up and running in 5 minutes 
or your money back. 

perat ing Microstat -11 couldn't be 
easier. No matter what your 
stat ist ica l needs are. Simply se lect 

the options you need from the menu system 
w ith a keyboar·d or a mouse and your 
answer is available instant ly. No complex 
command languages t o Jearn. On-line help 
is only a keystroke away ! Plus. it only 
takes t hree disks to operat e t l1e program . 
Microstat -11 is simple to use and fast r 

The # 1 Selling Micro Statistical 
Package is Even Better! 

Microstat is by far the most popu lar 
micro statistics package of all t ime. Tens 
of thousands of sat isfied customers have 
re lied on Microstat since 1979 for all the ir 
statist ical needs. Microstat has been used 
for every appl ica tion imag inable from check
ing the brine content of tuna fish to keeping 
game st atist ics for an NFL football team. 
Already 64 of the Fortune 100 compa nies 
have purchased Mictrostat. Virtually every 
major university is presently using Microstat 
and over 10.000 copies have been sold to 
the US government. Microstat-11 is even 
better! 

The Coverage You Need 
Microstat -11 has the statist ica l t est s you 

need. Just some of the areas of coverage 
are descriptive statistics. ANOVA. correla
tion and regression (w ith stepwise). t ime 
series. hypothesis t est ing. nonparametrics. 
crosstabs and chi-square. probability distri
butions. scatterplots. plus a lot more! 

Easier Installation 
Microstat-11 provides all t his power w it h 

only 3 disks and can run on a hard disk or 
a floppy disk system w it h two drives. Our 
competitors use up to 21 disks and most 
require a hard disk. Plus Microstat-11 is not 
copy protected. 

Even Greater Flexibility 
We have completely redesigned t he dat a 

management sect ion to include features our 
users have requested. You ca n have unequal 
cases in t he same file. aliased variables. 
m issing data. range checking. and bu ilt -in 
scalars on data entry. plus other new fea
t ures. You can even use a mouse ! 

Improved Speed and Interface 
Microstat-11 is 8 t imes faster than our 

own Microst at version 4.0 and almost twice 
as fast as t he competition. This except ional 
speed was achieved without any loss of 
accuracy. When running descriptive st a
t istics t he resu lts were stagger ing (can be 
even faster wit h a numeric co-processor ): 

• Microstat-11 .... . . . ... 88 seconds -Leadinq Competitor 160 seconds 

The user int erface has also been greatly 
improved. A full -model regression on t he 
infamous Longley dat a takes on ly 9 strokes 
with Microst at-11. One competing package. 
wh ich cla ims to have t he easiest command 
st ructure. requ ires 88 strokes. Plus. a 
specifica lly designed reversable scrolling 
feature has been added to save you even ----

more time. You don't have t o rerun a test 
to see output t hat has scrolled off t he 
screen. 

Introductory Price Just $395 until 
July 1, 1988 

Microstat -11 is being offered at the low 
introductory price of j ust 5395 com plete. 
Want just a peek at Microstat -11? We'l l send 
you a demo disk and manual for just S 19.95. 
Also. a generous update program is ava ilable 
for our loya l Microstat customers. Just 
inqu ire. 

Absolutely Guaranteed 
We are so sure t hat Microstat-11 w ill 

satisfy all your stat istic needs that we w ill 
offer a 30-day no risk money-back guarantee. 

Make statistics easy, order 
Microstat-11 today! 

1-800-952-04 72 
Ecosoft Inc. Circle 96 on Reader Service Card 

6413 N. Co llege Ave .. Suite 101. 
Indianapolis. IN 46220 -----1Yes! D Please send me __ copy(s) of Microstat -11 and a complete 

manual at the lovv introductory price of $395.00 

I 1-aoo I 952-0472 

I 

D Please send me __ copy(s) of Microstat-11 Demo Disk and 
summary manual for just S 19.95 

Add $4 per package for UPS sl1i pp ing charges. Indiana residents add 5% 
sa les tax. 
Format : 0 5V<t" IBM D 3\2" 1BM 0 51-2 1.2 meg 

D Please send me a Microstat-11 broci1Ure. 

D Please send me information on upgrading my Microstat 
package to Microstat-11 . I Name: ________________________________________________________ __ 

I 
Organization 

Address ______________________________________________________ ___ 

I City --------------- State ___ Zip _____ _ 

I Phone 

0 Bil l my credit card. 0 VISA 0 MC 0 American Express 

• Account Number ------------------------- Expiration Dat e -------------
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CIARCIA' S CIRCUIT CELLAR 

Steve Ciarcia 

The SmartSpooler 
Part 2: Software and Operation 

Smart Spooler can function as 
a complete remote data-processing 
computer to analyze data 

Last month, I introduced my version of the ulti
mate printer buffer: SmartS pooler. While Smart
Spooler has 256K bytes of memory and supports 
both serial and parallel printers, it also has fea
tures that improve its versatility and ease of use . 
These features include a "switchbox" capability 

(i.e., for routing serial or parallel computer input to serial or 
parallel printer output), multiple-copy printing, a single-sheet
feeding mode, and buffer capacity indicators. Also, you can 
daisy chain multiple SmartSpoolers to control a whole network 
of peripherals. 

Most important, SmartSpooler is intelligent. While I've pre
sented it primarily as a printer buffer, SmartSpooler lets a host 
computer completely control its operation. You can even down
load executable code to SmartS pooler . Rather than being 
merely a simple printer buffer, SmartSpooler can function as a 
complete remote data-processing computer that analyzes and 
interprets the data flowing through it. 

This month, I'll finish the hardware discussion by explaining 
the user interface and then briefly describe SmartSpooler's 
operation. 

Push Buttons and LEOs 
A 6821 peripheral interface adapter (PIA) neatly connects four 
front-panel push buttons, eight front-panel LEDs, and an eight
position DIP switch. The PIA, which is IC24 in figure 1, pro
vides two 8-bit ports (port A and port B) and four multipurpose 
handshaking lines (CAl, CA2, CBl, and CB2). The DIP 
switches connect to port A , which is programmed as an 8-bit 
input port. The switches specify options like data transfer rates 
and operating modes. Figure 2 contains switch settings and 
functions. 

The four front-panel push buttons set configuration, pause 
the output, enter copy requests, and clear present settings. The 
combination of a simple resistor/capacitor circuit and a Schmitt
trigger inverter debounces each push-button input . The condi
tioned inputs are connected to the handshaking lines, which are 
programmed so that any switch closure will generate a CPU 
interrupt. 

The eight LEDs with current-limiting resistors connect to 
port B. SmartSpooler sets this port up as an 8-bit output port. 
(Be aware that port B has the extra 10-milliampere current 
needed to drive the LEDs.) Four of the LEDs signify Smart
Spooler's operating mode: Config, Copy, Pause, and Clear. 

The remaining four LEDs indicate which ports are enabled: 

Copyright © 1988 Steven A. Ciarcia. All rights reserved. 

Parin (parallel in), Serin (serial in) , Parout (parallel out), and 
Serout (serial out). During initial setup (Clear), these LEDs 
display the 1/0 port configuration (serial/parallel). When 
SmartSpooler is making copies (Copy), these LEDs display the 
number of copies requested ( 1 to 4) and then the number of 
copies remaining to be printed. During normal operation, the 
LEDs indicate how full the SmartSpooler buffer is: 0 percent, 
25 percent, 50 percent, 75 percent, or 100 percent. 

The two DB-25S IDM PC-compatible parallel printer input 
and output connectors are mounted on the printed circuit board. 
I've mounted two 20-pin headers behind these connectors for 
the serial ports. These headers accommodate a pair of optional 
ribbon cables with DB-25P serial connectors on the end. You 
can operate SmartSpooler with either or both pairs of connec
tors installed. If you need only parallel-to-parallel operation, 
you use only the DB-25S connectors . 

Buffer-Manager Software 
The basic algorithm at the core of SmartSpooler is a FIFO 
buffer manager. A FIFO, whether a single chip or a box like 
SmartSpooler, consists of an input port and an output port, con
nected by a buffer memory (perhaps 256 bytes for a FIFO chip 
and 256K bytes for SmartSpooler). The buffer memory decou
ples the input and output data rates: fast dump from the com
puter, slow dump to the printer. 

A good analogy for a FIFO is a water tank with fill (input) and 
drain (output) pipes, each pipe having a pump (see figure 3). 
The input can pump faster than the output, so the rate difference 
is absorbed as the'fank fills . As is true with the water tank, the 
FIFO has to handle two special cases: full and empty. When the 
tank is full or empty, the respective pump (input or output) 
should be turned off. 

We can immediately dismiss the intuitive software algorithm 
for implementing a FIFO (i.e., actually moving the data). While 
suitable for very small FIFOs, such an algorithm would choke 
on a full 256K-byte buffer . Instead, we use a scheme called a 
ring buffer, which manipulates input and output pointers, in
stead of actually moving the data (see figure 4) . 

Interrupts and Direct Memory Access 
You can divide the implementation of the FIFO into three com
ponents: determining when an 110 port is ready for transfer, 
performing the transfer, and updating the pointers. 

You could use a pure software approach in which you poll the 
I/0 ports for readiness, transfer data with IN and OUT instruc
tions, and have the program update buffer pointers. However, 
this scheme has some problems. 

First, polling is extremely inefficient. Consider the typical 
case of simultaneous high-speed input and low-speed output. 
For each input character, you have to check whether the output 
is ready , even though it normally won't be. Actually, it's much 

continued 
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worse, since you also have ·to check for handshaking, front
panel switch closure, and a number of other mundane events. 
The overhead adds up quickly, limiting performance. 

Second, software to access the buffer and maintain the buffer 
pointers is difficult to write for buffer sizes larger than 64K 

bytes. Eight-bit CPUs like the HD64180-and even 16-bit 
CPUs like the 8086/80286-must monitor each access and cal
culate memory-management-unit (HD64180) or segment
register (80286) reload values to manage a large buffer. 
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Figure 1: Schematic for SmartSpooler's DIP-switch and LED I/0 circuitry. A single 6821 peripheral-interface-adapter chip 

handles all the switches and lights. 

Mode Local mode 

Off On Local Host Test 38,400 19,200 9600 4800 2400 1200 300 N/A 

(MSB) c:::::::J 1 IBR2 On On 110 BR2 Off Off Off Off On On On On 

c:::::::J 2 IBR1 On On I/OBR1 Off Off On On Off Off On On 

c:::::::J 3 IBRO On On 1/0 BRO Off On Off On Off On Off On 

c:::::::J4 OBR2 Note On 
c:::::::Js OBR1 Note On 1/0 port Off = parallel, On = serial 

c:::::::J6 OBRO Note On Host mode 
c:::::::J7 I PORT Note On Note: Positions 4 to 7 off = last node in chain 

(LSB) c:::J8 OPORT Off On 

Test mode 
{Shipping position, all off: Parallel-+ parallel mode) Push any button -+ memory test 

Terminal on serial output port ( <cr> .. <cr>) -+ monitor 

Figure 2: DIP-switch settings and their effects on Smart Spooler's various operating modes. 
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95% of the Top US. Companies 
Solve Their Complex 
Numeric Problems with AP L 
... Shouldn't You? 

In businesses wh 
complex numeric p 
are a daily challenge, 
professionals from all 
walks of life rely on the 
APL*PLUS® System. 

The APL *PLUS 
System 

Thousands of professionals in a 
wide range of fields- invest
ment research, insurance, cor
porate finance, engineering, 
and science-find the 
APL* PLUS System the per
fect software for complex prob
lem solving. That's because its 
natural mathematical orienta
tion and conciseness of code 
provide the ideal environment 
for model building, array han
dling, system prototyping, and 
matrix manipulation. And for 
your connectivity needs, the 
APL *PLUS System runs on a 

wide range of machines and 
operating environments. 

Why not give yourself the 
analytical edge, for only 
$695~ Call800-592-0050 and 
we'll show you how to put 
the APL* PLUS System to 
work in your specific 
application . 

STSC 
STSC, Inc. 
2115 East Jefferson Street 
Rockville , Maryland 20852 
800-592-0050 
301-984-5123 in Maryland or 
Canada 
Telex 898085 

A PLUS*WARE® PRODUCT 

The APL* PLUS System is available fo r the mainframe. IBM PC and compa tibles. 
Macintosh. and machines running UNIX and VAX/ VMS. The APL* PLUS System may 
be purc hased through dealers and distributors worldwide. 

APL* PLU S and PLUS* WARE are reg istered trade marks of STSC. Inc. UNIX, 
Macintosh. and IBM are registe red trademarks or AT&T Bell Laboratories. Apple 
Computer. and Inte rnational Business Machines Corpo ra tion. respectively. 

Top compani es according to the April 17. 1987 issue of Business Week. 

*U.S. suggested re ta il fo r DOS version. Inte rnationa l prices slightly higher. 
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A PL is indispensable in det•el
oping mathematical modelsfor 
pricing financial securities such 
as options, futures, am/ bonds. ~ 
Complex mathematical algo-
rithms are programmed quick(1· 
and concisely. And, empirical 
research is facilitated by A PH A; 
unmatched capabilities in 
manipulating am/ ana(1•zing 
arrays of data. 

Mark Schroder 
Option Research Specialist 
Prudential Bache 

When yo a need to consider 
three classes of senice. numer
ous fare types, and multiple 
connections, fare pricing anal
ysis without A PL is a Herculean 
task. A PL's ability to manipu
late tables of data with a single 
command enables us to explore 
a ll'ider range of scenarios as 

«::=::=--=-. fast as ll'e can think of them. 

Each quarter we con so/it/ate 
and analyze historical data, 
current data, unci forecasts 
from over 800 entities within 
GE and then quickly compile it 
into a comprehensive series of 
reports. With APL we get it 
done in a third of the time it 
would take us using other 
methods. 

Eric Baelen 
Manager, Business Systems 

Development 
General Electric Company 

Mike Fisher 
Manager, Systems 

Development 
Pan American World Airways 



Figure 3: A FIFO buffer is like a water 
tank, absorbing the difference between 
input and output rates. In a typical 
printer buffer task, the input is faster 
than the output. A basic function of the 
FIFO/tank is to control the pumps for 
the special cases of tank full and tank 
empty. 

Figure 4: (a) SmartSpooler 's FIFO 
buffer operates using a ring-buffer 
algorithm that manipulates input and 
output data pointers rather than actually 
moving the data. The flowcharts 
shown-here illustrate two key functions: 
(b) handling full and empty conditions 
and (c) checking for buffer wraparound. 

(b) 

Return 
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The solution to the problem of inefficiency is to exploit the 
HD64180' s excellent interrupt capabilities. SmartSpooler' s I/0 
is totally interrupt-driyen, including the serial and parallel ports 
as well as the front-panel switches. Table 1 lists these interrupt 
assignments. 

To solve the problem of large buffer maintenance, Smart
Spooler uses the HD64180's direct-memory-access controller 
(DMAC), which has direct access to the entire physical address 
space. Besides performing the actual IN and OUT operations, the 
DMAC maintains the buffer pointers (using built-in DMA ad
dress registers with auto-increment) . Channel 0 is the input 
channel, configured to perform I/O-to-memory DMA. Channel 
1, as output, is configured for memory-to-I/O DMA. 

Usually, 110 DMA occurs by request of the 110 device itself. 
Unfortunately, this doesn't easily handle special cases like 
buffer full, buffer empty, Pause button, copies, and handshak
ing. To get more flexibility, SmartS pooler uses a "soft" DMA 
technique. The HD64180 DREQ inputs are connected to CPU 
I/0 ports instead of directly to the I/0 peripheral ports. This lets 
the software initiate DMA. 

Hands Across the Buffer 
Both input and output ports need to provide handshaking. On 
the input side (host to SmartSpooler), the host must be signaled 
to stop when the buffer ftl.ls, to prevent overflow (remember the 
water tank example). On the output side (SmartSpooler to 
printer), SmartSpooler needs to pause when the printer is busy 
printing or goes off-line. In the formal world of data communi
cations, this is known as flow control. 

Flow control requires handshaking, which is a way of convey
ing start/stop information between the various devices. Hard
ware handshaking uses extra signal lines dedicated to flow con
trol. Software handshaking conveys flow-control information 
over the data channel itself. 

The Centronics parallel interface uses hardware handshaking 
signals: STROBE, ACK, and BUSY. The RS-232C ports pro
vide both hardware handshaking (RTS and CTS) and software 
handshaking (XON/XOFF). 

The problem with serial handshaking (RTS , CTS , and 
XON/XOFF) protocols occurs when the receiver can' t shut off 
the sender in time to prevent overflow. Those of you who have 
spent time trying to get terminals or computers to run at 19,200 
or 38,400 bits per second know what I mean (the beeping termi-

Table 1: Smart Spooler takes full advantage of the 
HD64180 's interrupt capabilities. Note that the NMI 
and INTO signals are also gated with XBUS inputs, 
allowing I/0 expansion boards to use them. 

NMI : Not used (parallel output port ERROR input is optional) 
INTO : Parallel input port 
INT1 : Parallel output port 
INT2 : Front-panel switches 
PRT(Timer)O: Software delay timer 
PRT(Timer)1 : Real-time timer 
DMAO: Not used 
DMA 1: Not used 
CSI/0: Not used 
ASCI(UART)O: Serial input port 
ASCI(UART)1: Serial output port 

nal syndrome) . Also, some sending devices check for hand
shaking only at the end of each line, rather than for each charac
ter. To avoid overflow, SmartSpooler's serial port drivers 
incorporate a 256-byte "pad," allowing plenty of time for hand
shaking delays . 

Local, Test, and Host Modes 
SmartSpooler' s operating mode is determined at power-on by 
DIP-switch settings. 

Local mode is the normal mode of operation. In this case, 
SmartSpooler enters the default port configuration (parallel to 
parallel) and is ready to spool incoming data. Using the front
panel switches and LEDs, you can enter commands to change 
the port configuration, pause the output, and request copies . 

Test mode works with a standard RS-232C terminal con
nected to one of the serial ports (see photos 1 a and 1 b). Instead 
of entering the spooler routines, SmartS pooler executes a built
in monitor program, which contains routines to test the ports, 
switches, and LEDs, as well as a complement of traditional 
monitor commands (display, enter memory, and so on) . Test 
mode is useful for diagnosing hardware, cable, and host driver 
software problems . 

Host mode lets the host computer download commands to 
continued 

Photo 1: (a) This screen shows the commands available while SmartSpooler is in test mode. (b) From this screen, you can 
individually test all four buttons, all eight LEDs, and all eight DIP switches. The right-hand column shows the SmartSpooler 
modes for several different DIP-switch settings. Whatever setting is last selected determines the default mode Smart Spooler 
enters when you reset it or power it up. 
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Operation Summary for SmartSpooler 
Power-on: Suspending/resuming printing: Single-sheet printing: 
• Clear LED goes on. • Push the Pause button to suspend 

printing. 
• Make sure you've selected the pause 

mode during power-on or Clear setup. 
• Config LED goes on, and the default 

port configuration is shown. • Push the Pause button again to resume 
printing. 

• Make. sure your computer transmits a 
formfeed character to SmartSpooler 
prior to each new page (including the 
first). 

• Clear LED goes off, and the LEDs 
switch to show buffer capacity. Making copies: 

• SmartSpooler is ready for operation. 
• Press Clear prior to sending document 

to copy. • When the Pause LED goes on, insert a 
new page into the printer. 

• Send the document to SmartSpooler. Changing the port configuration, 
changing the pause mode, and 
aborting printout: • Push the Copy button. 

• Push the Pause button to print the next 
page. 

• Push the Clear button. 

• Push the Config button to change the 
port configuration and the Pause but
ton to toggle the pause mode on/off. 

• Push the Config button to select the 
number of copies (0 to 4) desired . 

Check buffer capacity, port config
uration, and the number of copies 
remaining: 

• Push the Copy button again (Config 
LED off) to finish the copy request. 

• During normal operation (Clear LED 
off) , the parallel/serial In/Out LEDs 
show percent full (0, 25, 50, 75, or 
100) the SmartSpooler buffer is, and 
the Pause LED controls print sus
pend/resume. 

• Push the Clear button (Clear LED 
off) to start SmartSpooler operation. • The Copy LED will remain on until 

all copies are printed. 
• The LEDs switch from showing the 

port configuration to monitoring the 
buffer capacity. 

SmartSpooler. One benefit of host mode is that it lets you use 
software-instead of switches and LEDs-to set the port config
uration and serial port format (data transfer rate, start/stop bits , 
parity, and so on) . In fact , you can remove SmartSpooler' s 
switches, LEDs, and corresponding circuits if you never use 
SmartS pooler for local mode operation. 

For the ultimate in versatility, the host can even download a 
new control program to totally replace SmartSpooler's control 
program. SrnartSpooler's ROM vectors all HD64180 interrupts 
through a RAM-based vector table, letting the new control pro
gram take over interrupt response. Combining SmartSpooler's 
hardware with optional XBUS expansion boards (e.g., the Cir
cuit Cellar Gf180 color graphics display or the COMM180 
modem/small-computer-system-interface [SCSI] board) and 
your own control program opens the door for lots of interesting 
applications . · 

Using SmartSpooler · 
SmartSpooler is easy to use. The following is a summary of spe
cific button functions . 

Pushing the Clear button stops any operation (1/0) in prog
ress, initializes SmartSpooler, and lights the Clear LED. Any 
data in the buffer is lost upon Clear. 

You use the Clear button in the following instances: 

• to change the port configuration 
• to change the pause mode 
• before receiving a document that will be copied 
• to cancel a printout 
• to finish the Clear request (Clear, Config , and Pause 

LEDsoff) 
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The F'ause button has two functions, one after the Clear but
ton is pushed and another during normal operation. After 
you 've pushed the Clear button (Clear LED on), pushing Pause 
toggles the pause mode on or off. When pause mode is on 
(Pause LED on), SmartSpooler will suspend output after trans
mission of a formfeed character to the printer. Use this mode for 
single-sheet feeding; position the next sheet and push the Pause 
button (Pause LED off) to resume printing. When pause mode 
is off (Pause LED off), SmartSpooler will not check formfeed 
characters . Use this mode when printing continuous (i.e ., 
platen or tractor-fed) forms . 

Push the Copy button (Copy LED on) to make copies of 
everything SmartSpooler has received since the last Clear. 
Then, increment the number of copies desired by pushing the 
Config button (Config LED blinks) . 

The LEDs show how many copies are selected: One LED on 
means one copy (plus original) ; four LEDs on means four 
copies (plus original). After entering the number of copies de
sired, push the Copy button again (Config LED off) to complete 
the copy request. 

The Config button toggles the 1/0 (serial or parallel) port 
configuration when the Clear LED is on. The configuration is 
reflected on the parallel/serial In/Out LEDs. 

Two Functions 
SmartSpooler is actually two projects. One of these is a high
performance printer buffer; the second is a configurable intelli
gent peripheral controller. Most people will assemble it as a 
printer buffer, but others will find applications ideally suited for 
the host programmed mode. While SmartSpooler is not a trivial 

continued 



steps to instant programming. 
Microsoft® QuickBASIC 4.0 is a revolution 

in BASIC programming. A revolution that 
earned PC Magazine's Best of 1987 award and 
its Award for Technical Excellence for the last 
two years. 

Instant programming means 
instant results. 

With Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0, you get 
a complete instant programming environment. 
Revolutionary technology lets you run, edit, 
debug, and then continue nmning your program. 
Without a time-consuming compile step. 

So you get instant results and instant 
productivity. 

Instant programming also means you're 
always ready to debug using a sophisticated 
collection of debugging tools. Control program 
execution easily with breakpoints. Use watch
points and watch expressions to see data values 
as your program runs. Even change data 
values and continue running! 

Advanced language extensions such 
as records, recursion, huge arrays, and 
FUNCTION procedures give the language 
more power and versatility, so you can really 
flex your BASIC muscles. And Microsoft 
QuickBASIC 4.0 still produces the fastest 
BASIC code around. 

A great value gets better. 
At $99 Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0 is a 

great value. And now it's even better because 
it includes our Value-Pack Catalog containing 
coupons worth more than $600 on add-on 
packages and books. And if that's not enough, 
there's a 30-day money-back guarantee. You 
just can't lose. 

Take the first step into instant program
ming. Just call us at (800) 541-U61, Dept. El9, 
for the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer 
and start your own revolution 
in instant programming with """"'l Q"" "'src4" 
Microsoft QuickBASIC 4.0. 

Microsoft is a reg istered trademark of Mic rosoft Corporation. Offe r val id on ly in the 50 U.S. Stal es. 
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project, you can extend it to perform tasks that separate it from a 
mere buffer. One possibility is to use SmartSpooler between a 
host computer and a modem to filter incoming data, initiate and 
time calls, or encrypt and decrypt data. 

As a printer buffer, 256K bytes is more than adequate. How
ever, as a specific-application peripheral controller, Smart
Spooler might need additional capability. 

As I mentioned previously, it is not inconceivable to add 8 or 
16 additional 110 ports, a 20-megabyte SCSI hard disk drive, or 
the Gfl 80 color graphics display to SmartSpooler through its 
XBUS expansion connector. The necessary hardware for such 
peripherals already exists for SmartSpooler from previous Cir
cuit Cellar articles . · 

Experimenters 
While printed circuit board kits for SmartSpooler are available, 
I encourage you to build your own. If you don't mind doing a 
little work, I will support your efforts as usual . You can down
load a hexadecimal file of the executable code for Smart
Spooler's system EPROM (27128) from my bulletin board at 
(203) 871-1988. Alternatively, you can send me a preformatted 
IBM PC floppy disk with return postage, and I'll put all the files 
on it for you (add $6 for the SmartSpooler User's Manual). Of 
course, this free software is for noncommercial personal use 
only. 

Next Month 
The first part of a two-part article on a two-channel "biofeed
back" EEG brain-wave analyzer. • 

I'd like to personally thank Tom Cantrell for his extensive work 
on this project. Without his software expertise, I'd be hope
lessly mired in an ocean of bits forever. 

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles . 
Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE 
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Co. , P.O. Box400, Hightstown, NJ08250. 

Ciarcia 's Circuit Cellar, Volume l covers articles in BYTE from Sep
tember 1977 through November 1978. Volume II covers December 
1978 through June 1980. Volume Ill covers July 1980 through Decem
ber 1981. Volume IV covers January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V 
covers July 1983 through December 1984. Volume VI covers January 
1985 through June 1986. 

It 's virtually impossible to provide all the pertinent details of a project 
or cover all the designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For that reason, 
I have started a bimonthly supplemental publication called Circuit Cel
lar Ink, which presents additional information on projects published in 
BYTE, new projects, and supplemental applications-oriented materi-

als . For a one-year subscription (6 issues), send $14.95 to Circuit Cel
lar Ink, P.O. Box 3378, Wallingford, CT 06494. Credit card orders can 
call (203) 875-2199. 

The following items are available from 

CCI 
P.O. Box428 
Tolland, CT 06084 
(203) 875-2751 
Inquiry 934. 

1. SmartSpooler RAMless full printed circuit board kit for parallel-to
parallel operation. Comes complete with printed circuit board and all 
printed-circuit-board-mounted components, including HD64180, IC 
sockets, SmartSpooler software on EPROM, and User's Manual. Less 
DRAM chips . SSOI-KIT .............. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ..... . . ... . .. . .. . .. $119 
2 . SmartSpooler experimenter's kit for parallel-to-parallel operation. 
Comes with printed circuit board, crystal, HD64180 and plastic
leaded-chip-carrier socket, software on EPROM, and User's Manual. 
Available only through September 30, 1988. SS02-EXP ... ... . .. .. .. $89 

Optional serial port ribbon cables are available. Call for pricing. 

The SmartSpooler design is available for licensing to qualified manu
facturers . Call for information. 

All payments should be made in U.S. dollars by check, money order, 
MasterCard, or Visa. Surface delivery (U .S. and Canada only): add $5 
for U.S . , $8 for Canada. For delivery to Europe via U .S. airmail, add 
$14. Three-day air freight delivery: add $10 for U.S. (UPS Blue), $25 
for Canada (Purolator overnight), $45 for Europe (Federal Express), or 
$60 for Asia and elsewhere in the world (Federal Express). 

There is a multiline Circuit Cellar bulletin board system (running TBBS 
2.0M) that supports past and present projects in BYTE and Ink. You are 
invited to call and exchange ideas and comments with other Circuit Cel
lar supporters . The 300-/1200-/2400-bps BBS is on-line 24 hours a day 
at (203) 871-1988. 

To receive information about the Circuit Cellar Ink publication for 
hardware designers and developers , please circle 100 on the Reader 
Service inquiry card at the back of the magazine. 

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah ") is an electron
ics engineer and computer consultant with experience in pro
cess control, digital design , nuclear instrumentation, and prod
uct development. The author of several books on electronics, he 
can be reached at P. 0. Box 582, Glastonbury, CT 06033. 

PC voice mal, nowonly$199. 
Watson®, hailed by one 

reviewer as "the premier 
voice mail station" at $498, 
is an even better value at 

$199. Watson eliminates 
telephone tag and gives you 

big-system features like auto speed-dial, auto 
answer, message forwarding, and built-in 300/ 
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1200 bps modem. For an ear-opening 
business applications demo, 

call 1 (800) 6-WATSON (in Mass., (617) 
651-2186). Th order, calli (800) 533·6120 
(in Mass., (617) 655-6066). 
Credit Cards Accepted. 

Natural MicroSystems Corporation 
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It 's a yeq.r that begins ;with a powerful <may 
cit computer systems designed; eng,irieered, and 
manufactured exclus ively by us ... business I pro
fessional systems that 1proudly carry our name. 

I 

· Leading the w,ay is our new TCS !3000. Designed to 
•. harness advanced 80386 microprocessor technology, 
·. it is remarkably poy;oerful , ext'reme,iy fast and extra 

."ordinarily versat ile. The TCS 800Q gives you all the 
strength of the MS-DOS;rM concurrent DOS 386;rM PC 
MOS 386;rM and the incredible cap~bilities of OS/2!M 

The TCS 80oo ··is equipped with 1MB of memory, 
but it' will easily accol')'lmodate up to 16MB on the mother-

board by utilizing memory modules .. . standard modules 
that dramatic?lly reduce the cost of expand ing 

· memory and inc;reasing memory access speed . 
As part of ;a network, in : 

multi-u~er system, or as a' 
stand-alon~ system the TCS • 

8000's perfoqna'nce p.rpves that 
every detail has met Tatung 's , 

uncompromised quality 
eontrols. 

Like the an...qient dr?gqn, the TCS 8ooo is a symbol of . , 
power'and good· fOrtune. It wi ll pmvi'€Je yo·ur ~ust6niers 
with tremendous value, and you witli supEl,(.ior prof.it• 
al,)ility. Indeed, the e~ cit i ng new TCS 8000 ·is destined · 
to be a genuine " fire breat her." , , 
For comple.~e det&ils and specif i c~tlO il S , call (911 -free:' . 
1-800-421 -2929 Ext. 256. . ..,~ ,'. . .. ,_ ,~ 

The:T CS 4000... · . . 
AT compa,tibili t"y in ii · '~ :~ .. -
very·smalltoo1tonrn. 



MackDOStm 
Will Blow You Away!! 

MackDos is an Icon 
based user interface 

FEATURES: 
-Instant access to applications via 

screen icons. 

-DOS commands executed at the 
click of mouse. 

-Each program can be configured 
to pass environment settings and 
command line arguments to the 
application. 

- Set up allows calling the 
application from any sub
directory. 

- Fast, crisp graphics makes you 
feel like you are sitting in front 

of a Macintosh. 

- Full featured Icon Editor 
included for Icon customization. 

- Up to 35 Applications 
on the screen simulta
neously. 

- MackDOS even runs 
Windows!! 

TXM, Inc. 
Box 5142 
Cary, NC 27511 

Order Line: 
(919) 467-6855 

MC,VISA 

BENEFITS: 
- Easy set-up using on screen 
mini-form. 

- Make your own Icons for 
flexible user interface. 

- Much more intuitive than old
fashioned menu systems. 
Secretaries love it! 

- Much less memory consump
tion than Windows. 

- Provides standardized user 
entry point. 

- Gives both novice and 
experienced users the most 
common DOS commands 
instantly. 

- Password protection 

- Variable colors to 
ease eye strain. 

- Great for hard disk 
organization or for 
new user access. 

ALL THIS FOR ... 

Super Deal!!! 
Order Today! 

Requirements: 

Madntosh is a trademark of Apple CompUler, Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Dealers Welcome. 

Graphics Monitor 
Mouse 
512KMemory 

DATABACKtm 
DATABACK is a keystroke saving, resident program. It mon~ors every keystroke 
and, at user defined intervals, saves the keystrokes to disk file . If a power failure 
occurs, a "hot" key will restore the data as if the user were actually re-typing the in
formation. DATABACK will pay for ~self the first time you use it. 
DATABACK offers the following features: 

- User defined save intervals (defined in number of keystrokes) 
- Works w~h floppy disks or hard disks. 
- Variable time reminder to save data 

- Easy to use via screen prompts. $69.95 
-Can be used to automate processes, presentations, or 

demonstrations. 
- Ideal for use with editors, spreadsheets, and word processors. 

-Great for portables or laptops. 
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Turbo Gtm 
Turbo G is a graphics development environment for C. Supported displays include VGA, EGA, 
CGA, and Hercules. Display support does not require memory resident device drivers. Device 
driver support is included lor HP and Houston Instrument plotters, and Epson style graphics 
printers. A programming hook and examples are provided to develop one's own device drivers. 
Turbo G has 60+ functions including lines, circles, arcs, fills, viewport, and user coordinate 
windows . Hidden line suppression is included for 3-D graphing. The command syntax is easy to 
usa but powerful. The source is available. MackDOS was written using Turbo G. 

Library $79.95 
Source $149.95 
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POP Goes the Macintosh 
POP-11, a powerful AI programming 
language, is finally 

available on a microcomputer 

or me, the ideal language would be an artful 
blend of Pascal, Lisp, and Forth with a dash of 
Smalltalk and Prolog. From Pascal, it would 
take clean syntax and block structure that can 
make programs both readable and beautiful. 

From Lisp, it would take weak data typing , list processing, and 
the notion that procedures are indistinguishable from data . 
From Forth, it would take the ideas of extreme interactivity with 
executable subprograms, incremental compilation, and a simple 
compiler that the programmer can understand and whose ser
vices you can invoke from a user program. From Smalltalk, it 
would take the idea that a class of data objects should have pri
vate access procedl!res, known only to class members. From 
Prolog, it would take the built-in pattern matching and database 
facilities. 

My ideal language appears to exist already. It's called POP-
11, a language I first discussed in a BYTE column in October 
1984. Unfortunately, SNAP, the simplified IBM PC version of 
POP that I wrote about in 1984, was never released; the project 
ran out of funding and time. Now things are looking up: A full 
implementation of POP-11, called AlphaPOP, is available for 
the Apple Macintosh. It requires a Macintosh running the Hier
archical File System (HFS) with 512K bytes of memory . It 
comes on either single- or double-sided disks . (See the text box 
"AlphaPOP for the Macintosh" on page 288.) 

POP History and Fundamentals 
POP-11 started life back in the late 1960s as POP-2, developed 
in the machine intelligence department of Scotland's Edinburgh 
University (the same department that produced the Edinburgh 
Prolog standard) by Robin Popplestone and Rod Burstall . It was 
designed as a replacement for Lisp, with a more acceptable syn
tax that would make it easier to learn. After being used as a main 
research language at Edinburgh for years, it migrated to Sussex 
University in Brighton, England, where a slightly simplified 
version was ported to the DEC PDP-11 and christened POP-11 . 
(For the rest of the article, I will refer to it simply as POP.) POP 
was designed especially to put powerful artificial intelligence 
(AI) programming techniques into the hands of noncomputer 
people; at Sussex, it was used in computing courses for arts and 
literature students . It has found widespread use in European AI 
departments, as has its relative, POPLOG-a combined POP/ 
Prolog system for the DEC VAX . 

POP is an incrementally compiled language, like Forth or 
Microsoft's QuickBASIC 4.0. New procedures are compiled into 

Illustration by Chris Spollen © 1988 

a heap-based dictionary in which a procedure can appear only 
once. Whenever you recompile a procedure, its name remains 
in place but the old code record is freed, eventually to be gob
bled up by a garbage collector that operates automatically when 
heap space gets too low . Procedures are compiled into a stack
based virtual machine code that has only 17 instructions. You 
can define new language keywords by using a set of procedures 
that directly compile these virtual machine instructions. This 
way, you can alter not just the surface syntax, but the compiler 
itself; for example, you can add new control structures to POP. 

POP is a highly interactive language, rivaled in this respect 
only by Smalltalk-80. Anything you can do inside a procedure 
(including looping) , you can also do directly from the keyboard, 
and vice versa. It's a weakly typed language, like Lisp, so the 
same variable could, at different times, hold a number, a string, 
a list, a procedure, a vector, or one of many other kinds of ob
jects. You can predeclare variables as in Pascal or C, but if you 
don't, POP will declare them for you (with a message saying 
that it has done so). 

It supports integer, big-integer, and floating-point arithmetic 
(the latter are called decimal numbers), and, like BASIC, it's 
happy to let you mix the types in a calculation, performing auto
matic type conversions. Many trigonometric, logarithmic, and 
transcendental functions are built in, including even the hyper~ 
bolic functions . Decimal precision is up to 16 places, and you 

continued 
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can choose to output any number of places. You can also com
pute in any number base up to 36. 

An assignment statement in POP is written from left to right, 
the assignment operator being represented by the -> symbol; 
it's best to think of it as meaning "goes into ." So, [cows dogs 
pigs] -> x; puts the list on the left of the -> symbol into a 
variable x. I could have predeclared the variable by vars x; . 

Input and output parameters for procedures are declared sep
arately. In this procedure definition, 

defi ne add_ ten(num1) - > num2 ; 
num1 + 10 - > num2 ; 

endde fi ne ; 

the output parameter is called num2. 

Stack-Based Architecture 
POP is a stack-based language, using an open stack like that in 
Forth to pass all its parameters. Mercifully unlike Forth, how
ever, POP looks after the stack contents automatically so the 
programmer need not worry about them. Named output vari
ables are just placeholders provided for readability, the results 
actually being left on the stack. The => operator prints the 
whole stack contents destructively and is smart enough to rec
ognize all the available data types and print them in a suitable 
format. You can inspect the value of any item using the print 
arrow(=>). So, add_ten(J) =>prints 13 on the screen, while x 
=>prints [cows dogs pigs]. 

One consequence of the stack-based architecture is that POP 
can easily handle procedures that take variable numbers of input 
parameters or produce variable numbers of results. Such proce-

{E) SYSTEMS DESIGNERS 

POP LOG 

dures are very useful in certain problem domains , especially 
when returning lists. For example, you can make a list of the 
first '100 integers in POP like this: 

[% for i from 1 t o 100 do i e ndfor %] 
-> ints ; 

The % symbols tell POP to evaluate the expression lying between 
them; otherwise, the actual source code would have been as
signed to ints as a list. The for loop could be replaced by a 
procedure that returns a variable number of results . 

POP has a rich set of control structures, including ones for 
list manipulation and pattern matching. Syntactically, they are 
all fully (if verbosely) bracketed by adding end to the opening 
word , as in if . . . end if, until ... enduntil. Hence, Pascal ' s 
begin . .. end and C's curly brackets need not enclose code 
blocks . I love this feature, and I marvel that so few languages 
adopt it (Modula-2 somehow stumbled at the last hurdle) . 

The for loop has several special forms for iterating over lists , 
which is usually more efficient than using recursion , though re
cursion is supported too . Consider the clarity of this simple list 
reverse procedure: 

defi ne reve r se ( l i st 1) - > l ist2 ; 
[ ] -> lis t 2 ; 
for i t e m i n l ist 1 do 

item:: l is t 2 - > l ist2 ; 
end for ; 

endde f i ne ; 

continued 

the pgwer Qf 3 
Featuring 

3 Integrated incremental compilers: 
Common Lisp, Prolog and Pop-11 

Multi-language programming fully supported 
Dynamic external loading of C, Fortran, Rascal. .. 
Integral language-sensitive, full-screen editor 
Over 600 installations worldwide 
Running on VAX/VMS, VAX/UNIX, Sun-2 & 3, 

Apollo, HR-9000 ... 

Systems Designers 
Scientific Division 
55 Read's Way 
New Castle, DE 19720 
USA Tel. 800-888-9988 

Systems Designers 
Artificial Intelligence Business Center 
Pembroke House, 
Pembroke Broadway 
Camberley, Surrey GU15 3XD 
ENGLAND Tel. 0276-686200 

Providing the Power of 3 for rapid solutions to your software development needs 

(I!) Systems DesignerS, ~ leading International Consultancy • offering a full-range of services 
• expert systems • Industrial systems • communications • financial systems PC demo disk: $25 
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It's no secret, in the laser printer world, you select 
either PostScript or HP Laser jet compatibility You buy 
your printer from HP, your board from QMS and your 
software from Adobe. 

Destiny pulls it all together. 
Thanks to our LaserAct II '" laser printer, our Page-

S tyler (PostScript language compatible) software and 
PageStyler board. We go beyond HP Laserjet Series II com
patibility by offering complete PostScript compatibility 
with our own PageS tyler software embedded in our ASIC 
processors for the IBM PC'" add-on board. The boards, 
printers and software offer full compatibility for the 

PostScript standard on our Laser Act II printer which is 
already fully compatible to the Laser jet Series II. 

The LaserAct II offers 512K memory, upgradable to 
45MB, 50% faster throughput than HP Laser jet Series II, 
and can become a full HPGL plotter with vector graphics 
features. Four months on-site service from TRW is standard. 

Destiny's PageS tyler software technology also extends 
to upgrade HP Laser jet Series, Canon LBP Series, and 
Acer LP Series laser printer users for PostScript compat
ibility at a much more affordable cost. 

Adobe and 1\lSISc:ript arc trndcmark.sof Adobe S)'Stcm.~ Inc. HI' and l.:L<;erJet arc trademarks of H~:Wlctt ·P.Jckard. I~-.serAa and l'ag<.'Styler an: 
tr.ldc.'fTUrksofOe:;tlnyTt'dmology. QMS is :1 tmdem.:uk o{QMS. Ioc. ll' is a tmdemark of Act.>rTechnol~ics. U3P is :a u:xlem:lrk o((;mon Inc. 
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DESTINY 
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Destiny Technology Corporation 
930 Thompson Place 

Sunnyvale, California 94086 
( 408) 733-3171 

See us at COMDEX Spring '88 at booth #5032 
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AlphaPOP for the Macintosh 
A lphaPOP l.O, the first commer

cially available version of P,OP-11 
for microcomputers, exploits the Macin
tosh user interface extensively. You can 
have several editor windows open on dif
ferent source files, and you can compile 
whole programs or selected procedures 
by clicking on menu options. A compre
hensive on-line help system provides a 
help window that explains the param
eters and actions of any built-in ·proce
dure. The package includes two excel
lent printed manuals, one of which is an 
alphabetically organized reference to all 
the procedures. 

AlphaPOP can access the ROM
based QuickDraw graphics so you can 
draw lines, rectangles, and ovals (filled 
with patterns if you wish) and display 
text in different sizes and fontS. Pictures 
are displayed in Graphics Windows, 
which AlphaPOP treats as POP devices, 
equivalent to files. 

What does AlphaPOP's high-level ex
pressive power cost in terms of effi
ciency? As with Lisp and Smalltalk, 
quite a lot. This is not the language of 
choice for real-time control systems. 
The Sieve benchmark ·runs in 168 sec
onds for 10 iterations, which is slow for 
a Mac II. The Sieve is hardly representa-

tive of POP's strengths, however; the 
program in listing 1 takes 9.9 seconds to 
read in an llK-byte file .and sort there
sulting list of 2420 words, while the re
verse procedure that I defined in the 
main text takes l. 8 seconds to reverse 
the final list. 

AlphaPOP comes from Cognitive 
Applications, a firm that was started on 
the campus of Sussex University and in 
which the university has a shareholding; 
the programmers are all ex-Sussex POP 
people. The availability ·of POP on a 
personal computer has been a tong time 
coming because, even more than Lisp, it 
is a language that needs lots of memory 
and lots of processing power. 

AlphaPOP consists of a 240K-byte 
executable kernel with over 120K bytes 
of source code for library functions. The 
memory manager adjusts its use of 
memory to the amount of memory that 
you have. While AlphaPOP will run on 
a 512K-byte Mac, I ran it on a 4~mega
byte Mac II. There was 2.4 megabytes of 
free space, which is enough to write se
rious programs. The Atari Mega ST is a 
future target machine. 

The next release of AlphaPOP should 
be ready by the time this is published. 
According to the company, it will in-

elude some little tweaks, such as the 
ability to store a default environment on 
disk (e.g., macros and fonts to be loaded 
on start-up) and the ability to compile 
turnkey programs that can be launched 
without entering AlphaPOP. Cognitive 
Application's Ben Rubinstein informs 
me that the company has successfully at
tached an AlphaPOP procedure to a Hy
perCard button. 

AlphaPOP costs $400 with a special 
price of $300 to educational users . 
Multiuser licences are available. A de
veloper's version is in preparation, fea
turing lexical scoping, optimized compi
lation, processes, and full C and Mac 
Toolbox interfaces; it will be offered as 
an upgrade to existing users. 

You can get more information on 
AlphaPOP from: 

Computable Functions Inc. 
35 South Orchard Dr. 
Amherst, MA 01002 
(413) 253-7637 

Cognitive Applications 
4 Sill wood Terrace 
Brighton 
East Sussex BNl 2LR 
U.K. (0273)-821600 

In a similar way, you can iterate on the successive tails of a list 
by for taili terns on listl do .... 

list(J); replaces the third element of rnylist with frog, 
using the updater for lists. 

One of the pleasures of POP is its semantic consistency . All 
the data types supported (including user-defined types) have a 
set of similar operators for manipulating them. Moreover, the 
names of these operators are formed by adding the same prefix 
to the type name, so you can usually guess what an operation is 
called without consulting the manual . 

For example, an operator that starts with is recognizes the 
type of its object. So isstring(x) returns true if xis a string, 
false otherwise. The equivalent for numbers is called 
isnurnber(). You get the picture. 

A constructor creates objects of a type (e.g., conslist() is 
the constructor for lists), while an initializer creates initialized 
objects of a variable length type. A destructor breaks an object 
down into its parts (e.g., deststring() turns a string into a set 
of characters). A subscriptor operator allows you to access items 
in a repetitive data structure (like a list or a vector), while an 
accessor does the same for fields in a record structure; the name 
of an accessor is normally just the name of the field it accesses . 
For example, the subscriptor for lists is called subscrl(), so 
subscrl(J, [cat dog pig]) would return pig. Because sub
scripting is used so often, there's a concise alternative syntax 
modeled on the normal array notation, so my list ( 4) returns 
the fourth element ofrnylist. 

All types also have a print procedure (class_print) that 
knows how best to display them on the screen, and an updater 
that changes the value of an object. Updaters have no names; 
they are represented by the assignment arrow. So frog-> my-
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Benefits of Modularity 
POP is object-oriented in a somewhat restricted sense. Because 
the class system in POP lacks inheritance, it is not usually pro
moted as an object -oriented language, but it achieves most of the 
benefits of program modularity. You can define new classes of 
object, and define the methods for operating on them, within the 
above-mentioned categories. What's more, you can replace the 
existing operators for the built-in types. If you want lists to be 
printed out in some special way, you can write a procedure and 
assign it to be the class_print for lists. 

In addition to these class-method operators, a group of uni
versal operators works on most types . These are the equality test 
=;the identity test==; the concatenator <>;length(), which 
measures the size of objects; dataword(), which returns the 
type of object; and explode ( ) , which is a universal deconstruc
tor. If you apply length( ) to a string, it tells you how many 
characters are in it, but for a list, it returns the number of top
level items, and so on. The <> operator joins together two 
strings,lists, vectors, procedures, or records of the same type. 

There is a related operator, > <, which joins two objects of any 
type by concatenating their print representations into a string; it 
is often used for screen output. The equivalent of the Pascal 

write('That took',count, 'seconds '); 

continued 
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POP GOES THE MAC 

Listing 1: I used AlphaPOP for the Macintosh to run 
this program, which reads in a text file , makes it into a 
list of words, sorts the list, and returns it as a result. 
On a Mac II, this program takes 9. 9 seconds to read an 
11 K-byte file and sort the resulting list of2420 words. 
The reverse procedure takes 1. 8 seconds. 

define sortfile (inputfile) - > sortedlist ; 

vars readnext , item ; 

i nputfile.discin.incharitem - > readnext ; 

I % 
until ( readnext ->> item) == termin do 
if item. isnumber then consword(item>< "); 
elseif item . isstring then consword(item); 

else item; 
endif ; 

enduntil; 
% ) .sort - > sortedlist ; 

e nd de fine ; 

in POP is 

rr (' That took ' <>count, ' seconds ' ) ; 

Where Pascal restricts the smartness to the write routine, POP 
provides a generalized mechanism so you can assign the string 
expression to a variable or pass it to a user procedure. 

Procedures as Data 
Procedures in POP are first-class objects, which is to say that 
you can handle them just like any other data object. For exam
ple, you can assign a procedure to a variable and execute it just 
by passing parameters to the variable name: 

add ten - > x · 
x (S) => 15 

This means that you can create arrays and lists of procedures and . 
then use them to devise extremely subtle control strategies. You 
can concatenate procedures just like strings or lists , and there
sult is a procedure that performs both the original actions in 
sequence. 

Procedures can be passed as parameters to other procedures . 
A lovely example is the built-in routine newarray(), which, 
not surprising! y, creates new arrays . It can take a procedure as 
its last parameter, which is then executed to calculate the initial 
values for the new array . So you could set up the elementary 
school multiplication table by saying 

vars mult tab l e newarray( [ 1 12 1 12) , 
procedure (x , y ); 

X * y ; 
endprocedure); 

which creates a 12 by 12 table of products . The function proce
dure defines anonymous procedures that will be used only once 
(similar to the function LAMBDA in Lisp); indeed, define merely 
calls procedure and then assigns the result to a named variable. 

Because procedures are first-class objects, they can also be 
returned as results from other procedures. One area in which 
POP exploits this ability is for disk 110. POP-11 was originally 
designed under Unix , and it has inherited Unix's streamed 1/0 
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philosophy, whereby the disk is perceived in terms of an output 
and an input stream of single characters rather than blocks; C 
programmers will feel at home here. POP implements streamed 
input and output by creating procedures. The standard proce
dure discin( filename) returns as its value not a character 
from the disk file, but another procedure that itself returns char
acters from the disk; such a procedure is called a character 
repeater. 

Every time you call a character repeater, it returns the next 
character from the file, eventually returning the unique object 
termin, which is POP's equivalent to the end-of-file marker. 
Disk output is performed in a similar way using a character con
sumer procedure returned by discout ( ) ; this swallows a char
acter given to it and writes it to the file. If you need to read from 
different parts of the same file, then you can create several re
peaters on the same file. This mechanism is simple and elegant 
but is limited to sequential access; there are no random-access 
files. 

To get a taste of the way POP works, I wrote a little program 
to read in a text file, make it into a list of words, sort the list, and 
return it as a result (see listing 1). 

The variable readnext gets assigned an item repeater. Item 
repeaters are procedures that read in whole POP objects rather 
than just single characters, and you make them with the built-in 
procedure inchari tern, by passing to it a character repeater 
produced by disc in. 

The line input file. disc in. inchari tern illustrates an alter
native syntax called dot notation that you can use to make nested 
function applications easier to read; it means exactly the same as 
incharitem(discin(inputfile)). 

The function inchari tern simply uses the tokenizer that POP 
itself uses when parsing input; here, then, is a good example of 
using the compiler as an extra resource. Readnext can return 
words (equivalent to Lisp atoms), numbers, or strings, so I need 
to convert them all to words by using consword ( ) ; Sort ( ) is a 
built-in procedure for sorting lists of a single type. 

With POP, you can define closures, which you could think of 
as procedures whose arguments have been partially supplied 
and are looking for the remainder. For example, if you already 
have a procedure nth_root(x,n), you could economically 
define a new procedure square_root(x) as a closure of 
nth_root (), with n frozen permanently to the value 2. 

POP supports dynamic lists, which some other languages call 
lazy lists. These are lists whose elements are produced only 
when they are asked for, so you can use them to represent infi
nite collections, such as "all the integers," without tying up in
finite memory . 

POP supports macros, not unlike the preprocessor macros of 
C. You can use them to customize the syntax, to avoid the over
head of a procedure call with in-line code, or to isolate program 
features that are subject to frequent changes. 

POP supports properties, which are hashed lookup tables 
with the hashing mechanism built in . They can be used to create 
databases in conjunction with other POP data structures like 
lists and records . 

Popping the Question 
Perhaps the most powerful features of POP are the pattern 
matcher and database. The fundamental operator is matches , 
which tests two lists, the second of which is a pattern (usually 
containing wild cards) and returns a Boolean result; 

[ salamander bright shall burn ] matches [ = bright == ] 

returns true because the wild card = matches any single word, 
and== matches any number of words. POP can bind variables as 

continued 
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a side effect of the pattern matching, so 

[ salamander bright shall burn] matches [ ?x bright==] 

not only returns true but leaves x with the value salamander, 
while 

[ salamander bright shall burn ] matches [ =bright ? ?x] 

leaves x bound to the list [shall burn] . This form of matching 
is most often used in if statements and loops where the Boolean 
value is useful. Where no such return is required, you can use 
the --> operator, which merely binds variables and returns 
nothing, but which raises an error if it fails to match. 

salamander bright shall burn 
-- > [ = bright ??x 

You can make these matching statements still more powerful by 
applying restrictions to the pattern. For example, ?name: 4 will 
bind name only to words exactly four letters long , while ? ?y: 10 
will bind y only to lists of 10 items . A restriction can also be the 
name of a procedure, which is executed with a found item as its 
argument; binding only occurs if the procedure does not return 
false . For example ?x: isnumber will bind x only to numbers . 

POP' s built-in data structure, called database, is a list oflists , 
and is supplied with a set of procedures for adding and removing 
assertions and doing sophisticated matching. Add ( [Jim likes 
beans] ) would add the assertion about Jim to the database. 

There are two special forms of the for loop that work by 
matching in the database . One uses foreach , which takes a pat
tern and executes the loop body once for each match, while the 
other uses forevery, which takes a number of patterns and exe
cutes the loop for every set of values that satisfies them all. This 
is getting close to Prolog: 

forevery 
[[?person likes ?x] [?x is nutritious ]] do 
[Aperson is we l l fed ] => forevery ; 

However, POP does not have automatic backtracking, which 
makes Prolog superior for certain applications (and which is 
why Prolog has been added to POP in the POPLOG system) . 
Nevertheless, the humble POP database makes writing expert 
systems very easy and replaces a lot of code that the Lisp user 
would have to keep reinventing. 

Rich and Expressive 
In summary, POP is the richest and most expressive program
ming language I've ever used, and I've used a few . Despite its 
wealth of features, it is also easy to learn. The advanced features 
are entirely optional, and a beginner can use POP like BASIC or 
Logo without even knowing what a closure or a dynamic list is . 
While learning it, I never once experienced one of those 
Moments of Great Bewilderment (MGBs) that I remember from 
when I was learning Lisp and Prolog. 

Any programmer who knows C or Pascal should feel immedi
ately at home with POP because it's imperative, procedural , 
and statement-oriented. While experimenting with the Alpha
POP implementation, I found myself writing for sheer pleasure 
the sort of programs that AI students get out of their system in 
their first year: sentence parsers, travesty generators, and the 
rest. For me, it is almost the ideal programming language. • 

Dick Pountain is a technical author and software consultant liv
ing in London, England. He can be contacted c/o BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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Roy E. Kimbrell 

Searching for Text? 
Send anN-Gram! 

Short character strings called 
n-grams give every document a 
unique signature 

ere's the problem: You maintain a full-text data
base of all the stories printed by a large daily 
newspaper. With several hundred issues stored, 
you want to find all the stories relating to a par
ticular subject. How do you do it? 

The keyword approach is too limited; the database contains 
too many subjects. Artificial intelligence (AI) won't help much; 
machines and programs aren't that smart yet. You could use 
special pattern-recognition hardware, but the cost is prohibitive. 

The solution to the problem might be a novel approach devel
oped by Raymond D'Arnore and Clinton Mah at PAR Govern
ment Systems Corp. in McLean, Virginia. Their technique is 
simple, elegant, and it works . It uses pieces of words, which 
they call n-grams. 

Fingerprinting Documents 
An n-gram is a sequence of a specified number of characters 
occurring in a word. For example, the two-character n-grams 
(or 2-grams) in the word "duck" are "du," "uc," and "ck." An 
n-gram vector is a list of the n-grams found in a document and 
the number of times each was found, as shown in figure 1. 

To set up a document-retrieval system using n-grarns, you de
rive an n-gram vector for each document as you are storing it. 
The n-gram vector comes 
from the text. It is an index of 
the document, a unique "fin
gerprint" that you can use to 
identify it. To create the n
gram vector, you remove the 
common words from the text; 
then you remove the common 
endings from the remaining 
words. You count selected n
grams in the word fragments 
that are left and keep them in a 
list; that's the n-gram vector. 

You then store the n-gram 
vector with a pointer to the lo
cation of the full-text docu
ment. You might want to store 
the vector along with other 
vectors that are similar to it. 

Now you are ready to re
trieve documents using words, 
phrases, or sentences that de-

Illustration by Alexa Grace © 1988 

scribe the subjects of interest. You can even use a sample docu
ment as a query to find others similar to it. To do this, you create 
an n-gram vector of the query and compare it to the vectors of 
the documents. The retrieval program computes the degree of 
similarity between the query's n-gram vector and those of the 
documents . When the similarity is great enough, the program 
selects the document, as shown in figure 2. 

Beyond 2-Grams 
To differentiate all but the shortest documents, counting only 2-
grams is not sufficient. Some 2-grams are very common, such 
as "te." Others, like "qz," never occur. The common 2-grams 
don't have much value in indexing a document. For an index to 
be useful, it must differentiate between dissimilar documents. 
But if ann-gram occurs often in every document, it doesn't tell 
you anything. Those that don't occur at all also have no value 
because they don't tell you anything, either. 

Rather than throwing away the common 2-grams, we can ex
tend them to 3-grams. For example, rather than using "te," you 
would count all the possible 3-gram combinations that use "te"; 
that is, "tea," "teb," "tee," and so on. 

D' Amore and Mah say that about 200,of the 676 possible al
phabetic 2-grams (26 X 26) occur frequently enough to be can
didates for extension. Unfortunately, many 3-grams are also 
very common; but you can extend the common 3-grams to 4-
grams, and so on. Extending then-grams improves the system's 
performance. However, you don't always need to go to 4-grams 
to index a document. The shorter the document, the smaller the 
size of the n-gram necessary to index it. Short documents of a 
few hundred words might need only 2- or 3-grams (as common 

as they are) to differentiate 
them from one another. For 
example, 2-grams alone work 
well enough with directories, 
such as telephone books. 

D 'Amore and Mah use 
about 12,000 different 2- , 3-, 
and 4-grams to index docu
ments . An n-gram vector 
created using all these terms 
won't have 12,000 n-grams in 
it, however. The number of n
grams occurring in a docu
ment increases slowly as the 
number of words in it rises; a 
3000-word document, for ex
ample, might have only 600 
different n-grams. But if you 
have to keep track of 12,000 
different n-grams, it would 
seem to make sense to use 4-

continued 
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N-GRAMS 

P E T E A PI P E A The n-gram vector 

t-------t 
PE 2 

t------------t 
t------t ETE 

t---------t ER 2 
t-------t 

t------t PIP 

Figure 1: In this n-gram extraction, four kinds ofn-grams 
are included in the vector for the phrase "Peter Piper. " This 
vector contains two 2-grams (each of which occurs twice) 
and two 3-grams. Note that n-grams can overlap. 

grams instead. Not so; there are too many of them. There are 
676 2-grams if you use only alphabetic characters. But there 
are 17 ,576 alphabetic 3-grams, and almost half a million alpha
betic 4-grams. 

You can also include nonalphabetic characters in n-grams. 
The only ones generally useful are numbers, which occur fre
quently in documents and are often the subject of queries. 
"Commodore 64," "256K bytes of RAM," and "The Belchfire 
8000 with 40 megabytes of hard disk storage" could all occur in 
a document and thus be the subjects of a query. 

None of the numeric and alphanumeric n-grams possible are 
considered common. You should probably store purely numeric 
n-grams as 3-grams. There are only 1000 possible numeric 3-
grams. Compared to the number of alphabetic n-grams, this is a 
relatively small number. 

Cut Out the Noise 
Another way to reduce the number of n-grams you need to dif
ferentiate documents is by noise reduction. Noise, for purposes 
of indexing, is information contained in a document that doesn' t 
add much to your ability to find that document. Punctuation is 
considered noise. Common words such as a, the, by , and for are 
also noise. 

Table 1 contains a list of 258 of the most commonly used 
words in American English. They comprise about 55 percent of 
the words used in the written language. Your database may have 
different common words. (If your database consists of articles 
about computers, for example, such words as mother and father 
might occur less frequently.) Because they are so common, 

Document Remove 
common 

words 

Remove 
common 
endings 

Documents 

these words add little information to text analysis . However, you 
must carefully consider their elimination. Mother, father, chil
dren , and school might be quite common in some contexts , but 
eliminating them might remove important information, particu
larly in an academic or sociological-factors database . Some 
words, too, are homonyms. Begin, the name of the former 
Israeli prime minister, is spelled the same as begin. Eliminating 
begin also, unfortunately, eliminates Begin. 

Listing 1, COMMON.C, provides an efficient method for 
recognizing these common words . A large table at the end of 
COMMON.C (not shown in listing 1) was taken from a spelling 
checker written in Pascal (thus the need for the program to offset 
subscripts by 1). It contains an array of structures , each with a 
single character, a word end flag, a next index, and an al t in
dex. 

A word fragment enters the table by converting the first char
acter in the word to an index. This is simple: a is 1 , b is 2, and so 
on. The next index for this entry is taken to be the current in
dex. From this point, the characters of the word aren't used as 
indexes; they're just compared to the characters in each table 
entry. The function now works as in table 2 . This method is fast, 
and you can expand it to include more words. You can also com
pact the table if you wish. 

You can even consider common word endings to be noise. 
Ended and endings have the same root: end. If you reduce both 
words to their common root, you eliminate superfluous differ
ences, and the similarity measurements will improve. This pro
cess of stemming a word down to its root is known as conflation. 

Digging Up the Roots 
Whenever a program must extract meaning from individual 
words of English text, the word forms are often conflated-that 
is, normalized or transformed into a simple, common form. 
Words such as civilization, fishing , and halted are transformed 
into their basic forms: civilize ,fish, and halt. At least, that is the 
goal . To accomplish this, you need a set of rules similar to those 
used in knowledge-based systems. If you use only a few (20 or 
30) rules , some transformations won't be accurate. Civilization 
might truncate to "civiliz." A word like the truncates to "th," 
as do they and these, when such words really shouldn't be con
flated at all. 

To deal accurately with this problem, you need 1000 or more 
rules that specify, for the most part, exceptions and special 
cases. When very high precision isn't necessary, a few rules 

continued 

Create 
n-gram 
vector 

< 

Lookup or insert 
Vectors for 
documents 

in the 
database 

L.,....----.1..., 

Figure 2: Ann-gram vector is a list of then-grams in a text document, minus all common words and common endings. Then
gram vector is stored with a pointer to the location of the full-text document. By comparing the n-gram vector of a query to those 
of stored documents, you can find documents likely to contain what you're looking for. 
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Compact, Low Power, Cost Effective 
Single Board Computers 

for Embedded Applications 

World's smallest PC - and CMOS too! 
A Motherboard and 4 Expansion cards in the 
Space of a Half-Height 5-1/ 4" Disk Drive! 

from $359 
Qty1 

Little Board T/PC 

UPTO 
768 K RAM 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
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The CMOS Little Board/ PC represents a significant break
through in microcomputer technology, providing system de
signers with a highly compact, self-contained, low power, 
"PC-compatible" system module in the space of a half height 
5-1 /4-inch disk drive. Everything but the keyboard, monitor, 
disk drive, and power supply is included! 

The CMOS Little Board/PC is ideally suited for embedded 
microcomputer applications where IBM PC software and bus 
compatibility are required and where low power consump
tion , small size, and high reliability are critical. Its low power 
requirements, compactness, and solid state disk drive sup
port make the Little Board/PC especially useful in rugged or 
harsh operating environments. 
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• Portable instruments • Remote data logging 

• Protocol conversion • Point-of-sale terminals 

• Telecommunications • Network servers 

• Security systems • Distributed processing 

• Intelligent terminals • SCSI device control 

PC BUS 

4MODEVIDEO 
CONTROLLER 
OPTION 
FITS ENTIRELY 
WITHIN BOARD 
DIMENSIONS 

Development Chassis I PCTM 

The Little Board/ PC Development Chassis offers a 
low cost, "known good" development environment for 
projects and products based on the Little Board/ PC 
single board computer. 

The Little Board/PC Development Chassis includes a 
two slot PC Expansion Bus, a 360K byte (DSDD) 
floppy disk drive, a power supply, and all 1/ 0 and 
power cables required for immediate operation with 
the Little Board/ PC. 

All 1/0 connections are conve
niently available. Included on 
the Development Chassis rear 
panel are standard con
nectors for keyboard, par
allel printer, both serial 
ports, optional video 
monitor interface, 
and the AC power 
outlet and power 
switch . 

Distributors • Australia: Current Solutions (6131720-3298 • Canada: Tri-M (604) 438-0028 • Denmark: Dan bit (03) 66 20 20 • Italy: Microcom (6) 811-9406 • Finland: Symmetric OY 
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( 408) 734-2800 
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N-GRAMS 

Listing 1: COMMON. C, a C program used to 
recognize common words. 

I* this structure holds a directed graph 
used to recognize common words *I 

#define GRAFSIZE 405 
struct { 

char c; 
char wordend; 
int next; 
int alt; 

) stopgraf(GRAFSIZE) { ) 
I* The data used to initialize stopgraf is 

given later 
*I 
int stopword(word,wl) 

char word [) ; 

I* 

*I 
{ 

int wl; I* word length *I 

s topword enters the common word graph 
with the value in word[); if word[) is 
in the graph, return 1, else 0 

int j=O, p; 
p ~ word[j) - 'a' + 1; I* the first 

entry is 1, not zero *I 
while ( j < wl -1 && p) { 

j++; 
p = stopgraf[p) .next; 
while (p && stopgraf[p) . c < word[j)) 

p = stopgraf[p) . alt; 

if (stopgraf[p) .c != word[j)) p 
) 

return(p && stopgraf[p] .wordend); 
) 

NULL; 

will suffice, and the odd cases don't really matter . 
The C function in CONFLATE.C (see listing 2) does a sim

ple-minded job of conflation. The table endings is an array of 
structures that contains the rules. Each structure has the text of a 
word ending, its length, a possibly zero-length replacement 
string, its length, and the index of the next table entry so the 
program can check whether the current word ending matches 
one stored in the structure. 

A word enters the table at ending[O] . If the word ends in 
"ably," the program truncates it. The process repeats, starting 
at ending.next. However, if the word doesn't end in "ably," 
then "ibly," "ily," "ss," and so on are checked in order. The 
checking (and replacing) continues until the program reaches 
the end of the table. Notice that there are three endings where 
the check string is zero-length. The first two are traps to prevent 
falling through to the lower part of the table. The last terminates 
execution of the function. 

For example, the word readabilities passes the first few rules 
and then matches "ies. " The program removes "ies" and re
places it with "y ." The word becomes readability. Matching 
then continues at ending [ 14] . The program matches and re
moves "ability." The word becomes read. The endings table is 
checked at location 24, but matching fails to the end. Notice that 
these rules don't always create reasonable stems. Movabilities 
conflates to "mov," invisibilities to "invis." However, the pro
gram also conflates move and invisible to "mov" and "invis." 
In other words, all forms of the same word conflate to the same 
root, although the root may not be the one you'd expect. 

Useful N-Grams: Worth the Weight 
Rare n-grams are more useful in discriminating between differ
ent documents than are common ones because the rare ones are 
weighted more heavily during similarity computations. The sys
tem's performance determines the weighting scheme used. 
D 'Amore and Mah have found the following to work well: W, = 
1 I .JP: where W; is the weight to be used for n-gram number i, 

continued 

Table 1: This list contains 258 of the most common words in American English. Such words fail to help distinguish 
documents from one another, and removing them makes documents' n-gram vectors more unique. 

a before each got just more or should things well 
about began earth great keep most other show think went 
above being end had kind mother our side this were 
after below enough hand know Mr. out since those what 
again between even hard land much over small thought when 
air big ever has large must own so three where 
all both every have last my page some through which 
almost boy eyes he left name paper something time while 
along boys far head let near part sometimes times white 
also but father help life need parts soon to who 
always by feet her light never people sound together why 
an called few here like new picture still too will 
and came find high line next place story took with 
animals can first him little night put study two without 
another children following his live no read such under word 
any come food home long not right take until words 
are could for house look now said tell up work 
around country form how looked number same than us world 
as day found I made of saw that use would 
asked days four if make off say the used write 
at did from important man often school their very year 
away different get in many old second them want years 
back do give into may on see then was you 
be does go is me once sentence there water your 
because don't going it men one set these way 
been down good its might only she they we 
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An Incredible Display Of Power And Versatility. 
For just $599,* the new 965 gives 
you ASCII , ANSI and IBM® PC com
patibility in one terminal. 

The new 965's versatility is 
unparalleled . It supports 23 ter
minal emulations, more than any 
other model in its class. You even 
get your choice of ASCII , ANSI or 
IBM Enhanced PC keyboard styles. 

There's a 14" flat display in 
green or page-white with crisp , clear 
characters in a high-resolution l0xl6 
matrix. A 2-position keyboard with 
a true accounting keypad, 20 user-

programmable editing keys, and 
128 programmable function keys. 

The 965 can display up to 49 
data lines, enough to show large 
spreadsheets or two normal display 
pages of text at the same time. No 
other terminal this affordable can 
do that. 

The 965 's state-of-the-art single 
board design uses a 16-bit CPU and 
sophisticated gate array to give you 
a high-performance, very reliable 
terminal with a full one-year end
user limited warranty. 

The 965. A whole new look 
in terminals from TeleVideo. Call us 
toll-free or write today for more 
information. 

TeleVideo Systems, Inc. , 
1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 
94088-3568 . 
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LEAST 

DUPLICATED 

Other computer magazines have been raising 
their rates way out of proportion to their circu-
1ationgrowth (costs up 30 or40 percent). 
We've raised ours a modest 7%. 

While other magazines are breaking 
the $30,$40,$50, and even $100 B&W CPM 
barriers, ours remains an attractive $25.28. 

While other PC books are scrambling 
to figure out how to juggle the PC and Mac, 
we're already delivering. With a combined 
95% PC, and 38% Mac penetration. 

While other magazines fight head to 
head for the same readership, 45% o(ourpa1d 
readers do not read any other major PC-speCific 
books. 

And, when they're not reading BYTE, 
they're busy buying product. In fact, 90% of 
our subscribers directly influence their com
pany's microcomputer purchasing decisions. 

You'd like to find a way to keep your 
media budget in line. We're it. Call Dennis 
Riley at (603) 924-9281 for more facts. 

Sources: Fall 1987 MRJ Study, '1987 Su/1scribcr Profr!c Studv 
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N-GRAMS 

and P, is that n-gram's probability of occurrence. 
You can calculate the probability that a specific n-gram will 

occur by counting all the occurrences of that n-gram in a large, 
representative body of documents . Then you divide this count 
by the total number ofn-grams. You must calculate a weight for 
each n-gram used as an indexing term, but you do it only once; 
after that, the weight is a constant you look up in a table. 

Computing Similarity 
To determine the similarity between two n-gram vectors, you 
multiply the frequencies of corresponding n-grams by their 
weights and sum the results. When two n-gram vectors are dis
similar, the sum of the products of the corresponding frequen
cies is small : Where one vector has some of a particular kind of 
n-gram, the other hasn't any or has only a few. When the two 
numbers are multiplied, the result is zero or a small number. If 
two n-gram vectors are similar, they have more of the same n
grams, and the result is larger. 

There is a scale of similarity, then, from small similarity 
continued 

Table 2: The logical operation of the function in listing 1 
after establishing a beginning current index. 

While there is a current index and you haven 't run out of 
characters in the word, 

Get the next character from the word . 
Set the current index to the next value. 
While you have a current index and your current character 

in the word is greater than the character stored in the 
current table entry, 

Set the current index to the value at alt. 
Endwhile. 
If the character at the entry for the current index isn't 

the same as the current character in the word , you don't 
have a common word. 

Endwhile. 
When you finally come to the end of the word , if the current 

table entry's wordend flag is set and you haven't otherwise 
eliminated this word, it is a common word. 

Listing 2: CONFL.tfi'E. C. This routine will stem a word down to its root. 

/* A Conflating Fu n ction in C */ 

#define LT -1 
#define EQ 0 
#define GT 1 
slteqgt (s1 , s2 ) 

unsigned cha r *s1, *s2; 
/* compares t wo s t ring s */ 
{ 

for (;; } { 
if (*s1 < *s2 ) ret u rn (LT ) ; 
if (*s1 > *s2 ) r e t urn (GT) ; 
if (*s1 == *s2 && !*s1 ) return (EQ) ; 
s1++; s2 ++; 
) 

/* the following are l ocations in 
the conf l a t io n t ab l e */ 

#define SSend 3 
#define Eend 10 
#define I ON e nd 1 2 
#define ARYend 1 4 
#define ABLend 20 
#define I Vend 22 
#define A Te nd 23 
#define I Send 2 4 
#define FIN 2 7 
#define ENDINGS 28 
struct{ 

char *ending ; I* 
int offset ; !* 
char *repl ace ; /* 
int rep len ; !* 

ending string */ 
length */ 
r eplacement */ 
l e ngth */ 

int next ; /* go t o */ 
endings [ENDINGS ] { 

"ably ", 4 ' 0, I Send, 
11 ib l y " 1 4 ' 0 , FIN , 
"i l y ", 3 , 0 , SSend , 

/*SS*/ " 55 11
1 2 , "ss" , 2, FIN , 

"ous" , 3, 1111 

' 
0, FIN, 

.. ies 11 , 3 , "y ", 1, ARYend , 

.. 5 .. , 1, 0, Eend , 
11 ied 11

, 3 , "y ", 1 , ARYend, 
11 ed 11

, 2 , 0 , ABLend , 
" ing" , 3 , 0 , ABLend , 

/*E*/ ne n, 1 , 0, ABLend , 
"a l" , 2 , 0 , I ONend , 

/*ION*/"ion ", 3 , 0 , A Tend , 
0 , 0 , FIN , 

/*ARY*/ " a r y ", 3 , 0 , F I N, 
"abi l ity 11

, 7, 0 , !Send , 
" ib ility", 7, 0, FIN , 
nity u, 3, 0 ' IV end, 
nifyn, 3 ' 0 , F I N, 

0 , 0 , FIN , 
/*ABL*/ " abl ", 3 , 0, I Send , 

"ibl ", 3 ' 0 , FIN, 
/*IV*/ niv ", 2 , 0 , A Tend , 
/*AT*/ "at ", 2 , 0, !Send , 
/*IS*/ nis n, 2 , 0, FIN , 

11 ific ", 4 ' 0 , FIN , 
"o lv", 3 ' 11 olut ", 4 , FIN, 

/*F I N*/" ", 0 , 0 , FIN+ 1 }; 

stem () 
/* if the end i ng of word [] is in 

endings . e nd i ng , i t is removed a nd any 
replacement stri ng is tacked on the 
end; sea r c h and replacement is 
controlled by endings . next */ 

i n t i; 
extern char word [ ] ; 
extern int wl ; 

i = 0; 
while (i<EN DI NGS ) { 

if (s lteqgt( &word [wl-
e ndi ngs [ i ] . offset ], 

e ndings [i] .ending) == EQ ) { 
cpystr ( 

&word [wl-endings[ i] .offset], 
endings[ i] .replace , NULL); 

wl += end i ngs[i ] . replen
e nding s [ i]. offset; 

i = endings [ i ] . next; 

else 
i++; 
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False similarity can occur when the 
similarity threshold is too low. 
You're less likely to miss a document 
but more apt to get dissimilar ones. 

values to large ones. When responding to queries against a set of 
n-gram vectors for documents, you must determine the thresh
old above which you wish to select a document and below which 
you wish to reject it. Figure 3 represents the system's ability to 
discriminate between text items using similarity values. 

You can get raw similarity values by multiplying correspond
ing n-gram counts and weights and adding the products. The 
size of these raw values depends as much on the n-gram vector 
size as on the counts in the vectors. That is, two documents 
might be equally similar to a third, but similarity computations 
will probably produce different values. The longer document 
will probably have a longer n-gram vector (because of the 
greater chance for having some of the rarer n-grams in it). In a 
longer vector, there is a greater opportunity for matching corre
sponding n-grams in another vector during similarity computa
tions. This means the similarity value will be larger. 

The method for reducing the similarity values to a common 
measure, called the normalization process, is a little compli
cated. It requires that you compute an estimate of the standard 
deviation and the expected value of the similarity values. The 
standard deviation is a measure of the variability of raw similar
ity values, and the expected value is a mean, or average, value. 

Many of the values needed to compute the standard deviation 
are constants for a particular set of n-gram indexing terms. In 
addition, you need the total number of n-grams counted in each 
vector (the lengths of the vectors). For the formulas to use in 
normalizing the raw similarity values, see the text box "Making 
It Work." 

Then-gram system is large and complicated and can malfunc-

tion. A malfunction occurs when a similarity computation pro
duces a value unexpectedly large enough to cross whatever simi
larity threshold you have set for document selection. Few, if 
any, of the words from the query might actually appear in the 
document. When a query contains mostly common n-grams, 
the chance for false-similarity matching is relatively high. This 
happens more frequently when you use only 2-grams or 3-
grams as indexing terms. The purpose of extending then-grams 
to longer strings is to reduce their frequency and therefore the 
chance of false similarity. 

False similarity can also occur when the similarity threshold 
is set too low. This reduces the chance of missing a document, 
but increases the chances of getting documents that don't apply 
to the query. In a mature system, false similarity can be well 
controlled and is relatively rare. 

Using a Thesaurus 
Synonyms can be a problem, particularly in short documents. 
For example, in a newspaper story about an aircraft accident, 
the word airplane might never appear. Instead, words such as 
craft, jet, and Boeing 747 might be used. Further, mishap might 
not appear, while accident or crash does . In other words, a 
query of "airplane mishaps" might fail to produce this story 
from the database. 

To circumvent this problem, you can implement a thesaurus 
containing groups of words with similar or related meanings as 
well as synonyms. You create an n-gram vector for each word 
group. You only need to keep the vectors on-line; you don't 
need to use the words themselves during similarity matching. 
You can now compare the query to the n-gram vectors repre
senting the thesaurus. Those vectors that are similar to the 
query probably contain some of the words in it. Then you can 
use the query's n-gram vector and the thesaurus's n-gram vec
tors that are similar to the query and compare them to the docu
ments' n-gram vectors . A similarity above the threshold indi
cates which documents to retrieve. 

Creating the thesaurus is no small task. There are a lot of 
words to collect into groups and a lot of decisions to make. Your 

continued 

! 
Peter Piper 

picked a peck of 
pickled peppers 

How many 
pickled peppers 

did Peter 
Piper pick? 

1 Pied Piper 
of Hamlin 

Peter Piper 'Twas brillig, 
and the slithy 

tovesdid 
gyre and gimble 

in thewabe 

Peter Piper picked a peck 
of pickled peppers 31.5 30.9 16.4 26.0 -2.2 

How many pickled 30.9 28.2 17.2 33.8 -1 .9 
peppers did Peter 
Piper pick? 

Pied Piper of Hamlin 16.4 17.2 32.9 23.5 -9.9 

" 
Peter Piper 26.0 33.8 23.5 48.9 -1 .7 

'Twas brillig , and the slithy -2.2 -1 .7 -0.9 -1 .9 20.8 
loves did gyre and gimble 
in the wabe 

Figure 3: This table shows the similarities between five phrases, four of which resemble one another. The similarities were 
computed using the method shown in the text box "Making It Work." Higher values indicate greater similarity, while lower (or 
negative) numbers indicate dissimilarity. If, for example, you set the threshold to 25 and the query was "Peter Piper," the 
system would select the first two phrases. If the query was "Pied Piper of Hamlin, " the system would select neither of those 
phrases. 
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Train for Fastest Growing Job Skill in America 
Only NRI teaches you to service all_"~ .......... 
as you build your own fully IBM· 

tible microcom ter 
With more and more new applications 
being developed for every facet of 
business, education, and personal 
computer use, the demand for trained 
computer service technicians surges 
forward. The Department of Labor 
ranks computer service high on its list 
of top growth fields, with accelerated 
demand creating more than 30,000 new 
jobs within the next 10 years. 

Total systems training 
No computer stands alone ... 
it's part of a total system. And 
if you want to learn to service and 
repair computers, you have to under
stand computer systems. Only NRI 
includes a powerful computer system 
as part of your training, centered 
around the new, fully IBM-compatible 
Sanyo 880 Series computer. 

You'll assemble the Sanyo's "intel· 
ligent" keyboard, install the power sup
ply and 5%" floppy disk drive, and inter· 
face the high-resolution monitor. Plus 
now you also install a powerful20 mega· 
byte hard disk drive-today' s most· 
wanted peripheral-to dramatically in· 
crease your computer's data storage 
capacity while at the same time giving 
you lightning-quick data access. You 
get more confidence-building, real· 
world experience as you go on to 
master programming, circuit design, 
and peripheral maintenance. 

No experience necessary
NRI builds it in 
Even if you've never had any previous 
training in electronics, you can succeed 
with NRI training. You'll start with 
the basics, then rapidly build on them 
to master such concepts as digital 
logic, microprocessor design, and 
computer memory. You'll build and test 
advanced electronic circuits using the 
exclusive NRI Discovery Lab®, 
professional digital multimeter, and 
logic probe. Like your computer, 
they're all yours to keep as part of 
your training. You even get some 

of the most popular 
software, including 
WordStar, CalcStar, 
GW Basic and MS
DOS. 

Send for 100-page 
free catalog 
Send the post-paid 
reply card today for 
NRI' s 1 OQ-page, full-color catalog, 
with all the facts about at-home 
computer training. Read detailed 
descriptions of each lesson, each 
experiment you perform. See each 
piece of hands-on equipment you'll 
work with and keep. And check 
out NRI training in other high-tech 
fields such as Robotics, Data Com· 
munications, TV I Audio/Video 
Servicing, and more. 

If the card has been used, write to 
NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin Ave., 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016 

NRIIs the only technical 
school that trains you as 
you assemble a top-brand 
microcomputer. Alter 
building your own logic 
probe, you'll assemble the 
"Intelligent" keyboard , . . 

, . . then Install 
the power sup
ply, checking all 
connections 
with your digital 
multlmeter. 
From there, you 
go on to Install 
the floppy disk 
drive, monitor, 
andnew20 
megabyte hard 
disk drive. 

lfiR#scHooLs 
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW • 1 ~ Washington, DC 20016 ~ ~ 
We'll Give You 'lbmorrow. 1. n • 
~~c~~;e~~~~~~~~.demark of International Business 
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Step 1: Select the 10,000 to 15,000 
2-, 3-, and 4-grams to be used as po

tential members of n-gram vectors. If 
the documents are short (such as tele
phone directories), you may need only 
2- and 3-grams, or evenjust2-grams. 

One way to select the n-grams is to 
firid a large body of text representative 
of the text you want to store and search. 
Count the various 2-grams in it. Take 
the 200 or so most common 2-grams and 
add characters (at the end) . Each com
mon 2-gram will expand to 26 3-grams. 
Count the number of 3-grams that occur 
in your representative documents. Ex
pand the 150 or so most common 3-
grams to 4-grams. (If you want some
what better performance, you can also 
expand the 100 most common 4-grams 
to 5-grams.) 

If your documents are anything like 
ordinary text, you will end up with about 
12,000 n-grams. You won't find many 
of the expanded n-grams in your· repre
sentative text; they are either nonsense 
or very rare-you won't be able to tell 
which in most cases. For these n-grams, 
just assign an arbitrary count of 1. 

Step 2: Compute the probability of oc
currence of each n-gram in the indexing 
set you've just created. This is the num
ber of times the n-gram was found di
vided by the total number of n-grams 
counted. 

Step 3: Compute weights for each n
gram. The weight is used to emphasize 
rarer n-grams and deemphasize more 
common n-grams when computing sim
ilarity. They improve the performance 
of the system. 

D'Amore and Mah found that the fol
lowing formula works well: W, = 1/.JP, 
where i indicates an individual n-gram.' 
W0 is the weight for the first n-gram in 
the set, W1 is the weight for the second, 
and so on; P, is the probability computed 
for the individual n-gram~ . 

Step 4: Compute the following constants 
(they will be used during the calculation 
of similarity values) : 

N-GRAMS 

Making It Work 
C0 = sum;[W,*P/] 
C1 = sum;[W,*P?J 
C2 = sum;[W,*P/] 
C3 = sum;[sumJW,*P/*»}*P/Jl 

where i not = j 

The sum here means "compute the value 
inside the brackets for each n-gram and 
add up the values ." In the last, C3, the 
weight times the probability squared for 
each n-gram is multiplied by the weight 
times the probability squared for every 
other n-gram. That is, the first is multi
plied by the second, third, fourth, etc . ; 
the second by the third, fourth, etc. ; and 
so on. The values for all these multipli
cations are added together. 

Step 5: Create an n-gram weight table. 
This table will contain the n-grams to be 
used in n-gram vectors and the associ
ated weight for each n-gram. The table 
will be large, so storage and lookup 
might be a problem. While creating the 
n-gram vector for a document, n-grams 
are created and looked up in the table . If 
ann-gram is in the table, it is counted. 
When computing similarity , an n
gram's associated weight is used. 

Step 6: Implement the algorithm to 
create an n-gram vector. (This is not the 
optimal way, but it is a simple way .) 
Scan each word in the text. Try the 
longer n-grams before the shorter ones. 
You can do this by sliding a window 
across the word . At first the window is 
four characters wide . Look this up in the 
n-gram weight table . If you find this n
gram, count it. If you don' t, narrow the 
window to three characters and try 
again . Keep narrowing and trying until 
you find a c.ountable n-gram. Expand 
the window to four characters again, 
shift it to the right , and continue looking 
for countable n-grams . When narrowing 
the window, be sure you don' t narrow 
the window so much that it falls com
pletely within the previous window. It 
should (if possible) overlap the previous 
window, but extend outside it as well . 

The n-gram vector is just a list of the 
n-grams found and their counts . Rather 

than saving the character-string repre
sentation of the n-gram, you might want 
to save its index in the n-gram weight 
table. This makes it easy to compare two 
n-gram vectors and to look up their re
spective weights . 

Step 7: Implement the algorithm to 
compute the similarity between two 
n-gram vectors and thus the similarity 
between a query and a document or be
tween two documents . Start by comput
ing R, the raw similarity value between 
them. If you have vectors a and b, then 

R = sum;[W,*N,"*N,b] where W, is the 
weight for each n-gram and N,• and N ,b 
are the counts for the individual n-grams 
in each of the n-gram vectors (a and b 
are superscripts, not powers) . 

Step 8: Implement the algorithm to nor
malize the raw similarity value. Because 
the size of the raw value will depend on 
the relative sizes of the source docu
ments for the vectors, you have to com
pensate for the document sizes . You do 
this by subtracting the expected similar
ity value from the raw similarity value 
and dividing by the estimated standard 
deviation of the raw similarity value . 

The formula for the expected similar
ity value is E = T"*P*sum,[W,*P/] 
where T" is the total number of n-grams 
in the a vector , and P the total number 
in the b vector . 

The formula for the standard devi
ation squared is D2 = T"*Tb*(C0 +(T"b 
-2)*C1 - (fab-l)*C2 - (T"b- 1)*C3) 

where fab is T" + P and C0 , C~o C2, and 
C3 are the constants computed in step 4. 

The normalized similarity between 
the two vectors is then S = (R- E) I D. 
The normalized similarity values com
puted in this fashion seem to be stable 
and can be compared to one another and 
to constant thresholds . 

Optional Step: Rather than using raw n
gram counts , in each step where n
grams are counted, you can substitute 
the square root of the count. This trans
formation seems to improve perfor
mance somewhat. 

best bet might be to build the thesaurus a little at a time , as prob
lems appear. 

cated query and other, similar documents as the results of that 
query. Those documents that are similar to one another are 
clustered. You can create ann-gram vector for a cluster of docu
ments by adding the corresponding n-gram counts in each vector 
to create a new vector that represents the cluster of documents. 

Natural Clusters 
One alternative to the thesaurus is clustering . There is a natural 
tendency for documents with related subject matter to have simi
lar n-gram vectors . You can look at one document as a compli-
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When one document in a cluster is selected because the simi
continued 
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larity between its vector and that of the query is greater than the 
threshold, the rest of the documents in that cluster are better 
candidates for selection. You might want to reduce the similar
ity threshold for these other documents so more of them will be 
selected. This helps prevent the synonym problem. However, if 
only one or very few of the documents in the cluster exhibit any 

similarity to the query, it is probably a spurious match . Using 
clustering can avoid false matching and missing valid documents . 

When a database contains many documents, computing simi
larity between a query and each of the vectors can take a long 
time. Clustering can reduce the search time . Instead of scanning 

continued 

N -Gram Vectors in C 

N GRAM. C in listing A is a central 
fragment of a real n-gram vector 

generator. The technique used here to 
extract n-grams from the text isn't used 
in practice; it's too slow. D'Amore and 
Mah use a highly optimized set of bit 
maps and tables to identify the n-grams 
to be used as indexing terms and to com
pute an index into a table of weights. 
This index also serves as a short, unique 
identifier for later use in an n-gram vec
tor. Despite this deviation, this fragment 
of a program explains how to extract n
grams from text. 

The program first defines a few con-

stants and static variables . MAXNGLEN 
and MINNGLEN define the longest and 
shortest n-grams considered, respec
tively . The structure NGDATA defines an 
element of the ngrams array of 108,000 
bytes that contains the n-gram strings 
used as index items and their weights. 

The purpose of ngfind is to extract n
grams from words. The word (word) and 
word length (wl) are inputs to ngfind, 
which uses a variable-size window to 
frame possible n-grams. Its rules are: 

• Try a maximum-size window first. 
The maximum size is MAXNGLEN or the 

Listing A: NGRAM. C, a fragment of a vector generator in C. 

#define MAXNGLEN 4 
#def i ne MINNGLEN 2 
#define VECTORSIZE 12000 
unsigned vector(VECTORSIZE]; 
#define WL 43 
char word(WL]; 
I* longest English word 

is 42 chars *I 
int wl ; 0; I* word length *I 
#define NNGRAMS 12000 
struct NGDATA { 

char ngram(MAXNGLEN]; 
float weight; 
) ngrams[NNGRAMS]; 

int ngcount{gramid) 
unsigned gramid; 

vector[gramid]++; 
) 
int ngfind{word,wl) 

char word(]; 
int wl; 

int oldend, len, start; 
unsigned gramid; 
if (wl < MINNGLEN) return; 
oldend ; wl; 
len ; MAXNGLEN; 
if (len > wl) len wl; 
start ; 0; 
for(;;) { 
if (gramid 
lookup(&word[start],len)){ 
ngcount(gramid); 
oldend ; start + len; 
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if (oldend ;; wl) return; 
start++; 
len ; MAXNGLEN; 
if (start + len > wl) 

len ; wl - start; 

else{ 
if (len ;; MINNGLEN) { 
I* didn't find 2-gram *I 

start++; 
len ; MAXNGLEN; 
if (start + len > wl) 

len ; wl - start; 
if (len < MINNGLEN) 

return; 

else{ 
len--; 
if (start-len (; oldend) 

start++; 
) 

main() 
{ 
init () ; 
while(wl;getword(word)) { 

if (! stopword (word, wl)) { 
stem(word,wl); 
ngfind(word,wl); 
) 

out vee() ; 
) 

word length, whichever is shorter. Look 
up this size n-gram in the ngrams array 
using the lookup function . 
• If lookup returns 0, shorten the win
dow from the right and continue to look 
up n-grams. 
• If you can't find an n-gram of length 
MINNGLEN (this is considered an error) , 
shift the beginning of the window to the 
right and expand it to maximum length. 
The shortest n-gram should be a 2-
gram, and if you can't find any longer n
grams, you should at least be able to find 
a 2-gram. 
• When you find an n-gram, shift the 
window one position to the right and ex
pand the window to maximum length . 
• Don't allow the current window to fall 
completely within an older window
that is, don't look at the same data 
twice. When the end of the current win
dow falls within the previous one, move 
its start to the right. 

When you call lookup , it must find 
the input string in ngrams. This is not a 
trivial task. Several methods are us
able-B-trees , hashing, and so on. I 
used a hashing technique. The ngrams 
array is static (lookups only), so you can 
change hashing parameters until you ob
tain an optimal storage profile . The 
value returned by lookup is either 0, if 
the n-gram is not found, or the address 
of the string equal to the input n-gram 
string in the ngrams array, if it is found. 

The function ngcount uses the return 
value from lookup as an address in vec
tor. This works fairly well because 
ngrams is much larger than vector. 
There are many more locations in vec
tor than you need, but this unused space 
is your trade-off for speed. 

In main, ini t initializes ngrams . The 
function getword obtains the next word 
from the input stream. All characters 
have been converted to lowercase, and 
all but alphabetic and numeric charac
ters have been converted to spaces. The 
function stopword returns a 1 if word is 
common; stem conflates word. Finally, 
outvec writes the completed vector to a 
temporary file . 



Monitors 
12 Zoll TTL green/Mono-Monitor ... ... ...... .. . . ... . ........ . .. . ..... .. . . ...... .. . . . . .. . ... ... . .. . . $98. 
14 Zoll TTL Amber/green/Paperwhite . .. . . ............ . .. . . .... .. .... . .. . ...... ... .. . ... .. ... .. .. . .. $147. 
14 Zoll Flatscreen Mono-Monitor . .... ...... .. . .. . . .. . ........ . . .... ... .. .. ...... ..... .. .. . . . .. . .... $174. 
14 Zoll EGA-Monitor . ............ . . . .. . .... .... ..... ..... . ...... . . . .... ..... . .... . . . .. . . ... . .. ... $482. 
14 Zoll EGA-Screen ............. . .... .. .. ... .. . . .... . .. ........... . . . . .. .... . .. .. . . . . ... .... ...... $622. 
EGA-Kit (Card/ Monitor) ............................. . ..... .. .... .. . . . . .......... ... ............ .. $762. 
(Coprozessores on request) · 

Laptops and Portables 
XT Portable 8088-2/9 Zoll Monitor/ ! 36 
AT Portable 80286/9 Zoll Monitor/ ! 1,2 B FDD . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ... .. . ... . .. ........ .... . .. .. . . $1618. 
AT Portable 80386/Zoll Monitor/ ! 1,2 MB DD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . . ... ...... . .. ..... .. . .. . $2912. 
286 Laptop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ...... . . ... . .. . . . . . .. ... $1941. 
Mouses up to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · ..... ... .. .. .... . .... . .. . .. . ..... . $47. 

Hard Disks 
20 MB incl. Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... .. ... ... . ..... .. . .... $348. 
(Others on request) 

ppydiskdrives 
Hercules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ......... . . . .. . .... . ...... . $73. 
Multi 110 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ........... . . . . ........ $92. 
Colorgraphik-Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ..... .. ..... .. . .. . .. . $68. 
Sega-Card (short) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. .... . . . . .. . ... .... $180. 
EGA-Card up to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ................. .. .. . . $153. 
Diskdrive 360 K, 5 1/4 ZoJI .... . . .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. . .... . .. .. . . . .. . .... $153. 
Diskdrive 3 1/ 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .............. on request 
Diskdrive 1,2 MB, 1/4 Zoll . . ...... . ......... . .. . ..... .. . . . ...... . . . . . ... . . ... . .. .. . . . . . ...... ... $160. 
(other cards on r uest) 

CPU , 10 MHz/W Legal Bios, 8 slots, 256 K installed, 84 Keyb a 
Powe supply 150 Watt, I/0 Card, 1360 K FDD, incl. Monitor . . . . . . . .. ........... ....... .............. $523. 
(Exte ed Models on request) 

286 
U, 8/10 MHz 0 Waitstate, 640 K Ram installed, 7 Sl s, Standard 

sing, 220 Watt Powersupply, 102 Keyboard, 
FDD 5 1/4 Zoll, FDD/HDD Controller, Manuals, · cl. Monitor ....... . ..... .. . ..... .. ......... $1056. 

Turb AT 286 as Towercase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................................... $II48. 
Uprate or 3 1/ 2 Zoll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . ..... .. .. . . . $150. 

80386 C mputer 
CPU 80 86, 1-32 Bit Slot, big 6-Layermain-Board, 1 MB Ram (ex 
16/20 M z 0 Waitstate, 220 Watt Powersupply, 102 Keyboard, 
1,2 MB F 5 l/4 Zoll, FDD/HDD ................. .......... .. .. ............ ....... . ..... . ..... $3486. 

uter as Towercase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .. $3730. 

but 2 x 32 Bit Slots, 20ii5 MHz 0 Waitstate, 2 MB Ram ... ...... . . .. ... ...... . . 

• Stuttgart 

Telefon: 0711/ 468106 
Fax: 0711/487446 
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ccess, Eurocard 
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Circle 81 on Reader Service Card 

Diskless Systems-Intelligent Terminals 
Industrial Control Systems 
Manufacturing Test 
Point of Sale 

rJ~~~~'-'-JL.L~~~~~::~Fo~rtheiBM ~ PC, XT. AT and Compatibles 
180K, 360K, 786K and 1.2MB models 

For PC DOS' or MS DOS' Operating Systems 
Disk & Disk Drive Emulators I New Models & Reduced Prices 
• Emulates a diskette. adapter and disk drive-SSDD 

(180K). DSDD (360K). or High Capacity (1.2MB or 786K). 
• EPROM or battery backed SRAM technology. 
• Standard and Cassette models. 
• Two Autoboot modes. file mode and EPROM 

programming mode. 
• Up to four units may be used in one computer by 

switch selection. 
• No special software required-simply copy a Master Diskette 

to program the EPROMs or copy data to SHAMs. 
• Operation at memory speeds on a DMA channel or 

programmed 1 /0 mode. 
• 1 /2 high disk drive escutcheon for loading cassettes 

from front. 
• Prices with memory ICs from $295 to $995. 
EPROM MODELS SRAM MODELS 
0 On-board programmable and Read 0 Battery backed up 

Only models 0 Read and write with 
0 Single board models-180K. DOS commands 

360K. 786K and 1.2MB 0 Single board and 
0 Cassette models-180K, 360K Cassette models-180K. 

and 786K 360K and 786K 

~ 10 Anem~~~!.'Pa~~~5~127-6242 !EEl 
612/484-5064 

• IBM PC. XT. AT and PC DOS are trademark s of IBM: MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft 

12 MHz-NO WAITING! 
DP1211l""
High 
Performance 
100% AT 
Compatible 
Motherboard. 

$399 
without memory 

True Zero Wait-State design increases 
throughput up to 30% over competing 
products. 
The DP12/0 design is optimized for 
demanding engineering and scientific 
applications ... e.g. AutoCAD. Fortran. 

• 8/12 MHz Zero Wait-State 80286-12 
CPU- Fastest '286 performance 
available. 

•1 Mbyte CMOS Zero Wait-State RAM. 
• 80287 Math Co-Processor socket 

with independent clock allows full 
10 MHz 80287-10 operation . 

• ZyMOS POACH/AT CMOS chip set 
reduces chip count for improved 
reliability and reduced power 
consumption. 

DIIKI PLII 
Microcompu t ers & Perip h e r a l s 

DISKS PLUS, INC. 
356 Lexington Drive 
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 
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• 8 expansion slots (6-16, 2-8 bit) 
with 8 MHz 1/0 clock to ensure 
reliable expansion board operation. 

• AWARD BIOS with built-in setup 
utlility. 

• Quiet, fully socketed, multi-layer 
board design . 16 MHz ready. 

• CMOS Clock Calendar/Configuration 
File. 

• Keyboard Controller. 
• One Year Warranty. 

Trademarks: IBM PC·AT. ln!cmafional Business 
Machines Corp.: AutoCAD, Autodesk. Inc.; 
Poach/AT. ZyMOS Corporation. 
DP1 210. Disks Plus. Inc. 

Telex: 650 249 2139 MCI UW 
Fax: (31 2) 537-8331 
Technical and more info: 
(312) 537·7888 

Circle 93 on Reader Service Card 

N-GRAMS 

individual n-gram vectors during a search , you look at the vec
tors representing the clusters . When a cluster is similar to a 
query, you can either retrieve each document in the cluster or 
scan the vectors of the cluster documents for similarity. 

To place a new document in a cluster, you must scan existing 
cluster vectors for similarity and, when you find one that meets 
or exceeds your threshold , add the n-gram counts in the new 
vector to the existing cluster vector. If you can't find a similar 
cluster, you can create a new one. 

Fine-Tuning 
Once you select a document's n-gram vector, you can retrieve 
the document. In a large database , you may select many docu
ments . A few may have similarity with only part of the query or 
may be completely spurious. Rather than present the documents 
immediately, you can rescan each of the selected documents, 
eliminating the common words and stemming the rest. This 
time you compute n-gram vectors for individual words and com
pare them to the query's n-gram vector. This is a rapid process 
because a vector for a single word will be short; there are only a 
few n-gram types and therefore only a few multiplications to do . 
If there is sufficient similarity, the program considers the word 
significant and displays it with the document's identification. 
Then you can see how close the document comes to satisfying 
the query and choose which documents to select. 

You can tune the retrieval operation to ignore mild misspell
ings in either the queries or the documents. Dropping a charac
ter or transposing two characters, for example, "speling mist
kaes," is considered a mild misspelling. If, during the search, 
you lower the similarity threshold a bit, you will select docu
ments with word variations. Some n-grams will match, though 
probably not the misspelled ones . If you have done some form of 
stemming, the word variations will not be due to granunatical 
differences, but to misspellings. 

The Theoretical Model 
D 'Amore and Mah developed a model based on these concepts 
to convince doubters that these methods are valid and to predict 
the performance of new systems . 

In testing their system, D'Amore and Mah used a variety of 
documents: about 1700 from the Associated Press, 1200 from 
the New York Times, 3100 from the Foreign Broadcast Informa
tion Service, 2800 physics abstracts , a few articles on exotic 
fuels, 700 articles from the Unix news network (with articles on 
AI, ham radio, the space shuttle, and others), and 300 miscella
neous messages from the Reuters wire service-altogether al
most 10,000 documents. Document size varied from 700 words 
for the physics abstracts to nearly 12,000 words for the articles 
on exotic fuels. The average size was 2200 words each. 

They used about 12,000 n-grams of various lengths to index 
the documents . They started with one document and gradually 
increased the size of their database. As they added documents, 
the model counted the number of unique n-grams it encoun
tered . This number was proportional to the logarithm of the 
number of documents in the database. 

Much of the work went to developing a theoretical framework 
for characterizing the statistical properties of n-gram indexes. 
This is important because D 'Amore and Mah wanted to be able 
to describe the noise in n-gram indexing and calculate an n
gram vector's relevance to a document. This is critical if you are 
to retrieve documents using an n-gram vector created from a 
query and to collect similar documents . 

Based on some assumptions about how text is generated, they 
described the statistical distribution of n-grams mathematically. 
Using this distribution, you can compute the similarity between 
two text items and the statistical significance of that similarity . 

continued 



30 Day Risk-Free Trial • On-Site Service Available 
The Fastest PC's in the Galaxy, at down to Earth Prices 

12 Slot Power 286/386 Passport 286 & 386 30 MHz Performance 
We put the 80286 on a card so you can 
upgrade to the 80386 whenever you're 
ready. Most of our corporate accts. 
prefcrthi s American- designed, indus
trial quality machine. Why? 12 slots, 
240 watt power supply , 4 drive open
ings & ru ggedi zed construction . 
Tower, rack-mounted and mother
board versions available. 

50MB, mono. sys tem $1895 

386 Speed, 286 Price 

New large screen. 
Micro 1 introduccs thc Passport286& 
386 portables that keep pace with the 
bes t Compaq has to offer. 12, 16 or 
20MHz and up to 8MB or zero wait 
state memory gives you more power 
than most desktop computers. Both the 
11 ", 640 x 400 resolution backlit, su
pertwist, LCD screen and gas plasma 
screen arc far more rcadible than typi
callaplop screens. Ex ternal EGA and 
VGA output optional. 1Lo 1 interleave 
controllers and 50 to 150MB drives 
optional. 200 walls, 6 slots standard . 

386- 16 11'v1i3, 20MB $3295 

286-12 MOK, 20MB $1995 

The Power 386 outruns the IBM Mode I 
80 and CompaqDeskpro 386/20. How 
do we do it? 20M Hz, zero wa it slate 
with 64K of static RAM cache and 
ultra-high speed ESDI hard di sks with 
1 to 1 interl eave buffered controllers. 
Add to this our special Power Op
timiser software that accelerates react s 
and writes by 300% and you've got the 
best that money can buy, at 2/3 the 
price! Landmark SpeedTest rating 
30M Hz. 

UNIX systems with DOSMERGEnow 
avai lab le. As k about our Tower! 

I61\1H1. (24M Hz Landmark) I MB 
Complete system with 50MB and 
monitor. 

$2895 
Call for price on 20MHz and other 
configurati ons. 

12MHz, zero wait states with 1 to 1 
controller and Power Optimiser soft
ware makes thi s AT compatible the 
fastest at any price. Landmark Speed 
Test rates this 286 at 15 .6M Hz! The 
data transfer rate is 4 times faster. A 
complete system with 1MB RAM, 
monitor and 50MB, 33ms hard di sk is 
only: "Micro 1's clones are designed for industrial use ... none are so well made" 

$1950 Paul Muller, Ford Aerospace, Palo Alto, CA 50MB 

l2MHz 1 waitstate,640K,50MB, 101 

Keyboard, 1.2MB $1695 
Ask our customers about our quality, service and prices: 

American Express 
Anheuser-Busch 
Associated Press 
Boeing Aerospace 
Clorox 
Coca-Cola 
Dean Witter 
Ernst & Whinney 
Federal Communications Com. 
Ford Aerospace 
Heath Zenith 
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Honeywell 
Intel 
ltel 
ITT 
Locheed Missiles & Space 
Lucas Film 
Martin-Marrietta 
MasterCard 
McDonnell Douglas 
MCI 

NASA 
Pacific Bell 
Rockwell International 
Siemens 
Tandem Computers 
TRW 
United Airlines 
University of Calif. 
Wells Fargo 
Westinghouse 

--.MICRO~;.. -- -55'7 1-lowardSt. ~ ~ 
San Fancisco, CA 94105 ----==:- =' 
Tech Support' (415) 974-6997 ~ 
Fax' (415) 974-6996 -

To order call toll free: 

1-800-338-4061 
In California ca ll 

(415) 974-5439 
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cb KILA SYSTEMS 

SYSTEMS FOR THE REAL WORLD 

= .. ~ -~ ., .. 

~' -~·-.. 
. . , - ' 

i -~ 
' 

!!!!!!-
Gil!! 

. . 
'\IIi! 

4.4~·! 

e DASH CARD -
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

• MS·DOS & PC BUS COMPATIBLE 
• CMOS NEC VSO • LOW COST $249.00 
FEATURES • A complete system based on V50, 16 bit CMOS 
processor • Has core features of a PC • Add PC cards via passive 
backplane • 512kB or 1mB RAM, upto 12BkB ROM • 3 serial ports 
• floppy, printer, SCSI ports on a piggyback board • Software: 
CBIOS (MS-DOS compatible), diskless operation, debug 
monitor • 3.9"x7.B" • 500ma @5v • Sl :4.4 

CALL NOW 415-692-1448 
255 Taylor Blvd., Millbrae, CA 94030 

NANCY 8-RAHAN:r 

'Power Uset" 

Nancy Graham, recognized natiooally k>r her h~Jh p!9Cision wate<roiols, is crnaing a 
seriesofpaiiingsexploring!MinteqjayoltM!X)\\I!(oltMf!Ji .. caJS, withtM!X)\\1!( 
of 1M OOs ... oomputl!fS. These illuOOna!y images are raproduced on 100 ~ .• 
15' x 19' acid-free paper. Each raprodtx:tioo is s~ned by the artist Order this axad 
raproduct~n k>r just 130. Pike irdtxles shipment via UPS Blue label (2 day dewary) 

© RamBendo~. 988 
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and an uncondilional 30 day guarantee. 

Call or write to RamBanders, 11100 Leatv.ood 
Lane, Austin, Texas 7875(h34()9, (512) ~ 

acw!ramiJenders@UunelllU.nel 

MastertardNtsa acce~ed 
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N-GRAMS 

You can tune the retrieval operation 

to ignore mild misspellings in 

either the queries or the documents 

by lowering the similarity threshold 

a bit during the search. 

To validate their model, D' Amore and Mah took pairs of vec
tors from random text items to approximate a noise level. They 
also took pairs from different segments of the same text item to 
estimate the difference between similar vectors (those from the 
same text item) and dissimilar vectors (those randomly chosen) . 
They conducted many such experiments and calculated statisti
cal measures for each batch to compare against the model 's 
predictions. 

In their words: "The statistical model was validated in exten
sive experiments with a broad variety of text. The results were 
especially noteworthy because one seldom can make any good 
predictions about the general statistical characteristics of lan
guage .. . an n-gram description of text does contain significant 
information about its content." For an example of how to pro
gram ann-gram vector, see the text box "N-Gram Vectors in C." 

Pluses and Minuses 
There are some drawbacks to this new indexing method. First, 
it's complicated, in terms of both implementation and computa
tion. Getting a new n-gram system up and running requires iso
lating and selecting thousands of n-gram indexing items and go
ing through many processing steps. 

Second, then-gram method is memory- and processor-inten
sive. Creating a vector requires the expensive lookup of many 
more n-grams than there are words . Computing similarity re
quires many floating-point multiplications and square-root cal
culations. These take time, especially if you use software to do 
the floating-point mathematics . Without considerable optimiza
tion, looking up individual n-grams can be expensive. 

Then, too , the system isn't exact. The meaning of the docu
ment isn't used to index it. Without this understanding, similar
ity computations can go astray and either find similarity where 
none exists or fail to find it when it does exist. Trying to prevent 
this adds even more complexity to the system. 

There are, however, good reasons for using n-gram indexing. 
For one thing, it works. I know of no better method for doing 
what n-gram indexing can do . Keyword solutions, the next best 
thing, are highly limited. Searching thousands of keywords is 
computationally more intense than n-gram indexing, and the 
system is biased toward whatever keywords you use. Appropri
ate keywords may also be inadvertently omitted. When you add 
new keywords to the system, you must reindex the database. 
Scanning the entire text to answer queries is costly in terms of 
time and equipment and doesn't work as well as n-grams do . 

The n-gram indexing system is adaptable to several different 
situations, and you don't need to reindex the system to answer 
completely new questions . • 

[Editor's note: Source code listings for COMMON. C, CON
FLAT£. C, and NGRAM. Care available in a variety of formats. 
See page 3 for further details. ] 

Roy E. Kimbrell is a senior programmer/analyst with Planning 
Research Corp. in Bellevue, Washington. He has master's de
grees in computer science and meteorology. 



Introducing McGraw-Hill News. The busi
ness news service that serves you better. 
That gives you the news your way. Timely. 
Thorough. Concise when you need concise; 
in-depth when you need in-depth. 

You get the latest up-to-the-minute 
business news. News 
about companies and 
industries. Government, 
stock market, economic 
and political news. 

You get the whole 
story-and more
from headlines to bot
tom lines. Not just the 
current news, but its 
implications for your 
business. In-depth fol
low-up on key stories 
with commentary by 
industry specialists. 

You get to the news 
you need fast, because 
it's easy to find. It's 

adapted for a variety of online services. These 
include BIX, CompuServe, DIALOG, DRI and 
Executive One. 

You get a news service that under
stands business news better. McGraw-Hill 
has long been a leader in business news, pro

ducing Business Week, 
Aviation Week, scores of 
other industry specific 
information products, 
and online services such 
as S&P Marketscope 
and DRI. Our business is 
getting business news to 
you. With service you 
just won't find any
where else. 

You get a FREE bro
chure. It'll tell you all 
about McGraw-Hill 
News Just call ~ . .J,J\:111 
1-soo-42?-064 7. rtnrll 
Now that s iOQ 
service! :. ~~: . ·. 

THE BUSINESS NEWS SERVICE THAT SERVES YOU BETTER. 
© 1988 McGraw-Hill, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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MICROMINT'S Gold Standard in Sin\lle Board 
~r· Computers & Controllers 

BCC180 - $395.00 
MULTITASKING CONTilOLLER 

Tile 5CCI80, only 4.5 " x 8.5 " uses the Slime 64180 CMOS Z·80 Instruction compmlble 
processor liS Micromini's 58180 and 5Bl80FX slnQ!e board compu1ers. Confl{lured 
primarily lor prOCC$5 control wll114K of memorr. 6 parallel I/O pons. console serial 

~J~~~r:~:~r~~~~:t~,1:oa~~;rte~:~ Lt~-~~ ~~h~~~~~"R~~· 
expansion bus as Micromini's BCC52 controller board. 

PROCESSOR 
• CMOS 11 06<1 1110. 9.2161.\/lz &bi t CPU, U ·pln Pl.CC pocl!aqe 

MEMO~ 

• Up tol&4Kbytes total rnerr'IOI1'01l·bO.:IId 
• 1'1!K ol ei ther ~14tk RAM \6W:!6) or EPROM N72$6) 
• 'l~K dfnamlc RAM SIMM 
• Full.funcrlon !K roM monnOf Included 

INPUTIOUTVUT 
• Coruole~V !.erial pon"'1lh autobaudratc :.el«tlo 19.'100baud 
• Pt:ripheral~ pon. J30- t9. 200baud. !oelcclilble RS-'l)!l. l&42'10f 1&4!S 

• •!bltsbl-dlt«tlonal p<U"allciiJO 
• 64KI.Oav.si~ thr(IUQ'h the&CCbus edqe cO!\I"IKtOI 

I)L\IENSIONS .md COSNEcnONS 
• Dualt"2·pln (OJ~·~~ coonector 

• Compalll>le <&ilh d!l Mlctornlnt l!CC~nes 110 t.qJanslon boards 
· ~1!6-p!n hi:OOco for W!"bj-dlrec tionalparallel ports 

• ~pin DIH~s lor RS-l:!3i console 110 
• roplnhuder lorJIS.2JI!aw:lliary:.enal pon 
• • l£rew tCTTtiln4biOf J!S..4.1!'1t4UconnectJOn 

BCC IS~I-20 9MHz assembled and fully soclleted BCCt80 Computer/ 
Controller with 32K bytes of stat ic RAM. ROM Monim1. 
BASIC· I80 developmenl sofl\l'are and user"s manual 539.5.00 

for additional 250K DRAM add 5100.00 

BCCI6~1 100 Qwmtltyw/:s2K RAM. w/o Monitor ROM 5209.00 

SB180FX -$409.00 
Slngle SOard Computer 

Sli1101'XteCHHICAt.~ 

OOOCfS&>I> 
• Hllld'll HDI!•U.O. Mli-bl CPU Ill 1 
NI*\Jit.CCI)IIC~ieqf: 

·~c oiZ..eonwuctlonK~. 
lfd.dnq~mulllplf 

• Jnlr'Q'!IIed MtmOf"y Man~Qmlml 
Unltwitl\)ttKbJ!a~)p«r 

• o,n.rw:::tu.Mrdrch 
• 'AIItlolOitgrtlniiOI' 
• ClocbedKNI1.0POfl 
• \' ( Nnnd Dltr-cl Memory~ 

'~""" • i chlnnd Asfnthron<)U) XMI 
COI1\IIIllllbtlontnlr11ac~ 

• !!dw-ntlltttliiPfovrll"l1l"l'lolobl --• ttin~ 
• Oullbullntmac~ to 61.uandaau 

"""""''""" • 6t4®lr.V.t16Mtlr . .vld l'l~&a 
MtlZIJ)I~CJC)a"GIIon 
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Gary Bricault 

Juggling Multiple 
Processes 

With Pascal-S, you can experiment 
with the fundamentals of 
concurrent programming 

hared resources are the parts of a computer sys-

s tern that more than one process can use simulta
neously . They can include such things as com
mon storage memory, 1/0 devices, and mass 
storage devices . 

Computers can use such resources with a single CPU running 
more than one program at a time (as in a multiprogramming en
vironment). The resource problems become more complex in 
parallel processing, where a single program is broken up and 
simultaneously executed by multiple CPUs on the same 
machine. 

Issues of concurrency control (who gets what, when, and for 
how long) helped lead to the creation of programming languages 
that have the control structures to create and manage concurrent 
processes. Programming languages such as Ada have features 
that allow you to create and execute concurrent processes on 
more than one CPU at the same time. In a distributed system 
this could mean a set of computers totally independent of one 
another that function together, whose only means of communi
cation is sending messages back and forth to keep the processes 
synchronized. 

Concurrent Programs vs. Sequential Programs 
A sequential language is one where execution of its statements 
proceeds in a predefined sequence. We are all familiar with se
quential languages such as Pascal, C, and BASIC. These lan
guages should consistently produce the same program trace for 
a given set of operating conditions (assuming that the program is 
debugged and operating properly). There are no issues of shared 
resources; the flow of the program dictates the order in which it 
accesses resources. 

By contrast, a concurrent programming language allows 
statements to execute in parallel-this is what is meant by con
currency. If areas of a given program can execute concurrently, 
you could assign those areas to different CPUs where their exe
cution could proceed in parallel. This "divide and conquer" 
strategy should execute more quickly than the purely sequential 
implementation. 

Because process scheduling is asynchronous in nature, a 
given program with a set of operating conditions will most likely 
produce a different program trace each time you run it. But, if 
you design the program properly, its outcome should be 
consistent. 

However, due to the random scheduling of processes, there is 
the additional problem of protecting shared resources such as 

variables, files, 110, and so on, from being accessed by more 
than one process at a time. 

Some languages that allow concurrent programming, and the 
means to synchronize the processes, are Ada, CSP, and Pascal
S (see the text box "Pascal-S"on page 322). 

Ada supports the concept of a rendezvous where the transfer 
of information occurs at a predetermined point in each of two 
processes. This meeting place also serves as a method of syn
chronizing the two processes. 

CSP supports a structured synchronization tool called a 
monitor. Shared resources exist only within the monitor, and a 
process can access them only by calling one of the monitor pro
cedures. In doing so, the system denies all other processes entry 
into the monitor, as well as access to the shared resource, until 
the process currently inside the monitor releases the resource. 

Pascal-S uses semaphores (described in detail later) to syn
chronize process flow. Processes that arrive at a semaphore 
either pass through or are blocked, depending on the value of 
the semaphore variable. In contrast to the rendezvous and the 
monitor, processes do not exchange information at a sema
phore; only synchronization occurs. 

The Precedence Graph 
A precedence graph is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes 
correspond to individual program statements. Such a group 
shows the dependency relationship of shared resources within 
those statements. 

An edge (which represents a process progression path) from 
Sx to Sy means that statement Sy can execute only after state
ment Sx has completed execution. Such relationships are critical 
if one statement or region in a program is dependent on another 
statement. An example of this is the variable parameter list asso
ciated to the wri teln statement, S7 (in the program fragment 
below) . Its parameters are calculated in the earlier statements 
S4, S5 , and S6, as shown in figure 1. The statements S4, S5, 
and S6 are in turn dependent on the prior statements, Sl, S2, 
and S3, being executed and those respective outputs being 
available. 

a .- y + z; 51 
b := (a + 3) * c; 5 2 
c := t * a; 53 
d .- -(b); 54 
e .- X + c; 55 
f .- y I c; 56 
writel n (d, e, f); 57 

From the above example, the precedence graph of figure 1 
shows the following relationships to exist: 

continued 
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Figure 1: Precedence graph for sample code fragment (see 
text) , indicating the order in which statements can execute. 

• S2 and S3 can execute after S 1 completes . 
• S4 can execute after S2 completes. 
• S5 and S6 can execute after S3 completes. 
• S7 can execute after S4, S5, and S6 complete. 

As you might begin to suspect, execution of any program 
statement without considering its dependence on a previous 
statement that has not yet executed can lead to disastrous results. 
You need a method of determining where potential timing prob
lems might arise. 

Detecting Concurrency 
You can decide whether a dependence relationship exists be
tween one or more items by examining a series of conditions 
known as Bernstein's conditions. The outcome of this analysis 
shows whether or not t\m statements-Si and Sj-can success
fully execute concurrently . 

Parallel execution will work if there is no dependence on the 
output results or the input requirements of any two statements. 
This holds true whether you test the relationship for variables or 
some 1/0 device where overlapping inputs would create a jum
ble of overlapping outputs. 

To make this process work, I'll use a little basic set theory to 
show what happens when you test two statements for the inter
section of input and output dependencies . 

Consider the two statements Si and Sj, which can execute in a 
program concurrently and still produce the same results as long 
as Sj is not dependent on the outcome of Si; that is, ifthere is no 
edge from Si to Sj in a precedence graph. The rules are as 
follows: 

(1) I(Si) n O(SJ) = [] 
(2) O(Si) n I(SJ) = [] 
(3) O(Si) n O(Sj) = [] 

for all ( i ,J) 
wherei =1=- j 

where[] indicates the empty set; I(Si) = [al ,a2, .. .. ,am] is the 
input set for Si, the set of all variables that are referenced in 
statement Si during its execution; and O(Si) = [bl,b2, ... ,bn] 
is the output set for Si, the set of all variables whose values 
change when statement Si executes. 

If the three rules of Bernstein's conditions all produce empty 
sets, then we can be assured that there is no dependency be-
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tween the statements. 
Consider the following code fragment: 

X : = y + z ; 51 
a . - (b + 3 ) * c; 5 2 

d . - e * a ; 53 
w . - d - x; 
writ e ln (d, w); 

54 
55 

Using this fragment , could statements S I and S2 execute con
currently? First, calculate the input and output dependency rela
tionship sets: 

I(S1) = l(x : = y + z; ) = [y,z] 
O(Sl) = O(x: = y + z;) = [x] 

I(S2) = I(a : = (b + 3) x c;) = [b,c] 
O(S2) = O(a : = (b + 3) X c;) = [a] 

Now perform the set operations to test for dependencies: 

(1) I(S1) n O(S2) = [y,z] n [a] = [] 
(2) O(S1) n I(S2) = [x] n [b,c] = [] 
(3) O(Sl) n O(S2) = [x] n [a] = [] 

This meets Bernstein' s conditions because all three tests pro
duced empty sets . Therefore, Sl and S2 could execute concur
rently . However, S 1 and S4 could not because the input of S4 is 
dependent on the output of S1, as shown in the second test: 

(1) I(Sl) n O(S4) = [y, z] n [w] = [] 
(2) O(S1) n I(S4) = [x] n [d,x] = [x] 
(3) O(S1) n O(S4) = [x] n [w] = [] 

Figure 2 shows the precedence graph of the sequential pro
gram execution. As expected, statement Sl is followed by S2 
and by S3 , and so on. 

But what if you wrote the program in a· language that allowed 
the concurrent execution of the same five statements? The graph 
would then appear as in figure 3, which shows how the state
ments might execute to take advantage of concurrency based on 
statements that are not dependent on one another . S 1 and S2 
proceed on concurrent paths, S4 executes after Sl completes, 
S3 executes after S2 completes, and S5 executes after S3 and S4 
complete. 

The Process Graph 
The precedence graph described above shows dependency rela
tionships of statements. The process graph, however, depicts 
both sequential and concurrent process creation and flow . Such 
a graph can be very useful when a you design a program; it is not 
always obvious which process will be created next or which pro
cesses must complete before another process can proceed. Also, 
this tool can help you debug code by showing graphically the 
source and destination of synchronizing abstractions, such as 
the semaphore. Pascal-S defines a special pair of concurrency 
constructs, co-begin and coend. The statement sequence 

cobegin Pl ; P2 ; ... ; Pn coend 

initiates processes Pl, P2, ... , Pn, all executing concurrently. 
A process graph is a directed rooted tree whose nodes corre

spond to individual processes. You can use a process graph to 
express the relationship of the executing processes. An edge 
from node Pi to node Pj means that Pi created Pj , forming a 
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parent/child relationship between the two processes. Any child 
Pj can have no more than one parent process . Also, an edge 
from Pi to Pj does not necessarily imply that Pj can execute only 
after Pi . It indicates that Pi created Pj , and that Pi and Pj may 
execute concurrently. The point at which concurrent processes 
are created is called a fork ; the point where concurrent pro
cesses meet is called a join. 

Given the fact that some process can create or spawn other 
concurrent processes , what can a process graph express? There 
are several possibilities : 

• Execution. Either the parent continues to execute concurrently 
with its children, or the parent waits until all its children have 
completed execution . 
• Sharing. Either the parent and children share all common 
variables , or the children share only a subset of their parent' s 
variables . Consider the program fragment below. 

beg i n 
P l; 
P2 ; 

(two sequential p r ocesses) 

c ob e gin 
b e gin P3 ; P4 e nd 

begin PS; P6 end 

coend ; 

(two paral l el proce s ses , 
e a c h with ) 

( a ne s ted sequent ia l 
p r oce s s ) 

P7 {proce s s dependent on prior ou tcome ) 
e nd; (canno t execu te u ntil P4 AND P6) 

(have c ompl e t e d ) 

The process graph would be like that in figure 4. For this exam
ple, assume that process P3 has a considerably shorter execu
tion time than process PS , and that process P4 ' s execution time 
is considerably longer than that of process P6. The execution 
steps would be: 

I . Process Pl executes, followed by process P2. 
2. Process P2 executes , followed by the creation of two concur
rently executing processes , P3 and PS (a fork). 
3 . Process P3 terminates, followed by process P4, but it is still 

concurrent with process PS . 
4. Process P5 terminates , followed by process P6 , but it is still 
concurrent with process P4 . 
5. Assume that process P6 terminates, before P4. However , pro
cess P7 cannot begin until process P4 also terminates. 
6. Process P4 then terminates , and process P7 is released (a 
join) to execute to the program end. 

You can see possible conflicts involving shared resources more 
easily by using a graphic approach than by slugging it out by 
inserting tracing information into a program. This becomes es
pecially important if other executing processes act upon the in
formation , resulting in misleading and confusing trace outputs . 

Critical-Section Problem 
Because several processes can run asynchronous to one another 
in a concurrent environment, data or shared resources that are 
common to two .or more processes must be protected. These 
segments of code in the program that reference such shared 
items are called critical sections . 

Consider a program with n concurrent processes . Each pro
cess has some segment of code that is a critical section contain
ing a single global variable A: 

process Pi code 

A :;B*3 ; (51) 
writeln (A); {52) 

process Pj code 

A : ;C - B; (53) 
D . - (A- 8 ) I 9 ; {54) 

The important feature of this program segment is that when the 
process Pi is executing in its critical section (consisting of state
ments Sl and S2 ; I'll call it Ci), you cannot allow any other 
process-such as Pj-to execute in its critical section (Cj, con
sisting of S3 and S4) if A would be affected. Otherwise, Pi could 

continued 

Figure 2: Precedence graph for a code 
fragment (see text) whose statements 
execute sequentially. 

Figure 3: Precedence graph for the 
same code as in figure 2. This time, 
concurrent execution is permitted. 

Figure 4: Process graph for a code 
fragment (see text), showing sequential 
and concurrent processes. 
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Listing 1: A program to demonstrate the use of 
semaphores. 

{****************************************} 
Producer bakes an inventory of up to 8 ) 
loaves, one loaf at a time, and signals) 
consumer that it is OK to buy . If ) 
i nventory is full , then producer is ) 
blocked until consumer depletes at ) 
l east one loaf. Producer may then pro- ) 
ceed. If consumer wants to buy bread ) 
but is blocked from doing so, it must ) 
wait until the producer bakes at least ) 
one loaf for inventory. When a loaf is ) 
taken, inventory is depleted, thus ) 
a ~lowing the producer to continue ) 
baking new loaves for inventory. ) 
MAIN i nitiates the two processes and ) 
passes an identifier along with them to) 
a l low easy tracing of progress of the ) 
program. The order in which the ) 
processes . are created does not matter. ) 

{****************************************} 

program producer/consumer; 

var 
ok_to_buy 

{declare and init semaphores) 
semaphore[O]; {init as 

nothing to buy) 
ok to bake semaphore[8]; {init to 

produce 8 loaves) 
proceed : boolean; {pseudo "run 

forever" command) 

procedure producer (pid char) ; 
(producer is process id of '1') 

modify A in S 1, but then Pj could modify S3 before Pi has a 
chance to print A in S2. 

To ensure that this never happens , you must establish some 
abstract mechanism to prevent process Pj from entering C) if 
process Pi is currently executing in Ci. As soon as Pi has com
pleted execution of Ci, you can allow Pj to enter C): 

process Pi code 

<blocking device> 
A :~ B * 3; 
writeln(A) ; 

{entry section} 
(51} 
(52} 

<signaling device> {exit section} 

process Pj code 

<blocking device> 
A : ~ C - B; 
D :~ (A - 8) /9 ; 

<signaling device> 

{entry section) 
{53} 
{54) 

{exit section} 

A process requests permission to enter its critical section by 
using a segment of code called the entry section. The entry sec
tion of Pj acts as a gate to block a process from entering its criti
cal section C) if Pi has already passed through its entry section 
and into its own critical section Ci. If Pi is not currently in Ci, 
then process Pj' s entry section allows Pj to proceed into C) . 
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begin 

repeat 
wait(ok_to_bake); {bake in 

inventory not full) 
write ln('process #',pid,' baked a 

loaf and put it on sale); 
signal(ok_to_buy); {signal 

consumer produce available} 
until (proceed~ false); {do it 

forever) 
end; 

{***************************************} 
procedure consumer (pid : char); 

{consumer is process id of '2'} 

begin 
repeat 

wai t(ok_to_buy); {wait until a loaf 
is available} 

writeln('process # ',id, ' has 
purchased a loaf of bread'); 

signal(ok_to_bake); 
until (proceed~ false); {do it forever} 

end; 

{***************************************} 

begin 

end. 

{MAIN} 
proceed .- true ; 
cobegin {release two concurrent 

processes} 
consumer('l'); {create consumer 

process} 
producer ( ' 2 '} {create producer 

process) 
coend 

Once a process completes execution in a critical section, it 
passes through another segment of code called the exit section . 
At that time, if another process is waiting at its entry section, it 
may proceed into its critical section. (In the example, when Pi 
enters its exit section, it signals the entry section of Pj, allowing 
Pj to proceed into its critical section C).) 

Any solution to the mutual exclusion requirement must sat
isfy the following conditions: 

• While a process Pi is executing in its critical section Ci, no 
other process may execute in its associated critical section. 
• If no process is executing in its critical section and some pro
cess Pj attempts to enter its critical section C), Pj succeeds . 
Once a process enters a critical section, you call assume that it 
will eventually leave the section and allow another process to 
enter its own critical section. No process may be held indefi
nitely from entering its critical section. This prevents the condi
tion of "deadlock" (i.e., two or more processes waiting for each 
other to proceed, but neither can) from occurring. If two pro
cesses are waiting for each other to provide a signal to enter a 
critical section, one or the other must enter and exit; otherwise, 
neither will ever progress through its code. 
• There must be a limit to the amount of time a process can 
spend in a critical section after some other process has made a 
request to enter its own critical section. Also, a given process 
cannot hog its own critical section, entering and exiting indefi-

continued 
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nitely without allowing other processes into their own critical 
sections. These fairness requirements prevent "starvation" of a 
process-indefinitely excluding it from entering into any critical 
section. 

Consider a disk drive with an access queue that sets read re
quests at a higher priority that write requests. If a process re
quests permission to perform a write operation, it cannot be in
definitely held off in deference to any number of disk read 
requests . The write operation might contain an entry of infor
mation needed to satisfy some of the queue's read requests. 
These read requests would never be satisfied if the write opera
tion were not allowed to take place, and the disk might cease to 
function . 

The issues of mutual exclusion, progress, and bounded wait
ing are the keys to running successful concurrent programs. It is 
essential that you consider them as part of the "up-front" por
tion of any design. 

Interprocess Communication 
Dijkstra introduced the semaphore as an abstract software ob
ject that provides a mechanism for blocking processes condi
tionally . The semaphore blocks processes based on its state. It 
provides a simple but elegant method of interprocess communi
cation. In general, a semaphore s is an integer variable that , 
apart from initialization, can be accessed only through standard 
atomic operations: signal(s ) and wait(s) (the original nota-

I 
I 

I 
I 

~Entry 
ysectron 

Wai§"l : ----i i 

~Entry Y section 

Wait(s) 

S>0 ~ :1 
Gate open Pi Crltical1 : Critical 

section: 1 section 

S=O 
Gate closed 

I I: 

$
1 -+s~g~~~~)-------- -+signal(s) 

Exit Exit 
section section 

Figure 5: Using a semaphore (s) for controlling critical 
sections of code. Here, as Pi passes through its entry section , 
it "closes the gate" for Pj . When Pi exits its critical section, 
the signal ( s) operation will reopen the gate for Pj. 

Consumer Producer 

Figure 6: Process graph for the "producer/consumer " 
program shown in listing 1. 
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tions for these operations were P ( s ) and V ( s )). This implemen
tation of Pascal-S treats the semaphores as a special integer data 
type . The semaphore operates as follows: 

1. If a process P encounters a wait( s) where s > 0, the sema
phore counter decrements by 1 (s : = s - 1) and the process 
passes; otherwise, the process is suspended (blocked) . 
2. If some process P encounters a signal ( s) , then s : = s + 1. 
3. If some process Pj is blocked at a wait ( s) where s = 0, and 
some process Pi encounters a signal ( s) , s increments by 1, as 
in operation 2. Pj resumes activity causing s to decrement by 1, 
as described in operation 1. 

If the semaphore s assumes only the values of 0 or 1, it is a 
binary semaphore. In contrast, a semaphore that takes any arbi
trary nonnegative integer value is a general semaphore. Wait ( ) 
and signal( ) are the only operations allowed on a semaphore. 
Because of this blocking and releasing mechanism, semaphores 
provide both mutual exclusion and process synchronization. 

Pictorially , you can view a semaphore as a process passing 
through a gate where the value of s determines whether the gate 
is open or closed . In figure 5, the process Pi proceeds into its 
entry section where s > 0 and the gate is open. Consequently, 
Pi passes into its critical section. 

At the same time, Pj proceeds into its entry section. However, 
its gate is closed because s = 0, so Pj is blocked (suspended) 
from passing into its critical section. Once Pi completes its criti
cal section and proceeds into its exit section, it passes through a 
"turnstile, " causing s to increment to a positive number. Pj's 
gate will now open, allowing Pj to pass into its critical section. 
At the same time, s decrements and Pi cannot enter its critical 
section until Pj reaches its own exit section. 

I've provided a simple program demonstrating the use of 
semaphores in listing 1, written in Pascal-S . It is an example of a 
classic situation known as the "producer/consumer" problem. 
The problem centers around two processes, a baker (producer) 
and a customer (consumer) . Two semaphores create a bounded 
buffer limit on how much bread (in this case, eight loaves) the 
producer can make and inventory ahead of the consumer's con
sumption rate . The consumer is blocked from buying bread 
when there is none available . Note that the program requires no 
separate variables to keep track of how many loaves of bread are 
in inventory or have been consumed. It is the act of signaling 
and waiting, and not the contents of the semaphore signals, that 
prevents either process from acting in an uncontrolled manner. 
This particular program will run until interrupted. You could 
impose a limit on the total number of loaves baked, say, in one day, 
but you must take care to cleanly terminate the two process or a 
deadlock will occur. A sample output looks something like this : 

Process #2 has baked a loaf and put it on sal e . 
Process #1 has purchased a loaf of bread . 
Process #2 has baked a loaf and put it on sale. 
Process #2 has baked a loaf and put it on sale. 
Process #1 has purchased a loaf of bread . 

The process graph for this program is shown in figure 6. I've 
shown the two semaphore signal lines , OK to bake and OK to 
buy, to give an indication of which process is the source of the 
signal for a given semaphore. In this example, when the constimer 
(P 1) purchases a loaf from inventory, this signals the baker that the 
inventory of loaves is not full and he may proceed to bake. 

Conversely , when the baker (P2) produces a loaf, this sends a 
continued 
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Pascal-S 

I f you are accustomed to writing in sequential program
ming languages, you now have the opportunity to develop 

new strategies to approach design problems by using concur
rency as a tooL A small but versatile concurrent language, 
Pascal-S, allows you to experiment with developing concur
rent programs on a personal computer. 

Although Pascal-S is a limited subset of sequential Pascal , 
it contains several special constructs-namely co begin and 
coend-that enable you to create programs to do operations 
that might not be practical in a sequential language. The p
code interpreter for Pascal-S even has an underlying process 
scheduler that gives you a surprisingly realistic feeling of 
true concurrency and does not require any maintenance by 
the applications program. Pascal-S provides the synchroni
zation through the use of the semaphore (discussed in the 
main text). 

Pascal-S was originally written by Niklaus Wirth and 
modified by M. Ben-Ari for experimentation in a small con
current programming envirorunent. Professor Peter Lutz of 
the Rochester Institute of Technology separated the original 
compiler and interpreter so that the compiled p-code output 
could be stored in a file and interpreted at a later time. 

I have further modified Pascal-S for use on personal com
puters running under MS-DOS using Thrbo Pascal 3.0. I 
used none of the special extensions of version 3.0, so you 
should be able to implement the language using Thrbo Pascal 
2.0. I've run this version on five different MS-DOS com
puters with no apparent compatibility problems. However, 
due to the nature of the Pascal-S compiler, you cannot use the 
CP/M-80 version ofThrbo Pascal (it does not support recur
sion, and thus prevents the Pascal-S compiler from working 
properly). Since the compiled output file is interpreted, Pas
cal-S will never be known for blazing speed. 

For an extensive explanation of how the Pascal-S compiler 
and interpreter operate, refer to the book written by M. Ben
Ari (see bibliography), in which the implementation kit 
appears . 

signal to the consumer indicating that there is at least one loaf 
available, and the consumer may proceed to purchase (assuming 
that the consumer was blocked due to no inventory). 

Conway's Problem 
Conway's Problem represents a good example of several con
current processes functioning together in a pipeline manner 

with only semaphores to synchronize them. A variation of the 
original problem is as follows: A program is needed to read 80-
colurnn "cards" and write them out in 64-character lines . The 
output includes the following changes: 

• If the card has fewer than 40 characters, pad the balance to the 
fortieth character with spaces. If the card has more than 40 
characters, pass only up to the fortieth character and ignore the 
rest. After the system reads the card image in, always add a 
space as a forty-first character. (Each "card" corresponds to a 
line separated by a carriage return.) 
• Replace every adjacent pair of pound signs (##) with a caret 
(") . 

Even though it is possible to design a solution using a sequen
tial language, the problem has an elegant solution using three 
concurrent processes. Process 1, READER, reads in the card 
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image, counting the characters and adding padding characters 
where necessary . This stream passes through a buffer to process 
2 . Process 2 , SQUEEZE, modifies strings of ## characters and 
passes this modified stream through a buffer to process 3. Pro
cess 3, PRINT, gathers the input stream into 64-character Jines 
and prints them. 

The buffers between processes 1 and 2 , and 2 and 3, are 8-
character circular buffers bracketed with wait ( ) and signal( ) 
semaphores to provide interprocess synchronization. As buffers 
fill and empty, processes are blocked or released , smoothing 
out differences in the amount of time allocated to each process 
by the interpreter. 

Part of the beauty of this program is that it requires no 
counters to test the locations of the buffer pointer to guarantee 
that they do not overlap. The program simply initializes the 
buffer semaphores to the limits of the buffer allocation, and the 
pointers can never overlap. Since these buffers are critical re
gions-in the sense that only one process can read or write a 
buffer at a time-the program guarantees mutual exclusion 
through the use of the semaphore mutex.lt was not necessary to 
synchronize the printer process, as it is the only process provid
ing output in this program. 

One difficulty of a concurrent program is to provide a grace
ful shutdown for each process at the program' s end. If a process 
simply terminates and returns to the main program, a deadlock 
will probably occur , as one of the processes will not be signaled 
through its final semaphore after the others have exited. One 
solution is to allow each process to drop to a holding area until 
all three processes have emptied their respective buffers . Then 
the final process signals to the others to exit. 

New Solutions 
Programming in a concurrent language opens up some interest
ing possibilities that might be neither obvious nor possible when 
using a sequential language. However, there are a number of 
pitfalls that you must consider in the program design and imple
mentation that require the use of tools and concepts not always 
needed in a sequential environment. • 

Editor's note : Source code listings that accompany this article 
are available in a variety of formats. See page 3 for details. 
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cominued from page 34 
select the one you desire. There are lots 
of other features (real ones!). If you 
haven't seen it, I strongly recommend 
that you find a copy . The price is right: 
$50 Canadian. 

Excellent though Thunder is, I doubt 
that it will cause you to adopt an Atari for 
all of your writing . As far as I know, there 
is no word processor available that comes 
anywhere close to meeting your specifi
cations (not that they are unreasonable). 
Your quest for a modern version of CP/M 
WRITE strikes a chord with me. I had a 
similar editor/formatter (PIE) on my 
Apple II Plus. Isn't it strange how per
fectly good ideas can get lost forever in 
the mad forward rush of "new" software 
development? 

As for Atari machines themselves , I 
have been fortunate to use most of the 
varieties of microcomputers on the mar
ket over the past several years. When it 
came time to upgrade my personal system 
(a fully stuffed Apple II Plus), I opted for 
an Atari 1040ST. Today it is my right 
hand and my window on the world (via an 
Ethernet terminal server, a VAX 750, 
and an Amdahl mainframe) . (To be truth
ful, an IBM PC is also within easy reach 
for those times when it just has to be done 
on a PC.) 

P.S. I also read your novels, at least 
those on which you collaborate with 
Larry Niven. Did I detect a hint of "auto
biofiction" in Footfall? 

Doug Latornell 
Vancouver, BC 

There is an increasing flood of soft
ware for the Atari ST, and now that 
there's WordPerfect for it, the machine 

CHAOS MANOR MAIL 

really is good enough for nearly every
thing; it 's certainly more computer than 
my original Ezekial. 

I was sorry to see Batteries Included go 
under, but I think Electronic Arts is doing 
a good job of publishing most of Bl's 
stuff 

As to Footfall , that wasn 't fiction; we 
got to thinking, if this really happened, 
who would the Pentagon ask for advice? 
If not Heinlein, Niven, Benford, and 
Pournelle , then who ?-Jerry 

Norton Commander 
Dear Jerry , 

I was astounded at your dismissal of 
" DOS Shells" and then took outright 
umbrage at your rejection of Norton 
Commander (NC) in your December 
1987 column. 

Users should ideally learn DOS itself, 
of course. But then, how many automo
bile drivers actually drive properly, not 
to mention understand the combustion 
motor? It would seem that the emergence 
of the wide range of shells is a response to 
the needs of users . Surely , it ' s all part of 
seeking true user friendliness, and the 
law of supply and demand? 

In fact, these programs must do more 
than limit DOS , as you imply . My own 
company publishes a DOS shell that adds 
a desktop and a self-configurable, trans
latable HELP database to DOS, so that 
users could access information in Shona, 
Swahili , French, or whatever. 

In response to your annihilation of NC, 
perhaps my own requirements are un
usual. I have used NC for some 6 months 
now, spending a fair amount of time pre
paring disks, copying files, testing soft
ware, and writing text. NC allows me to 

carry out these functions with seldom 
more than two or three keystrokes . 

The NC windows provide such an ele
gant and logical representation of disks , 
directories , and files that, to my mind, they 
have made the Macintosh interface look 
gauche-and I've used a Mac for 2 years. 

Configuration alternatives within NC 
let you pick display, performance, and 
default options and really customize the 
operation of the system. One example: I 
simply point the NC cursor at the name of 
a file and press Enter. Depending on the 
file suffix , NC will automatically first 
load Lotus 1-2-3 (.WKS), WordPerfect 
(.DOC), or Norton Editor (.TXT) . (Yes, 
I know that the Mac does this, but NC 
seems faster and more logical.) 

Finally , thanks for the column. As a 
longtime personal computer user and 
BYTE reader, I still read your column 
first. However, I really feel that your 
search for purity above all else may this 
time have caused many more hours of 
perspiration for new users than 
necessary. 

TonyMechin 
Harare, Zimbabwe 

Hey, I didn't mean any disrespect for 
Norton Commander. I generally recom
mend it for beginners. 

What I meant to say was that Microsoft 
and Zenith needn 't have bothered with 
their EzPC Shell , since Norton Com
mander was more than sufficient for 
those who prefer a shell to learning DOS; 
but it's better to learn DOS and be done 
with it. If you're a touch typist, it's much 
faster to type COPY A:*.* C: \ SMALL TREE 
than to go through the Commander 's 
menus. -Jerry • 
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$295 

IBM PC Software Package included or RS232 drivers to any computer (Apple, CPM, etc) . 

•Programs 27xx to I MBit , 25xx , 68xx, CMOS, EEProms, 874x, 87(C)5x , ZPRams & more. 

•Menu-driven device selection; No Personality Modules. Quick Pulse Programming. 

•Reads & Writes Intel-, Motorola-, Straight- Hex & Binary fil es . Splits files(odd/even). 

•Technical Support by phone: 8am-5pm voice, 5pm-8am Bulletin Board (PT). 

•Built-in Eraser/Timer option. Full documentation . Firmware upgrades available. 

•I year warranty. Money back guarantee. Most units same day shipment. 

•II0-11 5/220-240YAC. Visa & MC accepted. 

Call today for datasheets' 

B&CMICROSYSTEMS 
355 West Olive Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

PH:(408)730-5511 FAX:408-730-5521 TLX:984185 
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ACCESSORIES 

FREE CATALOG 
Thousands of parts and new surplus electronic parts 
at super low prices. FAST ORDER PROCESSING 
AND SHIPPING (95o/o of all orders shipped within 
48 hours). 

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG. 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 567 , Van Nuys, CA 91408·0567 

1-800-826-5432 
lnqutry 577. 

SOFTWARE PACKAGING, DISKS 
Cloth binders & slips like IBMs. Vinyl binders. boxes, and 
folders-many sizes. Disk pages, envelopes & labels. Low 
qly. imprinting. Bulk & branded disks. Much Morel Low 
prices. Fast service. Call or write for FREE CATALOG. 
Anthropomorphic Systems Limited 

376-B East St. Charles Road 
Lombard , IL 60148 

1-800-DEAL-NOW (312) 629-5160 

Inquiry 578. 

JOB PROTECTION 
If your job depends on your computer, you should 
have our FREE catalog. Call (BOO) 356-5794 Ext. 
8990 for a FREE catalog from the world 's largest 
manufacturer of single phase uninterruptible power 
supplies. Call or write today! 

BEST POWER TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646 
In Wis. (608) 565-7200 Ext. 8990 

(800) 356-5794 Ext. 8990 

Inquiry 579. 

PRINTERS-HARD DISKS 
STAR MICRONICS NX-10 ........... $149.00 
NLO, 120 CPS, 80 COLUMNS 
EASY CONTROL PANEL 
SEAGATE ST-225 ....... . .. . ...... $249.00 
20 MB HARD DISK W/ CONTROLLER 
BASF DISKETTES (Box of 10) .... . ... $18.00 
6'h" OS/DD 

Limited stock 

BIG OF AMERICA 
1906 TIGERTAIL BLVD .. DANIA, FL 33004 (305 921-1866 

Inquiry 580. 

RE-INK FABRIC RIBBONS 
Cut ribbon cost by using Borg Ribbon lnkers. Do all car
tridge ribbons with just one inker. Choose from 3 
models. Manual E-Zee lnker - $39.50 

Electric E-Zee lnker- $89.50 
Ink Master (Electric) - $159.00 

lOOO's of satisfied users in 5 years. Moneyback guarantee. 

BORG INDUSTRIES 
525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, lA 50647 

1-800-553-2404 

Inquiry 581 . 

ACCESSORIES 

SELF-INKING PRINTER RIBBON 
Awarded United States Patent .¥4701062 

Lasts 10.15 times longer than the conventional r•bbon 
For prinlers using •h ~ width open spool ribbon: 

Ok•data-82A·63A·84·92·93 Dec LA 1801120 
Teletypc-33. 35 Dec LA 30/IBM 1443 
Star Gem.nt l OX Teletype-Model 40 
Extel Tl 8001810. 820. 880 
ContaCI us Dt ma•l. phone Of tcle.: ana we Will forward you a brochure 

CONTROLLED PRINTOUT DEVICES, INC. 
POB 869, Baldwin Ad ., Arden , NC 28704 

(704) 684-9044 • TELEX: (FILMON-AREN) 577454 

Inquiry 582. 

COMPUTER PAPER 
Labels, continuous envelopes, etc. Also type 
& graphics settings lrom desktop publishing 
data. Best prices and fastest service 
available. MCNISA 

SPTC 
40 SARAH DR., FARMINGDALE, NY 11735 

516-293-0110 

Inquiry 583. 

POLAR FILTER 
• Prevent the glare, flicker and shake caused by the reflec

tion ol outside light which are common causes of rtf8 fatigue 
• Prevent the aggravated nearsightedness (proved by test) and 

'Neakening ol eye nerves 
• Blocks out 100% of Ultraviolel rays 
COMES IN VARIOUS SIZES EVEN FOR TV's 12", 14", 19", 26" 
(S21, SZ/, S37. S49) mspect;.,iy. CashMlr's check. rooney order, or COO, 
wholesalers welcome 

UNLIMITED Computer Systems 
11175 Mt View Ave .. IlK, Lorna Linda, CA g2354 

Ph # (714) 796-7974 Fax # (714) 796-3931 

Inquiry 584. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

muLISP'" 87 for MS·DOS 
Fast, compact, efficient LISP programming environ
ment. muLISP programs run 2 to 3 times faster & 
take 112 to '!J the space of other LISPs. 450 Com
mon LISP functions, multi-window editing & debug
ging, flavors, graphics primitives, lessons & help, 
demo programs, comprehensive manual. 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu. HI 96816 

(808) 734-5801 

Inquiry 585. 

BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC/XT/AT, and ALL PS/2 models-attaches as 
2nd keyboard, reads as keyed data. External 
mounting via ve lcro to side of monitor, OR in short 
slot of PC, XT, AT. PC-$385. PS/2, Kimtrom. & 
RS-232 models-$399. UPC/EAN, 2 of 5, Code 39. 
MagStripe +$100. Badge Readers-Lasers too! 30 
day $ back. 

Worthinoton Data Solutions 
417-A Ingalls St , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(BOO) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 
Please st.'e our ao on page 42 

BAR CODE 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 
FROM YOUR PROGRAM 

Add bar codes and big graphics text to your program. Print 
from inside of dBASE. BASIC, C, etc. Bar codes UPC, EAN, 
2 of 5, Code 39. Epson/Oki/IBM dot matrix text up to 112". 
LaserJet fonts up to 2" (158 pts}. tall. $159-$239. 30 day 
SS back guarantee. 

Worthinaton Data Solutions 
417-A lngalis St .. Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(BOO) 345-4220 In CA: (40B) 45B-993B 
Please see our ad on page 42 

PRINT BAR CODES 
AND BIG TEXT 

On your EPSON/IBM/OKIILaserJel printers. 1" tall text· 
readable alSO 11. Code 39, 2 of S. 128, MSI, UPC/EAN, MIL· 
STD, AIAG. Menu-Driven . Any formaVsize. File input. One 
screen to design label-$279. Drives Laser Jet al8 ppm. Other 
simple programs for bar codes from $49. 30 day S back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St . Santa Cruz, CA gsoso 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (40B) 458-993B 
Please see our ad on page .:2. 

BARCODE BARGAINS 
Buy direct and save. We'll beat any written 
quotes for competing equivalent bar code 
readers or bar code label generation software. 
Call or write for brochures. Quantity discounts, 
warranty, same day shipping. Bar codes are all 
we do at ITS. 
International Technologies & Systems Corp. 

1950 Wh1te Star Dr., Diamond Bar. CA 91765 
(714) 861-79n Telex 6502824734 MCI 

Inquiry 586. 

BAR CODE MADE EASY 
PERCQNI!> E-Z·AEADEA"" keyboard interlaces and multiuser 
RS-232 models make 1t easy to add bar code to vinually any 
computer/terminal WITHOUT SOFTWARE MODlFICATlON. 
Immediate shipping. T.....-o ~ warranty. Bar code printing 
software available. Call lor details on last accurate, !a!S:i data 
entry. Substantial reseller discounts. 

PERCON® 
2190 W 11th St. . Eugene, OR 97402 

(503) 344-1189 

Inquiry 587. 

READ & PRINT BAR CODES 
Fast, reliable data entry into your programs as if 
from your keyboard . Internal unit for PC, XT, AT 
PS/2-M30. RS-232 unit for DOS & Non-DOS 
systems (incl. all PS/2). Stainless steel wand and 
LASER interfaces. Powerful Bar Code and Text 
printing software. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
601 University Ave .. Suite 150. Sacramento, CA 95825 

(916) 386-1n6 

Inquiry 588. 
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BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
Among the industries best and most widely used barcode 
reader, reads all major barcode formats (code 39, 2 of 5, 
UPCIEAN. codabat), connects bet'M!en keyboard & system, 
advanced CMOS uses keyboard power supply, connects to all 
IBM compatibles and DIN terminals, completely OS Indepen
dent, software Independent Same day ship, 1 year warranty, 
30 day satisfaction guarantee. CALL lor prices too lo.v to 
advertise. 

Solutions Engineering Sales 
8653 Georgia Ave. , Silver Spring . MD 20910 

800-635-6533 
Inquiry 589. 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code & Magnetic Stripe Readers for microcom
puters & terminals, including IBM PS/2 & others, DEC, 
AT&T, CT. Wyse, Wang. All readers connect on the 
keyboard cable & are transparent to all software. Low 
cost bar code print programs & magnetic encoders are 
also available. GSA contract #GSOOKB8AGS5346. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport. Palo Alto, CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Telex 311-9097 TPS PLA 

Inquiry 590. 

BAR CODE SCANNER/READER 
For PC/XT/AT and compatibles, and APPLE II . Keyboard 
emulating model with wand for only $249. Reads 2 of 5, 
UPC/EAN/JAN/UPC E, Code 39, CODABAR with 1 yr. 
warranty. 
Also RS-232C and CENTRONICS models with choice of 
wands, hand-held, and auto scanners. 

Call or write for free catalog. 

TRADE MATRIX of Silicon Valley 
3639 Satinwood Or., San Jose, CA 95148 

(800) 222-4229 Ext. 39, (408) 238-1784 

Inquiry 591 . 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Start Your Own 
PART TIME BUSINESS 

Turn your PC into a Turnkey Business System. A 
little marketing ski ll and 1 hr/day is all you need 
to run th is business from your own home. It's the 
newest craze in Dating Services utilizing the media 
of Telephone Personals. 

Calf (203) 877-3585 for demo. 

NOVITRON SYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 3708, MILFORD. CT 06460 

Inquiry 592. 

CAD/CAM 

CADKEY 3-D CADD Software 
CAD KEY 3 Reg: $3,195 . . . . HLB:$2,695 
CADKEY 1 Reg: $495 . . . HLB:$425 

Call or write today for free catalog. 
VISA/MC/COD/POs accepted 

703-977-6520 
HLB Technology 

PO Box 527, Blue Ridge, VA 24064 

Inquiry 593. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

MULTI-USER BBS (FOR IBM PC AT) 
TEAM ate- a mainframe quality BBS. A mini Compu
Serve. Full screen cursor-controlled interface, topic 
outline structure, public and private topics, audit trails, 
xmodem, integrated mail, content retrieval and more. 
MS-DOS, XENIX and UNIX versions. 

MMB Development Corporation 
1021 No. SepUveda Blvd., &ile K, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 

1-800-832-6022, In CA (213) 545-1455 

Inquiry 594. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

FAX MACHINES/PC SYSTEMS 
MURATA FAX 1200/1600 . . . . . $nS/925 
SHARP FAX F0 300/F0500 . . ... S11 9S/1495 
'TOSHIBA FAX 30100/3300 ................ $108811240 
AT&T 3500/3510/3520 . . .. $13951tS9S/169S 
RICOH FAX 10/20 . . $1220/1550 
CANNON FAX 20 . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... . $1279 
PC/XT Receive/Transmit FAX + Scanner . . .... $1595 
PC/XT Telephone Answer & Voicemail . . ..... $1195 
HP LASER JET II ............... . S1 62S 
'TOSHIBA Laptops 1000/1 100/3100 ..... .. $769/1395/2225 

Prepay prices Visa/MC 2% cod2% restock 20% 

TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CENTER 
23591 1213 El Toro Ad., El Toro, CA 92630 71 41739·9555 

Inquiry 595. 

COMPUTER INSURANCE 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 

SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware, 
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a 
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket 
coverage; no list of equ ipment needed. One call 
does it all. Call 8 am- 10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5) 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
!local 614-262-ll559) 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

Inquiry 596. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

FASTER TMS32020/C25 
Macro Assembler 

only $49.95 
Ariel Corporation 

212-925-4155 
110 Greene Street, Suite 404 
New York, New York 10012 

Inquiry 597. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
Universal Linker, Librarian 

Targets for 36 Microprocessors 
Hosts : PC/MS DOS, m icro VAX , VAX 8000 

Developed and supported at : 

ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446 

215-362-0966 MC/VISA 

Inquiry 598. 

8051 SIMULATOR 
Superb full function debugger simulator supports 
all 8051 modes of interrupt, just like the real th ing! 
Full disassembler and many unique features, 

ONLY $150.00 
CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

For Z80, 8080/8085, 8048, 8051 , and 8096 
still $75.00 each! 

LEAR COM COMPANY 
2440 Kipling St., Suite 206, Lakewood. CO 80215 

(303) 232-2226 

Inquiry 599. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
Macros, PC Compatible, Relocatable, Condi
tionals, Fast, Reliable . . ... . from $150 

also: Disassemblers 
EPROM Programmer Board 

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS CO. 
Phone (800) 443-ong 

In CA (415) 825-4200 
912 Hastings Dr. , Concord, CA 9451 8 

Inquiry 600. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

Professional Series 
PseudoCode releases its PseudoSam Professional 

Series of cross assemblers. All popular processors. 
Macros, Conditional Assembly, and Include Files. Vi r· 

tually unlimited size. For IBM PC's, MS·DOS 2.0 or 
greater. With manual for $35.00. Each additional $20.00. 
(Ml res. 4% tax). Visa/MC. (Deater Inquiries Welcome.) 

Order from distributor: 

Micro Kit 
6910 Patterson, Caledonia, Ml 49316, 616-791·9333. 

Inquiry 601. 

680XO Cross Assemblers 
Now, inexpensive quality 600XO Cross Assemblers that use ~r IBM PC or 
rompatibla. All WfSions Include extensive listing tacilities, up to 32 chat labels. 
sorted symbol tables, INCWDE files, PATH names, OAG, DC. OS. EOU, many 
other directNes (fD:C8pt MACROS), printed manuals. Basic Yersions create S
recon:ts.. Unking YefSions create either S;ecords or relocatable modules. and 

include a linker which creates &-records or blnaJy Olllputliles. Not COf1f pro
tected. Minimum requirements are 3201<, OOS 2.XX, & 1-SV. ~ DSDD. 

Basic 600Xlt'60010--$49.95 Unking 68000168010--$8995 
Basic 680ro'68881-$149.95 

C1l«<c5. VIS4, MCiJlX'efi9'}. MNresidenls +6% sa/8SiaK. NoPO'sor COD S. 

please. RAVEN Computer Systems 

Box 12116, St. Paul, MN S5112 (612) 636·0365 

Inquiry 602. 

ASSEMBLERS & TRANSLATORS 
Over 20 h1gh quality. full function, fast relocatable and 

absolute macro assemblers are available immediately. 

Source language translalors help you change microcom

puters. Call for info about MSIDOS. CPMBO. ISIS verSions 

RELMS"' 
P.O. Box 6719 

San Jose, Californ ia 95150 
(408) 356-1210 

TWX 910-379-0014 

Inquiry 603. 

OAT A CONVERSION 

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION 
More than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer/ 

Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks 
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on 
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors, 
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems. 

IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported 
#1 in the translation industry! 

CompuData Translators, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd ., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 90010 

(213) 387-44n 1-800-825-8251 

Inquiry 604. 

OAT A/DISK CONVERSIONS 

Get the Expertise You Need! 
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk • OCR 

Over 1,000 formats! 3112, 5V• . or 8 inch disks: 9 track 
mag tape: 10MB Bernoulli cartridge. Data base and 
word processor translation . Specialists in Govern
ment Security Data. Call for free consultation. 

Computer Conversions, Inc. 
9580 Black Mtn. Rd., Ste J. San Diego, CA 92126 

(619) 693-1697 

Inquiry 605. 

DISK CONVERSIONS 
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang, 
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI , CT, also WP, WS, 
MS/WRD, DW3, MM , Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11, 
Xerox-Writer, ASCII . 

FREE TEST CONVERSION 
CONVERSION SPECIALISTS 
531 Main St. , Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245 

(213) 545-6551 (213) 322-6319 

Inquiry 606. 
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DATA/DISK CONVERSIONS 

DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS 
AUTOMATICALLY 

SAVE TIME AND MONEY 
Over 1000 formats from Mini. Micro Mainframe, Word Pro
cessors, & Typesetters. 

TAPE Conversions as low as $23.00 MB 
DISK Conversions as low as $20.00 per Disk 

Call or write TODAY for a cost saving quotation. 

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES 
1210 W. Latimer Ave., Campbell , CA 95008 

(408) 866-6080 

Inquiry 607. 

QUALITY CONVERSIONS 
• Disk • Scanning • Tape 

"TYPEWRITTEN $.33 per page to ASCII 
"TYPESET 6- 24 point Low Rates 

("WP Formats avai lable) 
IMAGES 

Logos/Line Art/Glossies 

1st Run Computer Services Inc. 
1261 Broadway, Suite 508, New York , NY 10001 

(212) 779-0800 

Inquiry 608. 

IBM PC •to• HP 
FILE COPY 

IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, com
patibles to read, write files written by Hewlett Packard 
Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000, 9000's. We offer custom 
work using our file copy utilities and program translators. 
Call for estimate, ·cata log, data sheet. 

Oswego Software 312/554-3567 
507 North Adams St. Fax 312/554-3573 
Oswego, Ill ino is 60543 Telex 858-757 

Inquiry 609. 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9 track magnelic tape to or from over 
1000 formats inc luding 3'12'', 5'14', 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan
ning Services. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arl ington Hgts. Rd ., Dept. #B 

Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (312) 459-6010 
Inquiry 610. 

OAT ABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS 

FREE FORM DATABASE! 
Full re lational power; natural language 4GL inter
face; application generator; built-in text edi tor; 
spell ing checker; form-doer. Store data without 
declarations or fixed structures. Handle simple 
commands to advanced programs with full data 
recovery security. (Price: MS DOS single-user 
$595.) 

Logirex Software, Corp. 
20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., #330, Cupertino, CA 95014 

(408) 257-5203 

Inquiry 611 . 

dBASE Ill COMPILERS 

FREE dBASE Ill + 
COMPILER DEMO DISK 

Don1 buy Clipper"' until you see our FREE dBASE Com· 
piler Evaluation Kit. Includes DEMO DISK with 8 PRG's 
and results of compiling with Clipper. Quicksi lver & Fox· 
BASE + . Also 15 benchmark tests, complete magazine 
reviews. and detailed brochures about all 3 compilers. 
FREE. No obligation. Call 24 hours. 7 days. 
dataBASE Specialties (415) 652-2790 

P.O. Box 2975, Oakland , CA 94618 

Inquiry 612. 

dBASE GRAPHICS 

EASY dBASE GRAPHICS 
Wary of complicated graphing programs? 

Announcing dPICT. 
dPICT is expressly designed to be easy to use. 

Type two words ; in three minutes you see 
four presentations of your dBASE data. 

Pick one. That's all. $49.95 
Requires IBM PC or compatib le. 

Paragon Tech 
1581 Garland Ave .. Tust1n. CA 92680 

Inquiry 61 3. 

dBASE UTILITY 

FREE DEMO DISK 
dBASE programmers give your programs a professional, 
pol ished look and fee l. These modules provide you with 
a proven user Interface at a sensible price. Modules include 
light bar menus, windows. calendars, + many more. Module 
prices from $1 9.95. All code runs with all dBASE Ill+ dialects 
without modification. 

Call today lor your free demo disk-no obl igation 
Orders only: 800·433-1468 in CO 303-758-3220 

Steve Schwartz Technical Services 
1125 S. Oneida, Unit A, Denver, CO 80224 

303-759-4843 

Inquiry 61 4. 

DEMOS/TUTORIALS 

INSTANT REPLAY Ill 
Build Demos, Tutorials. Prototypes. Presentations. Music. 
Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems. Includes 
Screen Maker. KeystrokefTime Editor. Program Memorizer. 
and An1mator Rec(j Great ReviS~NS! Simply the BEST. Not 
copy protected. No royalt1es. 60 day satisfaction money 
back guar. IBM and Compatb. $t49.95 U.S.Chk/Cr. Crd 
Demo Diskette $5.00 

NOSTRADAMUS, INC. 
3191 South Valley Street (ste 252) 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 (801) 487-9662 

Inquiry 615. 

DISK DRIVES 

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC 's AT's 
CompatiKiUPC ............ $329 
CompatiKiUAT . . $309 

Built-in floppy contro llers-no problem. 
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your 
computer use IBM PS/2 1.4M diskettes plus more! 
Call fo r further in formation or to place an order. 

VISAIMCICOD!CHECK. 

Micro Solutions Computer Products 
132 W. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb, IL 60 115 815n56·3411 

Inquiry 616. 

DUPLICATION SERVICES 

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION 
• One Stop Shoppi ng • Technical Support 
• Custom Packaging • Drop Shipping 
• Copy Protection • Fast Turnaround 

• Competitive Pricing 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
800-222-0490 NJ 201-462-7628 

MEGASoft 
P.O. Box 710. Freehold, NJ oms See our ad on page 339. 

Inquiry 617. 

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION 
• Disk duplication • Warehousing 
• All formats • Drop shipping 
• EVERLOCK copy • Ful fillment 

protection • 48-hour delivery 
• Label/sleeve printing • Consultation & 
• Full packaging gu idance 

services Star-Byte, Inc. 
713 W. Main St. , Lansdale, PA 19446 

215-368-1200 800-243-1515 

lnqutry 618. 

• • I 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 

BUILD TALKING ROBOT! 
- Build B.E.R.T.© the Basic Educational Robot Trainer 
- Featured in BYTE April & May I 87 
- Even a child can program this talking Robot, built 

from off-the-shell components 
- Minimum Kit $43.00 U.S. 
- Complete Kit $165.00 U.S. 
- For further information send $1 .00 lor postage & 

handling to: 

GoCo Dist. 
Suite 806, 1146 Harwood St. 

Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6E 3V1 

Inquiry 619. 

FRAMEWORK II USERS 

" FRAMEWORK II FRED DICTIONARY '" 
Automatic functions dictionary & a utility collection 

Fileindex: cataloging. description, loading, backup, & more. 
Full explanat ion of program code. 

Programs disk +"manual booklet S39.95 inc. slh . 
3.5" add $2.00. 

Request " FRAMEWORK II ." 
Not FW serial II copy protected. 
Send check or money order to: 

M. FRANKEL 
189 FRANKLIN ST., NEW YORK, NY 10013 

Inquiry 620. 

FLOW CHARTS 

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU! 
Precise flowcharting is last and simple with Flow Charting 
II + . Draw, edit and print perfect charts: bold and normallonts. 
24 shapes - 95 sizes ; fast entry of arrows, bypasses & con 
nectors; Fast Insert Line; shrink screen displays 200-column 
chart: 40 column edit screen for detail work , much more! 

PATTON & PATTON 
81 Great Oaks Blvd .. San Jose. CA 95119 

1-800/672-3470, ext. 897 (CA residents) 
1-800/538-8157, ext. 897 (Outside CA) 

408/629-5044 (Outside the U.S.A.) 

Inquiry 621 . 

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART 
NSChart creates Nassi-Shneiderman (structured) 
flowcharts from a simple POL. Keywords define 
structures & text strings appear in the chart . Easy 
to create, even easier to revise! Automatic chart siz
ing, tex t centering. Translators from many 
languages avai lable. For Mac and IBM PC. 

SILTRONIX, INC. 
P.O. Box 82544, San Diego, CA 92138 

1-800-637-4888 
Inquiry 622. 

HARDWARE 

DISCOUNT CLONES 
• XT Turbo - $435. 
• AT 8110 MHZ - $995. 
• Seagate ST225 20MB hard drive with controller - $300. 
• 386 25MHz - $2,650. 
• Hayes compatible 1200 baud modem - $99. 
• Everrexx EGA - $150. 
• HP Laser Jet Series IJ - $1700. 

Automated Business Solutions 
516-379-3995 

30 day money back guarantee • I yr parts & labor warrantee 
Deater Inquiries Invited. Please call for complete price list. 

Inquiry 623. 

CHIP CHECKER 
• 74/S4 TIL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Signetics 
• 14/4000 CMOS • 9000 TIL 
• 14-24 Pin Chips • .3" + .6" IC widths 

Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type 
ol output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM 
compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $159. 

DUNE SYSTEMS 
2603 Willa Dr .. St. Joseph, Ml 49085 

(616) 983-2352 

Inquiry 624. 
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HARDWARE 

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
Has optimum features for monitor + control applica
llons: 16 Chan AID • 4 RS232/422 Ports • 48 Prog 1/D 
Lines • 8 Opto INs • 8 HIDrlve OUTs • 4 Timers • 
Watchdog • 1 04K Memory • 5.25 x 8.0 Options: Rest· 
dent FORTH OS with Target Complier, Editor, Assam· 
bier, + Auto Load/Start ; 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan D/A • 
Batlery Backed Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support. 

E·PAC 1000 + $249.00 E·PAC 2000 + $449.00 

EMAC I NC. 
P.O. Box 2042, Carbondale IL 62902 (618) 529·4525 

Inquiry 625. 

New XT Turbo 
640K RAM, Mono/Graphics • Mull/ I/O w/clock·cal Bal 

backup • 2 Parallel, 2 Serial & 1 Game ports • 
• Monochrome Monitor & XTIA T keyboard • 

1 360K Floppy Drive and 
1 20 Meg Seagate Hard Drive 

One Year Factory Warranty-$1225.00 DOS inc. 
Texas residents add 6% sales tax • Plus $35.00 s/h 

Phone 2 14 449 3523 

Ferris Computers 
P.O. Box 22 Ferris , TX 75125 Chk. • M.O. • Cashier's Chk. 

Inquiry 626. 

FREE CATALOG 
Protect your computer power from black-outs, brown
outs, audio/video hash and surges! Complete line of 
low cost Emergency Power Supply units, Line Condl· 
tioners and Surge Suppressors prevent damage and 
loss of valuable data. Prevent errors, malfunctions and 
false printouts! Send for money saving catalog today. 

INDUS-TOOL 
730 W. Lake St., Chicago. IL 60606 

Phone 312·648-2191 

Inquiry 627. 

87C51 PROG. $125.00 
The UPA 87C51 Programming Adapter lets you use 
your general purpose programmer to program the 
87C51 , 8751 H, AMD8753H, 87C252, and 8752BH. 
Also lets you program the 87C51 /8751 H security bits 
and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple and 
VERY cost effective. 

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
6184 Teall Station, Syracuse NY 13217 

(315) 478·0722 Telex 671 5617 LOGS 

Inquiry 628. 

NorthStar 
Sales and service. North Tech Specializes in Horizon and Ad
vantage hardware/software/support. largest full service 
distributor of NorthStar products In United States. We buy
sell-trade NorthStar products and peripherals. • complete 
repai r facilities • tech support and training • all hardware 
and software In stock • same day service available • ten 
years of customer satisfaction 

NorthTech Support Services, Inc. 
Oberlin , Ohio I Arlington, Virginia 

1·800·426·7898 216·775-0525 

Inquiry 629. 

NEW/USED APPLES & STUFF 
MACINTOSH - Call 
Apple Parts - Call 

Mac a ccessories-ha rd drives Call 
We buy, sell & horsetrade - Apple, IBM. 

SHREVE SYSTEMS 
2421 Malcom St. , Shreveport , LA 71108 

318·865·6743 4-9 p.m. • FAX-318·865·2006 

International inquiries welcome C.S.T.-VISNMC 

Inquiry 630. 
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HARDWARE/ ADD-ONS 

External 51!4 for the PS/2 
5Y•" External drive for the PS/2 Modeta 25, 30, 60, 60 & 80, 
Plugs into an exlsUng slot In the PSJ2 and runs oH the com· 
puler's Internal pcmer supply. The 525 EXTRA allows the PSJ2 
to read, write and format standard 360KB disks as the com· 
pulers "B" drive. Includes everything to begin 'NDrklng right 
rway, no eX1ra controllers to buy. Two year warranty, $325.00, 
Dealer Inquiries welcome. Call lor our Catalog. 

Delkln Devices U.S.A. 
4655 Cass 51 .. Sto. 306, San Diogo, CA 92109 

( 6 19) 273·8086 

Inquiry 631 . 

PC TTL OUTPUT CARD 
32 CHANNELS 

32 TIL level outputs on a short slot configured IBM 
PC 110 card . Output devices socketed. Output cur
rent 16 mA each channel 
Price $100 Delivery: Stock. 

ULTRALINK 
P.O. Box 1809, Minden, NV 89423 

1·800-852·6273 702·782·9758 

Inquiry 632. 

ZSON I HD64180/CP/M" CO-PROCESSORS 
Plug-in co-processors for PC, PC/AT. 
Blue Thunder Z80 co-processors 

6 MHz $249.95 10 MHZ $399.95 
12.5 MHz $599.95 

HD64180 co-processors $295 and up 
All co-processors with CP/M emulator. Software only 
emulator ZSIM only $99.95. 
Z-WORLD 916-7 53-3722 

1772A Picasso Ave., Davis, CA 95616 
See our ads on page 344. 

HARDWARE/CO-PROCESSOR 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
DSP products for the IBM PC/XT/AT based on the Tl 
TMS32010 and TMS320C25. Designed for applications 
in communications, Instrumentation, speech, and 
numeric processing. Offered with 12 bit 80 KHz AID and 
0/A and continuous data acquisition & playback option. 
$650 and up. 

DALANCO SPRY 
Suite 241 , 2900 Connecticut Ave, NW, 

Washington DC 20008 
(202) 2 3 2·79 9 9 

Inquiry 633. 

AT / FORC E RISC SYSTE M 
50 MIPS Top End 

High speed coprocessor board for IBM/AT and 366s : 
10 to 50 MIPS range. Runs sieve in .028 sec. Uses Har· 
ris' new Forth AI SC Core Set comprising five HCMOS 
chips: 10MHz RISC Core, 1-cycle 15-channel lnterrupt 
Controller, 1-cycle 16 x 16 Multiplier, end 2 64-word 
Single Stack Controllers. Forth development software 
Included. $3995. 
SILICON COMPOSERS (41 5) 322·8763 

210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Inquiry 634. 

PC MINI-SUPERCOMPUTER 
Up to 40 MIPS In Yo ur PC/ 

Fill your PCIXT/AT with 1 to 6 PC4000 boards for a high speed 
PC.RISC system. The PC4000 uses the NC40t6 RISC Engine 
which executes high level Forth in silicon. Each PC4000 is 
a general purpose parallel coprocessor that delivers speeds 
in the 5 to 7 MIPS range . . . over a 100 times faster than a 
PC, uses Forth, C or Assembler. From $1295. 

SILICON COMPOSERS (415) 322-8763 
210 Cal iforni a Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Inquiry 635. 

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS 

BUILD SCALE SYSTEMS FOR LESS 
For a fraction of your present cost, you can pro· 

duce professional computerized weighing systems 
using building-block interface modules and soli· 
wa re, Th ey're ve rsati le, easy to use and 
unbeatable value. 

Call or write for brochures, prices and examples 
taken from our wide industnal experience. 

SCALE-TRON INC. 
P.O. Box 424. Lachine, Quebec, HSS 4C2 CANADA 

(514) 634·7083 

Inquiry 636. 

INFORMATION 

The Tables of ERP 
The " Economic Report of the President" has 
concise tables of the major economic ind icators 
(GNP, Employment, Inflation , Population end 
much more.) The Tables of the 1988 Report are 
now available on disk in (CAL, WKS, CSV, or TXT) 
formats for (PC or MAC or most CP/M)-$29.95 

FAIR FACTS 
Bo)( 536. San Ralael, CA 94915 

Tel. 415·485·178t 

Inqui ry 637. 

LANS 

LANLINE-1 
with SAFFRON· I NET-WARE ............. 115,200 SAUD XFR RATE 

Unk Four PC Computers To Any PC Computer Via AS232 
Ports, Unk PC XT 's, AT's, Desktops, or Laptops. MENU 
Driven; Read Directory, Remove Dir, Copy Files, Delete Files, 
and Print To Any Printer Connected. 31h and Slf• disks . 
You Wlll Love It 
rog $1 39.95 SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY .... $78.95 
DEALER INQUIRIES tNVtTtED .. ... ... t-800·654·7222 
TAMPA BAY DIGITAL 
1750 DREW ST., CLEARWATER, FL 34615 813-443-7049 

Inquiry 638. 

LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

LAPTOP SPECIALS 
Toshiba 3200 & 5200 • Zenith • NEC· 
Multispeed EC and HD • DATAVUE •AFFORD
ABLE 5 14" or 3V2'' DRIVE UNITS for LAP· 
TOPS & DESKTOPS. DICONI X PRI NTERS 
. .. 1200 & 2400 BAUD MODEMS for Laptops. 
Fast re liable and friendly service. 

For Low Pric ing call 

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED 
201·469·7678 (7 Days, 9 am-9 pm Eastern time) 

Inquiry 662. 

LAP-LINK 
The ultimate solution lor linking laptop computer with any IBM 
compatible desktop PC. 115, 200 baud transler rate-faster 
than any other product available. No installation necessary. 
easy to use split screen design. Includes incredible 1'univer
sal cable' ' that connects any too computers. Transfer entire 
disks faster than a DOS copy command! Only 5129.95 In· 
eluding universal cable and both 31h " and 5lf• " disks. 
" Bridge" owners can trade in for only 589.95 w/o cable. 

Traveling Software Inc. 
19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothelr WA 98011 
1-800-343-8080 (206) 483-808e 

Inquiry 639. 

LEGAL 

D ESIGNED FOR LEGAL WORK 
The SoftWarsN Substantive System . " Th is 

could save a law off ice 30% - 45% of the 
time to process plead ings." Brief, 9/87. 
Version 3.3 $1 59. Free brochu re. 

TSC 
The Software Company 

P.O. Box B72687, Wasilla, AK 99687 

(907) 745-6267 

Inquiry 640. 
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LITERA TU RE/LINGU ISTICS 

TEXT PROCESSING SOFTWARE 
The CONSTAT suite of programs for the IBM or Macin
tosh PC will produce concordances, lexical statistics, 
cluster analyses and vocabulary overlaps to help solve 
problems of authorship and sequence at composition 
of literary texts. Send for technical data and list of 
machine-readable texts. 

Louis Ule 
27 Mustang Ad ., Roll ing Hills, CA 90274 

(213) 3n-3oao 

Inquiry 641. 

MEMORY CHIPS 

MEMORY CHIPS 
41256-15-12·10 ........... Call 51 000 (1 Meg) .. ..... Call 
4164-15 ... . . Call 51258 for Compaq 386. 6.43 . 
4164-12 .. Call 8087·3·2 . .. 961143 
41128 Piggy Back lor M .. 2.63 80267-6-8-10 .. 155/2331293 
41464-12 (64Kx4) .. .. .. . 3.27 80387 . .. ... Call 
414256 (256Kx4) .. . .. Call NEC-V-20·8 ..... Call 
2764.27128.27256,27512 ... Call Mouse . .. ... $49 

Prices subject to change 

ESSKAY 1-800-327-3237 
718·353·3353 

Inquiry 642. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WHY PAY RETAIL PRICES? 
Why spend ycur precious time searching the 
stores/catalogs for the computer/office equip· 
menVsupplies you want? Through our program you 
can save time and obtain name brand Items at low 
prices. Free trial membersh ip ! For more 
information: 

THE ULTIMATE BUYER'S SOURCE 
308 Crocker N46941-A Mt. Clemens, Ml 48046 

1·800·327·4226 

Inquiry 643. 

OPTICAL SCANNING 

STOP TYPING! 
OCR SERVICE BUREAU - We Scan EVERYTHING 

Previously Printed Material 
• Invoices • Books • Documents • Phone Bill s 

• Output to • 31h," • 5", • 8" • MAC • 
1600 BPI • WORM • CD ROM 

We Convert EVERYTHING. 
All Word Processing and Data Bases Supported. 

Kurzwell & Palantl r Scanning 
Phototypesett ing & Printing • Day & Night Service 

DATASCAN 
1 Vlorld Trade Ctr . Sie 1927 New Yot~ NY 10048 (212) 938·Sn7 

Inquiry 644. 

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS 

CLIPPER" DEVELOPMENT TOOLBOX 
Alternative Business Training, Inc. introduces BOATSWAIN'S 
MATE© , a set of over 150 functions, procedures , and DOS 
Utilities lor dBase"' programmers who use clipper as a com
pller. Thousands of development hours have gone Into this 
software in order to save you hours of prog ramming time. 
Whether you are a novice or a serious clipper developer, the 
BOATSWAIN 'S MATE© is for you . Free li st of library func· 
tlons available. 

Call 1·800·328·76n In N.H. 1-357-8665 
ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS TRAINING, INC. 

206 Washington St. , Keene, NH 03431 

Inquiry 645. 

Affordable CASE 
A new concept in Computer A ided Engineer
ing for developing PC/DOS applications! C 
Dispatcher generales fast, efficient C code for 
command and menu driven applications. 
Develo p, document, and change easily. Many 
features. For many compilers. 

Amaryllis Inc. 
563 Wanaquadoc Ad , Bolton. MA 01740 

(617) 365·5456 

Inquiry 646. 

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS 

FINITE STATE COMPILERS 
Program complex software programs in minutes 
instead of hoursl The COM PEDITOR forms 
source Finite Stale programs in: ADA, BASIC, C, 
FORTRAN and PASCAL. 

IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 175K RAM Dos 2.0+ 
Price: $175.00 per compiler (With Primer) 

AYECO 5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando 
INCORPORATED FL 32808 (305) 295·0930 

Inquiry 647. 

TLIB'" 4.0 Version Control 
The bes1 gets beller! They loved TLIB 3.0: "packed with 
features . , /does deltas) amazingly last . .. ex
cellent "-PC Tech Journal Sep1 87. "has my highest 
recommendation"-R. Richardson, Computer Shop
per Aug 87. Now TLIB 4.0 has : branching , more 
keywords, wildcards & file lists, revision merge, LAN and 
WORM drive support, more. MSIPC-DOS 2.x & 3.x 
$99.95 + $3 s&h. VisaJMC. 

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 4156. Cary, NC 27519 (919) 469·3066 

Inquiry 648. 

XACT-16C PROGRAMMER 
Complete RAM-Resident emulation of the Hewlett
Packard 16C Programmer's Calculator. Binary, hex. 
decimal, octal and float modes. AN D, OR, XOR, 
shift, mask and more. See BYTE "What 's New", 
Jan. '88 pp. 88 for details. $49.95. PCIXTIAT. 30 day 
money back guarantee. VISAIMC. 

CALCTECH, INC. 
13629 Bellevue-Redmond Ad. #202, Bellevue, WA 98005 

(206) 643·1682 

Inquiry 649. 

Modula-2 
Repertoire, now at rel l .S, is the largest and most widely us· 
ed M2 1ibrary In the world. Includes extensive tow-level, user 
interface, and ultra-soph isticated database tools suitable for 
use with bitmaps, text, lists, structured records, etc. Only $89. 
From !he creators ol ModBase, EmsStorage, and Graphlx. 
Complete manuals for all products available on free demo 
disks. MCN ISNAMEXIPOICOD. 

PM 14536 SE 50th, Portland , OR 97206 
(503) m-8844; TLX : 6502691013 

Inquiry 650. 

Disassemble MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC 
Relocatable, symbolic disassemblers are now available 
for the Motorola, Intel, RCA, Tl. Rockwell. & Zilog micros' 
Aulomalic label generalion. assembly capability and 
much more. Call and ask lor what you need. 

RELMS'" 
P.O. Box 6719 

San Jose, Cali fornia 95150 
(408) 356-1210 

TWX 910-379-0014 (800) 448·4680 

Inquiry 651. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC 
Hund reds to choose from, wordprocessors, 
databases, spreadsheets, games, x-rated , lotto, 
communications, business, music, bible, art, 
education, language and useful utilities for mak
ing your computer easier to learn . Most programs 
have documentation on the disk . 

Wri1e for your FREE cata log today! 
BEST BITS & BYTES 

PO Box 8245, Oep!·B. Van Nuys. CA 91409 
f818) 781-9975 

lnqu1ry 652. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

RENT SOFTWARE $1/DISK 
Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software 
for $1 per diskfull or we' ll copy. IBM (3V2'' also), 
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3. 
VISA/MC. 24 hr. info/order line. (619) 941-3244 or 
send #10 SASE (speci fy computer) Money Back 
Guarantee! 

FutureSystems 
Box 3040 (T), Vista , CA 92083 

office: 10·6 PST Mon.Sat. (619) 941·9761 

Inquiry 653. 

QUALITY SOFTWARE IBM/COMPATIBLES 
Get a Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database, 
Money Manager and 5 arcade games plus our 
10,000 program catalog for ONLY $10.00 ( +sih) 

800·992·1992 (National) 
800·992·1993 (Ca only) 
619-942·9998 (Foreign) 

VISA, MC, AMEX Accepted . (COD + 1.90) 
The International Software Library 

511·104 Encinitas Blvd., Encinitas, CA 92024 

Inquiry 654. 

FREE SOFTWARE 
The PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP provides public do· 
main software lor IBM, CP/M, CS4 & C-128 computers. PDUG 
Is one of the oldest (est . 1982) & largest (over 10,000 members 
worldwide) users groups. 
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $10 and receive not only our 1 year 
membership but also our new member disk lree (contains 
21 great programs). Or for more Info. send a SASE (specify 
computer) to: 
PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP 

P.O Box 1442·BM . Orangepark, FL 32067 
904·264·3512 (DROER LINE) 

Inquiry 655. 

$1.50 per DISK 
Latest IBM PC Public Domain/User Supported 
Software from non profit corporation at lowest 
cost. Call or send SASE for information or send 
$5 for sample and catalog disks. 

24 hr. message 516·361·9234 
BBS: 516·361·9665 

P D Soft Corp. 
PO Box 11083. Hauppauge. NY 11788 

Inquiry 656. 

SECURITY 

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness 
of powerful multi layered security. Rapid decryption 
algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent security 
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Countdown 
and timeout options also available. KEY-LOK" 
security at about 112 BIT-LOCK cost. 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
7805 S. Windemere Circle, Littleton , CO 80120 

(303) 922·6410 or 798·7683 

Inquiry 657. 

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• General Ledger • Purch Ordllnvntory 
• Accounts Recvbl. • Accounts Payable 
• Order Entry • Job Costing 
• Sales Analysis • Job Estima1ing 
$99 EA. + s&h wldBASE 2, 3 or 3+ SOURCE CODE 

dATAMAR SYSTEMS - Cr. Crd/Chk/COD 
4876-B Santa Monica Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92107 {619) 223-3344 

Inquiry 658. 
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SOFTWARE/ AI 

Learn AI Fast 
ltnhen" is a book and a disk of Lotus spreadsheets. 

':.\ marvelous little AI training package . 
you'll find it an excellent tutorial . 

this product is a must" 
Ezra Shapiro, 

BYTE, Aug. '87, p.263 
If/then Is only $69.95 

If/then Solutions 
1 Mallorca Way. #301B SF. CA 94123 415-346-5886 

lolus 1-2·3 rei 2 required, $3 for shipping N.A., $8 elsewhere 

Inquiry 659. 

SOFTWARE/ ARCHITECTURE 

NATURAL 3-D NAVIGATION 
• 3 Vanlshln~ Points Navigator: Great help for art

ists & architects. Navigator provides rapid moving 
natural views and the capability for unusual 
slanted rotation. The perspect ive can also be 
suppressed or enhanced. $449.95 + $4.00 S&H 
(may change without notice.) 

+ Require IBM PC or compatible (256K up). 
Demo-disk $7.00 + $1 .00 S&H (Version 2.0) 

bD·Codlna Svstems, Inc. 
2a45 University H91'9hts ~e. , Boulder, CO 80302 

telephone (303) 449-3640 • facsimi le (30J)-442-1967 

Inquiry 660. 

SOFTWARE/BASIC 

XGRAF DRAWS IN BASIC! 
FINALLY! XGRAF replaces QuickBASIC's poor 
drawing commands with assembly language calls 
that work on Hercules, EGA, VGA, CGA and EEGA 
screens. Only $99.00 + $4.00 S&H. Call us at 
1-800-423-3400 (9:00 AM to 8:00 PM ESll 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd. , Pi ttsburgh, PA 15215 

For info., call (412) 782-0384 

Inquiry 661 . 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SYSTEM 
Heads-down data entry with two· pass verification for 
the PC/XT/AT & compatibles. Loaded with features 
like: Auto dup & skip, verify bypass, range checks, 
& table lookups. Fully menu driven only $395. 

Call for free 30 day trial period. 

COMPUTER KEYES 
21929 Makah Rd .; Woodway, WA 98020 

(206) 776-6443 

MILP88-MIXED INTEGER LP 
A general-purpose system for solving mixed integer linear 
programs with up to 65 integers. 255 constraints 1255 
variables. Solves problems by applying the branch and 
bound method. Menu-driven with many useful features 
similar to LP88. Req. IBM PC, 192K. 5149 with 8087 
support, user's guide. VISNMC. 

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC. 
POB 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309 

(703) 549-5469 

Inquiry 663. 

dFELLER Inventory 
Business inventory programs written in modifiable d8ASE 
source code. 

dFELLER Inventory $150.00 
Requires dBASE It or ttl , PC-DOS/CPM 

dFELLER Plus $200.00 
with History and Purchase Orders 

Requrres dBASE Ill or dBASE ttl Plus (For Stockrooms) 

Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849 

(906) 486-6024 

Inquiry 664. 
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SOFTWARE/CHURCH 

PowerChurch Plus® 
Fast, friendly, reliable church administration 
system. Full fund accounting , mailing lists, 
membership, contributions, attendance, word 
processing , accts. payable, payroll , multi -user 
support, and much more - a ll for $695 com
plete. FREE demo version. 

F1 SOFTWARE 
PO. Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

(213) 854·0865 

Inquiry 665. 

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'" 
Membership-61 fields plus alternate addresses; labels. letters. 
reports any lield(s) Olfering-256 funds; optional pledge: 
statements: post to 255x/yr. F1nance-gen. ledger wlbudget : up 
to 500 subtotals & 99 depts . month & YTD reports anytime lor 
any month. Attendance- a service times. 250 events per ser· 
vice: 60 consecutive weeks. Available lor floppy, 3'12 & hard 
disk. Ad too short! Write lor free 4B·page guide. 

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BJB 
P.O. Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 46514 

(219) 262-2188 

Inquiry 666. 

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION 

PRIVATE LESSONS'M 
The combined tutor, game-maker & knowledge 
base that grows with you. Makes learning any sub
ject fun . Gives time, grade & recommendations. 
Stresses difficult questions. Includes tester/editor, 
2 games & sample Chemistry, DOS lessons. 
$49.951 VISA-MASTERCARD 

CORBIN Software 
600 Industrial Circle, White City, OR 97503 

503-826-6737 

Inquiry 667. 

WE CAN MAKE IT TALK! 
Talking educational programs !rom Dataflo Computer Ser· 
vices lor IBM /compat. & Apple® ll 's support most speech 
cards or run w/o speech. 3 SPELLING programs share 
2000-VttOrd Iiies! Create wordsJiiles, adjust pronunciation! 
Spanish ve rsions. toot 2 early MATH programs; MEMORY 
program; Access speech lrom compiled BASIC with 
SONCOM ... . All Unprotected! Contact: 

U.S.A. DIRECT 
Dept. B. HC 32-Box 1, Enfield, NH 03748 

(603) 448-2693 

Inquiry 668. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Affordable Engineering Software 
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG 

Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • 
Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Pro
cessing • Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer 
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation • Micro
strip Design • PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISAIMC 
Accepted. 

BV Engineering • (714) 781-0252 
2023 Chicago Ave .. Unit B-13, Riverside. CA 92507 

Inquiry 669. 

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
MICROSAFE: Inexpensive, easy to learn and use 
Finite Element Analysis for IBM PCs and com
patibles. Up to 400 nodes, 600 beams, 500 plates. 
Graphics. 2-D: $75, 3-D : $120, Both: $160. 
Overseas add $20. Evaluation copies. NOT COPY
PROTECTED. Ask for brochure. 

MICROSTRESS Corp. (Dep . BM1) 
10950 Forest Ave. S., Seattle, WA 98178-3205 

(206) 772-0508 

Inquiry 670. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS 
FOR PCs and MS-DOS 

DEFLECTION OF BEAMS OF UNIFORM OR VARIABLE 
CROSS SECTION (not an FE-program): Statistically deter· 

minate problems & continuous beams 
SIMPLE OR MULTIPLE SHRINK·FITS: Shrinkage pressures, 

stresses, torsional holding ability etc. 
HERTZ: Pressure between bodies 

MICROMIN® - Software 
Dan Steurer. P.O. Box 344, Mannfo1d. OK 74044 
Recorded Message: (800) 336-2072. ex/. 5776 

Inquiry 671 . 

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC"' 
GPSS/PC"' is an IBM personal computer implementa· 
tion of the popular mainframe simulation language 
GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interac· 
tive environment allow a totally new view of your simula· 
lions. Simulate complex real·world systems with the 
most interactive and visual yet economical simulation 
software. 

MINUTEMAN Software 
P.O. Box 171/Y. Slow. Massachusens. U.S.A 

(617) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540 

Inquiry 672. 

Circuit Analysis - SPICE 
Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC. 

*Version 3B1 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET, 
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen 
graphics, improved speed and convergence. 

• PC Version 2G6 available at $95. 
Call , write, or check inquiry # for more info. 

Northern Valley Software 
28327 Rothrock Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes. CA 90274 

(213) 541-36n 

Inquiry 673. 

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent 
free of charge (USA only) to scientists/engineers 
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics 
each month include Instrumentation • Data 
Acq/Control • Design Automation . To receive a 
free sample issue and qualification form either cir
cle below or send request on letterhead to: 

Personal Engineering Communications 
Box 1821 , Brookline. MA 02146 

Inquiry 674. 

LCA-1 LOGIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
Introducing LCA-1 , a high performance, low cost 
digital circuit simulator. Includes: 
• Event driven simulation, interactive/batch. 
• User defined macros, external inputs. 
• Gate delays, loading. 
• Built-in graphics, user defined probes. 

LCA-1 IBM PC/XTfAT/PS-2 only $350. 
Call 313-663-8810 lor FREE DEMO 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
1478 Mark Twain Ct., Ann Arbor, Mi 48103 

Inquiry 675. 

SOFTWARE/FINANCIAL 

THE FINANCIAL PLANNER 
AS EASY AS "ATM" 

Your Bank's Auto. Teller Machine & THE FINANCIAL 
PLANNER have a lot in common. NEW Menu driven 
program w/ easy to use ManuaL • Balance Checkbook, 
Prepare Budget, Financial Statement, Loan Amortiza
tion Schedule & more • $99.95 -OUR PRICE-$59.95 
+ $2 S/H . PA 6'/o TX. Apple tt c, lte, tlgs, IBM PC or 
Compatible. CK/MCN!SA 

SOFTECH IND., INC. 717-584·5191 
Box 117A, Dept. B456, Hughesville, PA 1~ 

Inquiry 676. 

•• .. 
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SOFTWARE/FORTRAN 

FORTRAN n Extension 
EXTEND subroutines for MS, RM, IBM Pro com
pilers to control keyboard, monitor, text & graphics, 
DOS file & directory operations, parallel & serial 
110. Plus user graphics for CGA, EGA, VGA, 
HP7475A, TEK 4010, AutoCAD DXF & db save files. 
Both 8087 & non 8087 libraries pkgd for $149. 
Royalty free. VISA/MCIPO/CHK. 

Design Decisions, Inc. 
P.O. Box 12884, Pittsburgh, PA 15241 

(412) 941·4525 
Inquiry 6n. 

SOFTWARE/GENERAL 

US$5 . - . INCLUDING DISK 
Over 2,000+ sohware titles for IBM-PC Apple J (, + ,e,c.GS, 
Macintosh, C64/128. Amiga. Latest titles and versions. Lots 
of hi.quality manuals. Best services. 
1200 bps Pocket-size Modem . . . $159 
256K Auto Hi-Res EGA card . . ... $179 
16 MHz AT/286 Motherboard/4 Mb . . . .... ...... . $649 
Lots of bargains. ram chips, etc .. .. Specify your computer 
type. FREE catalog sent to you by air-mail. Write : 

IBRAHIM BIN ABU BAKAR, Dept. BYTE 
Raffles City P.O. Box 1029, Singapore 9117 

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 

Inquiry 678. 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW? 
Your I.Q.? Memory Level? Response Time? 

Coordination? Visual Perception? 
Expand your mind with MENTOR'~-saftware that lets 
you explore your h idden talents. 58 psychometric exer
cises, incl. 25 1.0. tests. IBM PC/Compatibles • 256K 

• CGAJEGNVGA • $49.95 • VISAJMC 
No shipping charge to anywhere in the world 

Heuristic Research, Inc. 
3112-A West Cuthbert Ave., Midland, TX 79701 
800-443-7380 (In TX. collect 915-694-5936) 

Inquiry 679. 

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL 

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG 
Geological so~ware for log plotting, griddinglcon
touring , hydrology, digitizing, 3-D solid modelling, 
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image pro
cessing , scout ticket manager, over 50 programs 
in catalog. Macintosh too! Catalog $3.00 

RockWare, Inc. 
4251 Kipling St. , Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 

80033 USA 
(303) 423-5645 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

TurboGeometry Library 
(Source & Manual) 

Turbo Pascal, C, Mac, & Microsoft C. Over 150 2 & 3 dimen
sional routines including: Intersections, Transformations. 
Equations, Hidden Lines, Perspective, Curves, Areas, 
Volumes. Clipping, Planes, Matrices. Vectors, Distance, 
PolyDecomp. IBM PC (Camp.), MAC. 

VISA!MC 599.95. 
Disk Software, Inc. 

2116 E. Arapaho 11487, Richardson. TX 75081 

(214) 423-7288 

Inquiry 680. 

FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen 
plotter. Fast hi-res output. Vary line width. Includes 
VPLOT virtual plotter utility to capture plotting com
mands. Supports NEG P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Ep
son LQIMX/FX, HP laserjet. Uses Hercules, CGA, 
EGA or VGA for screen preview. $64 check or m.o. 

HORIZON SOFTWARE 
Suite 605, 24-!6 Steinway St., Astoria, NY !1103 

212-418-8469 
Inquiry 681 . 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled 
B&W or color reproductions of your display on any 
dot matrix, inkjet. or laser printer GRAFPLUS sup
ports all versions of PC or MS-OOS with IBM (incl. 
EGA. VGA), Tecmar and Hercules graphics boards. 
$49.95. 

Jewell Technologies, Inc. 
4740 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116 

800-628-2828 X 527 (206) 937-1081 

Inquiry 682. 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER? 
NO'W you can caii2-D and 3-0 graphics routines with in your 
FORTRAN program . 

GRAFMATIC: screen routines S135. 
PLOfMATIC: plotter driver 135. 
PRINTMATIC: printer driver 135. 

For the IBM PC, XT, AT & compatibles. We support a 
variery of compilers, graphics bds., plotters and printers. 

MICROCOMPATIBLES 
301 Prelude Dr., Dept. B. Silver Spring, MD 20901 USA 

(301) 593-0683 

Inquiry 683. 

CGA-+Hercules'" Graphics 
Mode-MGA" allows you to use business graphics, 
games, BASICA graphics and other CGA speci fic soh
ware with your Hercules• Monochrome Graphics adaptor 
and monochrome monitor. Works with all CGA programs. 
$79.95 ( + $5 s&h) for the 3k:rSR version. 30-day money 
back guarantee. Call or write: 

T.B.S.P. Inc. 
2265 Westwood Blvd .. Suite 793. Los Angeles, CA 90064 

(213) 312-0154 

Inquiry 684. 

SOFTWARE/HEALTH 

FamilyCare"' Software 
This comprehensive medical diagnostic expert 
system spares expensive, unnecessary trips to a 
physician by guiding you quickly through possible 
symptoms and giving you specific directions for 
medical ca re, home treatment, and medications. In 
cludes hundreds of symptoms, injuries, and 
diseases of newborns through teenagers. 

FamllyCare•• Software 
Lundin Laboratories, Inc. 

2945t Greenfield Ad., Suite #216, Southfield, Ml 46076 
800/426-8426 or 313/559·4561 

Inquiry 685. 

SOFTWARE/INVESTMENT 

MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS 
The new BuSiness Week Mutual Fund Scoreboard Disket
tes use the enormous pov.-er of your IBM or compatible PC 
to select rale and compare v1nually every eqUity and fixed 
income mutual fund on the market ($49.95 each or 
$23990 for subscriptions to bolh) 

Order now or rece1ve more information by calling 
1-800-553-3575 (In Illinois. call 1·312·250·9292). 

Business Week Mutual Fund 
Scoreboard Diskettes 

P.O. Box 621, Elk Grove, IL 60009 

inquiry 686. 

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGE 

SERIES 32000 MODULA-2 COMPILER 
NalionaiSomi::r:n:fuctls32CXXlblnVtc:Arriaoproc:esrorscrdMoOJ.a..2h<t.e 
rommondwac:teristics thllnW8them rnei:iool~ brvirtualy at'rf 
errbeddodrnic::ropo::o5:S'J'SIM'l . Bah8nlllddesigledand~t:luse. 
The MOO.A&-2compilerhelp6~de.elopand mai'cai't}OJ softv.ore i'l a 
lrncD:Jnc:Aihe tmespenl wrib'lgprogamsin ~ C.cxALl'\.lrd.Jdes 
EOOOR, COt.ft..ER, UI'«ER. DE<XX>ER aod ~ UTlUTY. The 
c::orm'lo1I"'W&blsed user~ollhe ¥*f!m iseo&:reE!n ~ arc:l 
loodsltleuserltVcu;;tllhe~entemgl)'lXBS& 
L.o.v-eosl eomptler board lor IBM PCIXT/AT bus $750 
High performance compiler board lor IBM PCIXT/AT bus S1995 
High performance eomp.ler board lor Micro Channel bus $1995 

ALOIS SCHONBACHLER 
Freischlitzgasse 14, CH-8004 ZUrich, Switzerland 

41-1-241-0514 

lnqu1ry 687. 

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGE 

DRUMA FORTH-83 
Strict '83 STANDARD. Developed for in house use. No 
64K limitation. 64K speed & compactness to 320K. 

• IBM PC/XTIAT & compatibles, DOS 2.0 + 
• ROM: Headerless code, separated variables 
• Editor, assembler, file & DOS interfaces 
• On-line documentation & many other features 
• Full Package $79., S&H $2 , VISAJMC 

DRUMA FORTH-83, DRUMA INC. 
6448 Hwy. 290E, Suite E-103, Austin, TX 78723 

Orders: 512-323-0403 BBoard: 512-323-2402 

Inquiry 688. 

MULTI-USER DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM 
Gain the 80386 edge lor your applications with THEOS C, 
an advanced compiler for the new THEOS 386 multi-user, 
multitasking operating system. Meets ANSI C standard, plus 
offers the pcw.oer of 250 additional functions lor VOl graphics. 
real·t ime processing and file access. PrO"'ldes UNIX and DOS 
source code compatibility. Breaks 64K limitation. Two-volume 
manual set. BASIC Language package also available. 

For complete mufti-user solutions, calf us today. 

THEOS Software Corp. 
1n7 Bothelho Dr .. Suite 360. Walnut Creek. CA 94596 

(415) 935-1118 FAX (415) 935-11n 

Inquiry 689. 

SOFTWARE/LASER FONTS 

LaserJet Fonts 
FASTfont downloads 4-10 times faster- EASY! MS
DOS program to select (by title) & group fonts. Download 
immediately or in groups. Any sohfonts work. FASTfont 
- $79. Also BIGfont - 8 fonts in sizes from 10 pts. lo 
t58 pts. (2 inches)- print from any word processor
easy commands. 30 day $$ back. 

Worthinaton Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 
See our ad on page 42. 

SOFTWARE/LOTTERY 

THE ULTIMATE LOTTERY PROGRAM 
" LOTOSYSTEMS" BY USA-LOlO Rei 3.1 Easy to use, menu 
driven complete statistical analysis program for any lolto or 
Keno Game. Over 100 frequency and selection repons 
displayed or printed by ball# , pairs, triplets, families, mates, 
most frequent, and past due in sorted or numeric order. In
cludes Proven Wheeling Systems. Data for any game also 
available. IBM PCIXTIATILAP'TDPS. 256K RAM, DOS 2.0, 
5.25" & 3.5" disks. $49.95 + $4.00 Shipping. VISAIMC 

WESTERN EN-COMM, INC. 
4909 Stockdale Ho.vy. 11649 Bakersfield, CA 93309 
(BOO) 872-5686 or (805) 831-1633 FAX: 1-805-831-5622 

Inquiry 690. 

SOFTWARE/MUSIC 

MUSIC SOFTWARE CATALOG! 
Just published! Our new Musician's Music Software 
Catalog and it 's bener than ever! Over 80 pages of 
detailed information on the leading MIDI software pro
grams, interlaces, and accessories-everything for the 
modern musician. Send $3 for a 2-year catalog 
subscription including SALE! updates. 

Digital Arts & Technologies 
Dept. BT1 , P.O. Box 11, Milford, CT 06460 

203-874-9080 

lnqu1ry 691 . 

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING 

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 

LET~S TALK LABELS 
We do disk labels (5 '/4,. & 3'/z) 

• Beller • Faster • Cheaper • 
Because we specialize in disk labels ... Let's Talk 

We also have Tyvek Sleeves 
Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages 

We are a complete software packaging service. 
Hlce & Associates 

930::t Cincinnati-Columbus Rd., West Chester, OH 45069 
513-777-0133 

Inquiry 692. 
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SOFTWARE/PRINTER 

PRINTER GENIUS 
Powerful memory resident printer management - Con
trol printer features from menus or within documents 
- Print spool to disk files - Background print - Direc
tory & file browse - Edit small text - Redirect output 
- User friendly pop-up screens - 92 page manual
Preset for all printers- Completely flexible - PC MS
DOS - $69 + $4 S/H - VISAIMC 

Nor Software Inc. 
527 3rd Ave. . Suite 150, New York, NY 10016 

(212) 213·9118 

Inquiry 693. 

SOFTWARE/SALES & MRKTG. 

Lead Management System 
The next generation in sales management. Follow up, 
tcrdo lists, telemarketing, product lists, appointments, 
mail-merge, word processor, and spreadsheet. Tracks 
expenses to show cost of sales. Uses your sales cycle 
and generates top ten lists. Industry specific versions 
available. IBM PC/XT/AT, compatibles, and laptops. 
$99.95 VISAIMC/COD. Demo Disk $5.00 

Powerhouse Systems Inc. 
1022 'Nest First St. Suile 104, Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

(800) 52s-sn4 or (919) 721-0241 

Inquiry 694. 

FOLLOW-UP 
SOFTWARE FOR SALESPEOPLE 

Manage & control all of your sales activities 
on your desktop or laptop. 

$179.95 
XYCAD GROUP 

15n St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, OH 441 14 

(800) 428-8457 (216) 589-5788 In Ohio 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

Data Acquisition & Analysis on PC's 
* FOURJEA PERSPECTIVE II Mancod D9faJ 59<>1 -* PRIME li'CTOR FFT Sl.brootine lbrasy. Cal from Tutbo Pascal, C, For· 

Iran. Basic. Upto65.520 datapoints. 2Dintertace available. Rae· 
tangu1ar FFT's roN possible in a multitude ol dimensioos. 

• 2& 30 Scientilk: Grapticpacloageswith plonersupp:l!1 from Golden 
Softwan>. 

* Data Acquisition & Control Boards bm MetraByte. Analog DEMees. 
Burr-8r01¥n, 5trcMbeny Tree. Nati:lnal lnstrumeols. Conlee. & Tecmar. 

• Oa!a Acquisition & ~ Softwate-labtsch Notebook, As¢., 
UnkeiSalpe, IJ:l(us M9asufe with t-2-l'Syrnphor'f, & Quinn-Curtis.. 

Clll lor F~~ ~f,J~J~~r!:~:~~~~;bllterature 

Alligator Technologies - (714) 850·9984 
P.O. Box 970a Fountain Vallev. CA 92708 

Inquiry 695. 

FOR PROFESSIONALS 
Expert system development tool which infers ru les: EX
PERT 4 for IBM PC. Numeric database program with 
statistics plus graphics: TADPOLE fo r IBM PC. 
Bibl iographic programs for IBM PC (REFSYS) and Ap
ple Mac (AUTOBIBLIO). Science and education pro
grams AND MUCH MORE. Send or call for FREE 
catalog. 

BIOSOFT 
P.O. Box 580, Milltown, NJ 08850 

201 613 9013 

Inquiry 696. 

NONLINEAR DYNAMICS 
Tools for Studying Mathematical and Experimental Systems 

• Ordinary and Delay Differential Equation Solvers • Bifurcation 
Diagrams • 2· and 3·0 Plotting, Sequential Magnification, 
Poincare Sections · Next Maximum, 1-D & Circle Maps 

· Phase Portraits with Multiple Initial Conditions· Spectral 
Analysis, Fractal Dimensions, Lyapunov Exponents 

DS:I $250.00 DS:II $350.00 

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 35241, Tucson , AZ 85740, 602-825-1331 

Inquiry 697. 
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SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

UPGRADE YOUR IBM PC TO 
A STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE! 

Do Data Acquis ition, Frequency Spectrum 

Analysis, Transfer Functions, Analysis with 
Lotus 1-2-3, and more-inexpensive ly and all 

without programming! 
For Info on SNAPSHOT Storage Scope: 

HEM Data Corpora t ion 
17025 Crescent • Southfield, Ml 48076 

(313) 559·5607 

Inquiry 698. 

ORDINARY/PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQN 

SOLVER 
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES 

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC. 
301 Prelude Or., Silver Spring, MO 20901 

(301) 593-0683 

Inquiry 699. 

SCI-GRA F and SCI-DATA 

~~11i~~~~ t~~~ri~~u~~;~~~s 9~g~~~~~~.e:~~~~~s~ 
screen and printer output. 

SCI-DATA perlorms least squares and normal curve fits, 
scaling and polar coordinate transformations. 

Prices start at $59.95. 
Microcomputer Systems Consultants 

Box 747, Santa Barbara, CA 93102 

(805) 963·3412 

Inqui ry 700. 

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries 
Turbo & Lightspeed Pascal , Moduia·2, C 

Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scien
tists and Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine 
libra ries, device independent graphics libraries (in
cluding EGA, HP plotter and Laserjet support), scien
tific charting libraries, 3-0 plotting library, data acquisi
tion libraries, menu-driven process control software. Ver
sions available for a variety of popular languages. 

Quinn-Curtis 
1191 Chestnut St. , Newton , MA 02164 

SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an 
MS-DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Sup· 
ports most languages and fi letypes including Btrieve 
and dBASE. Unlimited filesizes, mulliple keys and 
much more! MS·OOS $149. XENIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 

Opt-Tech Data Processing 
P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

Inquiry 701 . 

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP. 

W - 2 (COPY A ) O N FLOPPY 
The W-2 MAG program makes an IRSJSSA FORMAT floppy 
from a data entry screen or imported ASCII file. Includes 
manual and application forms. 

• Used nation wide • Menus, user friendly 
• Step-by-step data ent ry • Prints W-2 forms 
• Free phone support • PC compatible 

Ill inois Business Machines Inc. 
Department PC 

1403 Box 310 Troy Ad., Edwardsville, tl 62025 

PH. # (618) 692-6060 

Inqui ry 702. 

SOFTWARE/TOOLS 

DISK CACHE 
Pccelerate XT or AT PERFORMANCE with FLASHBACK Disk 

Cache. FLASHBACK automatically retains recently access

ed disk data and neighboring data in memory for immediate 

access. Programs are instantly retrieved and run up to 10 

times faster ! $19.95 + $2 SIH, 60 day $ back. 

CheckiMONisaJMC. 

aep designs, inc. 
14810 N. Ninth St. , Phoenix. AZ85022 

(602) 863-2861 

Inquiry 703. 

S C REEN MANAGER 
MENU, WINDOW, and OATA ENTRY Support for 
the Professional Programmer! Interfaces to most 
languages. BAS IC, C, FORTRAN , COBOL, 
PASCAL, ASSEMBLER. 100 Page Manual. Thirty 
day money back guarantee. No Royalties. 

from $79. Visa/MC 

The West Chester Group 
P.O. Box 1304, West Chester, PA 19380 

(215) 644-4206 
CA LL FOR FREE DEMO 

Inquiry 704. 

STATISTICS 

STAT A 
Statistics and graphics join to make STATA the 
most powerful package for the PC. No comparable 
program is as last, friendly, and accurate. $20 
Demo. Quantity discount available. Galt toll -free for 
more information. AXNISA/MC. 

1-800-STATAPC 
Computing Resource Center 

10801 National Boulevard , Los Angeles. CA 90064 

(213) 470-4341 

Inquiry 705. 

THE SURVEY SYSTEM 
An easy-to·use package designed specifically for 
ques11onnalre data. Produces banner formal. cross 
tabs & related tables. stalistiQ: (incl. regression) & bar 
charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end 
questions. All reports are camera-ready for prates· 
sional presentations. CRT interviewing option. 

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS 
15 Lone Oak Ctr., Dept. 8 , Petaluma. CA 94952 

707·765·1001 

Inquiry 706. 

SAMPLE SIZE? 
A I expert system estimates sample size for regres
sion, AN OVA, comparisons of means, props .... for 
surveys, experiments. . Computes maximum 
size , adjusts for response rates, mult iple 
groups . . .. Help, change/rerun , references, ASCII 
fi le report. EX-SAMPLE IBM-compatible, $195+s/h 
(50% educ. disc.). VISA/MC/PO, 30-day guarantee. 

The Idea Works, Inc. 
100 West Briarwood. Columbia, MO 65203 

(314) 445·4554 

Inquiry 707. 

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS 
Menu-driven. Multiple & stepwise regression. 
ANOVA. time series, discriminant cluster and factor 
analysis, principal components. scatter plots. 
histog rams. t·tests. contingency tables. non
parametrics. Import export data. Spreadsheet. sort. 
join. merge. $99. MS·DOS. Graphics program, $59. 

NCSS-8 
865 East 400 North, Kaysville, UT 84037 

801-546·0445 

Inquiry 708. 
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STATISTICS 

STATISTIX'" II 
Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-to
use. Full screen editor, transformations, linear 
models (ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc), 
ARIMA, most standard stat procedures. Clear, well 
organized documentation. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
$t69 PC DOS, $99 Apple II. 

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 13204. Roseville. MN 55113 

(612) 631-2852 

Inquiry 709. 

Spreadsheet Statistics 
NEW! 23 comprehensive statistics and forecasting 
modules for analyzing LOTUS worksheets. Low 
cost $24.95 each . Easy to use. Includes tutorial. 
Basic and advanced statistics with graphics and 
many user-definable options. Compare. Free 
brochure. 

Walonick Associates, Inc. 
6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis., MN 55423 

(612) 866-9022 

Inquiry 710. 

UTILITIES 

PERSONAL POP-UP 
Create and access your own memory-resident reference 
and help files with the KeyNotes® Reference System.' 
Open the KeyNotes "windoo" and return to the primary 
application with single keyst rokes. Compatible with all 
popular programs. For IBM PC and compatibles. $99.95 
+ $5.00 shipping. 

To order, call or write: 

Digital Learning Systems 
4 Century Dr .. Parsippany, NJ 07054 
800-992-0264 (In NJ 201-538-6640) 

InqUiry 711. 

Enhanced DOS Commands 
Get directory listings of all fi les that don't match a 
template. Search all directories for fi les matching a 
template. New commands and ne.v versions of exist ing 
commands, all with lots of variable options. Plus all com
mands accept special codes to reduce repetitive en
tries. Get the most from DOS with these time-saving 
routines. For MS-DOS/PCDOS 2.0 and higher. $29.95 

Driscoll Graphics 
135 E. Church. P.O. Box 625 

Clinton, Ml 49236 

Inquiry 712 . 

PEP Your Data to MS-DOS! 
PEP ("Printer Emulation Package") is a unique software 
product which makes your MS-DOS system appear to 
be an intelligent serial printer. Converting your data from 
another operating system is as easy as printing it! 
Diskette plus 90 page typeset manual, $64.95 U.S. (Not 
copy protected.) Specify sv .. or 3Vz inch diskette size; 
add $5 for both formats. 

Intel pro 
13 Saratoga Dr., Kirkland , Quebec. Canada H9H 3J9 

(514) 694·6862 

Inquiry 713. 

MATCH PRINTERS TO PC 
Match-A·Pnnler adapts most pnn!ers to PC/PS2 and compat1~es. W1th 
th1s reSident dnver. get the full extended IBM ASC II character set on 
most pnnlers. French, SpaJ'IJsh. German. ltahan. SwediSh. Greek, E!{C. , 
al'ld log1c symbols. Works great w1th Apple tmagewr1ter and D M P. . 
Epson and most dalsy·wheel pnnters Solve characte1 compat1blhty 
rtem. great for academtc anc1 eng1neenng apphcat1on Introductory 
Pnce S5995 & S2 S&H Cahl01n1a reSidents add 6 1h% sales tax 
MO!Checks 

MATCH SOFTWARE 
6426 Coldwater Canyon, North Hollywood, CA 91606-1113 

Toll free # 1 (800) FLOPPYO 

Inquiry 714. 

UTILITIES 

COPY ATTO PC 
The 1.2mB drive has long been known 1o READ but NOT 
reliably WRITE on 360k8 floppies. With " CPYAT2PC" '" 
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a 
slot for a second hard disk or backup tape. "CPYAT2PC" (Not 
Copy Protected) offers 'the preferable SOFTWARE SOLU
TION .' ONLY $79+$4 SIH VISA/MC/COD UPS 8/A 

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS 
655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070 

Order toll free 1-800-523-8m 
415-593-Bm (CA) 212-334-1858 (NY) 
TELEX EZLNK 62873089 Dealer inquiries invited 

Inquiry 715. 

Recover deleted files fast! 
Disk Explorer now includes automalic file recr:r;ery. You 
type in lhe deleted lile's name, Disk Explorer finds and 
restores iL Disk Explorer also show.; what's really on disk; 
view, change or create formats, change a file's status, 
change dala in any sectoc MS·DOS $75 U.S. Check!Credil 
card welcome. 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl. 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2 
(416) 961-8243 

Inquiry 716. 

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM® 
- Locks Hard Disk. - Restricts Floppy Use. 
- Protects Subdirectories. 
- Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software. 
- IBM PC. XT, AT and True Compatibles. 
- DOS V2.0 and Higher. Hard Disk System. 
- Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System 
· $89.95 VISAIMC 

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC. 
314 Canterbury Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15238 

(412) 963-1624 

Inquiry 717. 

$59.95!! 
Buy the RED Utilities now! Programs include: 
Disk cache to speed hard disk. Printer spooler. 
Batch file compiler. Palh command for data 
files. Wild card exceptions. Protect hard disk 
from accidental formatting. Sort directories. 
Over 10 more programs. IBM PC. VisaiMC. 
The Wenham Software Company 
5 Burley Sl. , Wenham. MA. 01964 (617) 774·7036 

lnqu1ry 718. 

WORD PROCESSING 

FARSI/ GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi, Pun
jabi, Bengali, Gujarati , Tamil , Thai, Korean, Viet, or IPA. Full
featured multi-language word processor supports on-screen 
foreign characters and NLQ printing with no hardware 
modifications. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $150 
add'l for laser ; $19 demo. SJH in U.S. incl'd. Req. PC, 640K, 
graphics. 30 day Guarantee. MCNISA/AMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

2131394-8622 Tlx: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM 

Inquiry 719. 

CompareRiteTM 
CompareRite saves editing time by comparing two 
documents and generating a third that shows the dif
ferences in an average of two seconds per page. Com
pare Rite highlights changes the way you want to see 
them. Works with all major word processing programs. 

Price - $129.95 + shipping/handling 

JURISoft, Inc. 
763 Massachusetts Ave., Dept 11, Cambridge, MA 02139 

1-800-262-5656 ext. 11 
In MA - 617-864-6151 ext. 11 

Inquiry 720. 

DuangJan 
Bilingual word processor fo r English and : Arme
nian, Bengali Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi, Khmer, Lao, 
Punjabi , Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil, Thai , Viet . 
$109+$5 s/h (foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor includ
ed. For IBM wi th dot-matrix & LaserJet printer. 
Demo $6 + $1 s/h. 

MegaChomp Company 
3524 Cottman Ave., Philadelph ia. PA 19149-1606 

(215) 331-2748 

Inquiry 721 . 

PC·Write"' Shareware Ver. 2.71 
Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for IBM 
PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge, split 
screen, ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports 
400 printers- Laser Jet+ and PostScript. Software, 
User Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for $16. Try it, 
then register with us for only $89 and get User 
Manual , 1 year tela-support , newsletter and 2 
upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISAIMC. 

Quicksoft 1-800·888-8088 CALL TODAY! 
219 First N., #224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109 

Inquiry 722. 

Advertise your computer products 
For as little as $375 in 

THE BUYER'S MART 
For more information 

Call Mark Stone at BYTE 
603-924-3754 

Inquiry 723. 
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Replace the 8086 or 8088 in You r IBM·PC and 
Part No. Increase tts Speed by up to 40%! Price 

UP0701 08-5 (SMHz) V20 Chip •• • • • $ 7.49 
UP0701 08-8 (BMHz) V20 Chip • • ••• $ 8.95 
UP070108-10 (10MHz) V20 Chip • • •• $21 .95 
UP070116-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip ••••• $11 .95 
UP070116-10 (10MHz) V30 C hip •••• $24.95 

l 7400 ';· -.,.,. I 
Part No. 1·9 10+ Part No. 1·9 10+ 

7400. .29 . 19 7485 .. .65 . 55 
7402 .. .29 .19 7486. . 45 .35 
7404 .. .29 . 19 7489 . ....... 2.05 1.95 
7405 . . .35 .25 7490 ... .49 . 39 
7406 .. .39 .29 7493 . . .45 .35 
7407 .. .39 .29 74 12 1 .. .45 .35 
7408 .. .35 . 25 74123 .. .55 .45 
7410 .. .29 .19 74125 . . .55 .45 
7414 .. .49 .39 74 126 .. .69 .59 
7416 .. .39 .29 74143. ...... 3.95 3.85 
7417 .. .39 .29 74150 .. .. 1.35 1.25 
7420 .. .35 .25 74154. 1.35 1.25 
7430 .. .35 .25 74158 .. . .. 1.59 1.49 
7432 . . .39 .29 74H3 ... .85 .75 
7438 .. . 39 .29 74174 . . .59 .49 
7442 .. .55 .45 74175 .. .59 .49 
7445 .. .79 .69 74176 .. .99 .S9 
7446 .. .S9 .79 74 181 . ...... 1.95 1.85 
7447 .. .89 .79 74189. ..... . 1.95 1.85 
7448 .. ... 2.05 1.95 74193 .. .79 . 69 
7472 .. .89 .79 74198 .. .. 1.85 1.75 
7473 .. .39 .29 74221. .99 . S9 
7474 .. .39 .29 74273. ...... 1.95 1.85 
7475 .. .49 .39 74365 .. .65 .55 
7476 .. .45 . 35 74367 .. .65 .55 

I 74L.S ,. ~ 
74LSOO ... .29 . 19 74LS165 .. .75 .65 
74l.S02 .. .29 .19 74l.S 166 .. .99 .S9 
74LS04 .. .35 . 25 74LS173 .. .59 .49 
74LS05 .. .35 .25 74LS 174 ... .49 .39 
74LS06. ..... 1.09 . 99 74l.S175 .. .49 .39 
74LS07. .... 1.09 .99 74LS 189. .... 4.59 4.49 
74LS08 ... .29 . 19 74LS191 .. .59 .49 
74l.S10 .. .29 .1 9 74l.S193 .. .79 .69 
74LS14 .. .49 . 39 74LS221. . .69 .59 
74LS27. .35 .25 74LS240 .. .69 .59 
74LS30 .. .29 . 19 74LS243 .. .69 .59 
74LS32 .. .35 .25 74LS244 . . .69 .59 
74LS42 .. .49 . 39 74LS245 . . .S9 .79 
74LS47 .. .99 .S9 74LS259 . . .99 .S9 
74LS73 .. .39 . 29 74LS273 .. .S9 .79 
74LS74 .... .35 .25 74LS279 .. .49 .39 
74LS75 .. . .39 .29 74LS322 .... 4.05 3.95 
74LS76 ... .55 .45 74LS365 .. .49 .39 
74LS85 .. .59 . 49 74LS366 . . .49 .39 
74LS86 .. .35 .25 74LS367 .. .49 .39 
74LS90 .. .49 .39 74LS368 .. .49 .39 
74LS93 .. .49 .39 74LS373 .. .79 .69 
74LS 123. .. .59 .49 74LS374 .. .79 .69 
74l.S 125 .. .49 .39 74LS393 .. .S9 .79 
74LS 138. .49 .39 74LS590 .... 6.05 5.95 
74LS139 .. .49 .39 74LS624 ... .. 2.05 1.95 
74LS 154 ... . 1.09 .99 74LS629 . .. .. 2.95 2.S5 
74LS 157 .. .45 .35 74LS640 .. ... 1.09 .99 
74LS 158 .. .45 .35 74LS645 . . ... 1.09 .99 
74LS 163 .... . .59 .49 74LS670 .. ... 1.09 .99 
74LS 164 ... .59 . 49 74LS688. . .. 2.39 2.29 

j 74S/PROMS• I 
74500 .. .29 745188~ .. ... 1.49 
74S04 .. .29 74S189 . ........... 1.69 
74S08. . 35 74S 196 .. . ..... .... 2.49 
74S10. ..... ... .29 74S240 ... .. . .. 1.49 
74532. ..... . . . . .35 745244 .. . .... 1.49 
74S74 .. . 45 74S253 .. .79 
74S85 .. ... 1.79 745287". .... . .. .. . 1.49 
74586 .... ... .49 74S288" . ..... . . . . . 1.49 
74S124 .. . .. . 2.75 745373 . ........... 1.49 
74S174 .. .... .. .79 745374. ........... 1.49 
74S175 . . .79 74S472• .. . .. 2.95 

I ;'r ,~· 74F ;</[t' ~ 
74FOO . . . 29 74F1 39 .. .69 
74F04. .29 74F157. ....... .69 
74F08 .. .29 74F193 .. ..... .... 2.95 
74F10 .. .29 74F240 .. .99 
74F32 .. .29 74F244 .. .99 
74F74 .. .39 74F253 ... .69 
74F86 ... .39 74F373 .. .99 
74F138 .. .69 74F374 .. .99 

f CD-CMOS 
C04001 .. .19 C04076 ... . 59 
CD400S .. .69 C04081 .. . 25 
CD4011. . 19 CD~082 .. .25 
C040 13 .. .... . . . 29 CD4093 ... .35 
CU4016. ..... . . . 29 C04094 .. .89 
C04017 .. .49 CD40103. .......... 2.49 
CD4018 .. . 59 CD40107 .. .49 
C04020. .59 CD40109 ... . 79 
CD4024. ...... . . .49 CD4510 .. ······ · · .69 
C04027 ... .. . . . .35 C04511 .. .69 
CD4030 .. . 29 CD4520 .. .75 
CD4040 .. . 65 C04522 . . ... . . .79 
CD4049 .. .29 C04538 . . .79 
C04050. .29 C04541 . .... . . .S9 
C04051. . . . . . . . . .59 CD4543 .. .79 
C04052 .. . . 59 CD4553 ... .. . 4.95 
CD4053 . . . 59 C04555 .. .79 
CD4063 . . . ... 1.49 C04559. .... . ..... 7.95 
CD4066. ........ .29 CD4566 .... . . ..... 2.49 
CD4067 .. . 1.29 CD4S83 .. .S9 
CD4069 ... .25 CD4584 .. .39 
CD4070 .. .25 C04585 .. .S9 
C04071 ... . 25 M C 14411P . . . ..... S.95 
CD4072 .. . 25 MC14490P .. . . 4.49 

0 765AC. .... +.95 3.95 
W D92 16. 6.95 
95H90. . .... 9o95 5.95 
ZBO, ZBOA, ZBOB SERIES 

ZBO.. .. . +.25 .99 

8500/ 6800/ 68000 Cont. 
Part No. Price 

6845 ........ 995 2.95 
6850.. . 1.95 
6852. ...... . . 1.49 
MC68000L8. . ... 11.95 
MC68000L1 0. . 13.95 
MC6801 OL 10 ..... 49.95 
MC68020RC12B 169.95 
MC68881 RC12A 149.95 

ZBO-CTC ..... ~ .99 
ZBO-OART ....... . 4.95 
ZBO-PIO. . . . ~ .99 
ZBOA...... . 1.69 
ZBOA-CTC. . . . . . . 1.79 8031

. BOOO.SERIES 

BOC31 .. ZBOA-DART ....... 4.95 
8035 .. 
8073 .. . 
BOBOA. 
BOSSA . 

ZBOA-PIO .......... 1.69 
ZBOA-SI0/0 ........ 5.75 
ZBOB ............. 3.49 
ZBOB-CTC ........ 3.95 
ZBOB-PIO ..... ~ 3.95 

Part No. Price 

"4116-15 16,384 X 1 (150ns) .. ..... 1.09 
4128-20 131,072 X 1 (200ns) l~ggyl>ack) ~ 2.75 

"4 164-100 65,536 X 1 (l OOns) . . .3.49 
• 4 164-120 65,536x 1 (120ns) .. .......... 2.75 
"4164- 150 65,536 X 1 (150ns) .............. 2.49 
"4164-200 65,536 X 1 (200ns) .. 1.95 
'TMS441 6- 12 16.384 X 4 (120ns) .. . 7.49 
"41256-80 262,144 X 1 (SOns) .. . 10.95 
"41256- 100 262,144 X 1 (1 OOns) .............. 9.95 
"41256-1 20 262,144 X 1 (120ns) .. .. .. 8.95 
"4 1256·150 262.144x1 (150ns) ......... ... 8.75 
·so464- 15 65.536 X 4 (150ns) (4464) ....... 7.95 
"511000P- 10 1.048,576 X 1 ( lOOns} 1 Meg ...... 49.95 
·5, 4256P-1 o 262.144 X 4 C 1 OOns) 1 Meg ... . S9.95 

STATIC RAMS 
• 2016-12 2048 X 8 (120ns) .. ......... 1.69 
2018-45 2048 X 8 (45ns) .... ........ &95 5.49 
2102 1024 X 1 (350ns) . . .S9 
2114N 1024 X 4 (450ns) ..... . ...... .99 
2114N -2L 1024 X 4 (200ns) Low Power. ... . 1.49 
2 1C14 1024 )( 4 (200ns) (CMOS) . . .49 
5101 256 )( 4 (450ns) CMOS .. ........ 1.95 

·6 11 6P-3 2048 X 8 ( 1 SOns) CMOS ..... .... 3.39 
•611 6LP-3 2048 X 8 ( 150ns) LP CMOS ... .... 429 
' 6264LP-12 8192 X 8 (120ns) LP Cfv'IOS .. . 4.49 
"6264P-15 8 192x8 (150ns) CMOS ...... . 3.S9 
' 6264LP·1 5 8 192 x8 (150ns) LP CMOS .. . 3.95 
6514 1024 x4 (350ns) CMOS .. ... 3.49 
43256-15L 32,768 x 8 (150ns) Low Power .. . 11.95 

EPRDMS 
TMS2516 2048 )( 8 (450ns) 25V. ..... .. . ... 6.95 
TMS2532 4096x 8 (450ns) 25V. .. ........ . 6.95 
TMS2532A 4096 )( 8 (450ns) 21V .. ....... 5.95 
TMS2564 8 192 x8 (450ns) 25V . .... ...... 9.95 
TMS27 16 2048x8 (450ns) 3 \bltage .. 90!5 6.95 
1702A 256x8 (11J S) .. 6:95 4.95 
2708 1024 X 8 (450ns) .. . . .. 4.95 
2716 2048x 8 (450ns) 25V. ........... 3.75 
2716· 1 2048 X 8 (350ns) 25V .......... .. 4.25 
27C16 2048 X 8 (450ns) 25V (CMOS) . .. 5.49 
2732 4096x8 (450ns) 25V . . .. . .. .. . .. 3.95 
2732A-20 4096 )( 8 (200ns) 2 1 V .. . . 4.25 
2732A·25 4096 X 8 (250ns) 21V ........ . ... 3.95 
27C32 4096 )( 8 (450ns) 25V (CMOS) ... 5.95 
2764-20 8 192x8 (200ns) 21 V .. . 4.25 
2764-25 8192 x8 (250ns) 21V .... ........ 3 .75 
2764A-25 8 192 X 8 (250ns) 12.5V .. ..... 3.95 
2764-45 8 192 X 8 (450ns) 21V ... . ...... . 2.95 
27C64- 15 8 192 )( 8 (150ns) 2 1V (CMOS) . . . 6.49 
27128-20 16,384 x 8 (200ns) 2 1 V .. .. . ...... 6.95 
27128-25 16.384 x 8 (250ns) 2 1V .... . ... 5.95 
27128A-25 16,384 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V ....... .. 5.25 
27C128-25 16,384 x 8 (250ns) 2 1 V (CMOS) .. 6.95 
27256-20 32.768 x 8 (200ns) 12.5V .. 6.95 
27256·25 32,768 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V .......... 5.95 
27C256·25 32,768 x S (250ns) 12.5V (CMOS). 7.95 
27512-20 65,536 x 8 (200ns) 12.5V ......... 13.49 
27512-25 65,536 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V ......... 11 .95 
68764 8192 X 8 (450ns) 25V .. .. 13.95 

EEPROMS 
28 16A 2048 x 8 (350ns) 5V AeadM.tite .. 5.95 
2817A 2048 x 8 (350ns) 5V ReadM.tite ... 7.95 
2865A 8192 x 8 (250ns) 5V Aead/W"ite .. .9.95 
52813 (2 1V) 2048 x 8 (350ns) 5V Read Only .. . 1.49 

8000 SERIES Cont. 
Part No. Price 

S22S ............ 2.95 
S237-5. ~ 4.49 
8243 ......... ~ 1.75 
S250A . . 6.49 
S250B (For IBM) ... 6.95 
8251A . . 1.89 
8253-5 .. .. .. .. .. 1.95 
8254.. . ... 4.95 
8255A-5. . .. 1.S9 
8257 · 5 ...... .. .... 1.95 
S259-5.. .. .. .... . 2.25 
S272 ........ . ~ 3.95 
S279-5. . . . 2.95 
S741.. .. ...... 9.95 
S742 .. .. .. ~ 22.95 

m~~~~~6si iii Vi ~§g 
S749. . . ... 9.95 
8751 .... .. ... 39.95 
8755.. . .. 14.95 

DATA ACQUISITION 
ADC0804LCN . !H9 2.79 
ADCOBOBCCN ..... 5.95 
ADC0809CCN 995 3.69 
ADCOS16CCN .... 11.95 
ADC1205CCJ-1. .. 19.95 
DACOBOSLCN ..... 1.95 

LAG570 ... ~9 .95 

W D1 770. .. .... 11 .95 

ST3052P .. 2.49 

6502 .. 2.65 

6504A .. 1.95 

6507 .. 4.39 

6510. 9 .95 

6520 .. 1.95 

6522 .. 3 .95 

6525. 4,96 3.49 

6526. ++.9612 .95 

6529 .. 2.95 

6532. &.49 5 .49 

6545-1 .... 4,96 3 .25 

655 1. 4,49 2 .95 

6560 .. . ..... 10 .95 

6567 . .. .. . . . .. 14 .95 

6569. ......... 24 .95 

6572 .. 8 .95 

658 1 (12V) ..... 14 .95 

6582 (9V) +4,96 9 .95 

8360 .......... 14 .95 

8501 . .. 10 .95 

8502. 7 .95 

8563 .......... 15 .95 

8564 .. 9 .95 

8566 .. . . . . 24 .95 

870 1. 9 .95 

8721. ......... 14 . 95 
8722 .. 9.95 
"2511 04-04 . .. .. 10 .95 

310654-05. 9 .95 

318018-03 . . . . . 10 .95 

3180 19-03 . . . . . 10 .95 

3 18020-04 . . . . 10 .95 

325302-01. .... 10 .95 

325572-0 1 . .. .. 14 .95 

•82S100PLA .. .. . 15 .95 

901225-0 1. .... 11 .95 

901226-01 . .... 11 .95 

90 1227-03. .... 11 .95 

90 1229-05. .... 11 .95 

·No specs. available 
··Note: 82S100PLA = 

U1 7(C-64) 

SPECIALS! 
Prec. Sample & Hold Amp .. 

Dua l RS232 Rec.!Tran s .. 

Dual Comparator .. 
16K CMOS SRAM (100ns) . 

2 7128-45 

74LS612 

128K EPROM (450ns) 2 1 V .. 
Memory M apper, Tri -State . . . 1 1 .95 

i74HC H I-9PEEDCMOS 
Part No. Price Part No . Price 

74HCOO . . ..... £5 .19 74HC175 ....... ,s9 .49 
74HC02. ........ £5 .19 74HC221. . . +.'19 .S9 
74HC04. ........ ,f9 .19 74HC240. .... ... ,99 .69 
74HCOS . ....... ,f9 .19 74HC244 ....... ,gg .69 
74HC10 .. .. ,f9 .19 74HC245 ....... ,gg .79 
74HC14 .. ...... ,og .29 74HC253 .. ..... 5.1 .49 
74HC30 .. .... %9 .19 74HC259. ....... oll9 .49 
74HC32 .. ....... ,f9 . 25 74HC273 .. .. ,99 .69 
74HC74 .. . ,99 .29 74HC373 .. . ..... ,99 .65 
74HC75 ... .. $ .35 74HC374 ....... ,99 .65 
74HC76 .. - ~ .35 74HC595 . .... +.291 .09 
74HC85 . . ... ,;<9 . 55 74HC688 .. ,99 .79 
74HC86 .. .. ..... ,99 . 35 74HC943 .. ........ S.95 
74HC123 .. ... ffi . 69 74HC4040 . . .... ,gg .79 
74HC125 ... .. .. . ,og .39 74HC4049 .. . 5.1 .49 
74HC132 . . . ..... ,s9 .39 74HC4050. . ..... :59 .49 
74HC138. ....... ,og .39 74HC4060 ...... ,99 .S9 
74HC139. ....... ,og .39 74HC4511 .. +.291 .09 
74HC154 ... +.-091.19 74HC4514 .. . r.;<91 .09 
74HC163 .. .... . ,ss .39 74HC4538 .. .S9 
74HC174. ....... ,&,3 .49 74HC4543 .. ... -H9 .S9 

~ 74HCT- CMOS nL 
74HCTOO. .. .. .. .. ,29 .17 74HCT1 39 . .. ..... ,sg .35 
74HCT02. .. .. .. .. ,29 .17 74HCT157 . . ..... ,69 .35 
74HCT04 .. .. .. ,29 .17 74HCT1 74 . .. .... ,69 .35 
74HCT08 .. .. ,29 .17 74HCT1 75 . .. ..... ,69 .39 
74HCT10 .. .. . ,rs .17 74HCT240 . .. ..... ,gg .89 
74HCT32 .. .. .. ,rs .21 74HCT244 . .. . ,gg .59 
74HCT74. ....... ~ .25 74HCT245 . .. .... ~ .79 
74HCT86 .. ....... ~ .29 74HCT373 . . .. ... +.49 .55 
74HCT1 38. .. .. .. . ,sg .35 74HCT374 .. . ... ~.49 

L 74C-CMOS' • 74COO .. .29 74C174 .. .79 
74C02 .. . 29 74C175 .. .79 
74C04 .. .. .29 74C221 . .......... 1.79 
74C08. .... . .35 74C240 . .... . .. ... 1.79 
74C10. . .... . ... . 35 74C244 . . .... . . .. .. 1.79 
74C14 ... . ...... .59 74C373 .. . .. .. . .. .. 1.95 
74C32 .. .35 74C374 . .......... 1.95 
74C74 .... .59 74C912 ....... .... S.95 
74C85 .. ... . . 1.49 74C915 . .......... 1.39 
74C86 ... .35 74C920 .. .. ........ 6.95 
74C89 .. .. 5.49 74C921 ..... . ..... 6.95 
74C90 . . .99 74C922 .. .... 3.95 
74C154. ........... 2.95 74C923 .. ....... 3.95 
74C173 .. . 1.05 74C925 . .. . ........ 5.95 

I UN EAR I 
DS0026CN. 1.95 LM1458N .. .39 
TL074CN. ....... .. 1.19 LM1488N ...... .... .49 
TL084CN ... .99 DS14C8BN (CMCS) 1.19 
AF100-1CN. ...... S.95 LM1489N ......... . .49 
LM307N .. .45 DS14C89N (CMOS) 1.19 
LM309K .. . .. 1.25 LM1496N .. .89 
LM311N .. .45 MC1648P .. ....... 3.49 
LM317T .. .79 LM1871N .. . . .. .. .. 1.95 
LM318N .. .99 LM1872N .. ... .. . 1.95 
LM319N .. . 1.29 LM1S96N-1 .. .. +.-09 .79 
LM323K .. ... .. .. 3.95 ULN2003A . .79 
LM324N. . 39 XR2206 . ......... : 3.95 
LM33SK. . ... . .. ·. 4.95 XA2211. ........... 2.95 
LM339N. . 39 XR2243 ... .. ....... 1.95 
LF347N. .......... 1.79 26LS29 .. .. .. 3.95 
LM348N .. . 69 26LS31 . •. . ........ 1.19 
LM350T ... ···•· . . : 2.95 26LS32 .. . ....... 1.19 
lF351N ... . 39 26LS33 .... . ....... 1.49 
LF353N .. .49 LM2901N .. .. $ .25 
lF355N. .79 LM2907N ....... ... 1.29 
lF356N . 89 LM2917N (8 pin) . ... 1.95 
lF357N. .......... 1.09 MC3419CL 6.95 
LM35SN ... .49 MC3446N .. ....... 1.69 
LM360N . . . ..... . 2.19 MC3450P . .. ....... 1.95 
LM361N .... . . 1.79 MC3470P . .. ... .... 1.95 
LM3SON-8 .... . 99 MC3471P . 1.95 
LM386N-3. . .89 MC3479P .. .. ...... 4.79 
LM387N ... .99 MC3486P ... . ... 1.69 
LM393N .. .39 MC3487P . . ... 1.69 
LM399H .. ......... 2.95 LM3900N .. .49 
LF41 1CN .. ...... . . .79 LM3905N. .... 1.19 
TL497ACN ...... . .. 1.49 LM3909N .... .99 
NE540H (C540H) .... 2.29 lM3914N ... . ... 1.95 
NE555V ... .29 LM3916N .. . 1.95 

XAL555 .. .59 NE5532 .. .69 

LM556N ... .49 NE5534 ...... ...... .69 

NE558N .. .89 7S05K (LM340K-5) .. 1.29 

LM565N .. . .99 
7S12K (LM340K-12) 1.29 
7815K(LM340K-15) . 1.29 

LM567V .. .79 7805T (LM340T-5) .. .49 
NE592N .... .89 7S12T (LM340T-12) . .49 
LM741CN .. .29 7815T (LM340T-1 5) . .49 
LM747CN .. .59 7905K (LM320K-5) .. 1.35 
MC1350P ... . ... .. 1.09 7905T (LM320T-5) . .59 
MC1372P . . . .. .. .. . 1.95 75472. . .59 
MC1377P . . . . 2.29 75477 . ... . . .89 
MC1398P. ......... S.95 MC145106P . . 9£5 2.49 
LM1414N. ......... 1.29 MC145406P ... .... 2.95 

ICSOCKETS • 
Low Profile Wire Wrap {Gold} Level #3 

8LP. . .11 8WW. . .59 
14 LP.. .12 14WW. . .65 
16LP.. .13 16WW. . .69 
24LP... .25 24WW.. . .. 1.19 
2SLP. . .27 2SWW. .. . ..... 1.39 
40LP. . .29 40WW ............. 1.89 

Soldertall Stanarll&old I lin) & Hader Plug Sot)lets Also Alllillllle 

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
* RAM'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CH A NGES 



Baby AT Motherboard 
(Zero-K RAM - Inc ludes 
Award BIOS ROMs) ... ... $349.95 
liT/AT Style Keyboard •.... $ 59.95 
Baby AT Alp· lOp Case •. . • $ 69.95 
5'/• ~ Hi-Density Disk Drive . . $109.95 

200 Watt Pbwer Supply • ••. $ 89.95 

360K/720K/ 1.2M Aoppy 
Controller Card . .... . . .. $ 49.95 

41256-120 512K RAM (18 Chips) .• . $161 .10 

_J.:..:E

2
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Regular List $890.80 
6'k X :y. 200 0 JE1059 $499.95 L!!!~!!E:~! ... JE21 3% X 2\il 400 0 $ 4 .49 SAVE $140.85! (EGA Monitor and 

JE22 6'12 x Ho 630 0 $ 5 .95 Card noUncluded) 
JE23 6'12 x 2\il 830 0 $ 7 .49 
JE24 6'k x 3\o 1,360 2 $14.95 
JE25 6'12 x 4'1• 1,660 3 $22.95 
JE26 6l'o x 5'¥• 2.390 4 $27.95 
JE27 7% x 7 '12 3.220 4 $37.95 

Jameco's 
IBM PC!)IT I AT 

Compatible 
Motherboards 
·Award 

BIOS ROMs 
included 

~ ... ,.f :< • 

( .. .. . ' . 
) ,,. 

J . t' 
<f. ·,' 1 

. • -. II -·--· 
JE1001 

JE1000 
JE1001 
JE1002 
JE1007 

4.77MHz (PC/XT) ••••• $ 84.95 
4.77/SMHz (PC/XT) •••• $ 99.95 
4.77/ 10MHz (PC/XT) ••• $119.95 

. . .. $349.95 

--------~~~~~ 

JE1081 

JE1082 

Jameco 
Computer 
Power =• 
Protection JE119o 

JE1190 Power Base ••••..••• $29.95 
JE1191 6-0utlet Power Strip • ••• $11.95 

Zuckerboard 
TANDY 1000 

Expansion Memory 
Half Card 

Expand the memory of your 
Tandy 1000 (128K Version) to 
as much as 640K. Also includes 
DMA controller chip. 

TE512 Includes 512K RAM .• ...• •• ... $199.95 
30Meg Hard Disk Drive Board for Tandy 1000; 

1 OOOA, 1 OOOSX, 1200, 3000 and 3000HL 

T30MB 
30MB Hard Disk Drive 
Board •••• ••• • • •• $599.95 

DATABOGKS 
400041 NSC Unear Data Book-VoU (87) ..... $14.95 
400042 NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. II (87) •.. , S 9.95 
400043 NSC Linear Data Book-Vol. Ill (87) •... $ 9.95 
210830 lnlel Memory Handbook (87) .. . .. .. $17.95 
?30843 lnlel Microsystem Hndbk. Set (87) .. .. $24.95 

JE1009 
JE286M 

IBM AT Compatible Kit ••••••• $749.95 
JE1009 Technical Manual ...... . . . . $29.95 

12" Amber Monochrome -
TIL Input, High Re solution (PC/XT/AT) 
AMBER ..... ~ $99.95 

14" RGB Color - CGA Compatibl e 
Amber / Green/Color Switchable, 640 x TT X1410 
200 Resolution (PC/XT/AT) 
TTX1410 ...... .. .. $279.95 

14" EGA Color- EGNCGACompat. , 720x350(max.) resolution (PC/XT/AT) 
TE5154 . ..... .. . ..... ..... ... .. . . ... . . . .. $399.95 
14" Ultrascan Color- CGA/EGA/PGCIVGA Compatible, eoo x 560 (max.) 
Resolution (PC/XT/AT) 
4375M .. . ... .. .. ............ . ..... $519:95 549.95 

.IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS 

JE1050 

Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Rort (A::/ XT/AT) • ••.. $59.95 
Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port (PC/ XT/AT) • ••• • • $49.95 

JE1055 
EGA Card with 256K Video RAM 
and Printer Rort (PC/XT/AT) • • •• • •••• • •• •••• $149.95 

JE1071 
Multi 1/0 with Drive Controller 
and Mono Graphics (PC/XT) •••.••.• • .. • •. • • $119.95 

Multifunction, 1/0 and Expansion Cards 
1/0 Card with Serial, Game, Parallel Printer 

JE1 060 Port and Real lime Clock (PC/XT) .....•• •• •..• $59.95 
JE1 061 RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT/AT) •..•.•..••.•• $29.95 

JE1065 
1/0 Card with Serial, Game and 
Parallel Printer Port (AT) ••• • •• •• • • ••• ••• • •• $59.95 

JE1078 

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards 
JE1 040 360KB Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card (PC/ XT) •.. • $29.95 
JE1041 20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card (PC/ XT) •••••• • $79.95 
JE1043 360K/720K/1 .2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card (PC/XT/AT) $49.95 

JE1045 
360K/720K/1 .2MB Floppy/Hard Disk 
Controller Card (AT) . • • • . ••• .•• •• . • • •• .. • $159.95 

Additional Add-Ons Available! 

JE1 022 (Pictured) 

JE1 Q2Q 360K Biack Bzl. (PCIXT/AT) ... $ 89.95 
JE1 021 360K Beige Bzl. (PC/ )("f!AT) • •• $ 89.95 
JE1 022 1.2MB Beige Bzl. (AT) ••••• $109.95 

Toshiba 3.5" PC/XT I AT 
Compatible Disk Drive 

352KU ~~~:~~~i~~,(~~:;fA\i~~- . $129.95 

2400/1200/300 Modems 

. ... ,_ I' 
iii • I 

-= IICilmll mil . . . 
' A' ,l\ 

Datatronics 
• Hayes command compat
ible · Bel l 103/212A com
pa tib le · Auto-dial / auto
answer · FCC approved 
1-year wa rranty · Includes 
MaxiMile Communicati on 
Sohware 

1200H 1200/ 300 Baud lnt,..na l Modem •.•• $ 79.95 
2400S 240011200/300 lnlernal Modem .••• $174.95 
1200C 1200/300 Baud External Modem ••.• $119.95 
2400E 240011200/ 300 External Modem .. . . $219.95 

Jameco Extended SO-Column 
Card for Apple //e 

· 80 Coi. / 64K RAM ·Doubles 
amount ol data your Apple lie 
can display as well as its mem
ory capacity ·Ideal lor word 
p rocessing · Complete with 
instructions 

JE864 $39.95 
ADD12 $99.95 

.. TEST EQUIPMENT i 
Digital Multimeters 

Kingdom KD302: 
• Pocket Size in handy 

carry case 
• 3 1!2 Digit LCD 
· Auto or manual ranging 
· Audible continuity tester 
• Tests: AC/DC Voltage, 

Resistance and 
Continuity 

• One Year warranty 
• Size: 4 '• 'L x 2'W x ,12"H 

KD302 .. $27.95 
Metex M4650: 
• Handheld ,high accuracy 
• 4 V2 Digit LCD 
· Manual ranging with 
Overload Protection 

• Audible continuity tester 
• Tests: AC/ DC Voltage, 

Resistance, Continuity 
Capacitance. FreQuency 

·One Year V'larranty 
·Size: 7~Lx3 '?"Wx 1 Vz ~H 

M4650 .. 
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BUS88 
640KBMHz : 

10 MHz Optional 

I. I!UI"u Iii" :'\1:\:ump"tl!Jio· ., /IJ I Ul\. II\ \I oooolloourol 
:! . l'luu·nhur,\,.llroll\10~ lu •tullo·•l 
:1. tlow 1:1 " lllllh-ll"•·A IIIhr r \lnult••rt7:.!U X :l:llfl 
I . ~lt·r•·u l•· ·l; rii Jihlr · Emulutlnu c:urtl "/l'rlutr r l'nrt 

."o, Jut .. J I(hllit808ll-:llluuulnl(lll ·l ,';';' ll:l.tl ,\ll ,h 
lo. T10n 11:00/llU 3601\ lhlf-llrljihl Ulro•t•L Urhl'• 
7. lit'ull~ IRMC:o mjl l llhl r t:\jl l ll•lnn!'<loL•Arr,.J>IAII JI\\1 Purl • 

". ~::.·.·: ~~:~.~~ ~~~~;~, rrrr.:~:~: ~::::~ ~;~~~~. ~;,;~~~- Fll11h'. 
'il'nrolPI'rfrrt.rlr. ' 

•1. Oj>rrlllr • U!'i-00~. PC:-I>U~. J;'ii' Uuh·, '1\o•rll. Xf'nl' 
IU. fl: .. ,huMrtl~rll'r t•b l f' -1 . 7i •uoiii.U ,\IIII. 
II . 1~0 'il'ai'! . 11 01220 \ 'AC: l'u""" :o\ Ujljll ~ ,. ffn ur C:•h lo·• 
I:!. 1\.,. ~ lw.rcl" ll. t:O •. Enl•r11"d ltrturn/Shlf'l K,.~. ~ ~~~~ tU 1\o·~· 
1:1. \lultii!Ot:a rci:C :untrui•T"ut'h>J>I>~ llrh o••" ll'rlnh·r 

l'rort /Gamrl'orll!'irriYII'rort am\ anOptlunal:lutl:-o•riul 
l'ut1 /l.ijihl Prn l'urtlll au rr ~ lhd.upr cl Hrai-TiouriC:nlo·ouluo· 

II . HOH7 ~lathC:u-l'rurr • •ur!'\n(l.rt lnola llrclnll Uuu ol 
l.i. :'I\ EI'RU ~ I !'ur l. r t • AI•nlnola ll rcl un lluarc l 
Ho. p,,.,.,._un Srlf-Trolhljl nf ·"~ ·lrm C:nmpnnrnl• 
17. \"kl.r l-l' la trcl. Eu amr l Cua llnjl. ll rai~-Uu t ~ ,\l r tul c:Y•I" 

.. l.'nu rOrhr Siut~aouiSJu-nko·r 
I H. :'I\ Slut• Sti ll A•allahh· urtrr :'~· h'lll o CunOt~urMIInn .• 
1e1, 11.-a oh fur 10120/:tO/.IOih :i MIIIhrd Ulol.lnotnllutlun• 

:!II. Ro·ucl~ fur ,\"f't\outk /Mnllln•e•rln•l" llatlnll• 
:!I. 11.- acl~ fur ,\leuoo.- IJn~olh•k lnlrrfa l"t' 
:.!:.! . t'nll~ Srl-l'jl I IHIIIIa t~nn •ll o•u ll ~ Tr•trtlln Amrrlo-n 
:!:t. o, .. ·ratlnl[ ~hnu a l· fnr ~lnnltu r. ""~ hu arol : ~lnlht• rhnurel . 

\lt:J•t :urol."llhi iii iC:uroluueltho·IIJII'rMI>>t 
:!l.:iO-IIa) :'! luuo·)·llll'l.(;.,a runl o•o• 
:.!.">. lh11•-YrurFull) \\"arra ulo• ol l ~ lour u l>lll'ar l• 
:.!fo . 7:!-HIIntllnr n-lnl'o•rinol 
:.!7. l{ ,.u oJ) fu r lmmroU. tr llo·l hrr) 
2H. :'hi ji'Q',r]oi,.Jo\,.,Ja Frtlrrai E't>rt• ... IHII .. l"l' :-' ur \ irt :ll tll" 
:.!'l. ' '"'"' "JII lht·,..ra• Tr·lo•phunr llrol o•r• .. /\"ISA I~h·lrri -\ E Curd 

totV.ko· Tran•fo•r• 

BUS 88 w/20MB & I Floppy 
Seagate ST-225, 65MS .... $900 

OPTIO~t\1, fl~t\1'URt:s 
I.IO~Il•S~oltm o-. flntd8088-1 r.ttrrDJ>Nlff"l•flr 
:Z.SF.C-\':ZOMieropruc:ruor 
3.\'GA S~·•temt~o·/Auto•S"ltdl YGA f..rd (800o600) 

~:~~to;~-;~~:: ~~~i~~~!:~ ~~~"o ~;o~~M01J so1 
~t.::: ~~~:\t~'f:~~lon lluard uf2 Mil RA,\1 
8. 10-20-J0.40-65MBHardlll•l. 
9.TEAC5 '1: 360Kand3'/1"720Kor I..J.UIHtlopp) 

lO.TallJn•• 201-10160 Tapr Bult.up S)tl~m· 
ll.llalt-1 or Smat1 I :ZOO 11r 2400 RAL:O lntrmal or F.\lrrnal Modtrtl 
I:Z .E p~on . Tothlb•. C:iLI~n. SEC 1ndStar Prlnlr" 
IJ .MitNiooOorGrnluiMOIIU.IIIdJoyotld, 
I-Unlrl808 7-2or808i-3Moth Co-Prortuor 
15.:ZndSrriaiPor1l' p,rudr 

I. IOO'!b IR.\1 XTIAT. t:lln>t>••J :Uifo Cump~Lihh· 
:.! . 6-10 K -100 Pl >.r lo fur ll rn·ulro Gr1111hlo·• Muoio· 
:i. :\"r .. Supt. rl,.·lot/C:nutr .. t lt: l. ll ark lltr· 
-1. 80Charl~1rh X :Z5Unr • 
5. !Jot ~lltl 0 .33nun]W) )I O.J:!nuu(JII,. IO.O:Iunn SjoUIII)I 
to . C. r.-otai-Hiuf' l)oi iOII 'Q' hlte li l<"kjltnlmdt llr-rr• r Moulo· 
7. SI~SiohAnllahlr 
8. 84 Ke)• .. /CIId.Jnllt·,.r.\and Enlart~r.d Krturn /Shin Kr~· 
9. 180 ~·ano 1101220 \"olh Au l n•,.lt~hhtl[ 

10. Bulh-ln Un t: flltrr and Coolin!' Fa ll 
II.O•rr-\'olta~.O•er-Curr r.ntaud S hot1-t:in- ulll'rutrrtlon 
12 . llPf'r~~lro MS- DOS. PC-DOS. OS /2 and IJnl" 
13 . 15 1/,• j~'l" 10 ~ ~111' 7'!,•t fll o r 3?8nuu ' 25-lmm' I•JOmm 
1-1. ;'.5k~tll6.5tb •. )lnCI\ Ut'nrm ' 
13 . Hrai-Timr C: lurk ,.f8attrr~ Rarkut•: llull> -ln Spr~l.t• r 
16. C:an Rr Cnnnrrted lu f.nl11r/Et;A ~1nnltnr. o"ir t,. o rlo.. rto •. 
17. T~oo 5'1,8 lhhr Slnl• A•allahlr 

Bl:§ 88 LCD ... , .. ....... . . .. . . .. 8 1-100 
(:.,llfij{Ured Samt~u 8\JS tiH .. -rr .. , 360K 
.. /20MB Su11ate ~'T-225, 65~1S. Onr 3601\ . , . . . ... 1700 
Bt.:S 288 U::D ..... , ...... ... .. .. . .. ... ... :WOO 
C:nnfll[urrd Samr a• BUS 286 " /Onr 1.2MB 
,. /20MR Sra11•tr ST-225. 65MS. Unr 1.2 1t11J . .... :l200 
Bu" 386 I..CD ........ , . . . . . . . . . . . :~ -1.'10 
Confll(ll,...cl Samr n• Bt!S ~f\(1 .. /()n,. 1.2.\IU 
,. f J3·MBSral[atr!'T-2i'ii.3YMS.Ilur 1.2M11 . . .. . 39511 

liARD DISKS 
20)18. Seagale ST-225 "·/Conlroll er/Cahlt> . . . 260 
30.\18. Sea ga te, ST-238 "·/ControllerfCahle . . .. :HJU 
40~tB. Mini!lcribe 3650 "·/Controlle r/Cable . . .. :-s50 
·1 3MB, Seagate ST-251 ........ 550 
65MB. Seaga te ST-277 . . . ........ 575 
72MB. !'ttini!lc ribe 6085 . . .. 790 
84MB. Seagate ST-4096 . . ... 850 
103MB. Priam JO.JOORC w/Controller/Ca hl e .. 1.300 
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Quantity Prices 

Network/Multi-User 
Installations 

BVS286 
One MEGA.byte 

10 MHz "0" Wait 
12 MH:t/16 Mlh Optional 

81100 
I. IUII 'IIt 111M ,\T-CnmJoatlhlr. At-t·r pt .AIIIfl .\1 f'•rt• 
2. Full) C:mnpatlhlrl'hu•nl' BIOS lnota ll ,.. d 
:i . lut ,. l81l28to-10 lltuutlnll b ant i HIMHl ··O" W1h 
I. tlnr ~~~ lll h )t" 11fHA~I on Board 
3 , Mr mnr) t:\)llndahlr Ia 16MB ~o /Add -On Mt'tnor~ t:arcl• 
l>. Onr 12 • lllllh·Rro, S"hrl-810rd Aonhr r Mo nitor c720 x :l IHJ 
;'. llrn-ul r • Gr~~~u Emul•tlon Ctrd ,. /l'rlntrr Purl 

H. ~\~::: ~~:~.~~~,o •. ;li,rr;r~::~:::~~,·~~~:d;~;.•~::."' 
tl . Up-r ... tr• MS-DOS, PC-DOS. GW Onk. No•·rll. x,.,,, , l "nh 

W: ~~;~~;:~~~·;,~f~~~~~~~b~0~~1~:28i:~ ~~blnr d Hartl · 
Ulok lt' lnJI)I) ·IllokC:untrolluConlrnloT"·oflardlllokoantl 
T .. ut' lnjlplro 

1:.!. t:nhanrrdKr.yhn ... d ,. ll . t:no,Enllrl[r.dRrturu/Sh!rt. ltlll\r)• 
1:1 . 200 Wauoii0/220\'A(: l'u"t: r Suppl)· 10/Fnurf.ahlo·• 
1-1. ll a rtl,.·arrllurtrrurl~t~lluttonlnotallrd 
l;i. Our t "ujlhll 1.2MU llalf.fl t: IMhllllJth-Oru •lt)· t ' IJ JM2533KI 
16. flr~I-Thne C.lurk -..·IB•ttrr)-llarkrd C~IOS ~lrnonr~ fnr 

~~.te mt:onOI(Urallun lhta 
J;'. OnrHS-232St:tiii C:~rd ,.-/2ndl'ort0ptlona1 
I H. f'u,.t'r-llu S~ lf·T~olh>ll o f !'l)o l rm Componr.nto 
19 , 1::102117 ~hth t:n. f'rnrenor !locket huta ll rd on llo1rol 
20 . 1'-ikkrl-l'la trd. l::namrl C:o• tlnif. Hea•·)-DUt)·,l.m kahlr Caw 
2 1. t"hrDrh eSiutoAvl llllolr ,. ISJit:akr rlnttall r d 
:l:l . fhr Slot• A•allabl"' 1nr.r S~• t r.m o Cunnf(unllnn 
2 !J. I'n,.rrlllardUiokrrurlwlncUrator i.I Jthllmt.all f' ol 
2-1 . 11.-.d~ for OS/2 Syo l ~mo Opr. r1tluno 
2 .i . ll ... tl> fnr21l1301·10172 11:1-1 1103112 0 1140 Mii lhrd-Hi·l. 
2fl . ll ra> l) fur 20140/(oOMII T111r ll.rkup lnola11a tl"" 
:l;. ll rad1 fnr •'"rt .. nti. IMulthurr/Multlla•klnll l"l rrfarr 
2H . Hncl) fnrMnuo riJ<I)•tleklntrrfarr 
29 . Full ~ !oirt·llp anti Ula]111Uo\lr.a ll ) Trllf'll in ,\mt'tira 
:10. 01orrotht11 ~larono l o far Monitor. Kr~· huard . . \lotl..-rl"' 'rd. 

MGI'C:ard,!olrtlllf:arllantlthrOprralor 
:11. :JU-Ila} Mau,. )·-llarlo.Guoronlrr 
:12 . :.!0- .\tnuth t'ull t· ,_'ortllllrd J .. hur and l'art~ 
:1:1.72- lluurllurn·lnl'rrlud 
:1-1. ll ra ol~ fur ln>our dlatr llr. ll 1rr~ 
:t.l. ShljoWnrlol,.ldr•lot'rdrraiE\Itrr••· IIHl..l 'I'Soor AirCMrlll> 
:Hr . A••t· rpt O•rroru Trl r phunr Ordr·r· ,. f\"ISA /III n• lrr/AE t: ... ol 

t~r\\' lrrTnnofrr• 

BUS 286 Systems •.• 81100 
w/43MB Seagate ST-251, 39MS 

twno:\ ,\1. n : \Tnu:s 
I. l:!\llh " tl"'\l'a ii ."••>>"II>•" IIIHI\ utll>••·•·mn lll.\'l . . "l • 1:1.:1 

:./. , Jh.\!IJ,.--1)" ' \l'a il~; .h• III•" /Htl~p lln •r>' nlloiii \'I. ~ J • 1;. 1 
:J. \"t ;,\ S• ·trtll• " l,\nltl· ."'"ih·h\"l;,\ t:o roli801htllltl t 
I . EC;A ~:••lrm• ,. /Autu .. .;,.lt>·h •:t:A c:an\ tfiiU, :I.'llll 
.i. c:nlllr !'i~olt•no• .. rc:ulnrt :llrol ((l-lll\2!lllt 
lo , llo• ro·ul,..(;,..phk•l'lu•o · arolnmlln-Cnlnrl~gr ,J 
7. lnt•· I A II Ahu~t•Unortl o 

II. l,)uMolramiJu••l t:c; ,\l' lu· 
tJ . ,\TI\"I ;AC:urd andH;A \'I"uudrrC:arol 

Ill. E•rrr' Mrn>nt)" t:'~'""'"" ll>~arel Jt ,\ .\1 :IOUilllo·lu"' 
II. Eu•rr' E\'GA \ 'GA l.~rtl 
l :!. l :o•nua Suprr.: t;,\ 
t :J. \Idr•u-7\"t:t:AII r \u, .. t:c;,\ 
II. p~.,.,u., . . \utu• .. ltd> IIlii t:c;,\ 
l.i . \ ."THaon11111~- Ad••nl•t~••l'ro• lllitllll. SI\]IM>"I'rt•onluuo 
I h. \"Ef: 1 :1 ~ Multl •)n~ II tHttu, .'; hUt 
17. 2 11-:HJ .. IU. (o;i. ';':l .f:I ·I-HI:i-1211-1 HI.\IB llomllll·l. 
Ill , ll " llnalt'rrtJIIrll r) Amhrr:\ lnnllur 
1'1 , TEAl : .l '/," 36111\ ~tul3 '/1" I A. -1 ~111 Flnpp~ 
:!II . liollllra••211 1-lll lbiiM IITa cu• ll arku jJ !'~ ·Irlll• 
:!I , llu•••·ttrSttollrt I:HIIInr2 ·111UUAI "Jllluo·rllolnr t:,lt·r>ll>l 

,, ,;e lrm 
:.!:.! . t:l'"""· "li.r·hii•M,t:ltlLt'n.SEt: • >IIIStMr l'rinh•r· 
:!:I . \li.-ru·"l'l ur c: ,•nlu• ~louor a11 >l J••>· llrl. 
21 . lnlo· IHU:l117-(r /ll/ ltl ~hlh1 : n-1'1"1"'"'""r 
:.! .i . :l uol ... rrla ll'urtl "l'llr•olt• 
:!h . \lul>lu• .. rur .\"o•t .. nrklu~o~ln •l uilllllno>• 

BlJSTOP286 

• IOO,:. IH:ti 1\T-Cumpallblr • 10.\lll, 
• 6 -I OK un lluard E"pand tn 2M II • Oi'"ratr ~ .\IS- U0!-0. 1'4 :. 
llll !-i •l)uai3 '/1"7201\Finf>(llro •f'arallr.llnd!'rriall'ur1· 
• Clur XT-Com,oatlillrSiot • 12V/3AR ln1rrnttl St•nh•d 
IA•ad-,\t'ld Blllllt"rr • E\lf'rnal AC or DC: Allaplrr 
• !'i u]>r rl"l•ti.C D .. IC:<I IIItao \ AdjiUIIIIIt:tll • Graphlu 6-10 lC 
:lOll. Munuf1raphlco 720 x 3-IH !18.-132Kih), Culor c;raphlr· 
lo ·IO x 200t15.5751\lh), Tu t80 x 25 • 81 Kr)· . .. Ju :o. for 
f:IJI •. :-.'umrrlr. l..u" lhllr.r~· · ~lodr.n1 H<1nl.o. On /OfT. Orh·r M il 
• 14'/,''ll x 12"W x3• Ji ur380 x 3 10 x iOimml• U ",.i~o~h· 
l3.51h •. nr5.?kj1 ° Ojollouaii200Laudlntr rnal Mud~ no . 
2 ,\111 RAM Carel , t:~trrn a iiiOO :lOI-10,\IU 

Minicenler/2nd floppy not included. 

Pnce subjecl lo chmtge wilhoulnolice. 

BVS3B6 
One MEGA.byte BONS Stalk Col. Bam 

16 Ml& "0" Wait 
20 MBz "0" Wcdt ()pdmaal 

I. IOU'!i. ComJ>a>J·C:uu•patlh\r 
:.! . l'hur ul\ 3RburA .. a rd 3 86 BIOS .. /!'i rtu]tSon ... ,,. 
:1. ll11r ~IU Parlt)·t:hrrkr.dStatlrf:olunutltAM uf80 

\"auno.-ro nd• nn ,,l,. noor~ Card: 2-8-.\111 l'l)(f1~-11u\. E\pau•inn 
Bunrd Optlun. Al\o .. . Ml'mor~ E~panolun In lOMB llohljl 
80-:"ianool'rund RA~I Chlpo: Fnll) Cumpaq-C.:umpallhlr Mrmur~ lin• 

I . Our 1-1 • S .. h.-1 Hll!h-Rr.o. t720 x 3 ·18) t ' lat-Sl"T1'r n Amhrr .\lunhnr 
.i. t:uha11rrd h:r~boar;!,.·I I.Eioo, 1011\r)"• and t:ularjlt'd llrturn /S hln 1\o·~· 
h. llrro·nlro GraJohko Emulation Cnd "ll'arall>'l Purl 
;. lnh·I32 -Uit 80386·16 Mltro~;u·u(t'unr 

- OJtl'rllthlltll 16Mih "0" ~ail 
-s .. n .. -.rt'-S t: lertahlr of f our Sprrtb: -1 .7 716 /R/16 

H. l'rrforonanrr Ratlnl!l MIPS • 2.03 .S I • lt:I . 7.1Anllmarlo. • 2\l .. l 
tl , 80287180387 Math C:o-PI'O<:t'nurSorkrtlnotallf'tl 

-1::1038;' l• a 32-Blt Oprratlon 
-80387 l•lloutahlr to DOSISCO Xr11l ., !hotrm \"/US /2 11'<: ~ ttl :-' 311(> 
-H038 7 Run. "llh Turbo Patrai/Autorad \ "rrolnn 2 .f1 OIFull t:AIJ/C\~1 ~ "l'l""t 

Ill . t:ljthl F.~plnolon Slot o: 2 8-0it, 5 16-lllt. I 32-Bh 
II . lit•" rate• OS/2. ~IS-DOS . PC.I)OS. IJn l ~ \ ". Xrnl, & Wlntlu ... /:ltlb 
12 . ltuto•AII1tJ S . I)OSSort~o·a l'lllnrlud l n~tl..o tu • l·2·3, 

~·urd !l t ar, Auturad, fll!lhl !'lmulatar. dB .. r llll 'luo, :-' ~ '"l'ho")· r lr. 
13 . !'\ul'l"ln'l "tllhlrolnrludlt>fl: 

-Rrluratabl~ F.GA a11tl s,·, tem BIOS from !tOM to H.AM 
-t:u1ula tln~t chr l..otu.llntd/Mirroo<l rt t:~pantlrd Mrmnr) .,,,~.-~n~at lou t i . I\1 / E.\I ~t 
-t r~.- r IJu,.·nloactahle RIOSISnrt .. •re-Srl r.r tahl r Sprrcl• 

1-1. t"ull~ f.om JIIIih\r ,. /AT ,\tr ~h•nira l Mounthljil .t~ratluu• 
l.i . llo•a l:nmr C\n~k .. IBaur r )-UarkrtiC:MOS Mrmnr) fu r 

,.,;~·1.-nl f.un0t~Utl l lun [)all 
Ho , Th...-o•AolclnouModr•: 

-HOf:I(I ·C:IImJIIIihl• Hul-Aoltl,... • • Mnoll' 
-l'n•to•rtl'd 80286/80386 \ 'lrlu• I-Adolr-..•• Mudr 

17. :-\ 1\trrnlnl.-rrul>b 
111. Sr•rnUIT1'1'1-~Iemory•r\(-rr~>lllMA)(:hlnnrlo 
1'1. (o ·l Trrah~lr•n(\"lrtua i Ado lrr•• !'J••rr 

211. !l:l-llltlntr rn ai-Addrroolluoand1'11 rnmr) lnt ,.rfarr. IUIO!ol 

;~ : ~~-<~~:.~;.~;i:~:~ir)o~h'~~~~·i~'.~ .. ·~::~ nh ldr 
:lJ.I'iprllnrclhut rur.tlnnf.uc:utlon 
:l-1. R7-12 Kr)·hoardC<IIItrallerlntrrfarro anATt\ryhnard 
2.). 200 Wan. 1101220 \'AC Pn~o r. r S uppl} ,.Jth fourC:ahir• 
211 . t)u ,. rujllou 1.2 MB llalf-Hrll!ht Hl~th·nrnoh~· FO tM25~:ll\l 
:!;', l)n,. t; ,,.,..., ,\lat~lri/OtE \'.170)" /0nrl'uallrlandllnr 

Srrlall'urt ,2nd Srrlall'nrtOptlonll 
:lH. t)n~ \\',.o tr rn UIMh•l \\'1}1003-\\'A:Z Cnmhinr1i Hard·l>l•kl 

Fiupp~·Diok Cunt roller Cuntrolo T"u ltar>illlolo.• ami T"" ri"JIJ>h· · 
2tJ , Turlm-Spr.r.dllfarol-()]okll'u" " rlndlcatorLtllhl•ln•ta11rtl 
311.llard,.·a rr ll ror lamiTurhuHullmulnota\1rol 
:11. ~lrkrl-l'latrd,F.namriC:n•tho)(.llrii)"•IJUI ) \.OrkahlrC:a .,. 
:J2. Fht• llrhr S\uto A•allalilr .. !Spraker lnt r fal"r 
:1:1. l'n~orr-Un Sr\f-Trotlnl! nF S)o t ~m C:umpunrnlo 
:1-1. FhrSiut oStiiJI...,nOt•r"lnrrS)·•temof.ollnlfiJratlun 
:i3 , ltt'tlll)•fnrOS/2S)·otrmo011f' rl llono 
:u •. ltrath for :Z0 /40165172184 1 103 1 140 12301!137~111 tl ar•l nl.k 
:\7. lt~ a d) f11 r 201-I0/60MD Tapr-llor kup lnotallatlun 
!ltl . Urad~ for Nl't,.urk1Multluorr1Multltaokhlf1 S~·otrn>• 
:1•1 . UJorr-ath•t~Manuat.fnrMonltur. K r.• hua rd . ~lnth r rlou uro l . 

" GP t :anl and ~l a11lr II( )C:artl 
Jn. :t(I.J) I) ~lnnt')·D•~"- Guaranlrr 
II. 20- .\loutht' ull) Wartllllf'dl_. lmr •miPart. 
1:.! . 7:l-lluurllurn-lnPrrlod 
1:1. Full) !'r t·l ' !••ndDi a]llmollra ll ~ Trotr tlln Amrrk11 
1-1. llo·Ao l ~ fnr lmmreliatr Drlhr r~ 
l .i . ~hl]'Wurlo i ,.Jdr•i•t",.d rraiE'l'"'''· lllll .. l ll '!-i.urAlr t :arjl>> 
I h . \o•r o' JII Chrr•ra• Trl .. phonr Ortlrr• ,.1\"I!'A I,\IaolrriAt: f:l rd 

ur\\"J,...Tramrr.., 

BUS 386 S)'Stems ......... 82,800 
w/43MB Seagate ST-251, 39MS 

OPTIO:\',\L n :ATt"IU:S 
I, 21UIIIr. S••Irm~ ,.flnl~i 80386-20 Mh·rupro><·.-..ur 

,. /MISt' ,; :l.H3.!'1 • 23,0,l_.lloi>nark • 25 .. l 
:.! . :l.l~lll£ S~ ·lrm. U' l\1 llr A•a llablr Sunn 
:1. lhh)·~ltrel386 ,.l(:ador Mrmor~ of S5 -Nanto•rr mulll \\I 
1. IUM E\(l ln•lnn Roue! o f2~1R. -I Mil.. H~lU 
.i , T,.Ju IUO!'r. l'hornh 3H6/A .. ord 3861111 Mnthrrhu .. ol 
h . \"GA !',,, .. , ... /Autu!i,.Jt(h \ "GA Card t800 x 6001 
7. EI;A ~~•trm.• .. !Aut<~ S .. itrh EGA Card tMO x 3501 
H. C:n lnr ~~ ·lrm• ,. /f.n lor Cn rol (6-10 lC 200) 
t) , llrro· ulr . C:r-allhir.l'ho•Ca rol anolln-C:nlnrl~ atll 

Ill . . -\ll ln lt•IAhn•·r. -lluard• 
II . AT! H ;A Carol aut! [{;A WontlrrC:artl 
12 . .:..- .... ~ E\ "GA \'GACard 
1:1 . Qultlram Quad EGA l'lu• 
IJ.I;r1111a~ uprrf.GA 
15 , \ "Jdru-7\"t:GA Drlu...-t:(;A 
1
1'7: ~~~~r"N:; .. ~~~::~~r.1:;~t~~,_tf;~"''"'"· sL,p•e· Pr'""''u'" 
IU. , ·t;l : 13" Mnltl8) llr \lf80tl x .l601 
1'1 . . \"t:r : J5H 1tluhl~)· n~ l'luot960 x i201 
:.!II. ="it:c 1'1 " Mnhl·~nr Xl.c102 -1 x 7lo8J 
21. •'l• ll" a'" '-""ltlocan t92 l• x 3801 
2:/. , ·" • m•moj>II4 H I-153M I EGA 1650 x :t:>Ot 
2 !J. \1 11 111111''"' C.\IH562 13 8 II(; II Cn\or Monllur 
:!-I . Satn•OIIIC COI ·S64 W 1-1 • IIG IJ Culor ,\lunhur 
:.!.i . l·l " Ou•l-Fn:quenr)Amh,. rMonllor 
:.!to. T .. a•· :;t/ t8 3601\ anlll '!: 1.'1 -DIB Flop]>~ 
:.!7. l : llnlrrl.-.vr lhr•I·Di~lo.C:QIIIroilrr 
2 H. t:~m tEohan(r d ~no all S.-. trm l11trrfarl' l Cunlrtoll rr Carol 
:..!•) . Talll[rao• 201-10 160 ~18 Ti.pr-llarkuJ> S~''""' ' 
:111. lla•O'• ur Smart 1200 nr 2 -100 hauollntrrual nr E\lrrn~l '''"''"'" 
:11 . l::t>~ati.Tnohiha.Citiun. ="iEC.atld !'tllrl'riniO'r• 
:l:l . \li r ru•onorGt'niu.Mou•r•nciJo)>lirlo. 
:1:1. Thrrr!' r rl ii iPort.Card ,.ff,.ol'arallrll'nrl• 
:11. lt~h• llil!rnt Sr. ri a ll'ort.for ·lnrRI I •r ro 
:15 . lntrl80387 ~1 ath Co-i'rorr••nr 
:16. ~llnl(: ...... rrhrrrDrhr Slol• 
:17. Millir .. ouo•rurTn,.rr C:a.•· 
:111 . :.!nol Srrlall'nrl l"pjlt~<l.-
:1•1 . !'inn .. art·• of Al l Kioul . 
10. 2C).;HJ .. )O.fl 5-;'2-8-1-103-l:.!U-I -IU-:! :SO·:t:t7 .'11\ H ~r tl flj , J. Opliun· 
11 . \luhin•rrnr~rl"ur\.inllln•lnllatillll• . 

Circle 49 on Reader Service Card 



BYTE 
LISTINGS 
YOUR WAY! 

LISTINGS ON 
DISK BYTE listings on 
disk are right for you if 
you want to compile or 
run programs quick ly. 
A lso included on disk are 
the month's BIX high
lights specific to your 
machine format. 

LISTINGS IN 
PRINT This print sup-
plement contains source
code listing s described in 
th e issues of BYTE . 

LISTINGS FROM 
BIX (BYTE Information 
Exchange) By joining 
BIX, you can download 
BYTE source-code 
listings at standard BIX 
rates . See BIX informa
tional ad listed in Reader 
Service index in th is 
issue. 

-;,.;-
FOR DIRECT 
ORDERING CALL 
TOLL FREE: 
800-258-5485 
Call: M- F, 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Eastern Time 

(603-924-9281 for New 
Hampshire residents) 

For credit card 
orders only. 

ON DISK-*Including the Month's BIX 
Highlights SpecHic To Your 
Machine Format. 

Disks of listings from December 
1985 to present are available at the 
prices stated at right. Please mark 
the appropriate format and note 
the issue date below. If you are 
ordering a subscription, please 
note the issue date on wh ich you 
would like it to begin . 

Month _ ____ ___ _ 

~ar -----------

IN PRINT 
1988 Supplement Issues 
D January through March 

$6.95 in USA $7.95 outside USA 

Monthly supplements replace 
quarterly supplements starting in 
April. Indicate the month you're 
ordering in the space below. 

Month ________ _ 

~ar _ _______ ___ 

$2.50 per issue in USA 
$3.50 per issue outside USA 

Annual Subscriptions: 
$19.00 in USA 
$22.00 outside USA 

Please note month and year you 
would like the subscription to begin. 

Month 

5Y. inch: 

0 IBM PC • 

0 Apple II 

0 Kaypro 2 CP/M 

0 MS-DOS 8 Sector• 

0 Tl Professional 

3Y, inch: 

0 Apple Macintosh• 

0 Atari ST• 

0 Amiga• 

0 IBM PS/2• 

Single 
Month 

(one disk) 

0 $8.95 

0 $9.95 

1987 Supplement Issues 
IN USA: 

0 January through March 1987 for 
only $6 .95. 

0 Apri l through June 1987 for only 
$6.95. !Includes 1986 Index! . 

0 July through September 1987 for 
only $6.95. 

0 October through December 1987 
for only $6.95. 

0 1987 subscription only $18.00. 

OUTSIDE USA: 

0 January through March 1987 for 
only $7.95. 

0 Apri l through June 1987 for only 
$7.95. 

0 July through September 1987 for 
only $7.95. 

0 October through December 1987 
for only $7.95. 

0 1987 subscription only $21.00. 

IN USA: 

Annual 
Subscription 

(13 disks) 

0 $69.95 
I Save $46.401 

0 $79.95 

!Save $49.401 

OUTSIDE USA: 

Single Annual 
Month Subscription 

(one disk) (13 disks) 

0 $10.95 0 $89.95 
(Save $52.40! 

0 $11.95 0 $99.95 

I Save $55.401 

1986 Supplement Issues 
IN USA: 

0 January through June 1986 for 
only $8.95. 

0 July through September 1986 for 
only $6.95. 

0 October through December 1986 
for only $6.95. 

0 1986 Annual Subscnption for 
only $18.00. 

OUTSIDE USA: 

0 January through June for only 
$9.95. 

0 June through September for 
only $7.95. 

0 October through December for 
only $7.95. 

0 1986 Annual Subscription for 
only $21.00. 

COMBINED DISK 
AND PRINT 
SUBSCRIPTION 

IN USA: OUTSIDE USA: 
Annual Subscription Annual Subscription 

5Y. inch: 0 $8995 0 $109.95 

0 IBM PC !Save $58.351 !Save $75.351 

0 Apple II 

0 Kaypro 2 CP/M 

0 MS-DOS 8 Sector 

0 Tl Professional 

Bundled together, 
giv ing you the 
convenience of disk
based source-code plus 
the ease of reference of 
print. 

3Y, inch: 0 $99.95 0 $119.95 

0 Apple Macintosh !Save $61.351 (Save $78 35) 

If you are ordering a subscript ion, 
please note the issue date on 
which you would like it to begin. 

Please complete in full. 

0 Atari ST 

0 Amiga 

0 IBM PS/ 2 

MAY 

Name ___ ____________ _____ _ ___ 

Address _____ _________ _ ____ __ _ 

City _ _ ____ ____ State ___ Zip ______ _ 

County or Parish _ _ ____ _ _ Country ____ _ _ _ _ 

Credit Card# ___________________ _ 

Exp. Date __ Signature Date _ _ _ _ _ 

Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery. 

0 Check enclosed 

0 MasterCard 

0 VISA 

0 U.S. Funds enclosed llf ordering 
from outside the U.S. please remit in 
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. 
Thank you.l 

FOLC 

HEAl 

FOL 

HER 



FOLD 

HERE 

FOLD 

HERE 

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 10 PETERBOROUGH, NH 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

~~J( Listings 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough , NH 03458-9990 

111, ,,, ,11 •• 1 .. 1.1.1.1 .. 1.1.1 .. 1.1 •• 1.1 •• 11. ,,,,11.1 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 
IF MAILED 

IN THE 
UNITED STATES 



~VI~ 88/286/386 
SPECIFIC"TIONS 

I. 1)" lli~h It•~~~ - (750 x34-8) Ouul Frcqut:ncy Amber CHT 
Monitor AccCJil/1 8oth Mnuo mul Colnr Curti 

2. llu•cc Half II eight Drh·e Slott~ 
:!. Ueinforccd AJuntintmt Frome 
-t.. 200 Watts 1101220 VAC Power S upJ•I~
.:;. 7 fo~xpansion Slol!l ,ku.ilahle 
6. BtJ. Keys \o' fLEDs for CAP. Num and Scro lll..o c k 
7. Enlarged Retun1und Shift Kcyil 
8. Mcclumicul Keyswitclt of C li cki ng Fee l " ·/A Po~iti,·e 'litcti lt• 

Feedback 
9. Po"'·e r Lock Kt..•y Installed 

10. Contrast Adjusting Knob lns llallcll 
II . Drightnes8 Adjuil ting Knob lw;tallcd 
12 . Turbo Speed Light Indicato r Installed 
1:\. llardwarc Hesct Bultonlmtnllcd 
) tf,, llimensiom: 17.3"(W) X 8.2"(1-1) X 16.9"(0) 
15 . Wc i@:li.!! 22lb8 in CKD Fonn 
16. EGA Portables Avo.iu.U,Je Nu"·: 

-9" EG,\ Monitor " '/640x:l50 (EG.\) or 
640x200 (CGA) 

-230 Watts 110/220 VAC Power Suppl~· 
-Dot Pitch: 0.28 

OPDONll FE"TURES 
I. TEAC 5 '1-a" 360K Jo1oppy Disk 
2. TEAC 3'/t" 720K Floppy Disk 
3. TEAC 31/:z" 1.44MB Floppy Disk 
t. Seagate 3 1h:" 1-lnrd Disk of20/30 /40 MB 
5. llcn!ulc11 Grophic11 Plus Card or In-Co lor Curd 
6. Intel All Abm·e Boarchl 
7. Quadrnm Quu1l EGA Plu11 
n. E\'Cn!.l: EV 65 7 AutOII't\o;lch EGA 
9. l~rndise Au t08witch 11-80 EGA 

B/10/161Uilz 
10112120 Mllz Optional 

10. ATI EGA Wunder 
II . GenonSuiU!rEGA / 
\2. Video-7 Vegn Deluxe EGA 
1:\. f\ST Adl'lltllugc Pn:m•ium. Sixpnc Prc miun1 . HttmJHlfZt' 
14-, En!rcx Rum Expansion Hoar1b 
15. llayeA or Smurt 1200 Baud Inte rnal or Exten1all\lodem 
16. Hayes or Smart2400 Baud Internal or External Modem 
17. Mi~I'Ot!On or Genius l\lou.se 
18. Winner Joystick 
19. Intel Math CoJU"OCC!ISOr 

20. 2nd Sacrial Jlort Upgrade 
21. EJIIIOn, Toshiba. Citi7.en. NEC. and S tur Printen; 
22. Tallgrass TaJle Backup of 20 /30/40 MB 
2:! . Portable Cu.rry·ing Bag 

CONFIGlJRJ\.TIONS 
XT200PX 8[S88 Pot-lable .•.••.•..•.•.•.•.••.. 51.050 

Coafigurod Same as BUS88 wll'o·o 360K 
XT120PX ...-1 20~8. Sttgate Sf-225, 65 MS. On~ 360 K . 1.350 
XTI30PX •·/30lfB. Sul!'l< Sf-238. 65 )15. 0... 360K . IAOO 
XTI40PX ...-/40)18, Min~riM3650. 60MS.One 3601\ . 1.450 
XTI65PX • l65lf8.S•"'!'I<Sf-277.39JI&0,,360K. 1.750 

\TIOIIPX BrS286 Pw1able • • . • . . . . • . . • . • • . • . . . 1.6SO 
· tonfi~urod Same a.< BUS28h·/On• 1.2ll8 

,\T200PX ~o·/Ont 1.2MB and One 360K . 
.ITI20PX w/20MB. S'"'!'"' ST-225, 65 M& o,, 1.2MB 
.ITI30PX w/30MB.Seosw Sf-238,65 M& (),, 1.2MB . 

.\TI~QPX wl<\llMB. Mm;,rihc 3650, 60 !IS. 0"' 1.2MB .. 
ATI •I3PX w/43MB. Se"'!'l< ST-251, 39 MS. O,e 1.2MB . . 
ATI •J4PX ~o· /43MB.SusaltSf-251-1.28M5.0M 1.2MB. 
.UI-12PX •·/42MB. MiM<rihc 6053. 28M& 0"' 1.2!18 .. 
.HI65f'X ~o·/65Mfl Suplt ST-271. 39 MS. One 1.2MB. 
\TI 72 PX ,-/i2 ,~B. Minberibe 6085.28 !I& o,, 1.2!18 . 

1.100 
1.900 
1.950 
2.000 
2.200 
2.300 
2.-100 
2.450 
2.600 

.UI84PX w/84 ,~B. Se"'!'l< >T•I096, 28 !IS. o,, 1.2!18 . 2.650 
.ITII03PX • /103MB. P.Um llJ.IOO. 25 MS. o,, 1.2MB . 2.8QO 
-\TII20PX ~o· /120~1lMiniM"riM6128, 28 MS. On~ 1.2MB . 2.900 

TIIOOPX BtS386 Porlabl• . • . •• .•.•...•....•.• 3.100 
Coafigured Same a.< BUS386 w/On• .1.2!18 

1T200PX w/O,e 1.2 ,~B '"d 0... 360K . 
TII20PX wi20M~ Stapte ST-225. 65 MS. On~ 1.2MB . 
1TI30PX w/30MB. S."'!'l< ST-238. 65 MS. 0,. 1.2MB . 
lTI -IOPX ,-/40lfB. Minberihc 3650,60 M5. 0"' 1.2lfB 
1TI.f3PX w/43MB. Se"'!'"' ST-251. 39 MS. o,, 1.2MB . 
lTI -1-IPX •1o13MB. Se"'!'I<Sf-251-1. 28M& 0"' 1.2MB . 
ni·I2PX ~o·J42MB. Mitli8eribt 6053.28 MS. One 1. 2MB. 
TII65PX ~o· /65:\18. StapltSf-277. 39 MS. One 1.2~18 . 
Til i2PX ~o·I 72MB. MiniM-riM 6085.28 MS. On~ 1.2MB . 
1TI84PX w/8-llfB. Se"'!'l< Sf-1096. 28 )15. 0"' 1.2MB . 

1TII03PX • /103MB. Priun llJ.IOO. 16 Jl& O,e1.2MB . 
1TII20PX • /l20lfB.Min"'rihc6128.28 MS.O"' 1.2!18 . 
lTII -IOPX ~o/14-0 .~B. MKropoli4 1355.23 )IS. On~ 1.2)18 . 
1TI230PX ~o· /2JOMH. f'riAm ID-230. 12 )IS. One 1.2.\18 
l'fl33ii'X ~o /337 .\18.. Priarn 10-337. 13 .\IS. Ont 1.2)18 

3.150 
3.350 
3.400 
U50 
3.600 
3.700 
3.800 
3.850 
4.000 
.J.050 
uoo 
4.300 
5.200 
5.600 
;.ooo 

lUI BUS Computer Systems Feature: 
• Opt!raling Manual for Monitor. Keyboard. Motherboard 

MGP. Multi 1/0, Scrinl Card!! 
• Fully Set·Up nnd Oiagno111icnlly Tc11h~d in Ameri ca 
• 72 lloun~ Bunl·ln Period 
• :JO.Oay Money Bac k Guanmty 

Bus 
PORTABLE 

• One Year Fully War routed l~bnr & Pnrts 
• Hendy for lmnu:d.iale Oelh·ery Rei11forced "ltJmilnnll frome Three Half-Height Drive Slots 7 E.\.lJflll!>iOII Slot.'> Available 
• Ship Worldwialt: \' ia Fedeml Exr•n:ils. OIIL. UPS or Air Cnr~o 
• Accelll 0\'Cn!Ctlll Telephone Orden~ wfV ISA/Mnslc r/AE Cord 

or Wi"' Tnmf!ft!nl 

Circle 49 on Reader Service Card 

Price subject to change without no,ice. 
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COMPLETE 12 MHz 
ZERO-WAIT 286 SYSTEM 

WITH 32MB HARD DRIVE! 
Can you believe it? Ths you can! 

32 MB hard drive. 12 MHz ZERO Wait State. Fully AT 
compatible. Our complete '286 system ready to plug in and 
fly right out of the box! At the amazing price of only $1,295! 

How is it possible? By buying direct from the manufac
turer that's how. ZEOS International offers you the finest, 
best-backed fully AT compatible systems available . . . at 
factmy direct prices. 

We think you'll agree, this is the very best value you'll 
find anywhere. 

ZEOS® Customer Assurance Program 
Compare not only our features but 
the ZEQS® Customer Assurance Pro
gram as well: 1. Full refund within 
30 days of shipment if you are not 
absolutely satisfied. 2. One full year 
limited warranty on parts and la
bor. 3. Federal Express replacement 
of any failed parts for your first 
year of ownership. 

AT is a registered trademark 
of IBM Corporation. 

Due to currency fluctua
tions and other factors 
beyond our control, prices 
are subject to change 
without notice. 

Call for complete 
warranty details. 

And every ZEOS® system is fully assembled, burned-in 
and tested in our own laboratories. We would like to build 
one for you. Give us a call today! 

OTHER ZEOS OPTIONS: 
• Basic System Only: Everything except a hard 

drive. $995 
• Complete 60 + MB hard drive system! Only $1,595 
• EGA Upgrade. 14" EGA color monitor with ZEOS EGA 

card. Fully tested. Add $495 
• Many other drives and options available. Call Toll Free 

for details, 800-423-5891. 

taY! ZEOS® '386 Motherboards! 
z:F..OS® 80386 motherboards, 16 or 
20 MHz, Zero-Wait state. Up to 
16MB of 32-bit memory an board. 
Plus an board options include Wei
tek 1167 Math Co-processor, 80387, 
80287, FDC and SCSI HDC. Ideal for 
upgrades and OEM systems. Only 
$1395.00 

In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591 
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310 

~~1(001 ~~~ 

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE 
800-423-5891 

ZEOS 
INTERNATIONAL. LTD 
530 5th Avenue NW. Suite 1000 

St. Paul. MN 55112 
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6809 

• No pusooallty modules; Menu driven device se lection. 
• Built-in Eraserffimer opt ion ($50); Conduct ive foam pad . 
• Direct technical support; •·unl year wurnnty. 
• Stand alone duplication & verify (27XX parts). 
• Quick pul~ algori thm (272.56 under 60 sec). 

e 27Dto 1 Mbit; 2SD; 68xx; CMOS; EE PROMS. 
• 8741 ,-2,-4,-8,-8H,-9,-9H,-SI ,-CSI ,-SZ,-55, 976 1 & more. 
• IBM-PC, Apple. CPM or Unix driver; Autobuud R.~ZJZ . 

• Offsel/split Hex, Bina ry, Inte l & Motorola 8,16,32 bit. 
• Manual with complde schematics. 

VISA MC AMEX Call today for datashuts f! 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS 

355 WEST O LI VE AVE. SU NNYVALE, CA 94086 
PH, (408) 730-5511 FAX ' (408) 730-5521 T ELEX' 984 185 

Circle 37 on Reader Service Card 

PC-LabCard sERIEs 
Lab, Industrial and Engineering 110 Cards 

for IBM PCIXT/AT 

PCL-714 (14 bits) AID t D/A t D/1 t D/0 t 
Timer/Counter Card $495 

PCL-712 (12 bits) AID t D/A t D/1 t D/0 t 
Timer/Counter Card $295 

PCL-720 Digital I/O & Counter Card $160 
PCL-725 Relay & Opto-lsolated D/1 Card $240 
PCL-738 Stepping Motor Control Card $395 
PCL-742 RS-422 Interface Card $130 
PCL-748 IEEE-488 Interface Card $395 
PCL-750 Prototype Development Card $70 
PCL-754 PC Slot Extension Kit $ 50 
PCLS-700 Data Acquisition & Control Software $195 
PCLS-705 waveform/Oscilloscope Software $125 

Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome. 
Call lor tree catalog! 

~ 1460 Tully Rd . #602 
h 1 San Jose, CA 95122 

A}"!g!.•<~ TEL: (408) 293-6786 
....,....._, FAX: (408) 293-4697 

Circle 20 on Reader Service Card 

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM* 
FOR THE IBM PC/'J.T/AT AND ... 

For information interchange. backup and archival storage. 
AK Systems oilers a 9-track. IBM format-compatible 
'h " magnetic tape subsystem lor I he IBM PC, featuring : 

• IBM format 160013200 a nd 800 cp l. 
• Software lor PC-DOS, MS-OOS, XENIX. 

• Also for AT&T , DEC, VAX, 
VME, $-100, RS-232, 
IEEE 488. 

Wn /0, p/lofle 01 rw)C lOt ttiiOtnliUiot!. 

AKSysterns 
2074 1 Marilla St. 
Chatsworth. CA 91311 
{6 18f709·8100 
TWX: 910-493-2071 

Circle 13 on Reader Service Card 

LOWEST PRICE 
TURBO XT BASIC SYSTEM . . .. .. . $334.00 
'4.77/8 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS 
• 256K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 640K 
' AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
' XT CASE W/160 WATI PS 
• 360K FLOPPY W/CONTROLLER 
'10 MHZ OPTIONAL ....... .. ADD $15.00 
• 1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 

AS ABOVE W/MONO, MONITOR 
& MONOGRAPHICS CARD ...... $449.00 

TURBO AT BASIC SYSTEM ...... . $854.00 
• 8110 MHZ W/PHOENIX BIOS 
' 512K RAM EXPANDABLE TO 1MB 
' AT CASE W/200 WATI PS 
' 84 KEY AT KEYBOARD 
' 1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
' FD/HD CONTROLLER 
' 1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 

1200B INTERNAL MODEM . ...... ... $79.00 
VORTEX EGA CARD (640'350) .. .. .. $99.00 
ATI VGA CARD (800' 600) ........ $199.00 
SEAGATE 20MB HD W/CONTROLLER$265.00 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE 
CALL FOR OTHER PRODUCTS 

TYSTAR MANUFACTURING, INC. 

214-630-6025 

Circle 299 on Reader Service Card 
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· :rviJ~K 2 9 " SLEEVEs ·· "' 

10oo+ ea. 

10LK 5~4' DISKS 
Double Side- Double Den. 

100% Tested & Certified Error Free, 
at "Minimum 55% Clippin~ Level or 
Higher:'"Lifetime Warran y•: With 
Tyvek Sleeves & Write on Labels 

100 200 600 

.38c .35c .32c 
each each each 

DEALERS WELCOME 
Telex #4933362• Fax #405·495-4598 

Shipping Charges Vary With Quantity Call 
o... ...... _ 

D e lawa' e 1·800·451·1849 
Di ~ett o':~~~o~~ ;~~BOO.sS·44osa 

~ ~ P.080J(I67• BETtu.HY, OK 1'3003 
• • N evada 1·800· 621·6221 /Ottttec lO•l P.O. BOXI2l96. LASVEGAS, HY, $9112 

~~~~~d q~~~rJ~§9d~~~~~y~t~eM~flr~o~~~~~~~ 
AK.HI,or PR add 5% additiOnal for PAL. 

~'J~erbatinl A Kodak Company 

5rDISKS 5 BOX lOBOX 

D·Side 950 
D·Den. - 8~ 79J 
~~~~ 17~ 16~ 159J 
--31ti' Diskettes--

S·Side 11~ D·Side 16@ H·Den.39~ 
- -8" Diskettes--

S·Side154o S·Side 1795 D·Side20~ 
S·Den. - D·Den. - D·Den. 

International Orders 
Accepted .. ..._. Delawa' e 1 ·~1·1849 

i)· ~ tt ~~~~= 1-aoo-65.4.4osa •ee ~ P.0. 80X167• , aET tt.UIY, OK. nooe onnec [Otr Nevada 1· 800- 621·6221 
P.O.IIOX 123M , LAS VEGAS, lfV. H 112 

~i;j£'~~~~1·1~~=~: 
Telex #4933362•Fax#4QS-495·4598 
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• Keyboard 
• Serial/Paralle l 

Ports • Box of 1 0 Diskettes 
, 12" High Resolution Monitor 

NEC 

$849 

POWERMATE I 
PACKAGE 

IBM PC/XT / AT COMPATIBLE 

800286 8 MHz Processor ' 640K 
RAM • 1.2 MB Floppy • 12" Monitor 

$1299 
w/NEC 20MB Hard Drlve ..... $1 529 

POWERMATE II $1 879 
with monitor 

commodore 
PCl0-1 

•12M Monitor 
·o. Adapt~rs •Package of 10 Diskettes 

•All Hook-up Cables 

$529 
Same Package with 

20MB Hard Drive 

TOSHIBA l'IEC MULTISPEED H.D. 
NEG MULTISPEED EL. .. 
NEC MULTISPEED 
TOSHIBA 1200 ..... . 
TOSHIBA 3100/ 20 
TOSHIBA 1200 .. 
ZENITH 181 
ZENITH 183 .... ...... . 

DATA VUE 
DRIVES 

==-==·· ·--· -=- ~-= -=: =- J· ----
XT -~ : 

HAROORNE ~ 
PACKAGE ~ 

• IBM XT Computer • IBM Keyboard 256K 
RAM Expandable to 640K · 360K Disk Drive 
• 20MB Hard Drive · Package of 10 OiskeUes 
(Monitor Optional) 

IBM XT Package with $1279 
2 360K Floppy Drives 

4.7 MHz~ ·Dual Floppy Drives · ? Expansion 
Slots ·5l2KExpandable to 768K • Parallel & 
Serial Ports· Mouse· Available in Color or 
Monochrome System• Oler$1 000 Wor1hof 
Software-NO CHARGE! 

..... $319.95 
... . $469.95 

FX-800 ..... .. $429.95 
L0-800 ...... . $389.95 
LQ-850 ....... $489 .95 
L0-500 ... .... $329.95 
L0-1050 .. ... $659.95 
EX-800 ....... $419.95 
EX-1000 ..... $459 .9~ 

PANASONJC 

NX- 1 000 .. ... $169.95 
NX-15 ....... .. $289.95 
NB-241 0 ..... $399.95 
NB-24 15 ..... $559.95 
IBM Pro· 
printer 11. .... $369.95 

OK/DATA 
01<1·120 ...... $ 189.95 
OKIMATE20.$139.95 
O<IDATA180. $219.95 

L.aserjet 
Series II 

~lJ 

• IBM Computei • Two 720K Drives 
• 640K RAM • BuiiHn Graphics 
• Serial / Parallel Ports • Optional 12" 
Monitor 

$1199 
PS/ 2 Model 30 w/ 720 
FloppyDrive&20MBIBM $1599 
Hard Drive 

~~:~~. •Keyboard •360K ~~ 
FloppyOrive •4.7·7.16 • 
MHz •12" Monitor 
• 8088-2 Processor 

$799 
Same Pkg. wj 20 MB Hard D rive ... $1 049 

BWE CHIP 
IBM PCf;~~~rrtl PKG. 

512KRAMEx~andable 

640K : ~~9~0~~Fcfr~ 
Diskettes · 

~~~~isk $499 
DRNE .. .. $759 

AMIGA 2000 IN STOCK 
ALL PERiPHERALS IN STOCK 

A-501 5 12K EXPANSION · A·1010 3.5" FLOPPY 
DRIVE·A·1020T 5.25" DISK DRIVE WITH TRANS. 
FORMER · A·20880 BRJDGE CARD· A· 101>4 AGB 

COLOR t.IONITOR • A·1680 MOOEM • A·1000 
SIDECAR • A-2000 HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER 
FOR A-2000 · A·2010 3.5" INTERNAL DISK DRIVE 
FORA·2000·A·2002 2MB EXPANSION FORA·2000 



HARD DISK CONTROLLERS 
ADAPTEC 
PC-XT Controller ST50614t2 .............. . ......... $45 
2072 PC/XT ALL .. .. . . . . .. . . .. ...... $98 
3530 SCSI to Tape OIC 36 . . .. .. .. .. • .. .. ... $78 
4000 SCSI to ST50614t5 . ........ . . . . ..... .... ..... $89 
4070 SCSI to ST506/412 ALL .. $98 
4520 SCSI to ESDI .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .... $98 
5500 SCSI to ST5061412 . . . . .. $125 
5580 SCSI to SMD ........ ... .. . ...... $175 
XEBEC 
S1410 SASI Controller. . . $109 
S1420 SASito 5'to" Floppy & Hard Disk Controller ...... $99 
Apple II, II+, liE Host Adapter . .$29 
Toshiba PC to SASIISCSI Host Adapter ............... $29 
9205 Mullibus Hard Disk Controller .. $199 
9305D IEEE 488 (HPIB) to ST5061412 Controller . . .. $89 
1490 SASito SMD Controller . . . $149 
OTHERS 
OMTI 20C, L SASI Controller 
DTC 510A SASI Controller . 

. .,. Shugart 1610.1,3 or 4 SASI/SCSI Controller ..... . 

,. 

WD 1002-SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller . 

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card 

AHachea outelde 
the computer. 

Now get popular speech technologies in ONE pro
duct! Speech Thing Is a full-featured 8 bit 0 / A sound 
converter. Easily attaches outside the computer-no 
slots reQuired. Software includes prerecorded 
speech vocabularies, synthetic te xt to speech 
(speaks any ASCII text), demo programs, and com
plete editing features. Price only S69.95. Also 
available: Voice Moster PC plug In board for digital 
recording, editing, and VOICE RECOGNITION. (11&
qulres Speech Thing for sound output.) Only S79.95. 
Patented prlce/ perlormonce breakthroughs I 
TO ORDER BY MAIL include 54 shipping a. handling 
(56 Canada, Sl2 overseas) per Otde< Visa, Master
Cord phone orders accepted. 30 day money bock 
guarantee, one year warranty. Other voice l/ 0 sys
tems available for Apple, Commodore. and Afori 
computers. 

@ Call or wule !OdOV lor FRH PrOduc t Cata loo 

<nvox INC. cso3) 342-1271 
675 Conger St .. Eugene. OreQon 97402 

Circle 75 on Reader Service Card 

' "' -'"'. "'" . "fp'i~~; 
VT240 Smart Terminal Emulator 
and Communications Program 
tor the IBM XT, AT, PS/2 and compatibles 

VT241 
$295* 
•plus your PC 
or compatible 

.Comprehensive VTl40 I VT241 
emulation at 2-4 times the speed. 

• Complete VTl40 ANSI emulation 
including true double-high/double
wide characters, true smooth scroU
ing. nationallmultin;nional suppon, 
and downloadable font s. 

•At least 128 columns displayable 
in 132-column mode on the CGA, 
EG·\ , VGA, and Hl.'mlles adapters. 

•full Tektronix 4010/401-t, si.xel and 
ReG IS graphics support 

·KERMIT and X MODEM 1ransfm. 
•Ungermann Bass Net /One and 
VMS Smiccs for MS.OOS suppon. 

Also available VT220, VT100, D400. 4014 
emulators and the PowerSta tio" T .... VT200 style 
keyboard. 

KEA SYSTEMS LTD. 
Suire 412. 2150 Wes18trlildway Vancouver. B.C. Canada V6K 419 
Teteplwne (604) 7321411 Telex: 04-352848 VCR Fax: (604) 732-0715 
Order Toll Free BIX!-663-8702 
30 day money back guarantee. AMEXIMCNISA 

,, "' 
Circle 156 on Reader Service Card 

Find out how our who le fam il y of 
EMU-TEK gmphics rcnninal cmular ion 

sof1wnrc mah-s b'OC>d sense for lhc work you do. 
Call mday for more info nnarion. 

FTC ~:J:eMs 
(714) 995-3900 

(800) 962-3900 (800) 972-3900 (Calif.) 
1080 I D;o le St., Suite M-Z 

Stanton, CA 90680 

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card 

0 

I not only a 
printer buffer ! 

THIS IS Til& MOST SOP HISTICATBD 

PRINTER BUFFER - MULTIPLEXOR - SWITCH 
Wltll TW O SBPARATB IN PUTS ISBRIA L AND PARALLBL) AND 
TWO SBPARATB OUTPUTS ISS RIAL AND PARA LLEL) CAN BB 
USBD LIKB STAN DAR D BUPPBR . WITH AN Y INPUT TO AN Y 
OUTPUT BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT 2 COMPUTBRS TO I 
PR INTRR, OR 1 COMPUT RR TO 2 PR INTBRS, OR 2 COMP UTRRS 
AND 2 PR INTP.RS. AND MORB z I COMPUTER TO 3 PRIN TRRS 
OR 3 CO MPUl&RS TO I PRIN TRR 
HIOH CAPACITY ~ 04 KB TO 2M> KB AND - 260 KB TO I MB 
IMOOSLS A AND B) PA USR, COPY AND RBSRT FUNCTIONS 
SBRIAI. PORTS WITH 1 OR o BITS WORD LBNOTH, I OR 2 STOP 
BIT, PARITY. XONfXOPP, DTR, RTS 

OCB· A· O< K I 195 OCB·B · ?OOK I 255 l't 

ALSO, WB HAVB t ll B MOST COMPLBTB DATA CONVRRTBR 
UNIT CON VBRTS RS232 SRRIAL TO CENTRONICS PARALLRL 
OR VICB VBRSA, JUST BY MOV INO JUMPERS. BAUD RATB AND 
PROTOCOL FU LLY PROOR AMABLB PRO M 11'>0 TO 19?00 BAUDS 
lNOLUDBS · DTR, RTS, XON/XOPP. PAR ITY. • k 

ocu I 80 1" 1 G5JD 
!" ) Po• ... r •upp\J and nbl n NOT m cl ud•d m !Z1 
~ seria!()parallel 

DCU bi-directional converter 

INTECTRA lnc.- Depl.232 
2029 T£R MINAL BLVD 

MOUNTAIN VIBW- CA-94043 

(415) 967- 8818 TX 345545 

THE EP-1's A GREAT VALUE & HERE'S WHY: 
• REAOS, PROGRAMS, COPIES OVER 300 EPROMS AND EEPROMS FROM 

19 MANUFACtURERS INCWDING 1716·27513, 2004·28256, 17011 
• READS & WRITES INtEL. MOTOROLA. STRAIGHT HEX ANO BINARY 
• OPTIONAL HEADS PROGRAM INTEL 874X, 8751, 87C51. 8755 
• MENU· DRIVEN CHIP SELECTION BY MFG & P/N: NO MODULES 
• FASt. SLDW, QUICK PI/LSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS 
• SPLITS FILES BY BASE AOORESS AND ODOfEVEN (16 & 32 Bfl] 
• All INTELLIGENCE IN UNIT: 180 MICROPROCESSOR BASED 
• 5. 125. 21. 25 VOLT PROGRAMMING FOR CMOS ANO -A SUFFIX PARTS 
• FREE PC·ODS SOFtWARE • RS232 TO ANY COMPI/TER 
• GOLO TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKET • 8 BAUO RATES TO 38,400 
• SAME OAY SHIPMENT • GENERATES. CHECKS CHECKSUMS 
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY • twO FREE FIRMWARE UPDATES 
• MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE • UV ERASERS FROM >34% 

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION 

BP~ 
8001225-2102 7131461-9430 TELEX 1561477 

10681 HADDINGIDN #190 HOUSTON, TX 77043 
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White 
5.25" DS-00 DlskeHes: Box Lib Box 
DS·DD-48TPI ......... .... . 38 ..... 49 
DS-DD·48TPI "16 Color Disks" . ••• • 49 . ... . 59 
DS-HD-96TPI ...... .... ~ ... 82 .. .. . 99 
DS·HD·96TPI "16 Color Disks" •• • .• 94 . .... 99 
3.50" DS-00 135 TPI: 
DS-DD·135TPI . .. .... . . . .. 1.19 . . . 1.29 
DS·DD·135TPI "Color Disks" . ••• 1.19 .. . 1.29 
DS·HD 2MB ..... . .... . .. . 3.95 . .. 3.99 

All 5.25' 
COLOR 

OS-DO 

*.76 .. .. .. .. 
1.59 ..... .. . 
1.52 .. .... .. 8.00" 

1.49 
4.75 
2.05 

.49 3M's Highland Boxed Diskettes 1.19 
DC-1000 . .... . 12.75 DC-300XLP ... 19.45 
DC-2000 .. .... 17.25 DC·600A . .. . . 21.65 
3M Mag Tapes 1200' w/seal . ... ... .... 8.25 
3M Mag Tapes 2400' w/seal ... .. . . ... 11 .25 
3M Headclean Kit for 5.25" 6.99 for 3.50" 10.99 

8:1 BASF ' F~EEPiastic ~ L1brary Case 
5.25" DS/DD .. . .. ..... .... . . .. .... .• 68 
5.25" DS/DD in Library Case ... . . .. ... • .68 
5.25" DS/DD in Minidex/60 .. . .. . .. . . . . • 79 
5.25" DS/HD "AT" .. . .. .... . . .. ...... • 99 
3.50" DS/DD 135TPI ...... ........ . 1.39 
3.50" DS/DD in Microdex/25 .. ... .... 1.49 

*CALL FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING ON ALL 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
TERMS: VI SA, Mastercard or AMEX. COD add $3.00. Prepaid 
orders deduc1 2% cash discount. POs accepted from recognized 
institu1ions and corporations on Ne130. Shipping: $411 00 or lewer 
disks. Reduced shipping on larger quan1i lies. Foreign orders, 
APOI FPO. please call. Reduced shipping on larger quanlil ies. 

HRS. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. (mountain time). 

Toll Free Order Line: Information Line: 

1-800-523-9681 1-801-255-0080 
TLX-91 02404712 FAX-801-572-3327 

n DISKCOTECH 
DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 

213 CoHage Avenue 
P.O. Box 1339 Sandy, Utah 84091 
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9" 
High
Resolution 
12VDC, green phosphor. Schematic 
supplied. Mfr - Motorola MD2003- 190. 

Item #17198 $14.95 New 
12" High-Resolution · 
1 2VDC, green phosphor. Subassemblies, 
CRT, board & transformer incl. Comes with 

hook-up diagl~!~· #6811 $19.9 5 New 

15" Data Display/Monitor Kit 
Alphanumeric & graphics display. Green 
phosphor. Input power reg. 24 VDC. Band
width: 22-72Khz. Consists of 2 subassem
blies (monitor & board} . Hook-up diagram 
incl. Mfr - Wells Gardner #15V7025 . 

Item #16171 24. 

140VA 

Provides voltage 
regulation & ultra-
isolation for 1 equip-
ment. Contains less than 3% harmonic dis
tortion, better than 60 dB traverse noise 
rejection. Contains dual outlet for CPU & 
monitor, & 6ft. line cord . 

Input: 9 5 - 1 30V, 60Hz. 
Output: 120V@ 1.17A 

Dimensions: 11 %" L x 4 3/ 11 .. H x 511/e " W 
Mounted on metal base with rubber feet . 
Mfr - Sola #63-13-114 

#9999 $89.00 New 
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connect 
to your EGA 

or CGA card. 
Has DB 9 - pin 

connector. Driver 
so ftware not included. 

Originally used w/AT&T computers. 

Item #16454 $39.95 New 

5~". 1.2Mb 
HALF-HEIGHT 
DISK DRIVE 

·'-- ~ ~ -, . 
,J I , 
v.~. : 
'. '"'--- ......-' . 

ISM® AT Compatible 
48/96TPI.1.2Mb 
Double side, high density; 160 
tracks. Mfr - Panasonic #JU-4 7 5 

New 

Fast graphics capabi lities allow you to 
draw, animate & color objects instantly. 
265K w/360K floppy disk drive. Con
tains built-in RGB/Monochrome card 
& TV adapter. Incl. mouse, joystick, 
GW BASIC & MS DOS 2.1. 

Item #16077 New- $299.00 
ACCESSORIES . . . 
* RS-232 Module 

w/Power Option -
Provides EIA standard RS-232-C 

+ 5V@ B amps . 
+ 12V@ 1 amp. 
-5V@ 250 ma. 

Input : 110VAC/60 Hz. , ± 20% 
Dim.: 12"L X 3¥." H X 5¥." D 
Encl. in alum. housing . Fan cooled . 
Mfr - Shindenger Electric 

#130569SXD 

Item #14047 $19.95 New l-::~~~~::::;::::......;::..::.::,:..:::,;:-!.f 

DISK DRIVES-POWER SUPPLIES-SEMICONDUCTORS 
COMPUTER & GAME EQUIPMENT -INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

SMART WATCH 
DS1216 

DS1 216 is a 28-pin, 6"-wide dip 
socket w/built-in CMOS watch tunc· 
tion. Non-volatile RAM controller 
and lithium energy source. Accepts 
either 24-pin 2K x 8 or 28·pin BK x 
8 CMOS static RAM. Communica· 
tion w/Smart Watch function is es
tablished by pattern recognition on a 
serial bit stream of 64 bits on D.O. 
Mfr - Dallas Semiconductor 

Advanced 
version 

of tho 
Timex 
1000 

42·key mech. keyboard. 
2K RAM. Rev. video, Z80A, 6.5MHz 
proceSSO<, ROM 8K BASIC. 
cap./sound-music, TV or . 
Joystick input. 115 VAC. AC adapt .. 
TV cable, & cass. cables. Runs tapes 
for SinclairfTimex 1 OOO-ZX85. 
Mfr - Power 3000. (In orig. boxes. I 

Item #10336 $29.95 New 
Accessories . . . 
* 16K RAM PACK upgrade 

Item #10337 $9.95 New 
* 32K RAMPACK upgrade 

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J . 07074 
YES! Please send me the following items: 0 My check or money order is enclosed . 

Item How 0 Charge my c redit card . 
No Many? Description Price Total 0 Visa 0 Master Card 0 Amex Byte-588 

Card No. 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

Telephone : Area Code Number 

Total 
f--Shipping & handling , we ship UPS unless 

Name 

otherwise specified . Add $3 plus 10 % total. Address 
,:611 ,c-;9<!"<!" Canadian: $3 plus P.O. cost . Charge only . 

I--
llllitt, Su,/Jie Sales Tax (N .J . residents only, 

e"e'Y ltle111 
please add 6% of total! f--

Orcter. ORDER TOTAL -

City 

State Zip 

All inquiries and free catalog requests call 201-939-2710. 

Fora// phone orders, ca//TOLL-FREE 800-524-0809./nNewJersey, 201-939-2710. 



ATTENTION p•cad USERS 

Now you can increase the product
ivity of your software by using the 
new . .. 

RAPICAD buffer/decoder. 
Two buffers in one unit with parallel 
and serial in/out. Up to 1 Meg total 
memory. 

NO EXTERNAL DECODER 
needed any more . . . because 
RAPICAD is fully pcad box compati
ble and software transparent, allow
ing the use of p·cad and any other 
software with any printer, plotter, 
laser, etc. 
Prices as low as $995.00 

INTECTRA Inc. 
2629 Terminal Blvd. 
Mtn. View, CA 94043 

- ~--=- . ' (415) 964-5018 

EPROM/PAL Programmer 

* PAL MODULE $295 
• Programs 20 & 24 pin MMI 

(A.B). NS Tl PALS 
• Read JEDEC file format 
• Security, DIA, LOAD, SAVE, 

EDIT. READ. WRITE. VERIFY. 
• User friendly menu driwn $/IN.. 

• EPROM MODULE (1, 4, 8 socket) $145 
·16K lo 1024K EPROM, CMOS EEPROM. 
-Read Intel , Motorola, TEK HEX file 
.Very fast (Quick pulse), reliable, easy to user 
• BIPOLAA ROM MODULE $295 
-MMI , NS, Tl & Signelics parts 
-Read Inlet, Motorola, TEK HEX file 
• 8741/42/48/49/50 Module $195 
-1, 4, 8 socket module available 
-8748 Disassembler included 
-Read Intel, Motorola, TEK HEX file 
• 8751/52/252/44 Module $245 

:~~~~~~~~7~e~~~~~~~~~of~~m~~~9fif!gorithm 
• TTL & MEMORY IC TESTER MODULE $195 

:!~~ a~:r~~ ~~·u~~~~ ~6"g:~cN;,tatic JC's 
-User can make his own test pattern 
• INTERFACE CARD & CABLE $50 
-This card is common to all above modules 
·Fits in any PC/XT/AT or compatibles 
-Space saving half 3ize. 

XELTEK 
473 Sapena Ct., #24 CA residents 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 I..=J ~- add 6.5% tax. 
408 n7-6995 Add $5 for S/H 

Circle 315 on Reader Service Card 

16-BIT RESOLUTION 
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 

CONVERTER 
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC 

for IBM PC, XT & AT 
SINGLE PIECE PRICE 

$475 
We manufacture a broad line 

of data acquisition and control 
hardware and software for Apple 
and IBM computers . 

Call for quotes on custom 
hardware or complete systems. 

LAWSON LABS, INC. 
5700 RAIBE ROAD 
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912 

406·387 ·5355 

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card 

6805/6305 SINGLE CHIP 
MICROCOMPUTER 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
Two systems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as 
a complete development system for the MOTOROLA 
6805 series single chip microcomputers. Model 
MCPM-1 supports the MC68705P3, P5, U3, US, R3, 
& R5 chi ps. Model MCPM -2 supports the 
MC1468705F2 & G2 cmos versions. Both systems are 
priced at $495 and include a cross assembler pro
gram, a Simulator/Debugger program and a program
ming circuit board with driver software. A system is 
also avail. for the HITACHI 63705 ZTAT micro. 
THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE 

P.O. Box 53, West Glover, VT 05875 
(802) 525-3458 

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card 

• Caching eliminates repetitive 
disk accesses 

• Use up to 15 Mb of extended/ 
expanded or 500 Kb of standard memory 

DISKETTE ACCELERATOR 
SCREEN ACCELERATOR 

FAST - FRIENDLY - SAFE 

VCACHE 
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS 

$59.95 $!z: 
Add S31or '," 2870 Fift~~~:~'i!i 
shippinQ/handling ..A San Diego. CA 92103 

~J~f~::. ~~:~~;~~:~IS . 800/284-3269 

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card 

The Ideal Keyboard Cover! 
Protect your computer and eliminate down
time caused by liQuid spills, contaminants, 
environmental hazards, etc. with VIZIFLEX 
SEELS ·the only keyboard cover that: 
• Remains securely ln·place during the 

operation of the keyboard and will not 
interfere with computer performance in 
anyway. 

• Is designed to "form-fit" to the exact con
tours of the keyboard to provide superior 
tactile sensitivity & feel for individual keys. 

• consists of Ultraflel(TM material, a trans
parent, flexible "film" which allows all 
·markings· to be clearly visible. 

VIZIFLEX SEELS are the only keyboard covers 
computer! 

Circle 301 on Reader Service Card 

Circle 94 on Reader Service Card 

100% certified and tested. Error free 
life time warranty. All disks Include 
generic white box, Tyvek sleeves, 
labels, write protect tabs, shrink 
wrapped. 
5.25 Black Disks, DS/DD . . . . . . . .36 ea. 
5.25 Color Disks, 8 colors 

Available, DS/DD . . . . . . . . . . . .46 ea. 
5.25 Black Disks, DS/HD .. ..... .86 ea. 
5.25 Color Disks, 8 colors 

Available, DS/HD . . . . . . . . . . . .94 ea. 
3.5 Blue or Gray Disks, 

DS/DD.. ..... . ...... .... ... . .98 ea. 
3.5 Color Disks, 5 Colors 

Available, DS / DD . . . . . . 1.17 ea. 

BULK MEDIA AVAILABLE 
5.25 DS/DD ........ .. .. . 
5.25 DS/DD Colors .... ... . 
5.25 DS/HD ....... . . .. . . 
5.25 DS/HD Colors .... . . . . 
3.5 DS/DD Blue or Gray ... . 
3.5 DS/DD Colors .. .. ... . 
5.25 Tyvek Sleeves ....... . 
5.25 Paper Sleeves ... . .. . 
5.25 Label Sheet ....... . . 
3.5 Label Sheet ......... . 
5.25 White Box . . . .... . . 
3.5 White Box ....... .. . 

.32 ea. 

.42 ea. 

.78 ea. 

.90 ea. 

.95 ea. 
1.07 ea. 

.03 ea. 

.02 ea. 

.08 ea. 

.20 ea. 
.15 ea. 
.14 ea. 

CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS 
Box Price 
atv. Per/1000 

Size Across 

23!<1 x 7/16 1 across 10.000 $1.95 
23/• x 7/16 4 across 20,000 $1.95 
2112 x 15/16 1 across 5,000 $2.18 
2'12 X15/16 3across 15,000 $1 .98 
3 x 1S/16 4 across 20,000 $2.00 
3.3 x 15/16 4 across 20,000 $2.05 
3'12 x 15/16 1 across 5,000 $1.90 
3'12 x 15/16 2 across 10,000 $1.90 
3'12 x 15/16 3 across 15,000 $1 .90 
3'12X15/16 4across 20,000 $1.90 
4 x 15/16 1 across 5,000 $3.21 
4 x 15/16 3 across 15,000 $3.21 
4 x 1·7 /16 1 across 5,000 $3.25 
4 x 1·7 /16 3 across 15,000 $3.25 
Prices quoted for full boxes only. All orders 
F.O.B. westville, NJ. COD orders- add $1 .90. 

1040 Broadway 
westville, NJ 08093 

609·456·6996 
FAX# 609-456-7172 

All orders F.O.B. westville, NJ. 
COD orders add $1 .90. VIsa & MC accepted. 

All orders shipped same day. 
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JKL's MAY BARGAINS 
JKL AT 40-25: 25 MHz 80386. 
40 Meg , HD . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . $9100.00 

c• JKL AT 80: 80386 (16 MHz) case, 200W P.S., 
•· · Keybd, 80 Meg HD, 1.2 Meg Floppy, 

VGA, EGA, ULTRASYNC Monitor, 
2.5 Meg Byte Ram .......... . .... .. $5369.00 

JKL AT 30-10: 80286 (10 Mhz), 
30 Meg HD, Clr. Monitor, EGA, CGA, 
200 P.S., Keybd ., Floppy ........... . . $1500.00 

JKL XT 30-10: 8088 (10 MHz), Case, 
150W P.S., Keybd , Parallel , Serial , Clock, 
Floppy, 30 Meg HD, EGA, 
Mono Monitor . . ........ $1050.00 

Price & availabilily subject to change without notice 

• 

Jack Krochmal , Ltd. 

Computers, 
Peripherals & Supplies 
717 Ellsworth Dri ve 
Sil ver Spring, MD 20910 
(301) 565-2910 I 587-3232 

Toll Free: 1-800-JK3-0386 ... ______________ ~ ... 

• 2400, 1200, 300 Baud Async Modem 
• Hayes "AT" Command Set 
• CCfTT V.22 bls, V.22 & Bell 212M 03 Compatible 
• Auto Answer/Auto Dial 
• Compact Size 
• Programmable non-volnile phone number 

memory, user conf iguration & speaker volume 

Order Now 
Toll Free 

USA:S00-533-8049 
CA:S00-624-5628 

ynami 
lectronics 

2J)52 
Commerce 
Ce nter Dr. 
Suite L 
l a1.wna Hills 
CA926" 

~ 

Phone: 
Fax: 

714-855-0411 
714-855-8504 

No refund - exchange only · Exchange good lor 30 days 
unless manulacturer \'.'arranties merchandise longer 

Ci'rcle 334 on Retukr Service Card 

Get the whole 
story on graphics 

terminal emulation. 

To find out more about software 
that lets your PC emulate 
TEKTRONIX"' 4105/ 6/ 7/ 9 and 
DEC VT100 "' terminals, 
call or write: 

G GRAFPOinT 
4340 Stevens C reeks Blvd., Sui te 280, 
San Jose, CA 95129 (408) 2494 7951 

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card 

Dealers! 
'· 

Network-OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards, 
Cabling, Terminators and Software. Two-user 
hardware and software for under $1,000 list! 

Close-Up Remote Communications - Support 
your customer without leaving your office. 
Authored by Cogitate for Norton-Lambert! 

Context Sensitive Help for DataFiex, RM/ 
COBOL, Clipper and dBase Ill - Puts your 
application's documentation "on line." 

DataFJex Database Management - True Multi-
User database for MS/ PC-DOS, Unix and Xenix. 
Site licensing available. 

Dump/Restore-XT- Seven utilities for the MS/ 
PC-DOS user. 

Call or write today for our catalog and pricing! 

COGITATE, INCORPORATED 
"A Higher Form of Software" 

24000 Telegraph Road 
Southfield, Ml 48034 

(313) 352·2345/Telex: 386581 
Visa/MasterCard Accepted 

Circle 61 on Reader Service Card 

• Mainframe to PC Data Transfer 
• High Speed Backup 
·All Softwa re , Complete System 
·Service and Support , easy 

Installation 

cal l (818) 343·6505 or write to : 
Contech Computer Corp. 
P.O. Sox 153 Tarzana . Calif. 91356 

CONTECH 

Circle 74 on Reader Service Card 

(: 

.,._ 

Need Ports? 
No Slots? 

Add a Bus! 
BUSport™ 

The RAMpart™ and CPUport™ 
allow expansion of micros via 
the existing memory or CPU 
sockets, bringing out a ribbon 
cable bus to a family of 1/0 
Modules including parallel, 
serial, and other interfaces. 

HiTech Equipment Corp 
9560 Black Mountain Road 

San Diego, CA 92126 
(619) 566-1892 

Hardware and Sohware 

Items ot Spacial 

Interest to Technical 

PC Users: 

• RS 232/IEEE 488 Networks A How-to-Handbook that 
enables you to conligure the 
BEST products lrom the world"s 
leading PC hardware and 
soltware vendors into risk free 
turn-key system solutions that 
meet your needs. 

• Stepping & SeNo 
Motor Controls 

• Ruggedrzed PCs 
• RaCX Mig. 80286 & 80386 

• Laboratory Automa11on 

• 1 MHZ AID 
• Digital Scopes to 200 MHZ 

• Htgh Speed Bus Adapters Toll Free Hotline for application 
assistance and convenient one 
stop shopping at competitive 
prices. 100% Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 

• WavefOtm Synthesizers 
• Data l oggors 
• PC Bus Expansion Chassis 
• And MuchMore 

C a llorwrlte foraFREE ~ 
handbooklodayl ~ 

203• 786-5151 ~:: · P.O.Bo' 9565. New " ""'· CT 06536 
lo 5:00 PM E.S.T) Fax: 203-786·5023 Te lc ~ : 

Circle 82 on Re¢er Service Card · 

•••• •••• 
EM220 

$169 

•••• •••• 
EM4105 

$349 

IBM PC/VT220 
V7220. Vf/02 emulation 
File 7iwrsfer 
132 Column mrxles 
Color Support 
Hot Key 

TEK4105 
Tekt ronix 4105 nnulmion 
Tekt ronix 4010 emulation 
VT220, VTI02 emulation 
Picture Jiles 
High resolution hardcopy 
VGII and EGII mpporr 

Diversified Computer 
Systems, Inc. 
3775 Iris Ave . . Suire IB 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303) 447-9251 

Trr.uh·m~ . rk.s: 117102 . Vfl20 - DEC: IBM PC. XT - IBM Corp: 
Tt'ktrrmi.r - 'li•ktrrmit"l lnc. 

Circle 1!7 on Reader Service Card 



eompu$ave 
PLOTTERS PRINTERS 

Calcomp 1041 GT ... 4395 Houston 41142 . . 2095 Citizen 120.D . ... ....... 142 Alps 224 ........... 465 
Calcomp 1042GT ... 7595 loline 3700 ... .. 3099 Citizen MSP40 . . .... . 282 Epson FX 86E . .. 322 
Calcomp 1043GT ... 6395 loline4000 .... .. 4065 Citizen MSP50 . ..... 379 Epson EX1000 ..... 509 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949 Calcomp 1044 .. .. 10695 Houston 56A ..... 3895 Epson FX286E . ...... 475 Okidata 193 t ..... 439 
Houston OMP 52 ... 2795 Houston 61 . .. 3295 Diconix D1 50 . ... .. ... 295 NEC P760 . .. .. . 592 

BOARDS COMPUTERS 
Above Board 2B6 .. .. 319 Artist1 ............ 799 NEG Multispeed ... 1299 AST Model300 .. SAVE 

Hewleii-P 7475 .. .... . 1415 Houston 62 . 4495 Citizen 1BO D ... .... ... 158 NEG P660 ... ... .. 418 
Hewleii·P 7595 .. ... 7795 Enler SP 1000 .... 2665 Dkidala 192 Plus ..... .439 NEG P5XL .......... 815 
Roland980 . ...... ... 1195 Roland 880 ........ 929 Panasonic 1080iM2 ... 175 NEG P9XL . .... 1018 All EGA Wonder ...... 172 ATtV.I.P . ........... 258 NEG Multispeed EL . 1565 AST Model 340 .. SAVE Numonicslfaxan Versatec!Oiher Models ........ CAll Panasonic 1091 iM2 ... 195 NEG P2200 ...... .. 332 AST 6PK Plus 384K ... 179 VMIIM 1024 . . 2375 AST Model 390 .. SAVE NEG Multispeed HO . 2399 

AST 525HI .......... . 559 BOCA RAM AT . ... 142 Sharp 4521 .......... 2025 AST Model3150 SAVE DIGITIZERS Panasonic 1524 ... ... 549 Toshiba 321 Sl ..... 489 

Genoa Super VGA . . SAVE STBVGAEM ..... SAVE Sharp PC-7000A .... 1245 AST 286 ......... SAVE 
Genoa EGA Plus . .... 222 NEG MVA 1024 ..... 799 Sharp PC-7100 ....... 1875 Sharp PC 7221 ... 2845 
Orch1d T1ny Turbo ..... 259 Paradise Aula ...... 132 Toshiba 3100/20 . . .3145 Toshiba 1000 ... ... 765 
Paradise VGA Pro ... . 352 Paradise 480 .. .... 149 Toshiba 1100 + ·· ··· .1375 Tosh1ba 3200 .... 3945 

Summa 24x36 . ... . 3095 Calcomp 12 x 12 ... 378 Panasonic 1595 .. . ... 459 Toshiba 341 SL .... . 648 

Calcomp 44 x 60 ... 4695 GTC024 x36 . .. 2099 Siar NX1000 ........ SAVE Toshiba 351SX . ... 988 

Kurla IS 8.5 x 11 . . . 259 GTC0 36<4B . .. 2495 Data South/CIE!FujitsuiOTC/Brother!TI .. . . .. CALL 

Kurla IS 12 x 12 .... ... 322 Hitachi 11 x 11 ..... 445 C. lloh/DiabloiDala Products/Genicom .. . ... SAVE 

Tecmar EGA Master ... 109 Paradise VGA + ... 238 Toshiba 1200 .. .. ... 2295 Sharp PC 4502 ... . 1195 
Hercules Graphics + .. 172 Orchid Design . .... 269 Toshiba 5100 .. . 5095 Samsung Laptop . CALL 
Video 7 Vega VGA .... 255 Vega Deluxe ....... 185 Acer 80386: 16MH!IO WaiV~OM Orive . ...... .. 2999 

Kurla IS 12 x 17 .... ... 545 Kurla IS3 ...... .. SAVE LOW PRICES FOR LASER PRINTERS 

Calcomp 36 x 48 .... 4295 Summa 12 x 12 t .358 AST Turbo PIS ....... SAVE ASTTurbo El .... . 1765 
Summa 42x60 ..... .. 4195 Summa 12 x 18 .... 598 HP Laser Jet II ... ... SAVE Canon 8-11 . ...... 1545 

ADC1AIIoy/BNW1Everex1Number91Talllree ....... CALL Acer 80386: 16MH!IO WaiV80M Orive ....... ... 3595 MODEMS 
Oki .Laserline6 ...... 1395 NEC890 .. ........ 3145 
Taxan Crystal Jel ... . 2445 Panason ic 4450 .. 1665 CompuloneiOuadram!Verlicomilnlel .. . .... .. ... CALL NEG Powermate Portable 286/6401(120M ....... 2675 

MONITORS Televideo 386: 16 MHZ/2M/1.2M Dnve ......... 2495 
Mullilech 224EH ... ... 388 Practical12001 ...... 65 
Mullilech 224EC . .... 329 AST 9600 .. 789 

Toshiba Page 12 . .. 2495 OumeScripl 10 ... 4295 

Samsung TTL . . ······ 79 Amdek410A ..... .. 139 NEG Powermate Desktop 386116MHz 1.2M .... 2675 Migent Peckel ........ 125 Ven-Tel2400-l ..... 285 DISK DRIVES 
Milsubishi 1371A . .... 485 Amdek 1280 ....... 645 Wjse 2108: 8 MH!I5121(11.2M Orive ..... .. ...... 1129 Anchor 2400 E ........ 145 Hayes 1200 .... .... 275 Miniscribe 6053 .. .. .. 579 Mountain Tape . . SAVE 
NEG Mullisynch GS ... 179 Thomson 4375M . . 399 1\Yse 2112: 12 5 MHZ/1M, I. 2M Drive ........... 1545 Prometheus 2400 Bt2 119 Hayes 12008 ...... 252 Miniscribe 30M Card .. 385 Miniscribe 40M .... 318 
NEG Multi sync II ...... 579 Hitachi . ........ SAVE W;se 2214: 12.5 MHvO WaiV1.2M Drive ........ 1895 Prometheus 2400G ... 152 Hayes2400B ..... . 389 Miniscribe 6085 ... .. .789 Plus Card 20M . ... 532 
NEG Mulhsync + .... 889 Taxan770 + . ... 515 Wjse 386:16 MH!11M/1.2M Orive .............. 2575 Racai·Vad1c 2400VP .. 399 Zoom 2400 HC . ... 142 Sea gale 20M Kil ..... . 265 Plus Card 40M . .... 709 
NEG Mullisync XL . .. 1999 PGS Ullra . .. 528 Allos/ITTIMilsubishi'Sperry!Tandon . . ... .. CALL USR Courier 2400 . ... 299 Novation Parrot ..... 89 Seagate 30M Kit . ... .. 285 Seagate40M ...... 385 
NEG Monograph . .. 1295 Zenith 1490 ........ 609 TERMINALS Verlicom 2 Page .... 1795 Taxan Crystal ..... 1499 

USR Courier 2400E . .359 USR HST 9600 ..... 649 Toshiba 3.5" Kit ... ..... 99 Sea gate 4096 . .... 815 
Ven-Tel2400 MNP .... 458 Ven-Tel 18000 ... .. . 939 ASTIAIIoyiEverex/Genoa!Maynard/Maxlor ..... .. CALL Falco 5220 .. ...... 489 AllosV ............. 469 Sigma Laser 19" . . 1999 W;se 700 .......... 678 Falco 5500 . .......... 419 Wjse 30 ....... .... 289 
AvatextCase/EvereiUUDSIDihers ...... .... .. ... .. CALL Archive/Priam!Tallgrass/CDC!Tecmar ............ CAll 

SCANNERS Kim iron KT 70 PC ..... 359 Wjse 50 ......... 359 
Datacopy Model730 .... ..... ........ ... ........ W% Televideo 965 . ...... SAVE Wjse 60 .. ........ 395 
PGS LS-300 WIPC Pamlbrush & Adapter . . . . .. .. . 712 Televideo 905 ..... .... 289 Wjse 85G . ······ .. 429 
Panasonic FX-RS 505 .... ··· ·············· ...... 965 Televideo 955 .. ...... 365 Wjse 99GT ........ 472 
ASTIHewleii·PackardiTaxan101hers ............. SAVE Visualilink!CI E!AddsiiBMIOume . .............. CAll 

f<,o~" E P R 0 M 
a:,~ PROGRAMMER 

APROTEK 1000 
ONLY 

$225.00 

COMPLETE WITH 
PERSONALITY 

MODULE 

117 AC POWER-RS-232 CONNECT 
-6 BAUD RATES· HANDSHAKE TO HOST 

ALLOWS READ, WRITE, VERIFY & COPY 
Comes complete with IBM-PC, Apple lie, or CPM 
(Specify Computer) Driver Program on Disc. 

Programs the following 5 Volt 24 or 28 pin 
devices: 2716 series through 27512, 25xx series, 
68764 plus others. Please Specify Personality 
Module desired with order. Addn.ional Personalrty 
M C?dules only $15.00 ea. Fun 1 year warranty~ 

TO ORDER CALL 1 800 •962 5800 OR WRITE 
APROTEK 

1071 A AVENIDA ACASO Add 
CAMARILLO CA 93010 S4 00 Sh1pp111g USA 
Info 18051987 2454 VISA or MC Add 3"1u 
We Accep t Govt School & large Corp P 0 s 

Cirt,fe 23 on J5e'tk!er. Service Card 

5%" DS/DD 59c 
5 %" DS/HD 1.59 
3%" DS/DD 1.09 

Price based on quantity of 300 
includes sleeves, labels and tabs. 

800-222-0490 
In NJ 201-462-7628 

e 24 Hour Shipment e 

MEGASoft 
P.O. Box 710 , Free hold , NJ 07728 

· Circle 179 on Redder Ser.ViCe Card 

$2295°0 

RETAIL 

51695°0 

INTRODUCfORY 
OFFER 

• Repeata'>ility .001" 
• Speed at 7" Per Second 
• Vacuum Paper Hold Down 
• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for 

PCB Artwork 

(415\ 490-8380 ZERICON 
StEVENSON BUSINESS PARK 
BOX 1669, FREMONT, CA 94538 
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WAVEFORM 
SYNTHESIZER 

• For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles 
• Generates user-definable signal 
• Up to 2000 points per envelope 

$795.00 
1-800-553-1170 

~BUATECH 
~INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St., Akron , OH 44304 
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 240 on Reader. Service Card 

24 DIGITAL 1/0 

• 24 Bit Digital 1/0 
• Buffered Output 
• Selectable Address 

1-800-553-1170 

~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304 
TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card 

RS-422 
FOR PS/2 

MODELS 50, 60, 80 
• Two Channel 
• Transfers to 256 K baud 
• Address Selectable 
• Interrupt Selectable 

1-800-553-1170 

~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St. , Akron, OH 44304 

TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 246 on Reader Service Card 

72 DIGITAL 1/0 
FOR PS/2 

MODELS 50, 60, 80 
• Parallel Expansion 
• 72 1/0 Lines 
• Address Selectable 

1-800-553-1170 
~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St. , Akron , OH 44304 

TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Cir~le 241 on Reader Service Card 

IEEE-488 
CONTROLLER 

FOR 

PS/2 
MODELS 50, 60, 80 

• GPIB Compatibility 
• Control Up to 14 Devices 
• Selectable Addressing 
• Software Included 

1-800-553-1170 

~BUATECH 
~INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St. , Akron, OH 44304 

TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 244 on Reader Service Card 

• FOR IBM & Compatibles 
• Flexible and Inexpensive 
• Money Back Guarantee 
• Free Technical Support 

Fast Delivery 
1-800-553-1170 

~BUATECH 
~INCORPORATED 

Leaders in Communication Technology 
478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304 
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 247 on Reader Service Card 

RS-422/232 
CURRENT LOOP 

DS-225 
• Single channel async communi

cation board for IBM PC/XT/ AT 
• Software selectable to be RS/ 

422/485, 232 or Current Loop 
• Selectable Address & Interrupt 

1-800-553-1170 
~BUATECH 
~INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304 
(216) 434-3154 TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 242 on Reader Service Card 

SERIAL/PARALLEL 
Communications Board 

• Two Parallel Printer Ports 
• Two 8-Bit Digital 1/0 Ports 
• Two Serial Ports, RS-232, RS-422 

or RS-485 
• Address Selectable 
• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts 

1-800-553-1170 
~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St. , Akron, OH 44304 

TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 245 on R~er Service Card 

CURRENT LOOP 
Communications Board 

• Dual Channel 
• Address Selectable 

• Supports 20, 30, 60mA 
• Configureable as Active & Passive 

• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts 

1-800-553-1170 

~BUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

478 E. Exchange St ., Akron, OH 44304 

TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX: (216) 434-1409 

TLX: 5101012726 

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card 



Why pay $1~9~rT!~R QUALITY Pfti!!!~I!R MANUFACTURED BY C.ITOH 
STARWRITER"' F-1 0 

When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel printer from the same manufacturer is only 

$29900ea. 
These printers were originally priced to sell at over $1100. Through a special arrangement 
MEAD has purchased these units from a major computer manufacturer and is offering these 
printers at a fraction of their original cost. 

LIMITED QUANTITY ONLY 665 LEFT! 3 MONTH WARRANTY 
OPTIONS 

• 6 ft . Serial Cable ............. . 
• AT or XT RS232/Serial Interface 
• Bidirectional Tractor . . . .......... • . . 

... . ..... .... ........ $ 1900 
2900 

STANDARD FEATURES 
• 40 CPS • Accepts Paper to 15 inches 

• Form Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel 

• Cut Sheet Feeder . . . . ...•... . .•.. . . . . • . .. 
14900 
19900 

• Industry compatible ribbon, printwheels and control commands 
• RS232 Serial Interface 

$369°0 
OPTION A OPTION B 

12" Mono Amber Monitor 
Graphics Card w/par port 

640 x 200 Color Monitor 
Graphics Card w/par port 

S49QOO snaoo 

150 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
• Direct PC Replacement 

ssgoo 

EPSON 31fz DISK DRIVE 
• In 5V• Mounting 

• 720K 
sggoo 

HARD DRIVES 
&?seagate 

COMPLETE KITS 
ST225 20Meg w/cont. & Cables . . . . 279" 
ST238 30Meg w/cont. & Cables ............ • ...... 299'' 
ST251 40Meg 1h HT 40 Mil w/software . 429" 
ST4051 40Meg Full HT w/software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45900 
ST4026 20Meg Full HT 40 Mil . . . . . .. 279" 
ST4096 80Meg Full HT w/sottware .. .... 79901 

CAT"' 286-1 0 ;_-~ .. COMPLET. E SYSTEM CAU FOR PRICE 
BASE SYSTEM 11 .3 Norton• Sl 

• 512K (120 NS) • 200 Watt Power ~JY · 
Supply • AT Style Keyboard r" 

• Western Digital Controller • 1.2 Meg 
Floppy • Legal Bios w/manuals • Systems 

Documentation • 1 yr war. • Clock/Calc 

sagaoo 
OPTION C OPTION A AT 

12" Mono Amber Monitor 

Graf0hi~~~~r~,8~~rrt 
579800 

12" Mono Amber Monitor 
Graphics Card w/par port 

5109900 

MEMORY CARDS 
EV138 D-576K . . . . 89" 
EV171 D-2MB AT EMS/EXT .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. 10911 
EV173 Par/Ser/Ciock 0-1 Meg ........ . .... . ..... 10901 
I;V173A Par/Ser 0-1 Meg AT . . ............... 10910 

TAPE BACKUPS BY EVEREX 
40 Meg XT or AT works oM FDC ............... . .. 34900 
60 Meg w/Oic-02 Interface . . ......... . ..... 59910 

MODEMS 
~VERE.Jr 

EV-920 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps . 
EV-940 Internal 300/1200/2400 . 
EV-945 External 300/1200/2400 . 
EV Pocket Modem . 

US ROBOTICS - COMPLUS 
1200 Baud w/Bitcom 1 yr. Warranty . 
1200 Baud External, 1 yr. Warranty . 
2400 Baud Internal, 1 yr. Warranty . 

84" 
'. 179" 
.239" 

. .... 139" 

..... 69'' 
.119" 

'' ... 14901 

OPTION BAT 
640 x 200 Color Monitor 
Graphics Card w/par port 

5126500 

OPTION CAT 
12" Mono Amber Monitor 
Graphics Card w/par port 

20 Meg Hard Drive 

5132500 

RAM CHIPS 
4164 150 NS, 64 x 1 . ......... 301 
4164 120 NS, 64 x 1 . . ....... 315 

41256 150 Ns. 256K X 1 
........... ~~~~~ 8" 
....... -~ \}\)~t~t .... . 

41256 120 NS, 256K x 1 ... ·1.1'~'-"lll~\.~ ............ 815 

41256 100 NS, 256K x 1 . . .. 9" 
4464 150 NS, 64K x 4 . .. ..... 815 

1Meg 100 NS, 1024 x 1 . . ..... 4401 

COPROCESSORS 
Intel B087 5Mhz . . .. 10200 

Intel B087 8Mhz . . ... 149'1 

Intel 80287 6Mhz . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... ..... 179'0 
Intel 80287 8Mhz ...... .. .. . . .. .... .. .. .. ....... 249'1 
Intel 80287 1 OMhz . . 289'' 
Intel 80387 16Mhz . . ........ 498°1 
Intel 80387 20Mhz . . . 787'' 

SIMM RAM UPGRADES ~~~~~~~t~ts 
256K x 9 120 NS . . 139" 1 Meg x 9 120 NS .. 649" 

50-90°;o OFF LIST All New- Not Used LIQUIDATION SALE All Have 90 Day or More Warranty 

TAN DON 
3601 RDPPY DRIVE 

• TM100-2A Full Height • The Originial Drive used by IBM 
Usl249" Mood 89°0 

NEC 
COMPOSITE MONITOR 

• 12" Green Screen • JB 1201 New 90 Day Warcanty 
Ust19910 Mood 5900 

3M COMPATIBLE 
DATA CARTRIDGE 

• DC 300 XLP 
• 45 Meg or Less 

• Individually Wrapped 

Us139" Mead 1401 

800-654-7762 
SAU:S: 7 o.m.-6 p.m. PST 

702-294-0204 
CUSIOMER SERVICE I ORDER STATUS: 

9 l.m.--4 p.m. PST 

FAX 702·294-1168 

Circle 176 on Reader Service Card 

SEAGATE 
10 ME& HARD DRIVE 

• ST212 1/2 Height • 65 Mil Sec. 
Us129900 Mead 129'0 Add 7010 w/controller 

WANG TEC 
60 MEG TAPE BACK UP 

• Ext. w/Qic-36 Interface • Software & Manuals 
lls1999" Mead 499°0 

MEAD'S LIQUIDATION 
ALL NEW 

Original Compaq 360K Drive . . . . . . 99•• 
80 Meg Full HT, 40 Mil Sec . . .... 649°0 
Tan don 20 Meg w/cont .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . 24901 
IBM Printer Stands . . . . . . . . . . .. . goo 
Serial Mechanical Mouse . 39'0 

1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unit 101 • Boulder City, NV 89005 

EPSON 
I.Q1500 TRACTORS 

• Discontinued By Epson • Mead has last 450 Units 
llsl 94°0 Mead 4900 

CMI 
30 MEG HARD DRIVE 

• Full Height • 40 Mil Sec 
List 59900 Mead 299•• 20 Meg Vz HT 169°0 

TANDON 
160K FLOPPY DRIVE 

• TM 100-1A 
• 160K 

• IBM Packaging & Instructions 

Us119900 Mead 39°0 

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCIVISA 
TERMS: 

MC • VISA • COD • CASH 
Pun:hase Orders from Qualified Finns 

Personal Chech • AE add 4'11 

SHIPPING: (min. 6") UPS • Fed Elpms 
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OPTIONS 

Serial Pori 

• Operating 
Temperature 
0 to 55 c 

• Double 
A1r Filler 

• Surge 
Protection 

• We1ght so lbs. 
• Dimension 

28"high 
19"wide 
20"'deep 

• Detachable 
Keyboard 

• Bar Code Input 
• AS 422 • Process Control Mon itoring 
• Fac tory Data Collection • Rea l Time Control Soflware 

Quintel Techno logy Corp. 
2446 Cawthra Rd. 84 U5 Mississauga, Onl. 

(4 16)897·8455 FAX (416)897·8457 

Circle 254 on Reader Service Car4 

LOCAL AND REMOTE 1/0 
THE EASY WAY . . . 

• 8 analog inputs 
• 8 contact (status) inputs 
• 8 relay driver outputs 
• 6 optional pulse accumulators 
• Base Price ' 595.00 

Th e MOJAVE LM X 1/0 processor communi

cates with any computer or terminal in ASCII 
over RS-232 or over built in Bell 103 or Bell 

202 m odems. Operates over virtually any 
distance over dial up or over multi-drop radio 

or cable. A sma ll battery can power the LMX 
for up to 4 yea rs. Larger capacity 1/0 pro

cessors are ava ilable. 

~-
~ " We're the 1/0 specialists" 

7100 Hayvenhurst Ave., Van Nuys, CA 91406 
818-902-161 1. FAX 818-902-1934 

Circle 200 on Reader Service Cqnl 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/XT I AT 

Now you can exchange data files between 
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 BPI 
9-Track tape. Unit can also be used for disk 
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4 megabytes per 
minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems 
include 7' or 10 'lz'' streaming tape drive, 
tape coupler card and DOS or XENIX 
compatible software. 
Prices start at $2,995. 

OLJRLSTRR; 
9621 Irondale A ve., Chatsworth, CA 91311 

T elephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 249 on Reader Service Card 

DUMP YOUR MANUAL 
DUMP your manual and start using 
MENU DRIVEN utility program DOS 
MANAGER for your system's opera
tion. Press a key-Zap! and your 
command is executed immediately. 

• DOS Tutorial 
• Format 
• Copy 
• Mode settings 
• Display file contents 
• Transmit files 

AND many more. All at a Press of 
a key!! 
For IBM PC, XT, AT ... 

Only $39.95 + $3.50 shipping. 
send order to: 

SOFT WORLD 
P.O. Box 1874, Lowell, MA 01853 

(617} 452-2189 

" Circle 277 on· Reader Service Cant 

PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY) 
QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN lor MARCH 15, 1988 

DYNAMIC RAM 
1048Kx1 100 ns 

* 256Kx1 80 ns 
256Kx1 60 ns 
256Kx1 80 ns 
256Kx1 100 ns 
256Kx 1 120 ns 
256Kx 1 150 ns 

+ 64Kx4 120 ns 
EPROM 

27C1024 64Kx16 150 ns 
27C1 000 128Kx8 200 ns 
27C512 64Kx8 200 ns 
27256 32KxB 250 ns 
27128 16Kx8 250 ns 

STATIC RAM 
43256L-12 32Kx8 120 ns 

~iai~JimmiimE12~0ns 

REAL VOICE Digital Recording 
tor your PC, XT, AT or Compalible 

+VOICE MAIL SYSTEM 
+ TELEMARKETING 

- Inbound & Oulbound 

+ SMARTEST ANSWERING 
MACHINE 

+AUTODIALER-DATABASE 
+VOICEPAD'" 

- Voice for your Programs 

+PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT 
-(optional ' 7900) 

'h card, software, cables, and speaker 

s23goo + 5 s/h • (415) 652-9600 

Circle 288 on Reader Service Card 

For IBM-PC's & com
patibles, menu-driven 
AVPROM programs 
EPROMs up to 8x 
faster than serially
connected units (20 
sec . for 2764}. 

gang versions 
too. Call for prices. 

For complete 
specs. free 32 pg. 
development tool 
catalog , call 

or 207-236-9055 

AVtJCET 

... ~··~ ········ t•>= 
. . . at your command 

Master Switch is sophisticated yet flexible. Several 
computers can access one another or share printers 
and moderns. Use serial or parallel interfaces, up 
to nine ports. The buffer is expandable up to one 
megabyte. Access a job control menu from each 
computer to view the queue or cancel, hold, and 
re lease jobs. Many other fe atures. 

Master Net software allows computer networking 
and electronic mai l capabilities for PCs. 

Other sol utions from ROSE 

• Printer Sharing • Multiplexers 
• Protocol Conversion • Modems 
• Buffering • Mnnual Switches 
• Micro to mainframe • Cables 

!~c/d~~t;~~~~·~~~7r;~!ff~:,';y,:;f::1:;c~,~!~~~'!;~'!l~~c~~T.·orki,,g 
Dta ler and OEM Inquiries a~ "'·dcome. 

~) ROSE PO BOX747S7 1 HOUSTON TX 11274 

~ .. ~ELECTRONICS CAiliORCATAIOO 713 933 7673 

Circle 260 on RiMer Service £.prrl 
(DEALERS: 261) ' . . 

REAL WORW 110 
For PCIXTIATs 

AD200 • 4 channel , 
12·bi1 AID board . 
10 kHz sampl ing 
rate . 
Instrumentation 
amp front 
end . S239 

-· ~ : -~tt:" -.:.:"'; 

~ - i. --~-
- - - "' . 

UllliJJJtiHUliu;• --

AOA300 • 8 channel. 8-bit AIO: single DtA: 24 
programmable digital l/0 lines. 
AD500 • 8 channel. 12-bit AID board . Software 
programmable gains of 1.1 0. and 100. Highly 
accurate integrating converter. 

A0500 

$239 

7 digilal 110 lines . High-Z inputs . S239 
AD100 ·Single channel version of AD500 . 10 digital 
l/0 lines . Same accuracy and programmable 
gains . S149 
DA600 ·Fast seUi ing 12-bit dual D/A converter. S169 
OG24 • Digilal 110 board with 24 TIL lines 
conligurable in software . S95 
X840 • Easy connect extender/prototype 
board with terminal strips . 
OEM discounts available. 

Real Time Devices. Inc. 
1930 PARK FORES T AVENUE 

P O BOK 906 

S49 

STATE COLLEGE. PENNSYlVANIA 16804 

(814) 234-8087 

Circle 259on ReoilerService Card 



MICROCOM . 

9600+ 
L ··-_'::: ;; ~" ~ ~"~ J 

MNP LEVEL 6 

6~0L~$699 
Both new & refurb. Full war
ranty. Special quantity and 
term commitment arrange
ments available. 

30MB 
HARD DISK 

SYSTEM 

286AT 
• Intel 80286 Processor 
• 80287 Co-Processor Slot 
• 30 MB Seagate H/D 
• VGAIEGA Graphics Card 
• Novell, IBM, & OS/2 

Compatible System 

80286-10 PORTABLE 
$1,399 

·TTL Amber Screen 
• 200W Pow er Supply 
• 1 .2 MB Floppy Drive 
' 20MB Hard Disk 
• AT Keyboard 
"640K RAM 

00, ilobotics 
MODEMS 

• Hayes compatible 
• 300, 1200, 2400 Baud 
• Auto dial/answer 
• US made, 2 yr. warr. 

2400 BAUD 

~~~ $139 

Your Choice of 
Optional Monitors 

FAX 
ON-A-CARD 

Fully automated FAX now to 
any Group Ill FAX machine. 
Unattended background 
operation. Send scanned, 
ASCII , or word processed 
files. Use any laser or dot 
matrix printer for output. 

$289 
Hand Scanners Available 

Quad 386XT 
Upgrades XT to 386 per· 
formance. B0386-16MHz 
processor. Easy to install. 

$699 
286 Upgrade s399 

Circle 210 on Reader Service Card 

MULTI-LINE 
INTEGRATED VOICE MAIL 

TELEPHONE RESPONSE CARD 
IDEALLY SUITED FOR: 1005 • Information & Order Taking 
• Voice Mail Answering System 

OF • Mail Forwarding & Pager Alert 
• In & Outbound Telemarketing 

USES • Fully Menu Driven by Calling 
Party. Fits in PC card slot. 

THE PROFESSIONAL 6~~~ $239 
THIS MONTH'S 

SPECIALS 
• IDSHIBA 2 MB 3Vz IN. FLOPPY S139 
• EXTERNAL TAPE BACKUP UNIT S389 
• 2400 BAUD LAPTOP MODEMS NOW S279 
• 130 MB/28 MS HARD DISK & CONT. sggg 
• GENOA PLUS EGA & GEM SOFTWARE S199 

HUNDREDS OF OTHER lOP NAME PRODUCTS 
AVAILABLE ON OUR 24-HR BBS DATA LINE 

(805) 65(}()193 (8/1/N) 

PACIFIC 286-12 
MONO SYSTEM LCD-286 PORT ABLE • 80286-12 

• Zero /1 Wait 
• {Zero Wait $150 Option) 
e 640K RAM 
• Speed 6/8110/12 MHz 
• 200 W Power Supply 
• 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard 
• WA2 HD & FD Controller 
• 1.2MB Floppy Drive 
•SI=1 3.3 
e OWAIT 51=15 .3 

• W /M ono M onitor 
' 20MB Hard Disk $1,199 

CGA SYSTEM 
' W / CGA Monitor 
" 20MB Hard Disk $1,380 

EGA SYSTEM 
" W I EGA Monitor 
' EGA Card 
• 20MB Hard Drive $1,580 

8088-10 XT 

$780 
• 8088 -10 
' 2 Floppy D rive 
' TTL M ono Disp lay 
• AT Type Keyboard 
" 640K RAM 

$1,595 
e 10 MHz 
e 20 Mil Hard Disk 
e 1 .2MB Floppy Disk 
• 80286-10 
• 200W Pow er Supply 
• LCD Sneen 
• RGB Connec to r 
• Size 16"xg"x7" 
• W eight 20 Lbs. 
e 640K RAM 
• Supertwist & Lighting Back 

Circle 216 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 217) MAY 1988 • BYTE 349 



Circle 147 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 148) 

Basic System: 

FCC APPROVED! 

Sub·Mini AT! 
The Space Saver 
3·DR. Capability 
&·Expansion Slots! 

• 8/10MHz Speed , 0 Wait 
• 3-LEDs, Reset & Turbo Switch 
• 0-1MB on Board With 0K 
• 200-Watt Power Supply 
• AT Style Keyboard 
• 1ea 1.2M Floppy Disk Drive 
• 1ea Floppy/ H.D. Controller 
• 1ea Mono Graphics Card W/Printer 
• 1ea 12" TTL Amber Monitor W/Swive l Base 
• Assembled & Tested $963.00 

10MHz XT Turbo Basic System: 
• Baby AT Case W/Keylock • 1ea Floppy Disk 
• 4.77110MHz Hardware Controller 

Selectable • 1ea Mono Graphics 
• 8 Expansion Slots Card W/Printer 
• 0-6~0K on Board With OK • 1ea 12" TIL Amber 
• 150-Watt Power Supply Monitor W/Swivel 
• XT Style Keyboard Base 
• 1ea 360K Floppy Disk Drive • Assembled & Tested 

$493.00 

10MHz or 12MHz AT-286 Basic System: 

• 6/10 or 6/12 MHz Speed, • 1ea 1.2MB Floppy 
0 Wait Disk Drive 

• 8 Expansion Slots • 1ea Floppy & H.D. 
• 0-1MB on Board With 0K Controller 
• Regular AT Slide Case • 1ea Mono Graphcis 

or Digital Display Case Card WI Printer 
• 200-Watt Power Supply • 1ea 12" TIL Amber 
• AT Style Keyboard Monitor W/Swivel Base 

Regular Case 
Digital Case 

• Assembled & Tested 
10MHz 12MHz 

938.00 1001.00 
959.00 1022.00 

PERIPHERALS AT /XT 
For XT 

1. Floppy Disk Controller With Cable $22.50 
2. Hard Disk Controller With Cable $72.20 
3. 0-384K Multifunction Card , OK $86.30 
4. Monochrome Graphics Printer Card $43.80 
5. Color Graphics Card $46.30 
6. Color Graphics Printer Card S50.00 
7. Enhanced Graphics Adaptor (EGA) $131.10 
8. Color/Monochrome Display Card S61.30 
9. Parallel Printer Card S18.80 

10. Dual Game 1/0 Card S18.80 
11 . Serial I/O Card S25.00 
12. Dual Serial 1/0 Card S43.80 
13. Mouse For AT/XT W/Driver Software S61.30 
14. Multi 1/0 W/Controller S68.80 
15. Multi 1/0 S56.30 
16. No-Slot-Clock $28.80 
17. 576K RAM Card. OK S35.00 
18. 4.77/8MHz XT Turbo Motherboard S93.80 
19. 4.77/10MHz XT Turbo Motherboard $100.00 
20. XT Slide Case $35.30 
21. XT Flip Top Case $32.90 
22. Baby AT Case. XT $47.10 
23. 150-Watt Power .Supply $48.80 
24. 150-Watt Power Supply (UL) $68.80 

For AT 
25. Floppy/H. D. Controller W/Cables $156.30 
26. 128K RAM Card, OK $68.80 
27. 2MB EMS RAM Card. OK S123.80 
28. Serial/Parallel Card $46.30 
29. 6/10MHz AT Motherboard, 0 Wait S331 .30 
30. 6/12MHz AT Motherboard. 0 Wait $393.80 
31 . 8/ lOMHz Mini AT Motherboard. 0 Wait $362.50 
32. AT Slide Case $64.70 
33. AT Slide Case W/Digital Display 85.90 
34. Mini AT Slide Case 61.20 
35. 200-Watt Power Supply 81.30 
36. 200-Watt Power Supply (UL) 95.00 
37. 200-Watt Power Supply For Mini AT 78.80 

ORDER HOT LINE 1-800-543-5107 

Technical Information (714) 990-2097 
Hours: Mon.- Fri . 9:00am-6:00pm PST 

Please write for our complete price list. 

JAWIN COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
~ 565 W. Lambert Rd. , #C ~ 
~ Brea, CA 92621 ._ 

Terms: Please add 5% (or S2.00. whichever is higher) plus .25' 

for each S100.00 CA res1dents please add 6% sales tax. We accept 

VISAIMCICash Personal checks please allow 2 weeks to clear. All 

merchandiSe is warranted lor 1 year unless otherwise stated. 
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Products and Services 

for Design and Manufacturing Engineers. 

Micro Channel Design Consulting 

Prototype Cards 

Newsletter 

PS/2 ~======:==ASIC's 

We will move your PC/XT/AT products to the 

Micro Channel , or create your new design. 

CALL: (408) 980-7118 
for our Free catalog 

ON TARGET 
TARGET 
TARGET 

... the PS/2 leaders. 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
PC/XT HARDWARE COMPATIBLE 

6 
8 
0 
0 
0 

• SK•DOS® OPERATING SYSTEM WITH 
EDITOR, ASSEMBLER, UTILITIES 

• HUMBUG® DEBUG MONITOR 

• 1 MB ZERO WAIT STATE DRAM 

• FDC, 4 X RS-232, PRINTER PORTS 

• PC/XT 1/0 SLOTS & KEYBOARD 

KIT PRICES START AT S200 

PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY 

1480 TERRELL MILL RD. STE. 870 
MARIETTA, GA 30067 • 404/984-07 42 

Circle 226 on Reader Service Card 

STEPPING 
MOTOR 

CONTROLUR 
• Sell Contained & Ready-To-Use: 

All logic, drives & power supplies built in 
• Stand-Alone operation - or -
• Acts as a Slave to a host computer 
• RS-232 Interface @ up to 19.2Kbaud 
• Switch Inputs & Relay Outputs 
• Drives any size motor 
• New "Smooth-Stepping" Drives Avail. 
• Simple Menu-Driven programming 

(800) 346-0178 
Box 739, State College, PA 16804 

Circle 55 on Reader Service Card 

SPK~I• 
• E...oMSIOnt4" 
•EYIIrvislon EGA 
• EY!!tex EGA •. 
• Ewre.VG.A . 

1 y.lll 

. $138.00 
..... $385.00 

.S\45.00 
. . $259.00 

• Evercom 1200 lntiEKl • . UI51\19 
• Evercom 2400 rnVEr.t .. S1791220 
• Star NX\000 . . • • .. St99 
• Nanao 80605 . . .. $545 
• NEC MultiSync . • • . . • . • . • . SS95 
• PC Mouse . • . UI9 

Schwab Computer Center 
""Thot E~WU Stor." -~ E"""'11 Otat.r 

3282 EJ c.mlno AHI. Santi Cllr1. CA 95051 VISVMC {3~) 

40&-241·1210 AE(4'111) 

0.1/ltfCOIIIUiflnt /fklU/fMI \44tlcom. 

Pnces subject to change Wllhout ootlce. M·F 10-1: S\1 11-4 

Circle 144 on lfeader Service Card 

is a complefe logic development sysfem 

• Complete System Including Programmer, Sample 
GAL Devices, Software and oil Cabling. 

• Programs GAL Devices Including 16V8, 16Z8, 
20V8, & 39V18. 

• Allows Prototyping of 42 different standard PLD's. 
• Includes UFdoted Equation Assembler Software. 
• Accepts AI Standard JEDEC Download Files. 
• Software Updatable. 
• 30 Doy Money Bock Guara ntee. 

• Vise end Mester Cord Accepted • 

CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK 
Programmable Logic Technologies, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1567 

COSOSOI 

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 



The Amazing A-BUS 

An A-BUS system with two Motherboards 
A-BUS adapter (IBM) In foreground 

About the A-BUS: 
• All the A- BUS cards are very easy to use with any language that can 
read or write to a Port or Memory. ln BAS IC. use INP and OUT (or PEEK and 
PO KE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers) 
• They are all compatible with each other. You can mix and match up to 25 
cards to fit your application. Card addresses are easily set with jumpers. 
• A- BUS card s are shipped wi th power supplies (except PD-123) and 
detailed manuals (including schematics and programming examples) 

Relay Card RE-140: s129 
Includes eight industrial relays. (3 amp contacts. SPST) individually 
controlled and latched. 8 LED's show status. Easy to use (OUT or POKE in 
BASIC). Card address is jumper selectable. 

Reed Relay Card RE-156 : $99 
Same features as above, but uses 8 Reed Relays to switch low level signals 
(20m A max). Use as a channel selector. solid state relay driver, etc. 

Analog Input Card AD-142 : $129 
Eight analog inputs. 0 to + 5V range can be expanded to 1 OOV by adding a 
resistor. 8 bit resolution (20mV). Conversion time 120u s. Perfect to 
measure voltage. temperature. light levels. pressure. etc. Very easy to use. 

12 Bit A/D Converter AN-146: $139 
This analog to digital converter is accurate to .025%. 1nput range is -4Vto 
+4V. Resolution: 1 millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50 
limes Ia read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. ldeal for thermocouple. 
strain gauge. etc. 1 channel. (Expand to 8 channels using the RE-156 ca rd) 

Digital Input Card IN-141: $59 
The eight inputs are optically isolated. so it's safe and easy to connect any 
"on/off" devices. such as switches. thermostats. alarm loops. etc. to your 
computer. To read the eight inputs. simply use BASI C INP (or PEEK). 

24 Line TTL 1/0 oG-148: $65 
Connect 24 input or output signals (switches or any TIL device) to your 
computer. The card can be set for: input. latched output. strobed output. 
strobed input. and/or bid irectional strobed 1/0. Uses the 8255A chip. 

Clock with Alarm CL-144: $89 
Powerful clock/ca lendar with: battery backup for nme. Date and Alarm 
setting (time and date); built in alarm relay, led and buzzer: timing to 1/100 
second. Easy to use decimal format. Lithium battery included. 

Touch Tone® Decoder PH-145: $79 
Each tone is converted into a number which is stored on the board. Simply 
read the number wi th INP or POKE. Use for remote control projects. etc. 

A-BUS Prototyping Card PR-152 : s1s 
3V• by 4112 in. with power and ground bus. Fits up to 10 I.C.s 

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card 

Pl ug into the future 
With the A-BUS you can plug your PC (IBM, Apple, 

TRS-80) into a future of exc iting new applications in the fields 
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc. 

Alpha's modular A- BUS offers a proven method to build your 
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take 
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for 
first time experimenting and teaching. 

A-BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal, 
and no knowledge of electronics is requiredl 

An A-BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into 
your computer and a cable to connect the Adapter to 1 or 2 A-BUS 
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for 
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination. 

The A-BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th 
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries). 

RE- 140 

IN-141 

AD- 142 

The complete set of A-BUS User's Manuals is available for $10. 

Smart Stepper Controller sc-149: $299 
World's finest stepper controller. On board microorocessor controls 4 
motors simultaneously Incredibly. it accepts plain Eng lish commands like 
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many comolex sequences can be defined as 
"macros" and stored in the on board memory. For each axis. you can control: 
coordinate (relative or absolute). ramping, speed. step type (half. ful l. wave). 
scale factor. units. holding power. etc. Many inputs: 8 limit & "wait until" 
switches. panic button. etc. On the fly reporting of position. speed. etc. On 
board drivers (350m A) for small steppers (M0-1 03). Send for SC-149 flyer. 
Remote Control Keypad Option RC-121 : $49 
To control the 4 motors di rec tly, and "teach" sequences of motions. 
Power Driver Board Option PD-123: $89 
Boost controller drive to 5 amps per phase. For two motors (eight drivers). 
Breakout Board Option BB-122: $19 
For easy connection of 2 motors. 3 ft. cable ends with screw term inal board. 

Stepper Motor Driver ST-143: $79 
Stepper motors are the ul timate in motion contro l. The spec ial package 
(below) includes everyth ing you need to get familiar with them. Each ca rd 
drives two stepper motors (12V. bidirectional. 4 phase. 350 m A per phase). 
Special Package: 2motors(M0-103) + ST-1 43: PA-181 : $99 

Stepper Motors M0-1 03: $15 or4for$39 
Pancake type. 2'/4' dia. 1/4' shaft. 7 5°/step. 4 phase bidirectional. 300 
step/sec. 12V. 36 ohm. bipolar. 5 oz-in torque. same as Airpax K82701-P2. 

Current Developments 
Intell igent Voice Synthesizer. 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter. 4 Channel 
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer. Voice Recogni tion. 

A-BUS Adapters for: 
IBM PC. XT. AT and compatibles. Uses one short slol. 
Tandy 1000. 1000 EX& SX. 1200. 3000. Uses one short slot 
Apple II. II+. lie. Uses any slol. 
TRS-80 Model 102. 200 Plugs into 40 pin "svstem bus" 
Model 1 00. Uses 40 pin socket (Socket is dupl icated on adaoterl 
TRS-80 Mod 3.4 .4 D. Fils 50 oin bus. (With hard disk. use Y-cable). 
TRS-80 Model4 P. Includes extra cable. (50 oin bus is recessed) 
TRS-80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin 1/0 bus on KB or Ell. 
Color Computers (Tandy).Fits ROM slol. Mullioa:<. or Y-cable 

AR-133 ... $69 
AR-133 ... $69 
AR-134 ... $49 
AR-136 ... $69 
AR-135 ... $69 
AR- 132 ... $49 
AR-1 37 ... $62 
AR-13 1 ... $39 
AR-138 ... $49 

A-BUS Cable (3ft, 50 cond.) CA-163: $24 
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to fi rs t Motherboard. 
Special cable for two A-BUS cards: CA-162: $34 

A- BUS Motherboard MB-12o: $99 
Each Motherboard holds fi ve A-BUS cards. A sixth connector allows a 
second Motherboard to be added to the fi rst (wi th connecting cable CA-
161: $1 2). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to a single A
BUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and ca rd guides inc luded. 

Technical info: (203) 656-1806 

~~~[~"omy 800 221-0916 
Connecticut orders: (203) 348-9436 
All lines open weekdays 9 to 5 Eastern time 
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Circle 90 on Reader Service Card 

2 FOR 1 LIFETIME WA RRANTY COLOR 
./ Pkg'd in 6 diffe rent colors, bulk or boxed 

./ 1 00% tested and certified 

./Made to exceed A.N.S.I. specs by 62.5% with a 
guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above 

./Includes tyvek envelopes (not paper) , write protect 
tabs and user labels 

./ Brand-name quality at affordable prices 

5-1 /4" • 48 TPI 
OS-DO 

.49 

.59 

BULK 
COLOR 

OR GRAY 

BOXED 
COLOR 

DS-HD 96 TPI 
IBM-AT Compatiqle 

.90 

.99 
, r. ® America's 

I CEN TECii Premium Quality 
Color Diskettes 

./TIMELESS WARRANTY 

./ 75'/o+ clipping level guaranteed 

./ Performance exceeds A.N.S.I. spec. by 88% 

./ Each disk 100% tested and cert ified 

./ 17 COLORS fo r data organization 

./ Pkgs. includes tyvek sleeves. w/p tabs, & 10 labels 

5-1/4" - 48 TPI DS-HD 96 TPI 

OS-DO IBM-AT Compatible 

.84 

.63 
PLASTIC STORAGE BOX 1 3 9 

COLOR • 

3-1 /2" -135 TPI 
OS-DO COLOR 

1.75 

BULK 
COLOR 

PLASTIC 
STORAGE BOX 

1.15 
3-1 /2" • 135 TPI 
BLACK DS-HD 

4.90 

3M Callfor 
best prices! 

Nashua 
5-1/4" - 48 
OS-DO 

TERMS: P.O. orders accepted, government and schools on 

net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $3.00 per 100 diskettes 

or fraction thereof, add $3.00 for COD orders. 

PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price 

on the same products and quantities advertised nationally. 

tr EJJ~rJi .. [~,. 
Toll Free Order Li ne: Information Line: 

1·800·23.3·2477 1·80 1 ~ss1-o092 

~ lSC INTERNATIONAL 
-------------------------------SUPPLY COMPANY 

1376 West8040 South #3A I West Jordan, Utah 84088 

FAX (801) 255-7555/ TELEX (801) 499-6093 CENTK 
Hrs.: 8 am to 5 pm (Min. Time) 
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DIGITAL VOICE CARD (DVC) 
lor IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles 

Procouor 

• S!01e voice data on PC 

The DIGITAL VOICE CARD ;::::~:,',~~ .2K" •K ""' 
from Computer Age Ltd. • Store up to 170 minutes on hard 

provides a co~p lete solu· • gi~~;i~vo~~~oa~d;2~"b'i
11~P~~ 

Iron for your vorce message second, 10 bits ADIDA. 

management. • Interrupt and DMA suppor1 
a!la.vs concurrent operation 

DIGITAL VOICE CARD (DVC ) ~~l~~ . ~i~~u:fou~~~~~:'cfr~~~a~~· 
~!C~~moE~E ~~~~) 5900 • ::~~; cR:::;::~~:~,~BASE 

Domo, Message Reminder 
Standa lone D ig it a l Vo ice programs. Ready to use. 

Aecord~H (OV A ) $89.00 We aC· APPLICATIONS YOU CAN USE: 

cept Vtsa, M asterCard, COD • \bice alarm and reminder lor 

cash . To Order Call Toll· free U.S. busy executives. 
• Telepllone message store and 

1·800·263-7487 I"V"Id. 

Computer Age Ltd. 
0 Box 730 
obleton. Ontar~o , LOG 1NO 
(416)859 0370 

• Send your voice malls on a 
floppy or through a modem. 

• Speech analysis and voice 
synthesis. 

• \bice message management 
in store. lactaty, olllce and 
hospital. 

• Computerized security and 
monitoring system. 

• Sates. exhibit presentation . 

Circle 65 on Reader Service Card 

See how well 
you can pro
gram for 

or HD64180 
This professional, IBM-PC based, compiler is a com
plete implementation of the ·c· language for the zeo 
or HD641 80 microprocessor. Includes features such 

as: function prototyping, 31 -character names, single 
precision floating point, full library source, M80-L80 

and SLR Systems compatibility, etc. Hi-TechThl ·c· 
has been established for years in Australia. Pricing 
from $295.00. We also have Z80/HD64180 co-proc
essor cards for IBM-PC and PC/AT. Call for a full 
catalog of Microprocessor development tools. 

z -World 
1772A Picasso Ave. 

Davis, CA 956 16 

(91 6) 753-3722 "ZSO Specialists" 

Circl~ 319 on Reader Service Card 

Motion Control & 
Data Acquisition 

~~~ .~.u~.dc3~~ h~~~g~~t~~!t1 ~gr~~g~g~~ 
~gb'gn ~~b~~rds, like those above, on a 50 ft . 

Please call (415) 755·1978 for free literature. 

( omputer ~tinuum 
~II (415) 755·1978 

75 Southgate Ave., Suite 6 Telex: 3727438 
Daly City, CA 94015 Night Modem: (415) 755·1524 

ANALOG 1/0 and DSP 
ideal for PC based 

Measurement/Test, Control, 
Acoustics, and Signal Processing 

PC· 12 •1 6 SEar S DF inputs, programmable gain 
amplifi er, precision S/H, 12-bit N D, dual 
12·bit D/ A, 1/ 0 Filters, B·bit digi tal 1/0, 
memory mapped 1/0 assisted by ti mer. 
$650 . 

PC·12SC • 12·bit N D & D/A with 1/0 Filters and 
timer, fo r voice 1/0 , IEEE Speech Course, 
etc. $450 . 

PG-DMA 12• 12-bit N D and D/ A to 100 KHz, dual· 
c hanne l DMA contro ll e r fo r conc urrent 
1/ 0 capabi lity, programmable H/ W t imer 
for zero timing jitter, 1/ 0 fi lters, program
mable gai n and offset amplifier, 16·chan· 
net auto·sca n mult iplexer, B·bi t digital I/O, 
etc. $1250. 

PG-DMA 16• Featurescompatible to PC-DMA, but with 
16·bit N D and dual1 6-bit D/ A. $1595. 

PG-DSP 22 •22-bit fl oating point DSP board for PC, 
compatible to the above PC·DMA boards 
for R/ T DSP, 1 K complex FFT in 10msec. 

SAM PLE • S/ W for PC-DMA performs continuous 
EDITOR hard disk transfer, search, audio edit, etc. 

Other new products inc lude 1 MHz 12·bit N D and 
D/A.servo motor controller, etc. All products supported 
by S/W driver and applica tion packages. 

CANETICS, Inc. 
PO Box 70549, Pasadena, CA 9 11 07 

(818) 584-0438 

Circle 52 on Reader Service Card 

HD64180 Single Board 
Protyping I Control Computer 
Get your 64180 proj ect going quickly! 

The S BC I 00 is a complete computer powered by a wall 

transformer. Ava il able C compiler, assembler, linker 

and debugger n m on a PC. Has battery-backed RAM. 

battery-backed c lock. power fail imerrupt , SBX bus 

connectors. seri al and paralle l I/O, prototype area for up 

to 20 IC's. O nly $395 includ ing seri a l cable, power 

suppl y, 32k of batte ry backed RAM and schematics. 

Z-World 
1772A Picasso Avenue 

Davis, CA 95616 

(9 16) 753-3722 "ZBO Family Specialists" 

In Gcnnany: iSystcm 08 131!1687 

Circ~e 320 Ofl JY-ad.~r Seryice C~rd, 

" EXACT TERMINAL EMULATION 
AND CDMMUNICATID~S SOFTWARE" 

• PRECISE EMULATION OF THE 
DEC VT52, VT100 , VT102. VT220 

• EXPANSION MODULE,S FOR 
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS 

• 9 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS. 
• EASY TO USE, QUICK TO 

INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE 
• IBM PC , XT, AT, PS / 2 . 
FOR INFORMATION 
800/548-9777 

SCFfiiONICS 
303/593·9540 
TELEX 450236 
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Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Low Prices, 

. ' Fast servace. 
Since 1975 

h\i/J{~: -'<;:,;,~· .. .;,{;~-i · ,;-t~t":w'.li · \ :· 

Turbo-XT 

$398 
• 4.77 & 8 MHz ~~~~ 
• 640K Motherboard with 256K 
• Disk controller • 8 slots 
it 360K disk drive • 8087 socket 
• 150W power supply 

Turbo-AT 

$798 
• 1 MB Motherboard 
. with 640K 

m 
El 

• 200 watt power supply 
• AT-style keyboard 
• One year warranty 
• Clock/calendar 
Option A 
• High resolution amber monitor 
• Hi-res graphics card add 

• Parallel printer port . .. .. ~148 
Option B 
• Hi-res RGB color monitor 
• Hi-res graphics card add · 

• Parallel printer port ..... . S298 
Option C 
• Hard disk drive 
• Dual hard disk controller 

30MB lor XT 40MB For PC /XT/AT 

add $298 add $498 
intef Math Coprocessors 
8087 sgs 8087-2 S138 
~087-1 1198 80287-6 S178 
80287-8 $228 80287-1 0 $268 
.80387-16 $438 80387-20 •728 

PC Mouse 
Mechanical Mouse w/software 558 
Mouse Systems serial ... ..... 598 
Mouse Systems Buss .... . . ... 598 
Fast rap Trackball ....... . ... . 598 

Place orders toll free! 

1200 Baud s~ IJijJ 

Deluxe Modem :: 
$68 

• Including free software 
• Hayes compatible % slot card 
• On-board speaker 
1200 baud external .... . . . . .. . 598 
2400 baud % card internal . .. 5148 
2400 baud external ... .. . . . .. 5168 

30 MB Hard Disk 
Complete kit with ' "; _ 
controller 

$298 

20 MB PC/ XT Kit . ........... 5248 
20 M B Card ..... . .. ...... ... 5328 
40MBforAT .. .... .... . . . .. 5398 
40Mb PC/ XT Kit .. ... ....... 5498 
60MB for AT ...... . .. ... ... sags 
80 M.B for AT ......... . ..... sg9s 
120MB for AT .... . ..... .. 52298 
Mountain 40 MB Tape . .. .. . . 5698 

360K Disk Drive 
Half height, IBM compatible 

$sse 
Tandon TM100-2 full height 
for IBM PC or XT ........... 5118 
1.2 M B for AT ..... . .. . . .. .... sgs 
5V4'' drive for PS/2 .. . ... .... . 5268 

31h" Disk Drive 
for your PC/ XT/AT ... . .... $98 
Mounting kit for above ....... 519 

EGA Package 
Hi-res EGA card 640x480 .... 5128 
EGA monitor 640x350 . .... . . s378 
NEC MultiSync II 640x560 .. . 5648 
RGB color monitor 640x240 . 5258 
Thomson Ultra Scan 
monitor 800x560 ............ 5428 

EPSON 24 Pin 
$349 
LQ-500 

List Price 5499 
Letter Quality Printers 
EPSON LQ-850 ... . ... . ..... Call · 
EPSON LQ-1050 ...... . . . . .. Call 
EPSON LQ-2500 .. . .. .. .. .. . Call 

EPSON9Pin. 
$198 .-~ 
LX-800 

Near Letter Quality Printers 
EPSON FX-86e .. ....... .... S298 . 
EPSON FX-286e ... .. .. . .... 5448 
EPSON EX-800 .. ........... Call 

HP LaserJet '0 
$1798 ~.~ · . 

List Price 52595 

PP.l ~!~K't~6 
PDP 4 MB RAM card w/OK .. 5198 
PDP 1 MB RAM card .. . .. .. . 5348 
PDP 2 MB RAM card . ..... .. 5648 
PDP 4MB RAM card . . .... 51148 
Extra Toner Cartridge . .... ... 598 

Laser Printer 
$998 * ~"'llfl.---

*Interface required 
• 300 x 300 DPI 
• 8 pages per minute 
• HP compatible * 
• Standard or legal size 
HP Laser Jet+ interface* ..... 5198 
1.5MB RAM card .... ....... s198 
Toner cartridge .. ... . ........ s5s 
:§pg&l.al · p~ic~a9~:-ei!i~;~:;;~l!~1~11*1t1~i!~~~1l, 

~o Slot Clock 'fll$48 
MICROSOFT. $ 
MS-DOS 3.21 ......... 98 

~~~~~:e~~~~i,~;~~:-1 ~~~~~;:;~~;~~
0 

.J~IJE CO.MPUTJER Fax machine 1-213-675-2522 
All o th ers 1-2 13-973-7707 

Prices at our eight store location s will be 
higher on some items. 

California 
Torrance. Santa Ana. Woodland H ill s 

Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale 
Texas 

Add ison. Houston 
Georgia 
Smyrna 

We accept checks . credit cards or purchase 
orders from qualified fir ms and institution s. 
No su rcharg e on cred it card orders . CA., 
TX. & GA. residents add sa les tax . Prices & 
avail ab ility subject to change w ith out 
notice. Sh ipp ing & handling charges via 
UPS ground 50Q:/ Ib. UPS air 51.00/ lb. 
Minimum charge 53.00. 

490 1 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046 
Hawthorne. Ca lifornia 90251-5046 
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I C 'S IC's, Parts, Components ... Shipped Fast! 
West Coast's Largest Selection ... Call for More 

RAM Upgrades! 
... priced in sets of 9 

•64K/120ns ...... CALL 
• 64K/150ns . CALL 
• 256K/100ns . . .CALL 
• 256K/120ns ....... ... CALL 
• 256K/150ns . CALL 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
41161200ns .. . .. 51.29 
MK4332/200ns 5.95 
4164/200ns . .95 
41641150ns .. . 1.95 
41641120ns . 2.15 
4164 /PIN ONE 2.75 
44161200ns . 3.75 
4416/150ns . 4.19 
44641120ns . 6.49 

44641150ns .. . .. 55.49 
41256/100ns . 5.45 
412561120ns . 4.49 
41256 / 150ns . 3.95 
412641150ns ... . 11.95 
41281150ns ..... . 4.19 
811814517 -I SOns. 1.19 
1 MEG 11 OOns .. .. 32.95 
TMS 41611150ns .. 6.95 

STATIC RAMS 
2102LP1450ns . 5.99 
2101 1450ns ....... 1.79 
21121450ns .... . . 2.69 
21141450ns . .89 

61161120ns . ... . 52.95 
6116LPI150ns . 2.45 
6264LP/120ns . . 4.95 
6264LP/150ns . 4.45 

7400 SERIES 
7400 . 5 18 7474 .... 5.35 74157 . .. 5.65 
7402. .18 7475 . .35 74 158 . .65 
7404 ... .18 7476. 35 74 173 . .65 
7405 . .18 7485 .. .35 74174 . .65 
7406. .35 7486. .35 74 175 . .65 
7407. .35 7490 ... 35 74 176 . .65 
7408 . .25 7493 . .35 74181 . 1.75 
7410 . .25 7495 . .35 74 189 ... 2.95 
7414 . .35 74121 . .35 74 193 .. .65 
7420. .25 74123 . .45 74195 . .65 
7426 .. .25 74125 . .45 74 198 . . 1.65 
7427 . . 25 74126 . .45 74221 . .75 
7430 .. .25 74 148 . 65 74273 . 1.75 
7432 . .25 74150 . . . 1.20 74365 . .50 
7438 .. .25 74151 . .65 74366 .. .50 
7442. .30 74 153 . .65 74367 . .50 
7446 . .85 74154 . 1.20 74368 . .50 
7447 .. .95 

74C CHIPS 
74COO .. 5 .25 74C 154 52.85 74C374 51 .69 
74C02 . .25 74C173. .99 74C903 .. 1.19 
74C04 .. .25 74C174 . . .99 74C906. 1.19 
74C08. .35 74C175. .99 74C912 .. 6.95 
74C 10 . .35 74C221 .. 1.25 74C922 .. 3.95 
74C14 . . .49 74C240 .. 1.69 74C923 .. 3.95 
74C32 . .35 74C244 . . 1.69 74C929 .. 4.89 
74C90 . 1.19 74C373 . 1.69 74C932 14.89 

Partial Listing Only!!! 
Call us for components .. . 

21142 ......... ... 1.19 6264/150ns . 4.25 ============= 
74LS SERIES 2114L/2 . ..... ... 1.99 622561120ns 12.85 

6116/150ns .. ... . . 2.45 622561100ns .. .. . 19.95 

74 HCT SERIES 
74HCTOO 5.25 74HCT161 5.65 74HCT54051 .99 
74HCT02 25 74HCT163 .65 74HCT541 1.99 
74HCT04 .25 74HCT164 .65 74HCT563 2.99 
74HCT08 .25 74HCT175 .65 74HCT564 2.99 
74HCT10 .25 74HCT240 1.29 74HCT573 1.99 
74HCT27 .30 74HCT241 1.29 74HCT574 1.99 
74HCT74 .49 74HCT244 1.29 74HCT640 1.99 
74HCT138 .50 74HCT245 1.29 74HCT646 2.99 
74HCT157 .65 74HCT257 .65 74HCT563 2.99 
74HCT 160 .65 74HCT259 1.10 74HCT564 2.99 

LINEAR 
CA3086 $1 19 LM566 suo LM3900 .45 
CA3089 119 LM567 75 LM3909 I 25 
CA3403 I 19 LM723 30 LM3911 1.95 
Lf347N I 49 LM/33 30 LM3914 2.75 
Lf 348N 149 LM741 30 LM3915 2 75 
Lf356H 1 99 LMW 60 LM3916 2.75 
Lf441 1.69 LM748 65 LM4024 3.95 
LM301 30 LM141<1 1 49 LM4044 3.95 
LM309K 100 LM 1886 3.29 LM4136 1.50 
LM317K 295 LM1330 195 LM4558 .75 
LM317T 175 LMI350 1 25 LM/555 250 
LM318 115 LM 1358 1 95 LM7556 2.50 
LM319 95 LM 1372 225 LM7660 2.95 
LM320T-XX 60 LM1408L8 250 LM 7663 2 95 
LM320K-XX 1 35 LM1458 40 LM78H05 6.95 
LM323K 4 25 LM1488 60 LM78H12 6.95 
LM324 35 LM1489 60 LM 8038 3.75 
LM33502 I 19 LM1889 2.50 MC3423 1.49 
LM33602 119 LM2003 .75 MC3459 269 
LM337H 2.49 LM 2206 175 MC3470 2.99 
LM337K 4.95 LM2111 119 MC3480 6.99 
LM338K 695 LM2211 2.75 MC3486 169 
LM340T-XX .60 LM2240 1.15 MC3487 1.69 
LM340K-XX 135 LM2900 1.19 LM3524 1.99 
LM358 45 LM2901 1.19 TDA11 70 5.49 
LM376 169 LM2917 1.29 fDA 1180 5.99 
LM380 95 LM3045 1.19 TL074 1.65 
LM386 95 LM3054 1.99 TLOBl .75 
LM393 65 LM3079 1.49 TL082 .85 
LM497 2.50 LM3130 95 TL084 125 
LM565 .30 LM3140 .95 ULN2003 1.19 
LM556 45 LM3160 1.95 ULN2064 1.79 
LM558 85 LM3161 1 95 ULN2074 1.99 
LM564 2.75 LM3162 1 95 ULN2081 149 
LM565 I 50 LM3852 1.49 ULN2981 1.99 

74HC SERIES 
74HCOO . 5.25 74HC125 5.50 74HC174 5.65 
74HC02 ... .25 74HC132 .50 74HC175 .65 
74HC04 . . .. 25 74HC133 .50 74HC240 1.29 
74HC08 .. .. .25 74HC138 .55 74HC244 1.29 
74HC09 .... .25 74HC139 .55 74HC245 1.29 
74HC10 ..... 25 74HC148 .75 74HC368 .65 
74HC11 . ... . 25 74HC151 .65 74HC373 1.29 
74HC14 ... . .25 74HC153 .65 74HC374 1.29 
74HC20 .... 25 74HC154 3.75 74HC4020 .99 
74HC32 .... .25 74HC157 .65 74HC4060 .99 
74 HC74 . . .. . 35 74HC161 .65 74HC4066 .99 
74HC85 .. . 65 74HC166 1.15 74HC4075 .89 
74HC112 . .. 65 74HC173 .65 74HC4078 1.49 

74LSOO .. 5.19 74LS 125 5.45 
74LS02 . .19 74LS126 .49 
74LS03 . .19 74LS138 .45 
74L504 . .19 74LS 139 .45 
74 l 505 . .19 74LS153 .59 
74LS08 . .19 74LS154 1.29 
74LS09 .. .19 74LS157 .40 
74LS10. .19 74LS 158 .40 
74LS14 .. .35 74LS 161 .49 
74LS27 . .28 74LS163 .49 
74LS30 . . .25 74LS164 .49 
74LS32 . .28 74LS165 .49 
74LS47 .. .99 74LS 166 .99 
74LS73. .35 74LS173 .49 
74LS74 .. .35 74LS174 .49 
74LS75 . .35 74LS175 .49 
74LS76 . .35 74LS189 3.95 
74LS85. .49 74LS 190 .49 
74LS86 .. .28 74LS191 .49 
74LS90. .45 74LS192 .49 
74LS93. .45 74LS 193 .49 
74LS107 .45 74LS 195 .49 
74LS109 .45 74LS221 .65 
74LS123 .49 74LS240 .99 

74F SERIES 
74FOO .. 5 .35 74F153 .. 5.59 
74F02 . .35 74F157 . .59 
74F04 .. .35 74F158 . .59 
74F08 . .35 74F 160 . .59 
74F10 ... .35 74F161 . . .59 
74F1 1 . .35 74F163 . .59 
74F20 . .35 74F174 .. .69 
74F32 .. .35 74F175 . .69 
74F64 . .49 74F181 .. 1.99 
74F74 . .49 74F189 .. 2.99 
74F86 . .49 74F219 .. 4.99 
74F109 . .49 74F240 . 1.29 
74F139 .49 74F241 .. 1.29 
74F151 . .59 

IC SOCKETS 
SOLOERTAIL 
8PINL/P . . S.10 
14PINLIP ... 12 
16PINLIP . .. 12 
18PINL/P .. . 16 
20PINLIP ... 20 
22PINLIP ... 22 
24PINLIP ... 25 
28PINLIP . .. 27 
40PINLIP .. . 29 
48PINL/P ... 99 
64PINLIP 2.49 
HI RES 
HR8S/T .. 5.39 
HR14S/T . . .49 

HR16SIT ... 59 
HR18S /T . .. 69 
HR20S/T .. .79 
HR22S/T . .. 89 
HR24SI T ... 99 
HR28SIT 1.19 
HR40S /T 1.49 
HR64SI T 4.99 
WIREWRAP 
8PINWI W 5.59 
14PINWIW .59 
16PINW/W .69 
18PINWIW .99 
20PINW/W 1.19 

74LS241 5.99 
74LS242 .99 
74LS243 .99 
74LS244 .99 
74LS245 .99 
74LS257 .69 
74LS258 .69 
74LS259 .99 
74LS273 .99 
74LS322 1.79 
74LS323 1.79 
74LS365 .59 
74LS366 .59 
74LS367 . 59 
74LS368 .99 
74LS373 .99 
74LS374 .99 
74LS393 .99 
74LS624 1.89 
74LS629 1.89 
74LS640 1.89 
74LS641 1.89 
74LS670 .99 
74LS688 1.89 

74F243 51 .29 
74F244 1.29 
74F245 .. 1.29 
74F251 . .79 
74F258 .79 
74F280 .. 2.89 
74F373 .. 1.49 
74F374 . . 1.49 
74F379 .. 1.99 
74F399 .. 2.99 
74F521 . . 2.99 
74F533 .. 2.99 
74F534 . . 2.99 

22PINWIW 1.29 
24PINW/W 1.29 
28PINWIW 1.59 
40PINWIW1 .99 
HI RES W/ W 
HR8W/W $.79 
HR14WIW 1.19 
HR16WIW 1.29 
HR18WIW 1.39 
HR20WIW 1.69 
HR22WIW 1.79 
HR24WIW 1.99 
HR28W/W 2.29 
HR40W/W 3.49 

SPECIAL FUNCTION 
VOICE RECOGNITION 16450 · 16 BIT 

CHIP SET .. .. . . 549.95 USART 
YAMAHA DXY 8250 • 8 BIT 

CHIP SET . . . 29.95 U5ART .... . . . 
TMS 6100 5832 · CLOCK . 

SPEECH CHIP .. 9.95 58167- CLOCK .. 
TMS 5200 SPEECH CHIP . 7.95 

516.95 

6.95 
3.95 
8.95 

CMOS 
C04001 .. 5.18 CD4017 .. 5.59 CD4047 .. 5.65 
C04002 . .18 CD4018 .. .59 C04048 . .75 
CD4007 .. .59 CD4020 . .59 CD4049 . .29 
CD4008 . .59 CD4024 .. .49 CD4050 . .39 
CD4009 .. . 59 CD4025 . .59 C04051 .. . 39 
C04010 . .29 C04027 .. . 35 CD4052 . .59 
C0401 1 .. .29 C04030 . . .29 C04053 . . 59 
CD4012 . .29 CD4040 . .65 CD406D .. 1.49 
CD4013 .. .29 CD4042 .. .65 CD4063 .. 1.49 
CD4016 . .59 CD4046 . .65 CD4066 . .29 

ldt$ Q ;ltl6 !'fill ;fJ'fi'fJ:!,J 
8087(5 MHz) .... $105. 8028710(10MHz) 365. 
8087-2(8 MHZ) . . 160. V20·5(5 MHZ) .. . $9.95 
B0287 (5 MHZ) . . .. 185. V20-8(8 MHZ) .. . 12.95 
80287-8(8 MHz) .. 265. V30-8(8 MHz) .. . 17.95 

MOS EPROMS 
1702A • 1ms ..... 55.95 
2532 - 450ns .. 4.50 
2564 • 450ns .. . . 9.95 
2708 • 450ns . 4.25 
2716... .. 4.95 
2716-1 . 5.95 
27CI6 .. .. .... .. .. 5.95 

27128 • 450ns .. .. $4.95 
27256- 200ns . . . . 7.95 
27C256 - 250ns .. 7.95 
27512 • 250ns .. .. 13.75 
8741 . ..... ...... 24.95 
8742 .. ........... 24.95 
8748 ..... 16.95 
8749.. ..... . . . .. . 19.95 TMS2716-450ns 

(3v) . 8.49 8751 ... .. ....... 49.95 
2732 - 450ns ... 
2732 • 250ns . 
27C32 .. . ... .. .. 
2764 • 450ns . 
2764 • 250ns .. ... 
27C64 • 450ns .. 
27128 • 250ns . 

3.95 8755.. ... . . . ..... 19.95 
4.95 68764 . . 19.95 
6.95 68766 .......... 19.95 
3.95 68701 . . ... .. .. .. 24.95 
4.95 68705P ....... ... 19.95 
6.95 2816-EE .. 7.95 
5.95 2864-EE ........ . 19.95 

Z80 SERIES 
Z80CPU .. . .. .. . $1.49 Z80ASIOIO .. . 54.95 
Z80C TC ..... .. 1.49 Z80ASI011. 4.95 
Z80DART . 4.49 Z80ASID/2 .. 4.95 
Z80PIO.... 1.49 Z80ADARL 4.99 
Z80ACPU 1.99 Z80BCPU . 2.99 
Z80ACTC . . 1.99 Z80BCTC .. 3.99 
Z80APIO . . . 1.99 Z80BPID . 3.99 

I:!!J,1!:1;1ij;tt!lWfJJ·1{W 
82S123 ..... .. . $ 1.29 74S189 .. .... .... $1.69 
82S126 .. 1.29 74S287 .. . 1.99 
82S129 . 1.99 74S288 . . . 1.99 
82S137 .. . . 2.99 74S471 . 4.99 
82S181 . 7.99 74S472 . . 6.99 
82S 191 .... ..... . 11.99 PAL16l 8 . 4.99 
74S188 . 1.29 PAL20l8 . 9.95 

8000 SERIES 
8031 . .. .. .... . 5 2.95 8212 ........ ... 51.95 
8035139 .. . 2.95 8216.. . 1.95 
8080A . 3.95 8224 ..... ... 1.95 
8085A . 2.95 8237AIS . 5.95 
8086.. . . 7.50 8250 . 6.95 
8088 . 7.95 8251AIS . 1.95 
8088-2 . 9.95 8253-S ... .. 1.95 
80186-6(5MHz) 14.95 8255-S .. 2.95 
80186-3(8MHz) 24.95 8257-5 . 2.95 
80286-6(5MHz) 19.95 825!).5 ..... 2.95 
80286-8(8MHz) 34.95 8272 1765 . 4.25 
80386(16MHz) .. 525.00 8275.. . 24.95 
8202.. .. 11.95 8279 . 4.95 
8203 . 14.95 8284 . 4.95 

68000 SERIES 

C04069 .. 5.29 CD4510 .. 5.69 C04543 .. 5.89 
CD4070 . .29 C04511 .. .69 CD4555 . .99 
CD4071 .. .29 C04512 . .69 CD4556 . .99 
CD4072 . .29 C04518 .. .79 CD4584 . .69 
CD4073 .. .79 CD4519 . .79 C014409 6.95 
C04076 . .65 C04520 .. .79 CD14410 7.95 
CD4081 . .29 CD4522 . .79 CD14411 8.95 
CD4082 . .29 CD4538 . .79 CDI4412 8.95 
CD4093 . . .35 Call Us For More!! 
CD40103 1.90 

SIMM RAM MODULES 
64K x 9(150ns) ... .. CALL 
256K x 9(120ns) .. . CALL 
1Mb x 9(120ns) .. . CALL 

• 256K x 8(120ns) CALL 
1Mb x 8(120ns) ... CALL 

CRYSTALS 
1 OOOMHz 53 25 5 0688MH z 52 25 15 DOOM Hz 52 25 
1 8432MHz 3 25 6 OOOMHz 2 25 16 OOOMHz 2 25 
2 OOOMHz 2 25 6 144MHz 2 25 18 OOOMHz 2 25 
2097152MHz 225 65536MHz . 2 25 18432MHz 2.25 
2 4576MHz 2 25 8 OOOMHz . 2 25 20 OOOMHz . 2 25 
3 OOOMHz 2 25 9 OOOMHz . 2 25 22 !184M Hz 2 25 
3.2768MHz 2 25 10.000MHz 2 25 24 OOOMHz 2 25 
3 579MHz . . . 2 25 11 OOOMHz . . 2.25 36.000MHz 2.25 
4 OOOMHz 2 25 12 IIOOMHz 2 25 48 OOOMHz 2 25 
4.032MHz .. 2 25 13 OOOMH z . 2 25 32 768KHz . 1.50 
5 OOOMHz .. 2 25 

OSCILLATORS 
I OOOMHz . S5 50 6.500 MHz . 55 50 16 OOOMHz . 5.50 
18432MHz 5 50 7 168MHz 550 1025/MHz . 550 
2 000MHz 5 50 8000MHz 5 50 18 OOOMHz . 5.50 
24576MHz 5 50 9 OOOMHz 550 18432MHz . 550 
2 SOOMH z ... 5 ~)() IO.OOO MH z 5.50 19 6608MHz 5.50 
36864MHz . 5.50 II OOO MH z .. 5 50 20 IIOOMHz . 5 50 
4000MHz 5 50 12 OOOMHz 5 50 22 OOOMHz 550 
491520MHz 5 50 12 SOO MHz . 5.50 24.000MHz • 5 50 
S.OOOMHz . 5.50 14 318MHz . . 5 50 24 576MH7. 5.50 
50668MHz . 5 50 15000MHz . 5.50 37 250MHz 550 
60CIOMHz . 5 50 15 360MHz . 5 50 43 200MHz . 550 
6144MHz . 5 50 15 758MHz . 550 

CONNECTORS 
62PIN ST (PC/XT) $1 .95 50PIN W/W (Apple) 4.50 
50PIN ST (Apple) 2.50 62PIN ST (AT) 4.95 

EXTENDER CARDS 
APPLE .... ... ... 514.95 IBM PC .. . .. .. . 524.95 
S100 .. 24.95 IBM AT . 34.95 

PROTO CARDS 
APPLE . .... .... 512.95 IBM PC . .. ..... $24.95 
S100 .. 19.95 IBM AT . 34.95 

DIP SWITCH 
1 POSITION ....... $.49 7 POSTION .... .... 5.89 
2 POSTION . . . . .59 8 POSTION . .89 
3 POSTION . .69 9 POSTIDN . ..... . 1.29 
4 POSTION .. . .69 10 POSTION .. .. .. 1.29 
5 POSTION . .79 12 POSTION .... ... 1.49 
6 POSTION . .79 

ECONO ZIFS 
6800018MHz .. . 512 95 68020116MHz .. $249.95 ~~ ~~~~~~~ . · · · · · · · ~.~ ~ ~:~~:~ . · · · · · · · ~.~~ 
68010/8MHz .. 19.95 68450 .. 49.95 
68010/10MHz . 39.95 68881/12MHz . 179.95 
68020112MHz .. . 149.95 68881116MHz .. 219.95 TEXTOOL ZIFS 

6502 SERIES 
16 PINZIF ....... $4.50 40 PINZIF .... ... 59.95 
24 PINZIF .. . 5.95 64 PINZIF .... .... 17.95 

6502 . . ... .. . $2.95 6520 .. .......... $2.95 
28 PINZIF . 8.95 

65C02 .. .. .. .. . .. 11.95 6522 . 4.95 
6502A . 4.95 6532 . 4.95 IC TEST CLIPS 
6502B ... 6.95 6545 9.95 
6510 . 9.95 6551 4.95 

14 PIN ......... . $3.95 4u PIN ..... .. ... $19.95 
16 PIN . 3.95 64 PIN .. .. 39.95 
24 PIN .. ........ 12.95 68 PLCC . 69.95 

6800 SERIES 
6800 ..... ... .. 52.95 6821 .. .......... . 52.95 

LCC SOCKETS 
6802 . 4.95 6845.. ... 4.95 68 PIN ........ .. 514.95 100 PIN . .. . 522.95 
6810 . 2.95 6850 .. . 4.95 · 84 PIN .. .. .. . .. . 19.95 Call for More ... 

Since 1976 ... The Nation's 
TOP Computer Supplier 

l1f* Advanced Computer Products, Inc. NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA : ~~~~~~c:~~~~~~rn~'!:r:;:ea:,',e~~~~f~ble. 0 U R POLl CY 

Mail Order: P.O. Box 173291rvine. CA 92713 
Relail: 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 
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for Fast Service 
Order by Phone! 

800-FONE ACP 
800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813 

• Orders subject lo availablllly. • Supply limited on cerlaln II ems. 

• Pricing subject\o change wllhoul notice. 

• ACP Retail Store pricing may vary. Not responsible lor typos. 

• Limited warranties and other conditions apply. 

ASK FOR GILLES. SARA. TODD. MIKE OR STEVE 

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card 



ACP IBM COMPATIBLE 
VIDEO & 1/0 CARDS 

~~~o~~~ih1~~~~~rn5t:r?H~A i ha~l:~ 
~~e~%rtf.hbc;~g!t~~j'h~~ ~~ 1 : ,!; 
XT Multi 110 wllloppy . . . .... . 69 
XT Dual floppy controll er . . . . . 29 

~~~~ ~:~r~~o~~~d:s~~~er · :: : ~ 
~f1AJk5~b~~~~~~:?O~~~r-:: :: : :; 
AT rloppy /hard con!roller . ... 179 
NEWI PSI? A AT CARDS .. 

5239 
PS I . . . . . 99 
PS I .. 59 
XTI 129 
AT 3.5Mb ram wf serial .... . 179 
AT Multi 1/0 w/4 serial . . . 1D9 
Accellerator 286/hall . . 249 
MOTHERBOARDS 
XT Turbo w/4.n-8MHz ... . . S99 
XT Turbo w/4.n -10MHz . . . . . 129 
AT Motherboard 6/lOMHz . . . 369 
AST 
Rampage 286/512K ... . ... . S335 
Rampage/2 PS /2 . • . . .... . . 208 

Premium/512K 297 
2 PS /2 .. . ..... CALL 
/64K . ... . ... . . . . 129 
to AT motherboard 699 

AT/ 
EGA Wonder . 
GENOA 

.. . $169 

Super EGA (800x600) . . . .. . . $289 
Genoa VGA ..... . .. .... . . .. 319 
GULFSTREAM 
EZ·FAX Board w/software . $1188 
HERCULES 
Color cardfCGA . . . . $149 
Graphics card plus .. . . . ... . 174 
!nco lor card New! . . .. . ... . . 298 
INTEL 
Inboard 386/PC New! . . ... . $849 
Inboard 386/AT reduced .. . . 939 
Aboveboard PS/286.5121< .. .. 345 
Aboveboard 286.5121< . . . . 315 
INTEL coproc.uon 
8087 \5MHzl .. . . .. . . . $102 

~j:2 ~~~Hh : ~.: 
80287-6 .. . . 185 
80287-8 .. .. ..... 285 
80287·10 . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... . 449 
80387-16 .... . . . . . .. . ... .. . 499 
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY 

~~Jii~~T~I~~gctt,2 ::: .5~~ 
Designer VGA board . . SPECIAL 
PARADISE 
Aul oswitch 480 EGA sale! . . . $167 
Paradise VGA plus ... . .. . . . 288 
QUA DRAM 
OuadVGA .. . .. .. .... .. .... $299 
OuadEGA Prosync w/mouse . . 249 
Microrazer 11 print buller /641< 269 
VIDEO 1 
Vega Deluxe EGA t64Dx480). $192 
Vega VGA (801b600) . . . . . . . . 299 

II:!QIIIai4111Bf 
ACP KEYBOARDS 
5160 84key XT/AT switchable $59 
5161101key XT/AT switchable 75 
KEYTRONICS 
KBIOI. 101 key AT keyboard . . $88 
KB5151 deluxe 84 keys ... . . . 119 
KB5153 101 w/pad . .... . .. .. 155 
KRAFT 
IBM joystick . . . S32 
MICROSOFT 

g~~ia~i~ft~f~i~tg~~ssh ::: . 5 ~~ 
Seria l/PS/2 wl paint .. . 109 

... . .. ·- · . . $98 
.... .. .. .. ... 118 

. . .... . . ........ 118 
NUMERICS 
Mouse manager wl lelepaint . . $89 
lnlrared _mouse remote . . 169 

lj!alg;a,Jt;:t,l;!\'ltW 
SONY 
3-112" Floppy Disk w/kit . ... $119 
TEAC 
SSBV 360K lor XT . . .. . $90 
TOSHIBA 
FOD44033-112" w/kit . .... .. $129 

. .. 89 

~iAlf~~a 1~: 
• 1.44Mbtkw! .. 149 

HARD DRIVES 
MICROPOUS 
71 Meg HI D 128ms) . .... .. CALL 
159 Meg HID ESDl . . .. . . . CALL 

.. . . .. .. . . $399 
........ CALL 

.. .. .. 819 
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 
Hardcard 20 w/20 Mb . . .. . . $549 
Hardcard 40 w/40 Mb . .... . . 839 

$329 
. 419 

478 
.... . ... 499 

s·a,e; : ·: ~~ 
WESTERN DIGITAL 

~f i :~~~~ ~ (~,X~ :fd~i~n c~ddlcS:.~~ 
PS30 Filecard for PS /2 .. . .. CALL 
1CJ03.RAH ALL cont. for AT . .. 199 

~~~~ ~iJ6~Pfor ':r~. : : : · . 1~~ 
1002-27X ALL cont. for XT . . 95 

l:f.!H:el!;t,JI'J!Bf 
ALPHA MICRO 
VCR tape backup card .. . . .. $333 

BERNOULLI$ 

g~na~' ~,7,Y·(·e ~rlt ~ :: ·1:~ 
20Mb (3 pack) . . • 255 
face . ..... .... . . 199 

AST COMPUTERS 
Premium 286 up to 140Mb . . CALL 
Premium Workstati on . ... CALL 
Premium 386 up to 150Mb .. CALL 
COMPAQ 
Portable Ill Mod. 20 ... ... CALL 
Desk pro 286 Mod. 20 . . . . . CALL 
Portable 386 Mod. 40 .. .. . CALL 
Oeskpro 386 Mod. 40 . . .. . CALL 
Oeskpro 386/20 w/VGA . ... CALL 
HYUNDAI 
Diskless Workstation Novell CALL 
Hyundai XT w/20Mb .. .. . . . CALL 
Hyundai 286 New! .... . .. CALL 
NEC 
Mullispeed EL backlit LCD CALL 
Powermate Portable 20 New! CALL 
Powermate 1 Model 20 . .. . . CALL 
Power male 386 Model 40 ... CALL 
SHARP LAPTOPS 
4501 laptop sale! . .... . . . . . $699 

:~ ~f~~~~~ .: · · · · ·::: ·c':~~ 
TOSHIBA LAPTOPS 
T1000/ T1100• . .. . . . .. $799/ 1395 
T1200/T3100 .. .. ..... 2395/2995 
TJ200/T5100. . . .... CALL 

Advanced$ 
286 .......... .... . 

ADVANCED 
386/20 

ADVANCED 
386/16 

13. FCC/UL Approved 
14. One Year Limited Warranty 

Add-On Specials/ 
Amber Mono S~s tem . . . . . $1049. 
Mono w/20Mb 65m s~ .. . . 1349. 
Mono w/40Mb 39ms . .. .. 1549. 
Mono w/60Mb 28ms ... .. 1949. 
EGA Color Syslem . . .. . .. . 1399. 
EGA w/20Mb 16Sms~ ... ... 1699. EGA w140Mb 39ms . .... . 1899. 
EGA w/60Mb 28ms . . . 2299. 

S2195 ;Nf~~gEFsoo 
• 1Mb RAM 
• WD Hard 
• ~~~~~J g~n~roll er 

$1995 •Serial Port 
• Para llel Port 
•1Yr. Limited Warranty 

NEW PRODUCT OF THE MONTH! 
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY DE SIGNER VGA BOARD Yes 1he <IuS\ h,ts 
se tll ctl .uulltus t .u tlllul\' docs work wt lh OS/2 and Wuulo ws 
386 So l.tke .J dvanlage olthc s31 g 16 r: olor hr res worht nl102h i'68 
II'S01ullnt1 

SPECIAL PRICE • 

BEST BUY LAPTOPS 

lOMHz XT 
BAREBONES 

5299 
MB/ CME/ KB/ Powersupply/ DK 

CLOSEOUTS 

~~D~v~~~~d /rC~[;1nKda rd $2~: ~~etl~~~n~~ ~u~~s~~~~~~~rse 7~ 
Panasonrc JU455-2 360K XT drv 79 Ommtet 1200 Baud 
10Mb Hard dtsk dnve 149 Modenr/Mult1card 149 
Ouaelsp rrnt 98 AST Rampage 129 
l 1berty Board 98 AST Ad vantage 129 
Srt ver Quad 98 Persyst BOB CALL 

FLIP N FILE SALE 
Ptic• Br .. lcthru SAVE 60961 Univ. Printer Stand . ..... . . 9.88 

~~~ ~~n~i XIj~l~/.~)'/~"! . . .. $14.95 5'/0 Disk Storage Box . . . . .. 1.88 
Trace Sound Cover .. : :: : : ~:::: ~~~~ m~~i ~J/(1~~n ~~~~~~~ ; :~ 
FNF II (holds 403'h"l .. .... 14.95 Flip Sort (holds 50 3'/n . .. . 11 .88 

DISKETTE PRICE BREAK THRU! 
Soxu of 10 M1xell Full Verbatim Sonv 

5-114" SSDD 9.95 9.95 9.95 
S.l/4" osoo 10.95 10.95 10.95 
S.l/4" 96101 24.95 24.95 

S.l/4" HD 24.95 24.95 24.95 
3-1/2" SSDD 19.95 19.95 \9.95 19.95 
3-1 / 2" DSOO 21.95 21.95 21.95 21.95 

:J.1 / 2"HO 49.95 49.95 49.95 49.95 

.. . .... .. . $399 
.... . 399 

WESTERN DIGITAL 
Nelwork for less than $400 each .. 
Starlan/NoveU Starter Kit ... 1077 
StarHub .. . . . .. ... 329 
SlarCard .. .. . ........ .. ... 175 
EtherCardPius .... _ .. .. SPECIAL 

MEMORY 
CALL FOR MARKET PRICE 
64K1150ns CALL 
1).1K I 1 20n ~ CALL 
2561\ 150n~ CALL 
2561\ 1!20ns CALL 
2561\ IIOOns CALL 
IMh Ctup lOOn s Lt CALL 

t:;unu,~t 
ACPMODEMS 
1200 ~int) w/sottware sale! . .. $88 
1200 ext) w/soflware . . . . .. . 99 
2400 int) w/soltware . .. , . . . 149 
2400 ex!) wfso ltware . .. ... 169 
HAYES 

~~ :~:~~~:~ ~:~~ ~~~·l, :: : .S:!~ 
MIGENT 
Pocket Modem 1200 .. $159 
PROMETHEUS 
2400G Pro Modem (ext) sale! 5188 
US ROBOTICS 
Courier 24QOe (ext) w/ MNP CALL 
Courier 9600 HST (ext) ..... . . 799 
Sporlsler 1200 (ext) . .... . . .. 129 

M#rt·l:fttjl:!i'W 
14.EGA Monltorw/ llll 'n l wlvtl 

~~~~~,!~re~ S499 
Super EG A Cud • 

ISM MONITORS 
8503 12" mono (640x480) . . $228 

~l~ :~: ~giRr(~~~i ·: • . : : ~~~ 
8514 16· Hi-res (1024x768) ... 1395 
MAGNA VOX 
Mult imode (Mu ttisync comp) $499 
EGA monitor. non-glare . . . 399 
CGA monitor. non-glare . . . . . 288 
12· TIL amber. non-glare .. ... 89 
NEC 
Mull isync II ........... .. . CALL 

~~::i~~~~ ~~~~.s; ,~:/~1 c:~ 
Graphrcs Board GB-1 . . . . .. .. 315 
SAMSUNG! LTI MONITOR 
12" Flat TIL amber TIS . . . $119 
12· non-glare amber TIS.. . . 88 
14· fiOn-glare color CGA T /S . . 275 
14" non-glare color EGA TIS .. 389 
SONY 
1311 CGA color w/TV $419 

~~ ~~:::~~~~ mwt~~~k,- :: ~;; 
WYSE 
WY700 (1280x800) graphics $799 
WyseJO Terminal ..... . .. . . 319 
WyseSO. 60. 75. 85 . ....... CALL 

11.95 
Ray-0-Vac 5 Yr. 
AT Repl. Battery 

DICONICS! KODAK 
150P porta ble prin ter . . . .. . $299 
:mP wide carr iage . . CALL 
EPSON® 
LX-800 New! 

Ek~'~sb~o~~sjoo C'p's) · : ~~~-~ 
~~:~(~pgi~~1oo~p~~~l : : g:tt 
LO 850 ... ... ......... .. CALL 
LO 500 .. ... .... . .. ..... CALL 
LO 1050 ......... . ..... .. CALL 
HEWLITT PACKARD 
Laserjetll . ............ . . CALL 
Scanjei/Deskjet . . CALL 
IBM PRINTERS 
Proprinter II 240cps ... . . . . . $435 
Proprinter X24 240Cps 24 pin 635 
Proprinter XL24 24 pin. 132 col. 835 
NEC 
P6 80C01 .. .... ..... . .. $469.00 
P5 XL .. . .... . . .... . .. . . 899.00 
P2200 . . .. .. ... ...... 399.00 
3550 . . . . . 799. 00 
Color P7 ....... .. . .. ... .. 759.00 
P7 . .. .. ... 659.00 
P9 XL . .. . . .... . ....... 1069.00 
LC 890 .. ......... ... .. 3650.00 
OKIDATA 
ML 193 Plus . . 
Ml293 Plus .. 
ML393 .... . . 
OK! laser . 
PANASONIC 

. . .. . .. . . . . CALL 
. .. . CALL 

. .... .. 1049 
. 1449 

KX-P1080 11M2 144 cps .... . $185 
KX-P1092 I 240 cps .... .. .... 199 
KX-P10911 192 cps . .. ... ... 339 
1592. 1595. 3131. 3151 ..... CALL 
SEJKOSHA 

SL80A1 2~~~~r\ : : : :::::: ::: .~:; 
18 pin. 800 ~ ... . 3299 

~ § ~J ~ . ~~·col scfp~ 399 

.... .. . . .. . . ... . ... 499 

. . $499 
. . 699 

HOUSTON INSTRUMENT 
DMP 41 or 42 ......... . $2299.00 
DMP 51 or 52 . . .... 3099.00 
SCANCAD . . . . . . 2499.00 
OMP 56A .. .. .. ...... 4399.00 
ROLAND 
OXY 880 8 pin A/ B size . . . $1088. 
OXY 980 . .. ... ..... ... . 1488. 

1·1BHf'fii];!lf 
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
PIS power director .. . ... . ... $89 
P25 4 outlet stand atone ... . .. 62 
A200 PC Data projection module 899 
KENSINGTON 

~:~: ~~~::~:~~~~~ ~~ ~-.: :::: ~~= 
Pr inter Muffler (80 col.) . ... . . 39 
MICRO ACCESSORIES 
5-114" Roll!op Diskfile .... . . . $29 

tJ 'J~c~~t~o~~~~~~~il ~ : : :: : ::: ~ 
CRT Valet (12. x 12·1 . .. . . ... 119 
Under desk KB drawer .. .. . . . 49 
Flip-Soft (to 75 disks) . ... . $14.00 
AC P 5-114" Disk Holder ... ... 9.00 
ACP 3-1/2" Disk Holder . . . . 12.00 
Head Cleaner 5-114" or 8" .. . . 9.00 
PERFECT CDMPUTERCARE k;119.9S 

IQ;Ji:il :ll!jjj;E 
NC 100 256K (parallel ) . . . $149.95 

(i','IUB:I :Uf If 

... $59. 

.... 69. 

ACP's Computer Software Department ... You Save!!! 
ALDUS 
P<~gemake r ilBMJ .....•.. . S449. 
Pagemaker (Mac) ••.•.•... . )49. 
Freelland:Mac) • .•..••.• CALL 
ALPHA SOFTWARE• 
l<eyworksJO . ..... .SS9. 
Alpha l<eyworks 10 •••.••• 175. 
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS 
COMPUTERS• 
Pro0esign ii 2.S .......... $166. 
ANSA/BORLAND 
Puadox11 .. ........ $199. 
Parado•20 .. .. ....... 319. 
ASHTON TATE 
dBase 111Pius u .......... S379. 
Framewor k ill ! .. . ••• 399. 
Mulllmale Advanlage ll •••.. 269. 
Rap1dlrle 12 .. . .. • 219. 

MICROSOFT 
PCWorks ..... • ••.•• $139. 
Wmdows 386 . . .••....•• 139. 
Wmdows2.0J ... • .• 69. 
pt Excel . . .......... . .. . 319. 
1.41Crosoi1 Ma11IE-Mall) l 1·41 •• 249. 
PI OJtC!4 0 ............... 325. 
C Comp1lerSO ........... 299. 
OUI Ck BASIC 4 0 . 74. 
Word .... . .... ..••.• . 249. 
NORTON 
Commander . •• . . $42. 
Ul!h11es 4 0 . •••.....•... 59. 
Ul1h11es Advanced •.... . . . •. 89. 
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE 
VP-E• peri ! O... . $65. 
VP-inlo l D ......... .. 65. 
VP-Gra piiiCS I O. .. 65. 

BORLAND 
Turbo Tulor2.0 S2S. 
TurboOaJabase Toolbox 12 .. 55. 
Turbollgllln ing 10 .....•... 5!1. 
Turbo BASIC 10.. . ..... 58. 
Sidekick 15 .. .. 69. 
Eurekat.O .. . •. 109. 
Turbo C I.O .........•.•.. 67. 
Rellext t .. .. ............. 99. 
Superkey 11 •.•.••.• . 59. 
8ROOER8UNO 
Grapll icslibrary1 ..•.. . S23. 
GraphicsUbrary2. .. 23. 
Prin1ShGp ..•.•...••.•.••. 34. 
COMPUSERVE 
S1ar1et1C11 ... .. . ... $29. 
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES 
Su percarc .r . . •.. $299. 

llr* Advanced Computer Products, Inc. 
Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. CA 92713 
Retail : 1310-B E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 

Circle 10 on Reader Service Card 

for Fast Service 
Order by Phone! 

VP-Pianner 1J ..•.•••.• SS. 
PERSONIC S 
Smarr Noles 14 . . •.•• S49. 
See MOAE 10 . . .... 49. 
QUARTERDECK 
0UQV!tW20 ... . .. ..... $79. 
Expanded Memory 
Manage1 10 .. . .....••• 39. 
SDFTLOGIC 
SoltwareCarousel20 ...•. S4 S. 
D'sk 0p11mtw 3 0 ......... 45. 
@ Lrllerty 10 . . •.•..•• 119. 
SOFTWARE PUBLI SHING 
Harvard Graphtcs 21 .•.. $299. 
F1rs1 0\GtCe 10 . • .• !Ill. 
SPRINGBOARD 
News Rnom ...... .. ... S45. 
Cert if lca le Maker .. . 34. 

CROSSTALK COMM. 
Crosslaik XVI v 361 ..•... s 95. 
Crossl aik Mark IV 10 . •.•••• 126. 
Remole IJ . . . . 95. 
DAC 
OAC Easy Payroll •••••••.• S45. 
OACEasy Accounhng . .. 59. 
DIGITAL RESEARCH• 
Gem 01aw Pr us20 .•.••..• $188. 
Gem OtsklopPubllsher 10 •.. 255. 
EXECUTIVE SYSTEM• 
XTREE 2.0 ................ $45. 
FUNK SOFTWARE 
Sideways32 . . • •. 42. 
IN Word 10 . • .... 59. 
Worksllee!Uhlltres 10 ...... 59. 
STH GENERATION NCP. 
Fa s l bac ~ S 14.. . •...•. S99. 

FOR MAIL ORDER ONLY 

800-FONE-ACP 
Retail Store and Customer Service 
Call 714·558·8813 

SYMANTEC 
C& A W11I t 101 ••• • . •• .••• 119. 
a a A 2.0 . . . . .••. uos. 
TRAVELING SOFTWARE• 
lAP-UNI<20 .•• .. S85. 
TURNER HALL• 
SOZ' I.S ••••.••••••••••.• $59. 
Note-11 Plus •..••. . •• ••.. • •. 55. 
4 Word 10 .. . .. ... . 59. 

~~.~~'r"~.k ~~~~~~~~~~ .. .... 69. 
XEROX 
Ventura Pubhsller . . . . . . . CALL 
WORDPERFECT 
Wordperlect 4 2 .......•• CALL 
L1br ary ll . • .... 59. 

• $25.00 Minimum Mail Order. 

GENERIC Generic CAOO J.D .• SSI. 
IMSI Or HalO . . .•• $79. 
JAVELIN Javel in 1.1 •. . . • $89.95 
JaveiinPius 2.01 . •• • .••• . 159. 
LIFETREE• 
VoikswriJer Deluxe Plus 1.0 .. sea. 
vorkswr iler J 1.0 ..•... ... . . 145. 
MECA 
ManagingYour MoneyJ.O . . $129. 
MI CROPR O 
Wordscar Professiona1 Rel. 4 $257. 
Wordstar2000 Pius Rel. 2 • .. . 227. 
MICRORIM 
Rbase Graplltcs1.0 ..•• . .. S1H. 
Rbase System V 1.1 . . . . . . 439. 

SPECIAL/II 
ru~m. •121.95 

• No Surcharge lor VISA or Mastercard. OUR POLICY 
• Volume purchasing agreements available. 
• Orders subject to availability. • Supply limited on certain Items. 
• Pricing subject to change without notice. 
• ACP Retail Store pricing may vary. Not responsible lor typos. 
• Limited warranties and other conditions apply. 

Ask for Gilles. Sara. Todd, Mike. Mark. Steve. Bill 
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2112 256x4 (450na) 2 .99 
74LS00 .16 74LS112 .29 74LS241 .69 

2114 1024•4 (450ns) .99 
74 LS01 .18 74LS122 .45 74LS242 .69 

2114L-2 1024x4 (200na)(LOW POWER) 1.49 B05i!AH WITH BASIC 74LS02 .17 74LS123 .49 74LS243 .69 

TMM2016-100 2048x8 (lOOns) 1 .95 
74LS03 18 74LS124 2 .75 74LS244 .69 

HM6116-4 2048x8 (200ns)ICMOS) 1.79 !/i3495 
74LS04 .16 74LS125 .39 /4 LS245 .79 

HM6116-3 2048•8 (150ns)(CMOS) 1.85 
74LS05 .18 74LS126 .39 74LS251 .49 

HM6116LP-4 2048x8 (200ns)(CMOS)(LP) 1 .85 
74LS08 . 18 74LS132 .39 74LS253 .49 

HM6116LP-3 2048x8 (150ns)(CMOSI (l .Pl 1 .90 * SINGLE CHIP MICRO-CONTROLLER WITH BASIC IN ROM 74LS09 .18 74LS133 49 74LS257 .39 

HM6116LP-2 2048•8 (120ns)(CMOS)ILP) 2.45 * BUll T-IN SERIAL PORT, THREE 16 BIT TIMERS, FIVE 74LS10 .16 74LS136 .39 74LS258 .49 

HM6264LP-15 8192x8 (150ns)(CMOS)ILP) 3.95 INTERRUPTS ANO 256 BYTES OF RAM 74LS11 .22 74LS138 .39 74LS259 1.29 

HM6264LP-12 8192x8 (120ns)(CM0St(LP) 4.49 * REQUIRES VERY FEW PARTS TO BUILD AND EASY-TO- 74LS12 .22 74LS139 39 74 LS260 .49 

HM43256LP-15 32768x8 (150ns)(CMOS)(LP) 12.95 PROGRAM CONTROLLER 
74LS1 3 .26 74LS145 .99 74LS266 .39 

HM43256LP-12 32768x8 (120ns)(CMOS)(LP) 14.95 
74LS14 .39 74LS147 .99 74l5273 .79 

HM43256LP-1 0 32768x8 (100ns )(CMOS)(LP) 19.95 * BASIC INTERPRETER IS OPTIMIZED FOR CONTROL 74LS15 .26 74LS148 .99 74LS279 .39 

APPLICATIONS 74LS20 .17 74LS151 .39 74LS280 1.98 
74LS21 .22 74LS153 .39 74LS283 .59 

DYNAMIC RAM§ 

* 
74LS22 .22 74LS154 1.49 74LS290 .89 
74LS27 .23 74LS155 .59 74LS293 .89 

4116-250 16384x1 (250ns) .49 74LS28 .2 6 74LS156 .49 74LS299 1.49 

4116-200 16384x1 (200ns) .89 74LS30 .17 74LS157 35 74LS322 3 .95 

4116-150 16384x1 (150ns ) .99 74LS32 .18 74LS158 .29 74LS323 2 .49 

4116-120 16384x1 (120ns) 1.49 BDDD Bi!DD 74LS33 .28 74LS160 .29 74l::i365 .39 

MK4332 32768x1 (200ns) 6 .95 
8031 3 .95 8203 

74LS37 .26 74LS161 .39 74LS367 .39 

4164-150 65536x1 (150ns) 1 .79 14.95 8255-5 1.59 74LS38 .26 74LS162 .49 74L5368 .39 

4164-120 65536x1 (120ns) 1.99 8035 1.49 8205 3 .29 8259 1 .95 74LS42 .39 74LS163 .39 74LS373 .79 
8039 1.95 8212 1.49 8259-5 2 .29 

MCM6665 65536x1 (200ns) 1.95 8052AH BASIC 34 .95 8216 1.49 8257 2 .25 
74LS47 .75 74l5164 .49 74LS374 .79 

TMS4164 65536x1 (150ns) 1 .95 8080 2 .49 8224 2 .25 8272 4 .39 74L548 .as 74LS165 .65 74LSJ75 .95 

4164-REFRE5H 65536x1 (150ns)IPIN 1 REFRE SH12 .95 8085 1.95 8228 2 .25 8274 4 .95 74LS51 .17 74LS166 .95 74LS377 .79 

TMS4416 16384x4 {150ns) 3.75 8086 6 .49 8237 3.95 8275 16.95 74LS73 .29 74LS169 .95 74LSJ90 1.19 

41128-150 131072•1 (150ns) 5 .95 8088 5 .99 8237-5 4 .75 8279 2 .49 74LS74 .24 74LS173 .49 74LS393 .79 

TMS4464-1 5 65536a4 (150ns) 4 .95 8088-2 7 .95 8243 1.95 8279-5 2 .95 74LS75 .29 74LS174 .39 74LS541 1.49 

41256-150 262144•1 (150ns) 3 .95 8155 2 .49 8250 6 .95 8282 3.95 74LS76 .29 74LS175 .39 74LS624 1.95 

41256-120 262144111 (120ns) 4 .95 8155-2 3 .95 8251 1.29 8283 3.95 74LS83 .49 74LS191 .49 74LS640 .99 

41256-100 262144•1 (lOOns) 5.49 8741 9 .95 8251A 1.69 8284 2 .25 74LS85 .49 74LS192 .69 74LS645 .99 

HM51258-100 262144•1 I 1 OOns)(CMOS) 6 .95 8748 7 .95 8253 1.59 8286 3 .95 74LS86 .22 74LS193 .69 74LS670 .89 

1 MB-120 1048576•1 (120ns) 31 .95 8749 9 .95 8253-5 1.95 8287 3.95 74LS90 .39 74LS194 .69 74LS682 3 .20 

1 MB -100 1048576•1 (lOOns) 34.95 8755 14.95 1.49 8288 4 .95 74LS92 .49 74LS195 .69 74LS688 2 .40 
74LS93 .39 74LS196 .59 74LS783 22.95 

EPRDM§ 
74LS95 .49 74LS197 .59 25LS2521 2 .80 

MATH CDPRDCE§§DR§ 74LS107 .34 74LS221 .59 26l531 1.95 

2708 1024x8 (450ns)(25V) 4 .95 
74l5109 .36 74l5240 .69 26LS32 1 .95 

2716 2048a8 (450nsii25V) 3 .49 5 MHz 599.95 

2716-1 2048x8 (350ns)(25V) 3 .95 8 MHz 5159.95 
TM52532 4096•8 (450ns)(25V) 5 .95 10MHz 5229.95 74DD LINEAR 
2732 4096•8 (450ns)(25V) 3 .95 
2732A 4096•8 (250ns)I21V) 3 .95 

6 MHz 5179.95 

2732A-2 4096•8 (200ns)f21V) 4 .25 8 MHz 5249.95 7400 .19 TL071 .69 LM567 .79 
7402 .19 Tl072 1.09 NE 570 2 .95 

27C64 8192x8 (250ns){12.5V CMOS) 4 .95 10 MHz 5309.95 7404 .19 Tl074 1.95 NE 592 .98 

2764 8192x8 (450ns)( 12.5V) 3.49 16 MHz 5499 .95 7406 .29 Tl082 .99 LM723 .49 

2764-250 8192x8 (250ns)(12.5V) 3.69 20 MHz 5799.95 7407 .29 Tl084 1.49 LM733 .98 

2764-200 8192x8 (200ns)f12 .5V) 4.25 7408 .24 LM301 .34 LM741 29 

MCM68766 8192•8 (350ns)(21V)(24 PIN I 15.95 7410 .19 LM309K 1 .25 LM747 .69 

27128 16384x8 (250ns)(12.5VI 4 .25 7411 .25 LM311 .59 MC1330 1.69 

27C256 32768•8 (250ns)(12 .5V CMOSI 7 .95 7414 .49 LM311H 89 MC1350 1.19 

27256 32768x8 4.250ns)(12.5VI 5 .95 
7416 .25 LM317K 3 .49 LM1458 .35 

27512 65536x8 (250ns)(12.5V) 11 .95 
7417 .25 LM317T .69 LM1488 .49 

27C512 65536x8 (250ns)(12.5V CMOS) 12.95 
7420 .19 LM318 1 .49 LM1489 .49 
7430 .19 LM319 1 .25 LM1496 .85 

xxV..- Program Voltage 7432 .29 LM320 see7900 ULN2003 ,79 
7438 .29 LM323K 3 .49 XR2206 3 .95 
7442 .49 LM324 .34 XR2211 2 .95 

li5DD Z-BD 
7445 .69 LM331 3 .95 LM2917 1.95 
7447 .89 LM334 1.19 CA3046 .89 

f.OMHz ii!.5MHz 
7473 .34 LM335 1.79 CA3146 1.29 

S2 .95 7474 .33 LM336 1.75 MC3373 1.29 

2 .25 Z80-CPU 1.25 52.95 7475 .45 LM338K 4.49 MC3470 1.95 

(CMOS) 7 .95 4.DMHz 
52.95 7476 .35 LM339 .59 MC3480 8 .95 

1.65 52.95 
7483 .so LM340 see7800 MC3487 2 .95 

2.95 ZBOA -CPU 1.29 
7485 .59 lf353 .59 LM3900 .49 
7486 .35 LF356 .99 LM3911 2 .25 

13.95 Z80A-CTC 1.69 7489 2 .15 LF357 .99 LM3909 .98 

5 .95 Z80A-DART 5 .95 7490 .39 LM358 .59 LM3914 1 .89 

2 .95 Z80A-OMA 5 .95 7493 .35 LM380 .89 MC4024 3 .49 

6551 2 .95 Z80A-PIO 1.89 74FOO .35 74121 .29 LM383 1.95 MC4044 3 .99 

i!!.OMHz Z80A-SIO 0 5 .95 32.768 KHz .95 74F02 .35 
74123 .49 LM386 .89 RC4136 1 .25 

Z80A-510 1 5 .95 74125 .45 LM393 .45 RC4558 .69 

2 .69 Z80A-510 12 5.95 
l .OMH.z 2 .95 74F04 .35 74150 1.35 LM394H 5 .95 LM13600 1.49 

2 .95 
1 .8432 2 .95 74F08 .35 74151 .55 Tl494 4.20 75107 1.49 

5 .95 fi.DMHz 2 .0 1.95 74F10 .35 74153 .55 Tl497 3 .25 75110 1 .95 

11 .95 
2 .4576 1.95 74F32 .35 74154 1.49 NE555 .29 75150 1.95 

3.95 
3 .579545 1.95 74F64 .55 74157 .55 NE556 .49 75154 1.95 

6551A 6 .95 
4 .0 1 .95 74F74 .39 74159 1.65 NE558 .79 75188 1.25 

5 .0 1.95 74F86 .55 74161 .69 NE564 1.95 75189 1.25 

3.0MHz 5 .0688 1.95 74F138 .79 74164 .85 LM565 .95 75451 .J9 

6 .0 1 .95 74F139 .79 74166 1.00 LM566 1.49 75452 .39 

6 .144 1 .95 74F253 .89 74175 .89 NE590 2 .50 75477 1 .29 

8.0 1.95 74F157 .89 
74367 .65 H ~T0 -5 CAN, K=T0-3, T=T0-220 

10.0 1.95 74F240 1.29 
10.738635 1.95 74500 .29 
12.0 1 .95 74502 .29 

CMD!i/HIIiH !iPEED CMD!i 14.31818 1.95 74504 .29 

1.95 16.0 1 .95 74508 .35 

2 .95 18.0 1 .95 74510 .29 4001 .19 4066 .29 74HC154 

3 .95 18.432 1.95 74532 .35 4011 .19 4069 .19 74HC157 

2.95 20.0 1 .95 74574 .49 4012 .25 4070 .29 74HC244 

2.95 22.1184 1.95 74586 .35 4013 .35 4081 .22 74HC245 
4015 .29 4093 .49 74HC273 

1 .95 24.0 1 .95 745112 .50 4016 .29 14411 9 .95 74HC373 

2.95 32.0 1.95 745124 2 .75 4017 .49 14433 14.95 74HC374 

1 .25 745138 .79 4018 .69 14497 6 .95 74HCTOO 

3 .95 ADC0804 745153 .79 4020 .59 4503 .49 74HCT02 

4 .95 AOC0809 745157 .79 4021 .69 4511 .69 74HCT04 

6 .95 OAC0800 745158 .95 4023 .25 4518 .85 74HCT08 

2 .75 IYC14411 DAC0808 745163 1.29 4024 .49 4528 .79 74HCT32 

4 .75 BR1941 DAC1022 745175 .79 4025 .25 4538 .95 74HCT74 

1.95 4702 MC1408l8 745195 1 .49 4027 .39 4702 9 .95 74HCT138 

6883 22.95 COM8116 8T28 745240 1.4 9 4028 .65 74HCOO .21 74HCT139 
4040 .69 74HC02 .21 74HCT161 

ii!.DMHZ! 
8T97 745241 1.49 4042 .59 74HC04 .25 74HCT240 
OP8304 745244 1.49 4044 .69 74HC08 .25 74HCT244 

INTER!iiL 9334 745280 1 .95 4046 .69 74HC10 .25 74HCT245 

9368 745287 1 .69 4047 .69 74HC14 .35 74HCT273 

9602 745288 1.69 4049 .29 74HC32 .35 74HCT373 

ULN2003 745299 2 .95 4050 .29 74HC74 .35 74HCT374 

MAX232 745373 1.69 4051 .69 74HC86 .45 74HCT393 

MC3470 745374 1 .69 4052 .69 74HC138 .45 74HCT4017 

MC3487 745471 4 .95 4053 .69 74HC139 .45 74HCT4040 
4060 .69 74HC151 .59 74HCT4060 
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UL APPROVED 
15V .12 1.0111 35V .45 • ADJUSTABLE HEAT 15V .42 2.2 35V .19 SETTING W TIP TEMP 15V .45 4 .7 35V .39 READOUT 
15V .99 10 35V .69 • QUICK HEATING 

& RECOVERY Dl!iC 
50V .05 .00 1vl 50V .05 • RA N GE : 2000- 90QOf 
50V .05 .005 50V .05 

$49.95 50V .05 .01 50V .07 
50V .05 .05 50V .07 
50V .05 .1 12V .10 
50V .05 .1 50V .12 

MONOLITHIC 
.1Jlf sov .18 
.4 7jlf sov .25 

ELECTROLYTIC 
RADIAL 

1J11 2SV .14 
4 .7 sov .11 
10 sov .11 
47 35V . 13 
100 16V .15 
220 35V .20 
470 25V .30 
2200 16V .70 
4700 25V 1.4 5 

AXIAL 
1pf sov 
10 sov 
22 16V 
47 50V 
100 35V 
4 70 sov 
1000 16V 
2200 16V .70 
4700 16V 1.25 

DESCRIPTION 

SOLDER HEADER 
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER 

WIREWRAP HEADER 
RIGHT ANGLE WIREWRAP HEADER 

RIBBON HEADER SOCKET 
RIBBON HEADER 

2 conductor :s~c 
3 conductor 99C 

3 conductor w / fem ale socket 
51 .4 9 

VDLTAiiE 
REiiULATDR!i 

1N751 .15 
1N414825 •1Cil 
1N400410 ' 1Cil 
1N5402 .25 
KBP02 .55 
2N2222 .25 
PN2222 .10 
2N2907 .25 
2 N 3055 .79 
2N3904 .10 
4N26 .69 

N 27 .69 

CONTACTS ORDER BY 
10 20 26 34 

IDHxxS .82 1.29 1.68 2 .20 
IDHxxSR .85 1.35 1.76 2.31 
IDHxxW 1.86 2 .98 3.84 4 .50 
IDHxxWR 2 .05 3 .28 4 .22 4.45 
IDSxx .63 .89 .95 1.29 
IDMxx 5.50 6.25 7 .00 

RIBBON EDGE CARD IOExx .85 1 .25 1.35 1.7 5 

40 
2.58 
2 .72 
5.28 
4 .80 
1.49 
7.50 
2.05 

10' GREY RIBBON CABLE RC xx 1 .60 3.20 4 .10 5 40 6.40 
FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS. SEE 0-SUBMIN/11 TURE CONNECTORS. BELOW 

D-!iUBMINIATURE CONNECTOR§ 

DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 
CONTACTS 

.15 19 25 37 
MALE DBxxP .45 .59 .69 .69 1.35 SOLDER CUP 
FEMALE DBxxS .49 .69 .75 .75 1.39 
MALE OBxx PR .49 .69 .79 2.27 
FEMALE DBxxSR .55 .75 .85 2.49 
MALE OBxxPVI/IN 1.69 2 .56 3.89 5 .60 WIREWRAP 
FEMALE DBxxSWW 2.76 4.27 6.84 9.95 
MALE IDBxxP 1.39 1 .99 2 .25 4 .25 IDC RIBBON CABLE 
FEMALE IDBxxS 1.45 2 .05 2 .35 4 .49 
METAL MHOODxx 1.05 1.15 1.25 1 .25 HOODS 
GREY HOODx.x .39 .39 .39 .69 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: 

... 

INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED "u ·· OF THE "ORDER BY" PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE: A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MA LE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DB15PR. 

MDUNTINii HARDWARE 59t 

IC !iDCKET!i/DIP CDNNECTDR!i 
DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 

14 16 
CONTACTS 

18 20 22 24 28 40 
u ST .11 .11 .12 .15 .18 .15 .20 .22 .30 
o WN .59 .69 .69 .99 1 .09 1.39 1.49 1.69 1.99 
Zlfo 4.95 4.95 5.95 5.95 6 .95 9.95 
AUGATo ST .62 .79 · :a9 1.09 1.29 1.39 1.49 1.69 
AUGATxxWW 1.30 1.80 2 .10 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.15 3.70 
ICCu .49 .59 .69 .99 .99 .99 .99 1.09 

1.49 
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FDRXT 
JDR-PR32 569.95 IBM-Pttl 527.95 

32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD WITH •SV AND GROUND PLANE 
JDR-PR16 549.95 IBM-PR2 529.95 

16 BIT WITH 1/ 0 AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT 
DECODING CIRCUITRY 

JDR-PR1 6- PK 515.95 
PARTS KIT FOR ABOVE 

JDR-PR16V 539.9 5 
EXTENDED CONNECTORS 
FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS 

FDRAT 
JDR-PR10 534 .95 
16 BIT WITH DECODING LAYOUT 
JDR-PR10-PK 512.95 

PARTS KIT FOR ABOVE 

!iDLDERLE!i!i 
BREADBOARD§ 

PRECUT ASSORTMENT 
IN ASSORTED COLORS 527.50 

100ea: 5.5", 6 .0 ", 6 .5", 7.0 " 
250ea: 2.5", 4 .5", 5.0" 
SOOea: 3.0". 3.5", 4 .0 " 

!iPDDL!i 
54.30 250 feet 57.25 

500 feet 5 13.25 1000 feet 521.95 

Please specify color: 
Blue. Black. Yellow or Red 

!iDCKET-WRAP f.D '" 
1-C!:=~~:_: -ii--~-.j-~~c_f-':-;;_;::-j• • SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PI NS 

DATARA!iE 
• EhASES 2 EPROMS IN 10 MINUTES 
• VE RV COMPACT, NO DRAWER 
• THIN METAL SHUTIER PREVENTS 

UV LIGHT FROM ESCAPING 

•• -LlliHT EMITTINii DIDDE!i 
lED Dl!iPLA Y!i 

COM CATHODE .362" 
COM CATHODE .5" 

COM ANODE .5 " 
COM ANODE .3" 

COM CATHODE .3" 
COM CATHODE .3" 

4 x7 HEX W I LOGIC .270" 

DIFFUSED LEOs 

T1 1/t 
11 11. 
11 11. 
11 1ft 
T1 

• IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP 
SIDE OF BOARD 

• CAN WRITE ON THE PLASTIC; 
SUCH AS AN IC tl 

PINS PART # PCK. OF 
8 IDWRAP 08 10 
14 IDWRAP 14 10 
16 IDWRAP 16 10 
18 IDWRAP 18 5 
20 IDWRAP 20 5 
22 IDWRAP 22 5 
24 IDWRAP 24 5 
28 IDWRAP 28 5. 
40 IDWRAP 40 5 1.95 

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF 
PACKAGES (PCK. OF) 

!iWITCHE!i 
MINI-TOGGlE ON-ON 
MINI -TOGGlE ON-ON 
MINI-TOGGLE ON-OFF-ON 
MINI-PUSHBUTION N .O. 

DIP !iWITCHE!i 

STRAIGHT LEAD 
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD 
2 STRAIGHT LEADS 

2·n 2 fWJ ANr LE**i99 

ff~t 
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IrS TIME TO TRADE UP NOW TH AT JOA BREAK S THE 

PRICE BARRIER ON 2400 BAUD MODEMS 

• AUT010IAL ANSWER 
• SELF TEST ON POWE A ·UP 
• TOUCH TONE OR PULSE DIALING 

• HAYE S & BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE 

• FULL OR HALF DUPLEX 
• MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

MCT-241 

MCT-1211200 BAUD 1/2 CARD 

EXTERNAL MODEM§ 
MCT·12E 1200 BAUD 
MCT-24E 2400 BAUD 

COMPUTER 
CASE§ 

$ 69.95 

$ 99.95 
$169.95 

ATTRACTI VE. STURDY STEEL CASES FIT THE POPULAR 

SIZED MOTHERBOARDS AND INCLUDE SPEAKERS. 

FACEPLATES. EXPANSION SLOTS. FRONT PANEL 

KEYLOCKS. LED INDICATORS AND ALL NECESSARY 

HARDWARE. 

XT STYLE FLIP-TOP 
XT STYLE SLIDE-TOP 
AT STYLE SLIDE· TOP 
JR. AT STYLE FLIP-TOP 

• INCLUDES 150 WATT POWER SUPPLY 

POWER 
SUPPLIES 
FOR IBM XT COMPATIBLE 
• UL APP .. 13S WAT TS 
• + SV .1SA. t 12V4.2A 

- SV .SA. - 12V .SA 

PS-135 
PS-150 150W MODEL $69.95 

FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE 
• 200 WATTS 
• + SV 22A. + 12V SA 

- SV .SA, - 12V .SA 
PS-200 
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DIABLO 
PRINTER 
!lij!7ggs 

• LETTER QUALITY AT 20 CPS. 132 COLS 

• 10. 12 . 15 PITCH & PROPORTIONAL SPAC ING 

• SERIAL & PARALLEL INTERFACE 

• AUTO PAPER LOAD. FRICTION FEED 

• FUll XEROX WARRANTY 

CENTRONICS 
LASER !liff.gS 
PRINTER 
NEAR TYPE!!iET DUALITY 
AFFORDABLE AT LA!!iT 

• 8 PAGES PEA MINUTE • 300 DPI RESOLUTION! 

• I YEAR WARRANTY • CHOICE OF EMULATION BOARDS 

MULTI-PRINTER EMULATION BOARD: 
EPSON FX-80 EMULATION- NOTHING ELSE REQUIRED 

IBM PC G RAPHICS . PROPRINTER & DIABLO 630 

EMULATION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD 

HP LJ + EMULATION BOARD: 
HP LASERJET EMULATION- 3 RESID ENT FONTS & 

2 PITCHES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD AVAILABLE 

1.5MB RAM CARD 
EXTRA FONT CARDS 
TONER CARTRIDGES 
PFS FIRST PUBLISHER 

COMPATIBLE 
KEYBOARD§ 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

$139.95 
$199.95 
$59.95 
$99.95 

IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT $79.95 
• AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES 

• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPE AT FEATURE 

• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD 
MCT-5339 
IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT $59.95 
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATI BLES 

• LEO INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FE ATURE 

MCT-5060 

MAXI-!!iWITCH KEYBDARD!!i 

ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT 
• STANDARD ENH ANC ED KEYBOARD LAYOUT 

• TACTILE FEEDBACK 
• LIGHTED NUM. CAPS. AND SCROLL LOCK 

• NUMERIC & CU RSOR KEYPADS. 12 "F" KEYS 

MAX-5339 
MAX-5060 MAXI-SWITCH, AT STYLE 

$84.95 

§AM§UNii 
MONOCHROME 
MONITOR 

!lifj!ggs 
• IBM COMPATIBLE 

TTL INPUT 

• 12" NON ·GLARE . 
LOW DISTORTION 
AMBER SCREEN 

• 720 X 350 
RESOLUTION 

• SWIVEL BASE 

NEC MUL TI§YNC 
• ORIGINAL CGAI EGAI PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR 

• AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT 

• RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS BOO X 560 

CA!iPEREiiA 
• 15.75121.8S KHz SCANN ING FREQUENCIES 

• 640 X 20013SO RESOLUTION • .3 1 MM DOT PITCH 

• 14 ~ BLACK MATRI X SCREE N • 16 COLORS 

CA§PERRiiB 
• COLORIGREENIAMBEA SWITCH • .39MM DOT PITCH 

• 640 X 240 RESOLUTION • 14~ NON-GLARE SCREEN 

• RGBI IBM COMPATIBLE • CABLE INCLUDED 

SAKATA 
MONOCHROME 
• IBM COM PATIBLE TTL INPUT 

• 12' NON·GLARE SC REEN 

• CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED 

MONITOR §TAND!i 
MODEL MS-100 
• TI LTS AND SWIVELS 

• STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION 

MODEL MS-200 $39.95 
• TI LTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT·IN SURGE SUPAE SSOR 

• INDEP ENDE NTLY CONTROLS UP TO 5 AC OUTLETS 

LOiiiTECH 
MOUSE 
*7!J9S 
PC MAGAZINE'S EDITORS CHOICE 

ALL MODELS HAVE SERIAL '"c'""'"'"'" " ' 11COM2). 200 

D.P. I. RESOLUTION . LOTUS 1-2-3 SHELL, SELF- INSTALLING 

SOFTWARE AND ' POINT EDITOR" 

SERIAL MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH 
BUS MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH 
BUS MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH/CAD 

3.5" FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE,< ..... 
*li!!lgs -
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WAS S649 AN INCREDIBLE PRICE REOUCTION 1 SAVE $150 
AND GET MORE MEGABYTES PER DOLLAR THAN EVER 
BEFORE THE ST·277 IS AN ALL DR IVE WITH A FAST 40 MS 
ACCESS TIME! 
ST-277 

WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER 
WITH MCT-AT/FH CONTROLLER 

$549.00 
$639.00 

II~ HEIGHT DRIVE§ 
i!!O MB, 65 M!i, !iT-i!!i!!5 
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER 
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER 

30MB RLL, 65 M!i, !iT-i!!3B 
WITH MCT·RLL CONTROLLER 
WITH MCT·ATFH-RLL CONTROLLER 

40MB, 40M!!i, !!iT-i!!5t 
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER 
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER 

.i!!i!!5.00 
$269.00 
$339.00 

.i!!49.00 
$299.00 
$389 .00 

~i!!9.00 
$469.00 
$539.00 

FULL HEIGHT DRIVE§ 
30 MB, 40 MS, ST·4038 
80MB, 28 MS, ST-4096 

$559.00 
$895.00 

INTERFACE CARD§ FROM 
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLDiiY 
DISPLAY ADAPTDR!i 
MONOCHROME 6RAPHIC!!i CARD .59.95 
TRUE HERCULE S COMPATIBILITY SUPPORTS LOTU S 123 
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS CPTl OR 
LPT2 • USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY 
MCT-MGP 

ENHANCED 6RAPHIC!i ADAPTOR •t49.95 
100% IBM COMPATIBLE . PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS 
• 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64 
COLORS • COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND 
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS 
MCT·EGA 

COLOR 6RAPHIC!!i ADAPTOR ~9.95 
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPH ICS STANDARDS 
• SUPPORTS RGB . COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME 
• 6401320 X 200 RESOLUTION. LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 
MCT-CG 

MULTIFUNCTION CARD§ 
MON06RAPHIC!!i MULTIIIO •tt9.75 
TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT! 
• CTRL 2 FLOPPY'S, SER IAL . PARALLEL. GAME PORT. 
CLOCKICAL • RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A 
MONOCHROME MONITOR 
MCT-MGMIO 

MULTI 110 FLOPPY CONTROLLER .79.95 
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS 
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES. 720K WITH DOS 3.2 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL . GAME PORT. CLOCKICALENOAR 
MCT-MIO 
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT $15.95 

MULTI 110 CARD $59.95 
USE WITH MCT·FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED 
• SERIAL PORT. CLOCKJCALENDAA WITH BATTERY BACK · 
UP • PARALLEL PAINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 
OR LPT2 
MCT-10 

AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD •t39.95 
ADDS UP TO 3MB OF RAM TO YOUR AT 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5MB. OR 3 MB WITH OPTIONAL 
PIGGYBACK BOARD (0 K INSTALLED) • INCLUDES 
SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORT 

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD $29.95 
ATMF SERIAL·2ND SERIAL PORT $24.95 

Circle 154 on Reader Service Card 

AT MULTI 110 CARD .59.95 
USE WITH MCT·ATFH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450 
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS 
MCT·ATIO 
ATIO·SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT $24 .95 

MEMDRY CARD§ 
5761( RAM CARD 
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT 
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K 
• USES 64K & 256K RAM CH IPS (ZERO K INSTALLED) 
MCT·RAM 

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD 
2MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEMORY 
FOR AN XT • CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS • USER 
EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB • CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR 
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY. RAMDISK AND SPOOLER 
MCT-EMS 
MCT·ATEMS AT COMPATIBLE VERSION $139.95 

DRIVE CDNTRDi...LER!i 
FLOPPY Ol!!il( CONTROLLER .i!!9.95 
DUALITY DESIGN FOR SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4 
FLOPPY'S • INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD'S TO AN IBM PC 
OR COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS BOTH DSIDD AND OSIOD 
WITH DOS 3.2 
MCT-FDC 

t.i!! MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER .69.95 
ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT 
• SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES. BOTH MAY BE 360K OR 1.2MB 
• ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM XT'S TO AT'S 
MCT-FDC-1.2 

FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER 
XT SYSTEM STARVED FOR SLOTS? THIS CARD FREES ONE 
UP • INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD'S & 2 HOD'S. CABLING 
FOR 2 FDDI 1 HOD • SUPPORTS BOTH DSIDD & DStOD 
WITH DOS 3.2 
MCT-FH 

ATIFH CONTROLLER 
FLOPPYIHARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN 
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360Kt720K/1.2MB FDD'S AS WELL 
AS 2 HOD'S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES 
MCT·ATFH 

RLL Ol!!il( CONTROLLER 
IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT 
COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS UP TO 2 ALL HARD DISCS AND 
2 FLOPPY DRIVES • SUPPORTS 360172011.2 MB 
FLOPPIES IN 5.25" & 3.5" 
MCT-ATFH-RLL 

INBOARD 386/PC 
$895.00 
UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 386 FOR LESS THAN $1000 
• 16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES 8088 • 1 MB 
INSTALLED • EXPAND TO 3MB WITH PIGGYBACK CARD 
• 5 YA WARRANTY 

INBOARD 386/AT 
ABOVE BOARD PS 286 
ABOVE BOARD 286 

$1199.95 
$399.95 
$369.95 

DI§KDRIVE§ 
1.44MB 31/;l' ORIIIE 
• ULTRA HIGH DENSITY 
• ALSO WORKS WITH 720K DISKS 
FDD·1 .44X-BLACK FDD-1.44A-BEIGE 

'!"' HEIEiHT FLOPPY Dl!iK ORIVE!i 
5'14'' TEAC FD·55B DSIDD 360K 
5'14'. TEAC FD·55G DS/HD 1.2M 
5W' FUJITSU M2551A DSIDD 360K 
5'14'' FUJITSU M2553K DS/HD 1.2M 
5'14'' DS/DD 360K 
5W ' DSIHD·1.2M 
3'ii' MITSUBISHI DS/DD (AT OR XT) 

ARCHIVE XL 
TAPEBACI(. 
!/i36!J95 

i!OMB HARD DISK 
ONACARD 
!/i349 
• SAVES SPACE AND REDUCES POWER CONSUMPTION 
• IDEAL FOR PC"S WITH FULL HEIGHT FLOPPIES 
• LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF LENGTH CARD IN 

ADJACENT SLOT 

I'M WRITING TO EXPRESS MY PLEASURE WITH THE 
PC-XT TYPE COMPUTERS BUILT FROM MCT COMPONENTS THAT WE tjAVE OBTI.\INED FROM YOUR COMPANY. AFTER 3 YEARS OF DAILY USAGE I AM EXTREMELY PLEASED 
WITH THE LEVEL OF COMPATIBILITY AND PERFORMANCE. WITH ,A RECeNT P.URCHASE. I WAS ELATED WITH 
THE PROMPT MANNER IN WHICH OUR ORDER WAS 
HANOLED. AFTER DEALING WITH OTHER MAIL ORDER FIRMS, I HAVE FOUND ONLY JDR AND 2 DTHER,SOFTWARE VENDORS HELPFUL AND RELIABLE. KEEP UP THE 
EXCE,LLENT WORK. ,, 

J.R.D. . 
OMAHA, NE. . 

HlJt·fTER'S coRNER 

aARGA; JllJff~I)LJ!jf 
11-=ctl oEO • n~ ~ fl\0 \NCLil ~of\1 oESIGI'l a..-P "sor1~~o sE~'~'~~~-~~"'c~L 

oE~'cE ~;t:'o s~~o: o~1o-~~>E 
• o~'~"E ~cell , C 1 ~eLE • f\~1'11-i ..J 
• f1\0LO~'i ~~f\ ol\11-.. .:::: 
• gO !J:;;I' 

!li 4!J.. oi?>OiSS 

s~t:_G\~'- t:,~OS 
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OllER i!!O,OOO JOR §Y§TEM§ 

HA liE ALREADY BEEN BUILT. 
EA§Y TO A§§EMBLE IN JU§T i!! 

HOUR§ WITH A §CREWORIIIER. 

§A liE MONEY AND LEARN 

ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER AT 
THE §AME TIME. 

• 12 MHZ BABY AT MOTHERBOARD 
• 256K RAM MEMORY 
• MINI -AT CASE W1POWEA SUPPLY 
• AT STYLE KEYBOARD 

IOMHZXT 
COMPATIBLE •s sgoo 
INCLUDES SERIAL PORT. 2 PARALLEL 

PORTS. CLOCK CALE NDAR AND GAME 

ADAPTOR RUNS COLOR GRAPH ICS ON 

A MONOCHROME MONITOR 

• MOTHERBOARD 
• 256K RAM MEMORY 
• 135 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
• FLIP · TOP CASE 
• AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
• 360K FLOPPY DRIVE 
• MONOGRAPH ICS I 0 CARD 
• MON OCHROME MONITOR 

16MHZ 
IMB3B6 

• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
• FLOPPY HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER 

• MONOCHROME MONITOR 
• GRAPH ICS ADAP TOR 

•if!if!986s 
• MYLEX 386 MOTHERBOARD 
• I MB RAM ON BOARD 
• 200 WATT POWER SUPPLY 

• AT STYLE CASE 
• ENHANCED AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DR IVE 
• AT FLOPPYIHAAO CONTROLLER 

• MONOC HROME MON ITOR 
• MONOGRAPHICS CARD 

~~-.~~.-~ .. ~-.-
TURBO 4. 77/B MHZ $99.95 I~ MHZ MINI BD~B6 $399.95 

• 4.77 OR 8 MHZ OPERATION WITH 8088 -2 & OPTIONAL 

8087·2 CO· PROCESSOR 
• FRONT PANEL LEO SPEED INDICATOR AND RESET 

SWITCH SET SUPPORTED 
• CHOICE OF NORMAL/TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE 

SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED 

MCT-TURBO 
MCT·XTMB STANDARD MOTHERBOARD 587.95 

• 6 MHz . 10 MHz (011 WAIT STATE). 12 MHz ( 1 WA IT STAT E) 

• USES ZYMOS ASIC·s FOR LESS CH IPS. GREATER 

RELI ABILITY 
• SUPPORTS 256K-1024K MEMORY 
• RE -CHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACITY NI-CAD BATTERY 

• 6 16-BIT SLOTS. 2 8·BIT SLOTS 
• MOUNTS IN STANDARD XT CASE 

MCT·BATMB-12 
MCT·BATMB 6/10 MHZ II.IINI 80286 BOARD $389 .95 

BD~B6 6/B MHZ $379.95 16 MHz MYLEX 386 $1649. DD 

• 8 SLOT (2 EIGHT BIT. 6 SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD 

• HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6 OR 8 MHZ 

• 1 WAIT STATE 
• KEYLOCK SUPPORTED. RESET SWITCH. FRONT PANEL 

LED INDICATOR 
• SOCKE TS FOR 1 MB OF RAM AND 80287 

• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

MCT-ATMB 

EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

!lifif!ggs 
PROGRAMS 27XX & 27 XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512 

• SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROG RAM MING FORMATS AND 

VOLTAGES 
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTEN TS OF SEV ERAL EPROMS 

OF DIFFERENT SIZES 
• RE AD. WRIT E. COPY. ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY 

• SOFTWARE FOR HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS 

MCT-EPROM 
MCT·EPROM-4 4 GANG PROGRAMMER 
MCT-EPROM-10 10 GANG PROGRAMMER 
MCT-PAL PAL PROGRAMMER 
MCT·MP PROCESSOR PROG. 
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• 1 MB RAM ON BOARD 
• 8 SLOTS. 2 8-BIT. 6 16·BIT 
• SUPPORTS 80287 MATH CO· PROCESSOR 

• SUPPORTS 80387 WrAO.;PTOR 
• 64 KB CACHE FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATE 

• USES AMI BIOS 
MCT-386 MB 
MCT-386 MB·4 4 MB MEMORY INSTALLED $2649.00 
MCT-386 MB-MCB MATH CO-PROCESSOR 
ADAPTOR BOARD $149.00 

10 MHz !iiNGLE CHIP 
!lifif!ggs 

• SINGLE CHI P USES LESS POWER . IMPROVE S RELIABILITY 

• KEY SE LECTABLE SPEED. 4 77 MHz OR 10 MHz 

• 2.3 TIMES FASTER THAN A STANDARD 

• RESET SWITCH . KEYLOCK AND SPEEOtPOWER 

INDICATORS SUPPORTED 

MCT·TURB0-10 

• I YEAR 
.. 'WARRANTY Or\{ . 

MCT PRODUCT§· 
ii30.DAY 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

• TOLL-FREE 
TECHNICAL. 
!iUPPORT 

• NEXT DAY AIR 
!iHIP AIIAILAB(;E· 



SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC. 

u: ~'~LEVEL PO BOX 1BOB 
.JLM EASLEY, SC 29641 

- (803) 855-1581 

Circle 269 on Reader Service Card 

LOW COST PC/XT/AT INTERFACE 
FOR IEEE-488 (GPIB/HPIB) 

o INCLUDES I N~'TALLAHLE DOS DEVICE DRIVERS 
o I OF 61NTERRUPT LEVELS 
o I OF 2 DMA CHANNELS 
o UP TO 4 BOARDS PER COMPUTER 
o CONTROLLER / TALKER I LISTENER 
o CUSTOM SOFTWARE SUPPORT AVAILABLE 
o COMPATIBLE WITH MOST IEEE488 SOFTWARE 

PACKAGES FOR THE IBM PC 
o QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

VISA MC AMEX Call today for datasheet!l 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS 

Circle 36 on Reader Service Card 

Convert What You Have 
To What You Want I 

• RS232 Serial 
• 6 Baud Rates 
· Latched Outputs 

• Centronics Parallel 
• Handshake Signals 
• Compact 3Y. x 4% x 1 ~ 

~1° ~6~ge~:'~~~~u;v~?~~~r:t~~~~~~~~~~p~~~r~a~~e t~gg 
Series ~onverters provide the mlssln8 link. Based on the 

~!~:s~e\~c?t~~~~ ~~~2h~.0!<nR'h!~~~ha0k~ ~~;~:11~~':, ~~~~~~~~ 
transfer efficiency. Detailed documentation al lows 
simplified Installation. Order the Model 770 (Ser/Par) or 
Model 775 (Par/Sor) TOday! 

i-i="~""'l 

Circle 293 on Reader Service Card 

PDK51 

The $595 Solution to 8051 
Product Development 

The PDK51 is a powerful and economical 
choice for the development of 8051-based 
systems. The PDK51 is used with an IBM-PC or 
equivalent and includes: 

o SIBEC-11 8052 Basic Microcontroller 
o SXA51 Cross Assembler 
o ROM-Based Monitor/Debugger 
o PROM Programmer 
o Power Supplies 
• Documentation, Tutorial and More 

Call Now! (603) 469-3232 

[)
Binary Technology, Inc . 
Main St., P.O. Box 67, Meriden, NH 03770 

1M .00 
51258 100ns $ 8.50 
41464 150ns $ 6.25 
41256 100ns 8!!H!! 
41256 120ns 8!!H!! 

~ 41256 150ns 8!!H!! 
41264 150ns $ 8.95 

~~164 

Circle 139 on Reader Service Crzrd 

• Multi-user Database ! 
• Powerful! 
• Multiple Operating 

System Compatibility! 
• Attractive Dealer 

Pricing ! 
• Full Dealer Support! 

D.:naflex IS c1 !rademark of Data Access 

Dea ler Inquiries Invited 

24000 Telegraph Roacl 
Soui11frelcl. M ichrgan 48034 USA 

(313) 352-2345 

Circle 60 on ~Wader Service Card 

t ~ 

~ 

.PC-HOOKER. 
A powerful and easy to use connectivity tool 
That lets you hook together any two IBM PC 
compatible computers and transfer files in 
ei ther direction at speeds exceeding 115,000 
baud. 

Serial and parallel 
Two way transfers 
DOS organizer 
Ful l text editing 
Modem support 
Print facility 
Universal serial cable 
5Y<' and 3'h" disks 
PS/2 ready 

Complete only $59.95 
To order call 1- 800-888-8455 

AMII:iA 
102 S. Main Street Park Ridge, IL 60068 

Circle 2i on ~Wader Service Card 

Sure 
it's lnsuretlP 

SAFEWARE® Insurance provides full 
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY 
Index of companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories in this issue 

Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears 
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939 ACTIVISION ......... .. . .. ...... ..... ... 191 888 
900 ADC & ASSOCIATES ... ... ....... .... 171 889 

ADDISON-WESLEY ...... .. ...... 11, 51 890 
752 ADVANCED LOGIC 

RESEARCH .. .. .... .. .. ............... 67 753 
ADVANCED MICRO" DEVICES ... . 263 773 

781 ADVANCED SOFTWARE .. .... ... .... 67 787 
769 ALF PRODUCTS .. .............. ...... .. 67 789 
883 AMDEK .. .... .... .. ........ .... .. .. ..... l21 901 
941 ANTIC PUBLISHING ................. 191 910 

APPLE COMPUTER ............ 11 , 134, 
213 , 239 

APPLIED REASONING .. .. ... ...... .. 11 
ARCHE TECHNOLOGIES ............ 67 
AruTY .. ...... ..... ........... ... ......... ~ 
ASHTON-TATE .. ........ ... 67 , 102 , 17! 

COMING UP IN BYTE 

PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE: 

For June, our Product Focus will explore the high and low bits of 13 
9600-bit -per-second modems . 

System reviews commence with Advanced Logic Research ' s FlexCache 
20386 system, which is claimed to be faster and less expensive than the 
Compaq Deskpro 386/20. Our review should be revealing . This is followed 
by a look at two hard-disk-drive-equipped laptops: the NEC MultiSpeed HD 
and Hewlett-Packard's Vectra CS Model20. 

In hardware reviews, we show what can be done if you want an 80386 
system without buying a whole new computer. Replacement motherboards are 
an increasingly popular alternative. We'll take a look at examples from 
Fortron, Micronics, Tum-Point America, and Whole Earth Electronics . 

The AST Mac286 installs in your Mac II and gives you the option of 
running DOS programs with a surprisingly high degree of compatibility . 

IBM's OS/2 is covered in software reviews . How does it differ from the 
version for compatibles? What can you expect your DOS software to act like? 

ProBAS is a $99 collection of over 200 subroutines, callable from BASIC, 
that give you useful new control over your computer. 

Our application reviews begin with a comparison of 4th Dimension and 
Double Helix database packages, continue with a comparison of Surpass and 
Quattro spreadsheets for MS-DOS machines , and culminate with a review of 
Q-Calc, a spreadsheet for Unix machines. 

Short Takes for June include Aldus' s Freehand graphics package, National 
Datacomputer's hand-held, MS-DOS-compatible Datacomputer 3.0, 
Supermac Software's new Pixel Paint drawing program, Peter Norton ' s 
OS/2, TOPS 2.0 networking software , and Infostructures' PopDrop and 
Waterworks' RAM Lord. 

In Computing at Chaos Manor, Jerry Pournelle introduces a new member 
of the family , Zanna Lee, the Zenith Z-386. In Applications Only, Ezra 
Shapiro applies his unique point of view to subjects of common interest to 
microcomputer users . 
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AT&T .... .. ........ ... ..... .... .... .. ...... II 

BAEN BOOKS .. .... . .... .......... . .... 191 
BORLAND 

INTERNATIONAL.. ...... .. ... 67 , 213 
BRODERBUND SOFTWARE .. . .... . 191 
BUTTONWARE ... . .. ........... ........ 67 

CALCOMP .... .......... ... ........ . .. ... 67 
CCI .. ... ...... ...... ..... .. ... ..... .. .... . 275 
CHRONOS SOFTWARE ..... .. ... ..... 67 

IN DEPTH: 

BYTE takes special pride this month 
in presenting the first of its new 
benchmarks. An article by Rick 
Grehan, Tom Thompson, Curt 
Franklin , and George Stewart- the 
designers and programmers of our 
new suite of tests-provides an 
analysis of what they've done and 
what you can gain as a result. Since 
it's an area with direct and obvious 
importance for the microcomputer 
community, BYTE has decided to 
take an active leadership position by 
formulating new, accurate methods 
for measuring performance. In 
addition , a view of benchmarks
their successes and failures- comes 
from Bill Nicholls, an article on how 
to design a CPU/FPU/Memory 
benchmark is Ron Fox's 
contribution, and a critique of some 
microcomputer performance tests 
will be presented by AI Aburto. 

FEATURES: 

In the Circuit Cellar, Steve Ciarcia 
begins the first of a two-part project 
on a biofeedback monitor. Dick 
Pountain takes a look at the 
technology of the Abaq transputer . 
Peter Wayner's article is on 
factorial-base representations , and 
David Fox presents a piece on 
memory management in C . 
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31.3 W.P. ELECTRONICS ........ 248 
314 W.P. ELECTRONICS . ...... 248 
315 XELTEK . .. . 315 
316 ZEOS INT'L . . ........ 338 
317 ZERICON ... 345 
318 ZORTECH . . ... 99 
319 Z-WORLD ................. 352 
320 Z·WORLD . . ............. 352 
• Correspond directly with company. 
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INTERNATIONAL SECTION 88 A 1-40 
No domestic inquiries please. 

376 AL DOWNLOADING ....... 88A-3 
377 ANALYTICAL ENGINES ... 88A-40 
378 BCL . . . . . .... 88A-40 
379 BIX . . ........... 88A-27 
380 BYTE BITS . .. 88A-40 

BYTE CIRCULATION .. ... 88A-26 
BYTE MARKETING ..... . . 88A-32 
BYTE SUB. MESSAGE ... . 88A-38 
BYTE SUB. SERVICE ... . . 88A-18 
CALEND . . ............. 88A-29 

381 CAS COMPUTER POINT .. 88A-40 
382 CLARION S/W CORP. . . .. 88A-25 
383 COMPUADD . . . . 88A·2 
384 CONNEXIONS ...... . .. . 88A-40 
385 CAEATIVSOFT .. . 88A-40 
386 CUBIX . . ... 88A-19 
387 DATAMAN ... ..... ....... 88A-9 
388 DDF . . .... 88A-20 
413 EMERALD SYSTEMS . . . 88A-23 
414 EMERALD SYSTEMS ... .. 88A-23 
389 FACIT AB . 88A 14,1 5 
390 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS . . 88A-13 
391 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS . . 88A-13 
392 GOLTEN VERWER ....... 88A-40 
393 GREY MATTEA . . . 88A-35 
394 GTCO . . . . . ... . ... . . .... . 88A-7 
395 HOPE CIRCUIT . . . .. . . . . . 88A-20 
396 LEXICON . . . . 88A-12 
397 LOGIC PAOG. ASSOC .... 88A-10 
398 MAYFAIR MICROS . .. . 88A-21 

MICAOMINT . . ........ 88A-39 
399 MICAOPHARE .... 88A-16 
400 NEURAL WARE .. .. . 88A-18 
401 NIPPON COLUMBIA ..... . 88A-11 
412 NOVELL .. 88A-31 
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402 
403 

404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 

PECAN S/W .......... . ... 88A-3 
PRECISION DATA . . . 88A-40 
AOBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88A-37 
SOFTLINE CORPORATION 88A-17 
SOFTWARE FACTORY .... 88A-1 
S-100 . . ... 88A-33 
S-1 00 ... . .............. 88A-33 
TRIANGLE DIGITAL . . . ... 88A-3 
USA SOFTWARE . . . 88A-5 
WARREN POINT ......... 88A-40 
WIPPERMANN COMPUTEA88A-1 0 
WORKVISION SCIENTEK CORP. 88A-20 

REGIONAL SECTION 

Northeast 88 NE 1-12 

484 
482 
485 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 

483 

APP LIED PROG. ELECTA .. 88NE-7 
AUSTIN COMPUTER SYS . . B8NE-1 
COMM. RESEARCH GAP . . 88NE-6 
COMPUTER AGE ....... 88NE-12 
DIGICOM TECH .. .. 88NE-10 
FIRST MICRO . . .. 88NE-9 
F&WCOMMUNICATIONS . 88NE-11 
HORIZON SALES . . . 88NE-5 
LOWELL CORP ... ... .. . . 88NE-4 
MICAOMINT . ..... . ... . . 88NE-8 
NEUAALWAAE . . . 38NE-2 
PC LINK . . ..... 88NE-3 

Pacif ic Coast 88 PC 1-16 

488 ALTEC TECH.CORP. . .. 88PC-2 
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489 

490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
504 
495 
496 

497 
498 

499 
500 

501 
502 
503 

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., 
TEMPEST DIVISION . . .. . 88PC-5 

COMPUTER LANE ...... 88PC-13 
COMPUTOWN . . . . . . . . . 88PC-7 
EMERALD SYSTEMS ..... 88PC-9 
EMERALD SYSTE MS ..... 88PC-9 
EXECUTEK PRODS., INC .. 88PC-6 
IN MAR INC .......... .. .. 88PC-8 
LOGIC TREE COMP. CTRS. 88PC-1 
LUGARU . 88PC-8 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS .. 88PC-10 
MECA ..... 88PC-4 
MECA ... ..... ..... 88PC-4 
MICROMINT . . .. 88PC-12 
MICAOSTAA ........... 88PC-11 
MICROSTAA ........ .. . 88PC-11 
AOBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS88PC-14 
SF MICRO ............. 88PC-16 
SUAAH . . .. 88PC-15 
TATUNG SCI. & TECH ..... 88PC-3 

Midwest 88MW1-12 

508 

509 
510 
511 
512 

513 
51 4 
519 
515 

516 

ALTEX ELECT. . . 88MW-9 
COMP. BUYING SERVICE 88MW-3 
CORTEX CORP. . . . . . . . 88MW-7 
DIGITAL FRONTIERS ... 88MW-10 
GATEWAY 2000 ..... . ... 88MW-1 
KEITHLEY DAC . . 88MW-4 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS . 88MW-11 
MICAOMINT . . .. 88MW-12 
NANAO .... .......... 88MW-5 
NANAO . . .... . . 88MW-5 
PEACHES ENTERPRISES 88MW-6 
PRECISION DATA PRODS. 88MW-6 
ROBT. TINNEYGRAPHICS88MW-8 
Y.E.S. MULTI NATIONAL .. 88MW-2 
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Southeast 88 SE 1-8 

521 CORTEX CORP. . .. . 88SE-7 
522 GATEWAY 2000 . . 88SE-1 
523 HARD DRIVES INT'L ..... 88SE-3 
524 HARD DRIVES INT'L ... 88SE-3 
525 KNAPCO . . 88SE-5 
526 LIBERTY SOFTWARE . . ... 88SE-6 
527 MEALIN PUB. GROUP . . 88SE-4 
528 MICRO EQUIP. CORP . .. . . 88SE-6 
529 NANAO .. 88SE-8 
530 NANAO .......... . ..... 88SE-8 
531 RELIABLE SOURCE INC . .. 88SE-2 
532 RELIABLE SOURCE INC. . 88SE-2 

Mid-Atlantic 88 M/AT 1-8 

543 
537 
538 
539 

540 
541 
542 

BYTE TIPS ......... . . 88M/AT-6 
COMM. RESEARCH GAP . . 88M/AT-7 
KEITHLEY DAC ........ 88M/AT-4 
MEDIA SPEAK .... ... . 88M/AT-2 
MICRO EQUIP. CORP . .. 88M/AT-6 
MICAOMINT . . .. . 88M/AT-8 
OWL COMP. SERVICES . 88M/AT-5 
SF MICRO ......... .. . 88M/AT-1 
SUAAH . . . 88M/AT-3 

Southwest 88 sw 1-8 

547 ALTEX ELECTRONICS . 88SW-1 
BYTE TIPS 88SW-4 
COMP. BUYING SERVICE 88SW-3 

548 KEITHLEY DAC . 88SW-2 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS . . 88SW-5 
MICROMINT . 88SW-8 
ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88SW-6,7 
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Dennis J. Riley, Director of Sales, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281 
NEW ENGLAND 
ME, NH. VT. MA, RJ , ONTARIO 
CANADA & EASTERN CANADA 
(617) 262-1160 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
575 Boylston Street 
Boston. MA 02116 

ATLANTIC 
NY, NYC, CT. NJ (NORTH) 
Leah G. Rabinowitz (212) 512-2096 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
1221 Avenue of the Americas-
39th Floor 
New York, NY 10020 

Dick McGurk (203) 968-7111 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
Building A-3rd Floor 
777 Long Ridge Road 
Stamford, CT 06902 

EASf 
PA, NJ (SOUTH), 
MD. VA, W.VA . DE, D.C. 
Daniel Ferro (215) 496-3833 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
Three Parkway 
Philadelphia. PA 19102 

SOUTHEAST 
NC, SC,GA,FL, AL, TN 
Carolyn F. Lovett (404) 252-0626 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
4170 Ashford-Dun"oodY Road 
Suite420 
Atlanta, GA 30319 

MIDWEST 
IL, MO. KS.IA. ND. SD, MN. 
KY. OH. WI , NB, IN. MI. MS 
Bob Denmead (312) 751-3740 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
Blair Building 
645 North Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, IL 6061 1 

SOUTHWESf, 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
CO. WY. OK. TX . AR. LA 
Karl Heinrich (713) 462-0757 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
7600 W. Tidwell Rd.-Suite 500 
Houston. TX 77040 

International Advertising Sales Staff: 
Mr. Hans Csokor 
Publimedia 
Reisnerstrassc 61 
A-1037 Vienna, Austria 
222 75 76 84 

Mrs. Gurit Gepner 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
PO Box 2156 
Bat Yam. 5912l l srdel 
386656132139 

Ros Weyman 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Liebigstrasse 19 
D-6000 Frankfurt/Main I 
West Germany 
69720181 

Mrs. Maria Sarmiento 
Pedro Teixeira 8. Off. 320 
Iberia Mart I 
Madrid 4, Spain 
I 45 52 891 

Michael Kamig 
Andrew Karnig & Associates 
Finnbodavagen 
S-131 31 Nacka. Sweden 
8-440005 

Mr. Alain Faure 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
128 Faubourg Saint Honore 
75008 Paris 
France 
(I) 42-89-03-81 

SOUTH PAClFIC 
SOUTHERN CA , AZ. NM . 
LAS VEGAS 
Jack Anderson (714) 557-6292 
McGraw-Hill Publ ications 
3001 Red Hill Ave. 
Building #!-Suite 222 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 

Tom Harvey (213) 480-5243 
McGraw· Hill Publications 
3333 Wilshire Boulevard #407 
Los Angeles, CA 90010 

NORTH PACIFIC 
HI. WA, OR, ID . MT. 
NORTHERN CA. 
NV (excepl LAS VEGAS). UT. 
W . CANADA 
Mike Kisseberth (415) 362-4600 
McGraw· Hill Publications 
425 Bauery S1reet 
San Francisco. CA 94111 

Bi ll McAfee (415) 349-4100 
McGraw-Hill Publications 
951 Mariner 's I sland Blvd .-
3rd Floor 
San Maleo. CA 94404 

Karen Lennie 
Ros Weyman 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
34 Dover St. 
London WI X 4BR 
England 01 493 1451 

Emilio Zerboni 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 

·Via Flavio Baracchini I 
20123 Milan. l laly 
(2) 890 10103 

BYTE BITS (2x3) 
Dan Harper (603) 924-6830 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 

The Buyer's Mart (lx2) 
Mark Stone (603) 924-3754 
BYTE Publica1ions 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Pelerborough. NH 03458 

Regional Advertising 
(So. CA. Mid-Atlantic, Southeast. 
New York/New England) 
Elisa Lister (603) 924-6830 
BYTE Publicalions 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Pelerborough. NH 03458 

Seavcx Ltd . 
400 Orchard Road. #10-01 
Singapore 0923 
Republ ic of Singapore 
Tel: 734-9790 
Telex: RS35539 SEAVEX 

Seavex Ltd . 
503 Wilson House 
19-27 Wyndham St. 
Cent ral. Hong Kong 
Tel : 5-260 149 
Telex: 60904 SEVEX HX 

Regional Advertising 
(Pacific NW, Midwest, Southwest. 
New York/New England) 
Scott Gagnon (603) 924-6830 
BYTE Publications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

BYTE Deck Mailings 
National 
Ed Ware (603) 924-6166 
BYTE Publica1ions 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough. NH 03458 

A/E/C Computing Deck 
Computing for Enginee,; 
Mary Ann Goulding 
(603) 924-9281 
BYTE Publ ications 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Pe1crborough. NH 03458 

Hiro Morita 
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. 
Overseas Corp. 
Room 1528 
Kasumigaseki Bldg . 
3-2-5 Kasumigaseki. 
Chiyoda-Ku 
Tokyo 100, Japan 
3 5819811 

Mr. Ernest McCrary 
Empresa lntemacional de 
Comunicacoes Ltda. 
Rua da Consolacao, 222 
Conjunto 103 
01302 Sao Paulo, S.P .. Brasil 
Tel : ( II) 259-3811 
Telex : (I 00) 32122 EMBN 
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the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index 
is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes 

no liability for errors or omissions. 

* Correspond directly with company 
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HARDWARE 

346 ADD INS 

17 ALPHA PRODUCTS COMPANY 351 
20 AMERICAN ADVANTECH ..... 339 
31 ATRON .................... 66 
36 B & C MICRO SYSTEMS ...... 361 

' BINARY TECH . 361 
53 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT . . ... . 201 
65 COMPUTER AGE LTD. . . . 352 

386 CUBIX ................. BBA-19 
84 DATA TRANSLATION ......... 47 
85 DATA TRANSLATION .... 247 

107 EVEREXSYSTEMS .......... 27 
1 08 EVER EX SYSTEMS .......... 27 
123 GENOA SYSTEMS CORP ...... 79 
394 GTCO . . BBA-7 
130 HERCULES COMPUTER . 236,237 
131 HERCULES COMPUTER . 236,237 
135 HI TECH EQUIP CORP ....... 344 
142 INTEL CORPORATION ..... 62,63 
143 10 TECH . . . . . 178 
144 IOTECH ......... 350 
512 KEITHLEY DAC ......... BBMW-4 
537 KEITHLEY DAC . . . BBM/AT-4 
548 KEITHLEY DAC . . . BBSW-2 
160 KONAN ................... 125 
161 KONAN . . . 125 
396 LEXICON . . . . . BBA-12 
321 MICAOWAY . . 195 

MICROWAY . . . . 235 
513 NANAO ...... .. ....... BBMW-5 
514 NANAO .......•.• . .... BBMW-5 
529 NANAO . . . .. . BBSE-8 
530 NANAO . . .. BBSE-8 
203 NATIONALINSTRUMENTS . .. 141 
21 5 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL ... 322 
227 PERISCOPE COMPANY . . 210 
229 PERSTOR ................ . 246 
230 PERSTOR . . ........ 246 
240 QUA TECH . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 346 
241 QUA TECH . 346 
242 QUA TECH ....... . . ....... 346 
243 QUA TECH ....•. . ....•.... 346 
244 QUA TECH ........ 346 
245 QUA TECH .... . . . . . ...... 346 
246 QUA TECH ................ 346 
248 QUA TECH ... 346 
288 TALKING TECH. . ....... 348 

347 DRIVES 

62 COMPACT DISK PROD. INC ... 292 
269 SEALEVEL . . 361 
294 TIGERTRONICS INC ......... 291 

348 HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS 

23 APROTEK ................. 345 
' AVOCET . . . . .. 348 

37 B & C MICRO SYSTEMS ...... 339 
48 BP MICROSYSTEMS . .. 341 
51 BYTEK CORP .............. 361 

387 DATAMAN . . .......... BBA-9 
127 GTEK INC.... .. .. .. 98 
128 GTEK INC.. .. ............ 98 
165 LINKCOMP. GRAPHICS . . . 218 
344 LOGICAL DEVICES .......... 323 
345 LOGICAL DEVICES .......... 323 
235 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC .... 350 
315 XELTEK . . .............. 315 

349 INSTRUMENTATION 

52 CANETICS .. 352 
152 J.D.R. INSTRUMENTS ....... 225 
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512 KEITHLEY DAC ......... BBMW-4 
537 KEITHLEY DAC ........ BBM/AT-4 
548 KEITHLEY DAC . . BBSW-2 
164 LAWSON LABS ............. 343 
200 MOJAVE SCADA ............ 348 
212 ORION INSTRUMENTS ....... 64 
240 QUA TECH ............. 346 
242 QUA TECH ............. 346 
247 QUA TECH .. 346 
259 REAL TIME DEVICES . . ... 348 

350 KEYBOARDS/MICE 

38 BARCODE INDUSTRIES ..... 242 
98 ELECTRONE ................ 52 

136 HONEYWELL . . . ... 85 
504 INMAR . . . BBPC-8 
157 KEA SYSTEMS LTD. . . ... 44 
208 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS. 58 

351 MASS STORAGE 

13 AK SYSTEMS .............. 339 
15 ALPHA MICRO .. .. . 147 
16 ALPHA MICRO ............. 147 
39 BASF ...................... 10 
62 COMPACT DISK PROD. INC . .' . 292 
74 CONTECH ................. 344 

388 DDF . . . 88A·20 
492 EMERALD SYSTEMS . . . . 88PC-9 
493 EMERALD SYSTEMS . . 88PC-9 
109 EVEREXSYSTEMS . . 29 
11 0 EVER EX SYSTEMS .......... 29 

MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS ..... 7 
401 NIPPON COLUMBIA . . BBA-11 
403 PRECISION. DATA ........ 88A·40 
249 QUALSTAR . . 348 
267 SEAGATETECHNOLOGY .... 131 
268 SEAGATETECHNOLOGY .... 131 

• SYSGEN INC. . . . 139 

MISCELLANEOUS 

34 B & B ELECTRONICS . . . . . 218 
35 B & C MICRO SYSTEMS . . . . 324 
55 CENTROID CORP. . ..... 350 

COMPUTER CONTINUUM .... 352 
384 CONNEXIONS . . . BBA-40 

79 CUESTA SYSTEMS ......... 123 
80 CUESTA SYSTEMS ........ 123 

102 EMERSON ELECTRIC ....... 238 
103 EMERSON ELECTRIC ...... . 238 
480 HORIZON SALES ........ 88NE-5 

INTECTRA . . ....... 341 
141 INTEGRAND RES. CORP ..... 182 
497 MECA .. 88PC-4 
498 MECA ................. 88PC-4 
218 PARA SYSTEMS . . . 111 
256 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 229 
257 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 229 
301 VIZIFLEX SEELS .. 343 

352 MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS 

30 ATI TECHNOLOGIES .... 132,133 
54 CENTRAL COMP. PROD ...... 344 

1 OS EVEREX SYSTEMS . . ........ 25 
106 EVEREX SYSTEMS . . .. 25 
129 HAYES MICROCOMP. PROD ... 95 
233 PRACTICAL PERIPH .......... 55 
290 TEAM TECH ............... 245 
295 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS INC .. 196 
300 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS ... 61 

353 MONITORS 

76 CPT CORP. . ..... 198 
77 CTX INTERNATIONAL 163 
78 CTX INTERNATIONAL ....... 163 

322 MITSUBISHI . . . 164,165 
323 MITSUBISHI ........... 164,165 
234 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS ... 203 

373 NETWORK HARDWARE 

489 ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP., 
TEMPEST DIV. . . 88PC-S 

40 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC ..... 233 
' CLEO SOFTWARE ......... . 152 

61 COGITATE . ............... . 344 
413 EMERALD SYSTEMS ..... 88A-23 
414 EMERALD SYSTEMS . . 88A-23 
130 HERCULES COMPUTER . 236,237 
131 HERCULES COMPUTER . 236,237 
138 HUMMINGBIRDCOMM .. .... . 185 
204 NATURAL MICROSYSTEMS .. 282 
412 NOVELL ............... 88A-31 
242 QUA TECH ............... 346 
245 QUA TECH ....... 346 
246 QUA TECH .... 346 
248 QUA TECH ..... . .......... 346 
260 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 348 
261 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 348 
291 TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY INC. 59 
306 WESTERN TELEMATIC ...... 174 
307 WESTERN TELEMATIC ...... 174 

354 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS 

18 ALPS AMERICA . . . . . . 150,151 
19 ALPS AMERICA ........ 150,151 

389 FACIT AB ............ 88A-14,15 
132 HEWLETT-PACKARD .. . . 179 
133 HEWLETT-PACKARD . . ...... 181 
134 HEWLETT-PACKARD ... . . 183 

' INTECTRA ................. 343 
206 NEC INFO SYSTEMS ........ Clll 
327 OASYS . . . 307 
328 OASYS ........... . ........ 307 
222 PCPI . . .. 158,159 
223 PCPI ............ 158,159 
260 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 348 
261 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 348 
317 ZERICON .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 345 

355 SCANNERS/DIGITIZERS 

113 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING .. 190 
114 FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING .. 190 

356 SOFTWARE SECURITY 

20 AMERICAN ADVANTECH ..... 339 
75 covox .. .. ... 341 

494 EXECUTEK PRODS., INC .. 88PC-6 
167 LOGITECH INC .............. 73 
168 LOGITECH INC. . ......... 73 
169 LOGITECH INC. . . 74,75 
170 LOGITECH INC. . ... 74,75 
399 MICROPHARE . . . 88A-16 
247 QUA TECH ....... 346 

357 SYSTEMS 

11 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 8,9 
12 ADVANCED LOGIC RESEARCH 8,9 

' ALLEN SYSTEMS ... . .... 218 
488 ALTEC TECH. CORP .... . . 88PC-2 

' AM PRO COMPUTERS INC . ... 299 
27 AST RESEARCH . . . . . . . ... 175 
28 AST RESEARCH ............ 175 
56 CLUB AMERICAN TECH .. 168,169 

COMPAOCOMP. CORP . . 100,101 
383 COMPUADD .... 88A·2 
476 COMPUTER AGE ....... 88NE-12 
509 CORTEX CORP. . . 88MW-7 
521 CORTEX CORP .......... 88SE-7 
88 DELL COMPUTER ........ 48,49 

477 DIGICOMTECH . . BBNE-10 
93 DISKS PLUS . 310 

104 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE 343 
111 EVER EX SYSTEMS ....... 31 
112 EVEREXSYSTEMS . . . . 31 
116 FORTRON INC . .............. 30 
117 FORTRON INC. . . ...... 30 
511 GATEWAY 2000 . . .. BBMW-1 
522 GATEWAY 2000 . . 88SE-1 
149 JKL . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 344 
158 KILA SYSTEMS . . 312 
481 LOWELL CORP .......... 88NE-4 
180 MEGATEL . .. ..... 291 
326 MICRO ONE . . . ... 311 
499 MICROSTAR ........... BBPC-11 
500 MICROSTAR . 88PC-11 
207 NORTHGATECOMP. SYS ... 56,57 
540 OWLCOMP. SERVICES . 88M/AT-5 
216 PACIFIC COMPUTER ........ 349 
217 PACIFIC COMPUTER ........ 349 
226 PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY . 350 
254 QUINTEL TECH ... 348 
255 RADIO SHACK ... CIV 
265 SCHWAB COMPUTER CENTER350 
541 SF MICRO . . . 88M/AT·1 
501 SF MICRO ............. 88PC-16 

4 STANFORD SYSTEMS . ... . .. 126 
335 TATUNG CO. OF AMERICA ... 283 
503 TATUNG SCI. & TECH ..... 88PC-3 
407 TRIANGLE DIGITAL .... . .. 88A-3 
299 TYSTAR MANUFACTURING . . 339 
305 WELLS AMERICAN ... . . . . .... 15 
311 WINTEKCORP .......... . .. 339 
411 WORKVISION SCIENTEK CORP. 88A-20 
316 ZEOS INT'L . .. 338 
320 Z-WORLD ................. 352 

374 TERMINALS 

337 TELEVIDEO ........... 301 

SOFTWARE 

358 APPLE2/MAC APPLICATIONS-
Scientific/Technical 

280 SPSS . . ... 1 55 

359 APPLE2/MAC LANGUAGES 

274 SOFTWARE DEV. SYS ....... 244 

360 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS-
Business/Office 

3 1ST CLASS EXPERT SYS ..... 186 
7 A+ LMEIERVOGT ......... 219 
8 ADOBE .............. 148,149 

26 ASHTON-TATE . . . 83 
42 BORLAND INT'L ............. Cll 
43 BORLAND INT'L . . ........ Cll 
44 BORLAND INT'L . . . 1 
45 BORLAND INT'L . . ...... 1 
46 BORLAND INT'L . 71 
47 BORLAND INT'L . . ......... 71 
60 COGITATE . . ............. 361 
83 DATA ACCESS CORP. . 259 
86 DB FAST ................... 54 

336 DESTINY TECHNOLOGY ..... 287 
118 FOX SOFTWARE ............. 23 
119 FTGDATA . .. ...... 341 
194 MICROSOFT CORP .. .... 250,251 
195 MICROSOFT CORP ...... 250,251 

' ORACLE CORP. . . 77 
219 PATTON & PATTON . . .... 34 

' RAIMACORP ............... 35 
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531 RELIABLE SOURCE INC . .. 88SE·2 
532 RELIABLE SOURCE INC. . 88SE-2 
293 TIGERTRONICS .......... . . 361 

361 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS-
Scientific/Technical 

29 ASYST SOFTWARE TECH. . 17 
52 CANETICS ................ 352 
96 ECOSOFT . . .... 274 

392 GOLTEN VERWER .. ... . . 88A·40 
137 HORSTMANN SOFTWARE ... 267 
175 MATHSOFT . . .............. 69 

' QUAID SOFTWARE . . ... 290 
279 SPECTRUM . . .. 221 
281 STSC INC. . . . 45 
289 TCI SOFTWARE . . . 113 

362 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS-
Miscellaneous 

526 LIBERTY SOFTWARE . . . 88SE-6 
172 MAP INFO . . . 16 
174 MASTERSOFT . . .... 218 
264 SALINON . . . 60 
296 TRANSEC SYSTEMS . . 193 

WORTHINGTON DATA SOLNS .. 42 

363 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS-
Word Processing 

390 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS .. BBA-13 
391 G!\MMA PRODUCTIONS . 88A·13 

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP. 145 
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP. 146 

253 QUICKSOFT ............... 130 

364 IBM/MSDOS-CAD 

21 AMER. SMALL BUS. COMP ... 142 
115 FORESIGHT RESOURCES . . 262 
126 GREAT SOFTWESTERN .. 94 
538 MEDIA SPEAK . BBM/AT-2 
310 WINTEKCORP. . 5 

365 IBM/MSDOS-LAN 

24 ARTISOFT .. 
25 ARTISOFT . 

260 ROSE ELECTRONICS 
261 ROSE ELECTRONICS 

..... 137 
. . 137 

. ...... 348 
. 348 

366 IBM/MSDOS-GRAPHICS 

332 AIX SOFTWORKS INC.. . . 93 
333 RIX SOFTWORKS INC. . 93 

367 IBM/MSDOS-LANGUAGES 

5 A+ L MEIERVOGT ........ . 215 
377 ANALYTICAL ENGINES ... 88A-40 
33 AVOCET SYSTEMS INC. . 50 
89 DIGITALK INC ... . .. . . . . 114,115 

101 ELLIS COMPUTING INC. . .. 44 
151 JPI MODULA .. 80,81 
162 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEM . 200 
163 LATIICE INC. . ... 227 
171 MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS . . 97 
173 MARK WILLIAMS ...... . . 28 
188 MICROSOFT CORP.. . 117 
189 MICROSOFT CORP. . .. 117 
190 MICROSOFT CORP ...... 118,119 
191 MICROSOFT CORP... . 118,119 
196 MICROSOFT CORP.. .. .. 281 
197 MICROSOFT CORP . . . . ...... 281 
199 MIX SOFTWARE . . ... 241 
325 PAUL MACE . . .. 113 
402 PECAN S/W. . .... ... BBA-3 
262 R.R. SOFTWARE ... 161 
282 STSC INC ......... . ........ 277 
409 WARREN POINT . . ...... BBA-40 
304 WATCOM C . .. ......... . ... 13 
309 WHITEWATER GROUP, THE .. 202 
312 WORDCRAFT . . . 184 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

319 Z-WORLD . . ............ 352 

368 IBM/MSDOS-UTILITIES 

6 A+ L MEIERVOGT . . 217 
31 ATRON .. .. . .. 66 
41 BLAISE COMPUTING INC.. . 32 

382 CLARION S/W CORP . .. .. 88A·25 
57 CNS INC .. .......... . . ... .. 201 
58 CNS INC. . . . . 201 

385 CREATIVSOFT ... .. ... . . 88A-40 
81 CURTIS INC. . . . .... 310 

124 GOLDEN BOW ..... . .... . .. 343 
125 GRAFPOINT . . 344 
159 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN INC ... 272 
397 LOGIC PROG. ASSOC . . . . . BBA-10 
496 LUGARU . . . BBPC-8 
177 MEDIA CYBERNETICS . . 170 
178 MEDIA CYBERNETICS . . . 170 
227 PERISCOPE COMPANY ...... 210 
231 PETER NORTON ... 187 
232 PETER NORTON 187 
329 PRIME SOLUTIONS . . . .. 91 

QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS. 166 
251 QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS. 167 
252 QUARTERDECK OFFICE SYS. 167 
404 SOFTWARE FACTORY . . BBA-1 
277 SOFTWORLD . . 348 
278 SOLUTION SYSTEMS .. . . ... 197 
284 SUPERSOFT . 92 
287 SYSTEM DESIGNERS INT'L .. 286 
297 TU ABO POWER SOFTWARE .. 194 

VERMONT CREATIVE S/W ... 249 
318 ZORTECH . . . 99 

369 IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS 

22 AMICA . . . . .............. 361 
482 AUSTIN COMPUTER SYS .. BBNE-1 

CLEO SOFTWARE . . 152 
59 COEFFICIENT SYS. CO. . . .. 96 

543 COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 
GROUP .. 88M/AT-7 

87 DCS (DIVERSIFIED COMP.SYS.) . 344 
156 KEA SYSTEMS . . 341 
50 PERSOFT ... .. . .... . .. ..... 87 

273 SOFTRONICS . . .. . ..... 352 
308 WHITE CRANE SYSTEMS . 173 

370 OTHER APPLICATIONS-
Miscellaneous 

302 VOYETRA TECH . . . 339 

371 OTHER-LANGUAGES 

274 SOFTWARE DEV. SYS. . .. . .. 244 

372 MAIL ORDER/ 
RETAIL 

10 ADVANCED COMP. PROD. 354,355 
547 ALTEX ELECTRONICS 88SW·1 
508 ALTEX ELECT. . ... . ... 88MW-9 

AMERICAN DESIGN COMP. 342 
342 AMERICAN SEMICONDUCTOR 323 
343 AMERICAN SEMICONDUCTOR 323 
484 APPLIED PROG. ELECTR. 88NE-7 
341 B & W SYSTEMS INC.. . ..... 269 
378 BCL . . .. 88A·40 

49 BUS COMPUTER SYS . .. . 336,337 
CALIFORNIA DIGITAL ....... 321 

381 CAS COMPUTER POINT .. 88A·40 
485 COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH 

GROUP .... . ... . ....... 88NE·6 
64 COMPUSAVE . . .. 345 

COMPUTER BUYING SERV. 88MW·3 
COMPUTER BUYING SERV. 88SW-3 

67 COMPUTER EXPO . . .. 223 
490 COMPUTER LANE . .. ... 88PC-13 

Advertising Supplement included with this issue: 
Selective Software (U.S. Subscribers) 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

68 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 20,21 
70 COMPUTER SURPLUS STORE 341 
71 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE . . .. 39 
72 COMPUTER WAREHOUSE . 39 

491 COMPUTOWN . 88PC-7 
73 COMP. DISC. WAREHOUSE 216 

510 DIGITAL FRONTIERS . . . 88MW-10 
90 DISC INTERNATIONAL . . 352 
91 DISKCOTECH . .. ........ 341 
92 DISKETIE CONNECTION .... 339 
94 DISKS TO GO . . . . . 343 

334 DYNAMIC ELECTRONICS . ... 344 
478 FIRST MICRO . 88NE-9 
479 F&W COMMUNICATIONS . 88NE-11 
393 GREY MATIER . . . ... BBA-35 
523 HARD DRIVES INT'L. . ... 88SE-3 
524 HARD DRIVES INT'L ...... 88SE·3 

HARMONY COMPUTERS ... . . 24 
338 HENSE & PARTNER ......... 309 
139 I. C. EXPRESS . . 361 
145 JADE COMPUTER PRODUCTS 353 
146 JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 334,335 
148 JAWIN COMPUTER PROD . . .. 350 
147 JAWIN COMPUTER PROD . . .. 350 
153 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES . 356 ,357 
154 J.D.R. MICRODEVICES .. 358 ,359 

J.D.R. MICRODEVICES . . . . .. 360 
525 KNAPCO . . . . BBSE-5 
398 MAYFAIR MICROS ...... . 88A·21 
176 MEAD COMPUTER . . ... .. 347 
179 MEGASOFT . .... .. . .. . . . .. 345 
181 MEP (MICRO ELEC. PROD.) .. 218 
528 MICRO EQUIP. CORP. . 88SE·6 
539 MICRO EQUIP. CORP . .. BBM/AT-6 
183 MICROCOM SYSTEMS ... . ... 26 

MICROMINT . 314 
MICROMINT .. . .... ..... 88A-39 
MICROMINT ... BBMW-12 
MICROMINT . . . . .. 88M/AT-8 
MICROMINT . BBNE-8 
MICROMINT .... 88PC-12 
MICROMINT . 88SW-8 

187 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 348 
201 MONTGOMERY GRANT . . . . 340 
202 M.H.I. . . . 38 
210 ON-LINE STORE ...... ...... 349 

PC LINK . . . BBNE-3 
221 PC PLUS . . 204 
519 PEACHES ENTERPRISES 88MW-6 
515 PRECISION DATA PRODS. 88MW-6 
236 PROGRAMMER'S CONNECTION . 37 
237 PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 40,41 
238 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .... . 197 
266 SCIENCE & ENG. S/W . . . .. . . 199 
270 SILICON SPECIALTIES .. . . .. 252 
271 SILICON SPECIALTIES . . .. .. 252 
272 SN'W ELECTRONICS . ........ 46 

SOFTLINE CORPORATION BBA-17 
542 SURAH . . . ..... 88M/AT·3 
502 SURAH . . .. 88PC-15 
405 S-1 00 . . .. .... 88A-33 
406 S-100 . . . 88A-33 
324 TIMELINE . 319 
408 USA SOFTWARE . 88A·5 
303 WAREHOUSE DATA PROD . . .. 209 
410 WIPPERMANN COMPUTER88A-10 
313 W.P. ELECTRONICS . . . 248 
314 W.P. ELECTRONICS ... . .... 248 
516 Y.E.S.MULTINATIONAL . . 88MW·2 

375 EDUCATIONAL/ 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

BYTE CIRCULATION .. 296 
BYTE CIRCULATION 88A-26 
BYTE MARKETING . . . 302 
BYTE MARKETING . . .. . .. 88A·32 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE . . 88A-38 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE .... . ... 368 
BYTE SUB SERVICE ....... 363 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

BYTE SUB SERVICE . .. 8BA·18 
BYTE TIPS .. .. ... 88M/AT-6 
BYTE TIPS 88SW-4 
CALEND . . ......... 88A·29 

66 COMPUTER BOOK CLUB, THE 289 
82 CYBER RESEARCH . .. .. .... 344 
97 EDR CORP ... . ... . .. .. ...... 59 

395 HOPE CIRCUIT . . . . 88A·20 
150 JOHN WILEY & SONS . .... 43 
495 LOGIC TREE COMP. CTRS. 88PC-1 

MACMILLAN BOOK CLUB INC . . 33 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS 88MW-11 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS .. BBPC-10 
MCGRAW-HILL BOOKS . 88SW-5 
MCGRAW-HILL INFO . ... 260,261 
MCGRAW-HILL NRI .. .... ... 305 

192 MICROSOFT CORP.. . . . . . 120 
193 MICROSOFT CORP. .. . 120 
400 NEURAL WARE . . . 88A-18 
483 NEURALWARE . 88NE-2 
213 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL ... 243 
214 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL . .. 293 
220 PC EXPO .... ........ .. 188,189 

ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88A-37 

549 DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING 

8 
336 
527 
228 
285 

* 

95 
182 
211 
331 
258 

263 
283 

ADOBE . . .. . ..... 148,149 
DESTINY TECHNOLOGY . . . 287 
MERLIN PUB. GROUP . . . . 88SE-4 
PERSONAL TEX . . . .... 124 
SWFTE .... .. . . ........... 109 

MISCELLANEOUS 

BEST WESTERN . ... . . .. 24 
DUNNET . . .. 18 
MERRITI COMPUTER . . . 292 
ON-TARGET ASSOC. . . 350 
PST . . .. .. 53 
RAMBENDERS ... . .. ... . . .. 312 
ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88MW-8 
ROBT. TINNEYGRAPHICS88PC-14 
ROBT. TINNEY GRAPHICS 88SW-6 ,7 
SAFEWARE . . ...... .... .. . . 361 
SUPER FUND FINANCIAL . . ... 46 
TOSHIBA AMERICA INC. . . 206 

550 OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 

140 IGC .... 105 
155 KADAK PRODUCTS LTD. . . 322 
184 MICROPLOT . . . 218 
250 QUANTUM ..... . ... . .. 231 
275 SOFTWARE LINK . . 19 
276 SOFTWARE LINK . . ... 19 
298 TXM, INC. . 284 

551 ON-LINE 
SERVICES 

376 AL DOWNLOADING .. 88A·3 
450 BIX . . . .. .... 294,295 
379 BIX . . 88A-27 

69 COMPUTER SPORTS WORLD . 94 
MCGRAW-HILL NEWS ...... . 313 

209 ON-LINE ACCESS . . . 270,271 
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A MESSAGE To 
OuR SuBSCRIBERS 

FROM TIME 10 TIME WE MAKE 
the BYTE subscriber list available to 

other companies who wish to send our 
subscribers material about ,their products. We 
take great care to screen these companies, 
choosing only those who are reputable, and 
whose products, services, or information we 
feel would be of interest to you. Direct mail 
is an efficient medium for pre-

our mailing list, and look forward to finding 
information of interest to them in the mail. 
Used are our subscribers' names and addresses 
only (no other information we may have is 
ever given) . 

While we believe the distribution of this in
formation is of benefit to our subscribers, we 
firmly respect the wishes of any subscriber 

who does not want to receive 
senting the latest personal com
puter goods and services to our 
subscribers. 

13'r!TE MAGAZINE 
ATTN: SuBSCRIBER SERVICE 

P.O. Box 7643 
T EANECK, NJ 07666-9866 

such promotional literature. 
Should you wish to restrict the 
use of your name, simply send 
your request to the following 
address. 

Many BYTE subscribers ap
preciate this controlled use of 

"CJS SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!* 
ri"J,~:. Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System 
. ,I.. Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier. 

SEND FOR YOUR 1) . If you are a new ·subscriber or have lost your I. D. card, circle #l on the Reader Service 
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD · Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card. 

GET PREPARED 

CALL TIPS 

ENTER YOUR 
SUBSCRIBER AND 
ISSUE NUMBERS 

ENTER YOUR 
INQUIRIES 

END SESSION 

2) Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I. D. Cai·d, in boxes in Step 5 below. 
(Do not add O's tp fill in blank boxes) 

3) Write numb~rs for information desired in boxes in Step 7b below. 
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7a) 

b) 

Now, on a Touch-'lbne telephone dial: (413) 442·2668 and wait for voice commands. 

When TIPS .says: "Enter Subscriber Number" 
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [# or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad 
ignoring blank boxes) 
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code" 
Enter [1] 00 lEI !Bl 00 00 

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number" 
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes) 

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers) 

1 . 0 0 0 00 00 6. 0 0 0 [J!J [J!J 10. 0 0 0 00 00 14. 0 0 0 00 00 
2. 0 0 0 00 00 7. 0 0 0 JJll [J!J 11. 0 0 0 00 00 15. 0 0 0 [J!J 00 
3. 0 0 0 [J!J [J!J 8. 0 0 0 00 00 12. 0 0 0 00 00 16. 0 0 0 00 00 
4. 0 0 000 00 9.000[J!J[J!J 13. 0000000 17.0 000000 
5. 0 0 0 00 00 

8) End session by entering 0 0 ll!l [l) [J!J 00 

9) Hang up after hearing final message 
If are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281. 

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscl'iption card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8912. 

*Domestic and Canadian Subscribers Only! 
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Information Retrieval Service 
To assist you in making your evaluations, purchasing decisions, or recommendations, you can 
request further information directly from the manufacturer or service company on products and 
services advertised in this issue. There is no charge, no obligation. Just complete and mail the 
attached post-paid, self-addressed reply card, and we'll do the rest. 

Circle numbers on reply 
card which correspond to 
numbers assigned to 
items of interest to you. 

Check all the appropriate 
answers to questions 

Print your name and 
address and mail. 

"N' through "F". 

Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot be 
honored unless the zip code is included. This card is valid for 6 months 
from cover date. 

A. What is your primary job function? 
(Check one only) 
1 0 Business Owner, General 

Management, Administrative 
2 0 MIS/DP, Programming 
3 0 Engineering/ Scienti fic, R&D 
4 0 Professional (law, medicine, 

accounting) 
5 0 Other 

B. How many people does your 
company employ? 

1 0 25 or fewer 
2 0 26-99 
3 0 100-499 
4 0 500-999 
5 0 1000 or more 

C. Reason for request: (Check all 
that apply). 
0 Business use for yourself 
0 Business use for your 

company 
3 0 Personal use 

D. Your next step after information 
is received: 
0 Purchase order 
0 Evaluation 

3 0 Specification/ Recommendation 

E. Please indicate the product 
categories for which you 
influence the selection or 
purchase at your (or your 
client's) company or organi
zation. (Check all that apply). 
0 Microcomputers 
0 Peripherals 

3 0 Software 
4 0 Accessories and supplies 

F. For how many microcomputers 
do you influence the purchase 
of products at your (or your 
client's) company or organi
zation? 

I 0 I 3 0 5- 9 
2 0 2-4 4 0 10 or more 

Name ---------------------------------------------------
Title ______________________ __ _ 

Company, _ ________ __________ ___ __ 

Address - ----------------------------------------------
Stare, _____________________ _ City-----------

2~---------------- Telephone, ____________ _ 
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Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. Requests cannot be 
honored unless the zip code is included. This card is valid for 6 months 
from cover date. 

A. What is your primary job function? 
(Check one only) 

1 0 Business Owner, General 
Management, Administrative 

2 0 MIS/ DP, Programming 
3 0 Engineering/ Scienti fic, R&D 
4 0 Professional (law, medicine, 

accounting) 
0 Other 

B. How many people does your 
company employ? 

1 0 25 or fewer 
2 0 26-99 
3 0 100-499 
4 0 500-999 
5 0 1000 or more 

C. Reason for request: (Check all 
that apply). 

1 0 Business use for yourself 
2 0 Business use for your 

company 
3 0 Personal use 

D. Your next step after information 
is received: 
0 Purchase order 
0 Evaluation 

3 0 Specification / Recommendation 

E. Please indicate the product 
categories for which you 
influence the selection or 
purchase at your (or your 
client's) company or organi
zation. (Check all that apply). 

1 0 Microcomputers 
2 0 Peripherals 
3 0 Software 
4 0 Accessories and supplies 

F. For how many microcomputers 
do you influence the purchase 
of products at your (or your 
client's) company or organi
zation? 

1 0 I 3D 5-9 
2 D 2-4 4 0 10 or more 

Name -----------------------------------------
Title _________________ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ 

Company _ _________________________________ __ 

Address ------------------------
State _____________________ _ City-----------

ZiP•------ ---- Telephone, _____ ______ __ 
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Our Silentwriter TM LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular 
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript® and Laser Jet Plus emulation. 

That alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many 
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IBM 

compatibility. PC week stated, "the LC890 
··c·"·' is actually better than having both an Apple 

NEC'sSilentWriterPrinterBoasts LaserWriter Plus and an HP LaserJet Plus on 
PostScript, HP LaserJet Plus Emulation your desk." Equally impressed, PC Magazine 

I ThcnewNECSilentWriterLC-890 1ascr~EC's LC-890 printer, hOI'"I'CJ', makes awarded t"t an "Edt"tor's Chot"ce." Atld ct"ted t"t printer breaks new ground on SC'\'Cral froms. that issue a moot point- and :1dds new 
. Until now. buycrsof lascr printcr.s havcb<'Cn meaning to the term " fu ll f~•turcd ! ' NEC t"n thet"r "Best of 1987" t"ssue. : r~ilh a run~~n between COITJ.bi,,........... uppo of Adobe Sysu:ms !...,........,.. ~~...----- . -"-·qponr.t" " 11 language w:·· 

.,,,,_ And because the Silentwriter has a simple, 
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact, it's twice 
as reliable as ordinary lasers , with an average life of 600,000 pages. 

If you don't require the power of our LC890, con- ;,;.;.. 
sider the rest of the family. The LC850 for text applica- j ! NECPRINfERS.THEYONLYSTOP 
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex _____ ·-· , WHENYOUWANTTHEMID. 
graphics. ////,. 11111 17. . ~ -~ NEC To start producing your own headlines, __ . _1!'!'!~~-'(".i! II · -- . 
call1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635). -- _ 
We'll send you reprints of all the great - -- --~~ ~ · , 
reviews and the name of the NECIS dealer ~ '"" 
nearest you. 

Circle 206 on Reader Service Card 

C&C Computers and Communications 
NEC Informalion Sys1ems, Dept. 1610 , 1414J'vl assachuseus Ave., Boxborough , MA 01719. 

Repr inted from PC N\agazinc j an. 12 , 1988. © 1987 ZiffComm unica 1ions Company. 



Tandy Computers: 
Because there is 
no better value.TM 

Tandy Business Solutions 

Tandy 4000 Tandy 3000 

. - .!..__ ____ :.::;. -~---=1--

~i:muliuminiiuumuu · ·-·-··········- -

Tandy 3000 HL Tandy 1400 LT 

t~::' I' ' • • l · ~ ·~ L\ i; '.,\ 

Tandy 1000 TX Tandy 1000 SX 

3Com/Reg . TM 3Com Corp. IRMALANITM Digital Communications Associ
ates. Inc. IBM/Reg. TM IBM Corp. XENIX/Reg. TM Microsoft Corp. SCO/Reg . 
TM The Santa Cruz Operation. 

Design your system around 
the broadest selection 
of PCs in the industry. 

Tandy Computers are the best-selling 
IBM® PC compatibles in America. From 
the latest 386 technology and highly ex
pandable 286 systems to portables, we have 
it all . What'.s more, we offer the system so
lutions your business can depend on for 
years to come. 

Workgroup Solutions. Our 3Com® work
group lets people and PCs work together, so 
your entire office can share information and 
route messages-electronically. And with 
IRMALAN'", up to 20 people in your work
group can access an IBM mainframe. 

Multiuser Solutions. We've logged more 
years of experience with XENJX® multiuser 
systems than anyone. And we offer SCO'" 
business productivity software that's de
signed expressly for multiuser efficiency. 

Total Support. Radio Shack Computer 
Centers offer the most comprehensive range 
of support services in the industry. The bot
tom line? We work hard for your business! -------1 Send me a 1988 computer catalog. 

I Mail to: Radio Shack, Dept. 88-A-879 I 
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102 

I Name------------- I 
Company------------

1 Address I 
City _________ State __ 

L;P- ..;n~-- .J 
1tad1e lhaeK 
COMPUTER CENTERS 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 
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